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iEE ORDNANCE ..’.CnOOi.

COURSE II

I'.VH

SUBJECT: AMMUNITION - POWDER AND EXl’LOmlV.

PART I

SECTION I. ARTILLERY AMMUNITION - GENERAL.

1. Tactical C >nsiderations in the Design 
of Arttilery Ammunition.

1A. Stages in the Development of a Component 
of Amr.unition.

IB. Technical Problems in the Design of 
Jte.unition.

2. Ammunition Specifications.
3. A:munition Tests.

SECTION II. EXPLOSIVES - GENERAL.

1. Physical Properties of Military Explosives.
2. The Organic Chemistry of Explosives.

SECTION III. PROPELLENT POWDERS.

1. Manufacture of Standard Propellents.
2. The Chemical Properties of Nitrocellulose.
2A. The preparation of Nitrocellulose.
2B. Testing of Nitrocellulose.
3. Trend of Development of propellants.
4. Thermochemistry of Propellants.
4A. Calorimetric Measurements.
5. The Colloiding of Nitrocellulose.
6. The Stability of Nitrocellulose and Pro

pellent Powders.
GA. Stability Tests of Propellants.
7. Ignition of Propellants.
6. Grain Design of Propellent Powders.
GA. Design of Propellent Charges.
e. Email Arms propellants.

10. Strip Powders for Emergency Use.
il. Inspection Tests of Propellants.
12. FL. Id Surveillnnco of Smokeless Powder 

and Aimwii t ion.

SECTION IV, HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

1. High Expl.0- ivus Ammunition and the. 
Chemical Industry.

2. Mnuuf- ct.i.ir-. 'ml Pro; .srti-is of TIFt.
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3. Manufacture and Propertius of Tetryl.
4. Manufacture und Propertius of Explosive D, 

Amatol nnd Tridite.
b, Manufacture uud Propertius of H .rcury 

Fulminnto.
6. Black Powders (Manufacture, Process and 

Use).
7. Gronado Explosives.
8. Physical Tasting of High Explorivos- 

Laboratory Methods.
S. Physical Testing of High Explosives - 

Proving Ground Methods.
9A. The Explosive Train.

10. The Stability of High Explosives.
10A. Stability Tests of High Explosives.
11. Exudation from TNT and 50/b0 Amatol 

Loaded Shell.
IB. Loading of High Explosives in Shell.
13. Lead Azide: Manufacture, Chemical Properties, 

etc.
14. Lead Azide as a Substitute for1 2 Mercury 

Fulminate. (Confidential-not mimeographed)

1. Thu Metal Components Department.
2. Projectile Manufacture.

SECTION VIII . LOADING AND ASSEMBLING ARTILLERY FUZES.

i. Loading and Assembling of Tine Fuzes.
2^ Loading ai d Assembling, of Detonating Fuzes. 

tConfidentiul - not mimeographed)

13. Reloading Shell by Field Service Casting.
16- . Loading Explosive "D" in the Field.

SECTION V. PYROTECHNICS.

1. Pyrotechnic Materials and Compositions.
2. Pyrotechnic Flares, Signals, Design and 

Functioning.

SECTION VI. ARTILLERY FUZES.

1A. Present Fuze Policy. (Confidential - not 
mimeographed)

2-» Time Fuzes (Design and Functioning)
3. Detonating Fuzes (Design and Functioning)

SECTION VII. MANUFACTURE OF 'T.TAL COMPONENTS FOR ARTILLERY
AMI MUNITION.

r



section IX. i 'C.J' ....

SECTION X.

1. t rimer:- (Pu.rifjn and ihinctionin i
2. Loading and As rambling Art ill' Prim...

GRENADES.

SECTION XI.

1. Grenades /Design and ••'u.ict toning)

BOMBS.

SECTION XII.

1. Bombs and Bomb Design: T'- rd of 
Development.

BOMB FUZES.

SECTION XT. 11

1. Bomb Fuzes.

. PACKING, STORAGE AND SHIP TINT OH AIUI.’ITl JN.

SECTION XIV.

1-. Packing of Ammunition, 
R. Storage of Au unition.
3. Shipment of /jmuuitic \.

CG..'£p:r'T'-' AJNDB.

SECTION XV.

,risi. to Melt Loading & Cor >lutc Rounds 
"-L.it at Pi cat i any ArsrnalL

MTSf-v ALNEOUS SUBJECTS.

6.
7.

Organization and Administration of
: .uatinny Arsenal.
.lac.,- of Pl:.utir.nrf- .irojnal i»- thu Schema
ex National uefunsu.
Safety Requirements in Ammunition Hfr., 
Including Safety Board Procedure.
Ammunition plant Inspection - Organization- 
Functions - Responsibilities.
war Plans (Conf. - Not Mimeographed)

r Plans nt Pleatiuny Arsenal (Conf.- 
not mimeographed)

A ,.;lructier, of Ammunition and Hazardous
Arxiunit ion Coupon.,nts.
Statistical 1 lothod”. -.nd Specifications.



SECTIOU I. AHTILb’iKY Aid Uli ITION - GENERAL

1. Tact laid ConsIde rat ions Ln tho Design 
of Artillery Ai.v.unltlon.

T’.j artillery ammunition requirements for the using services are 
set down or specified by the General Staff. It is tho function of tho 
0rduar.ee Department to design and procure or manufacture ammunition of 
the characteristics and in the quantities so specified. The types of 
ammunition and tho quantities required are determined by a study of the 
missions or tactical requirements assigned tho artillery. It might be 
stated here that In general tho basis of tho requirements so fixed is 
the probable requirements rather than tho possible requirements. The 
reason for such a decision will be quite evident if a study is made of 
the ammunition situation during the WorldStar, During that period there 
were many special purpose types of ammunition which were of doubtful 
value and unduly complicated the manufacture and supply problems.

In general tho requirement is for ammunition which when used in Con
junction with a certain weapon will roach the target or place desired 
(Range, deflection and allowable dispersion); to fall at that place in 
such a manner as will permit the desired action (angle of fall), and to 
produce the desired effect (caliber, kind of projectile and fuze). 
Shortly after the V'ar, the ’ estervolt Board was appointed to meet in 
France, to make a study of the armament, calibers and types of material, 
kinds and proportion of ammunition and methods of transport of the 
artillery to be assigned to a Field Arny. The recommendations of this 
board have been the basis or starting point of practically all of the 
artillery materiel and ammunition design and development work since the 

'••’ar. The Board Report stated that, "An Artillery program should be 
founded on the object and the means; - that is, the destruction of tho 
target and the projectile to accomplish this. It should also admit of 
a proper series of ranges that would fulfill all the tactical acquire
ment a that could r^asonuoly be expected of a series of typos. In the 
st”dy of an artillery program there are two methods of approaching the 
subject. First, by starting with a minimum weight of projectile and 
working up to a reasonable maximum according to some lav and taking tho 
corresponding calibers, a theoretical series of guns and howitzers can 
be expressed. For instance, if the lav. be doubling the weight of projec
tile the series could be;

Project ile of 13 lbs. caliber 5”
n " 26 It It 4"
V " 52 11 it 5"
IT " 104 11 It 6"
ft "208 11 H 3"
ft "416 H It 10"
11 "832 It If 12"
H "1664 It ft 14"

The second and more logical method, and tho one followed by the 
Board, was tn "considur t.o artillery missions and determine tho types 
best suited irrerpoct iv<: of any theoretical series.”

0rduar.ee


'Kilin tho artillery mlas.’lon;) aro .of great variety which often shade 
Lute naeh other it '«;! decided to oom) Ider them in throe great olari'ca 
t hat follow tho tactical compot* it ion of a field army; ivu.nly an diviaion, 
cornu .and urmy artillery.

The miauiona of tho division artillery are primarily the following:

1. mobility, sufficient to permit ito accompanying tho division 
infantry,

2, bmaximum power consistent <i ith tho mobility required.

3, Primary objective; the destruction of the opposing Infantry 
Division.

4. Harass the enemy and prevent his movement or action.

5. Break up opposing infantry formations by counter-offensive 
preparation and annihilating fire on points from which tho 
att acks e me r ge,

6. Barrage and close range shrapnel fire.

7. Cut wire.

8. Destroy machine gun nests.

9. Gas areas and lay smoko screens.

The missions assigned therefore require -■

1. Ilan killing projectiles,

2. Ammunition of a type readily available from tho standpoint of 
manuf act uro, t ransp ort at ion and handling.

3. As few types of amr.iunit ion as arc prar.t icable so as not to 
unduly complicate the supply system.

4. Great range and flexibility of range and angles of fall.

In order to fulfill the missions and requirements, it was decided that 
two weapons and special ammunit ion for each would be necessary. The 
weapons and ammunition decided upon were a light field .yon with fixed 
ammunition and a light field howitzer with semi-fixed ammunition. The 
ranges called for ’.'.ere - at least 11,.000 yards (and for the future 
probably 15000 yards) maximum for the light field gun and 10000 yards for 
the light field howitzer.

Consideration has often been given to utilizing these division 
weapons as accompanying -.tins for the infantry but it vus finally con
cluded that they vere not satisfactory for various reasons, among which 
was the difficulty of ammunition supply for such a necessarily mobile 
unit. The reenmmondat ion mad-c was to provide another gun of great 
mobility, accurate up to PbOC yds. and uifciHinit ion which would be designed 
to destroy nmiiine ;yn mcvi and oth.r form;.’ of 11 -ht res i chur.ee, the 
a:.„.,un it ran or f. hie ->c to !:>; nf ,,', : 1 r. t p.t ■■ hi h "Xplo-

chur.ee


The principal mission of Corps Artillory In counter-battery work 
or protection of tho Division Artillery, In addition, Corps Artillery 
porforir.ii extensive harassing und interdicting firo over a lurgur area 
and longer run^jo than la possible with division artillory, also destruc
tive t’lro on strong points, railroad facilities and points of supply Is 
required of it. The nature of ’ho miss oris ass Igned tho Corps Artillery 
is such as to require a Run u.:.., a howitzer both of approximately 16000 
yards ran/ju.

Tho missions of the Army Artillory aro such that they fall beyond 
the activities nr capabilities of thu normal corps artillery. Included 
in thoso missions arc interdiction, neutralization and destruction firo. 
In addition to such missions tho Army Artillery also supplies the re
serve (same typo us used in Division und Corps Artillery) or reinforce
ments for both tho Division und Corps artillery. There is also included 
special purpose artillery - puck artillery, trench artillery, and super- 
guns and howitzers. Of this additional artillory. a type of heavy field 
gun and a type of heavy field howitzer uro considered normally necessary 
in the armament of a field army; tho ranges should be respectively 
25000 yards and 18000 yards.

In addition to tho types of artillery above mentioned, there is the 
anti-aircraft artillory to bo considered. The mission of the anti-air
craft artillery is to supply the troops engaged in combat with defense 
against enemy air-craft and also anti-aircraft defense for arny zoned 
and ceruain zones in rear oi the army zones.

From the variety of missions and targets set forth for the Corps, 
Army and A.A. Artillery it can be seen that ammunition designed to 
accomplish a variety of purposes is necessary.

The .general requirements relative to ammunition set forth by the 
Caliber Board were as follows:

1. Projectiles for guns should bo e’esigned to give a maximum range 
and those for howitzers, except the light field howitzer, to give maxi
mum bursti; g u . feet. In some cases interchanceability between gun and 
howitzer projectiles of the same caliber was specified.

2. In general, a super quick and a short delay fuze are required 
for guns and a superquick and long delay fuze for howitzers. 

♦ *•
3. Develops nt of a mechanical time fuze.

4. All fuzes must b? bore-safe.

5. Propellent powder should be flashless, smokeless and non- 
hy.gr os cop ic.

6. formal or reduced charges should bo used always within the 
maximum ranges ->btu i liable ’.ith tho same. The use of supcrchar’es should 
be prohibited except ’.here necessary to obtain increased or maximum 
possible r a.,v. The reason for tail' yecmenendutinn '•.'as to prolong tne 
: Vin 1 i fe .



7, Tho number of type:) of I’ur.e;' i-jcucd to any ‘Jln,gle or,;unizutton 
(for a particular weapon) ylvMtld bo k-'pt at a mln I.•■nun.

h. In i>;unacal increased range and accuracy woro recommended for all 
weapons.

The rcqu.irer.vnty of iunmunit ion no laid down by the hootervclt Board 
(or Caliber Board no now known) as well as previous and later atudica may 
bo summarized by stating that ammunition should bo more accurate, safer, of 
gr ator range, loos complicated from the supply and users standpoint and, 
while not a strictly tactical consideration, possible of manufacture in 
the quantities necessary for any omcr^ncy. Also another requirement, not 
strictly tactical but nevertheless important, is that the ammunition must 
bo stable over a Ion.;: period of time, and fur.ct ion uniformly and satis
factorily even when stored or exposed to any and all conditions of 
weather, atmosphere or climate.

Many difficulties were of course encountered in attempting to moot 
the requirements of the Westervelt (Caliber) Board. Some of the require
ments wore found to be impracticable after much development work had been 
done. Many of the requirements have been met and even exceeded particu
larly the range requirements, and the ammunition standardized. The 
successful development of ammunit inn to meet the tactical requirements 
lias been made possible only by first developing a technical organization, 
especially trained and equipped for the problems involved. Improved 
manufacturing facilities, methods of production, now sources of raw 
materials and new materials have also aided in the design ammunition 
formerly not practicable or possible.

While the subject of this article is "design of ammunition from the 
standpoint of tactical considerations", it would be wrong to assume that 
this is the only requirement. Regardless of how promising a design may 
appear, or how excellent the results may be that are obtained where ammuni
tion is made and test-.'! ;n relatively small quantities during times of 
peace, ammunition, which, eventhough it satisfies tne tactical require
ments, will be considered satisfactory and standardized only if it is 
capable of being rapidly produced with the least labor in the large 
quantities required in time of emergency. Quantity production on a scale 
to justify a proper conclusion as to manufacturability during peace time 
is impossible. For this reason much time emd effort is devoted in design
ing only the fewest .types .consistent with tactical needs and these as 
simple as it is possible to design there..

The experience of the various nations engaged in the Vorld far 
brought out as never before the vital necessity o£ substitutes for critical 
and strategical raw materials used in munitions. It is not expected that a 
substitute material will be the equal of that which it- replaces. Substi
tutes may, hov.ever, play an important role in enabling the ammunit ion 
production and supply program to bo carried out with the best munitions 
obtainable under critical e.ircumotunces. Their importance is such that in 
the desi/’p. and dovvlopiwnt of artillery ammunition substitutes must re
ceive careful consideration, and desi.gns so made us to best utilize sub
stitutes in case of necessity.



In an emergency, tho mor t care fully worked out po.ico Limo plana 
of dovolopincnt uro fruquontly upset by unforouoon chun.,vs In thu taut leal 
requirements or unforeseen manufacturing difficulties, An oxanplo of 
thia was the difficulty Germany had with its fuzes which while out to- 
factory from a functioning; and tactical viewpoint wore extremely diffi
cult of manufacture in the desired quantities with tho facilities availa
ble* Now conditions such us the introduction of tho use of chemical 
shell, required the designing, developing and production of such 

ammunition in a minimum Lime, Of course dur in,; such critical periods, 
time is very important and frequently it happens that much worn is 
done and facilities utilized in designing and manufacturing relatively 
unimportant special purpose ammunition which uro later after more care
ful study entirely eliminated. Examples of this may bo found in our 
own Ordnance records, namely, illuminating, incendiary, tracer, wire 
cutting, projectiles and special types of high explosive and gas shell 
for mobile artillery.

In accordance './ith the requirements of tho "oetorvolt Board and 
other studies, projectile design - ork has had for its objective tho 
development of projectiles of the following requirements: Maximum range 
with minimum dispersion; stability in flight throughout tho trajectory; 
maximum destructive effect on tho target; proper relation between 
fragments and detonating effect; practicability for production manu
facture; safety against upsetting in the gun bore due to tho forces ob
tained upon firing, and capability of being loaded in a practicable 
manna r.

The ’.‘orld ’.'.’ar gave modern ammunition its first large scale test 
and cave the projectile designer considerable data fox- the preparation 
of practical efficient projectile designs and also afforded considerable 
data on the effect of rotating band desigi on range and dispersion, 
st ream-1 ining and boat tailing, false ogives or windshields and a mass 
of other related valuable information. Stream-lined projectiles have 
been considered and used for some time. They wore first used to obtain 
greater range in seacoast defense projectiles, by the addition of a 
windshield or false ogive to the armor-piercing capped projectiles. The 
projectiles as designed apparently were satisfactory for the elevations 
in use (20° max.) at that time, ^ater when gun carriages wore rede
signed to give extreme elevations, this projectile design gave considera
ble trouble. The false ogive projectile when properly designed and 
manufactured has better ranging qualities. This knowledge had us before 
mentioned been applied to seacoast projectiles with the idea of obtaining 
increased range striking velocity and armor penetration, but it had not 
been applied to medium caliber projectiles. Some of the windshield^ or 
false ogives ware triad on the 4.7 shell .in 1918 and gave <bout 10$ in
crease in range but the dispersion was so great as to preclude their 
adoption.

The benefits of the windshield come from two causes. First, tho 
shield by its shape decreases the head-on resistance to motion through 
the air, and second by its light weight it.moves the cantor of gravity 
of the entire project tie (relative to the point) tov/ard the rear. Tnis 



would iip-’cnr beneficial ucv, h hu i t inctao rate of procosoion 
which In turn would tend t;o doorcase tho angle of yaw and thus imprivo 
tho average presentation (striking angle) of tho projootllo, Another 
drawback of tho false ogive cad the difficulty of manufacturing it 
and once manufactured, of attaching it concontr ically. Recent dovelop- 

'monta tn manufacturing methods have in part overcome these difficulties,

The dun of tho rotating bund is important from the standpoint 
of pressure, velocity and diapers ion, also gun life is affected. Tho 
location, width, contour and motul composition of the rotating band all 
affect its functioning. For example a change of 0.1 inch in thu posi
tion of tho band hus been known (155 m/m Mk. ill Shell) to cause a 
change in range of approximately 90 yards. Likewise the diumetor and 
width of tho band affect the pressure and therefore the velocity and 
range, Tho contour of tho bund, grooves, etc., affect the functioning 
also in that they may cause bad seating, either loose seating or not 
centered. Tho contour and grooves require care in design in order 
that the motul of the bond will flow properly and not flange or fringe 
and thus cause dispersion or erratic flight and decrease in range.

Some projectiles uro boat tailed (base tapered below the band) 
in order to ottuin increased range. There have boon many experiments 
conducted to determine tho proper angle of bout tail. However, the 
proper angle, length, of boat tail and its position with reference to 
the bond must be carefully determined for each projectile as an im
proper dosifTi may result in increased disp?rsion with no appreciable 
gain in range, In general for velocities above 1100 f/s, the longer 
tho ogive the less the resistance and the boat tail has a comparatively 
small effect. For velocities below 1100 f/s, the 2 caliber radius head 
has less resistance titan tho long point ogive and the boat tail tends 
to greatly reduce tho resistance.

The deoi.-n of tho projectile is materially affected by the tacti
cal requirements. The problem of high capacity, thin walled projectiles, 
compared to low capacity, thick walled projectiles, does not appear to 
have a solution satisfactory to every one concerned with their func- 
t ioning. However, the trend of design, in all the European nations 
having thick walled projectiles, has been to adopt the thin walled, 
high capacity projectile. Tho thin walled high capacity projectile 
gives a pronounced concussion effect, which greatly affects the morale 
of troops under fire, whercar- the thine called projectile gives much 
better fragmentation. It might bo mentioned that the proper form and 
twist of rifling is still an unsolved problem. Uniform twist or 
rifling apparently gives the projectile better stability but requires 
special consideration in the design of projectiles as it produces 
very high land, pressures on tho rotatin'/ bunds at the origin of the 
rifling. This may be and is partially overcome by itiaking the twist 
at the origin lower than at the end of the rifling', namely 1 in 40 
caliber at the origin and 1 in 25 for the remainder of the bore.

For safety in f t f in ;, thu. pro feet ile should be designed so that 
the maximum stress on the projectile ut any crocs set.t ion is not 
g'uatcr th-? ylola point of the projectile lactul, in fact a suitable 
factor of safety should be provided "nr. This involves the design 



from u tank leal standpoint Inasmuch aj velocity and therefore raiigf? io 
dependant upon tho riun prossuros and it la thono prooruroa which must 
bo taken Inta consideration when the projectile (wall and base strength) 
In dcst/,-nod. Tho critical pointe to bo considered from a strength view
point in projectile design aro at? follows:

(a) Tho base for strength ag.iinat crachin.'' by tho force of tho 
pressure of tho desired propelling ch.rgo.*

(b) Tho walls near the bourrelet and the tails just forward of tho 
bund for st regcog produced by acceleration and rotation (setback and. 
centrifugal). The stresses (and therefore the design) in armor pierc
ing projectiles can not be calculated accurately with any degree of 
safety but must be found by experiment. In order to withstand the 
shock of inpact, (the specification. requirement for n.P. Projectiles 
is penetration without detrimental deformation) armor piercing projec
tiles must be designed to withstand much greater forces than that due 
to setback on firing and therefore require especial designs.

The entire subject of projectile design will be covered later in 
your course at Aberdeen Proving Ground and is only lightly touched 
upon here in a most general manner.

It might be well to mention shrapnel at this stage. The design of 
shrapnel lias been at a stand still since the war. The only idea or re
quirement in this connection has been the development of a more accurate 
fuse to function the shrapnel.

The Westervelt (or Caliber) Beard recommended that the propellent 
powder be non-hygroscopic and flashless in addition to being smokeless. 
This lias been accomplished for a nu.±er of guns and is still in process 
of development for the remainder of the guns. It appears that each 
weapon is a problem in itself in this regard. Work on this problem has 
been in progress continuously sinco the war, having been carried on by 
the duPont Company and by Picatinny arsenal. In order to utilize the 
full chamber capacity and thereby obtain maximum allowable pressures, 
velocities nnd ranges, powder charge design has changed from time to 
time until at present ve have loose charges in cases or bags, wrapped 
(puttee) char- as and stacked charges. In some instances propellent 
charges were .a up in bags of light parachute silk in an attempt to 
get the ma»i.; * charge possible in the available'space." Substitutes 
for the strato ,lc material cartridge silk have also been tried out. 
'-■ethods of ignition have been and still are undergoing development for 
the purpose of giving more uniform and better ignition to the propelling 
charge, thereby decreasing range dispersion and insuring safer pressures.

The ' estervelt Board’s rocorxicndat inns for fuzes were:

1. A mechanical tisr«j fuze to be developed for high altitude 
trajectories.

2. Bore-safe fuzes for ![..-J. Shell (absolute requirement).



3. Rodiwtion In tho number oi' typos of fuzes.

In connection with fuzes, by ’’super-quick" lo meant a fuzo which will 
burst tho project Lio above tho ground without any orator whatever. By 
"instantaneous" is meant a fuze which will burst the projectile on tho 
outside of a hard surface us a concrete emplacement before penetration 
or ricochet. This fuze wnuld give some orator on hard ground. By 
"short-delay” is mount a fuze which will buret tho projectile on 
ricochet, preferably at a height of about 6 to 10 feet. Some crater 
effect will bo obtained on hard ground but this type is intended mainly 
for ricochet effect. By "long-delay” is meant a fuze which will burst 
tho projectile aftor complete penetration into hard ground. Obviously 
there is a variation in the time element requirements in long delay 
fuzos depending on.the specific projectile (caliber) and purpose. 
Usually tho requirement is for maximum mining effect.

The foregoing Board’s recommendations relative to fuzes have been 
met insofar as possible. A mechanical timo fuze (Junghans) has boon 
developed by Frankford Arsenal and all fuzos arc being made bore safe. 
Lioro recent studios indicate more detailed requirements for fuzes, 
especially in relation to the typos and required features for tho 
various typos of time fuzes. The ideal solution to tho fuze problem 
would be tho development of one typo of fuze which would be suitable j
for all types of fire from all weapons. While it might be possible to )
specify the requirements for such a universal fuze it would be imprac
ticable to develop and produce such a fuze at a reasonable cost. The 
only other solution appears to be to provide several classes, each 
particularly adapted for certain types of fire keeping the number to a 
minimum.

It appears that time fuzes will be required for the following 
types of firing:

1. Time fire with shrapnel.

2. Time fire with H.E. Shell.

3. High burst Ranging.

4. Anti-aircraft fire with H.E. Shell. |

5. Anti-aircraft fire with shrapnel. « I

From a study of the tactical and technical considerations it I
appears that three classes of time fuzes will be rtfquired-and that the g
requiremjnts will be -as given below. ■ ' ■ t |;

. A • J ' • ■ I

Class A: Fuze for high burst ranging a’t rho■ longer ,ranges. |

Tact icul requirements: (In order of importance) 1

1. i.iaximura time: 77 seconds. $

It i.:: desirable to h..vo a fuz<: t im .• ".p!;ii to the sa.xi- e
ti..;., of 'll :ht, however, in the 1 T1. i.uie -..onld l-o 1('<O ’



(jcoondu und Ln th'.' 0 In, Ilov/, 02 bucondu nt 65° iilov. and maximum 
char;®. In view of the difficult Loa Involved und thnt tho other .guns, 
75 m/m Gun ml, 105 Uow, >'2 und tho 155 m/m How, T1 for which thia 
fuzo would bo uaod do not require ouch long t inio, tho time is bused 
on tho time to maximum range,

2. Accuracy of timing; - not to exceed 0.4 aaconda, pluo 
2,j of the fuze setting. Thic la bu«od on the nacouaity of all shots, 
being within the reticula of tho observation instrument.

5. Impact elcnvnt: - any design that doos not unduly com
plicate tho fuze.

4. l.inimum time : - Not loss than 1 second or more than 
1,'5 seconds. H.E, rounds will be equipped with the 4..-20 Booster*which 
would prevent a bore premature, even if the fuze with a reduced or 20 
grain base clu-rge bo fired with a zero sotting. If however a burst 
occurs near the gun, fragments may endanger personnel.

*1

they are so designed as to make this necessary. In the high burst 
ranging this would not be necessary as hand fuze setters -would probably 
¥e used.

9. External contour: It is necessary that the fuze have 
as nearly ar practicable tho same external contour and ’..eight as the 
impact fuze usod in the later fire for effect. Unless this is done

. difficulty -..ould be enc »unt.-rod '.ith tho fire control directors now 
universally used in nur service for a.a. fire.

! 10. Setting groove:.' nr lugs: In order that automatic fuze
I setters may b*e used all time fuzes for use '.ith il.E. Shell and shrapnel
I must have the. same ar rung-erne nt of setting lugs nv slots and gripping 
.grooves us -..ell us exterior contour.

11. V.ji ht - Same us in other two classes (see 9).

12. "or ) s’ . f<-.’ e lament .aid booster: ;> r ■; v L nu; ly mentioned.

Technical requirements:

5. ihist function up to altitude: where the atmospheric 
pressure is us low us 0.4 atm. (approximately 24000 ft. max. ord.)

6. iLust function satisfactorily at rotational speeds 
(muzzle) between 24 87 R.P.n. and 26517 H.P.rn.

7. must function satisfactorily at setback between 0.24 
lbs./.grain and 2.4 lbs./grain.

Calculated from the maximum allowable pressures.

8. Desirable but not essential that setting through zero 
be possible. If used for A.A. fire automatic fuze setters are used and



1>. Intnrchan;;oubLILty: - must fit all type:: of projectLloo for all 
caliberu of field and. A.A. artillery between 7b m/m and. 8 Inch.

Typos pocciblc of development to fulfill the requirements:

A powder train time fuze loaded -..ith the slowest of tho present 
black ponder typos of time train powders cun not bo expected to give a 
burning time of 77 seconds without the required dispersion limits par
ticularly as tho high rotational speeds and the low pressures would 
tend to increase the present inherent dispersion. It would therefore 
necessitate tho development of special non-gaseous (therefore less 
variation or dispersion due pressure variations) very slow burning 
fuze powders. (Note: - The nrsenal is at present working on such a 
problem) .

A mechanical type of time fuze designed to function within the 
time and dispersion requirements would be comparatively easy. Diffi
culty would be probable in attempting tn design a fuze to meet the 
rotational requirements.

Class B: Fuze for time fire for effect with H.i. Shell and 
Shrapnel and for high burst ranging at the shorter 
ranges.

Tact ical requirements; (In order of importance)

1. Accuracy of timing; The time dispersion should be 
kept as small as possible. THTs is important inasmuch as the effect 
produced on the target is great ly influenced by the position of 
the burst of tho projectile. Unless the burst occurs within a 
very limited space along the trajectory the effect is greatly re
duced and might even be nil, even though the trajectory (produced 
or continued) passes through the target.

2. iiaximmr. burning time: 2b seconds minimum; more if 
possible without inoreasing the-dispersion time. For high burst 
ranging the actual time is not as inportant as the dispersion. 
However, for H.E. and Shrapnel fci.no fire for effect it is essen
tial that the bursts be uccv- • :-.;ly placed. Inasmuch as this re- 

t cgiires. direct observation an ‘he r-nge corresponding to 25 seconds 
flight time is tho maximum ;.t hich this is possible, this figure 
is taken for the requirement.

5. Impact Element: Should be superquick. Inasmuch as 
the requirements are "practically identical for N.D. and Shrapnel 
fire, and H.F. has .its ma::imum effectiveness only when the 
bursts are h^ld close to the ground, thereby necessitating a 
goodly proportion of '■r-umd bursts, it is believed advisable to 
provide a saperqwick clement.

4. liinii.ium turnin'; time: Not less than 1 second or more 
than 1.5 r.ecnju'“S~*o ‘4 ClTss’ a) .

- V -
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b. l.ust function satinfactorUy to altitudes where tho 
utmosphorio pressure la as low ns 0.9 atm. Corresponds to an 
altitude of approx. 2bbl ft., tho mux. ordinate Cor a 25 sec. 
time flight.

6. - 15 Incl. (Sarno requirements us 6 - la Incl. Cltxss A.)

Types possible of development to fulfill tho requirements: The 
maximum burning time required, b.y thia class of fuze is just about 
the limit that can be obtained in a two-rin;; powder train fuse 
within the necessary limits of size; and using the standard black 
powder type of fuze powder. The small atmospheric pressure re
duction under which this class of fuzes would be required to func
tion is ravorable tn this type of fuze us is also the required 
high rotational speeds.

Class C: Fuze for Anti-aircraft fire with H.B. Shell 
und Shrapnel.

Tactical requirements: (In order of importance)

1. accuracy of timing: Same as B-l.

2. maximum burning time:- 20 seconds minimum, more io 
desirable if it can be obtained without undue sacrifice of accuracy, 
hhile it ’..Gold bo desirable tn specify a SC second burning time 
it would be questionable whether the consequent increase in dis
persion is worth the 1/4 to 1/6 increase in range obtained by the 
increase of 10 seconds in burst time. A.a. fire v.ith shrapnel 
would probably only be used in target practice and could therefore 
bo disregarded.

3. Impact element: None desired as the projectile may 
•land in friendly territory.

4. minimum burning.- Not less than 0.4 or more than 1.5 
seconds. Same reason as C-4,

Technical requirements:

5. must function satisfactorily to altitudes whore atmos- 
ph iric pressure is as lo- as 0.48 atm. which corresponds to the 
bombing plane coiling, 20,000 ft.

6. must function satisfactorily at rotational speeds 
15,600 and 26,080 ii.P.h. -.hich ar" thu nn.p of rotational speed 
of tii" guns • hich would use this fuze.

7. hunt function satisfuatartly at sett ick between 1.25 
lbs./-;ra in and ?».G lbs./grain which arc required by the guns in 
<pv a: t ion.

- 1 1 -



fl, Gott inf' through zuro taunt bo possible for uatno reason 
au In B-B,

9, 10, 11, 12 -nd 13 of Cluse B also apply ta thio Clu.;.'.

Typeo y'^oiblo of davolopt.'iont to fulfill the roqulroi.unto. Tho 
In-.-, atmospheric. prcorurcs involved, for b.'iis cl.ou of fuze hue cs* before 
ra.ntlon.nl a very udveruo ufleet on the functinning. Therefore tn tho 
dove loom..'nt of ... fuze primarily for a.A. fire it \ould appear desirable 
to give profCi'enca to a type hiah docs not have this inherent defect. 
Tho mechanical t ime fuze ould appear ideal for the purpose hovevor 
it giver. trouble at the high rotational speeds involved and development 
work ’..auld still be nouocsary. it is possible that a powder time train 
fuze uoing a n'>n.-garenun po\der '..hick would not be affected by the 
lo'..- variable pressures and high rotational speeds can be developed.

The following c:d;ract from an 0.C.1-. item relative to the 
acceptance of a new complete round, namely shrapnel, for 105 tn/ni Hou, 
Ii2 might be of interest as it shows how the using Service checks 
ammunition in order to determine whether or not it fulfills all re
quirements. The firings 'acre made at Ft. Bragg.

a_. Accuracy;- Accuracy considered satisfactory.

b_. Range:- Results reported by tabulation. The range was con
sidered satisfactory.

—* Front an<i Depth of Effective Pattern: - The width of effective 
pattern is about thirty (50) yards throughout all range*, the depth 
being about 150 yards at short ranges, 75 to 100 yards at mid range 
and 50 yards nt extreme range,

d. Fuze Act ion: - This was reported in detail in the tabulation.

e_. Normal Height of Burst:- Analysis of the firings was made in 
order to determine the most effective height of burst. This was found 
to vary from about 4 mile at short ranges to 8 mils at long ranges.

£. Hangfires and i.lisfires:- No hangfires or misfires were recorded.

j;. Ease of Handling;- Uno case r.as reported in which difficulty 
developed due to starting the closing of the breech block before the 
round was far enough in the gun. Correction of this difficulty was con
sidered a matter of training.

The most serious defect of the ammunition, from the point of view 
of the service of the piece, is due to the method of sealin'," the moisture- 
proof fuze cap. ’.hen the cay is removed for firing, there is left around 
the nose of tho projectile a thick ring of wax, just where the fuze 
setter fits <wer the nose of the projectile. It is possible to force 
the fuze setter into place so that the fuze can be cut, but after thus 
cutting a fey/ rounds the I'u2‘j setter be cor,-vs clogged ".'ith tux. This 
In:; bam corrected.

ra.ntlon.nl


h. Smoko and. Flush: - as uuon by daylight, tho smoko from tho dis
charge is /jTuylijh black, projected in a thin column which rapidly dissi
pates and la not easily soon unless tho observer is looking directly 
toward tho howitzer at tho moment of firing. No flash was visible by 
daylight, but at ni/^ht a slight instantaneous rod glow at the muzzlo 
could be seen by tho observers within 100 yards of tho position, but no 
flash could be seen by tho more distant observers. Tho ammunition was 
considered satisfactory as regards both smoko and flash.

_i. iethod of P uc k in,g:- The method of packing is excellent. Tho 
boxes (•.Tighing I’.'i* lbs'.)' are convenient load for two (2) mon to handle, 
stuck rci.v.ily in trucks, wagons, cargo carts and other general cargo 
vehicles, ..aid arc >isy to open. The fiber containers fit snugly in tho 
boxes (2 to a box) but are readily removable, and easily opened for re
moval of the round.

_j. Stability in Transportation: - Tho rounds which received special 
transportation miles by cargo cart over rough roads) wore carefully 
observed and snr.'u'.' no indication of damage or deformation. It is be
lieved that the viability in transportation shown by this ammunition 
and its method e-' packing is such as to bring it to a battery position in 
serviceable ccndit >.on throu^i the usual vicissitudes of Field Service.

C01ICLUSIONS: Tho Board concludes that:

a. The method of scaling the fuze caps should bo modified so as 
to overcome the defect described in paragraph S, g-

b_. Upon correction of this defect, the ammunition will be suitable 
for adoption as standard for the 105 mm. Howitzer, 112.

P2COiiI3I'lDA.TIOiiS: The Board recommends that:

a. The method of sealing the fuze caps be modified so as to over
come the defect described in paragraph 5, g.

b_. Upon correction of this defect this ammunition be considered 
suitable for adoption as standard for the 105 mm. Howitzer 112 without 
further test by the Board.
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i LA* Ntagos Ln tho Development of a Component 
of Ammunition.

i?.') purpose of thia discussion in tc furnish, by 
ii'."i o of a d-jfinito exnmnle, an outline of tho stopn 
usually inv'l.vud in the dovolopmont of an item of 
ammunition from tho point of its original conception 
to the fir/:'i ■fcopt'mco of tho design for issuo to tho 
using Sor”u". ir other discussions, wo have learned 
how tho in. . i a particular design arises and how 
this probion. >. presented to tho development organization.

Inclosure Ko. 1, entitled ‘'Sequence of Events in the 
' 7,’lopment of an Artillery Fuzo", is a general outline

-lying specifically to fuzes, but in general, tc any 
of ammunition development. Some of the intor- 

. ..-'into steps may bo omitted in simnle developments.
.-r/or, all items will have during their development, 

principal stages outlined in the inclosure; that is, 
• .j design stage, the pilot lot stage, the service test 
•v . xperimental nroduction units, and the final 
. i: rdardization and manufacture for war reserve. In 
face, this sequence of events could well serve as a 
guide for any development organization working on the 
production of new units, whether for military’- or 
commercial use. The omission of certain of these 
stages in the levelorment of commercial articles is, 
no doubt, responsible for frequent changes in design 
and marketing of inferior products.

Inclosure No. 2, entitled "Development of Point 
Intonating Fuze, Nuperquick, T19", is the actual 
historical record of the development of the now standard 
'.146 Fuze •.•■■hich will be discussed as an example. l\.e 
to the fact that there are a large number of drawings 
involved, and the changes can, in general, be described, 
copies of the drawings. referred to have not been 
included in the printed lecture. These drawings will, 
however, be shown in the course of the discussion, and 
the points involved will be explained.

The latest status of tho ’/If Fuzo is si. own on 
Fi( . 1. It will be observed that this fuze is really a 
modi flea ti on ' of the Llk.j 11 P.l'.Fuze of wartime fame and 
current issue. i'he I'k. Ill Fuze has consistently 
/ ivon trouble, due to failure ir> function when fired in



tho lower zones of howitzers, Hoeovory of fuzos hns 
disclosed thnt failures havo boon duo to failure of 
the spiral re a train! ng thu safety blocks to unwind under 
the low rotational conditions existent in rounds fired 
from thorn '.".reions, Also, serious accidents have 
occurred dr?. .,o tho removal of the spiral and rostram- 
m.g blocks . ••l.ir to insertion of tho round in tho gun, 

■ !.a possib .it;- of nr >matu res duo to this has boon eli
minated by a.>t* iho interrupter in L’ac flash tube, 
but even t? . j rrruUir-- functioning b<>w: u-rovonted
by the inv 1 , • l?-> rromaturo firing of tho uooor
detonator • ■<.-'? pra.-^nt tho round from functioning on 
impact.

A provi.un modification of the 1.2:. Ill D.f. Fuze, 
ig. 2, standardized as tho :,'3? P.D. Fuze, Fig. had 

•■•on developed, but it still presented the possibility 
V malfunctionings under low rotational conditions, 

■nee it al: : employed the spiral arming device.

The "4i Fuze was devised to give the utmost in 
• I.mlicity of design of a superquick point detonating 
‘uzo togeti.ee with safety and dependability. Due to 
. ‘ simrlicity, its development was accomplished with 

.nt!.'.e]y. little difficulty.

.. n . 1 I j rr tion of the results of firing tests of 
ti e : ,i..*Fuze resulted in the preparation of the
d< ' h-z ; ho.:n on Fig. 4, in an attempt to eliminate 
t'-.a i zfim;lcy due to tne spiral not unwinding from 
th: fi zc \fcer leaving the gun. This design was 
intended to accomplish the samo results as the 

'-uzo; that is, the fuze would function by 
direct rose impact or it would function as a result of 
retardation of the nrojoctile due to graze impact with 
the ground in case the nose of the fuze were not struck, 
urthur consideration of this design gave rise to the 

fear that, as the detonator would be functioned on inertia 
action by the firing nin impacting, the base of the detonator, 
the flash might not effectively travel the length of 
the flash tube, and dependable functionin' of the 
lower detonator might not be obtained. The design 
shown on Fig. retains the plunger action, but provides 
for firing the primer by impact on the front end, which 
should eliminate the possible deficiency of the previous 
design.

The design on Fig. however, -.-Quid theo
retically co undesirable because the crusher cup 

togeti.ee


which support:: tho flrlnr. pin must bo uufftctontly nt runt; 
to -lupondnbly support tho relatively heavy firing pin 
agnlnnt thu maximum outback force which can bo encountered. 
At thu same time, funcLioninc no a result of imnact al 
low velocity i;i desired, Those two ivjquiremonts aro 
r.omowhat contradictory. Thu ideal condition in.thu 
ca.no of mechanisms using' a crusher cup in to have a 
firing.pin as light as possible so that thu crusher cup 
cun ba deformed by small impact forces and still effect
ively support the firing pin against the maximum setback 
forces.

These designs had originated at Picatinny Arsenal 
prior to the formal statement of requirements for such 
a fuzu by tho Ordnance Department, and in this respect 
the example chosen is quite unique. However, as a 
result of submission of these designs for consideration, 
requirements wore prepared for a fuze similar to the 
designs shown. The requirements were, however, somewhat 
more restricted than for the M35 P.O. Fuze, in that the 
fuze was to bo designed to function only in thu 75 mm, 
lb:' mm, nnd 240 mm Howitzers, and thu 7b mm 'Jun with 
reduced charge. These requirements eliminated tho 
necessity for thu inertia plun.ger, since these weapons 
are fired only under conditions where high angle fall is 
assured, nnd nose impact is therefore certain. This 
enabled a considerable simplification in the design, 
and Figures C, 7 and 3 were prepared for consideration 
by the Ordnance Office.

Figures 7 and 3 required no modification of the body 
of the Mk.Hl Fuze and Fig. 7 was intended to employ the 
steel cap forming a part of thu l/IL. Ill Fuze, with soma 
modification to accommodate the crusher cup and firing 
pin assembly. Fig. 6 required shortening of the fuze body, 
and resulted in a fuzu having thu sama length as the 1.135 
P.. Fuze. The design shown on Fig. '3 was favored by the 
Ordnance Office due to tho butter stability that would be 
obtained if the shorter fuze were used, and the fact that 
the additional length is probably of inappreciable*1 benefit 
in obtaining quick fuzu action.

Pilot _Lot_ Ctagu. i"r.u manufacture cf a pilot lot 
of about l")0 fuzes in accordance with Fig. f- was 
authorized by the <'hiuf of Ordnance.

Ihu use of crusher cups as supports for supur- 
quick firin;.: pins was bhnr considered in connection



with other i’u?i Jh i'.:; 'it time, tind contact • Ith 
ruprua-ntv. ti ven of tb.u A]urninum Conp'Hn.v of Amerlcn 
resulted in thu nuc1’jo t i <;n ttr t thu firing pin r.nd 
crusher cup could be Incorporated im a unit, tin shown on 
"ig,. ■?. Jxnurimuntnl ficin.- plnn Mil crusher cum; ujcj 
mndu by tb.lr. Ciwnuny, ■ nd wurj oubj uci. j.i to static tu. t 
nt this Arsenal. 'fiw roruuhat surpriiiiiif. result w.s 
that tho aluminum firin,g ulna did not have sui't’ic i.nt 
hardness to t’ire detonators on impact. Thu noints of 
thu firinc, pins flattunud out instead of uunotrnting tho 
disc and nrimur mixture. Therefore, it was necessary 
to abandon the use of aluminum firing pins, and thu 
dosign was modified as shown on 1’ig. 10, to employ a 
stud firing, pin and a gilding metal crusher cun. Static 
functioning tests wuru then conducted to determine that 
tho detonator would be dependably fired ond that thu 
interrupt e.r would dependably nrevunt thu flash from 
thu upper detonator functioning tho lower detonator 
while the interrupter was in the safe position. These 
tests gave satisfactory results, and 100 sets of firing 
pin and crusher cup assemblies were manufacturod.

Tittle was known of the maximum strength which this 
crusher cun might have and still give satisfactory 
functioning on light impacts. Asa first trial, a 
strength which would dependably- support tho firing 
pin against the setback forces occurring under maximum 
charge in the 7b mm■Gun was selected. This resistance 
was SO pounds, giving nearly 100'/ safety factor against 
setback. It was known that this load could be varied 
within wide limits by varying thu thickness of tho side 
■..■alls of thu cup, and also by the annealing, practice 
•.hicr. was followed after the cup was finally formed, 
and, therefore, it was buliuved that the first determin
ation should be us to whether fuzes provided with cups 
having this resistance would iavu proper sensitivity. 
Gun tests con -acted from thu 7!) mm Gun, Model 189?, 
at service ciw.r u '.nd with excess pressure, indicated 
that the fuze was safe for firing under these conditions, 
and that its sensitivity was superior to that of thu 
Kk. Ill '\n. Fuze.

In order to leturmine who the r fuzos having firing 
pin support cans of this character would be satisfactory 
in transportation, r.ttm">lu'fuzes '..ere subjected to the 
jolt test ■'t’unori bu l rm standard for the i;’5b P.P. Fuze.
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It '"n.q found thnt the fuzr ;i Ten unu'.it lofnctory in 
thio tent In thnt the support cups collapsed appreciably 
ns a result of the test. ’Thllc th' collnnsu ""is not 
sufficient to permit firing of the upper d.tonator, 
tho design '-ns nevertheless unsatisfactory In thnt 
the original assembled condition of th; fuz<a had 
changed, and continuation of the test might have n.suit
ed In firing of the detonator.

Duo to the fnilwc e xpericnccd - ith the 90 lb. 
firing pin suoports, the uno of firing pin support cups 
having a resistance of 150 to 180 lbs. -ns investigated. 
It raa again found thnt fuzes having cups of this 
character -'ould gi”e satisfactory sensitivity, but that 
the resistance to upsetting -ns still insufficient -hen 
determined by subjecting the fuses to the jolt test 
prescribed for the: M3 5 P.D. Furr.

It '."is therefore decided to test firing pin support 
cups having a resistance of 400 lbs. The jolt test indi
cated thnt these cups '"ould satisfactorily support the 
firing nin and tests against a board screen again indicat
ed that the- fuses had satisfactory sensitivity.

After receipt of approval for the change in the 
construction of the firing pin nnd firing pin support 
from the one piece d-sign originally submitted, forty 
fuzes having sunport cups ’ith a resistance- of approx
imately 4n0 lbs. ’."-re prepared and tested at Aberdeen 
Proving Ground. It -as found that these fuzes ’.-ould 
not give proper sensitivity on impact -ith -ater Then 
fired -ith reduced charges frees the 75 m/m Gun. Under 
instructions from the Chi<.f of Ordnance., additional fuzes 

re prepared having supports -ith crushing resistances of 
annroximatcly 8^ lbs., approximately 15n lbs., and 
approximately 2nn lbs. For convenience in testing, 
the head assemblies containing the support cups of 
varying n-sistances ren. not assembled to th. fuze bodies, 
it being nl.annvd to complete the assemblies -at the Proving 
Ground using heads- of the resistance •'hich the tests 
indicated -ere- most liable to b< satisfactory. It ’-ns 
found that the head nssc-mbl ir s —ith supnort cups having 
a resistance of 15n lbs. g-r/.- quite satisfactory results, 
the remaining ’•• loci tv, • 'hi n the 75 m/m Projectile -ns 
fired -'ith a muzzir v'locity of 6nC f.s., at a range- of 
2100 v-'ir'ir , being suffici*. nt to caur- impact functioning 
on both -at' r and land.



Based on thia tost, tho Chief of Ordnanco approved tho 
uno of firing pin supports having h crushlnf, resistance of 
approximately 150 lbs., und tho Arsenal was Instructed to 
manufacture ono hundred T19 Fuzos for additional Proving 
Ground tests. Tho fuzos wore manufactured and used In n 
rather complete test from tho 75 m/m Pack Howitzer, 
75 m/m Gun, M1097, and the 155 m/m Howitzer. Satisfactory 
results "'ere obtained In all tests.

It had been- recognized that the sunport cup having 
a resistance of 150 lbs. would not stand the jolt tests 
prescribed for fuzes of this type, but It "as considered 
that if the support cups of this type were found satis
factory ball 1sticnlly, the design could nossibly be 
modified to overcome the difficulty In the jolt test and' 
still usu the comparatively light support cup. or If 
necessary, the test could be modified to agree with that 
"'hich the support cups would stand. The possibility of 
modifying the jolt test "os considered due to the change 
in transportation methods which has occurred since the 
last ’.7ar; that is, the increased use of sprung and rubber 
tired vehicles in the transportation of ammunition. The 
first alternative prescribed, that of modifying the 
design to enable the fuzo to pass the jolt test, was, 
however, considered the more desirable, and this possibil
ity was thoroughly investigated.

It was found that by changing the methods of 
dimensioning and reducing the tolerances, still keeping 
those tolerances rdthin practical manufacturing limits, 
the initial amount of movement in the assembled firing 
pin support when assembled in the head could be reduced 
from .03 inch to .015 inch. Jolt tests of fuzes with 
these reduced clearances gave encouraging results in 
that the support cups v’erc not seriously duformc-d. They 
did, however, disclose a weakness in the method of 
crimping the firing pin to the; firing pin head, or 
striker. A more secure retention of the- firing pin was 
readily obtain'd, and it -ns then found that with the 
reduced clearances, tho fuzo "'ould withstand not only 
the- jolt test prescribed for tho ?.'35 n.D. Fuze, but also, 
and in addition, would withstand the jumble test prescribed 
for the combination superquick and point detonating fuze, 
?r39.

Comparison of’ the TI9 Fuzo "'ith its predecessors, 
the '7k. ITT P.O. Fuze or the- 1’35 °.D. Fuz<., indicates 
that cons id'-raMy mow- reliance is being, placed upon 
the interrupt.:r in the. T19 Fuze than in the previous



designs; in fact, tho He.Ill Fuze "ns c onside rod. sufficient' 
safe (provided the spiral and safety blocks ’-ere not 
removed b< foro firing) no that the interrupter ms not n 
part of tho original design. Tho safety spiral must 
be unwound by centrifugal force after firing. 71th 
tho spiral and tho safety blocks in place, thu' fuzt 
can not bo functioned by a blow on tho nose of the 
magnitude which would bo encountered in service. In 
fact, as has bc'n previously stated, it has be<n found 
that these fuzes will vdthntind impacts at high velocity 
"dthout functioning the d- tonator in those eases whore 
the spiral has not boon removed as n.suit of firing from 
tho gun. In the T19 Fuze, ho-’ever, the support cup can 
be driven in by a hard bio’-, or by dropping the round 
from a height. Tests were made which showed that fuzes 
assembled to 75 m/m Shell could be dropped on a steel 
plate from a height of eleven feet without causing 
functioning of the upper detonator. It ••■as also found 
by test that the inertia of the round v'is not sufficient 
t-o permit functioning cf the upper detonator •■hen struck 
by a recoiling gun. This does not mean that a round 
firmly supported at the’ base and held against the breech 
block of the- gun during recoil, or allo-ed to be struck 
by the breech of the gun during recoil, -ould not be 
functioned; but it docs mean that if the round were struck 
by a recoiling gun while loosely held by a gunner, the- 
round would be driven from his hands -ithout causing 
functioning of the detonator. It ws also found that 
dropping the load from fifty feet onto soft clay ■.■ould not 
cause functioning of the upocr detonator.

In vic- of the fact that the fuze can be fired by a 
blow, the Chief of Ordnance was particularly concerned 
about the effectiveness of the interrupter as a means 
of preventing the lo—er detonator from being fired in 
ease of accid* ntal functioning of the upne-r detonator. 
Additional tests sho-cd that the intrr-unters could be 
reduced far below the nominal drn—ing dim-nsions '•■ith
out permitting accidental functioning of the lo-er 
detonator.

At this time cxp«. riments •.■•••.■re being made ■ ith a 
substitute for fulminate ns •in initiator for the upper 
detonator. This required repetition of the t.sts to 
determine- definitely that the proposed material -ould 
not nullify the results previously obtained. It "as



found th'it the no*" mntc-rlal act.d in practically the 
same mannc-r ns the m< rcury fulminate previously used.
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- SERVICE T.GST IM EXPERTM-TT^l *RODUCTIOr STAGE.

Tho fuse design had no*" passed through the pre
liminary stages, and '”'13 ready for si rvlce test. Tho 
manufacture of three hundred fuzes and the preparation 
of of fieri] tracings ""is approved. Three hundred fuzes 
•’•cro prepared for service test at Fort Brnpt., nnd fifty 
fuzes for ballistic tost nt Aberdeen °rovlng Ground. 
The test of the fifty fuzes- nt Aberdeen Proving Ground 
gave satisfactory results -hen tested in the 75 m/m 
Gun '-ith a reduced charge and excess pressure charge. 
As a result of this t>st, the t-rt of throe hundred 
fuzes by tho using service ""is approved, and th- fuzes 
’"ere shipned to Fort Bragg.

Standardization nnd Manufacture for V/ar Rosorvc.

Th" TIG Fuze has been standardized ns the P.D. 
Fuze, 746. It •.•■is a little unusual that standard
ization should be- effected before completion of the 
scr"'c<: test but tests conducted -ere so satisfactory 
that they appeared to justify expeditious action.

Probable Further Dcvdopm nts.

The possibility exists that this fuze design may be 
found to b-. more useful than -ns originally contcnnlatcd. 
It nc'-Bs probable that short range firing problems for 
the 75 m/m Gun, Ml697, will be conducted ”4th reduced 
charge, "ith the advantages of less gun wear, reduced 
powder expenditure, and an improved angle of fall which 
will permit functioning by direct nose impact rather than 
by the inertia of a plunger, due to retardation of the 
shell upon graze imnnct.

An effort is now being made to develop a similar 
fuze differing- from the M46 only in that it includes 



n delay element like that used In the new contour fuzoa, 
l,o. the Tlui It 1h not Intended th'it aclootive nation 
will bo obtained - th'it la, that tho fuze can bo act 
for delay or superqulck - but that a companion fuze 
be provided ns a substitute for tho I'k.lV P.D, Fuze. 
'71 th two such fuzes - one delay nnd one supcrqulck- 
thu same range tables could be used und a change of 
fuze could bo made during the firing of a problem without 
the necessity for range adjustments.



Soquonco of Events in Dovolopmont of n wrtlll.ury Fir.’.o.

I. Design Stage
I. Creation of designs (usu.lly or 3) .nd 

prop ir .tio; of .isso.ibJy sketches.
f. Roviow of sketches by Ordnneo Office.
3. Modification of design. (Repent 3 nd 4 until
4. Roviow of modific.ition. (design is s.-.tisf -ctory
5. /.pprov.-.l of design by Ord. Couimittcc. (to 0.0.

II. Pilot Lot St’.go
1. Dct.iling of design selected for m .nuf .ctnre.
2. l&inufocturo of first pilot lot.
3. P.... Tests “
4. Llodific ition of design to correct malfunctioning. (Repeat 4,5
5. Modification or nuf-cture of fuzes. ( .nd 6 until
6. P..'.. Tests. (F..t.tests .re s.tisficlory.
7. Ayprov:.]. of niodificr.tior; by Ord. Office.
8. Prep-ration of fuzes for Proving Ground test.
0. Proving Ground test.

10. Inv. of malfunctioning in Prov. Grd. test.
11. Modification of design. (Rcpoo.t 11,12 aid 13
12. Modification or ra.nuf icturc of fuzes. (until P,... tests ire
13. P.,.. tests. (sz.tisf'.story.
14. .'.pprov.l of laodific .tion by Ord. Office.
15. Prop 4? ition of fuzes for Prov. Grd. test.
16. Proving Ground test.

(Rope it such of the .ibovu steps as tuy oc access .ry until 
Proving Ground tests r.i’v s .tisf .ctory.)

III. Service Tost in_ Sxnp.riaont .1 Production St?..
1. -porov/.l of design for mfr. for Service test by 

Ord. Corsnittes nd Adj. Gen.
2. P._.. drawing ;nd g'.gv conference.
3. Design of tools, jigs, fixtures .ad <:es.
4. Mfr. of tools, jigs, fixtures -ad gijes.
5. Manufacture of first (pilot) production lot.
6. P. .. tests
7. . od. of ; roluction /roccss^s t_- coinvct (Rope•; t 7,3 .nd 9 until 

xialfunctioni.ip in P. tests. (Proving Ground tests
G. 7... tests. (.re y itisf .ctory.
C. Proving Ground test.

10. '..i?.auf :;c lure .-roditetion lots.
L). Test by using Service.

. (Repent such ?f tho ■•.’c-?ve c.t-„ i-r.y be •.!<;cc&? -ry until
Service test is s?cisf .?-v.?ry) .

irdir. .tion :.i.d i'hiiuf -£tur£_ f_ei’. nerv_y .
i. ..pnrov'.I of design by Ordr. .nee Co. mi 11.

. Clo r nee for •.rocuruoicnt by . .?■• t. il.c-r-.. t .ry of ,r.
... . .pj rov1 of st 1 . rd iz.: t i. hi by .•dju t ;? t ril.



DEV3Lorhr.'h'r o> "poi.t dptor .thio hjte. sirvirjnck I'-iu".

I
I

I. Design Stipe. .

1. Gru 1t Lon of de;; Igns

£. Reference P.L. 471.8221/130, February 6, 19:,4, - Foruii’ded 
proponed xlific . tier, of 1.135 P.D. Fuze, Dr<-,.PX-99-2Ll,d ? ted 
January 22, 1.934.

b. Reference -’.A. 471.8221/100-1, 0.0. 471.82.2/2670, !.'..’.rch 20, 
1934.- Fore .rJ.cd imur vcl ^ropjsu'l mcdificxfclon .if 1135 P.D. 
Fuco, PX-f>‘.;-217, r,.vised 3-12-54.

£. T’.« ■••roposuC ■:•1 i.!.c.xtL-> ■. rX-9'.i-2L7 was discussed with repre
sentatives of the Oi’d.inicc Office - Reference Conference Notes 
of February EC, I/arch 1 ant) 2. 1934.

d_. Reference Conference notes dited June 18, 19 and 20, 1934 - 
As a result of the nuafcex* of failures obtained with ..'.35 fuzes 
in Zones 1 and 3 of the 155 m/.'.i howitzer caused .>y failure of 
spiral to unwind, non-functioning of the inertia element and 
the unarming of the interrupter, consideration by the Ord
nance Office was given to the proposed modification PX-99-217 
as a possible moans for Improving functioning in low powered 
howitzers. It was su. .sted that modifications of the M35 
?.D. Fuze be prepared following in general PX-9C-217 with 
inertia element omitted.

2. Review of Sketches by 0rdn.-nc<. Office.

a. At the time of Conferee jo (Jun.. 13, 19 and 20) three designs, 
FX-99-222, 2-3 and 224, d ? ted Juno 20, 1934, were, prepared 
a ad iurnisnee 0r-.'n?.nco Office representatives.

_b. By basic letter on 0.0. 471.822/2727, r.,1. 471.8221/180-2, 
dated June 28, 1954, ... yroval of design I’X-i'.9-222 was rccciv- 

• also instructions to -a..nui ..cturc approximately 100 fuzes.

3. nod if let; 11 o?. of Design

a. Design PX-'j. -1’22, d.ted June 20, .1934, up proved :..s for-
w.rded ther.-Ioro did .:ot requix-c ..ny modifications prior to 
rm..uif ?.c tuiu: of pilot lot.

4. iieviuv; of ?-.odjfico. t ion.

. No nodi fic 11 ion .

5. Ar>;-roval of Design _by Crdr.jjicc Comiai ttc-..

. a. Rcx’ei’oncc O.?( 471.8.2 ...'1’734, f’.A. 471.8221/180-4, dited 
~ J-'.y 2, I TA



by which copy or I tvi.i Hi >7.". wan Con. .rdc>l .commend I nr:
rovil. of » dove 1.0; bout project coverln . ,.>dl. i« lion of' 

thu hi’;. Ill r.i). In p;on.r.. I accord anci.'wt th i'.i-.;-b.2;i, 
thLu fvz.u to be designated Fuzo, GnpoiavI.c!:« TI.''1’ - 
for uno "In tho 135 m/m and 240 m/m howitzer and i'or reduced 
charge of tho 75 m/m gun whi.ro no mtinf ictorj- fuze la t 
prui:,.nt av , liable ."

1. Static functioning tests with Tie J.D. Fuze indicated th t 
tho 2 piece firing pin ins satisfactory.

5. Modification or rn.-au.if nature of Fuze.

o. Manufacture of ICO - 2 piece firing pins, August 1, 1954.

1'..I. Tests.

u. Reference 0.0. 471.322/2730, P.A. 471.32.21/lSu-3. - To 
determine de/ruj of s.'.i'ety of interrupter in T19 P.D. Fuze 
interrupters oi diuheiurs .303 1?., .293 in,, .283 in., 
.273 in., .203 in. .nd .243 In. ’/ere .scumbled in TIC' 
Fuzus .nJ set u..' for static functioning oi' th~ upper 
detonator. - (The interrupUrs of .303 in. di imctcr 
■.noted the maxim'un cloo.rc.nce bo tween interrupter and 
cavity in the body pur..ii tted by tlu. draw Ings - .012 in.) 
Wi th c-.ch di -..a. tci o. plunger 3 fuzes were tested, In no 
c .sc did the lowar de tone tor function. - August , 1934.

II. Pilot Lot St-’.

I • .?£. doa I cm solec tod, J or mnnuf.ic turu.

n,. Dot..11 dr.v/ings prep ired of tho tporovod design, PX-99-222, 
dated Juno 28, 1934.

2. Manu_f_'.c_turc o_f First Pilot Lot

.a. Instructions iosu.d July >3, 1934 for m inufactj.ro of parts 
for 100 fuzes (pilot lot).

3. P..1. Tests .

a_. }.oc..usu of difficulty encountered in st ’.tie functioning 
test with TIG t'.D. Fuze us in;. 1 piece aluminum firing pin, 
the design of firing pin in the T19 Fuzo ms changed to 
2 pieces, i.e., stool pin '.nd iluminum striker.

4. Modification of Dcsiyito correct .malfunctionlay.

a- Detail drawings, revised as of July J.3, If34 to include 
2 piece firing pin.



Comi> ■. r . t Ivo ,,'in tu.ils v.'ero .conducted v i th 1.'. . • t L n< TV.' 
Fur.vo, to du tcr.ai nu relative scnr.l tlvl. ly ox’ boil, m.-.i.;: to 
function u.-on light iiapact, v.slm scrvlc. ch .rge (7b.:i,iu uun)-

Y of 10 rounds '.:i th Mk.III functioned H.F.. p.alnst l/f.
Screen.

9 of 10 roundr v.'i th T.VJ functioned H.O. i.< xlnst l/o U, P.Screen.- 
" of 2 roundo './ith TV? functioned ii.0. inot 1/4 leaver Bo..rd, 
.10 of 10 rounds with T10 functioned H.0. ?.g.-.inst 1/-'. in.Screen

(W.P.)
v.'i th chi.rpo to give pressure J.2$5 in excess of service charge 
pressure.

c_. Five T.19 fuzes subjected to St.nexrd 1135 P.O. Fuze Jolt Tost- 
f-10-34. - -til firing pin sup.-oris '..ere p..rtiully collapsed.

4A lodil'ie;, tion of K.s ir^x tp co.'rac t !.i ilfunctioning.

. Firing pin supports used in Gun and Jolt Tests referred to in 
G b. :,xd 6 c. h-d X'oslstr»xcc to ernshin; to 75 to 95 pounds. 
Since no inforantion vns iv-.il.'.blc rditivo to the strength of 
firing pin supports '..ditch uould i?urr-ii-. functioning cor.ip :r.v->lc 
to thu iuk. Ill Fuze, it v.’.:s decided to test T19 Fuzes with ' 
firing pin supports i.hich h:.d ; resist.,ncu to crushing to 
150 to ISO pounds.

5A icj.5j.0n *1 •--nuf..cturu of Fuz£.

. Ten firing oin su? -.orts Ir.vinp resistance to crushing of 150 
to ISO pounds were a.-iuifvetui’ed - August 10, l‘Jc4.

OA Tests.

n. Five rounds ‘.. i th T.1.9 Fuzes, l.icorpor'. ting firing pin -supports 
h;ving 150 to 130 pounds I’usist'.ncc to crushing;, were iired 
with service charge to i:rp :ct .vg'.inst 1'1 i.x. Board 
screen. All rounds functioning H.O. in screen - August 15, 
1.9 4.

I;. Five- T.1.9 ' ‘•■we sia’Ll.'i' to those I’ufcri'ed to in CA, a ’.’ere 
subjected o t ■.no nxl jolt test fox- Ao5 r.D. Fuze, .ill 
firing pin u /'ports coHrscd sH-htly. (Considerably less 
th in those previously tested) - .lu-jusv 11-, 1934.

412 I Edification of Dcsizn to correct ■ .^ict ioniigi.

. Since rii'lnr. pin su ’.orts v.ith resist.nc.- to crushing of 150 
to 180 rounds did not s.. t i sf ic tori 1 y -..’ithst‘.nd the ii‘5 Jolt 
Test, it w 3 QU elded to t-.-ot tin. l’l!? ruv.es using firing pin 
i-.iif rorts with x’urist uiC'.- to crush! n. ox' 3'AJ to 430 pounds.



55 > olH IcutJon or i.'muf .c tur.j of Fuze.

£. 15 firing pin supports h .vine resist .nee to crushL’g of 390 
to 420 poundn '.\,ro m.nuf .ctured - ..uguct lb, LO’.l.

Oil Teats.

n. Ten rounds with T10 Fuzes incorpor.'.tin; lirin; pin su.-ports 
h .vine, ruslat .ncv to crush?.ap; o* 300 to 420 pound.o wore fired 
with service ch..rgv to imn .ct ic:inst 1/2 in. V/.P. bo .rd 
screen - August 16, 1934. All rounds functioned d.0. in the 
screen.

_b. Five T19 Fuzes aimil.-.r to those referred to in gB £. wore 
subjected to sto.idc.rd M35 Fuze Jolt Tost. -.11 firing pin 
supports were satisfactory .if tor tho test - August 17, 1954

7. .'.nprojrH _o_f *^ifj.c.?A’L0.n ^y the Ordnance- Office.

n. The use of tho 2 piece firing pin v.:a ’.prro'vcd for use if found 
necessary, ilcferoncc 0.0. 471.322/272?',* P.A. 471.8221/180-2.

8• Preparation of Fuzes for Proving Ground Tost

£_. Forty T19 Fuzes, in -.ccordzncc with Dr.wing PX-99-222, revised 
July 1?, 1934, were prep'led for test '.t ..berdeea Proving 
Ground- Assigned .-munition Lot 3-4052-18, -.ugust 20, 1934..

9. Proving Ground Te.-t.

z_. Ref. 0.0. 471.322/2727, P.A. 471.8221/130-2, 1st Ind. TPR 1496.

15 - T19 Fuzes,, .•'.ssonzled to 75 ra/m Shell, l.ik. I, T.iT.T.loidod, 
were fired. -Sept. 10, 1934. The fuzes required ' M.V. 
of 700 f/s to function 0.1 firm ground and 900 f/s on water. 
After firing 15 rounds, test i/'.s discontinued, z it w.;s 
desired to 0’0 b.. in functioning on land or water st ?. l.i.V. 
of less th..’1. 700 f/s

(

10. Investif,atioji of !•-.liunctioninr; in Proving Ground Test.

r. Failures ?.t desired ;nuz,:1- velocities uciw believed to be 
caused by use of Firing Fin Support ■.'ith too -..re.at : rusist- 
ii’cc to crushing.

.11, . .odif j c -_tion. of Des.Lg'.

In coiiiyli.’ncc with instruction.''- of represent-stives of the 
Ordnance Office on September 11, 1904, Firing Pin S’..’..'.orta



with crushing ruOlst.'.ncus of 80 to 100 lb., ipnroxlm..to 150 lb.
•'.nd approximate 200 Lb. v;oro designed, with a view to incorpor
ating thorn in TIO Fuzes for Abcrdeun Proving Ground toots to 
determine tho maximum ctrongth of support which would permit 
tho fuzes to function on laid or water it ’.pproximitc 600 
f/s M.V.

12. Modification or Manufucturo of Fuzos.

Soo Parcyrnph 15

13. P./.. Tests.

No. P.-.. Tests.

14. Approval ofJ\iodificztion by Ordnance Office.

r;. Approval of modification granted on September 11 following 
the test of fuzes of Lot E-4052-1C.

15. Prepir.ition of Fuzes_ J?or_ Proving Ground To^t.

£. Fifty Tl£ Fuzos. less Head ..ssomblivs in eccoi'dunce with 
PX-99-222, Rev. 7-3-34, together with 30 each Head assemblies 
having crushing resistances of approximate 100, 150 and 
200 lb. wore prepared for test at Aberdeen Proving Ground 
Assigned Lot E-4052-35 - September 14, 1934.

16. Proving Ground Test.

o. Ref. 0.0. 471.822/2758, P.A. 471.8221/180-3, 1st Ind. T.P.R. 
#1502, Fuzes assembled to 75 m/m Ilk. I T.N.T. loaded shell 
end fired from the 75 m/m Pick Howitzer, Fuzes with 150 lb. 
crushing strength He id Asscmolics functioned satisfactorily 
on lend and water at 600 f/s ii.V. - September 21, 1934.

14-1 Approval of Modification by Ordnance Office.

a. Approve! of design incorporating Head ...sscmblics with 150 Lb. 
crushing resistance received. Ref. 0.0. 471.821/3266, P,.., 
471.8221/180-12. Request received to prepare 100 additional 
T19 Fuzos duplicating those with which satisfactory results 
were obtained in Lot E-4052-35, (Ruf. P16 a.) for test nt 
Aberdeen Proving Ground to confirm results in test in accord
ance with T.P.R. 1502. - Suptom'-or 22, 1934. ©

•s



15A Pi’op’.ration of Fuzos for Proving Ground Test.

2« 100-T10 Fuzes with Ho.d Assemblies with Firing Pin Supports 
having crushing rosistnnco of 150 lb. wore propped for ship
ment to Abordoun Proving Ground for confirm .tion teat. 
Assigned Lot E-405&-42. - September 28, 1934.

16A Proving Ground Toot.

n. Ref. P.A. 471.8221/180-17, basic letter. T.P.R. #1507
Fuzes issomblod to 75 m/m Mk. I, TNT loaded shell and 155 m/m 
.hnatol loaded shell and fired from the 75 m/m Pack Howitzer, 
75 n/ra'Gun, Mod. 1897, ;.nd 155 m/m Howitzer. All fuzos in 
all tests functioned s„tisf;ctorily.-0ct.8, to Oct.22,1934.

13B Pic?.tinny Arsenal Tests.

£. Duo to desirability of using 150 lb. crushing strength Firing 
Pin Supports in T19 Fuzes, five fuzes with 150 lb. strength 
Firing Pin Supports tore subjected to the M35 P.D. Fuze Jolt 
test (wood on steel) -.nd M39A2 P.D. Fuze Jumblo test. Firing 
Pin Supports compressed from .012 to .030 inches. - Octoocr 
23, 1934.

b. Additional fuzos were then prep :red, in which the clearance 
between tho Firing Pin Support and cavity therefor in tho 
Hoad was reduced from a. maximum of .030 to .015 inch. Five 
of theso fuzes were subjected to the same jolt '.nd jumblo 
test ns that described in P 13B £. Compression of Firing 
Pin Supports amounted to only .015 in. maximum. Crimp of 
Firing Pin into Striker was not sufficient to secure Firing 
Pin ir. place. Consequently, Closing Discs were battered 
loose. - October 26, 1934.

£. Five more fuzes wui'c prop .red, in which tho height of Firing 
Pin head was reduced .C20 inch, and n annular groove was cut 
in tho top of the Striker around the counterbore for the Firing 
Pin he .ad. This modification enabled obtaining a more secure 
crimp of Firing Pin into Stri’-.r, These fuzes rmru subjected 
to tho jolt and jumble test, 'bring Pin Supports nid Firing 
Pin .ssombliec s-tisfactorily thstood the test. - October 29, 

• 1934.

d. Ref. 0.0. 471.322/2730, P... 471.8221/130-3, 2nd Ind. 
Continuation of test referred to in P II 6 j_. conducted, in 
which the di-.mo ter of the interrupter w .s successively reduced 
until the flash from thu functioning of the Upper detonator 
p ■seed through to function tho lower du ton‘.tor. Fuzes ’./ith the 
reduced diameter interrupters we re ; see mbled to 75 m/m Mk.I 
Shull, inert loaded to ’.might ’.nd dropped for imp ;ct on .a steel 

4



pl .to from i height; of 12 ft. Interrupter;] of ,133 inch wdu 
found to bu tho minimum diameter with which functionin'’ of the 
lower detonator win prevented, when thu upour deton..tor 
functioned.

'.dditioint fuzes, assembled to 75 m/m rounds, inert lo .dud 
to a.oight, uui-c subjected to drop too to at thu drop tower to 
Impact '.piinst stool anvil for normal imp.ct and imp .ct .t 
30° nd 00°, to determine miximum h-ight from which around 
could bo dropped without functioning the unpvr dotonjtoe. 
drop from 11 ft. w..s found to be thu maxiinum height from which 
n round could bo dropped (norm’.l imp.ct). For angular impact, 
considerably higher drops could be made.

Gun recoil tests wur- made in which T19 Fuzes v/uTu assembled 
to 75 m/m inert loaded (to a/uight) rounds nd supported in such 
■a position that thu breech of a 75 m/m Gun, M1397, struck tho 
nosu of the fuze at thu time of 1’ucoil. In no case was tho 
upper detonator functioned.

Rounds, inert loaded to weight, containing T19 Fuzes were 
dropped nose down from heights r.s gro.t .as 50 ft. to inp.ct in 
s~.nd and loose cl’ay. Functioning of upper de ton. a tors, did not 
occur in ny case. - Hoverau^r 12 and 10, 1934.

£. Following receipt of instructions (Conference ilotus of December 
3 to 5, 1934) to prup .ro T19 Fuzes with lend '.azide-tetryl upper 
and lower detonators, fuzes ’..'ere prop rod for static functioning 
tests and safety toots duplicaating those outlined in P 13 B a 
■and d. Results of tests practic ally duplicated those obtained 
with T19 Fuzes-h .ving fulminate-tetryl doton.ators. - December 5, 
and 6, 1934.

i\ Due to unsatisfactory results obtained with lead azidc-tutryl 
uppor detonators in s .futy tests of Tie P.D. Fuzes, instructions 
•.•ere received to prep re and t^st additional T19 Fuzes incorpora
ting upper de ton tors consisting of lead azide and lead o.zido 
primer mixture. Satisfactory results ’Wui'u obt iaed in all 
safety .nd static functioning tests, — pr .c tidily duplicating 
the results obt..incd in P19 Fuzes a.dth lead azide—tetryl upper 
detonators. Dcconucr 13 and 1-1, 1934.

Drawings were revised as of December 10, 1934 to shov lead 
'■azide up pur de ton., tor nd lead azidc-cetryl lowex1 de ton tor. 
(Pew Drawing P-20C22, prepared of lower detonator.) .11 dr .wings 
latex revised as of J .nu ary 10, 1935 to incorporate minor ch .ages 
found to be desirable i'.t manuf .during the 50 fuzes for ..berdc-n 
Proving Ground tests and the 300 for service tests at Ft.Bra.gg, 
H.C. r-ferrud to be bn/.

,s
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141J .'.pprovu I of : 'od I ftp . 11 on hy Ordn nee Office.

a. Approval of thu uso of load azide detonators granted, provided 
Pie’, tinny-..rson?.! safety .nd functioning tests were a ; tlsf aotory,

15B Preparation of Fuzo.s for Proving Ground 'font.

_n. Fifty- T19 Fuzes, In accordance with Drawing P-20580, Rev.12- 
10-34 (oxcopt ?.n stated in F 13 B f), wore prepared for J.bordOvh 
Proving Ground tost. ..ssignod Lot E-4052-74. Rof.I’.?..471/521-57, 
basic letter. December 17, 1934.

16B Proving Ground Tost.

a. Ruf. 0.0. 471.822/2775, P. .. 471.3221/180-17, 3rd Ind.T.P.R. 
1527. .Ill fuzes isso-zblod to 75 m/m, Mk.I, TNT Loaded shell, 
Twenty rounds fired from 75 m/m Pack Howitzer; 1.923 El. Funct
ioned □ atlsfietorily on water ..t 700 f/s M.V. Tun rounds fired 
from 75 in/m Gun, Mod. 1897 with propelling charge to give n 
chamber pressure of 42,000 Ib./sq. in. Impact was against one 
inch board screen. .'.11 rounds functioned II.0. in screen. 
Twenty rounds fired from 75 m/m Gun, 1897, to imp., ct on firm 
ground at 1120 f/s 11.V. ..11 rounds functioned with H.O, 
detonation. - Dccurabcr 27, 1934.

III. Sorvico Test i?i Experiment.;! Production St.,go.

1. Approval of design for Service Test by Ord. Conam.__..nd_i.dJ_.G(.;n.

r. Ref. 0.0. 471.822/2811, P... 471.8221/180-22, basic Utter, 
d-ted 12-28-34, by which .. copy of O.C.M. Item 11184 u s for
warded, recommending that 300-T9 P.D. Fuzes, in accord naco 
with Drg. P-20580, Rev. 1-10-35, be prop.rod for shipment to 

, Fort 3m.;g, iI.C. for sorvico tests.

The 3C0-T19 Fuzes :orc prep -.red, .ssignod Lot E-4052—SO <nd 
shipped to Ft. Bragg on J ■ lau .ry 14, 193'5.

4.
5. M.'.zuf .cturo of first .(pilot) production lot.

, . 300 Fuzes in process of mr.nufa.cturc for routine ballistic tests 
.t .-.berdeen Proving Ground., of rou’ids previously requiring 

EikrIII P.D. luzc. Ref. 0.0. 471.822/2886, F.A. 471.3221/193. 
July 1, 1935.

IV. St nd .rdiz .tion md M.-.mif.acturc for V.;:r R..sci^yo_

1. /.pf.rov'.l of Design by Ord. Co..mni ttec.

£. Design .pproved .nd designsti •n"r.D. Fuze, 1446," assigned ■■ 
Ref. O.C.'i. Tt..m 12,190. - June 20, 1935.



SECTION I. ARTILLERY A'LiUNITON, GET"?:- AL.

IB. Technical Problems in tho Resign 
of Ammunition.

The iiscusslon of the technical problems in tho design 
of ammunition, will cover on’.;; ammunition for arti! lery and 
aircraft use. Tho components of such ammunition are;

rro.'ectiles: high explosive, chemical, shrapnel, 
canioter, armor piercing.

Artifery Puzos: point detonating (superruick, delay), 
base detonating (non-delay, delay), 
combination ouper^uick and short delay, 
powder time, mechanical time, time 
detonating, and trench mortar.

Cartridge Cases:
Cartridge Case Primers:
Cannon i rimers:
Complete Rounds: fixed, semi-fixed, and separate 

loading.
Bombs: demolition, fragmentation, and chemical
Bomb Fuzes: nose, tail, and allways.
Grenades: hand (fragmentation and chemical).
Pyrotechnics: flares (landing and bombardment), ground 

and air signals, tracers.
Packing*

The three major factors that affect the design of 
ammunition are technical, manufacturing, and tactical. As 
this paper pertains to the technical problems in the design 
of anmunition, the tactical prob'ems will be only considered 
where necessary, and manufacturing problems where they may 
affect design.

The number of factors that should be considered in the 
design of artillery and aircraft ammunition is very great. 
The forces which the designer has to work and contend with 
are, in many instances, exceedingly large. The : Hnites- 
imally short duration of the most important of 4 < forces, 
without doubt, saves many parts from failure, as ' ? •. mat- 
eria.s used are usually stressed to their limit of strength. 
These forces arc:

a. Forces due to linear acceleration of projectile in . 
the weapon.

b. Forces due to angular acceleration caused by the 
twist cf rifling in the weapon.
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o. Forces due to rotation of-pro ject lie.
T. Ret.'.rdr.t ion force due to the action of tho air 

on tine pro jectilu In fli;ht,
u, Y?.u of project 11.) nutvld.j of ,yun.
T. Rst. rd t io.-i force due to imp at of projectile 

ith~t ?.r gat.

The gener'.l design and development procedure 1? about 
the 'van) for* the various comp-'nento. The deoi-jn ’.nd devel
opment of tne v rin'.i.c components h-.o its ri.in in the 
demand by the using Service for new types, or iiPdificotl 'n 
nf exist in ; type:;, of components tn meet certain c.'oti'.cl 
require:,lento. Frequently the demand is prompted by reports 
fro,a abro.a of the development nf similar components. Some
times th; u...-vhloument Iv.c- its inception within the Orc'ei nno 
Dep .••.rcment, nd in in st: near, ;• private citizen or company 
has been the nriyinat-’r.

■In •hutevar source t ,ie aevelcpmunt his its origin, 
the first c■■'nsidcrv.tion is the formulation and approval of 
the- requirements. This is of ;;re t import;-.neo -nd requires 
cr.rofut consider tion. Instances have occurred in the past 
uhere time, effort, and money ’jere expended in attempting 
the impossible. .To av 'id this, the requiroux>nts must first 
be approved by the Ordnance Committee, then by the Chief 
of Ordnance, rna finally by the Adjutant General, hhilo 
er.oh component has its cun special requirements, there aro 
certain .oiier-l req -.irements ayplin blc tn all components. 
The goner.:! requirements .'.re:

£. Saa’ety.
bt Certainty if fnn-ti-'ning.
c, Simplicity.
d. Durability.
_o. Er.sc- nf rx.nuf .c.tura.
_f. Use of readily avail., bls materia Is.

Certain of those re quire hunt 3 art) basically conflicting. 
For last: neo, cert-inty of functi ming, chile usually siued 
by simplicity .nd curability, ie almost invariably impaired 
as safety is improved. 2:;so of mrjiuf'.oturo is ordinarily 
helped b; simplicity, but usually conflicts '.ith the re
quire..isnts for certainty "»f fun-'-b ionin:; and safety. Com
promises re, therefor;, .Amort al:...vs njc-esscry in pro
s'rib in.- che r .quir .'meats \hich bhe finally developed com
ponent must meet.

It h?.:: been fnunu :-rloiq experience th. t a br.s- 
ic’.ll;/ n-’.' -'.nd untriei da.ijii fv-.tur-e is slmct cert..in 
t-’ r.-q.-.ii’v . Io . „• period nf ex p e ri;r. . :t .t i -n for isc dev.l- 
opm-nt cf> •’■ii',oft -n tai.- i.- n. v. r m ••.i>mplish_-d. The



t.»*n«-r, '.hero fore, trl-at to rdy, n:i !’”.r n:i pons 1 b 1 <■, 
on known tcnt< d f. a tur n and Lmttn the new and untrlid 
fcnturon to the minimum.

To th term Ln.:.- the nntl □ fact or in co a of tho icuign, a 
small pitot 'ot, usual'y co nut sting of approximately 
tv;enty-five compom-nts, to manufactured. The purpose 
of tho pilot lot la not to determine the adaptability 
of the design to muss production, hut to de-term!no 
whether the principles of the deal n arc correct from 
a functioning standpoint. The materials, dimonalona, 
r.nd tolerances prescribed at this stage are, therefore, 
based mainly on the judgment of the desi-rier. Thia 
doco not mean that attention is not 'd ven to manufactur
in'’ problems, since the design should contain no parts 
which arc Impracticable- to manufacture. It means that 
at thia stage no elaborate manui’acturIng study is made 
as will be made at a later date. The designer, because 
of his experience and contact with the shops, is normally 
able to preparo the details of tho design so as to insure 
mnnuf ucturing practlcabi 1 ity«

Dosi'Ti tests conducted to determine the satisfawt- 
orinc’.s of the various components are:

a. dolt and .ramble tests. These tests ere intended 
to simulate thu typo of shocks the- various components will 
got in transportation and handling.

bu Bore-Safety tests of Fuzes: In the case of "Bore- 
Saf?" or "Pctonnter-Safc" Fuzes, this bore safety is test
ed by assembling the fu~cs, if practicable:, to the loaded 
component in whiwh it is to be used, and Functioning the 
most sensitive element (usually the primer or detonator) 
with the fuze parts in the unarmed or safe position.

c. -’unctioninr tests. These may bt static tests in 
which the component is functioned in the rrmod position, 
or tested as for service use- to determine its functioning 
ch.Tf.ctc ri sties.

In addition to the tests of the .romp lute component, 
preliminary tests may be made of elements of the component 
only, particularly where a new vnd untried design feature 
is involve:!.

Provin.c 'Irrina tests arc planned to determine- the func
tioning cf the component under tin various cuniitionu which 
m; y occur in the Si-rvic, . These include firings at excess 
pressures to determine safety. Fre.juunnl.y, rounds are fired 



.to n;i to Impt.ct rt wrious -mfl c.'j nnd on dlflXrunt 
tyr'o oi’ terrain to insure- anti n fee tory function In/’ binder 
al’ condition!) of impact. Sometimes firings arc m-lc at 
the upper or lover limit:) of rotation of the projectile 
v.h<.ro there io any question of the functioning of centri
fugal c I omenta. In the cr.sc of bomba '.nd bomb fuzos, they 
tire t< st< d to determine their structural strength agninot 
a prepared standard hard our face of concrete 200 ft. sq. 
nnd 12 inched thick which is laid ovtr approximately 2 
feet of crushed stone. In general, the Proving Ground 
toata are intended to develop and locate any wuakneaaua 
or defects in the design. Any duds which occur ere re
covered if possible rni disassembled in order to determine 
the cause of the failure. While rather hazardous, this is 
’’.acssnry since information of the greatest value is fre
quently obtained from duds. One of the most baffling 
problems is the determination of the cause of lor orders, 
since it is usually impossible to recover the component, 
or to determine the- cause even if the component parts were 
recovc red.

Wien the development of the component has finally 
reached the point where satisfactory proving ground testa 
have b.-en obtained, the next step is to manufacture a 
fairly large quantity. This will permit tho using Service 
to thoroughly test the component under conditions us nearly 
as possible simulating service conditions. It will also 
determine the practicability of muss production. ?’or these 
purposes, it is usually necessary to manufacture several 
thousand components.

If the service test has be on satisfactory, the Service 
Board or the Chief of the using Branch recommends standard
ization of the component.

A major factor in projectile design for mobile artill'ry 
is to have the projectile contain as large- a bursting charge 
p.s is consistent with range, stability in flight and other 
tactical remireme nts. Of course, the purpose for which the 
projectile is to be used will greatly influence the project- v 
i x«- design. The thin wall cl high salacity projectile r>ro- 
aucc3 r.renounced concussion effect, which greatly affects
the morale of troops under fire, but the thicker walled 
projectiles with smaller explosive: char,-co rivv fragmenta
tion vhi'h is mere -a five on t-roops '.nd material .

Th- r-.-. u i re men t for ,-r<. ;.t.,r r-ji and greater destructive 
effect of -.rtill-ry preject! 1.-s i? t/.o princij •'.! cause for 



projectile dove ' oj ment. The War1 A War gave thu field 
Artiiii.ry Pro ice tl '.c the moot Lnton.iivc development ichna 
cw r received 'nd thia devoIopment la continuing.

The current requirements for projectiles aro:

a. Maximum rnnge with minimum dispersion.
b. Stability In flight throughout tho trajectory.
c". Maximum destructive effect on target.
d. Proper relation between fragnents nnd detonating 

ei'fccT of explosive charge.
e. Practicability for production manufacture.
£. Safety against upsetting in gun bore due to the 

forces’ obtained upon firing, and capability of being practi
cally loaded with the explosive charge.

Prior to the entry of the United States in the World 
'.'t>r, our major caliber projectiles were principally base
fuzed, armor-piercing projectiles. The use of the term 
’’armor-piercing projectiles” here is intended to mean a 
projectile having armor-piercing properties without reference 
to the thickness or kind of armor penetrated. The Field 
Artillery projectiles were, with few exceptions, common 
shrapnel and brse fuzed common steel shell, usually of tho

* thick wall type1, to obtain effective fragmentation. The use 
of.high capacity, thin walled, point fuzed, high explosive 
lo'-dod projectiles by some of the Europc-en countries in the 
World 'T r caused the renewal of development of the so-called 
streamline, high capacity, thin walled projectile.

The World '<’• r gave modern ammunition- its first real 
large scrlc test under actual service conditions. This 
test gave the projectile designer considerable data with, 
which to prepare practical efficient projectile designs, 
and also produced considerable data on the effect of 
rotating band design on range and disp-Tsion, streamlining 
and boat tailing, false ogives or windshields, nnd other 
inform*' tion.

The ’use of streamline projectiles was considered about 
1VO7 and was first used to obtain greater range with the 
seacoast defense projectiles, by the adoption of n wind
shield or false ogive to the armor piercing capped 
projectile. There was, however, v< ry little experimental 
or research work conducted to develop a ballistic? lly 
efficient projectile, hrs reason for the lack of develop
ment of such pro.'.ccti'le was the leek of information of 
tlu. rc.su. Is of firing rt high e‘evr.ti ons, ns tho elevations 
used trior to the 3or d War were usually under twenty 
c.egrce:;. "'hen hi,--her e ovations wore :>.t■ t--mp t-?d, the 
’ rod t.c ti . < s provious .y b--.level srtiifactory gave very 
disjecur-•’■ing results.

rc.su


A projectile designed to gi v« the maximum range with 
the minimum dispersion may be carefully made, but even 
with the vast amount of data available since the World 
”/ar, the desim must bo developed finally by experimental 
firing in tho weapon, for which it Is designed.

The designs of projectiles to give maximum range 
and minimum dispersion are based on principles which uro 
nt times conflicting; and tho best project! Ic. design will 
always be a compromise cf the various reouirrments. For 
Field Artillf ry projectiles, the designer has to cnoose 
between a thin walled, high capacity projectile with 
steel of high physic?.1 properties, usually obtained by 
high quality steel nnd elaborate heat treatment, or 
thicker walled, medium capacity projectiles usinr medium 
quality, easily machined steel with very simple heat 
treatment to obtain the required physical properties.

The design of the projectile should be given con
siderable study to make it economical end easy of production 
in quantity, without sacrificing range and accuracy. Man
ufacturing toll rances should be carefully considered, as 
unnecessarily close tolerances are at times specified to 
cover points on which there is no definite information. 
Many of the tolerances now specified on projectile drawings 
have been determined by actual firing tests and the best 
method of el iminating unnc-cessar 1 ly close tolerances is to 
demonstrate by actual firing tests that adherence to them 
is not necessary for the manufacture of an efficient pro
jectile .

The percentage of bursting charge is usually an 
arbitrary value, varying with the use for which the pro
jectile is intended. Bursting charges for high explosive 
shell vary from 10 to ?0 per cent.

The rotating band requires considerable attention, 
especially its location on the project!1e, as well as its 
width and the material from which it is made. Experiments 
have shown that the flight resistance of the projectile 
may be greatly aflXcted by small changes in the position 
of tho rotating band, especially when the band is placed 
near the base or the beginning of the boat tail. The 
resistance is least sensitive to changes in the form and 
position of the band when it is placed well away from oho 
base or beginning of the boat tai’.. Erratic ranges ob
tained during the World V-r caused a thorough investigation 
c( the rotating bend design. The formation af the irreprulr.r 



rings or stints made the resistnneo offered by the 
air around the projectile non-uniform and thereby caused 
excessive range dispi rsion. Preaunt designs of rotating 
bands arc of the non-fringing typo, with sufficient 
size grooves provided in the band or to the rear of the 
band for the excess copper obtained upon firing. Thia 
eliminates the possibility of tho fringe, if such fringe 
is produced, from being forced up into an irregular ring 
or segnents of a ring duo to gas pressure und centrifugal 
force as the projectile leaves the gun bore.

The false ogive Field Artillery projectile was a 
product of the World W*r and considerable research has 
been conducted with projectiles with false ogives or 
windshields. The false ogive projectile has better 
ranging properties than the projectile without it, as 
the false ogive reduces the air resistance, particularly 
in that portion of the trajectory in which the projectile 
velocity is greater than the velocity of sound. The 
addition of the false ogive docs not increase the weight 
of the projectile materially. False ogive Field Art
illery shell are now being considered for special uses 
where extreme ranges are desired.

The rear end of the artillery projectile also re
ceived considerable attention during and since the World 
War. Boat tailing is the term most usually applied to the 
tapering of the projectile base. Prior to the World War, 
the artillery projectile base was usually a cylinder, 
slightly rounded at the rear edge. It has been deter
mined experimentally, that if the projectile base is 
tapered from 5 degrees to 9 degrees, forming a frustrum 
of a cone of approximately 1/2 caliber in length instead 
of a cylinder, the range will bo increased. However, 
the increase in range is also generally accompanied by 
an increase in dispersion, which is assumed to be caused 
by the powder gases escaping through the opening around 
the coned projectile base before it has completely left 
the gun muzzle.

It is believed that artillery fuzes present one of the 
most difficult design and development problems in the field 
or Ordnance, primarily because of the difficulty of lo
cating the defects in a design of fuze with which mal
functioning is obtained. The result is that the develop
ment work sometimes covers a pj riod of years. For example, 
the design of the present point fuze for artillery shell 
was proposed in substantially its present form about 1920, 
with the expectation that the development work would be 
comp.eted within a few months. This development work has 



boon nctivo since that time and la not completed
Artillery faces art roouired for n wide range of projectiles 
for calibers from 37 mm to 16 inches. A brief doseriptlon 
of the types of fuzes enumerated in the beginning of this 
discussion may be of interest.

Point detenrting and banc 
signed to burst the projectile 
They ere usually either of the 
type.

detonating fuzes are (Ic
on Impact with the tarrot. 
non-dulr.y or fixed-delay

Combination supe-rouic|f and short delay fuzes are ao 
designed that they may be arranged for firing to obtain 
suporcuick action upon the target or a short delay. With 
superquick action, the fuze should burst the projectile 
before it has penetrated the target. If the target is a 
ground target, very little crater effect will be obtained. 
When arranged for short delay action, the fuze should 
burst the shell shortly after impact.

Powder time, time detonating, and mechanical time 
fuzes are designed to burst the projectile at some pre
determined time prior to impact*

Trench mortar far.es are usually of the non-rotative 
type, as trench mortars in our Service are not rifled. 
These fuzes may be of the combination superruick or short 
delay type or may be single action fazes of either short 
delay or supercuick action.

The design of cartridge cases has been bsed in the 
past mainly on the "cut and try" method, as very little 
data are available for the design of cartridge cases. The 
thickness of base and walls, the shape, the amount of 
forcing allowed for the projectile and the clearances for 
the case in the chamber of the gun must bt determined by 
comparison with similar previous designs of proved satis
factoriness.

The capacity of the cartridge, case must be determined, 
and also the density of loading and weight of propelling 
charge. The value for the density of loading varies greatly 
in the diff-rent cannon in Service, and ranges from about 
.5 to .7. In a few exceptional cases it reached .8, but 
this is not usual. The higher the value of the density of 
loading, the greater will be the -pressure in the gun. The 
density of loading is the ratio between tho weight of powder 
in the propel ling charge to the weight of water which will 
just fill the powder chamber-



Tho tari,ih.r capacity Hn fixed or nernl-fixod nnmun- 
Itlon) uquals the available space lniJl.de tho c/irtrldgo 
erne for gaa expansion; l.a., from the inuidu Cr.cu of 
tho head of the C'jhj to and around tho base >f tho pro
ject 11 o no far as the r-nr of tho rotating band. Capaci
ties are f brun d with the projectile seated In the eunnon 
for sopc.tr.ta lording ammunit Lon nnd with tho projectile 
Inserted tn the cartridge case up to the rotating bond for 
fixed nnd semi-fixed ammunition.

The design of jarimers, both cartridge case and aannon, 
presents ouito similar problems to these encountered in 
the design of artillery fuzes. The various types of primers 
in our service are:

a. Percussion primers.
b. Friction primers.
c. Electric primers.
~. Combination percussion - electric primers.
c_. Igniting primers.

?rim! rs at one time wore considered a rather simple 
component of ammunition, but they nre now considered as 
playing an important part in the functioning of the round 
due to the possible effect that the primer may have up021 
the flnshlfosness of the charge, as well as the time 
interval between the initial functioning of the round and 
the expulsion of the projectile from the bore of the weapon. 
An unsatisfactory design of primer may also give erratic 
pressures and velocities. Considerable effort has been 
expended in deal ming primers so that "blow backs" or gas 
leakage may not be obtained.

A design problem, particularly in cannon primers, is 
the c’, iminntion of the sticking of the primer in its scat. 
There may ho the possibility that the primer seat should 
receive attention ns well ns the design of the primer body. 
The Army typo electric primer for seecoast weapons has 
been considered unsatisfactory and is receiving considerable 
design attention nt this time to overcome the difficulties.

The technical problems encountered in complete rounds 
fire mainly in the preparation of complete round drawings. 
Thr.se drawings consist of a picture of the complete round, 
including its components. These drawings consist of a 
Iicture of the round in addition to the pertinent informa
tion, such ns the drawing numbers of the components, the 
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weight and character of the powder used, -ind the necessary 
Idcntlfict!on markings for the round. Thia work la not, 
strictly speaking, of a design nature but the drawing com
prises a very import.’uit source of Information supplementing 
the inform'>tlon riven in the Book of Standards. Problems 
of alignment, crimping ease to projectile, waterproofing, 
etc. recuirc careful technical attention.

It is believed that the technical problems in the de
sign of bomba are ouitc comparable to that for hicapacity 
high explosive artillery shell. Our Service prescribes 
fragmentation, demolition, * chanical, and pre.cticc bomba.

Fragmentation bomba are intended primarily for use 
against personnel targets, such as troops in action, on the 
march, in comp, or in unprotected cantonments. They are 
also e ffective against exposed personnel on the docks of ।
ships, against airdromes, motor conveys, searchlights, ;
artillery units, anti-aircraft batteries, and similar targets 
easily damaged or destroyed by fragments.

Lemolition bombs arc designed to demolish the target 
against which they ere used, such targets being munition 
plants, ammunition ’’dumps," railroads, bridges, storage 
are's, etc. As the demolition bcmb has an explosive charge 
of approxim-tcly 50 per cent of its total weight, the de- 
structive bleat action on the targets mentioned is very ef
fective. The present design of demolition bomb is that 
known os the cylindrical type bcmb. It is believed that 
the cylindrical type bcmb is superior to the previous stream-^ 
lined type of bomb because of economy in production, end 
greater strength, as no welded joints nro reouired. There 
is also considerable increase in the percentage of explosive 
that can be used. This type of bomb has also given sntisfac- । 
tory flight end ballistic results. *

Chemical bembs are receiving considerable design at
tention nt this time, particulrly the exceedingly thin 
we.lied high capacity typo of bomb.

The design of practice bombs presents interesting 
technical problems in that it is desired to eliminate any 
fire or explosive hazard te the pl-ne from which dropped. 
Us wily the practice bomb is 'rranged with ?. very small 
char a cf black powder, with the remainder of the cavity 
filled v. itn sand or au.ic similar m tcriel.
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There w.a Ary little definite knowlcd^E; during the 
’•'/or Id ’"nr of the basic Laws govcrnJ.nf the stabl 1.1 action of 
bombs by the use of fins. It wao known that the center 
of gravity of the bomb '..•ould have to be forward of the 
center of pressure. The Iccrtion of the center of pres
sure, either by calculation or experiment, was not ob
tainable nt that time because of tho luck of wind, tunnel 
facilities. The stabilizing fins were designed largely 
by "cut and try" methods. The Bureau of Standards, aa a 
result of wind tunnel tests, '.earned that the center of 
pressure of a flat surface inclined at small angles to the 
air stream was located one-fifth the length of the surface 
in from the entering edge. Bug to tds determination, it 
is now possible to design bomb fin assemblies which aro 
smaller and less expensive then those formerly used.

The technical problems in the design of bomb fuzes 
are believed to bo cuitc similar to those for artillery 
fuzes. The main diffcrunov m the design of fuzes for 
bombs or artillery projectiles is that in the ease of bombs, 
a nose or point ftx-c must be sufficiently strong to with
stand exceedingly heavy impacts, while in artillery pro
jectiles, such u ftize would be arranged in the base of the 
projectile;

Another difficult problem in the design of bomb fuzes 
is that they must be arranged sc that they may be dropped 
safe or unarmed, because of the likelihood of on airplane 
becoming di sab It d when over friendly territory. The bomb 
fuze desl'uc-r does not hove a rotative projectile which 
would give centrifugal forces for aiming contr ol, etc., 
but uses invariably a wind vane device to delay arming until 
the bomb had cleared the plane for a considerable distance.

For several years every effort has been made to develop 
both a nose and tail fuze that will eliminate the use of 
primer detonators, such as are used with the Mk. VII, 
Mk. XIV Nose Fuze, and Ilk. V Tail Fuze. The present re
quirement is for nose and tail bomb fuzes to be complete in 
themselves and contain selective setting features. These 
fuzes should be detonator safe, as well as safe when dropped 
from the bomb, if explosive action is not required.

Grenade design is v- ry much Limited by the maximum 
weight the average soldier can throw to an effective 
distance. There arc two basic systems which grenade designs. 



have followed in the pant. Tho design used by our Service 
in ono in v.'hich tho fuse mechanisms include a delay train 
ao that tho mechanism may be functioned by a spring nt the 
instant of firing. A grenade of this type has the advan
tage that any duds resulting are not us dangerous as duds 
of the other typo. They do, however, have the disadvantage 
that at close range they may be thrown back. An attempt, 
however, has been made to cornet this possibility by 
having a very short, approximately 5 seconds, delay time 
for tho grenade fuze.

Tho other system of grenade design is to provide the 
grenade fuze mechanism with cn impact feature similar to 
that used with Artillery Fuzes, preferably of the ’’allways 
type" of fuze action.

The design problems with pyrotechnic components are 
rather complex because the requirements for such articles 
were exceptionally few prior to the World War and pyro
technic components were procured iron commercial soirees. 
It is believed that pyrotechnics of that time were not 
sufficiently rugged for Service use, nor sufficiently 
waterproof. Every effort is being made to design pyro
technic components so that they will not be in the class of 
"fireworks" but will be in u similar class to other ammun
ition components. Hany of the parts of pyrotechnics may be 
considered in the same category end should be treat; d the 
same as artillery ammunition component parts.

Cue to contemplated high speeds of release of airplane 
flares, the Question of suitable p.-mchutes for sustaining 
the illuminant in the air, ?ind also making this part suffi
ciently strong to withstand high dropping speeds has re
ceived considerable design considerations.

In .addition to the requirements that aircraft flares 
be released nt high dropping speeds, the additional require
ment for waterproofing, stability in the air, and effect
iveness of illumination are design problems that are re
quiring the best efforts of technical personnel.

The design of ground troop signals is also receiving 
considerable attention. The using Services rcouire. more 
effective signals and to meet the requirement, considerable 
attention is being given to means of increasing the height 



nr projection of tho signal without appr-i ji^bly Liioroan i n>, 
it.i pro.’.onl wolflit or devising new methods of projection.

An investigation in boing conducted to determine 
purer and more offecttvo colora, Attention is aloo be inf 
given to the influence that different atmospheric '’au
ditions and backgrounds have on tho effectiveness of 
colors. Every effort is being mado to produce signals 
that will bo least affected by those conditions.

Pyrotechnic designs aro controlled rather closely 
by the physical characteristics of tho pyrotechnic com
positions, as tho requirements prescribe a certain time 
of burning with a required candlepower, and effectiveness 
of color. The pyrotechnic compositions of projected signals 
must consist of mixtures that are not sensitive to shock.

Tho design problem..-. encountered in packing tho 
various ammunition curq. >nc.)t s arj complex and require a 
know It)' I1?.- of wood, papers, atwid metals, waterproofing 
laucerial.'., etc. AJ.so, a thorough knowledge of I. 0. C. 
Regulations fox- cue transportation of explosives and othei’ 
dangerous articles by freight, express, etc.

In the design of packing material, the research work 
of the Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service, U. 3. 
Department of Agriculture, located at Hadison, Wisconsin has 
b--en of considerable value in the preparations of better 
packing materials. It is believed that commercial packing, 
has also used the results of the Forest Products Labora
tory’s research investigations, and that ir. general, the 
practice followed in packing ammunition represents also 
good commercial practice.

As ammunition may be stored anywhere in this country 
or in foreign possessions, where a wide variety of clim
atic conditions is encountered, it is necessary to give 
considerable attention to the packing problem. Ammunition 
must h- packed so that it will withstand long transport
ation by rail, boat, and truck, whore it will receive much 
r e.- handlin.--, and arrive at its destination in good con
i’ ' i oil.

Dunin- th ' world 7/ar, fixou 
r.uni*. :rn for th- smaller .•'alib'-rs 
t • !1 : ner.: , the op I of w.

he La on by a lor-rl tear strip, 
fiber board wcr-.> vise •j.xi t? ■

roan is of artillery am- 
wur-? packed usually in 
;1 ah wn.-:. 'I os. d by a cover

Cont a Ln :rs ma uc from
a. i. Lies-i i n 'iv'



were in turn packed in wood boxes of various designs. 
Somo of tho minor caliber complete rounds and most of the 
fuzeo were packed in metal lined wood boxos.

Tho complete round tin container woo considered un
satisfactory and investigation of conwrcial packing in
dicated that notable improvements had bean made in thu 
manufacture of fiber board impregnated with asphalt to 
make it moisture and waterproof. As a result of the co
operation of commercial concerns, a now typo of fiber 
container was developed which is. greatly suporior to tho 
tin container. Tao weij^it of tho fixed round is carried on 
tho open ond of tho container, against which the flange of 
tho cartridge case boars. In tho caso of the semi-fixed 
round, the weight of tho round is taken at tho nose end of 
the projectile against a wood block. The containor is 
closed by a slip-on cover and the joint is made water and 
moisturoproof by wrap-pings of adhesive tapo. Tho tubes of 
the container are in general made from asphalt-imprognatod 
papers spirally wrapped. The lower ond of tho body of tho 
containor and ths top of the covor aro closed with a motal 
cover crimpod to the tubs. Those containers can be placed 
under water for a considorablj time without showing signs 
of loakago to the interior.

A simple design of end-opening box, holding four 
rounds of theso now fiber containers, without spacers and 
with ample clearance to allow for shrinking and warping of 
tho wood, has boon found vory satisfactory. Revolving drum 
tests have shown this type of packing to bo greatly sup
erior to the methods used previously.

Another method of shipping the fiber containers is tho 
"bundle”, which is thruo packed fiber containers held to
gether by two metal onds with a central tie rod. This method 
has been approved for several of thu standard complot rounds.

, .^other modern method of commercial packing has been 
apr to ammunition. This type of packing is known as the 
"wire bound box". This box construction is a thin veneer 
lumber th reinforcing cleats '..ith strands of wire on- 
circling the box. This type of construction is economical 
as regards cost, weight, and storage spr.ee, and in some 
instances, economical in packing time.

Acknowledgment is nr de to various authors of ammunition 
articles for information and data contained in this discussion 
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/uimunltion lipcc if Lea tions.

N<’c<'.salty for .'jpccll'icutIona.

Tho Wnr Dornrtment requires that '-very article of issue 
have a specif icat ion cover in/*. thoao feature;’, which are essential 
to the inspection and acceptanoa or an article, nnd which v/ill 
assure that the article when so inspected and accepted will meet 
the needs for which it is intended.

Types of Specificatione,

Tho specifications for ammunition and ammunition com
ponents and so-called raw materials, except metals, which enter 
into their manufacture, am preiwirod at Picutinny Arsenal, The 
specifications for a:r-unitioa, and those for "raw materials”, 
/ire different in character, in that the ammunition specifications 
aro supported by drawings to which the specifications are supple
mentary, whereas the raw materials specifications define, i.e, 
specify, the material, and rive details of inspection and con
ditions foi’ acceptance in every detail.

Raw material specifications arc prepared by the Chemical
Department of the Technical Group. Except for the particular form 
prescribed by Amy Regulations R.50-E5, which must bo followed, 
these 57 ocificat ions are of the type which are thought of by en
gineers in general when specifications are mentioned. They define 
the material, give its (.••.mural and detail requirements, how to 
select samples, how to ins;act and test, and how to package for 
shipment.

Thu specifications for ammunition and ammunition com
ponents, prepared by the Mechanical Department of the Technical 
Group, follow the same outline but are so dependent on the draw
ings for details of‘construction of the part, tests which arc 
prescribed on tine drawings, and definitions of t,..rms us--d that 
they are largely intelliribl,- only in conjunction wit?, the draw
ings.

Jnf orma t i o n in Gjw.ci f i c a 11 on a, and on Drawings.

Th.- strung 1-. ts -i; t-,rmiri>. wi-.at b-:longr. on drawings and 
what should {'u in :v- ,cj f lent ions is an in L-. rm in a bl,, on-. In 
c-un.ral, tie. .irauins ;tru rr -par-.d first sal the airring de
cision.:- r.ud . ';t that t 11 . Th- 3[) C ’ f 1 U-i t i Oil then
include;: only th. iw <pil r ,r- .it.- ,;h ieh w-.;r conn bl-.red i i? nr.-octi cable 
or und. s i rub! . o:.; th. di-aw ; ■ .



In ,.t?i 1, th crit Tiona by will.:!’. It is .1-d. .-rr.irn.d 
.r r- |ii 1 T'. in : nt j .-.houLi b on draw liv . ; or in seeclficut lon.i 

•ii\. tn; folio;;.?:

Touts general to a claun of material should /to Ln tho 
specification. In this way consistency iu maintained enally.

Tests yercullar to a particular design should go on 
tin1 drawing. This avoid.? loading tho specification with detail 
Information, involved chart:; or tables, and makes change easy, 
inco the drawing can be revised more readily than can a printed 

.".pecif Lent ion.

In the event of possibility of determining the proper 
location for a requirement by the above rule, tho determination 
may be made by consideration of the difficulties involved in the 
two method.-. If a complicated procedure is involved, or a 
special fixture must be used, the requi. rement is more advantage
ously put in tho specification, If the testing method is well 
organized, or is described in a general specification, or is 
self-explanatory, it can well be. placed on the drawing. An 
extreme example of a requirement of tho latter nature is a di
mension of a part. A test must be- applied to determine compliance; 
i.o. the part must be measured, but no details of the test aro 
given.

.History of War Department Specifications.

Specifications have been writ ten in the War Department 
for rimy years, and some of the oai’ly panph Lots still available, 
although not officially in force, are of value historically and 
a.-, source material. Specifications, before the World War, were 
written to be all inclusive and were issued as printed pamphlets, 
oom-, of conoidorablr? volume. They contain-, d much information of 
a business and legal nature, now included in contracts and in 
"Instructions to bidders", and material of a general specifi
cation nature,_now included in such specifications as "General 
Specifications for Ai munition" and ’‘General Specifications for 
Metals".

Dur ins. the World War many specifications of the GA and 
KA scries were produced to cover it unis of n-..w issue which hud 
not b ;■ n included in thu pru-wnv pamphl-jtr.. Tn the stress of 
War, specification;; of varying de-.reus of uXCuLl-;ncc, Cron v^-ry 
poor and incomplete, to renarxably mood and complete specifi
cations v..F'..- produced. In the latt-r car?, much material of a 
■b; script ion of m.-uiu fac tur- nature wa..- included.

I. . 1 a t i on if Dtau in/s, an-! G-.r;.?r>tl end D-.tail Specification.;.

Th-. nr . ;■ n t phur..; of produci n;: sp? <: i .flea t i on.’ for each 
l-i it- r.n of i.i;i t i ,:,n .an-i .’.•.unit Inn coupon r.t.-., 



on car.. I'uI ly pr .piu'ud dr:iu I nf, luu; ..xirL.d fni' about t. n y'.'irr, 
in that time an uxc lb nt ■y.;l..i.i Cor preparing drawl n; s ha.' b«j— 
corif standardized and a inrge number of /.'eivral unu dota11< J 
npoclficntlonn huve been produced, i'liu yiMunvutl on of "Gunoral 
• 'pec if tent lone Cor Ammunition”, find tho cumful avoidance of 
duplication of ria tor ini contained in that specif tent, ion tn de
tail specific; it ions has simplified the detail specification 
greatly, In tho ■•■•neral specifications are placed the require
ments of worhm.'iuship, inspection, acceptance, and conditions of 
manufacture which apply to all ammunition. The general speci
fication is made a part of tho specific one by calling for the 
j.onoral specification on the drawings.

In thu r.uma way tho requirements for metal products 
have been incorporated in the 'General Specifications for Metals". 
This specification was prepared by the Federal Specification Board 
and is classified as K-duX'al Specification QQ-M-151. Tho methods 
of test are described and t ;•rm;.; used are defined, so that physical 
properties can bo prescribed, with the expectation that complete 
understanding will be had, by all involved, of what is desired.

Requirements for Spccifications.

Curtain basic and elementary principles for writing: 
specifications, as civan in war Department Order IJo. 650-25 and 
curtain policy letters and bulletins cun be briefly stated. 
These are as follows:

a_. The specification will ba divided into eight 
sections. (Discussed more in T. tail below).

_b. Tlic. specification will contain no information 
which is on the drawing and vice versa.

c. The specification will not tell, the manufacturer 
how to make the article.

jd. The specificatiJ.-, will contain o statement of the 
requirements (which ar.„ not <>:. drawing) and ..ill give the 
details of thu t% r.cs to w-.icl e-- article will be subjected in 
nrd.-.r to determine its .aiti;.f' ■ .oriness.

c_. Thu specification will be cer.plot-.•, but as brief 
anti concise as po;u:iblu.

_f. A specification will be pr •pared’ for <;uch complete 
round of .rii’imunition, .meh component of uia’-unit ion and each raw 
rut-.-rial ent Tiny into t:.u a.’.man! lion.

r. A supurul ■ .:p- .-c' i cat i on fur I?.; iruiu fric lur.. of 
th, ■ t•.AL f.rt.i, and a .r pirak .•p'-c if icat ion for td> loading 
and ar.;..’-d>l in,- of t.(;? into corr.’l !■ unite '..ill. b.. pru- 
waa f Co;- fuzes ( we t tim. fa„•.•$) 'i;;d ;-i'i I'-.r cow; ■:v:;t.;



'.Hileh In 'in rjixii’ft'nay wouiu be lu'ocur.'d by piaeing i'.optrnte 
eontruetn for the metal party and for tho loading, and as: • ambl
ing.

Army h’l.y.-ulut lone, 850-:.’!-, Section IV, Outline of Form 
for Federal Specifications and Ordnance Department Bulletin No. 
41, outline in detail a form for specifications. All ammunition 
specifications must bo written to conform to this form, a brief 
outline of which follows;

Suction A - Applicable Specifications.

In this Section a reference is made to all of tho 
drawings (including fixture draw in,*..:) and specifications which 
the contractor needs in order to produce the article. In other 
words, this first section forms an index of the documents which 
the Contractinr Officoi1 must furnish the manufacturer’ with the 
contract,

Section B - Types, Grades, Classes, Etc.

when-a specification contains more than one type, 
grade, class or com.osition, this section lists thoso types, 
grades, classes, etc., that are covered by it. If there is but 
one type, then the specification so states in this section. If 
there is more than one typo, [rade or class, etc., each is listed 

’with a brief explanation as to how one differs from the other.

Section C - Material and Workmanship.

This section contains general requirements as 
regards material und workmanship which is not necessary to cover 
by tests other than visual examination. It is a section in 
which the writer of the specification can convey to the manu-. 
facturor information as to the quality of the product which he 
expects to obtain.

■Section D - General Roquiraiments.

In this suction aro listed all of the requirements 
which arc- common to all of the types, grades, classes, etc., 
listed in Section B, providing there is more than one type, 
trade, class, etc., and providing these requirements aro not 
already stated on tho drawings. When there io but one type, 
grade, class, etc., the following stuti.m■■nt appears in this 
section:

"Sec -lection E '.

;t ion E - detail )l.;qu ireimnt s.

Hi third is but on.’ type, gru<l.-, ciao.:, etc., 
m- nt ion-si in E ;c tian B, all of M;requ i !•-. a.i nt not on the 



draw Ing nr. listed in this .:.!ttlon. 'when the sp1;a li’icat Lon 
ih)v<!(\; tr.or-u than on<> type, grudo, clan;.-, etc., those Vequlre'- 
muntr. v/hlch apply 4i;■ tinctly to each aro listed .icpurnt..-ly in 
thia section. Thio io one of the Most important Sections In 
a apuclfication and much thought and effort in nccu-ssury in 
order to insure that the detail requirements arc properly nnd 
completely stated

Section F - Method.; of Sampling, Inspection, nnd Tost.

This section is subdivided as .follows:

F-l. Inspection..

Tho general specification which applies to 
general conditions of inspection is listed.

F-2. Size of Lots.

Twenty thousand is the quantity which has been 
selected as tho maximum size for lots of complete rounds and 
components of fixed and semi-fixed artillery ammunition when
ever possible.

F-o. 3 tripling.

The number of samples required for testing 
purposes arc stated.

F-4. Testing.. 
»

Under this heading every thine- pertaining to the 
tests to which the article is subjected is listed. Tests are 
given which cover requirements on thu drawing as well as those 
listed in Sections D and E of the specification. The tests 
first listed covor the requirements stated on the drawings, then 
the requirements given under general requirements and finally 
those under detail requirements in the specification. The- tests 
prescribed must be logical and fair to both the manufacturer and 
the Government. 

<•
Section G - Packaging, packing, and Marking.

Any information regarding the methods to be used 
in packing and marking th. article is given under thin section. 
For many Ordnance items there ar.-j packing and marking drawings 
which give the details. In other cases, the methods of packing 
and marking to be followed must bu given in detail under this 
Section in the specification. 'whenever it is necessary to in
clude a Data Curd with shiprunt, th-: information which io to be 
place4 on thu Data Curd is qiv-?n in thi.; section together with 
instructions on ..her,. t. > pine ■■ it for shipment.



•!- j 'ii il - het. .1.

Then; 1;. Certain Lnforrrit I >n •..■hich th< <h. I; .a-:r, 
wanufncturer and tor should b . given which nuod not be 
Muto mandat ;ry to th:.- contractor. For example, in g Lv inc n 
typical u;;u ol' th -■ art Lelo- cov u’ud by the specification such 
information io placed in thio ruction. Any definitions or in
terpretations of terms used in the body of the specif lent Ion 
uro also proper material for chi:: section.

Detail Proc-,dure in Submission and Approval of Specif Icatioiw.

Picatinny Arsenal is charrod with the preparation of 
ammunition specifications. This Includes specifications for 
complete rounds and components of ammunition as well as explosive 
and chemical materials entering into ammunition manufacture. When . 
a specification is listed to be written, it is first prepared by 
the Technical Group of the Arsenal as a tentative specification 
and assigned a PXS number. After approval by interested depart
ment heads of the Arsenal, it is forwarded to the Ordnance Office 
foi’ consideration and approval. When finally approved by that 
Office, it is either sent through the Assistant Secretary of War 
for printing as an Army Specification or if the department be
lieves that sufficieiit information is not yet available on the 
item to warrant printing, the specification may be held in the 
PXS form and manufacturing establishments and private manu
facturers permitted to use it. If the specification is printed, 
it becomes a regular standard U.S. Army Specification and the 
PXS specification upon which it is based is cancelled. It may 
happen that the item covered by the specification is of interest 
to other procuring branches of the Government. In this case, 
the specification is sent to the Federal Specification Board, an 
organization created some years ago by executive order. This 
board considers the possible use of the specification by other 
Government branches and revises it, if necessary, to include the 
requirements and to meet the needs of all branches concerned. 
When approved by this board, the specification is printed as a 
Federal Specification and automatically supersedes the Army 
Specification covering: the same item. Except for tho basic raw 
materials, most of the specifications used by the Ordnance De
partment in ammunition are Army Specifications.

Some time usually elapses between the < ''-oration of a 
tentative specification in the PXS form and its is in printed 
Army or Federal form. In the meantime, th; tontativ.. specifica
tions are quoted on drawings and used in current manufacture 
after approval by the Chief of Ordnance. Picatinny Arsenal 
tentative specifications are revised from tine to time as experi
ence dictates.

It often happens that it becomes necessary to revise a 
printed Amy Specifieation covering some cor.ipunuat of ammunition, 
'.’.'hen this occurs the Arsenal pr-.-nuras the revision as believed 
desirable and submits it to th<; Chief of Ordnanc.. in the t-.-n- 

■tative fam carry .-ng a PXS numb- r. If tho n-vi.-’ion is approved,



Uh .'J- ■!!'Ioa11<’ii i In print i, un<l- r U. mpi.' buain ntwib. r
•i.i b.J’orti ,nth ’i L itt.j* nl'flx. d C’i to , < r.body I n(- t li.
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SECTION I. ARTILLERY l.UHlTIOil GENERAL

5. Ammunition Toat3

In order to insure tho proper functioning of ammunition 
laaued to tho using Services, a wido variety of tests must be 
made. Those tests include those of n chemical, physical and. 
mechanical nature. The quality of every material entering into 
the ammunition and the correctness of every component must be 
determined from tests.

Ammunition tests my be sub-divided into three main 
classes as follows;

a. Design tests.

b. Inspection tests.

c. Combined design and inspection tests.

Desi^yi Tests.

During the development stage of a component of ammunition 
or of a material to be used in ammunition, it is necessary to 
make many different tests in order to determine whether or not 
the material or the component meets the requirements laid down. 
These requirements generally lead up to the tactical needs of the 
using Services. If the component under development is, for 
example, an artillery fuze, the using Service or Services, in 
cooperation with the Technical Staff of the Ordnance Department, 
lay down the desired requirements. They state definitely the 
weapons in which the fuze will bo required and how it must func
tion the projectile under the various field conditions where it 
is expected it will be used. In addition, there will be the 
usual safety requirements which at the present time would mean 
that the fuze not only had to be perfectly safe in handling and 
transportation, but alsothat it must be safe while the projectile 
is in the bore of the cannon.

During the development of a component, it is the designer’s 
duty to subject the design which he proposes to every test which 
Engineers can devise which are intended to show whether or not 
the mechanism will meet all of the conditions laid down by the 
using Service. For an artillery fuze, com? of these tests 
would be:

a. Jolt and jumble tests to determine its safety in trans
port aTion.

_b. Boro safety tests to determine its safety in the bore 
oft he gun.



o. Drop tests to determine its safety under extra severe 
htiridlTng conditions In transportation and Ln the fluid.

d. Static teats to determine the ability of tho fuze to 
propo'rly explode or detonate tho next oleuunt in the explosive 
train, to insure proper delay In case of delay action fuzes, 
and to insure specified mean times of burning and limits on dis
persion in tho case of time fuzes,

o. Various static tests on interior elements of tho fuzo 
to insure its arming under the worst condition which it will 
encounter in any of tho weapons for which it is intended.

f. Ballistic tests consisting of actual firing from all 
of the" guns for which it is being designed and under all 
probable conditions of impact,

Inspect ion Tests.

Once an ammunition component has been developed and approved 
as standard by the War Department, detailed drawings and specifi
cations are prepared. It is now considered that if the component 
Is made to comply with these drawings and specifications it will 
satisfactorily meet the tactical requirements. It is still 
possible, however, for the component to be made incorrectly and 
not in accordance with the drawings and specifications. If this 
happens and the component is accepted, it is possible that it 
will not meet the field requirements. It is, therefore, necessary 
to prescribe and carry out certain tests on each lot of components 
manufactured even of a standardized component. These tests may 
be considered as strictly inspection tests and not primarily to 
determine the ability of the design to meet the tactical require
ments. These inspection tests are for the purpose of insuring 
that the manufacturer has made the component to meet the require-^ 
ments of the drawings and specifications. In general inspection^ 
tests are illustrated by the following types of tests;

a_. Gaging of critical or important dimensions to insure that 
they fall within the prescribed tolerances,

Chemical analysis of explosive and chemical components 
used in tho article to insure their compliance '.ith their re
spect ive spec iflenti >ns.

_c. Tests for correctness of spring resistances or shearing 
strength of pins.

d_. Jolt, jumble and drop tests to show up faulty material 
or incorrect assemblies,

0., Certain ballistic tests where it is possible to detect 
faulty material or poor ••nrkmuirhip, which 'iffect'.' funcxioning of 



tho item. For oxonplo, poor workmanship in tho nkinufuctuxe of an 
artillery fuzo, might result in nn o::cessivo number of failuroo to 
function which would bo detected, by the proper ballistic testa.

A true inspection toot ia one which tho component will 
absolutely pass if the manufacturer has complied with all of tho 
requirements on the drawings and in the specifications.

Combined Design and Inspect ion Tost a.

It quite ofton happens that an inspection teat is ulao uaod 
aa a design teat* Teats may have to bo prescribed in a specifi
cation to insure that tho manufacturer uses tho correct material 
and performs tho work satisfactorily. On tho other hand, it may 
bo very difficult for tho Government Inspector to determine, when 
tho components fail in such tests, whether the manufacturer is 
to blame or whether it is tho fault of tho design. Inherent 
faults in design are ofton discovered and if discovered in con
nection with an acceptance tost for a lot of ammunition made by 
a private contractor, it may penalize tho contractor unjustly. 
In such cases, expert design opinion must be sought.

Illustrations of tests used as design and inspection tests 
are:

a. Jolt and jumble tests,

b_. Drop tests,

c_. Shell fragmentation tests.

_d. Practically all ballistic tests.

e. Armor plate penetration test to determine 
satisfactoriness of projectile, fuze or loading.

Standard Ammunition Tests

A brief description and discussion will no;.' be given of 
the more important ammunition tests used by tho Ordnance 
Department.

Chemical Labor.;, tory Tasts.

These have already been given in previous lectures in this 
course.

Physical Laboratory Tests,

host of these li ve also-been given in previous lecturer.



Shop Tostr,

There .are a varl ty of to str ’.’hich a re mor.'; 00nv jnient to 
curry out In thu shop 'uh.ru thu ammunition component iu bain.; made. 
Those generally consist of str.Juj’ht mechanical t ;:'ts such no 
dotcnnlning tho load given by springs, thu force required to rhu.-.r 
pins, tho rotational upj.rnl nt uhiah u ccntrlfug'u.l ulsm.nt v.lll 
arm, jolt, jumble .-.nd drop tests to determine safety and the 
ability of the component to withstand transportation, drop tests 
of primers, bore safety taut of fuzes, fraauontat ion touts of small 
loaded components, such >;s boosters, physical tests of metals, 
fabrics, etc, Thue many tests are for the most part designed to 
meat the particular requirement and they v:..ry with ovary component, 
Where there are spacial inspection test to be met, they are laid 
down in the specification. During the development stage, tho 
designer carries out any such shop tests us will aid him in de
termining whether or not tho component will meat tho safety and 
tactical requirements prescribed.

Proving Ground Tests.

As manufacturing shops cun not be expected tn have equipment 
for carrying out tests involving u largo quantity of explosives or 
tests involving weapons and as it is desired to have under Govern
ment supervision and coordination tests rulu.ting to acceptance or 
rejection, such tests are carried out at a Government owned Proving 
Ground. These tests are in general of a ballistic nature, that is, 
tests •.-.hich involve firing the component from one nr more weapons 
under various conditions of pressure, velocity and iinpnct. Static 
tests involving loaded shell or bombs arc also carried out at a 
Proving Ground.

Details of Individual T-sts

Jolt Test.

Ordnanco Department Drawing 81-3-30 covers the standard 
jolt machine. This consists of one or more arms pivoted at one end 
and made to rise and fall at n given rate. As the arm ’..ith the 
component securely attached fulls under the action of gravity and 
strikes n heavy bed plate, considerable jar is given to the am
munition component .assembled at the free end. Tho component irny 
bo assembled in any or all of throe positions, namely; vertically 
up, horizontal, and vertie.ally down. The .action of this machine 
is supposed to simulate th; shocks .at least comparable to those 
which tho component will u::pc ricnco in transpnrtat ion and handling. 
This tost is severe; und if a component uithstands it for approxi
mately 1750 jolts in each of tho three positions and also passes 
tho "jumble" teat described 1 'tor, it is considered that it ’..'ill 
be safe in t rnnspovtat inn, Tho amount of tasting ’..hich a component 
receives on this machine during the development stage of a, com
ponent is a natter for the designer to determine, but v.hen made an 
inspect ion tost, tho time on the jolting uv.chiuc of the fuzo or 
co!:q>'-.ivnts selected from th; lot is prescrib'd in thu specif b-.at irn.

uh.ru


Jiunblo Test.

Ordnance Department Ortwin;* 81-5-'.>r> uhov.s thu dap.-'.rtr.wnt ’ j 
•jt.-.iKlard. Jumblo apparatus« This oonuluto of r. rectangular wood 
box rotated about Ito diagonal corners. A component tn be touted 
la ploacd Inaldo a standard figure \hich completely incloses it, 
Tho fixtwro io than placed inside tho jumble box nnd the box 
rotated at a opcod which will enable the fixture tn roll around 
nt will on tho inside. Tho length nf time in tho jumble tost is 
t>. natter for tho designer tn decide while tho component is in tho 
development stage, but •..■hen used no un inspection test, tho time 
is definitely proscribed in tho specification. This tost is 
severe nnd subjects tho conponont tn blows from many and varied 
directions.

Drop Test,

The drop tost at present is of value only in determining 
the safety of the corrponont when accidentally dropped. This tost 
has been used in the pact as a means of determining \;hothor nr not 
setback arming devices would function. when tho component was firod 
frnrn a particular weapon. There is at present no known way of 
definitely comparing the results obtained in tho drop test with 
those obtained when the same device is fired from a weapon. It 
may, however, bo used in certain cases for c<>iapr.ring two elements, 
such, for example, as determining relatively tho ability of two 
different time fuze closing caps to resist impact from a recoiling 
gun. It is hoped that by further development of tho drop tost 
to more nearly simulate the actual setback in tho gun and obtain 
much needed valuable data.

Fragmontat ion Test;

This test is usod both ns a design and inspection tost. 
It may be used to determine the quality '»f a shall, of the ex
plosive filler, or of the loading. Tho shell to be tasted is placed 
in a light wooden box with several inches of air space around tho 
shall. The box is then buried in sand of sufficient quantity to 
watch all tho fragments 'hen the shell is detonated. The fragments 
obtained are the same as if the shell were a free body in air. 
Tho sand surround catches the fragments and these fragments are 
recovered by sieving the sand. The sat isfactorinass of the shell 
or the explosive filler nr leading is determined by the number nnd 
size of the fragments obtained. The numerical values depend upon 
tho sizo and typo of shell.

Boro Safety Tests.

tiuch taste c-'nsist of firing the sensitive detonator and 
primer element in :: fuze or bolster while they are in the n'rmal 
or safe position. Satisfactoriness nf the element from tho bore 
safety standpoint • is determined by an examination of the next 
explosive: vie mu nt in the train • hich must not be disturbed in any 
way by the detonation the d-.. Lon..c-''r. These, tests .-.re ncually



carried out with tho component under tost aaroniblJd to a leaded 
shall. In, othor 'irdc, conditions as they exist in tho actual 
ammunition are duplicated insofar no io possible.
Timin,'; Toot a.

There uro various elements in ammunition -..hich havo certain 
proscribed time requirements, A time fuze, for example, io re
quired to burn nr run a given number of ooconds '..‘hen properly eot. 
A delay element is required also t'-1 give a certain short delay 
perhaps .05 second 'ith certain tolerances. Such timing tests 
are carried out on various types of chronographs '..hich actually 
measure the time '■'btained. It io sometimes necessary tn run 
timing tests on such items as flares and signals. Tho time of 
burning of such components ray bo determined by an ordinary stop-aatch 
where great accuracy is not required, hhero the allowed dispersion 
or variation between maximum and minimum time is small, accurate 
recording chronographs must be ur 1.
Ballistic Test.

Ballistic ...gs take a wide variety of forms depending 
upon the article to be tested. In the test of powder, for 
example, it is customary to carry out sufficient firings starting 
with a low charge to enable the plotting of pressure charge and 
velocity charge curves up to the point where either the service 
muzzle velocity or the maximum allowed pressure for the weapon 
is reached. Ballistic tests of fazes consist in firing them 
under the extreme conditions of pressure and velocity which they 
will encounter in any of the weapons in which they will be used. 
The fuzes will be fired for different impacts, that is, against 
different types of targets and at various angles of fall. In 
the case of bombs, flares, etc., the ballistic test consists of 
dropping them from airplanes from different altitudes and at 
different air speeds. It is also important that tests bo carried 
out in the case of bombs with different types of impact to 
determine whether or not they function correctly or withstand 
the heaviest inpact when it is desired to drop them safe. In the 
case of high explosive shell, the shell are fired for recovery 
at excess pressure and observation made for upsetting in the boro 
of the gun and if the rotating band takes the rifling properly. 
For AP Projectiles a flight test is conducted to determine tho 
satisfactoriness nf the projectile for the purpose intended.

Primer Tost,

Tho cannon.primer is subjected to various tests to insure 
its set I-■ "actorinccr, Lvring ths development stage it must bo 
dotormin whether nl. p, ■ ..or rill properly ignite the smokeless 
powdor ul.ich it is pL.a., ■ to use Ln conjunction '. ith it. It 
r.iust also bo determined ■'■.•••thcr the percussion c. -.p '.ill function 
properly from the blow ■■;iv„n it by the firing pin in the various
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। guns, and also whether it will withstand u certain minimum blow
j without firing. Thia latter feature io a safety nvaaure. In-
I spection toot of primero generally consists of firing them in
| the actual gun for which they are standard,
|
I i General
| i It io the Ordnance Depart nw nt • c policy to have opooifi-
| I cationo for the raw materials, for tho nr\in components used in| * ammunition and for tho complete round as a whole. It quite
j often happens that the teste proscribed in tho specification for

a component‘are duplicated in tho specification for tho complete
, round. This can not bo avoided as it is probable that two

different manufacturers will bo involved and it docs not follow
| | that because a component has boon accepted on the basis of certain

tests that that component will satisfactorily function when 
assembled to a given lot of complete rounds. It is possible that 
a component previously accepted may be damaged and mado unsorvicc-

; able. There is also always tho possibility nf getting tho wrong
lot of components assembled to tho complete rounds. It is, there
fore, tho Ordnance Department’s policy to insure satisfactoriness 
to carry out such final tests as may be necessary on the component 
or complete round which is being issued directly to tho using 
Service. Such tests at times may bo unfair to tho manufacturer j because they involve factors beyond his control. In such cases

| tho final test should be run, but the contractor should not bo
penalized if malfunction occurs which is obviously not his fault. 
A striking illustration of what may happen along this lino will 
bo cited. American contractors making time fuzes for tho Imperial 
Russian Government in 1915 and 1916 were required to make these 
fuzes to moot tho following ballistic test. A certain number of 
the fuzes were selected from the finished lot. These fuzes wre 
assembled to standard shrapnel and fired at standard service velocity 
with a given setting of the time fuze. Tho position of burst of 
those shrapnel was photographed and tho distance between the short
est and tho longest shot had to fall within a specified distance 
on the photographic plate in order for tho fuzes to bo accepted. 
Tho unfairness of this appears evident. It is not possible to 
obtain a truly uniform muzzle velocity. The flight character- ’ 
istics of different projectiles vary greatly. Tho distance betv/ocn 
the shortest and longest burst involved the factors, therefore, 
of muzzle velocity, ballistic coefficient and stability of shell, 
tho control of which was not invested in the manufacture of tho 
fuzes. On the other hand, the using Service was interested in 
obtaining a close grouping of the shots und for this reason it was 
of value to run tho test.

Tho testing of armnit ion presents a moot unique problem. 
There is probably no other problem quite similar in the industrial 
field, When ammunition is tested, it io nearly always destroyed 
or Inst. Gene rally but a small percentage can bo tested. When 
failures occur it is rarely possible tn reaver the article und 
det ermine the .’.-.use, Cnnclus ton:1, thov.f era, have to be arrived 



at by tho process of logical reasoning. Tho inspector io con
stantly called upon to oxorciso vary caroful judgment. It io 
only in thia way that tho Ordnance Department oan keop tho good 
will of private manufacturers and at tho came time insure tho 
acceptance of material satisfactory for tho purpose intended. 
Sorious effort is being mado at tho present tlmo to prepare 
our specifications and Inspection Manuals in such a way that 
this very difficult problem will not cause undue trouble in tho 
event of another emergency.

Table of Acceptance Tests
Complete Rounds H.E. Shell ammunition for 
Field Guns.

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging. 
Weigh propelling charge. 
Primer seating.

Ballistic Tests - Velocity.
Safety. 
Land impact.

Complete Rounds H.E. Shell ammunition for 
Anti-Aircraft Ammunition.

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.
Weigh propelling charge. 
Primer seating.

Ballistic Tests - Velocity.
Safety.
Timing-and Functioning.

Complete Rounds of Shrapnel Ammunition for 
Field Guns,

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.
i/eigh propelling charge. 
Primer seating.
Check base charge.

Ballistic Tests - Velocity.
Safety.
Timing end Functioning.

Complete Rounds of Shrapnel Ammunition for 
Anti-Aircraft guns.

Static T-'Sts - Dimensional gaging.
■;..'ci;^i propelling •• .cargo. 
Primer seating.
Check base chary-'.



Ball ist lo Taste - Velocity.
Safety.
Timing and functioning.

Complete Rounds nf Chotnic.nl Shell Ammunition 
for Field Guns.

Static Teets - Dimensional gaging.
Weigh propelling charge.
Primer seating.

Ballistic Tests - Velocity.
Safety 
Land impact.

Point Detonating Fuzes.
Static. Tests - Dimensional gaging.

Rotational arming.
Setback arming.
Detonator sand test.
Specific, gravity tost of explosives.
Sensitivity.
Safety (Jnlt and Jumble)
Delay element timing.
Drop
Gas Volume and Impulse of Primer, 
Chemical Analysis of Explosives.

Ballistic Tests - Wood screen impact. 
Land impact.
Safety

Base Detonating Fuzes.

St.-tie. Tests - Dimensional gaging.
Rotational arming.
Setback arming.
Detonator sand test.
Specific gravity tost of 

explosives.
Sons it ivity,
Delay c. lament timing.
Chomic;.'! analysis of explosives. 
Drop.
Gas Volume and Impulse of primer.
Safety (Jolt ;\nA Jumble)

Ballistic Tests - Wood screen o?' plate impact. 
Land Imo-;> ■ •> 
Safety.*

9

Chotnic.nl


T fuzcj

St '.t la Teats - Dimensional •; .ging* 
Rot at tonal arming. 
Setback ing. 
Rin,s’ torque. 
Sensitivity.
Safety (Jolt and Jumble) 
Burning time.
Gas volume r.nd impulse of primer.

Ballistic Teets - Burnin" time. 
Canister action. 
Wood screen or land impact.

Adaptors and Boosters - Empty and Loaded.

Static. Teste - Dimons inns. 1 gaging. 
Specific gravity of czqjlosivo. 
Coating test.
Safety (Jolt s.nd Jumble) 
Air Pressure.
Fragment at inn.
Rotational arming )ri20, ilk. X
Setback arming )Booster or Ek.
Detonator sand test. )XIV Aux. Det.

)Fuzo only. 
Chemical analysis of explosives.

Ballistic. - Wood screen impact. 
Land impact. 
Safety.

High. Explosive and Chemical Shall (Empty)

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.
Physical tests of metal 
Hydraulic or air pressure 
Rot at in;; bond seating. 
Rotating band bending.

Ballistic. Tests - Land impact ".nd safety.

Armor and Dock Piercing Pro ject lies (Empty)

St'.tic Tests - Dimensional yging. 
Pliystor.l t. sto nf metal. 
Rotating band seating. 
Rotating band bending. 
Fragmental ion tacts.

Bailie.; ic - Armor pla te impact. 
Flight tost.

Shrapnel (loaded)
Static Tests - Dimons ional g'.gin,;.

Pliyoicnl test;? of ;at~.l. 
Air pre ..'.'lire.
- 10 -



Rotating bund oor.t ing. 
Rotating bund bendin,;. 
Strength of diaphr:'.gin.

Ballistic - Safety.
Wood uoreen functinning.

High Explosive Shell (loaded)

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging. 
Specific, gravity of explosive.

Ballistic Teets - Safety 
Land impact •

Armor and Dock Piercing Projectiles (loaded)

Static Teste - Dimensional gaging.
Specific, gravity of explosives.

Ballistic. Tests - Safety.
Land impact.
Armor plate impact.

Canister.

Static. Tests - Dimensional gaging.

Ballistic Tests - Functioning.

Cartridge Casos.

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging. 
Chemical analysis of brass. 
Season cracking*

Ballistic Test - Firing and resizing.

Percussion Primer.

, Static Testa - Dimensional gaging. 
So ns it ivity.

Ballistic. Test - Firing.

Electric. Primor.

St.••.tic. Tests - Dimensional gaging 
Chemir.al r.nr.lysis 
Electric resistance 
Funct inning hi fixture.
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Ballintlc Tout - Functioning in gun (optional)
Friction Primer.

Static Tasto - Dimensional gaging.
Chemical analysis.
Pull (functioning - non-functioning)

Ballistic: Tost - Functioning in gun (optional)
Propellent Charges (separate loaded) and containers.

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.
Weighing charge.
Air pressure (except fiber containers).

Ballistic Tests - None,
Fragmentation Bombs (empty and loaded)

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.
Pull tost of suspension lug.
Specific gravity of explosive.

Ballistic Tost - Dropping from plane for land 
impact.

Chemical Bombs (Empty and Loaded)
Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.

Pull test on suspension lug.
Pull tost on arming -.ire guide.
Chemical and physical tests of 

metal*
Hydraulic pressure.

Ballistic Test - Dropping from plane for land impact.
Demolition Bombs (or.pty)

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.
Strength of bomb metal.
Strength of suspension lugs.

Ballistic Tests - Hone.
Demolition Bombs (loaded)

Static Tests - Dimensional gaging.•
Specific gravity of explosive.

Ballistic Teste - Dropping from plane for land 
impact.
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adapter Boosjtur.i for Borabn.

Sumo uo for Artillery Sholl Boosters.
Nose and Tail Bomb Fuzes.

Static Teste - Dimensional paging. 
Spinning Vano.
Coating Toot (Salt spray) 
Delay element chronograph tost. 
Detonator sand tost.

Ballistic Tost - Dropping in borab from plane 
for land and v/ater impact.

Primer Detonator for Bombs.
Static Tests -Dimensional gaging. 

Delay element timing. 
Chemical analysis. 
Detonator sand tost.

Ballistic Tests - Dropping in bomb from plane 
on land and -eater.

Hand Grenades including Fuzes.
Static Tests -Dimensional gaging. 

Delay element timing. 
Coating test (salt spray). 
Safety pin pull test.
Fragme nt at i ■> n.
Weight of bursting charge. 
■Vater immersion t~st.
Fuze timing.

Ballistic Tacts - Throwing by hand -ir pneumatic 
grenade thro:.or.



SECTION II. EXPLOSIVES - GEN Ell AL

1. Physical Properties of Military Explosives.

An explosive is a chemical compound or mixture which 
upon tho application oi‘ hoat or shock decomposes or reacts with 
extreme rapidity, yielding gaseous products and a considerable 
quantity of heat. Thepossibility of this combination of pheno
mena must be present to differentiate an explosive from othei’ 
substances; any one or two of the tlirec conditions stipulated 
may be met by substances not ordinarily classed as explosives. 
Thus the capacity to decompooe with extreme rapidity is not 
sufficient in itself to class a compound or mixture as an ex
plosive, for if solid products are formed, the reaction nay be 
no more explosive in character than the ordinary double decom
position of two salt solutions. A solution of sodium chloride 
added to a solution of silver nitrate under proper conditions 
will yield the solid product, silver chloride, at a speed which 
is substantially instantaneous, i.o., the reaction is so rapid 
it is not susceptible to measurement by methods known at present; 
yet such a mixture of solutions is not classed as an explosive.

Likewise a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen can be made 
to react with great rapidity upon the application of heat to 
yield the gaseous product nitric oxide, yet the mixture is not 
an explosive since it docs not evolve heat but rather absorbs 
heat during the reaction. The product, therefore, contains more 
energy than the original mixture and there is a reduction in 
temperature and pressure during the reaction; thus the mixture 
fails to give thu effects normally obtained from an explosive. 
On the other hand, if a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is con
sidered, it is found that an electric spark or other source of 
heat will cause the mixture of gases to r^act with extreme 
rapidity, much heat is evolved and the product of the reaction, 
water, is gaseous at the tump-, nature produced and all the con
ditions required to class ti , fixture- us an explosive- arc- ful
filled. This mixture is oft..- v..,-fcrrod to as ’’Detonating Gas”.

Among the numerous compounds and mixtures, whether 
solids, liquids or gases, which fulfill the requirements nece
ssary to classify th.'is explosives, there is a wide difference 
in the effects produced upon explosion. Some explosives may 
yield a greater quantity of heat or a greater quantity of gas
eous products than others and thus account for a difference in 
the force or power exhibited upon d-composition. Other compounds 
may evolve about th.. same amount of h..nt and gaseous products and 
yet differ markedly in .xplosivo character!sties due to a differ
ence in the rate- at which the heat un.l ruj.-j are evolved.



Much di .-ncua in thu behavior of explos iv huvu 
led to n distinction us regards typo './hich is of assistancu In 
considering the various uoc.i to which explosives nre uppllud. 
In general, this distinction is bused, on thu rata at which the 
explosive decomposes or reacts. If decomposition when once 
initiated occurs with extreme rapidity, the substance is cluse— 
ud us a High Explosive, while one having an appreciably lower 
rate of decomposition is often referred to as u Low Explosive. 
Thera is no ohurp line of demarcation, but with a full under
standing of the properties of a given explosive, it is usually 
readily recognized whether it falls in tho one class or thu 
other. Of the explosives commonly used in military ammunition, 
those employed as bursting charges for shell and bombs and as 
charges for boosters and detonators are classed as high ex
plosives, -while black powder, smokeless powder and most primer 
mixtures may be classed as low explosives. The principal dis
tinction in behavior1 as mentioned abovu'is the diffore'neo in the 
rate at which decomposition occurs when once initiated by heat 
or shock.

The above discussion of the properties of explosives 
and the distinctions among them is only very gonoral. It should 
be recognized that there arc numerous characteristics which may 
vary fairly widely within any one group or class of explosives 
and these must be carefully evaluated before an explosive can be 
selected as entirely suitable for a specific purpose. Mercury 
fulminate and TNT are both high explosives but they arc used for 
different purposes and neither one could be substituted for thu 
other '..ith any degree of success. Furthermore, th..-re are many 
explosives which have some characteristics closely similar to 
mercury fulminate and yet they cannot be seriously considered as 
substitutes for the fulminate in military ammunition. Evidently 
then there must be certain well defined properties which an ex
plosive must possess if it is to meet the- rigid requirements 
demanded of a charge for thu1 various ammunition components.

If, for exampl., thu case of an explosive for use in 
loading artillery shell is considered, the specific requirements 
might be stated as follows:

1. Thu explosive must not undergo any change from 
its original condition upon long storage at either high or low 
atmospheric temperatures.

2. Thu explosive must bo capable of withstanding 
thu shocks th->. t arc inh ..rc.it ly incident to the loading and trans
portation of th-, shell, and to firing them from a weapon.

o. Thu explosive must b; capable of detonating 
com pl.. t _-ly under th-., action of a comp-ivitivuly omll runount of 
booster or- prim in.-: u-x.losivu.



4. Tho explosive, upon complete detonation, r.uut 
be capable not only of rupturing tho ahull but of reducing it to 
fragments, fairly uniform In number nnd size.

In addition to theoo fundamental requirement;), others 
may bo established in order that tho explosive mny conform to 
standard methode of loading. Thus, it may bo required that tho 
explosive have a molting point sufficiently low that it can be 
fused at temperatures obtainable with low pressure steam, in 
order that the charge may be cast into the shell. And further, 
it may be required that the explosive shall not react with iron 
oi’ steel, to avoid corrosion of the interior walla of the shell 
and consequent contamination of the charge with tho corrosion 
products. These last mentioned requirements, although of much 
importance, are not fundamental, however, for such features of 
an explosive as high melting point and reactivity with metals 
can be overcome by employing special methods in loading tho 
shell.

In detcnnininc by tests whether a given explosive will 
meet the requirements just given as fundamental, the following 
properties of the explosive must receive consideration*

1. Stability.
2. Sensitivity to impact or shock.
3. Sensitivity to detonation by means of initiators.
4. Brisance.

Thu term stability refers to the capacity of on ex
plosive to retain its chemical and physical properties unaltered 
during an indefinite period under normal conditions of storage. 
As it is impossible to obtain within a reasonable time accurate 
data as to the stability of an explosive whose properties are 
unknown, by conducting periodic tests on it in storage, the ex
pedient is followed in investigative work of noting the action of 
tho explosive under temperatures appreciably higher than the 
maximum obtainable under service storage conditions. A number of 
special stability tests have been devised for this purpose but 
practically all arc based on the g-..•neral principle that the rate 
of a chemical reaction increases with the temperature. Decom
position of an explosive being a chemical reaction, it is only 
necessary to determine the length of time that is required for 
measurable' decomposition to occur at some more or less arbi
trarily established temperature. Another scheme that is usod 
involves the determination of the* -mount of decomposition pro
ducts which result from heating, th.; explosive at u given temper
ature for a given time. In either case- it is, of course, nece
ssary to cori'p’-irc th..- results -..ith those obtained by the same 
method on sor... standard explosive whoso stability has bc-en us- 
tubiished by actual demonstration of its capacity to withstand 
long ir L'iu'i:, of ...tor-.; ; undur ordinary conditions.



□••nnltlv lly to impact or shock ruf* re. to th«.- ease with 
which tin oxplosivu can bu detonated by the sudden application of 
mechanical force. It it) generally true that sensitivity Is not 
only a function of thu amount of force that may bo applied to a 
given explosive without causing detonation, but io also a func
tion of tho rate nt which the force io -applied. Fox’ example, a 
proauuru of 1215,000 lbs. per sq. in. cun be slowly applied in 
loading mercury fulminate or loud azide into a metal component, 
without causing detonation of either of these sensitive ex
plosives, but if only a small fraction of this forco be suddenly 
applied, as might -bo done by a sharp blow with a htmuiur, thu ex
plosive will du'tonato readily.

Determination of the sensitivity of an explosive, 
therefore, does not involve so much the ■measurement of thu amount 
of mechanical force that is required to effect detonation as it 
doos the determination of the' effect of a sudden application of 
some arbitrarily established force. The di'og_test which is wide
ly used as a means of determining sunsrETvity involves the 
measurement of the minimum height which u given weight must full 
in order to produce detonation of the explosive in question when 
it is confined in a standard manner. hy comparing the different 
heights of fall required for the ’..'eight to cause detonation of 
various explosives, a comparative value for the sensitivity of 
each explosive can be obtained.

Sensitivity to detonation by the action of initiating 
agents other than mechanical impact is ordinarily expressed in 
terms of the amount of mercury fulminate required to effect 
complete detonation of an explosive under a given set of con
ditions. The sand test is perhaps tho most cor.jnon test for 
this purpose. It involves pressing a definite weight of tho 
explosive into a copper capsule of definite dimensions. Vari
ous amount^ of mercury fulminate arc placed above the ex
plosive charro and pressed into intimate contact with tho base 
charge. Th? caps are thon surrounded by sand, granulated be
tween 20 and 30 mosh, in a bomb of definite capacity and fired. 
Complete detonation is indicated by the amount of sand crushed 
finer than 30 mesh. The minimum .amount of fulmin1 • required 
to give complete detonation cousistcntly is take". an index 
of thu sensitivity of the explosive.

Some explosives are so insensitive that they cannot 
be detonated completely by mercury fulminate. In this case 
the sensitivity is usually expressed in terms ef the minimum 
amount of tetryl required to effect detonation. On thu other 
hand some explosives aru so highly sensitive to detonation that 
no direct, oxplo.-.ive action is required to initiate detonation, 
a fl ir.ic being .-.uffici -nt to produce th; action, guch cX- 
piosives ar., commonly referred to :m initial tietenucing agent- 
since th y can be used to tak- th', spit of a primer or black 
poud;r tfiin and f'l-oi.-’. tills r. lot i ,v.. Ly weak combustion initial , 



it detonation in the train of high explosives in a shell or bomb. 
Morcury fulminate and lead aside are tho most widely usod initial 
dotonnting agents; there are, however, numeroua explosives which 
hnvo comparable ronsitivlty. These more sonoitivo compounds nay 
be either low explosives or high explosives depending upon their 
rate oi’ decomposition when once ignited. The more offoctivo of 
those sensitive compounds in initiating detonation of other ex
plosives aro in general thoso having the highest rates of decom
position and hence tho initial detonating agents in practical use 
are merely highly sensitive high explosives.

By moans of the sand test and the drop test, it can bo 
judged fairly accurately whether an explosive is suitable, in so 
far as sensitivity is concerned, for a given purpose, i.o., as 
an initial detonating agent, a booster charge, charge for armor 
piercing shell, etc.

Brisance refers to the capacity of an explosive upon 
detonation tQ_ghattcr any medium that may confine it. This 
property is quite different from the power or strength of an 
explosive, since tho latter refer merely to the ability of tho 
explosive to displace the medium which confines it. Power is 
dependent largely upon the amount of gas evolved and the temper
ature given off during explosion, whereas brisance depends more 
on the- speed with which the explosion or detonation occurs. 
Black powder, for instance, is a fairly powerful explosive be
cause of the amount of gas which it evolves upon explosion, but 
its brisance is very low because of the low rate at which the 
explosion occurs.

While rate of detonation determinations will in
dicate quite accurately the brisance of an explosive, the most 
practical test is the fragmentation test as carried out at 
Picatinny Arsenal. In this latter test the explosive is loaded 
into a standard metal container such as a 75 m/m or 155 m/m shell 
and exploded by means of the regular booster system, in a large 
chamber filled with sand. Thu number of fragments into which 
thu shell is broken by a given explosive when compared vtfth the 
number obtained from a standard explosive such us TNT, will in
dicate in practical terms the relative brisance of thu explosive.

The dugre. to which a military explosive must possess 
the- fundamental properties discussed above, depends to a great 
extent upon th-) purpose for which thu explosive is intended. 
But for any particular purpose, it io only possible for the 
properties to vary within fairly narrow limits.

i-or instance, in choosing an explosive for use as a 
booster chur.'u, it is imp- ruti■/.. that it b-.- sufficiently s> n- 
sitive that it will .1 t-onat-) und-x’ th action of mercury ful
minate y t it r.u:-t no>' b .■'> .'.n.rntiv that it will b. liable 
to -l -..onut-- ! rsi.- th : no i . ,:t to tii-inr 1 I-, oh. ; j 



tho gun. Tho explosive should also b hl# lily brisant, more so 
than if It wore to bu uaud ns a charge for shell, since tin. 
capacity of the booster explosive to initiate detonation of the 
shell charge is dependent largely on tills property of brisance.

It is, therefore, very important in designing an ex
plosive system such us fuz<,, booster and shell, or fuze, booster 
and bomb, that each component be provided with an explosive that 
Is consonant with tho others of the system, in order that the 
detonation of a very small amount of explosive in the fuze shall 
transmit detonation to the' booster charge and thu latter then be 
capable of effecting complete detonation of the shell charge. 
If a sufficient margin of safety is not allowed in adjusting one 
uxplosivo to the other in tin system, a comparatively slight 
variation in tho loading density or in the quality of the ex
plosive used, will cause erratic functioning or perhaps complete 
failures, when the system is used in tho Service.



SlWTIuN II. EXPLOSIVES - GENERAL

Tho Organic Chomistry of Exploslvcisi

A reaumti of tho explosives uaed in military amunition 
or for other military purposes shows that the Great-majority 
of those are organic compounds, i.o. compound.’, containing 
carbon, ns many othcx* organic compounds arc used in the 
preparation and purification of these explosives, it becomes 
apparent that many of ilia various types of organic compounds 
are involved in a comprehensive study of explosives. This 
discussion will, therefore, consider oxplosives and their 
materials from the viewpoint of systematic organic chemistry.

The simplest organic compounds are the hydrocarbons, 
or compounds of carbon and hydrogen. Carbon has a valence 
of four and, therefore, a. multiplicity of such compounds is 
possible. They are, in general, classified as aliphatic or 
o ?:i-chain canpounds, and aromatic or cyclic hydrocarbons. 
The simplest examples of these are:

J
Me th a ne 

H
t

H-C-H
t

H

Benzene 
CH

HC CH
t «

HC CH

CH

Aliphatic, or
open-chain

Aromatic, 
or cyclic

Other hyc-.-carbons may be con.-: Ickn-u'i a.. f.:r-’ved from these 
by the r< placement of one or r -.ro of t^e hyerogen atoms by 
hydrocarbon "radicals'’, which are hydrocarbons minus one 
or more hydro ., n atoms. Thus, in the aliphatic series of 
hydrocarbons, imse are considered as derived from methane 
by tho substitution cf "alkyl" or aliphatic radicals as 
follows:

H 
t

H H
1 t

H H H 
t t t

H H H H 
tilt

H - C-H ' h-c-c-h H-C-C-C-II h-c-c-c-c-h
t » .» '■ t f r t f t f

H IIII H H II H H H H
Methane Ethane Propane But ane

From tn is it is seen th-t each hydrocarbon is derived from
ubstitution of a methyl roup

Similarly, propane may be con- 
thane by the substitution of an

the one preceding, by the s 
(CH ) for a hydrogen atom, 
nidered as derived from r.w 
"ethyl” radical (CpiL) for a hydrogen a tan; and butane may 
bo derived Frort moth?no by the sulstitut ion of a •’propyl” 



radical (C..1I,-,) o< 'corn e tiu.no by tho subati tiitlon of an ethyl vuiLc^l,

Moro than one. of the hydrogen atoms attached to a single carbon 
atom may be replaced by radicals, and Ln thia way hydrocarbons which 
are "Isomoric" with other's/derived, An example is

H H H H 
t i

H-C-C-H
» i

Ethane h-c-c-h 
t t

H rH H
i

:• a H 
titt

t » t t

H H H H

Butane

n
ir-c-H h

ii-C—C-H
I ’

j’-e-h h
।

H Isobvtano

T..tw“> b'nnus so 
e;:lk .L.al fcTrails, 
as .iirovin abova.

derived are isomeric in that :hey have the same
a.r-jo, hut that the molecular configurations differ

.T'.-ile c roon has a v-i?.3ncc of four, it also has the property of 
formin., .itui ..rated" compound::, i.e, compounds in w.iich all the 
valence /. niire.ments are not satisfied.
Hydrocarbons of this type are as follows:

H-C-H

H-C-H

H-C-H H-C-H
Propylene Allene

Unsaturated hydrocarbons readily co: : ine i th elements and com
pounds to form saturated compounds;



CH„ : CH,, / H„ > 
ethyl uno
CH : GII -/ 2H — > 
acetylene 
CH : CH / Cl

2 2 2
cthyleno
CH : CH /2JIC1 •■>
acetylene
CH : CH /-2C1
acetylene 2

CH .CH, OthSTIO

CH.CH ethane
3 3

CH Cl.CH Cl dichlone th one 
2 2

CH,,Cl.CH Cl dichlone thane 2 2

CHC1 .CHC1 tetrachlorethane 
2 2

The two types of unsaturated hydrocarbons are differentiated 
by tho fact that the acetylene type forms compounds with metals

HC = CH Ila H / Na - C = C - Na 
2 2

acetylene sodium acetylide

rrhile compounds of the ethylene (double-band) do not do this.

Hydrogen atoms in saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbons may 
be replaced by other elements such as chlorine, bromine, or iddine 
and by organic groups. The organic groups of the greatest interest 
and the compounds they give use to are:

Hydro
carbon

Group Compound
Formula Name Formula Name Type

CH4 -0-H Hydroxyl CH .OH Methyl alcohol Alcohols
% 0 

fl
Carboxyl CH^.COOH Acetic Acid Acids

-O-C-H
CH 4 
cf4 .

- C-0 
" h"

Ketonic
Aldehyde

CH,,. CO. CH 
od.cf 6

Acetone
Acetaldehyde

Ketones 
Aldehydes

-C=0 3 0
CH4 NH Amino- CH .NH Me thylami ne Amines
CII* -O-NSO Nitrite CH3.0*£:0 Methyl nitrite3 Nitrites
cir -N=0 Nitroso CiC'-N-O Nitrosomethane Nitroso-
CH4 -N >0 Nitro- cie.Nt8 Nitromethane Nitro-

4 "0
“4 -0-N<°

<0 Nitrate CH,.0.N<°
3 xs0

Methylnitrate Nitra tes

CH
4 -0- Either link

age
CH .0.0H-, 

3
Methylcther Ethers

Due to the practicability of r,-placing more than one hydrogen 
atom in a hydrocarbon with an equal number of different elements, 
groups, or hydrocarbon radicals, there results a large number of 
'organic compounds. In many cases those are isomeric and differ only 
in molecular confifurution as shown above in the case of hydrocarbons. 
Too attached chart shows aliphatic. compounds derived from methane 



and of Lntcroat Lu connection with explosives.

ALIPHATIC SEHIE3
Hydrocarbons

Tho simplest saturated and unsaturated -hydrocarbons such 
as methane, ethane, propane, butane, ethylene, acetylene, etc. 
are gases; higher members of this series, such aa pentane 
(Ch ,CH .CH CH CH ), arc lio-dds; and the more complex hydrocarbons 
are2soi$(]a,2 T8e §ase with which they undergo oxidation or sub
stitution decreases os the moleci; E? becomes more complex, so that 
the solid hydrocarbons are very ir.ficDivo chemically.

Acetylene a copper compound (Cu-C;C-Cu) when passes into 
an anunoniucal ..-;.1\ tion of a copper suit. This copper compound is 
very sensitive end in used to some extent Ln ignition compositions 
for commercial elec ric detonators, but is u«t used as a military 
explosive.

Ethylene, Cn..:CH , obtained by the cracking of petroleum, is a 
r ■; -.aterial for the manufacture of glycol diniti. te. The ethylene is 
c uive.’t'd into glycol

CH :CH / Cl
2 2;

CH Cl:CH Cl

C..' OhCH Cl.CH Cl / 2H 0
2 2 2

ethylene dic'.loride

/ 2HC1

By treatment with nixed sulphuric and nitric acids this is con
verted into glycol dinitrate.

zCHcOH 
CH20H 

2
/ 2HE\ o

CH N0

CV°3 / 2H. 0
S

2 4

The glycol dinitrave is used in dynamites as a substitute for 
nitroglycerin.

ALDEHYDES
H

Aldehydes are <n npounds characterized by rge group (-C\.n)* 
They are, in general, initiating gases soluble in water whicn readily 
undergo oxidation to re;, is and therefore are excellent reducing 
agents. On reduction, 1 ?iey yield alcohols. Form aldehyde, H-CHO, 
the simplest aldehyde got goes the following r.-jactions;

HCHO / 0 H.COuii formic acid
HCHO / H •->CH OH methyl alcohol

Lj
FormaIdehyde and ■.■atcr uro the raw materials from which plant 

organisms form cellulose 'u.d starch, which on nitration yiold tho 
explosive-, n L t/-voillulo:: - and r. i trouta red. It er.’; bo- co’?!-, used v; i u ■



AHCIIO / 4NH,. >611 0 / O &

II C CH
I '■
I
I

II

On nitration, thin yields the explosive compound cyclonite,

N0c

v' 'f!.

N.MOg

CH2

This very powerful, stable explosive 
is considered suitable for use as a 
military explosive.

«.u»;n ■ orm<l.’?hyde and acetaldehyde are caused to react in the 
pres n.ee of culciv?. hydroxide there is formed pentaerythritol.

FMO / aCH^.CHO / Ca(O?)^ ---- > Ca(O.OC.xi)/ JiOH.OH)

calcium formate pentaerythritol

w’her. nitrat-., i, this forms pentaeryxh: itol tetranitrate (PLTM) , 
CfC&j.NO ) , which has been used in prizing compositions nnd has 
been su.^eit d for use in dynamites and x.iK reliant compositions*

Alcohols

Alcohols, distinguished by the hydroxyl group, -0:., may ve 
likened to inorpanic hydroxides although they are n •. .xal in reaction, 
Thu- similarity lies not only in the possession of t_. ; *>0h group but 
also in the ability of tho alcohols to react with acic.a 1? ho 
hydroxides to forms salts.

2CH..0H / H SO H 0 / (CH„)oS0, methyl sulphate.° 24 2 0^4
The simpler alcohols are liquid, while the more complex 

alcohols are solids.

Alcohols are subdivided into mono-, di-, tri-, tetra
hydroxy alcohols, depend lag upon the numbei’ of hydroxyl groups 
present.



Kjonohydroxy -Icohols.

Methyl alcohol, CH3OH, la now prepared by the reaction ol’ 
e rbon monoxide and hydrogen under prussuro at ulovntud tempvrn- 
turos and in tho presence ol* a catalyst.

CO 4 2H -,.r CH„OIIW

It la a raw material for the preparation of dimothylanilino,
C HrJI(CH„)n, vhich is nitrated to the oxnlosivo compound tetryl: O v U *,*

C HxNH / 2CIU0H — > 2H„0 C,.HcN(CHj „ dimethyl:: nil ince 2 0 2 0 5 3 2
aniline
C’gHjjNCCH..)^ / 8HN03 / H2S04 ■ ..’COg / ONOg / GHgO

,CH„
4 CHg(N0)r.,N 

tetryl ° NOs

Ethyl alcohol, CH^.CHgOH, finds wide application in 
explosives science. It, with ether, is the solvent used for 
colloiding nitrocellulose in the manufacture of smokeless powder; 
:ind the ether is prepared from ethyl alcohol:

’ 2C„H OH 4 (H SO,) CX.O.CX/ H_0 / (H>30„ )

Ethyl alcohol is also one of the rav; materials for the manufacture 
a? mercury fulminate, tho standard initiating explosive:

11g 4 12CPHK0H 4 12HN0_ 2C0o 4 17H 0 4 5CPN0., 0 u £ 2 ^2ethyl 
nitrite

4 5C2H5N03 4 Hg(0.N.-C)2 
ethyl mercury

nitrate fulminate

Dinydroxy-alcohols
CHgOH-

Ethylene glycol, ’ , is a representative of this type
CH^OH

of alcohol. Its preparation was discussed under hydrocarbons. 
Alcohols of this type can form both mono- and disubstitutud 
derivatives by replacuiiKnt of one or both hydroxyl groups. When
A.h/dra.tcd, cthylcrp glycol forms the 
dicthylcnc glycol".

dehydroxy ether

CH NO, 
t 2 ■

CHgOH CH?0H

CHpO - 
ch:; - oh :

E,0 4 CHO 4 iw3 / (U2SO|>2H3O/ ch?o

« CH2 ch'
CilnOH t 1 2

OIL.OH chqno



When thio ia nitrated it forma tho explosive dinitrute an 
shown above. — -

Trihydroxy-alcohols.

CH OH»
Glycerin, CCHOH , a liquid, is the aole representative

CH,0H

of this type of interest in connection with explosives. When 
nitrated, it yields the explosive nitroglycerin:

CH OH.CHOH.CH OH / 3HN0 / (H SO ) —> 3HJ / CH NO, »~3N0 • CH„NO_
2 2 324 <•> 2 c 323

Like ethylene glycol it can dehydrated, forming a tetra
hydroxyether which, on nirrntxon yields the explosive tetranitro
diglycerin used in dyntimit:.s.

Totrahydroxy-alcohols.

Psntaerythritol, C(CH OH), a solid formed by the condensation 
of formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, yields iho explosive PETN 
(pcntaerythritol tetranitrate) when nitrated: ~~

C(CH 0H1 / 4HN0 4H„0 / C(CH NO )

This has been usod in priming compositions.

Ether s

Ethers, distinguished by tho presence o f> an oxygen linkage, 
—0—, between alkyl groups, may be considered structurally 
as organic oxides:

H 
V

0
1

H 
V/ater

K

0 
t

K
Potassium 

oxide

0

C2H5 
Ethyl0 
other

Unlike metallic oxides, however, others do not react very readily 
with acids to form sr<. . s find are not alkaline in reaction. They 
do not, like meta?.'.ic oxides, react with water to form hydroxides, 
although this reaction takes placo in the presence of acid:



fU(b.O.Co;ib / 1L.0 / (IUSO.0

Ethyl ataov, CnJLs.O.CMuj, n. solvent which tn ,':1 mixture 
with othyl alcohol is uaud in tnu. manul act tire cf rmuxoloao powder 
is the only other of major importance in connect!..a with 
explosives. It is a vory volatile liqvl.l boiling at 
34.6°C. nnd its vapors form explosive mixtures with air.
It is tho other used for purposes of anaesthesia.

Acids

Acids aro distinguished by the carboxyl group, 
-C-°OH. Those form organic salts (enters) by replacement 
of the hydrogen atom by an alkyl group:

„0 .0
CH.C- OH / C9HrOH H„O / CH.-O-C—CH o < o rf 2 U 3

acetic acid ethyl alcohol othyl acetate

4*

No organic acids except acetic acid are of direct interest 
in connection with explosives. Acetic acid is used to manu
facture triacotin (glyceryl triacetate).

Lead sulphocyanate, ?b(-S-C^N) , is used in priming and 
ignition compositions ?' ? fuel because of its low ignition temper*, 
ature.

Esters

Organic esters arc organic salts distinguished by 
the grouping R-C1§R whore R is an alkyl radical. The most 
common esters are fragrant liquids imich are neutral. In 
the presence of acid or allxli they undergo hydrolysis:

C,H .O.CO.CH-/ Ho0 / (H' SJ.) C„HrOH / CH„.CO.OH □ O £ ZL L? O
ethyl alco- acetic acid 

hoi

The only aliphatic uster of this type of interest in 
connection with explosives is triacetin, which is an ingred
ient of propellent compositions formed by the esterification 
of glycerin.

GH OH 
i 2
CHOH 
f
CH.OH

/ 3 CH .CO.OH -^3H 0 /
3 ' 2

CH... 0.0C. CH , 2 o
CH .O.OC.CH 
, 3
CHo.0.0C.CH3

Inorganic esters arc tho compounds formed by inorganic 
acids and organic buses. Nitrates (-0-N 9) , nitrites (-0-N=0), 
and nitrocompounds (-N.^) aro representatives of these. 
Nitroglycerin, C^H3(N0jj )g, used in dynamites and propellants, 
is a representative nitrate. Nitrites are not used as explo
sives, and no alt er. tic nitro-compovnds are of in terest except 
tnu cyclic derivet too which is known as ‘’cycloni tir’. This was 
discisnud I'ji'ler ■al- ,hyd-:r;. 'gio most im wit inorganic nli- 



photic cater In culluloau nitrate ("niti’ocdlulono") which io 
a mixture or nitrates formed by treating the cuvbohydr to 
cellulose with mixed acid.

(C H Oo(0H) ) / 3 x iUW / (H?S0.) -3 x II.,0 /
0 < <- 3 x 3 *4 <3

(G H 0 (Mu )„ )
6 7 3 3 3 x

This is the basic material for propellent compositions.
Starch nitrate, having thu same composition as nitrocellu
lose, is usod in blasting explosives.

Amines

ju.invS, or amino-conpuunds, contain tho group -MH .
Th. only .J tactic an ins of importance in expl :j ivos is
ur. i, 0 x C. 2, from which ere prepared tho ccntralitos used mh2

as stabilisers in /eopollants. Dieth?/ldiphunyluroa,
0 - C(;i Coi;r. i3 -/.deal contralito.

C2H- Z
Nitroso-Compounds

Nitruso-comnounds are distinguished by the group -N=0* 
They -re, in general, prepared by the action of nitrous 
acid on a base .•• .ch as an amino. Tetracene,

HoN-C(NH)-NH-.JI-N = N-C(NI>NH-NH-NO

is prepared by trusting a solution of eminc-guanidino dinitrate 
with sodium nitrito. This is a weak explosive us^d in priming 
compositions to Increase the volume of tho flame developed by 
explosion.

Arom tic Sorias

Just as aliphatic compounds can be considered as durivod from 
mothonu by the substitution of groups, radicals and elemunts 
for hydrogen atoms, in thu aromatic or cyclic series, canpounds 
can be considered as derived from benzene,

H
, C

IIC ' CH
t n

lie CH

x C
H



Thi;i in mi unsaturated compound which cun combine with 
hydrogen or hnln.^no to form saturated compounds Ju.it r.o 
othyleno a rd. ncctylcno do:

h2
C

H CH Cyclohoxono or
2 ! 2 hoxuhydrobuizeno

V ,ch2
c

H H„
C "

HC ’ CH / 3H„
» ti 2

HC CH / 3C1 H C1& X' c \ \ /
H ■' H, C x H

" . , ,C ' C
'kci I |XC1 Benzene hexachloridc

H H
£ x C 

ci 'c; >ci 
h z sci

Benzene con, however, without becoming saturated, undergo 
substitution of ono or more of the six hydrogen atoms in tho 
moleculo with the formation of types of compounds similar to 
those found in the aliphatic series. It has b-un shown that 
if any one of the six hydrogen uteris is replaced by a given 
group, tho same mono-derivative is always formed. However, if
two hydrogen 
or elements,

H
a, 

HC 'CH
1 1!

HC CH

vtams arc replaced by the seme or different groups
three different isomeric compounds may be formed:

4 hno3-> h2o / CH

no9

// **
HC 7 C-NOy 

t u
HC CH

* C ' 
H

ortho or 
1,2 dinitro- 
bunr.en o

HC CH
1 1!

HC C-NO*C^ 2

H

ncta- 1,3 
dinitro-

,C .
HC '''' CH

• w

HC CH
5 cz

no9

pe.ru- or 1,4 
dinitro- 
be-nzonc

1.0



Throo sucii compounds will differ distinctly in thoir physical 
properties :.md to sane extent in thoir chemical proportion.

Similarly, if-throe hydrogen a toms are replaced by the 
same sub.-::t!.tec•: ' , fr'.'rcu isomeric compounds (1,2,3; 1,3,5 and 
1,2,4) are obt'.inublc, Three isanorlc tetra-substituted com
pounds arc obtainable, but if one of tho hydrogens is replaced 
by a group different from that replacing the other throe, six 
isomers can exist. For instance, six trinitrotoluenes (TNTs) 
are known 

02N|Z X|H02

NO^ 
2

%

In addition to the isomerism illustrated above, isomeric 
compounds which differ by having substituents attached to the 
benzene ring and to the ring and a side chain are known. An 
example is

CH„ CH .CL
/ 3 ando 0

Orientation. When elements or groups are caused to re
place hydrogen a toms of the benzene molecule, ,?hile some of 
each of tho possible isomers generally are formed, the most 
of the product will consist of one or two isorn rs. Which 
isomers predominate depends largely on tho substituents being 
introduced and any substituent already present. It has been 
found:

_a. If tho compound contains a halogen (Cl,Br,I), an 
amino-group (NH ), a hydroxyl group, or a hydrocarbon group such

or C6H5, tho -altering atoms or group (Cl, Hr, I,S03H, 
HC , alkyl, or CH3C0) enters the positions para or ortho to the 
gr;?;.ip already present. In general, more paro than ortho compound 
is formed.

_b. If the compound contains the negative groups N0_, SO„H, 
CM, CHO, CO.OH, or COR, the entering atom or group tahes3the 
position meta tc the ■p-'uup already present. -Gmail proportions 
of tho ortho ana pur-. compounds also arc formed.

This means that if toluene, C^H^.CH3 is substituted 
further with an :1k yl ,-roui, most of this will enter the para 
(4) position, and l.s: will form the ortho (2) compound:

11.

t I
I



CH CH

I * I___ I
%

moat

CH

lean

However, if toluene in ultra ted to the mono-nitro stu^e, a 
littl' of tho meta (3) compound is formed as well aa somo of 
the or .10 (2) and much of the cava (4) compound.

little
If the nitration is carried xurthc'. , this rule of major orientation 
of substituents holds. The nitrm.- n of toluene to TtIT and its 
isomeric impurities can b e continu. . as an illustration.

OJI
CH

.3 Gamma Trinitron

The various aromatic compounds of interest in connection 
with military explosives will be mentioned as members of classes 
of compounds. It will be noted that whereas most of the ali
phatic explosives ire nitrates, the aromatic explosives arc 
chiefly nitro-compounds.

Tn a : it -chud chart ;:':ows r.ruph i11 y fi;derivation of th-'



Hydrocarbons

None of tho aromatic hydrocarbons are g-usoous as arc 
tho □implex1 aliphatic hydrocu-bons, moat being .liquid. While 
rosv^bjtng tho aliphatic compounds, aromatic hydrocarbons 
arb’diutinguishod by tho case with which they react with 
nitric acid to form nitro-compounds instead of nitrates:

W'6 rc,03 “ V
•are ox' major interest in explosives, since they can bo nitrated 

to foirn powerful explosives such as 

trinitrobenzene trinitrotoluene trinit oxyleno

Di nitro toluene is used as an ingredient of pro.,, client compositions.

Phenols

Structurally the phenols 'orrespond to tho aliphatic 
alcohols, us they are character ■•.zed by the hydroz7rl group -OH. 
However, they do not react readiiy with acids to form esters end 
are acidic in their properties us they react with metallic 
bases to form metallic salts call. : phenolates:

C H OH / KOH->H 0 / C H OK
6 5 2 6 5

shenol potassium phenolate

Phenol, C^H^.OH, the simplest compouna ;f this type is prepared 
from benzene -.nd is also obtained by th. fractionatio: of coal 
tar. Like the hydrocarbons, phenols canix: nitrated to form nitro
compounds which are explosive. This nitration has not affect on 
the hydroxyl group present:

OH
OH 0„N -k' ■ ITO
A / SHlto / (H.,SOJ__>3H 0 / * 1 i Picric Acid

Phenol!^ 3 tJ 4 3 X

Dinitrophenol, in conjunction with picric ncid, s used like 
picric acid as a bursting charge for shell and bcim,

OH .
Resorcin, OH , also cun bo nitrated. The lead salt

- 13.



0

of the trinLtrudurlvativo, load stybiii.'ito, 0r,M ' ' NO, l?b
“l 1 o“

NO.,

la a sensitivo cxplosivu used in com or ci al priming ccripositions 
and blasting, cups.

Ether s

While niU-n—'.v-riv .•.J--,...': of aromatic others such us

0 ...—

Diphenyl other

can be prepared and are explosive, their cost or properties 
render them of little interest in connection with military or 
carriercial explosives. It is to be noted that the aranatic and 
aromatic-aliphatic (mixed) ethers differ from tho alipaatic 
ethers in b^ing. relatively heavy liquids with high boiling 
points or solids instead of gases or light liquids.

Esthers

The aromatic esters resemble the aliphatic esters very 
closely but arc loss susceptible to hydrolysis. They are formed 
by tho action of an acid anhydride on an alcohol or phenol. 
Diethylphthalate and dibutylphthalatc are the only esters of 
interest. They are usod as gol-. tinizing and flash-reducing; 
agonrs in propellent compos! tions.

Phr.’iali c 
onaydri d>

/ 2C H OH 2H 0
ci 0 2

co.oq>h5 
CO.O(t,HZ <3 o

Die thylph thala tc

Amines

The aroma tie omino-canpounds arc of considerable interest in 
connection with .xplosivcs. Like the aromatic amines, they aro 
basic in nature '-id undergo tlio reactions characterising aminos 
in general, but ore less reactive:

C.H .Mil / <)HC.C-Hr. -> H 0 
6 5 2 6 2

Aniline Benzaldehyde

/ C61I5N: CH.CcH o
Bcnsal-.-'.niline

C0Hb.NH2 / NCI -> CH .MH .HCL aniline hydrochloride



c.,1’ / ch .co,ci iici / c h .uh.co.ch
•’ 2 6 b. 3

ucu tunilincacutylchlorido

Aniline, Cflllrj.NHa* thu simplent uroi:v.'. tic a.ainc, is 
pre par d by reducing nitrobenzene:

CrHr.NU, / 6H(Fc/ HC1) > 2I{ 0 / C II Nil 
o e g 6 u 2

It is '.n oily liquid which cunbc nitrated to 
but utut; blv kiji explosive tutrunitranllinu

form tho powerful

Dir.iethyla nil in c ) as stated previously is

nreparud by the interaction of aniline .‘aid ixthyl alcohol.
On nitration it yields to
mine, which

tryl, or trinitrophcnyl muthylnitra- 
is the. standard boos tor explosive.

Diph xiiyluiJinc, , or C H .1111. CH my
6 5 6 5

be considered to bo N-phcnyl aniline,. It is prepared by tho con
densation of uniliix r.d phenol:

C,H5.HH / C Hr.OIi / (Znclp) IRC- / C H .HH.CJLOd2 6b 2 6b 6 b

It is a solid which is the st- ndard stabilizer used in pro
pellent compositions. It functions as ■' stabilizer by react
ing with nitric acid liber t .d by 5...con position oi jm.-der.

(C..H. )o.NH/ 2H1I0,.OU0 o
HH

^—■HH------ ,..x^
Th > i; .y .si iro.-'-ei .eoujie, 0 1 ( 1 U0-, ix p i:0<,J e ... | | „

f A*-,,



by tho ('>c L'r.i.UA :j cd hivnit’ri'- c'lr-.r; ;c In 'ihall dur Inft tho World 
War. '.......-... '. rv pow >riv<l, it io difficult co lo>. d because of
it.. ,u,]i laulting point.

Nitro-Compounds

When on aliphatic hydrocarbon is treated with nitric v.c 
practical!;, tho only effect is that of oxidation. VJhon an 
aliphatic .ilcohol is nitrated, a nitrate is obtained

C2H6 / 7J(HN03) 3H20 / 2C02

CgHgUH / Hh‘J? - -> H20 / 02h5-°-N* ethyl nitrate
In contr-st :h this, vhon an aromatic hydroca: ? n 

is treated with nlz. ic acid, a nitro-derivative is for d; 
while nitration of a dionol results in tho formation of -
nitro-derivative with '-ffecting the hydroxyl f.roup.

C6Hg/ HN03 li£ S6H5.n"

C6H50H / HNOS—> H20 / C6H4 (OH)
/zO

(N )
*0 .

No instance of an aranutic nitrate with the NO radical 
attached to the ring is known, but compounds stich as

CH(N03) .CJ^NOg

O
NO and

2
NO

2

CH (NO ) .CH. 
°3N-H2cnNo2 c

NO
2

are known.

Nitrobenzene, C^HgNOg, is an oily fragrant liquid which 
has been used in commercial explosives. It is the raw material 
from which aniline is manufactured by reduction. Its explosive 
value is low.

Dinitrobenzene, NO., , has been~«Sfid in bursting

L/J n°.
charges, but its toxicity is 2 too great for general use.

Dinitrophenol, OH , is an ingredient of the burst-

no2

nq2

ing charge composition known as tridite.

r.i.UA


Diazodinitrophenol,

M0;>
• ,J - 0

I I '
OX--' sii=ii

, is pre pinou by

diazotizing din.itroar.iinoph.enol, .NO,, . It in u powerful,

I I °H02N I J IUi2
'« s 

sensitive explosive which is used in corucevcial blasting caps 
as a .substitute for mercury fulminate.

Dinitrotoluene, CH., , is an intermediate nroduct 
/ \ 
kJ ^2

N02
in the manufacture of HIT and is also used as an ingredient of 
FNH and MH smokeless pocders.

Trinitrobenzene, > is an exCGilen't high ercplo-
o2h(^J ho2

sive but is obtained in such low yield that it is net applied 
in explosives practice.

Trinitrotoluene, TNT, *he stand-d high
°2nA NOa

Xio2

explosive used as a bursting charge for shell and bombs, either 
alone oi’ in admixture with a.imonium nitrate (Ai.fito 1 s) • .-.s it 
melts at 80.75°c. or lower and does not decompose on melting, 
it can be load^ ' in c molten condition. It is neutral, .'.on- 
hygroscopic, a.. obtained in high yield.

Picric acid, trinitrophenol, Oil , v;as once the

°2"l I !®2
X

standard bursting charge for St ell. Like phenol, it is acidic 
and can form d. ngcrousiy sensitive metallic salts. It is still 
used abroad and is tho other ingredient oi the bursting charge 
composi tion t ;-id Ito.

O-IIH
Amentum picrate, O.,N./ X II0o , is not sensitive like



the i.io bailie pieralus. It is so insensitive to li.i/'.c t tnut it 
is thu stand ru'd burnt inf; charro for tu'mor-piurcinf; shell. It 
is pro jar vd by neutralizing picric no id ith a.imonia, and is 
...ii uliaost insoluble solid which must bo <iruss-loadvd because 
of the hi.--.h molt Li .'..-decomposition tump..nature. It oxiots in 
rod and yellow tautomeric forma which differ in no chemical or 
phyaical propcrVius.

Tutranitr.nilinu, , is a very powerful hi'jh

explosive, but tho meta-nitro .roup is easily removed by hydro
lysis in the pruseneu ci moisture, with the literati or. of free 
acid

NH
02ii/ ^N02 

k J no2 
iW2

nh2
/ H20 -> o2i/ W

. >011

Since very small cmou.nts of moisture are sufficient to start 
this hydrolysis, butranitraniline is unsatisfactory for mili
tary use.

lead styphnato, , is a sensitive compound
0 ' \

OoN /\ NO^’ -pb
■' i 

J 0
'zN0o

which is prepared by truatin^ trinitrorosorcin with lead nitrate 
and sodium carbonate

OH ONa
e2N< NO / ns.?cor/—^>HnO » CO., / OoIV'"'1NO9 Pb(NOj2- 

I lest ■ " " " / J Oib.

o----- ------ __
21IaN03 / OoNz-'\ N02 Pb 

J o

It is used to so..u extent in coi.imurcial blasting, cops and itimin5: 
compositions mid h'.is been considcrud for military use.

Tetryl, trin’troohcnylinuthylnitrar.ilnu ,

1



tlw standard Lilli tery boon tuf explosive, It Iu moi'o ooimitlvo 
than TUT to impact or Initiating afpntu and in uoro brtii.'..nt. 
It in prepared by tho nitration of dimothylanillnc, Although 
it undergoes partial decomposition whoa moltod nt 129°C, it io 
very stable at lower tcr.iporn.turoa. It io loaded by pressing,.

Totranitroriaphthalcno, NOg NOo obtained

02n no2

by nitrating naphthalene, io an excellent hi .ah explosive for 
bursting chargee, but io hi pji- in CQ.st.. as compared with TNT.

Nitration

Tho foregoing high ox plosives arc prepared by nitrating 
the appropriate raw rr.tcrial with a mixture of nitric and 
sulphuric acids. The procedure differs in each case with 
respect to tho proportions of id trie and sulphuric acids, ratio 
of mixed acid to the canpound being nitrated, temperature and 
duration of nitration, etc. The details of each procedure may 
be found in Colver’s "High Explosives" and Marshall’s "Explo
sives". In general, it may ba said that the nitration is 
carried out in two steps, the first being to the dinitro- stage 
raid the second to the trinitro, As an example, TNT i; prepared 
ns follows:

ch3
/ 2HN03 / (H0SO4)

ch5
NOo / *h20

NOo

ch3
no2 / hno3 / (H2SO4) ch3 

02N|z'Sn0;
/ H.,0

In practice, sane of the other isomoric dinitro canpounds arc 
produced in tho first-stage nitration, This is reduced to 
a minimum by controlling the conditions mentioned above within 
narrow limits. The conditions in tho second nitration must also 
bo controlled within narrow limits to render nitration as com
plete as possible and obtain a product with a minimum DNT 
cont'nt, Tho sulphuric acid in each, ease serves to absorb tho 
water primed and prevent the acid from becoming too dilute.

Tho nitration of dime thylani line to tetryl nay be con- 
•idered to take place t.u three stages;

-I/-



N(CH ) N(CIi )„. IIJjO,
<5 <2 <3 L £2 *•

X H3so4-—>

- There arv many other orgoaic compounds which are explosive 
or used in preparing explosives, but this discussion is 
limited to the outstanding examples of each typo of compound of 
interest. There uro approximately 300,000 organic compounds 
known to date end tlm list is trowing rapidly. Many compounds 
formerly of academic interst only have become of commercial in
terest in recent years due to now methods of preparation on a 
large scale, so that tho field of tie organic chemistry of ex
plosives can bo considered to be in an active state of development 
from a practical viewpoint.

20.



■ ■<? it ion Hl. Propellent. Powder 

1, Manufacture of Standard Fropollents,

Tho first real propellent wan black powder made from a mix
ture of sulphur, saltpeter, and charcoal. By the 16th Century 
it was quite genorally employed. Constant attempts-were made to 
improve its quality ami standardize its manufacture. Although 
black powdor remained tho only practicable propellent for several 
hundred years, it was far from ideal since the flash and smoko 
readily disclosed the location of the gun while the gases had an 
erosive action which permitted but a short life for the piece.

In 1336 PijIouzo^ while purfoi’ming certain experiments ob
served the action of Nitric acid on cotton and produced the first 
nitrocellulose which is the basis of smokeless powders. About 
1346 Schonboin realizing the importance of nitrocellulose de
veloped it considerably by using mixed acid for the nitration.

Early attempts to use the new explosive resulted in dis
aster. In Austria factories were destroyed and guns damaged. 
The chemical and physical properties of nitrocellulose were 
little understood. Tho English took up its study and made many 
improvements.

During this period the use of nitrocellulose as an ex
plosive was restricted to blasting purposes. Constant attempts 
to replace the black powder by sonic propellent more free from 
smoke, residue, etc. lead Schultze to try nitrocellulose as a 
substitute. Many different substances were experimented with 
but tho greatest success was obtained from the so-called 
Schultze and E.C. powders. These powders were too fast burn
ing and proved unsuitable for rifled weapons.

While these experiments u’erc being conducted, Vioille, a 
French chemist; made another important step in ths development 
of smokeless powder. He treated guncotton with a mixture of 
other and alcohol v/hich acted as colloiding agents and gave a 
paste. This paste was rolled into shouts which were cut into 
small squares and dried. This powder was found to be far 
superior to anything yet produced. In rapid succession camo 
Ballistite and Cordite the latter consisted of a mixture of 
highly nitrated guncotton gelatinized by moans of acetone.

Thusj products, though called smokeless powders, were in 
reality not powders in the true sense of the word nor '..orc 
they smoke 1 -ss. At the present tin-/ practically every nation 
employs :mohe 1 s powders in oom ■ of th-.ir many forms. These 
include flakes, strips, pH lets, cylinders, and other different 
.••hap.s.



Th' cylinder i'i" In Lu by for l;-.u most c<w-n cop ,c !•.) ly 
I n th In. tMualr,'. r > th.. griln han idt'o.r oinpLc of Sevan 
pel’t’oV'tt ions.

C-..-ntl:iuoun <ffirt h:.o burn 11r.de to bring sin.«k.duoa powder 
nearer to th.: Idu.nl propellent, Many advancua huv.. been 1:1;’.de 
until t.-dny thu nearest approach io. the no-cr.l Led ENK (i'lnsh- 
l..ss non-hy.-Tooeopia) powder developed by dul’ont.

Tin first ot-'p in th .• rr nufacture of smokulcss powder In 
th': n111" 11 on .h* the cotton, Prior to 1926 Picatinny Aruonnl 
nitrated its. mi cotton. The rehabilitation activities, follow
ing tho Lake Denmark explosion, have not yet included tho com
plete restoration of tho nitrating line1. Eor thia ronson, as 
well as tho fact that satisfactory nitrocellulose can be pur
chased from commercial concerns at prices comparable with that 
which it cost Picatinny to produce it; nitrocellulose has been 
purchased since 1926.

During. the nitration of cotton, the nitrocellulose falls 
into one of three classes depending upon the degree of nitra
tion. These classes are as follows:

Below 12%-----------------------------------Pyroxylin
12%-12.75% --------------------------------- Pyrocotton
13% and up---------------------------------Guncotton

Pyroxylin is used commercially as the base in the manu
facture of lacquers, pyrocotton as the base in manufacture 
of smokeless powder and puncotton as the base for high ex
plosives.

The nitrocellulose purchased by Picatinny for use in the 
manufacture of FNH powder is a blend of guncotton and pyro
cotton. This nitrocellulose is required to meet certain, strict 
specifications of the Ordnance Department and great care is 
exercised to sec that it meets these specifications.

The nitrocellulose purchased by Picatinny is received in 
zinc coated steel drums containing about 150 pounds of cotton 
dry weight and about 50 lbs. - water, the water being present 
to render the nitrocellulose safe during transportation. Upon 
receipt at the Arsenal these drums are stored in what is called 
tho cotton area, an isolated section at the extreme north end 
of tho arsenal reservation. About a weeks' supply is brought 
to tho rear of Building 5L0 (Pouching House) and kept there for 
immediate use. During transit and temporary storage the water 
has a tendency to settle to the bottom of the drum so that the 
moisture content instead of being uniform varies from a low 
percentage nt the top to a saturated condition at the bottom 
of tiie' arum.

11r.de


During Hid renovation of Bldg. bl 0, Poaching House, thu 
cotton wan recolvod already dehydrated with 20/o alcohol tn place 
of tho water, Each drum contained 112 Iba. of cotton and alcohol, 
thuo requiring two drums to each mixor charge.

For the purpose of proper colloiding, it is nocessary that 
tho moisture content be uniform throughout tho blend. To obtain 
this condition and to givu a more uniform blend, the drumu wore 
taken into tho Poaching House whoro they aro opened and inverted 
on a steel grill above a zine trough. Juts of water were thon 
turned into the drum and the contents washed into tho trough, 
'.'/hen the trough was full a centrifugal pump sent the mixture of 
water and nitrocellulose through a large pipe to one of the first 
three large tubs on the second floor of the building. These tubs 
have a capacity of 10,000 lbs. or one lot of cotton each, Y/hon 
necessary to permit the dumping of one lot of cotton into a tub, 
the contents were settled for 30 minutes and the water decanted 
off. This water naturally carried a quantity of cotton fibers 
and was, therefore, run to the settling tanks in the Pit house 
where it passed over a series of baffles, the cotton settling 
out and being recovered as Pit cotton. Pit cotton is one of the 
necessary evils connected with the manufacture of smokeless 
powder. It is a source of annoyance to the manufacturer and is 
disposed of by adding it in small quantities to the various 
blends.

The contents of the tub were picked up by a centrifugal 
pump and sent to the Packer screen. This screen is a rectangular 
box having no top and a large brass plate for a bottom. This 
plate has a large number of parallel slits about four inches long 
and .014 inches v;ide. The cotton is delivered onto this screen 
through several short vertical pipes. Three cams beneath tho 
screen keep it agitated while a partial vacuum beneath the screen 
draws the cotton through the narrow slits. This tends to break 
up any lumps and straightens out the fibers so as to release any 
imprisoned acid. About twelve hours are required to pass the 
10,000 pounds of cotton through the screen. Thu mixture of 
cotton and water having passed through thu screen flows by grav
ity to either the fourth of fifth tub on thu second floor of the 
building. The contents of thu tub are pumped to the centrifuge 
or wringer which revolves at high spued and throws out most of 
thu water. This water is load back to the Pit house already 
mentioned. At thu expiration of thu wringing process the nitro
cellulose has a moisture content of about 30g. The cotton is 
dumped from the wringer to a transfui’ car beneath it,. This car 
holds about 3500 lbs. of cotton and when full is pushed to 
building 522 to await its roqu irc-no. nt at th.; Do Hy.

The Dehydrating House or Du Hy is located in building: 527. 
It:: num. t:. descriptive no it is in this building, that the water 
remaining in the nitro.cei.Luloso is removed. This is accomplished



by r.-’nn.. of a larf.o '< ■ ■ ft lea L r.r ,-n । having a iaovable upper and 
lower head. The upp-.T h ->ad l;t rained and twenty-five pounds 
ol' cotton dry «<•!, ht la pincod in tho cyliumr. Th" upper he t 1 
tn lowered so as to .;ont and hold by UOOO pound;; prossuro. The 
lo'jer head in then brought up to a prcuetorinlnod hoiplit and 
alcohol to forced through the mass of cotton. Tho alcohol picks 
up tho water and leaves tho cotton r.aturatod with the alcohol. 
The pressure on the Lower head in then increased and tho alcohol 
begins to b-« forced cut. Thia in continued until there rowulnn 
six pounds eleven ounces of alcohol.

The cotton has now been pror-oed into a cylindrical block 
about twenty inches in diameter and about 4£: inches thick. This 
block is fairly fin.: and is quite moist due to tho alcohol. It 
will be soon that this block weighs .51 pounds 11 ounces due to 

- ”5 pounds of cotton and the 6 pounds 1.1 ounces of alcohol.

Upon removal from. thu press the block is placed at once in 
a fiber container and covered to prevent the loss of alcohol by 
evaporation. This is continued until the container holds four 
blocks when it is taken to the next buildinc and tho blocks are 
put through the block breaker.

The alcohol has served two purposes, it has removed the 
water remaining in the cotton after the poaching process and 
the 6 pounds 11 ounces left in the block will be used later to 
assist in colloidinp. The mixture of alcohol and water which 
was forced from the block dur in/.: the dehydration process is 
collected in a storage tank and later sent to the other and 
alcohol house for rectification.



Tli" data ori( inully contained on thia .■-.hoet vus truna- 
inittod verbally lurin; the lecture. Owinr to it:; confidential 
nature it has not b.i-'n ingraphed.



To ot.Hl fui’tik.r Improv th'; mix and .to put the muss tut) 
a movu convenient form for handling, it In /'Ivon n first block- 
inf • Thio Lt! done by duripln,1 about 7b pound.’ of the dough into 
the cylinder of a vertical proas and subjectinp it to about 
fifteen hundred pound.a preenure. When taken from this prose 
tlio dough La in the form of a cylinder about I." inchen in di
ameter and twenty-four inches lour. It La yellow in color and 
of a opongy nature. In appearance it ro.iemblos a large cheese. 
Itr. texture is rouph and traces of tho original lumps can still 
be dinconcorned in the surface of tho block. A;.; Lt is most im
portant that this maos be as nearly honogoneous as possible, Lt 
is given still further treatment with thio end tn view. This 
is accomplished by passing tho powder through the screening or 
macaroni press.

The screening press io a large hydraulic horizontal press 
into which two of tin: blocks are placed end to end. In front 
of the block are placed o screens, the first one being 24 mesh, 
second be nesh und third 1.7 jiosh. The head of the press carries 
a bronze plate in which arc a aeries of small holes.

A pressure of b,000 pounds per square inch is applied and 
the mass is forced through the screens and the small holes in 
the plate erne r(; ing in long strings resembling macaroni in 
appearance. While passing through the screens the powder has . 
been very finely divided so that no semblance of lumps remains. 
A large discharge tube, called the elephant trunk from its 
appearance, delivers the strings of powder to one of two verti
cal presses. When a press is filled it is closed and a pressure 
of 3,000 pound:; is applied und a dwell of approximately one 
minute is permitted. The powder emerges from this press in a 
cylinder about 12 inches in diameter and 20 inches long. In 
texture it is much finer than when coming from the first block
ing, press. This block is placed in a covered can and taken to 
tho adjacent buildinr to be put through the graining press.

The graining press is a large horizontal hydraulic press 
very much like the macaroni press with only one screen in the 
head. There is, however, screwed into tho head an iron cylin
der about 4 inches outside diar so tor and about 24 inches long. 
This cylinder is close 1 at the outer end and has thirty tapped 
openings arranged in six rows along its surface. Into as many 
of these openings ns required a die is screwed.

The design of this die is of vital importance since it 
affects the ballistic.", of tho powder. Tho die consists of a 
body and a pin plat.;. The body is hexagonal outside and has 
a circular opening pa; •■sin., len;- ,thv; ir-• through the body. The 
diameter of this opening ■■I tevir.i.no.-. tho outside .1 i?.un< ter of 
tin? gre<-n grain an; Lisis r,h-- i iriir. ter of th- finished grain. 
At til-: top of th.e if body tho interior is chaml"• rsd out to 
receive tn'. piit plat;. Ths pin jlate is a circular diss 



throw h which pas i -t .>r 1 u.; of holc.i, Into thin pint ' nru .-.-•t 
the pin.; which give the in/'.L. or seven purforntIons ’in du
ll I rod in the finished grain. The locution and dImeniilonn of 
the."..j pins aru important aa they duturmlnc the outer and Inn a' 
v<ub of the powder. For seven porforutiorin, one perforation 
pa:i;;.j:i through the center of the (•■rain while tho r.imnlnin/: nix 
arc spaced around the c.-ntid* perforation so that tho center of 
each of those six perforations In half way between the Cunt.'T 
of the grain and its circumference.

The distance between tin; outside of the center perforation 
nnd the inside of the outer perforation is called the inner wub 
of the grain and is designated by 1, while the distance from 
the outside of thu outei’ perforation to the outside of the grain 
is culled the outer web und is designated by Wo» Tho sum of 
these two divided by two gives tho average web designated Wa. 
It is this average v/ub that is used in calculating the ballis
tics of tho powder. .Tust beneath tho pin plate thu inm.r sur
face of tho die is tapered /a'nu rally nt an angle of 20°.

As tlure is considerable shrinkage dur in/.' the solvent ro«s 
covcry process tho degree of shrinkage must bo considered in 
designing the die so as to give a finished grain of the desired 
proportions. This means that the die dimensions are consider
ably larger than arc those of tho finished' grain.

The powder as it io extruded from the die is in long 
strings like macaroni, inch string of powder falls into a 
fiber container where it coils round and round.

As the powder is extruded under 1800 to 2300 pounds 
pressure considerable heat is generated and the dies would be
come excessively hot were it not fox’ the fact that a water 
jacket is provided to hold down the temperature. Evon with 
this safeguard an occasional die will become overheated with
the result that the powder in that vicinity becomes more 
plastic and will begin to shoot from the die at a very high 
velocity. Thu pressure is lowered at once and thu die cools 
down. Thu powder so extruded is sent buck as scran to bo 
worked as it is improperly formed.

Thu containers containing th. long strings of extruded 
powder are taken to thu cutter. This machine has a brass plate 
on c-ich silo. Each of thus; two plnt..s has sixteen holes 
threurh it. Those holes are of sufficient size to permit the 
strings of powder to pass, through. A small knurled powcx' driven 
ulb.ul .n.ts down in ;ach of these thirty-two channels and pressing 
against the powder ./trine, fowls it forward towards tho cutter 
blade. This bind., is of thin st.e l highly temper.wT. It is an 
.■n il band having a length of about rid inch..;;, a width of one
and 'i half in-h-..un<i about .007 inch thick. In this band nr.,- 
stamp. i a s- ri :s of ‘doi/hti.-.'. openings th-; vertical ■ abof



which are ground Pino<> the knurled 'wliue L.: already
inent toned nn feeding the powder string forward, and tho cutter 
bund are reared together there la a definite ratio between 
tlioli’ .speed;’.. This boing no; ns Lon;, aa the horizontal clots 
tn the cutter band remain constant tho powder grains will bo 
of uniform length. Duo to regrinding of the cutting edges, 
the length of the slot is very gradually increased. This has 
to be watched closely and tho band discarded when the length 
of the slot exceeds a given measurement.

As the grains are cut out they fall into a hopper and 
theneo into a rec tan; .ulnr box which ’when full is dumped into 
the transfer car. The powder as it comes from the cutter is 
known as green powdor nnd is considerably larger than the 
finished grain will be. It contains about 30c;.’ solvent most 
of which will be recovered later. The duPont cutter is used 
for 3 inch powder. It consists of revolving plate witli blades 
attached to it.

Tlio transfer car is in reality a large box on wheels. 
This box is equipped with a cover in which are three openings 
each having a lid to prevent unnecessary loss of solvent. In
side the cat' are a number of wire baskets to facilitate the 
transfer of the powder from tiie car to the solvent recovery. 
When the transfer car is full, it is pushed by hand to the 
solvent recovery building and the powder transferred to the 
solvent recovery car.

This car is a large rectangular box about 6 feet x 4 feet 
x 3 feet and is covered inside and out with zinc. Around the 
top is a water seal to prevent the loss of solvent. The in
terior of tho car is equipped with a number of wire baskets 
into which the powder is dumped. The capacity of the car is 
between 1000 and 1100 pounds of powder dry weight. Though 
called a car it is set permanently in place and remains con
nected with the various pipe linos. These include the steam, 
water, and solvent recovery lines.

The solvent recovery car having been filled, the lid is 
closed and the temperature is raised as rapidly as possible, 
but not to exceed lb°C per hr., to 55°C and then held at that 
temperature from 2 to 10 days. The heat from the steam coils
causes tho solvent to pas/, off as vapors. These are drawn down 
into the vaell at the mar of the car and come in contact with 
the lines carrying cold wut-ur. This cause.; tho vapors to con
dense uni flow out to the solvent tanks from .-••hich it is pumped 
to the E &. A building for rectification. At ths '.-nd of the 
prss.cr ib-.-.d period the t ■ ■; .g. .-rnturc of th-.- powder is b!’;°C which 
!.•: too not to 1 •.cuidlo. Th • heat is ‘.’hut off uni the to,mr,'rn.ture 
is atlo-md to drop to . o'’c. Before ties car is opened n jot of 
waler is sprayed ov< r . pen.Ter. This j,.- n ;--af.>t nurd noninst 
a t 11 i 2 . i'osl ji' lie Xv nt h”.:: b ' n ." ov, that, ’’■rninirw 



being bvtwee.n and The powder ( ; rni n.» have doc rented 
vary much Ln slue and are dark ;r Ln color th-in when first cut.

From thio point on it in necessary to guurd 'igalnot static 
which la readily genaratod by the friction of tho g.ruino ngalnst 
each other. Bugg. 1 ea and containers are (’rounded so an to dis- 
nipnte static us fast as it may occur.

After be Iny taken from tho solvent recovery car, the poudur 
la put into heavy cloth bags about 110 pounds to the bag. Those 
ba,<’3 are taken to the Water Dry House •..here they are placed in 
large steel tanka. The tanks are filled with water at n temper
ature of 55°C. This temperature la maintained for 3 or more 
days at tho end of which time the water is drawn off and tho 
powder permitted to draw for 30 hours. The bags are then removed 
from the tanks and emptied into dry cars. 'Die cars of powder are 
then moved to the Air Dry Building, //555, and connected to air 
ducts. Air at 55°C is forced thru the powder cars for about 8 
hours or until, the external moisture is .5$ f .25. The cars are 
then moved to tho screu-ning building where the powder is dropp
ed into a hopper and then passed over a gyrating screen where 
shorts, longs and foreign material uro removed.

The powder is then taken to the storage building where it 
is hold until 100,000 pounds have been accumulated. Tho powder 
is then dumped into rubber tired buggies which have first been 
grounded. Those buggies are pushed to the blender and taken by 
•-..'levator to the top floor where the buggies are again grounded 
and dumped into the large hopper at the top of tho building. 
When tho entire 100,000 pounds are in this hopper tho powder 
is ready to blend. The humidifiers are started and the relative 
humidity is brought to 50$ or better. This is an additional 
safeguard against static and is very important as a fire at this 
point would involve the entire 100,000 pounds of powder.

As this 100,000 pounds of powder represents the production 
of the powder factory for a period of about one month, during 
which time the weather conditions have varied considerably, it 
is reasonable to believe that there will be a slight difference 
in the various batches of powder and that uniformity in the lot 
cun only be obtained by careful blending.

The Blend.r is a tall building having large hoppers on 
throe of its floors. Buch of those hoppers is capable- of hold- 
in.-: the entire 100,000 pounds of powder. Between these hoppers 
is a conical baffle which th-.; powder strikes in de seen-ling from 
one hopper to the next. This fans the powder out and thro;..' it 
to various parts of thu hopper below.

Burin;, th-; bl..-nd in/' tin powder is dropped froir. the top 
hopp .-r lo trie s ...>011'1 oii i csi then to t!.-. l iii r 1. from the third 
hopr-.r the po,..-|.r io Iro’-p .d into th - lu- i'i s, ’..-;k:h hnv be--n 



rrouniU-'i, nnd ivhoi.">L d tin I dropped thru th.- bL.-ndur a .ivcon4 
or more timuu. It in again dropped Into buggies nnd its taken 
to th.. Pack Hou so whur,. the buggli.-s are taken to t hi. upper 
floor by elevator, are i-.rounded and dumped Into a hopp.r.
From here the powdci* drops through copper lined chut,..; to the 
weighing r.cales where It Is weighed out in 150 pound lots nnd 
(lumped into poudex* boxes which have first been air ti..st:.-d to 
insuiw. tint they nr.) tight. The boxes arc then closed with a 
m.tnl cover and rubber gasket.

. These boxes arc turned over to the Stores Department for 
storage. Siinplos •are taken and sent to the Laboratory, others 
arc sent to the testing grounds and the ballistic samples are 
sent to Aberdeen proving Ground for acceptance test.

There arc many millions of pounds of wartime powder on 
hand which arc deteriorating rapidly. Its remaining. life in 
quite short and the snivur.e value is low. In order’ to utilize 
this powder, the Po..de-r Factory has made Pyro-iulH nnd success
fully reworked over a million pounds. This powder has given 
ballistic results and flashlessness equal to duPont FlEi Powder, 
■..ith slightly less smoko. Tests in progress indicate that this 
powder ..'ill havo a stability as good as that of thu standard 
FHH Powder. Thu estimated cost of the powder is >.31 pur pound 
Ui’uinst for the standard powder.

Thu equipment for grinding the pyro powder is installed in 
Bldg. ;/517. The powder boxes are transferred to tho upper 
level on an elevator. There tho boxes are- opened and the powder 
is dumped into baskets which arc under water in a storage tank. 
Thu baskets are hoisted and the powder is dumped onto an in
spection table. As thu powdor is inspected, it is dumped into 
a hopper located above a vibrating fc.-dur. This f.-udcr has a 
simple adjustment which controls th..: rate of feed.

From the feeder, the- powder enters the first of two 
attrition mills along with a stream of water. There tho powder 
is ground tc a fineness such that all particles will ,-oss a No. 
8 U.S. St’:. ■ -r-1 sieve and PU'.t or more will pass a No. 3b U.S. 
Standard . . ‘ •’..

The (ground powd ,r and ;.utur are- conveyed thru a channel 
to a gyrating classifying .screen havinf hoi., size-u of an equi
valent to a No. 35 U.S. Standard sieve ,h ,jw all that passe? 
thru the ecru on is pumped tu a poach tub in bldg. ybhO. A 
larru .'Uriount of wat.r is array.,■! on th.. ;jer.: -n. Thu- course 
purticl.:s which do no I pass thru th.- :;cr-.,..n are conveyed thru 
anoti.-.r chunn d to th., suoon'i 'ittri ti.?n mill. Th.- necessary 
pian-tlty of wut..-r io ntlb.d lu 1.1 en'atu !.

Th. r.a to ri.nl. •: < >r.; ri.” fro:.: th..; iTtiui .ct.rlliun mill, is 
I'nmp '! hth; ch'irm .1 : h- fi rot. • tCrit, i ai :\ i 1 -;na i r. 



fifnln don tho eLn:?.-,ifyIn;, oeruvn. I'lie t’inon pass 
thru thu acreon and are pvui'.ped to tho poach tub, tho coarse 
returns to tho final attrition will for a repetition of tho 
cyclo.

Tho installation 1'or tho purification of tho ground powder 
l.i Ln Bldg. ,^520. It consists of six poaching tub:-., 14 feet 
diameter by 11 ft. 9 in. high, and one 8 by d ft. They are 
equipped with agitators, baffle:?, and four air jets for each 
tub. The air Jots are necessary to loosen tho powder before 
starting tho agitating equipment, as tho ground powder packs 
like sand after being allowed to settle.

a. One tub receives the ground powdex* from uldg. ^517. 
A charge weighs 10,000 to 15,000 pounds and it requires four 
days to grind this amount. Excess water pumped into the tub 
with the powder is decanted off.

_b. Ono tub contains a charge that is being purified, 
approximately a four-day treatment. There are twelve one-half 
houi' washes with cold water und one where the water is brought 
to a boiling temperature.

c_. Additional washings, boilings or digestions may be 
made is necessary to enable the ground powder* to comply with 
the requirements of the specification.

d_. One tub will hold the charge which is being centrifuged 
which requires one to two days.

_e. There is a possibility that the viscosity of a charge 
may be too high or too low and in such a case, it will be 
necessary to hold the charge in a tub until it can be blended 
with succeeding charge:-;. The length of time required for this 
procedure is dependent upon the amount that can be added to 
any one charge.

_f. One tub is required for storing a completed charge. 
In case of mechanical trouble with the grinding or purifi
cation treatment, a'standby charge will keep the powder line 
supplied fox* four days.

The small 8 by 8 .ft. tub is used fur the purification 
of the pit powder. This powder is obtained from the water de
canted from the pouching tubs und the surplus water from the 
centrifuge:-?, and after purification, i adde.] to the chary,';? 
in nm.-ill quantities.

After the purification t run tin.-'nt th - processing of the 
po.ah '■ I sir.il.er to tjr?* ■! rc; Ih.rl for the 'iuPonl FMu powu-. r.



SECTION III. PROPELLENT POWDERS

2, The Chemical Properties of Nitrocellulose.

Before discuusing nitrocellulose, or more properly 
cellulose nitrate, a knowledge of cellulose and its 
proportion, is necessary. Tho first portion of this dis
cussion will, therefore, bo devoted to the structure of 
cellulose in the light of current conceptions, and such 
of its properties as may possibly have a bearing on 
cellulose nitrate and smokeless powder.

Cellulose occurs in the plant world mainly as cotton, 
wood and grasses, these being listed in the order of de
creasing cellulose content. Cellulose is a carbohydrate 
having tho empirical formula (CqHiqOs)*, which indicates 
that tho individual unit CgHigOg is joined with an indefi
nite number of similar units. The following, or somo 
slight variation of it, is how tho modern chemist repre
sents cellulose: 1_, £, 3.

erc. - a

l.--------V
Ch.OH

H OH

Alternate rings in a chain arc rotated through 130° 
about the chain axis, as shown in the structural formula 
above so that the chains occur in spiral form.

It will be seen that each of these recurring units 
has 3 hydroxyl groups v.’hich can be replaced by various 
substituents such as NO;, CHjCOO, etc. to form cellulose 
nitrate or cellulose acetate respectively. These long 
chains are not of uniform length but may vary considerably, 
with different authorities claiming chains up to 3000 units. 
4., 5_. Through secondary valence forces the chains are 
bound to a number of similar chains parallel to their own 
length. In this way a bundle of chains is produced which 
together acts as a unit particle or micelle. These micelles 
or crystallites may consist of several thousand CgH^gOg 
units. In turn the micelles through tertiary valence forces 
form fibrils which are the constituent particles making up 
the fibre. Cellulosic fibers are very strong because of tho 
cumulative force of association of the hydroxyl groups. Thu 
following is given for comparison. _L.

-1-



Substance
Tonallo Strength 

kg./sq.mm._

Cast Iron - -- -- -- - - - - 20
Best Stool ---------- -170
Copper ’"ire - - - - - - - - - - -40'
Silk . . .................................. 35
Cotton ------------- 28
Flax -------------- 100

Because of its structure, tho cellulose fibre can 
still maintain its outward appearance in spits of physi
cal or chemical attack on a number of individual chains 
or portions of a chain. This accounts for the progressive 
deterioration which cellulose undergoes when exposed to 
adverse conditions (heat, acids, etc.), as one portion 
ma: be hydrolyzed or oxidized and another not affected 
at all or only slightly. Reactions involving cellulose 
may be of several kinds. The reagent may separate 
the micelles, enter between tho chains and produce 
swelling, break the chains at oxygen linkages, or react 
with individual atoms or atomic groups. Usually these 
steps are progressive or sometimes apparently simultan
eous, but it is possible to have one stage predominate. 
Thus nitrating acids at room temperature will react with 
the OH groups and cause relatively few micelles to 
separate from each other. A 72$ sulphuric aci-d solution 
first separates the micelles and then breaks the chains 
apart and finally on diluting with water causes complete 
hydrolysis and the formation of glucose (sugar).

There is no true solvent for cellulose. It may be 
disnersed in so called solvents from which, if degrada
tion has not proceeded too far, it can be regenerated 
by diluting or neutralizing the dispersing agent. Re
generated cellulose is similar to the original in chemical 
structure but the orientation of the chains and micelles 
lias been altered and t! ir lengths or sizes decreased. 
The viscosity of cell’ i-sv in Cuprammonium solution 
(copper dissolved in nr-monia) is used to compare the 
state of aggregation of different celluloses.

Cellulose chemistry still makes use of a number of 
terms "hich originated in the days when the true nature 
of cellulose was not understood. Pure cellulose, practi
cally insoluble in 17.5$ sodium hydroxide (mercerizing 
strength) at room temperature, is designated as alpha- 
cellulose. If the alkali soluble portion is neutralized 
with acetic acid, bet; -ce]lulose separates out, leaving 



gnmma-colluior.o In solution. Thoso torms do not designate 
particular or definite chomical substances but different 
stagos or degrees of degradation of alpha-cellulose. Hy- 
drocoilulofio la colluloso which has boon partly hydrolyzed 
by acids, and oxycellulose is cellulose which lias boon 
treated with oxidizing agents, A large portion of such 
treated colluloso is soluble in alkaline solutions.

Although Braconot in 1833, Polouzze in 1838, and 
others in the years immediately following nitrated cellu
lose tho credit for the discovery of nitrocellulose is 
given to C.F. SchBnbein who prepared it in 1846 and was 
the first to use a mixed nitric-sulphuric acid for this 
purpose,6 Many unsuccessful attempts were made to use the 
new explosive, but fires and explosions destroyed a number 
of plants because proper methods of stabilization were 
unknown. Great progress was made in this direction by 
Frederick Abel at the Royal Gunpowder Factory at Waltham 
Abbey, England. His big step forward was the pulping of 
the fibres and the subsequent boiling and washing in 
poachers.^ This procedure permitted more thorough removal 
of the acid in the fibre. The first successful military 
smokeless powder was made by Major Schultze for the 
Prussian Artillery about 1865. Vieille, a French govern
ment engineer, in 1884 jB made the first smokeless powder 
in which nitrocellulose was gelatinized by other and 
alcohol and then produced as small squares, a form which 
permitted control of its rate of burning.

Unlike substitution in the benzene ring, where defi
nite compounds are obtained, depending on whether one, 
two, or more hydrogen atoms have been replaced by some 
other element or group, substitution in cellulose is pm 
grossive and almost any degree of nitration up to the 
theoretical maximum (14.14% nitrogen) can be obtained. 
For properly stabilized nitrocellulose prepared from 
mixed nitric sulphuric acids the maximum nitrogen content 
obtainable is about 13.5%.9. Using phosphoric acid and 
phosphorus pentoxide as dehydrating agents in place of 
sulphuric acid material with 14.04% nitrogen has been 
reported. The presence of impurities in tho cellulose 
and side reactions during nitration account for the 
failure to roach tho theoretical maximum nitrogen content.

Formerly it was the practice to describe nitrocellu
lose of differjnt degrees of nitration as definite com
pounds based on the formula (CpHpoOf;.) .. Since references 
using this system are still met with,'the following table 
is given:



Nnmu_ .Compound Formula ____

Dodukn-nitrocolluloso C_4H20O2O<“\> 12 14,14
Eiiduka-
Doka-
E..noa-

M

19

C84H 9°20 JJOJ 
p24fj30° 0

C24H33°20

11
10

13.48
12.76
11.97

Okto-
Hepto-

99

19 8
7

11.12
10.18

Hexa- 99
g24h34°20 NU2 6 9.15

Penta- 99 G24^35G2C) ) 5 8.02
Totra- W C24H36<WN02) 4 6.77

It is now customary to designate a givon nitro
cellulose by stating tho nitrocon content and solubility 
(usually in thor-alcohoi). Tho nitrogon contont dosirod 
doponds upon tho purposo for which tho nitrocellulose is 
to bo usod. For military purposes two classes of nitro
cellulose are used, guncotton having a nitrogen contont 
between 13.15/5 and 13.40^ and pyrocellulose 12.5)5 to 12.7')5,

After nitration it is practically impossible to dis
tinguish thu nitrocellulose from cotton by visual exam
ination alone. Thu nitrated nroduct is slightly harshor 
to thu touch and when rubbed is vary readily electrified. 
In polarized light different colors may bo observed. 
Several observers have attempted to correlate those colors 
with thedfligrae of nit rat ion.11,12 Phillips 13 has, how
ever, shown the degree of dispersion or colloidal con
dition of the nitrocellulose is the main factor in dator- 
mining the colors observed.

Dry nitrocellulose when ignited in the open burns 
with extrema rapidity. The higher the nitrogen content 
and the finer the fibres the more rapidly does it burn. 
A small loose mass of dry guncotton, or even pyro, placed 
in thu palm when ignited burns so rapidly that the skin is 
unharmed. Tho rate of burning is rapidly decreased as tho 
water held by tho nitrocolluloso is increased. Nitro
cellulose wet with about 20)’ water 14 or Mfr alcohol is 
considered safe for shipment. The igni ‘ n temperature of 
nitrocellulose, with 11,5 to 13.3)5 nitw’ 'n, is about 184- 
187°C. Unbeaten unstabilizud material h a lower ignition 
temperature. If the temperature is raised slowly the ig
nition point is lowered, probably due to incipient decom
position. Variations in atmospheric pressure have little 
effect, as the ignition temperature in a vacuum is raised 
only 2°. If nitrocellulose is heated below its ignition 
temperature there is an evolution of oxidos of nitrogon. 
Tho rata of evolution of nitrogun about doubles for each 5° 
rise in temperature between 125 and IGO0.15 This is graphic-



ally rapronentud by thu curve <.f Fig, 1

Tho hunt of combustion of nitrocellulose varies In
versely with tho nitrogen content. Nitrocollulosa con
taining 12,63$ and 13,15$ of nitrogen have heat of combus
tion values of 2506 and 2479 Kg.cal./Kg. respectively.

The heat of explosion of nitrocellulose also varies 
with tho nitrogen content and loading density. For nitro
cellulose with 12.76$ N. tho following results were ob
tained, 16

Grains of N.C. per liter 50 150 300 500
Heat of Explosion,

Kg.cal/Kg. 818 830 900 1015

Dry nitrocellulose -..hen ignited in a confined space 
will detonate and even wet nitrocellulose can be made to 
detonate with tho aid of a strong boosting chargo. 14 Dry 
guncotton in a blasting cap at a density of 0,4 can bo 
detonated by 0.25 g. of morcury fulminate at room tomoera- 
ture.17 The velocity of detonation is quite high, as can 
bo soon from tho following data: 18

Explosive Density Vol. of dot, m./suc.

Guncotton - dry 1*2 7300
1*3 6300

Smokeless Powders 1300-1800
T.N.T. 1,57 7030
Nitroglycerin 7820

Dry beaten guncotton has about the samo sensitivity 
to impact as tetryl, with a drop tost of about 8 inches.14

Cellulose is quite hygroscopic at room temperature 
and at about 50$ relative humidity cotton linters have about 
6$ moisture. Nitrated cellulose is much loss hygroscopic, 
the hygroscopicity decreasing with increasing nitrogen 
content. Variations are, of course, due to tho nature of 
tho nitrocellulose and the fineness of the fibres.

By nitration tho density of cellulose, about 1.57, 
is increased to about 1.67. The density of nitrocellulose 
does not vary directly with thu degree of nitration as tho 
increase in weight just about compensates for thu increase 
in volume.19

When nitrocellulose is treated '..ith a solvent it 
swells gradually. Thu solvent penetrates between thu micelles 



and then but'.ujn thu parallel. chains hold toguthui* by 
secondary vnluncun, until, if sufficient solvent in 
added, there is complete dispersion. At Just which 
stage a true solution is obtained is still an unsettled 
question but there seems to bo some evidence for be
lieving that •.•.1th acetone as a solvent this condition 
does exist at a concentration of l;j and perhaps at 2)’ 
of nitrocellulose. If thu solvent is gradually removed, 
the solution thickens to a syrupy consistency and finally 
to a hard horny mass, D^o to the strong forces of 
association and absorption it is impossible to drive 
out all the solvent. To obtain a gelatinized mass it 
is not necessary to concentrate a thin solution. A 
relatively small amount of solvent may be added and the 
nitrocellulose then dispersed by kneading or working 
until a plastic mass is obtained. Tho torms solvent, 
gelatinizing agent and plasticizing agent are used to 
designate compounds capable of dispersing nitrocellulose. 
The solubility of a given nitrocellulose depends to somo 
extent on the nature of thu cellulose and conditions of 
nitration, but mainly on the nitrogen content. All 
nitrocelluloses dissolve in acetone and most of them in 
ethyl and amylacutatu.

In addition to purely military purposes, the various 
nitrocelluloses find many industrial applications which in
clude among numerous other uses lacquers, imitation leather, 
nitro-silk, photographic films, non-shatturable glass, and 
coated fabrics of various kinds. Each of these usos re
quires that the nitrocellulose be first dissolved or 
gelatinized. Wherever it is necessary to disperse the 
nitrocellulose by means of a "solvent", the viscosity of 
tho nitrocellulose is an important property. Tho lower the 
viscosity tho loss solvent is required to produce a given 
fluidity or plasticity. Lacquers designed for spray or 
brush application require a nitrocellulose of very low 
viscosity in order to gut as heavy' a coating at one appli
cation as possible. Tho viscosity of a nitrocellulose 
solution depends on the average size of thu micelle and 
the viscosity of the solvent. Thu viscosity of a given 
nitrocellulose depends chiefly on the viscosity of tho 
cellulose used. U..der the same conditions of preparation, 
thoro is a definite relation between the two. (20) In 
general, the viscosity is influenced more by tho condi
tions of nitration than by thu mixed acid used. Tho 
nature of thu solvent used is of considerable importance 
in determining the viscosity. In the main, thu relative 
viscosities of a series of different nitrocellulose in 
one .solvent are not maintained in mother although ethur- 
alcohol and acetone solutions do narallel each other.



At present, no way is kno'.n of increasing th, 
micullu statu of aggregation of cullulc<ie or nitro- 
cullulosu in a fibre. All reagents and treatments 
reduce viscosity; u.g. heating, boiling ’..'ith acids, 
bunting, etc. Thu reduction of tho viscosity of nitro- 
cullulosu is a matter of considerable industrial 
importance, particularly for It-.cquur. It has boon 
found that lower viscosity can bo obtained by treating 
the nitrccullulose than by first reducing the viscosity 
of the cellulose r.nd tho nitratine. Practically all 
commercial methods for tho reduction of viscosity in
volve heating. Usually •,;atur is used, but other non- 
solvents, and sometimes solvents, are employed. The 
most common process is to boil tho nitrocellulose under 
pressure with ’;?.ter, but this has caused a number of 
accidents. This led to the development of a continuous 
process by the Hercules Company in which the nitrocellu
lose in boiling water passes continuously foi* 25 minutes 
through a long pipe line kept under about 100 lbs. 
pressure by a hydrostatic head. Since pyro and guncotton 
are treated ’..'ith solvents tc render them plastic nnd 
workable in the extrusion presses, the viscosity is of 
importance not only in determining the amount of solvent 
necessary for proper working but to some extent possibly 
the ruto of loss of alcohol, shrinkage on drying (nob 
size), compression strength nnd stability.

Although there are hundreds of "solvents" for nitro
cellulose, there is as yet no practical theory which ’..’ill 
enable us to predict the gelatinizing efficiency of a given 
substance for a given nitrocellulose, Ketones, seme esters 
and nitro compounds and a large number of compounds of 
other classes have been pa,tented nnd a number find use for 
special purposes. For the preparation of single base pyjro 
ponder (12.6^N) uthor-clcohcl (2:1 by volume) is used and 
for double base ponders, consisting of nitroglycerin and 
nitrocellulose, acetone is sometimes employed. In flashless 
non-hygroscopic powders, (F.N.rl.), non-volatile plasticizers 
aro used as well as ether-alcohol. Such ponders are stil' 
being actively developed. Among the more favorable plast ‘ 
cizers used in this type of pom-dur may be mentioned dinitro- 
toluene, dibutylphthalate, und triacetin.

Because of its complex structure tho cellulose fibre 
presents a tremendous surface, approximately 5 x 10® 
sq. cm. per gram. _! Absorption .-nd adsorption ■■'henomena 

are therefore of practical importrr.ee particularly in the 
purification and stabilization of nitrated cellulose. 
U..til recently it was believed that '..ater ..ashings alone 
v.xuld not leave a neutral nrcduct, but it has been shown 21 

importrr.ee


the t thin beliif -..T-.a j rrc.-.jouo nnd based - n thu fact that 
thu analytical nrocuduru of titrating the o.nriumud ncidity 
pjvsunt did net nccour.t fur abuomtion if thu ulknli by 
the culluliou.

Liku moot outers, cellulose nitro to is hydrolyzed 
by raids end alkalios. T..u minimum rate of hydrolysis is 
in a faintly acid medium. Alkali is much mure reactive 
then retd. Tho hydrolysis of nitrocellulose produces acid 
products '.,’hich in turn react on the residual nitrocellulose 
so that thu rate of hydrolysis is increased. This type of 
reaction is to mod autocatalytic. To prevent ar minimize 
such autocatalytic decomposition is thu object of tho 
lengthy purification procedure used in preparing pyrocellu
lose nnd guncotton rnd explains thu use of so-called 
stabilizers in smokeless ponders. Those stabilizers are 
slightly basic organic compounds i.hich readily take up 
traces cf acids, particularly nitrous and nitric, and thus 
keep thu acid ccncuntrati<.n very loo, thereby slo'.i ing doun 
decomposition if tho nitrocellulose.

A discussion of thu nitrrtion of nitrocellulose, 
together uith its purification end stabilization, are given 
in tho folle’..ing lecture on tho "P-operation of Nitrocellu
lose".
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SECTION III. PROPELLENT POWDERS
2k, The Preparation of Nitrocellulose.

Nitrocellulose for use in the manufacture of 
military smokeless powders consists of two grades dis
tinguished chiefly by their nitrogen contents. Specification 
No. 50-14-3 requires pyrocellulose to contain 12.6 / 0.10$ 
nitrogen and guncotton to contain not loss than 13,2$ of 
nitrogen. In practice, guncotton containing as near 13,4$ 
of nitrogen as is practicable to manufacture is desirable.

Tho cellulose used in tho manufacture of those 
nitrocelluloses Is purified cotton 1 inters complying with 
Specification No. 50-11-44. This material represents a 
cheap and very puro form of cellulose of which there is a 
largo supply. However, purified wood pulps havo boon con
sidered for emergency use. This material was the chief 
source of supply of cellulose used by tho Germans during 
tho World War. Recent investigations havo shown that al
though commercial wood pulps do not comply with tho speci
fication for cellulose, it is practicable to nitrate these 
to pyrocellulose £ and to guncotton which comply with 
Specification No. 5C-14-3 except for minor deviations. 
Smokeless powders manufactured from wood pulp nitrocolluloso 
havo been found to bo of excellent stability. The supply of 
cellulose for use under emergency conditions can therefore 
be considered ample.

Although nitrocelluloses of different nitrogen contents 
can bo prepared by treatment with nitric acid, it has been 
found that cellulose can be nitrated more effectively by the 
use of a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids. The com
position of this "mixed acid" is determined by tho degree of 
nitration desired, although tho temperature and duration of 
tho nitration process also affects tho degree of nitration 
obtained. Tho nitrocellulose so prepared contains im
purities and retains free acid by occlusion and absorption, 
and it has been found necessary to subject it to a rather 
lengthy purification process if it is to meet specifi
cation requirements. As tho control of tho nitration process 
and that of tho purification process is of great importanco, 
each of these processes will be considered separately and in 
considerable detail.

Nitration

Prior .to nitration, cotton linters arc freed of 
mechanical impurities incidental to baling, fluffed by a 
picking machine, and dried to a moisture content of 0.5$ 
or loss. The drying is usually done by passing it through
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n heated tunnel, on 'in endless bolt, using tho counter 
current principle of drying. Tho dried cellulose in 
weighed into cans with tops which fit tightly, and 
those aro transferred to tho nitrating houso.

On a plant soalo four main methods of nitrating 
ootton have been usod at various times. Thoso includot 
(a) Pot nitration, (b) nitrating centrifugal, (c) Thomp
son displacement and (d) du Pont mochanical nitrator.

In tho pot nitration process mixed acid is run 
into earthenware or lead pots. Dried cotton linters 
nro then forked in and turned over occasionally. After 
about 1/2 hour the contents aro emptied into a centri
fuge, the bulk of tho acid removed and the nitrated 
material forked into a drowning trough. These pots aro 
sometimes arranged in a series of about 4 around the cir
cumference of a turntable and aro suspended on pivots 
so that thoy can be readily emptied into the contrifugo. 
This method is expensive because of high labor costs, 
and frequont fume offs, and is bad for tho health of 
tho workmen. Its only advantage is lower installation 
costs.

The nitrating centrifugal method uses tho centri
fuge as tho nitrating vessel. It is more economical 
than tho pot process because it reduces tho labor re
quired for handling and also produces less fumes, tho 
centrifuge being covered during the addition of the 
acid, tho actual nitration and wringing. About 1 1/2 
parts of free acid to 1 of nitrocellulose is left after 
wringing. Further wringing may cause a fume off. This 
method now finds little use.

A considerable amount of nitrocellulose was pre
pared during the World War, particularly in England, by 
tho Thompson displacement process. This consists of a 
wido shallow earthenware pan provided with a perforated 
plate with a discharge line beneath. The mixed acid 
at tho required temperature is run into tho pan and the 
cotton then added in small amounts to spread it uni
formly across the pan. a second perforated plate in 
sections is placed on tho mixture. Water is then run 
on to the upper plate. This water layer prevents any 
fumes from escaping into tho air. />. metal cover is 
placed on tap of the outfit and the nitration allowed 
t-o proceed for 2 1/2 hours. The spent acid is then 
drawn off*while water is added nt an equal rate above 
the plate. When about BO$ of the spent acid has been 
drawn off the gravity falls ton piint which indicates 
that the acid 1s too weak t o -.arrant rofortl Tying with 
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strong nitric and sulphuric acids. Thia wonk acid la 
then drawn off through n separate line and run to tho 
denitrifying towers where the nitric acid la removed and 
tho diluted sulphuric aoid recovered and later concentrated. 
Tho Thompson process posaosaos a number of advantages over 
those previously described and was In uso at Picatinny 
Arsenal for a number of years before tho war.

Tho last process, namely, tho du Pont mechanical 
nitrator, is that now most generally used in this country. 
A cylindrical tank with a conical bottom provided with a 
bottom discharge and equipped with two vertical shafts 
carrying paddles is used as tho dipper. The mixed acid and 
cotton aro put into the nltrator simultaneously while tho 
stirrers aro rotating. All of tho cotton should bo added 
before all of tho acid. Usually such dippers are arranged 
in a battory of four which discharge into a single centri
fuge and the charging is so arranged that by tho time tho 
fourth has boon filled tho first dipper is ready to bo dis
charged into the centrifuge below. After wringing out most 
of tho acid, tho nitrocellulose is passed through tho bottom 
discharge of the centrifuge into a drowning tub containing 
a large volume of water.

Purification
The purification process required by Specification 

fto. 50-14-3 involves the following steps:
1. Preliminary boiling.

a. Sour boiling for 16 or 30 hours.
b. Three.8 hour boilings with fresh water.

2. Pulping or "beating” to a prescribed degree 
of fineness.

3. Poaching treatment.

a., A 6-hour boiling with or without sodium 
carbonate.

b, . A 2-hour boiling without sodium carbonate.
c. Four 1-hour boilings without sodium 

carbonate.
d, . Ton cold water washings without sodium 

carbonate.

4. Screening.

After each boiling or '.’ashing the nitrocellulose is allowed 
to settle, most of tho liquid is drawn off and fresh water 
is added.



1. Preliminary boiling.- after drowning, tho 
nitrocellulose io convoyed to n boiling tub provided with 
a false bottom and having in tho aontor a vortical wooden 
duot which contains high pressure stoom pipes. Those stoam 
pipos sorvo to heat and produce effective circulation of tho 
water. In some oaaos tho heating is accomplished by means 
of stoam pipos beneath tho false bottom of tho tub, Tho 
nitrocolluloso is covered with water containing about 0.2$ 
of acid (as sulphuric) if pyrocolluloso is being purified, or 
about 0.5$ of acid if guncotton is being purified. Boiling 
is continued for 16 hours in tho caso of pyrocolluloso or 
30 hours in tho caso of guncotton. Thio ’’sour boil" is 
followed by throe 8-hour boilings with fresh vntcr, tho 
liquid being drawn off and replaced with fresh water after 
each boiling period.

2. Pulping.- The nitrocellulose is now trans
ferred to a beater of one of the types used in the paper
making Industry. Tho Hollander, Duplex and Jordan types 
arc those usod most commonly. Tho beating is continued 
in one or more of those until tho nitrocolluloso has boon 
reduced to tho prescribed degree of fineness as determined 
by the "settling tost”. During tho beating process sufficient 
sodium carbonate is added to maintain the water in a condition 
of slight alkalinity to phenolphthalein.

3. Poaching.-Tho nitrocellulose is now trans
ferred to a poaching tub or vat equipped with largo, 
mechanically driven blades to provide slow stirring and 
stoam pipes to provide heat for boiling. Hero it is sub
jected to ono six-hour, ono two-hour and four one-hour 
boiling treatments and to ton cold water washings. 
During tho six-hour boiling treatment it is customary to 
add sodium carbonate to tho extent of 0.5$ of tho weight 
of nitrocellulose in tho tub. Settling, decantation and 
tho addition of fresh water take place between successive 
boiling and washing treatments.

4. Screening.- After tho tenth fresh-water 
wash the nitrocellulose slurry is passed through a 
packer screen having slots not wider than 0,012 inch. 
This retains any unpulped lumps and only the nitrocellulose 
passing through tho screen is used. The water content 
is reduced to approximately 30$ by weight by means of a 
ccntrifugo, and if the nitrocolluloso meets the chemical 
and stability test requirements of Specification No; 50-14-3 
it is ready for use in tho first stage of tho process for 
the manufacture of smokeless powder.
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Thoorcticnl
Nitration.- As can bo aocn from tho formula of 

cellulose (see lecturo on nltrocolluloso) each nnhydro- 
glucono unit has throo replaceable hydroxyl (OH) groups. 
Thoso can bo mado to react with acidic rdagonts to prepare 
colluloso ostors or others of various kinds. To produco 
nitrocellulose, or moro properly colluloso nitrato, a mixed 
nitric-sulphuric acid is usod. Tho reaction as in other 
nitrations yields water. X(CH / H) NO3'fC^XNO3 / HOH. 
As in many ostorificatlons, tho nitration of colluloso tonda 
to roach an equilibrium. Qhis is indicated by tho arrows 
pointing in opposite directions. Tho degree of nitfation, 
under givon nitrating conditions, depends upon tho composition 
of tho spent acid with which tho nitrocellulose is in contact. 
Thus, hitrocollulosc having a nitrogen content of 13.0$ can 
bo reduced to about 12.6% by allowing it to soak in a mixed 
acid which yields this nitrogen content with unnitratod 
1 inters. Under a uniform procedure tho strength of tho 
spent acid would of course bo dopendont upon the nitrating 
acid usod.

The function of tho sulphuric acid in the nitrating 
acid is to take up tho water formed and thus prevent tho 
dilution of tho nitric acid. Complete nitration of tho 
OH groups would yield a product containing 14.14% nitrogen. 
This has never been reached in practice. With a mixed 
nitric-sulphuric acid about 13.6$ is tho highest nitrogen 
content obtainable after stabilization. By using as de
hydrating agents phosphoric acid and phosphorus anhydride 
in place of sulphuric acid 14.04% nitrogen has been obtained.

In practice tho dried linters, properly fluffed up, 
are added to the mixed acids and after contact (usually with 
agitation) for a period of time varying from 20 minutes up, 
the acid is removed as completely as possible. The ratio of 
acid to cellulose may be as low as 35 to 1 or as high as 100 to 
1. The temperature of nitration may also vary but is usually 
around 3C°C. The composition of the mixed acid is varied 
according to tho nitrogen content desired. Nitrocellulose 
for smokeless powder is either pyrocellulose, 12.6 / 0.1$ 
nitrogen or guncotton, 13.15 to 13.40% nitrogen.

Many studies have been made with the object of 
correlating mixed acid composition with nitrogen content. 
The results of such studies were plotted by Saposhnikoff£ 
on triangular coordinates and aro--shown-hi Pig.-l.

The e opposition is not expressed in $ by weight 
but as molecular percentages, which are obtained by dividing 
the weight percent by the molecular weight of each component, 



addins these together nnd calculating the percent anew. 
The solid lines indicate the nitrogen content. Within 
curve I It Is about 13.5^'a (about the highest obtainable)j 
between I and II it drops from 13,5^ to about 12.0$j and 
between II and III down to 9$. Below 9$ nitration le 
Incomplete.

The diagram shows that nitric acid and water alone 
do not make an efficient nitrating acid and that a nltrogon 
content of 12.(W^» would require about 9 5 Jo nitric 
acid if usod alone. For the preparation of pyro and gun
cotton tho composition of tho mixed acids usod aro usually 
within tho region represented by tho outer U curve. In 
this aroa it may bo soon that an equal change in tho mole
cular percentage of any constituent will cause tho least 
change when tho sulphuric acid is varied, and about an 
equal change as tho water and nitric aro varied. But slnco 
tho molecular weight of water is much loss than that of 
nitric acid (18 and 63 respectively), tho effect of a change 
in the percent composition by weight will bo greatest for 
water. In regulating the degree of nitration it is of 
primo importance to control tho water content of tho mixed 
acids as closely as possible, and since ’.water in tho 
analytical procedure is determined by difference, accurate 
analysis is essential to maintain tho uniform nitrogen 
content necessary for uniform ballistics.

FigJ-1 shows the effect of tho water content of the 
mixed acid on the degree of nitration.

Factors other than tho mixed acid composition affect 
tho degree of nitration. A change in the ratio of acid to 
cellulose will alter tho composition of tho spent acid and 
a different equilibrium will be established as pointed out 
above. In plant practice tho spent acid is recovered and 
fortified with strong nitric and sulphuric acids to make 
frosh nitrating acid. Plant acids that have thus been 
repeatedly used and fortified contain appreciable (1.5;t or 
more) amounts of oxides of nitrogen which apart from their 
decreased nitrating effect are practically without influence 
on tho resulting nitrocellulose.

Tho temperature and time of nitration are important 
factors. As tho temperature is raised nitration proceeds 
more rapidly and at the same timo the adverse effects Of 
hydrolysis and oxidation also increase. At ordinary 
temperatures or slightly higher such harmful effects aro 
slight. 77 ith an increase in the time of nitration there is 
also an increase in oxidation but especially so in hydrolysis. 
At ordinary temperatures this is slight even after several 
hours. In practice the temperature of nitration is about 
30° and tho duration 20-30 minutes.

,’]*hourh the /omo . degree of nitration can bo obtained



from iny acid componltlon Ind ten tod by nn tno-nltrogon 
curve on Snposhnikoff*b diagram, tho nolubility of tho 
nltrooolluloooB In othor-nloohol varlcn widely with changen 
in tho acid composition. On n similar ternary dlngrnm (Soc Fig. 3) Snpoflhnlkoff£ has plotted tho relationship 
botwoon acid competition and solubility in othor-alodhol 
(2 to 1).

Two U shanod dottod curves arc shown, marked 90$ 
and 10$. Within the inner curve is the region of highly 
soluble nitrocelluloses, xway from this area tho solubility 
decreases very rapidly as can bo scon from the small 
dlfforoncos In acid composit ion botwoon tho Inner and outer 
curves, as In nitration, a small change in tho water content 
Is tho principal factor affecting solubility. Pyrocellulose 
is roquirod to havo a solubility of at least 99$; This limits 
tho mixed acid composition to a relatively narrow range. 
It has boon found that with cotton linters an acid mixture 
of tho approximate composition HgSO4 63.5, HMOj 21, and 
HgO 15.5, will give approximately 12.6$ nitrogen and complete 
solubility. Like tho curves for nitrogen, those for 
solubility will vary with tho source of the particular 
cellulose used and tho conditions of nitration and purification. 
Careful control must therefore bo exorcised in order to main
tain simultaneously tho nitrogen and solubility character
istics within the narrow limits proscribed.

Purification^-Duo to tho nitration of impurities 
present in tho cellulose as well as tho cellulose itsolf, there 
is present in freshly nitrated celluloses

a,; nitrocellulose, 
b; nitrated oxy- and hydrocellulose, 
c,. Cellulose sulphate.
d* Unnitrated cellulose. 
e> Free acids.

With the exception of tho unnitrated cellulose, each of 
tho Impurities would cause decomposition in a relatively 
short time If not removed, and the purification process 
described is designed to do thlsi

Tho "sour boil" treatment servos to hydrolyze any 
"cellulose sulphate" (combined sulphuric acid) present, 
free sulphuric and soluble cellulose degradation products 
being foimod. Any cellulose nitrite present is hydrolyzed 
completely and the nitrated oxy- and hydrocelluloses are 
partially hydrolyzed; Tho subsequent boilings servo to 
continuo this and to remove much of the froo acid held by tho 
fibers.

Some of the free acid retained after these boilings



Io held, within tho control canals of tho fibers and mno 
on tho nurfnco by absorption. Tho beating process onto, 
crushes and tears tho flborn, thus permitting tho diffusion 
of tho..free acid Into tho water. Tho sodium carbonate 
added neutralizes tho aoid liberated and prevents tho 
corrosion of the beator.

Tho usual addition of 0.5$ of sodium carbonate to 
tho nitrocellulose during tho first, 6-hour, poaching treatment 
servos to oomploto tho solution of any nitrated oxy-and 
hydrocelluloses present. Tho remaining boiling treatments and 
cold-wator washes aro designed to remove tho last traces of 
free acid absorbed by tho nitrocellulose.

Tho standard purification process is designed to 
purify practically any nitrocellulose subjected to It, and 
it is oonsldorod probable that. In view of tho increased 
purity of tho cellulose required by more recent specifications 
and tho developments In nitrating technique, tho long drawn 
out purification procedure used to date might bo appreciably 
abbreviated and still yield nitrocellulose of acceptable 
stability. Tho desirability of this is emphasized when it is 
considered that, in ordor to purify one pound of nitrocellulose, 
tho following aro required:

Water 400 lbs. (50 gals.)
Steam 40 to 45 lbs.
Timo 150 hours.

Considerable experimental work in this direction has 
boon done, but tho demand for an abbreviated process for use 
in time of peace is not pressing. Until tho stability of 
powders mado frem nitrocellulose purified by an abbreviated 
process is assured tho present process is to be considered 
satisfactory for material to be used in powders which may bo 
subjected to long-timo storage.

List of References

1 Technical Report No. 19; 0.0. 471.867/405; 
P.a. 471.667/248.

Technical Report No. 101; P.a. 471.867/257.
2 Technical Report No. 24; 0.0. 471.867/405;

P.A. 471.867/248.
3 Rep., 7th Int.Cong.Appl.Chom,,Sec.HID, p. 41.
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SECTION III. PJOxELL^UT TO.VDuHii

2B. Testing of Nitrocellulose.

As the stability and functioning of smokeless 
powder depends upon the quality of the nitrocellulose 
used as well as tho precision of manufacture and 
effectiveness of storage, nitrocellulose is subjected 
to careful Inspection and testing prior to acceptance 
for smokeless powder manufacture. The tests involved 
are chemical, physical and for stability; and this 
discussion and demonstration will deal with laboratory 
chemical and physical tests in this connection.

Specification No. 50-14-3 gives all of the 
requirements and tests in detail. Thia specification 
is, in reality, a process specification or standard 
practice sheet as well as a specification covering a 
nater ial to be offered for acceptance. It will be 
noted that under materials and <Vorkmanship there are 
prescribed the essentials of a standard purification 
process for nitrocellulose manufactured by nitrating 
cellulose of definite purity. It is stated that the 
manufacture (nitration end purification) of nitrocellu
lose shall be inspected by and satisfactory to repre
sentatives of the Ordnance Department, and the process 
details arc given for the guidance of such inspectors 
ns well as that of the manufacturer.

This process standardization and inspection is 
considered necessary in order to insure the acceptance 
of only completely satisfactory nitrocellulose. Jhile 
the chemical and stability tests prescribed may be con
sidered quite rigorous, they in themselves are not 
considered sufficient to establish purity and stability 
characteristics conclusively; and therefore these arc 
used chiefly to supplement the process inspection 
referred tn In this connection it should be noted 
that were the tests alone relied upon, it might be 
possible to mask certain of these in order to conceal 
faulty processing.

The chemical s.nd physical requirements established 
for nitrocellulose to be used in manufacturing smokeless 
powder represent considerations which will now be dis
cussed individually.

hitroccn Content.- One of the distinguishing 
characteristics of each of the two graces of nitrocellulose 
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io Ito nltrozcn content. Pyr.occllulouc contains 
12.60,/ 0.10/6 and crunootton contains not less than 
13.20/O of nltrozon. Since blonds of these arc used, 
the decree of nitration alone, as shown bv the nitro
gen content, would not guar-ntec uniformity of nitra
tion; which is a very necessary char co tor 1st io. The 
solubility characteristics, in conjunction with that 
of nitrogen content, establish the uniformity of ni
tration of either grade of nitrocellulose.

Solubility.- The solubility of pyrocellulose in 
c mixture of 2 parts of ether '.'.nd 1 pert of alcohol 
is more than 99/a, while that of guncotton is zcncrolly 
about 10z6. If a pyrocellulose contains 12.6,6 of 
nitrogen and is less than soluble, non-uniformity is 
indicated. It so happens that nitrocellulose of lower 
as well as higher decrees of nitration than pyrocellu
lose are less soluble in ether-alcohol, so that blend- 
ins of nitrocelluloses to simulate pyrocellulose is 
impracticable.

Acetone Insoluble.- This also serves to estab
lish uniformity of nitration. All trades and blends 
of nitrocellulose are completely soluble in acetone, 
whereas cellulose is insoluble. The presence of more 
than a trace of acetone-insoluble material in nitro
cellulose therefore indicates unnitrated cellulose 
and non-uniformity of nitration.

Ash.- A limit of 0.4,6 is put on ash, as the ash 
content of nitrocellulose made from specification 
cellulose is well under this amount. The limit is 
mainly for the purpose of keeping out dirt, particularly 
sand, which is an element of danzer because of friction 
during the manufacture of smokeless powder from the 
nitrocellulose. In some cases plants producing nitro
cellulose are located in sandy.areas and considerable 
money has been expendec in covering the ground with 
crushed stone of assorted sizes to prevent the sand 
from blowing into the nitrocellulose during the process 
of manufacture.

Stability Tests.-

a. Potassium loaioc btarch Test at 65.5 0. — • 3

b. 13a,5 d. Heat Test.3

These tests are made to determine if the



nitrocellulose has been properly pur 1 fled with respect 
to free sold and sulphur la acid outers. Either of 
those tests would tell If tho acid used In tho manu
facture had not boon thoroughly removed. These tests 
will bo discussed and demonstrated under Stability 
To st s of Pr opc 1la nts.

Lumps, Strings, Llrt, Etc.- Such foreign mater
ial would oauso 'difficulties in the course of manu
facturing smokeless powder, us it would clog tho screens 
in the graining press. The packer screen, through 
which purifiee nitrocellulose passes, should remove 
practically all Ox this materiel.

Acidity.- The specification for nitrocellulose 
contains no requirement for residual free acidity. 
The 134.53d. Heat Tost requirements prevent the accep
tance of nitrocellulose containing cellulose sulphate 
and the 65.5° K.I. Test, prevents the acceptance of 
nitrocellulose containing more than traces of free 
nitric or sulphuric acids. If nitrocellulose is to 
be tested for free acid or alkali, this is done by 
dissolving in acetone, precipitating 'with water and 
titrating the aqueous solution (without filtering), 
using methyl red as the indicator. This method is 
accurate to 0.002/O, but should more accurate results 
be desired, an electrometric Ph method recently 
developed is employed (Technical Heport Mo. 33; 
O.O. 471.867/526, I*.*. 4 71.5/916-17).

Vise osity.- Although the specification contains 
no requirement with respect to viscosity, an effort 
is made to control this. The purpose of this effort 
is to minimise plant operation difficulties ’which arise 
in the manufacture of smokeless powder when nitrocellu
loses of widely diflerent viscosities are used. It is 
desirable to extrude pov.der with a standard pressure. 
If nitrocelluloses of varying viscosities are used, 
it is necessary to use vor” : ;r ratios of solvent to 
nitrocellulose in order to 'i?in gels of the same 
plasticity which can be extruded satisfactorily with a 
fixed groining pressure.

Viscosity is usually determined bv measuring the 
time of flow of a solution, os compered with that of 
water, from a pipette or by the time required for a 
steel ball to full through a solution.

Tho Veiling ball” has been found the more
-3-
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satisfactory. The ecsent. l.tle of tho method arc ns 
follow:’ Twenty grrms of the dry nitrocellulose is 
dissolved In r> mixture of 20 grams of ethyl alcohol 
(J 2/i by weight) end 160 grains of pure see tone. The 
solution is transferred to a glass cylinder 14 
Inches hinh, having an Internal diameter of 1 inch. 
The cylinder is marked at points 2 Inches fr om the 
top and 2 Inches from the bottom. The solution is 
brought to a temperature of 253J., and a steel ball 
(diameter 0.793 to 0.797 cm. and weight 2.046 to 
2.054 srrams) placed in the center of the solution 
while the tube is hold in a vertical position. The 
time, in seconds, required for tho ball to pass from 
the upper to the lower mark is designated as the 
viscosity of the solution.

Then lots of nitrocellulose of uniform visco
sity are usee in the manufacture of powder, a uniform 
colloid is obtained in each cose when the same ratio 
of solvent is used, ho changes in the solvent ratio 
or the graining pressure is necessary under these con
ditions and uniform plant procedure is practicable.

Fineness.- An effort is also made to control 
the "fineness” or degree of subdivision of the nitro
cellulose fiber, although there is no specification 
requirement for this. The purpose of this control, 
like that of viscosity, is to enhance uniformity in 
plant processes when the nitrocellulose is used in the 
manufacture of smokeless powder.

The fineness of nitrocellulose is usually 
determined by shaking 10 prams of the material with 
sufficient water to make a total volume of 250 co. 
transferring to a graduated 250 cc. cylinder, and 
allowing to settle- for one hour. If it settles to 
the 70 cc. mark, it is said to have a fineness of 70.

bince beaters of different types have different 
effects on the nitrocellulose fiber, the results of 
this method for measuring fineness can be compared only 
when the nitr ^celluloses tested have been processed by 
the same type of beater. One type might have c cutting 
and choppin*? action and another crushing and fraying 
action. Obviously nitrocelluloses from the two types 
might have the some "fineness” by the ??.bovc empirical 
test and still have very different specific surfaces 
(surface area per unit weight).



section in. propellent powders

3. Trend of Development of Proponents

Althoujdi nltrooollulooo wnn discovered by 0. ?• 
Schonboln nt Basic, Switzerland in 1946, it won not until 
nbout 40 years lator that it was omployod as a substitute 
for black powdor as a propollant. This wao duo to tho 
fact that in tho first attempts to use nitrocolluloso as 
a propollant it wns omployod In its*usual physical atato 
either loose or comprossod: its oxtromoly rapid rate of 
burning in this condition led to disastrous results and 
Indicated that It was entirely too violent for uso as a 
propellant. It wns discovered by Maynard In 1047 that 
nitrocolluloso Is soluble In a mixture of other and alco
hol but the significance of this with respoot to tho manu
facture of military propellants was not generally recog
nized until 1886, whon Paul Vleille introduced to tho 
French Government a new nitrocolluloso smokeless powdor 
lator known as Poudro "B”.

Shortly after tho introduction of tho straight 
nitrocolluloso powder by Vlolllo, Alfred Nobel at his 
factory in Scotland began tho manufacture of the first 
nitroccllulose-nitroglycerine or double base powdorj this 
.was called ballistite. A modification of ballistite, . 
known us cordito, v/as adopted by the British in 1889 for 
use in the Military Service. Cordite first contained 5Q% 
nitroglycerine, 37$ guncotton (13.$N) and 5$ petroleum 
jelly.

While these developments were in progress in Franco 
and England, tho famous Chemist Mcndelcof in Russia vzas 
experimenting with a straight nitrocellulose powder. This 
culminated in successful practical tests by the Russian 
Navy in 1895-96. The United States follTvod this experi
mentation in Russia through our Naval Attache* at St. Peters
burg, Lieut. Bornadou. Later as head of the Naval Smoke
less Powder Factory at Newport, R.I., Lieut. Bernadou 
directed efforts toward the development of a straight nitro
cellulose powder similar to Mendeleef*s. This powder was a 
colloided nitrocellulose having about 12.45$ nitrogen. 
This nitrocellulose -was completely soluble in ethcr-alcohol 
and in this respect -as different from the French Poudro 
"B" vzhich contained a blond of high and low nitrogen nitro
cellulose: the high nitrogen nitrocellulose -ns insoluble 
in ether alcohol and vas only mixed through the gel formed 
from tho low nitrogen material in the French Powder.

During the Spnnish-.american '.’Jar our Navy provided 
one Vessel with Cordite powder purchased from the British.



Thin smokeless pa-dor definitely proved its worth and In 
1090 n large smcikelonB powdor plant was built by the Navy 
nt Indian Hoad, Maryland, to manufacture on a largo scale 
the straight nitrocellulose powdor of tho typo developed 
In Russia and further studied at tho Navy’s experimental 
plant at Newport.

The U.S. Ordnanoo Department dolayod somewhat tho 
adoption of smokeless powdor, this being duo to tho fact 
that Its first tests ’•'ore conducted with tho double base 
powders containing nitroglycerine. Thoso powdors wore not 
favorably considered because of their great erosive effect 
on tho Guns. They developed a considerably higher tempera
ture on combustion than black powder or tho straight nitro
cellulose powder, duo to the high percentage of nitro
glycerine usod in tho formulae, i.o., about 40^, Finally, 
as a result of blowing up a 10 Inch g-un at Sandy Hook in 
1899 with a nitroglycerine powdor which -as almost ready 
for final adoption, efforts to manufacture this typo of 
powdor for cannon were discontinued.

Tho Navy by this time had had very satisfactory re
sults with its straight nitrocellulose powder and tho Army 
detailed Capt. O.B. Mitcham and Lieut. C. C» Williams, 
nw Gonoral Williams, and until recently Chief of Ordnance, 
to tho Navy’s ifcoporimcntal Plant at Nowport to mako a 
study of tho manufacture of the Navy Powder, As a result 
of their report a similar powder -as recommended by the 
War Department for uso in cannon. Tho only difference in 
the Army Powdor adopted in 1899 and tho Navy Powder was 
that a nitrogen content of 12.6 / .10 v/as empl oyed by tho 
Army, In 1908 both Services Introduced a small amount of 
diphonylamlnc (.5^) in the po.vder composition to increase 
tho stability of the powdor. This stop followed tests on 
the uso of diphonylamlno fir this purpose by tl.obcl in 
England in 1900, -.-hich Indicated that the life of nitro
cellulose powder could be considerably prolonged by tho 
uso of diphcnylamlno.

At the outbreak of the World War in 1914, tho U.S, 
Army and Navy employed tho same type of straight nitro
cellulose praior, the multiperf orated grain being the 
standard grain form for all cannon. After the experiences 
•of tho War certain weaknesses wore rec ognized in this 
standard propellant which may be enumerated as foila-.vs:

1. The powdor is subject to change if exposed 
to tho atmosphere. The volatile solvent, 
othor-alcohol, used in manufacture is not 
completely removed, the powders retaining 
3 - 7.5^, depending upon the size of tho 



grain. In a warm dry atmosphero thio resi
dual b01vent partially escapes, and tho 
rate of burning of tho powder is increased. 
On the other hand, if the powder is exposed 
to a humid atmosphoro it absorbs moisture 
and the rato of burning is decreased. Thus 
the ballistic properties of tho powdor are 
appreciably affected upon exposure to tho 
atmosphere.

2. The powder gives a brilliant flash at tho 
muzzlo of the guno. This proved to bo a 
serious objection during tho Y/ar, owing to 
tho great amount of night firing conducted. 
Tho flash aided tho enemy in locating tho 
positions of tho guns.

Henco, tho need was rocognlzod for a non volatile, 
non hygroscopic flashloss powdor which would still retain 
the property of being substantially smokeless, and the 
Ordnance Department initiated an extensive development pro
gram in this direction shortly aftor the close of tho Y/ar.

It should be mentioned that prior to and during tho 
Y/ar somo attempt was made to provide a flashless propellent 
charge. These efforts, however, so far as known, were all 
in tho direction of adding some inert material separately 
to the standard powder and did not involve any change in 
tho powder itself. Picatlnny Arsenal developed during 
1917-18 a flash reducing agent known as P.A. Compound ITo. 2, 
vdiich consisted of oxanil id and gluo. Tho dough-like mixture 
was extruded in tho form of a cord or string, and after 
drying, was run through screens to break it into small pieces 
somewhat like a crumpled shredded wheat biscuit. This 
material was mixed loose with tho powdor grains or held in a 
silk bag at the top of the charge. Two ozs, added to a 75 mm 
charge would either eliminate flash entirely or permit only 
a small dull red glow at tho muzzlo. Although this general 
method of reducing flash was employed by tho Germans, who 
used potassium chloride in silk doughnut shaped bags, and 
tho French, who used Argols or potassium bitartrato in tho 
same manner, it was recognized as a much loss satisfactory 
solution than to have a powder v.hich was flashless in itself.

The post V/ar effort has beon directed, therefore, 
almost wholly toward developing a new typo of powder compo
sition which will bo of itself smokeless, flashless, non 
hygroscopic and non volatile. The gonoral method follov.’cd 
in tho formulation of such compositions experimentally has 
boon to add to nitrocellulose a certain amount of a liquid 
colloiding agont vhich has a high boiling point and is in
soluble in water. Tho presence of this high boiling or



non voLntll.. <’i.i 11 (j I <t 1 n(, ■ij'i ii». allow.! tin th U'-ii Lcohoi u.i <1 
in thu n:anu fas I u re of th*.» powder gel to be nlmont complete Ly 
eliminated by tho usual drying, process, nnd the finished 
powder is thus non volatile simply boenuso no const I tuentw 
volatile under atmospheric temperatures are present Ln the 
powder. Thio co Lio id Ln," agent, furthermore, being insolu
ble Ln water and thus non hygroscopic, tonus to render the 
powder grains moisture resistant since tho liquid la uni
formly spread throughout tho grains.

Nitroglycerine serves the purpose of such a colloid- 
ing agent and if used as in the double base powders, such as 
ballistite or cordite, provides non- hygroscopic non volatile 
smokeless powders. But if in addition to these favorable 
properties, flashlessnesu is desired, the addition of nitro
glycerine to a powder is a stop in the wrong direction, be
cause it gives a very high temperature upon combustion and 
thus accentuates rather than reduces the tendency to flash. 
On the other hand, it has been found that if an inert, i.e., 
non oxplosive, colloiding agent of the type described is 
added to a powder, it reduces the tendency of the powder to 
flash, since heat is required to decompose the inert compound 
and the temperature of the gaseous products of combustion is 
thereby reduced. Picatinny Arsenal has studied a wide variety 
of inert colloiding agents and it has been found that a number 
of liquid organic compounds are highly efficient in this re
gard.

During 1929 the Ordnance Department adopted as 
standard a powder of the general type described for use in 
all weapons in which it proves to be ballistically suitable. 
This particular composition which was developed by the duPont 
Company and is known as duPont PIffi powder MI is flashless in 
the 75 mm Guns, Models 1S97, 1916 and 1917, the 75 mm Pack 
Howitzer, the 105 ran Howitzer, the 155 mm Howitzer and the 
75 mm Gun Ml (normal charge), but it is not eonsistcntlj'- 
flashless in any of the other weapons.

The question may arise as to why the powder has 
been adopted as standard when it meets the requirements only 
in case of so few weapons. The answer to this is that the 
powder composition cun be used in practically all of the 
weapons - it actually hasn't been tried in all as yet - 
as an improved non volatile, non hygroscopic powder even 
though it is not flashless. It is an N.H. powder by virtue 
of its composition; whether it is an F.N.H. powder depends 
on the type of gun in which it is used, as well as on thu 
composition.

In addition to the important advantage possessed 
by the N.H. powder of maintaining its ballistic properties 
under exposure to such atmospheric conditions as would have 
affected seriously tru behavior of the standard pyro powder, 
another important advantage exists which was not anticipated 
in ti;,.- early i--v dopmuit work, at least to tin deari e ob- 



t-ilnod. I refer t> tho greatly Inoru'inod chemical 
stability shown In extensive tantn mudo ovor a period of 
years. It has long boon kmwn that moioturo tends to of foot 
decomposition if nitrocollulone piwdors particularly under 
elevated tompurnturcs such an aro anoountorod in storage in 
3>uthorn climates. It-vas expected thnt tho development of 
n non-hygrioc iplc pa.vdor would inorouno the otorngo life 
over thnt obtained with tho old nltrocollulooo powder, but 
tho rosulta of practical taste on the two types of powder 
have boon surprising indeed to all. Teets wore started nt 
Pleatinny Arsenal several years ago, in •..'hich tho standard 
pyro or nitrocellulose powder of excellent initial stability 
nnd several experimental N.H. powders wore placed in storage 
nt 50°C (122°F) and under an atmosphere saturated vrtth mois
ture continuously. It was found that the time required for 
tho various powders to show definite evidence of decomposition 
was dependent upon the capacity of tho powder to absorb 
moisture. Tho standard pyro powder being tho most hygroscopic 
of any tested was the first tn shew decomposition; this 
occurred at an average time of about 6 months, a surprisingly 
short period of exposure for a temperature no higher than 
5O°C. Tho U.H. po-.-der withstood this tost for 7-0 years 
under precisely the same conditions as those which rendered 
the pyro powder entirely unserviceable In 6 months. Other 
experimental powders having hygroscopicity intermediate 
between the standard pyro and TT.H. powders showed resistance 
to decomposition also Intermediate between those powders; 
in every case the loss hygroscopic pjwdor showed tho greatest 
stability.

Tho economic advantage of manufacturing a powder 
for peacetime storage which has tho highest possible stability, 
and which offers at tho same time less susceptibility to 
change ballisticnlly, has led to the decision that the former 
pyro powdor should not bo manufactured for any future 
ammunition viiich is to bo placed in storage for an indefinite 
period. Thus it can be said that tho Ordnance Department now 
has a propellent powdor having greatly improved characteristics 
ns compared to tho .old pyro powder; it is improved ns regards 
both ballistic stability and chemical stability. It must be 
admitted, however, ns mentioned before, that this improved 
powdor is not flashless in all weapons in which such is de
sired and tho attainment of this goal will require additional 
effort. •

During 1936 a new typo of F.H.H. powder recently 
developed nt this Arsenal was standardized; tho powder is 
designated "P.a. F’lH Powdor, 113'1 It employs pyrocotton of 
12.6,’j nitrogen content ns a base instead of a blond of 
guncotton "nd pyrocotton 'is used in the original PNH 
powdor, KI. Tho constituents other than nitrocellulose 
also differ from those in the canposition of tho Ml powdor.



::avi".ih Ivo testa during the development of tho J .A, rliil 
powdor have shown it to bo subotantially equal to the 
original i*TJH powdor t’l in ballistic behavior flaahloss- 
ness and stability and to offer advantngos no regards 
volatility, quantity and nature of .-moke produced, ease 
of manufacture and cheapness of tho nitrocellulose. In 
addition the composition and method of manufacture is 
auch that tho stocks of Pyro powdor on hand can be ground 
and used instead of new nitrocellulose in making FNH 
powder for the War Reserve. As much of the Pyro powder 
is being salvaged because of deterioration, an extensive 
program of reworking this powder into the 1<NH powder 13 
now in progress.

It has boon pointed out that flashlessness has 
been obtained in some weapons by adding to the powder 
composition a certain amount of un inert colloiding agent 
which serves to cool the gases evolved upon combustion of 
the powder. The question may bo raised as to why this 
procedure is successful with some weapons but not with 
others. This question is answered by considering the 
differences among the various weapons with respect to tho 
factors which are involved in flash elimination. For 
example, the length of travel in the 155 ram Howitzer is 
about 11 inches less than in the 75 mm Gun, Model 1897, 
but the powder charge for the Howitzer is about 5-1/2 
times that of tho 75 mm Gun. Again the charge of powder 
employed in the 155 mm Gun is about 16 times as great as 
that for the 75 ram Gun, but the length of travel in the 
155 ma Gun is only slightly more than two times that of 
the 75, Since the peak pressure given by the powder charge 
in all weapons occurs well back toward the powder chamber, 
a -weapon with a greater length of travel allows for greater 
cooling of the gases before they reach the muzzle than 
does a weapon with shorter travel, assuming that other 
factors, such as weight of charge, arc equal. Therefore, 
if a given amount of cooling agent employed in a powder 
for tho 75 nn Gun eliminates flash, it does not follow 
necessarily that the stuno amount will produce the same 
effect in other weapons with widely different characteris
tics, such as weight of charge, length of powder chamber, 
length of travel, etc. It might appear practicable to 
overcome the difficulty by simply employing a larger amount 
of the cooling agent in powders for tho more difficult 
•weapons; this can be done within limits but thus far no 
cooling agent has been found -..hich can be added in unlimited 
amounts without rendering the powder objectionable from other 
standpoints. If used in excess, an objectionable amount of 
smoke is produced and in some ca%s tho ballistic power or 
potential of the powder is reduced to such-an extent by the 
inert cooling agent thmt sufficient powder cannot bo inserted 
in th., chanter to give th . proscribed velocity. It is to be



recognized that our present wonponn have been designed 
nnd prossuro and velocity roquiremonts established on tho 
basis of tho potential that could bo obtained with tho 
standard, straight nitrocellulose, smokeless powder. It 
Is now asked that tho additional requirements of flnshloos- 
nosa bo obtained without compromising with rospoct to smoko- 
lossnoss or ballistic characteristics. Whether this can bo 
dono is a question for future experimentation to answer,

There are other directions of attack on the 
problem than employing inert cooling agents in tho nitro
cellulose powder. An approciablo reduction in tho temperature 
of tho gasos at tho muzzle can bo obtained by employing a 
powder in a grain form which gives tho peak prossuro as far 
back toward tho breech ae possible. A powder grained in tho 
form of strips, flakes, or tubes gives degressive burning, 
has greater initial surface, and develops its maximum 
pressure earlier than tho multiporforated grain which gives 
progressive burning. Experiment has shewn that flashless- 
ncss is obtained with strip powders more readily than with 
the multiporforated typo of grains.

Another method of attack is to attempt to formu
late n composition vhich will give a lower percentage of 
inflammable gases than Is obtained with any of the nitro
cellulose powders used to date, or at least a lower per
centage of luminous gases. V/hilc no groat amount of work 
has boon done in this direction, powders without any cool
ing agent have been produced experimentally at Picatinny 
Arsenal, which gave a muzzle flame substantially non- 
luminous. Tho flame was much the same as a gas flame when 
combustion is complete. The possibility is also recognized 
of developing a composition which will yield only non in
flammable gases. A straight nitrocellulose powder upon 
combustion yields approximately 17.C$ CO, 48$ COg, 15$ IT, 
17$ HgO, 1.5$ H, and some Methane. Of these CO, CH^ and 
H are inflammable, while tho COg !T and H20 vapor are not. 
It would appear'that if the percentage of the last men
tioned gasos could bo increased and the inflammable gases 
reduced correspondingly, tho tendency to flash would bo 
reduced. Considerable study is being made at tho present 
time of the possibilities in this direction, for it is con
sidered probable after several years of development work 
that if a flashless powder is to be obtained for the more 
difficult weapons, such ns tho 155 mm Howitzer and Gun, 
a combination of the methods for reducing flash must bo 
employed. That is, tho effect of cooling agents, the ef
fect nf degressive grain form, and the effect of a reduc
tion in tho amount of inflammable or luminous gases must 
bo combined in ono powder to noct the severe conditions 
imposed on tho powder. Tho problem for the future is In
teresting, axtrcmoly difficult but not it --.ll hopeless of 
; 'du* i on.



ITIO!' in. PRO^LLEI’T PO'ZD Dg 

4. Thermochemistry of Prooellants

Thermochemistry Is concerned with the hsat effects and 
Internal energy changes accompanying chemical reactions. 
Chemical reactions which result in the liberation of heat are 
termed exothermic, while those which take place "ith the 
absorption of heat are termed endothermic.

The explosion of a propellent powder in a gun consists 
of a number of chemical reactions, the thermochemical summation 
of which is strongly exothermic. These reactions involve the 
decomposition of the ingredients of the propellant and the 
recombination of the chemical elements or compounds, with 
oxidation playing the most important role in these 
reconbinations.

Due to the movement of the projectile in the bore, these 
reactions take nl-ce in a varying volume; and due to the 
acceleration in the decomposition of the powder and the effect 
of the heat liberate'’ on the gases formed, they take place also 
under pressures 'Thioh vary even mo”e considerably. Because 
of these conditions and the fact that the gnses formed a~e 
discharged into th' itmosnhere, studies of the thermochemistry 
of prone]]ants as fired in guns have not be..n practicable, 
and the subject of interior ballistics must be studied from 
the viewpoint of reactions taking place under conditions of 
constant volume ow constant pressure . In practice, ex
perimentation is lone under conditions of constant volume- and 
values under constant nrcssuro arc calculated from constant
volume data.

The metric units of heat arc the caloric (cal.) and 
kilogram-calorie (kg.cal.). These are the quantities of heat 
required to raise the temperature of 1 gram and 1 kilogram of 
'water, respcctivi ly, from 15° to 16°C. These quantities arc 
0.017/p less than the corresponding mean caloric and mean 
kilogram-caloric which are 1/100 of the hear necessary to raise 
the temperature of 1 gram and 1 kilogram of water respectively 
from o° to 1CO°C. For purpose of comparison and conversion, 
the following relationships between calorit s and other energy 
units arc given:

1 caloric

' 4.5 ? m-1 o "i t s
1 ''r r' 'a J 0" i cs

4.182 x 1C ergs.
4.182 joules.
n.425 kilogram-meters.
4.182 volt-coulombs.

41.171 cubic cantim.e t< r-ntmosphvres
1i । en-n twosr-here 
1/^' Xe. ".1,



Heat of Combustion

If any combustible substance - fuel, explosive, organic 
chemical, etc. - be burned in a calorimetric bomb in the 
presence of an excess of oxygen, the heat liberated is termed 
the heat of combustion (H) and this is expressed in terms of 
calorics or Kg. cal, per gram-molecular weight of tho compound 
burned:

C / ..... . O2 = CO2 / 94,400 cal.
12g. 32g. 44g.

The heat of combustion of carbon to carbon dioxide is, there
fore, 94,400 cals, per gm.-mol. Similarly, vhen sufficient 
oxygen for complete oxidation is not available:

C / -Jo2 = CO / 26,100 cal.
12 16 28

and the heat of combustion of carbon to ca**bon monoxide is 
26,100 cals, per gm.-mol. Since the heat of formation cf any 
element is considered to be zero, the heats of formation of 
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide arc 94,400 and 26,1^0 cals.
ner gm.-mol. respectively. Fr»m this me can sc* that

CO 4 e°2 = C02 4 68,300 cals.
28 16 44

cals. 26,ino - 0 94,400

From this and the above it -/ill be seen that,, in a thermo
chemical reaction, the su"> of the heats of formation of the 
resultant compounds minus the heat liberated or absorbed is 
equal to the- sum of the heats of formation of the reactants.

As stated above, heats of combustion arc determined in a 
calorimetric bomb under conditions of constant volume. If tho 
combustion takes place under conditions of constant pressure, 
some of-the energy liberated by the reaction is utilized in dis
placing the air surrounding the reactants. The heat of com
bustion or reaction under conditions of constant pressure is, 
therefore, calculated by taking into consld*. mition the difference 
bo two'.-n the volume of gaseous products and that of the reactants. 
Since the moli.cular volumes occupied by solids or liquids are 
ncgl i." ibl«. as compared nth those of the gaseous products, the 
solids and liquids arc considered >o occupy no volume in making 
these calculations. As gaseous products arc always formed from 
solid explosives or fuels, the hv-» of .-embustion under constant 
pres'-ur. s al’- ys ].-sr th-n 'h t. at cnr<;tant volume:



Hv = Hp / nRT or Hp = Hv - nRT

”'hcre R Is the gas constant (1.P885 calorics at 2O°C.) 
n is the Increase in volunv in gram-moleculcs of car. 
T is the absolute temperature (273° / 2n° or 293°K - 29 °C.)

For each increase In volume by 1 gram-molecule of gas (22.4 
liters), the correction to be applied is, therefore, (1) 
(1.9885)(293) or 582.6 calorics.

An example of the derivation of the heat of combustion 
under constant presruro follows, v'ith o-dinitrobenzene as the 
substance burned:

C6H4(rO2)2 / 5O2 = 6CO2 / r2 / 2H2° / 704,800 cals.

solid gas gas gas liquid

From this equation it is seen that seven volumes of gas are 
formed, an increase of two gram-molecular volumes per gram- 
molecule of dinitrobenzene. Therefore

Hn = 704,800 - (2)(1.9885)(293)
*’ z 703,635

In connection with this calculation it should be noted 
that the heat of combustion at constant volume is always 
determined with liquid water as a product of combustion if 
hydrogen is present in the substance being burned. In cal
culating the heat of combustion under constant pressure, there
fore, any water formed must be considered as liquid and no 
correction for work done in overcoming atmospheric pressure 
by its formation as a gas need be made.

Explosions as Incomplete Combustions

T,ropcllants never contain sufficient oxygen to convert all 
carbon and hydrogen present to carbon dioxide and vster and never 
arc fi’-rd in guns under conditions in "hich sufficient atmospheric 
oxygen is supplied to cause complete oxidation of the carbon and 
hydrogen, Therefore,.-»hen a propellent oowdc’’ is fired (burned) 
in a gun or bomb, there is obtained a heat effect considerably 
less than tho heat of complete combust ion. This heat effect, 
termed the "heat of explosion”, vdll vary to some extent with 
tho conditions under which the powder charge is fired. It is 
expressed in Kg.cal.per kilogram of nowder. Similarly, because 
of th'., lack of sufficient oxygen for complete combustion, the 



quantities of gas and mtor formed are different than those 
formed by the complete combustion of the po’vder. The volume 
of gaseous products is expressed in terms of liters of gas per 
kilogram of povrter.

T/hen a charge of powder is exploded in a gun, the. heat 
liberated increases the temperature of the gaseous products 
enormously and very high pressures arc developed. Under these 
conditions, which exist during the brief interval during vhich 
the projectile is bring propelled from the gun, the water formed 
is in a gaseous condition and the products of explosion are in 
an undetermined state of chemical equilibrium. As the ballistic 
effect of the charge on the projectile is determined by the 
maximum pressure of the gaseous products of the charge and the 
rate of increase in pressure, the basic factors involved in the 
ballistic effect may be considered to be:

a, . Heat of explosion.
b, . Volume of products of explosion, 
c,. Maximum temperature of explosion, 
jd. Maximum p-tssure of explosion.

Each of these factors and its evaluation will be considered 
separately.

Heat of Explosion

If the empirical molecular formula of standard FI’H porder 
is calculated, the complete combustion of 1 Ka. in a bomb can 
bo r>.presented by the equation:

_4-

1 C25.417H 30.178 N9.O22°33.638’Z 15’142 °2^25.417 C02 / 15.089 HgO

451.5 kg.cal. 2399.4 Kg.cal. 1032.1 Kg.cal.

(llq.) / 4.511 / 2980 Kg.cal.

The heat of combustion, Hc was found by experiment to be- 2980 
Kg.Cal./kg. and the heat of formation, Hf, was calculated to be 
451.5 Kg.Cal./Kg. "/hen tho same nowder is exploded in a bomb 
with a charge density of 0,118 and no excess oxygen present, 
determination of the products of explosion and analysis of the 
gaseous products after cooling indicate that the1 fol loving 
reaction has taken place;



IT ^25,417^30.170^9.C2.2^33.638 —>7.318 COo / '1.7 CO / 

0.215 CH4 / 0.092 02H4 / 5.001 HgO (llq.) / 0.112 rii3 / 

9.306 H2 / 4.455 IJ2 / 754 Kg.Cal.

The heat of explosion under these condit ions. Q, vna found to 
he 754 Kg. Cal.

It ’.’'ill he noted that -'hen the heat of explosion, o, of 
a powder is determined by means of a bomb, the "rater formed is 
liquid. As this is gaseous at the instant of explosion and 
condensation to a liquid liberates additional heat, it is 
evident that the quantity of heat liberated at the instant of 
exolosion, Oj, should be less than that determined by means of 
a bomb. The heat of formation of liquid vrater is 68.4 Kg.Cal./ 
gram molecule, while that of gaseous -water is 57.825 Kg.Cal./ 
gm.mol. If the thermochemical balance of Equation II is 
corrected for this difference between the heats of formation 
of liquid and gaseous water, the heat of explosion at the 
instant of exnlosion, Qj_, is found to be 701,1 Kg.Cal,/Kg.

754.0 - (5.001) (68.4 - 57.825) = 701.1

This value may be considered to approximate the heat of ex
plosion ”^en fi”(:d in a gun much more closely than docs the 
value n determine^ directly.

As stated previously, the exnlocion of smokeless powder in 
a gun results in tho development of high temperature and 
pressure of the gases formed. As temperature and oressure arc 
recognized determinants in the establishment of equilibrium 
in gas reactions, it becomes necessary to consider any possible 
effects of high temperature and nn"ssurc on the reaction of 
explosion and therefore on the. heat of explosion as sho-mi by 
Equation III.

ill. ^25,-117^30.178^9.022^33.638 ^.3.318 C02 / 21.7 CO / 0.215 

CH4 4 0.092 C2H4 4 5.001 H.,0 (gas) / 0.112 lU, / 9.306 H2 / 

4.55 P2 4 7O1.1 Kg.Cal.

It has been found tint, under the conditions of high 
pressure present :n a gun, th<- dissociation of cither carbon 
dioxide or str am because of tho high temperature can play but 
little part in the explosive reactions involved; and the effects 
of dissociation can therefore be considered to be negligible.

-5-



It is to be noted that th* final products of '••'plosion of 
smokt less po’wlor includ ■ i nch of th* reactants in tho "wntc “-gas 
reaction"

CO., / H2 1-^ C0 d2°

the equilibrium of which has bet 
pressure conditions but to vary 
temperatu»,c above 12C0°C. "Zhen 
dioxide and. monoxide, hydrogen, 
shif^ in equilibrium from right 
ceases, the reaction "freezes", 
place without further change in 
the four reactants. It has bet* 
conditions (25° to 12"0°C.), the

•n found to be Ind* pendent of 
widely with c’ningt s in 
a gaseous mi^tur*? of carbon 
and water cools to 1POO°C. tho 
to left in the above reaction 
and subsequent cooling takes 
the relative proportions of 

i found that, under those 
. constant k in the equation

TV CO . HgO k
co2 . h2 

has a value of approximately 3.0. 
o At temperatures above 1200 0. the value of k changes 

rapidly with changes in temperature, at the maximum temperature 
developed by a propellent powder, the value of Jc is generally 
accepted as being approximate ly 7.0, but nay be as high as 14.0 
or even more. The higher values indicate the formation of 
greater relative proportions of CO and HgO. As any shift in 
the equilibrium of the products *f explosion with increased 
temnerature should affect the heat of explosion value of the 
powder, this must be taken into account.

Neglecting tho formation of small quantities of ammonia 
and hydrocarbons because of the instability of those at high 
temperatures, the reaction equilibrium involved at any 
temperature above 1200°C. can be calculated by means of the 
v/atc-r gas equation (TV). By utilizing the heat of formation 
of FNH powder calculated by Equation I, it is then practicable 
to calculate the heat liberated at the maximum temperature of 
explosion. If the value of the -rater-gas reaction constant is 
7.0, the following thermochemical equation is obtained:

VI c25.417H3n,178N9.C22/ °33.638 G0 / ".217 C02 /

Kg.Cal. 451.5 655.52 209.28

' 6,r.O4 H20 (gas) / 9."85 H;, / 4.511 Ng / 71". 5 Kg.Cal.

347.18



?”om thia It would appear that, Qmnx, tho quantity of 
heat liberated nt the maximum temperature of explosion 
(710.5 Kg.Cal,, is only 1.3^ greater than the value ni 
(701.1 Kg.Cal./Kg.) found by correcting tho value determined 
by means of a closed bomb for the condensation of water 
formed by the explosion. For purposes of comparing different 
propellent compositions, the use of the Qi values is there
fore considered to be sufficiently accurate for all practical 
purposes.

Volume of Products of Explosion

The volume of the gaseous products of explosion of 
smokeless pov<der is an important ch iracteristic since it is 
one of the primary factors determining the maximum temperature 
and pressure developed by explosion.

’’/hen standard FTH powder was exploded in a closed bomb nnd 
the products of explosion d termined, the volume of gaseous 
products, Vo, (reduced to standard temperiture and pressure) 
was found~~td be 879.n liters per kilogram of oo’vdcr. "’/hen the 
volume is calculated from Equation II,

11 C25.417H30.178K9.022°33.6?8-----8 CO2 21,7 C0 /

0.215 CH. / 0.092 CH. / 5.001 H„04 2 4 2 (liq) / 0.112 NH_ / 9.306 H_ v a

since one gram molecular weight of gas occupies 22.4 liters, 
the value obtained is 078.0 liters per kilogram of powder.

It will be noted that the vatcr formed and determined is 
in non-gasoeus form. As pointed out previously under the 
conditions prevailing in a gun at the instant of explosion, 
any water formed is in thu form of a gas. If a correction for 
the condensation of water formed is applied to the value 
determined,

879.0 / (5.0f>l)(22.4) _ 991.0

the volume of gases formed at the instant of col os ion. Vit is 
found to be 9Q1.0 liters per kilogram of powder.

If tfic shift in the equilibrium of tho products of 
explosion due to cooling after explosion is considered, as 
shown previously the reaction of explosion at the maximum 
temperature: dev. loped may be considered to be:



IV C28.41?H3<».178^.n220?S.633-->S!’-!: ™ 2-217 C02 Z

. 6."04 H20 (B’isJ / 9.085 llj / 4.511 „2

If the volume of the gaseous products uro calculated on this 
basis, the volume of gaseous preducts (reduced to standard 
temperature and pressure) at the maximum e--p" >sion temperature, 
vmax’ is found *0 be lnn8.4 liters per kilogram of povder.
This is only 1.7/5 greater than the value of Vi,

The calculation of V „ in this manner has been found to max
be unnecessary, it will be note-'’ that if the reaction 
representing the complete combustion of F"H povder is con
sidered to produce gaseous muter:

J’- C25.417H50.178!'9.«22°?3.,6’U2 °2 ^25-417 “2 /

15.^89 H20 (gas) / 4.511 N2

tho volume of the products of complete combustion (mater 
gaseous):

(22.41(25.417 / 15.089 / 4.511) = 1008.4 liters/fcg.

is exactly that of Vmax calculated from Equation IV. This 
relationship is duo to the fact that one gram-atom of carbon 
yields the same volume of either carbon dioxide or carbon 
monoxide and the conversion of one- gram-molecule of hydrogen 
to •.-rater involves no change in volume. Hence, the volume of 
gas (reduced io s.t.p) at the moment of explosion of smokeless 
povder, Vmx, is identleal v>ith that formed by the complete 
combustion of ,th_e porder. the m-ater formed being gaseous in 
each case. it therefore appears that if the composition of a 
povder is ‘ t_yi and this is expressed in terms of an empirical 
formula (g; -atoms of each element per kilogram of povder), 
it is not necessary to determine the gaseous products of ex
plosion in a calorimeter bomb: but that ?max can be calculated 
from the complete combustion reaction of the povder. This is 
express'd ns

vmnx = 22.4 — ) or n.2 (J? / H / 2C)

where H, and G are the number of gram-atoms of nitrogen, 
hydrogen, and carbon re snoot ivcly per kilogram cf povder.



ya ’■dnum_ T< mn< nttin of Ej,pl on I on

r’o m-. thod for determining tho maximum tennur'itum of an 
explosion has b n d> v< loped to dut« , nnd thin value must bi 
calculated from analytical, sn.cific hot, and h« -t of < 
plosion data.

Th' accuracy of values so calculat'd is impair; d by the 
fact that th-’ t-"n- ratu" s attained apnear,' in man- cas<e, to 
footed those for hich valid sn-cific h-.at data ar.. available.

The specific h at of a solid, liquid O'" gas may be 
d- fined as the quantity or K at lost or gained b” a unit weight 
of matter during a chanr.-: in t'-mpcratu”*- of 1- C. Hnrcv<-*, this 
value differ? some'hat at dlffv n:nt temp-’ matures. As an 
example, the amount of h-.at required to increase the temperature 
of 1 kg. of "-at- v from 15° to 16°C. diffe-s from that required 
to increase th t. mnernture- from 9* to 91°C. In deriving or 
anolying specific h<at data, thertfori , it is nec<ssary to 
kno’v the te.mni ratu” range involved and/or the mean specific 
heat value over that -angc. Sn-.cific heat values are r< pr< g>ntcd 
as

C = constant sp-cific h-at.

2CT1 to T - mean specific h-at over the t mat raturc range- 
12T to T .

Cmv = molecular hunt at constant volume (mol.'-'t.) (C).

Cmp x molecular he at at constant pressure (mol.v-t.) (C).

It can be shen that in the ease- of an ideal gas

or, th' difference b' t’.x<.r‘ the molar heat capacity of a gas at 
constant pressure and its molar hc-at capacity at constant volume 
is equal, per d- gre-. , to the gas constant 3, or 1.9885 calories.

Since- real gases arc not devoid of intramolecular forces, 
the specific and molecular hints -if the sc arc not constant, but 
increase •■•nth rnennse in tr^ne m. irt and pmseun . The 
follo’"ing molar heat vulu- s fo’ ” .rlous f'-.scs at constant 
nv,;-'-u"n-have hr-n d- terminnd:



Kolar Kent (small c-ilorlcs p-.r mol.-'t,)

*’2,02,C0, and !T0 6.5n / O.noiT

H2 6.50 / 0.0009m

H20 nnd H2S 6.81 - O,ooi9T / (2.22) (io“ )(t")
-6 oC02 and S02 7.00 / 0.OO71T -(1.86)(io )(T )

6 28.04 / 0.0007T / (5.1)(IO" )(T&)

’••here T - t-mneraturc in drgrr s absolute (°K).

Since Cj^p - Cpp. - R or a ~ 1*5885

the molar heats at constant volume- can he obtained by sub
tracting 1.9895 from the fl’-st term in each of the above 
equations.

The limitation in accuracy in the application *f these 
values lies in the extrapol- tion of data obtained belov 5000°X. 
nnd at moderate pressures.

An illustration of the application of the va}ue>1 un(i method 
fo” calculating the explosion tcmoc mature of a material follows. 
The material eel< etcd is glycol dinitr.ate, as this compound is 
oxygen-balanced and explodes "ith the same chemical products as 
thoso usually obtained by complete- combustion. Tho thermo
chemical equation rc-pr< senting this at constant volume is:

C2h4(T0?)2 = 2C02 / 2H20 (liq.) / K, / 268.22

67.38 Kg.cal. 198.8 Xg.cal. 136.8 Kg.cal. Kg.cal.

or under conditions of explosion:

G2H4<’-’03*2 = ?C02 / 2H2° / r2 / '-47*87 Kg.cal.

67.38 1«>8.8 115.65

From the- general rpecific heat equation

* = cv/(t2-t1)

''/here n is the quantity of heat sunnlied, 
r! is the ight of substance, heated. 
Tj is the initial t- .rape ruturr in °'\. 
Tr is tho fin-il t> mner'-turf in °'<fc



VC h’iVQ Tp Tr

- '■'! c dT or Q = r Cm„ dT 

\ ■ Tj

’••here ?’ is the number of gram-moleculcs hcat-.d.

Substituting Ln the second form the molar heats nt 
constant volum. , ••<.• hnvc

7
6 2 (5.0 / 0.00717 - 1.86 x 10~ 7 )d7

z 293 
T 6 2

/ 2 / (6.81 - 0.00197 / 2.22 x 10" T )dT

' 293

,-T
/ I (4-.50 / O.OOlTjdT

2^3
2 224-7,070 = 10(7-293) / 0.oq71(T -293 )

-6-3 3
- 3.72 x 10 (T -293 ) 

p p
/ 13.62(7-293)—°^^----- (T -293 )

-6 3 3/ 4.44 z 10 (T -293 )
3

/ 4.5(T-293) / °-e.?l.. (t2-2932)

3 t- 2 ,
247,070 = 0.0onnr)C24T / 0.f . 7"p / 28.127 - 6734.5

or, n<. gleet in;; 7'
/ .00577 / 28.127 - 255,804.5.

and 7 = -28.12 (28.12)2 / (4)(.QQ57)(255804.5)

2 x .0057 
„ o oor 7 = 4672 K. or 4400 C.

-11-



Thin In in ( ood ag-m *nv.nt ''1th a vniui of 42O9°C.t obtuiT'd by 
n dingra-rnntlc nithod, reported Ln the. 1 itirnturv-.

T f this method in applied to th- implosion of FHIl under 
condition*! of mnximum temrn rnturc dev, looment,

V(* C25.417II3O.178JT9.n22O33.63B 23,2 Go / ".217 COg

6.004 HrO (f.ns) / 9.085 Hg / 4.511 Hg / 710.5 Kg.Cal.

It is found that: j
r

710,500 = (25.417 / 4.511) J (4.5 O.COlT)dT 

' 293
,. T

/ 9.085 | (4.5 / 0.0009T)dT

' 293 
. T

. I -6 2
/ 6.004 j (6.81 - 0.0019T / 2.22 x 10 T )dT

293

Z 134.676 (T-293) / Qc0-29?28 (T^_2932) 

0 9
/ 40.883 (T-293) / 0.0081765 (^-293 )

/ 40.887 (T-293) - 8 »n114076 (<p2_ 293^) / 13.329 x 10 

(T"-2933)
*7 2

710,500 = 0.000004443 T' / 0.015548? / 216.446T - 64676.4 
2= 0.013348T / 216.446T - 64,676.4

775,176 = 0.013346^ / 216.446T

T = -216.446J (216.446)4, 7 (4) (n.013348) (775176) 
(2)(0.013348) 

o o
T = 3019 K. or 2746 C.

This value- may be considered acc.urnt>., inasmuch ns it is 
’••ithin the t-.mp< ruturv "’-nge fo* -.'hich the sp< cif ic hunt ”alut-s 
■.•’ere dc.t".mined.

I iI



Maximum Pressure of Explosion

The general p.iEi equation 
i
! PV = RT

. * -here P = Pressure
t

V = Volume

T = Timpcraturc in °K

R = Gas constant : 1.9885
I i

is a r< lationship dc’a. lope4 from the gaa lavs of Boyle and of 
Gay-Lussac which d'-scribcs the behavior of an ideal gas. It 
also de scribes the behavior of many real gases under pressures 

, up to 15<"> lbs. per sq.in. Tho deviations of real gases from
tho above equation -hen subjected to high pressures arc reduced 
if the equation is modified by taking into account the volume

i occupied by the- matte” of a gas.t^.
!

P(V- g ) = RT per mole.

If this cxnresr.ion is modified so as to apply to a gb-cn -eight 
। of gas instead of a gram-molecule, the equation becomes

P(V- oC ) - rT

and for any given weight, W,

p(y_v/oc) = ’.7rT

is a constant known as the "covolume" of the gas and is 
defined as the smallest volume to vhich a unit weight of the 
gas can be compressed under even an infinite pressure. 
Physically it coincides with the constant £ mentioned above, 
but is expressed in liters per kilogram instead of a ratio.

From exocrimental data it is found that

-"5:----- = 0.CC1
y vmax

where Vnnx is the volume, in liters at s.t.p. of one kilogram of 
gas. This relationship holds with fair accuracy for the gases 
formed by an explosion, so

- C.ffl V- max



llowovor, this equation dovn not take I n1 a cons I fl cm t ion t,h<.
"Io-id Inf density" of the exnl os I vc: 1. o., the ratio

'Vt, of explosive______ :_________________
’7t. of ’.’uter to fill explosion chamber

or £ = Jl_
V

••rhere ’.7 is the might of explosive in kilograms find V is the 
volume of the cvnlosion chamber In cubic d.'cim<tcrs (liters). 
Therefore

P = ____
(l-C/S )

In order to apply this equation-, it is necessary to determine 
T und r under conditions vhich define . In order to cal
culate r by the equation

103.33 vmaxr = —;------ it is necessary to determine Vmax directly,

nnd T is calculated by thf- method of integration described 
previously.

If this is applied to the calculation of the pressure 
developed by the explosion of 75 grams of glycol dinitrnte in 
a bomb having a capacity of 6on co., ••■e have

- 120Q— x 5 x 22.4 = 736.6 liters of gas per kg.
152,05 of explosive.

°<= vnax = 0.7366

/\ = 0.125

r = U-°Ar<1-T).(736.6). _ 278,8
273 <-'■

then P = ...
l-(n.7366)(0.125)

= 179,331 kg./sq.decimeter = 1793.31 kg./sq.cm.

- 25,506 1bs./sq.inch.

-14-



If tho ry t'lcvt tn *in. 11 nd to th- mlaul'it Lon of th*. pr.-!ifur<' 
'l-.velopi-I by i. <.il od Ln/ 75 gra^s of standard Ft’H powder in a 
’’onb having’ a capacity of 6''1'"' co,, -v have

V . =mnx
<- °.n°l Vnnj{ = 1.0084

A = 0.125

r = IIQ^'VHVWA). -381.66
273

then P = (of125B,381.68H30191
1-(1.0064)(0.125)

= 164,811 kg./sq.decimeter = 1648.11 kg,/ 
sq.cm.

= 23,441 lbs./sq.inch.

This value, derived without taking into consideration energy 
losses due to absorption of energy by th* calorimeter bomb, is 
somewhat higher than that actually obtained under the conditions 
outlined above.

Rate of Burning of Propellant

In gun firings, the initial loading d-nsity, , varies 
from 0.75 to 0.80, and if the above method is applied to cal
culating the maximum pressure developed by FFH powder, a value 
of 678,350 Ibs./sq.in. is obtained. However, no such pressure 
is developed in a gun be cause of losses of heat energy to the 
gun, the decrease of the effective mean loading density with the 
movement of the projectile through tho bow, and the control of 
the rate of increase in pressure by control of the rate of 
burning (explosion) of the propellant.

rJoro FIIH powder to undergo 
developed would be of the order 
it undergoes progressive burnin.' 
This rate of acceleration is so 
75 mm. Gun the 
its comelet ion 
order vo avoid 
to control the

detonation in a gun, the pressure 
calculntvd above. In.practice 
at a rapidly .accelerated rate.

great that in the case of the 
interval between the beginning of the burning and 
is only about n,012 second. Nevertheless, in 
the dcvr-1 opment of undue pressure, it is necessary 
rate of burning during this brief int-?rvnl.

Control of the burning rate and hence of the rate of 
pressure development is obtained by controlling the web-sisc of 
the individual powder grains. In this manner the accclcration



of the ntc of burning Is a function of the initial and ensuing 
specif io burning surfaces of the po"xler grain, it is also to 
bv noted that the granulation of a given propellant composition 
can affect to some degree the mean loading density before and 
during the exnloslon. So offcctl’a is this method of control 
that in the ease of FKH pov/dcr the maximum pressure developed 
by a standard charge in any "capon doos not excod <?8,noo lbs./ 
sq.inch.

Summary

'’•'hilc the thermochemistry of pronellants under gun-firing 
conditions remains an unexplored field because of the impractic
ability of measuring the characteristics "'hich arc of importance1, 
the study of those under the conditions established by firing in 
closed bombs has led to data and g<neralizations ••.•hich arc of 
value-.

As yet no mathematical relationship between tae thermo
chemical characteristics and ballistic energy of propellent 
pov’de-rs has been developed, chiefly because of the number of 
physical as mcll as thermochemical variables •’hich arc involved. 
It is believed, however, that such relationships are not im
possible to develop.

At present the data of the thermochemistry of propellants 
arc of value more in connection "’ith the development of nev- 
compositions than in the designing of po-ders to fit guns. It 
is the- accumulation and correlation of such data v-hich -.’ill 
eventually, it is believed, make possible the- development of a 
precis'- thermochemistry of intc-rior ballistics.
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SECTION III, PROPELLENT PO'/DERS

4A Calorimetric Measurements

As stated under "Thermochemistry of Propellants", the 
heat of explosion (Q), the heat of complete combustion (H), the 
volume of the gaseous products of explosion (Vo), and the water 
formed, are the fundamental characteristics of a propellant 
which determine the temperature and pressure developed when the 
procellant is oxnloded under fixe'3 physical conditions. - It..is 
vdth the methods employed for detewnininj; these values that 
this discussion is concerned.

Heat of Complete Combustion

’Thilo this quantity is of 1 ittlc.direct significance 
in the functioning of a proc Hunt, it is of considerable 
interest in connection with the development of oron<11<nt 
compositions. It is the- heat liberat'd when the composition 
is burned in the prc-si nee of an c-'cess of oxygen so that all 
of the carbon is converted into carbon dioxide, the hydrogen 
combining with oxygen to form water, and the. nitrogen is 
liberated as a gas. It is expressed either in small calorics 
nor gram or in kilocalories per kilogram ’(Kg.cal ./Kg.) of 
nowder, and r pr< s-nts the maximum energy output of the powder.

The heat of complete combustion (H) of a propellent 
nowder is determined by the procedure commonly used for 
determining the calorific value (heat of combustion) of coal 
as described in Technical ^aper Ko. 8 of the- U.S. Bureau of 
Mines, ’.’/hen applying this m< thod, an accurately weighed 
sample of about one gram of t’-e powder is burned in a small 
Emerson calorimetric bomb (capacity 386 cc.) under a pressure 
of 400 Ibs./sq.in. of oxygen. The rise in the temperature of 
the water in the calorimeter is d-termined by means of a 
Beckmann thermometer, a radiation correction being applied. 
Upon completion of the test, any nitric acid formed is determined 
by titration and a correction made for the hc-at given off by tho l’ 
formation of the- nitric acid. Since the formation of nitric 
acid is exothermic and the hc-at so liberated is measured with 
that liberated by combustion, the correction consists of subtract
ing the heat calculated as due to the formation of nitric acid from 
that observed ns liberat’d by combustion of the prop, llent 
p0”;d< r, Th-—oquinrrm'm-tr ubrf-r:! t'hji in P-'i-g,:,"l.



Hout of Expl on I on

The hc.it of explosion (Q) of «i propellent composition has 
been determined, up to 'larch 19*5, in a larger (capacity 632 co.) 
bomb calorimeter (?;ct Fig. 2) than that employed for determining 
the heat of complete combustion. Thin has the advantage that 
larger amounts of the composition can bo exploded, but has 
th-, disadvantage of difficult manipulation. It has recently 
been found possible, however, to use a much smaller bomb 
specially constructed for this 7/ork. This now small.bomb 
(made by Boas, Berlin) is now used for all such determinations.

Since the lan e bomb Is no longer available for calimetric 
measurements, us it is b' ing used for study of time-pressure 
relationships of smokeless powders, only the- procedure used 
in determining the heats of explosion with the- smaller or Boas 
bomb is described.

Small (.Boas) Calprim' trie Bomb.

The bomb and calorimeter arc sho"n in Figjgdfr-jud -44 x. 
The calorimete r assembly is the same as that used '."ith the 
Emerson bomb in determining the heat of complete combustion 
evcept th" t t’-'O brass adapters are used to hold, the bomb in 
an upright position in the calorimeter bucket. The bomb has 
a capacity of 13 cc. and the water equivalent, including the 
bomb, ealorimet-. r, and accessories, has been found, by the 
determination of the heating effect of a measured input of 
electrical energy, to be 2379 / 12 calorics/°C. (or grams).

In determining the- heat of explosion, 1.543 grams of the 
propellant is placed in the bomb, a portion of it being strung 
on a O'.OO5" diameter Platinum ignition wire suspended between 
the terminal on the end of the- insulated electrode and the 
grounded terminal on the closing plug. Care- is taken that the 
ignition wire doos not touch the ••/all of the bomb at any point 
other than the. terminal. By using 1.543 grams of the powder, 
a loading density is obtained of O.H87 grams/cc., "•hich is 
tiut density previously used in all calorimetric work "'ith the 
1nrge b omb,

With the two adapters in place in the- calorimeter bucket, 
distilled ••■Jter is add ,-d until the- combined weight of the vntc-r, 
cal orimeter bucket, and adupt< /s is 2809.04 grams. The water, 
bucket, and adapters a’f cooled until they have reached a 
temperature about one dcgre< lower than room temperature. How 
the te-mpcraturn of th' -at', r jacket of the calorimeter is 
adjusted until it is about one half n degree abo'*< room 
temperature.



The bomb In carefully cloned and thu trapped air allowed 
to drop to room pves'ure by opening tho needlo valvo. The 
valve Is closed and thu bomb pincud In the bucket v.hlch Is, 
In turn, lov?cred Into the calorimeter. The firing '-Ires are 
attached to the external terminals of the bomb, the calorimeter 
cover is put In place, and the stlrror motor started.

Tlic system is no'" stabilized thermally to the extent 
that the temperature of the -ntcr surrounding the bomb is 
Increasing nnd approaching that of tho room at a uniform rate, 
(See Fig.'S). The pronellant is no'" ignited by means of the 
electric ignition "'ire using a current of 1.8 amperes. The 
rise in temperature is determined by a Beckmann thermometer 
read from a distance by means of a telescope to eliminate 
errors due to body heat. After the sudden increase in 
temperature due to the exploded pomder (noted as tho "Heating 
Period” on Fig.3) the temperature again increases at a steady 
rate as before. The entire calorimeter is no-.” either at or 
very close to room temperature. ’Then plotted against time, 
the temperature measurements give a curve shorn in Fig.3.

The t-o rating periods determine the heat leakages, 
expressed in °C./min., during these periods and the average 
of these represent thu rate of gain throughout the experi
ment. "/hen this is applied to the time during "hich the 
heating effect -as observed, the necessary correction for 
temperature change due to leakage (t*) is obtained. If the 
corrected increase in temperature (t^-tg-t*) be multiplied by 
the ’miter equivalent and the resulting product divided by 
the "/eight of the po -dor charge, the value of the heat of 
explosion is obtained. It may be called cither gram-calories 
per gram or kilogram-calori< s per kilogram of po'der.

This method of calculation is applicable only 'hen the 
calorimeter jacket is at almost the same temperature ns that 
of the ■•ntcr in th' calorimeter bucket. The slight change in 
temperature of thi jacket during the test introduces an error, 
but this is reduced to a minimum by the design of the 
calorimeter and bomb, as the high ".ntcr equivalent value causes 
the rise in temperature to bo less than 1°G«

Volume of Gaseous Products of Explosion.

As stated above, -nt thi end of the calorimetric test, 
the bomb and its contents art practically at room temperature. 
The volume.- of the gaseous products of emission is d< termined 
by removing the b«amb from the- calorimeter, opening the needle 
wive, nnd nllo-nng the gas to pass into a calibrated



g.ns-holder. The atmospheric pressure and temperature arc noted 
and tho volume of gas measured is converted to that at O°C.
and 760 mm. of mercury pressure. This is expressed as liters 
of gas at standard temperature and pressure (s.t.p.) per 
kilogram of propellent po-der.

Gns Composition,

The density of the gas may be determined by means of 
• an Ed-ards Gas Density apparatus. A portion of the gas may bo 

analyzed by means of an U.S. Steel Corporation Gas Analytical 
apparatus, sho-n in Fig. 6. Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 
hydrogen, nitrogen, methane, ethylene, and oxygen arc det
ermined. These arc expressed in percentages by volume of the 
gaseous products.

Liquid °rMucts.

The "ater formed by the explosion and condensed by 
co ■'ling remains in the bomb after the removal of the- gaseous 
products. It h'Ids in solution any ammonia farmed by the 
explosion. These t"’o products are determined by again 
closing the bomb nnd carefully drying the outside. The bomb is 
then opened and both tho closing plug and the b'dy are placed 
in a vacuum desiccator in -hich has been placed a dish con
taining an accurately ••••eighed amount of dry calcium chloride, 
"'hen the bomb has lost all of its m.-isture, the calcium 
chloride- is again •■•cighod; the difference br.t-.cen the initial 
and final -lights represents the -atcr plus the ammonia. The 
ammonia may then be determined by the Khjeldhal distillation 
method. The -ntcr and ammonia values are calculated and ex
pressed in terms of grans per kilogram of propellant.

Tables.

Attached aro t"’O tables. Table I gives the thermo
chemical characteristics >f representative pyrocellulose and 
FNH propel'’ent po-ders determined by the foregoing methods. 
Table II gives <a list of thermochemical units and conversion 
factors.
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TABLE I

Thermochemical Ch• iractcr1nt1cs
of Smokeless Po-dcr.

FNH 
PovdcrOunnt tty

Pyrocellulose
Ponder

Heat of complete c ambus tion^.(.H) 
(Kg. cal./Kg.} 2614 2980

Heat of Explosion (Q) in 632 co.
Bomb. (Kg.en1./Kg.) 861.2 755.0

Heat of Explosion (0,) in 13 cc. 
Bomb. (Kg.cnl./Kg.) 872.0 761.0

Gaseous Products of Explosion.(V 
(Li tors/Kg.)

Q) 791.8 879.0

Water ’’reduced by Explosion. 
(Grams/Kg.) 106.7 90.10

Ammonia Produced by Explosion. 
(Grams/Kg.) 0.7 1.9

Analysis of Gaseous ’’reducts of Explosion:

% Carbon dioxide 14.83 8.39

$ Carb-'n monoxide 46.64 52.35

% Hydrogen 23.no 23.29

/o Nitrogen 14.83 15.02

/a Lie thane 0.31 0.39

/b Ethylene 0.13 0.06

/ Oxygen 0.26 0.50

TOT,, , 100.00 100.00



!

TABLE It

Thcmochemloal Unitn and 
Conversion Factor?.

1 gram-caloric (snail caloric) - Heit required t■> raise the 
temperature of 1 gram of -ater 
from 3.5°C. to 4.5°C.

1 Kilogram-caloric (large caloric) z 1,000 gram-calorics

1 Kilogram (Kg.) = 1,000 grams (gm.)
= 2.67923 pounds (lb.) 

1 Liter (L.) = 1,000 cubic centimeters (cc.) 
= 0.26418 U.S. Gallons

1 Kg.cal. = 1.163 '-att-h^urs
= 0.001163 Kilo’”att-h'urs (K.7.H. )
= 308.74 foot-pounds (ft.-lbs.)
= 4,186 joules (absolute)

1 British Thermal Unit (B.T.U.) = 0.0002930 K.7.H. 
= 0.00039292 H.P.
= 0.25198 Kg.cal.
= 251.98 gram-calorics
= 777.97 ft.-lbs.
= 1,054.8 joules (absolute)

-6-



SECTI01T III. MOPELLEMT rO\/DEra
5, Tho Colloiding of Nitrooollulosc.

From the timo of the discovery of nitro co Halo so in 1032 
and. the later realization of its technical importance, efforts 
woro made to control tho rato of burning of this powerful ex
plosive which left no tell tale smudge on the horizon, but 
in spite of compressing it, braiding it into ropes and adding 
metallic salts, no way of controlling the rate of combustion 
was found until about 1870, vhen the method of gelatinizing or 
colloiding nitrocellulose was applied •-this ‘ resulting in the 
production of a plastic suitable for military use.

How gelatinizing means conversion to a jelly, such as for 
instance, the warming of jello with rater, cooling and setting 
to a jelly. In order, hr.ever, to form the jelly, the material 
must be colloided and as a large amount of information about 
gelatinized nitrocellulose has been obtained, not from tho study 
of nitrocellulose itself but from the study of colloids; it is 
desirable to consider that is meant by colloids and colloiding.

If we take a clear solution of silver nitrate and warm it 
with a clear solution of tartaric acid, the mixed solution will 
become darker, cloudy, turbid and finally deposit a mirror of 
silver on the walls of the vessel. This is an illustration of 
the condensation of a molecular system. The individual silver 
molecules gradually agglomerate and coalesce to form individual 
particles, -.hich are too small to be seen but which are composed 
of groups of molecules. Thoso in turn coalesce to form still 
larger particles cniiposed of a still larger number of molecules 
of silver, iintil finally they become so large that they are 
visible. There has been a transition from a molecular dispersion, 
thru a colloidal dispersion to a coarse visible dispersion.

Tho principle involved is the aggregation of individual 
molecules into clusters to form larger and larger particles, 
which finally become so large that they are visible. The reverse 
process, for instance tho addition of a small a.nount of powdered 
gelatine to water, involves the dispersion of a coarse precipi
tate to finer and finer particles consisting of smeller and smaller 
groups of molecules, until finally they aro dispersed to invisible 
groups of molecules. Tho first step with the silver salt was a 
condensation, the second stop with gelatin ’.ns a dispersion process.

If cither the c/>ndensat bn or dispersion is stopped at an 
intermediate point, tho m.tarial is said to bo colloidally dis
persed or in colloidal solution and from the previous discussion, 
we hove present very small particles composed of clusters of 
molecules which may run into tho hundreds. Tho colloidal 
particles vary in size over a range, according to the degree of d ispo r s ion.

On theoretical grounds it cannot bo said ’..-hat degree of 
dispersion is characteristic of either mnlm-iilar solutions, 
collniaal a ->lut i-ins f,r turbid surpsnsi ns. On pra<:ti'..?.l 
grounds, hawc-.n.r, certain v'.lacs have been ;r.ed upon ai’ a 
b w;is for dr/ioi'wi. Ono 1 ini t r ;.-a-a nt a th :a. a rn.-f

!;b •' ........ Ji • 1. ? i , .] I,h . 1 : g,



tho lariat molecules and ions which in solution are still 
mnnnnnlooulnr. According to tho present anatom is to 
act tho approxinr.to limits of tho colloidal range at 5 mu, to 
200 mu. (1 mu « 1 millimicron-- 1/1,COO>OCO millimotor)

Colloids arc therefore materials which on {joint; into 
solution are dispersed to very small particles consisting of 
clusters of moleculesand vhon nitrocellulose is gelatinised, 
it is transformed from coars-o, large, visible particles to 
small, invisible colloidal particles.

1 a™QLS 0F 00LL01DI1IG.
Some sort of dispersion process is used far bringing 

nitronellulocc int 1 tho colloidal state. These processes 
are mechanical, chemical or electrical, single nr in combina
tion. Ilochanical by grinding or pulverizing, such as a 
colloidal suspension of cial in •nil; chemical by the use of 
solvents with or without tho use of heat and electrical energy as in 
the arcing of metal electrodes under nil or -..ater, tn produce 
a dispersion. The terminal 'gy connected ’.ith dispersion and 
condensation is shrun in Figure 1. ....

Tho line j lining mechanical :md chemical disintegration, 
at tho right side of tho diagram, is tho first lino of attack 
in ennneation with tho reduct inn vf nitjrcellulose tn tho 
colloidal condition. In other words, chemical disintegratinn 
by means of solvents is usually tnn clow because <-f tho formation 
of an impervious mass which resists tho further penetration of
solvent. Therefore, mechanical working is combined with chemical 
action, in order tn expose frosh permeable surfaces to the nation 
of tho solvent nr dispersing agent.

THE lECH/dTISI.I OF DISPERSION.

In the product ion nf a colloidal solution ■"•f nitrocellulose 
such o.s is used for lacquers, for viscosity measurements or for 
making thin films, a large amount of solvent is used and chemical 
dispersion ploys the largest part, while mechanical dispersion 
occupies the minor role, hut in the production of smokeless 
powder, a very much smaller amount of solvent i^ -3<i, the mater
ial is swollen but does not necessarily change its form and, there
fore, mechanical dispersion t o breakdown tho nitrocellulose 
eggrogntes to colloidal size, becomes of very great importance.

As a matter of fact, all of the colloiding is done mechani
cally, for the solvent instead of decreasing the size of tho 
nitrocellulose particles, increases them. They become soft and



swollen, according to the :wnunt nf solvent available nnd : ro 
thus put Into n condition vJwrc muoiwnicnl work done on them 
will reduce them in size. As an illut’tration, Figaro 2 shows 
tho behavior of highly nitrated nitrocellulose swollen in the 
presence of acetone vapor.

Although in the production of a colloidal solution or a 
colloidal plastic mass tho end product is the same, the steps 
vary somewhat in the two processes and for tho sake of clarity 
it will be convenient to consider first, tho formation of a 
colloidal solution of nitrocellulose.

Ao has boon pointed out by Dosmaroux^, at least throe 
distinct steps ore involved.

1st — Absorption and fixation of tho colloiding agent.
?2nd — Swelling with change in tho structure of the material.
3rd — Dispersion of th.; swollen material to the colloidal 

state.
ABSORPTION

2 very solid surface has an attraction for othor substances, 
solids, liquids, or gases. This attraction is greater in some 
eases than in others and to hide our ignorance, wo call it 
specific absorption. For instance, glass has a specific absorp
tive capacity for oil and nil will displace a film of water from 
tho surface of a clean glass plate, but water will not displace 
a film of oil from a similar glass plate. V.’here tho attraction is 
not confined tn tho surface, it is called absorption. For instance 
if a sp-nge is dipped into water, the latter penetrates in equal 
c'ncentrntion throughout the spmge. But if it is dipped into 
salt water, tho salt will not penetrate equally into all parts of 
tho sponge but tho solution at tho surface of the sponge will bo 
richer in salt than the solution within the sponge. This concen
tration of phase at tho surface is called awsnrption, ond it is 
with adsorption effects that we deal in colloiding nitrocellulose.

Ho\. obviously, the greater tho amount of surface for any given 
mass, tho greater the opportunity for adsorptive effects tn come 
into play. If ’0 taka a ubo of mat all ic nickel 1 cm. .••long'each 
edge, it has an orc?, of 6 eq, an. If this cube is subdivided into 
smaller and smaller >nibcs until thoy orc only onc-ten-thousandth 
of a millimeter, which is down in the c'llnidal range (0.000005- 
0.0002 mm), then tho surface is increased from' 6 sq. cm. to 
600,000 sq.cm, (about equal to tho size of the finer of a rom 
26 by 26 foot), '..ith this immense surface, oven tho tho moss of 
the mt,rial is sor.1.1, ..dsorptivo effects beenme very powerful. 
If the origina.l cube of ni<;kul was dropped into s^mc . arm a -tt-vi seed 
oil, and a current nf hydrxqan passed tliru it, there • -'aid h, it" 
visible effect. But if this same cube, subaicided ..s manti wied 
abivo, war pl..cod in t u_. ->11, the Iv.’dr- gon '.ould first bo •■•Isnrbcd 
on the ■.urf; <’-e of th.; ni ■’?.;! iri th n «>hJ.ly '.ith the
■>il t- . ;ive ..’"'lid fat r rblin.g lord. This r.sv.lt is >■>: in..d

r.sv.lt


simply by providing ;ji enormous aurf'.cc on v'hicsh adn-.rption ri;-.y 
niece.

If it la ussun-.d th.-.t nitrocellulos-. h^o a sn- cifio ■adsorp
tive- capacity fnr the ag- nts which colloid it, glance v.t tho 
diugr.'in (Figaro 3) shows why surface adsorption plays such an im
portant part. Tho cross hatch' d portion shows the sup-,rficl..l 
layer within which adsorption tak-s place .nd how the- surface 
propi rtlcs b< cone- of greater Inportanco as the rant ar i .1 pet
ioles lire reduced in size.

It is not surprising therefor- , as pointed out by \/..ru®» 
that when the Material is nt.ely all surface, int- rf ci.al 
phunoruna such as solubility, surface, tension, ndsorntlon, 
electrical potential < tc. b-ca;i«, f gr> wt-.r ir.iport.nc- th.ax 
r.v.ss rtlationshios.

Nitrocellulose b' ing finely divid' d .s well .s porous has 
• -. l-urg- int mal surface nn which ads oration r- . cticns nay t<-ko 
place. But adsorption is not -..ncugh. Nitroc-.llulns- will adsorb 
nrsny n.-:t rials, ’water, benzine, < th r, tc., without .Jiy fixation 
of th substance or chr.ng' in its -wn structure. On th other 
h nd if a. low nitrated nitrocellulose is . .git at id with mixtures■ 
of alcohol i;nd water ;aicl th. o -re nt .go of alcohol is constantly 
incri .s>.d, at son:.- fairly high cnnc« ntr.Jjion in ..Icohol there 
will be a ch.ng in th structur* of tho nitrocellulose. It will 
btgin to los : its fibrous structur- and start to swell.

Swelling is one way of det-, mining if a gclutinizar is being 
absorbed ;nd fix d. Ano th-r nor., .ccurat' w-.y is by p .rtiti-'n 
expi.rirv nts. If nitrocellulose is susp-.nded in chloroform, a 
known ;mount of benzene. added, the tiixtur-. shaken m : Unwed to 
stuid for srau tin- and then th st lution •uialyz- d f-r its 
benzene, content uid the nitrocellulose for its benz m content, 
it is pnssibl- to d;'.t'.rraine if th r- has b; * n a cone ntr .tion
of b-nze-n- in the nitroc- llul'3< . In this c .sc th- r is no
adsorption or fixation. But if nitro-b-nz- no is substituted for 
th? b . .-nz-lie und> r tho s.n-.- conditi'-ns, it is found th t ther-. is
nor< nitrobenzene in the nitroceliulos . th .n th. r. is in the
chlor of om. Th<.r-. has b-.- n ..n .akw i-ptinn .nil fixati-n b the 
nitrocellulose-. Ho\?cv-.r th-r-. vnulj not n- c..ss .rily hfr -.Jiy 
ch.cige in th. structur . of th-.- nitr'-c-llulosc. D>.srr.r'us 
'..’ho h.-.s r.c.d. ,i ny partition no- rin nts with nitrcglyc -l ;aid 
nitroglyc rin f-'unu th.t whil, . de-rati-n took pl..c-., it w -r. 
nc-c-ss J?y th .t c> rt .in ninir.uu. nount b- ..dsorb< d b_for<,. thoru 
w s .ny ch.-ng- in structur . Ho-.’ uis.v-rsini: or coll'.iding 
is a re icti-on involving consider :-l. ti::- .nd so th*, nitrocellu
lose n;.y b- 1.,-ft so-king in nir-turc of chloroform aid nitrob n?-ne, 
giving it a chance to sw> 11 a. little fm-, ..nd a putir i.i ,d« to 
inquir- -;hy nitroci llul<’... h ,c tl is .u<’s -rntiv- c .p . city f-r wh.t 
r call-(i cdl-'i-Jin.- er gelatinising ..g-nts..



They arc absorbed because thuy satisfy tho free valoncea 
of tho nitrocellulose. Consider Figure 4, which is on X ray 
diagram of a sodium chloride molecule. Tho sodium atoms arc 
represented by black rings and the chlorine atoms by white 
rings. It will bo noted that oach sodium atom is attached 
to six chlorine atoms and each chlorine atom, is attached to 
six sodium atoms, except at the surface. Those chlorine and 
sodium atoms -t tho surface ?.x*e unsatisfied or unsaturated or 
have free valences and if they have tho opportunity, they 
will combine with other atoms, in order to satisfy their free 
v.alencca. Now nitrocellulose has froc or residual or unsatis
fied valences, Apard® for Instance has shown that nitrocellulose 
forms definite compounds with both limo (CaO) and lead oxide. 
In dry nitrocellulose therufoi’o, there are froo valences avail
able for the formation of compounds with other materials.

With regard to the fixation of the colloiding agents, recent 
work h-'s shown that molecular compounds may be formed. Instead 
of atom combining with atom to form a molecule, such as sodium 
chloride, molecule combines with molecule to form an addition 
product like magnesium qxide with magnesium chloride, or litharge 
with glycerin Desm-roux6 working with substituted ureas, Katz7 
with camphor, Tomon.wri with cyclohexanone -.nd fenchone and 
Trogus^ with acetone, found that molecular compounds wore 
formed.

Thus tho colloiding of nitrocellulose involve.? a mixture 
of physical and chemical effects. Physical in adsorption and' 
chemical in the formation of compounds on a limited surface. 
The question toon irises, what happens with an aggregation of • 
surfaces, as in the case of a clump of nitrocellulose fibres.-

SWELLING OF NITROCELLULOSE.

Some information regarding the swelling of nitrocellulose, 
as the result of absorbing und fixing of a colloiding agent, 
mny be -veined from an inspection of the following picture of 
n nitre . 1lulose micelle. (Figure 5)

Each small rectangle represents a chain of 40-200 or more 
glucose units. These chain rectangles are united by primary
valences to form long molecules of high molecular weight,
(mac romo1a c ule s). A bundle of such long molecules, lying parallel
to each other ?.nd bound laterally by secondary valences, consti
tutes a micelle or particle. This 
Staudingur’s^ work is corroborated 
of X my diagrams^-1-•

conception derived from 
by recent interpretations



Thu chemical bonds \ru strong '.nd di'nstio \ction la required 
to bru-'k those bonds with formation of glucose, oxalic sold nnd 
other water solublu decomposition products. The primary valences 
aro woakor ''nd thoao arc the bonds which aro broken whon nitro- 
collulosu is given viscosity reduction truatmonts with wook acids, 
steam under pressure, ate. The long molecular chains aro broken 
down to shorter chains, so that a low viscosity cotton has shorter 
chain moluculus than a high viscosity cotton. Tho lateral second
ary valences, which bind tho macromolecules togothor .are still 
weaker nnd those are the bonds which nro affected by gelatinizing 
agents. This conception while rather dotnilod is necessary for an 
understanding of the action of a solvent, cthor-alcohol, acetone, 
etc., in gelatinizing tho nitrocellulose. In swelling the solvent 
penetrates between tho long chains (d in Figure 5) and especially 
between tho fringes at tho ends, (a in Fig. 5) Tho molecules of 
gelatinizing agent arc drawn into tho micelles by capillary forces 
and arc forced into tho interior. Aftor tho interstial spaces 
aro thus occupied, tho molecules begin to attach themselves to the 
outsido surfaces.

I

In Figure 5, the spaces between the molecular chains are 
imagined as filled with tho molecules of the colloiding agont. 
Tho two dimensional figures however, do not fully convey an idea 
as to the number and distribution of tho linked micelles. They 
aro bound togothor in three dimensions.

12According to McBain , the first stage in swelling is due to 
a forcing apart of tho parallel chains. Now nitrocellulose 
swollen with water regains nearly all of its original size and 
structure on drying, but nitrocellulose swollen in acetone vapor, 
as shown in Figure 2, does not regain its original size nnd 
structure oven after hunt has been applied to drive off the 
volotilc solvent. Apparently tho adsorption -.nd fixation of the 
colloiding agent results in a permanent ch '.ngc,. Whitby^ 3tates 
that molecules of the solvent associate themselves with molecules 
of nitrocellulose by means of residual valences, but this docs 
not have tho effect of breaking all of the original bonds of the 
nitrocellulose, but only a portion of them.. The unaffected bonds 
function permanently ns lattice bands, the others become free 
nnd arc ablv> to hold or release molecules of the solvent, according 
to surrounding conditions.

In Figure 6, there is shown the swelling of thin plates of 
nitrocellulose placed in glass cups and covered with solvent. The 
progressive change in shape and increase in volume is apparent.

DlSPLdSION

During the tine th t swelling is taking pl ce, two processes 
.arc working v'''inst each other. One is a tendency toward increase 
in size of the Aggregates as the nitrocellulose swells in contact 
with the solvent. Thu other process is a tendency toward decrease 
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in size of tho aggregates, no tho gelatinized material is dis
persed tn fino particle” which diffusa into tho main body of 
tho solvent* Swelling is tho first stage in tho process of 
solution for as soon as sli#it swelling starts, tho secondary 
valences botwoon tho primary valonco chains bocomo so weak, 
that tho chains, swollen and snlvatod, diffuse into tho solu
tion. Heat has an acax> lorat ing affect on both swelling and 
dispersion, but it has a retarding effect on adsorption.

Emm an inspection nf the picture presented by Figure 5, 
it may bo seen that tho bast point of attack by solvent is at 
tho ends of tho fringes. Tho primary valences at the ends of 
tho long chains are '’froo'* and tho secondary cross valences which 
hold tho chains together, arc likewise froo, but as solvent 
penetrates toward tho center from the ends, tho secondary 
valences arc less available as they are already engaged in hold
ing the primary chains in a bundle. Solvation and dispersion are 
thus retarded as the center of tho bundle is approached and 
mechanical agitation is ineffective in causing complete disruption of these secondary valences. Accordingly Kramar and Soars^, 
who have summarized a largo amount of experimental work in this 
field, present the following picture.

Tho solvent is adsorbed strongly at certain points of the 
structure, but at other points either between or within micelles, 
tho native, original coherence successfully resists tho solvating 
and dispersing action of tho solvent. As a consequence tho 
micelle fragments hang together forming a felt like or brush 
heap structure. Probably nnly in dilute solutions is the nitro
cellulose reduced to long single chain molecules (c in Fig. 5) 
with formation of a molecular solution. A skeleton structure 
caused by tho throe diaensional crossings of these chains is 
postulated. Although thoro arc minor divergencies in opinions 
as to tho actual typo of structure present, thoro is a very 
general agreement that there is a structure present in colloidal 
nitrocellulose solutions and that it is not homogeneous.

GELATINIZATION OF NITROCELLULOSE

In the formation of a colloidal solution it has been shown 
that three steps take place.- An absorption and fixation of the 
colloiding agent, a swelling with a change in structure of the 
nitrocellulose and a dispersion of the swollen material to the 
colloidal condition. This last step is accelerated by mechanical 
agitati on.

These three steps are likewise effective in the gelatinization 
of nitrocellulose for smokeless powder. The solvent, however, 
cannot be u dispersing agent because it is not used in sufficient 
amount to furnish a medium in which the adsorpt ion complex may be 
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dissolved or dispersed. Tho redact ion to tho colloidal state io 
accompliohod almost entirely by mechanical processes in tho 
macaroni proas, macorntor, blocking press and graining presa. In 
othor words, tho solvont swell's and softens tho nitrocellulose 
and then this softened material is reduced by pressing and screen
ing to tho colloidal state.

Figure 7 is a photograph of thin sections of processed mater
ial showing how tho dark undisparsed nitrocellulose lumps, which 
prevent the passage of transmitted light, aro reduced in size by 
successive screening and blocking, The colloidally dispersed 
particles are so fine in size that they cannot bo resolved into 
individual particles by tho microscope, hence they appear as the 
transparent areas. Tho incompletely dispersed material retards 
the passage of light and appears as a dark mass.

The nitrocellulose used in making smokeless powder is 
incompletely dispersed to the colloidal state. Especially in 
the curly stages of manufacture, before drying starts, a portion 
of tho material is in a transition state, no longer in its 
original condition and yet not dispersed to the colloidal state. 
This incompletely colloidod material, as indicated by the dark 
areas in Fig. 7, is a source of trouble in powder manufacture. 
The completely colloidod material having a greater surface for 
evaporation loses its volatile solvent faster than the ungelatin- 
ized lumps with a smaller surface, thus dry impermeable areas 
are formed which hinder tho passage of solvent coming from tho 
slower drying areas and difficulty is encountered in reducing 
the volatile solvent content to tho proper percentage,

There are a number of causes for lack of complete dispersion 
to tho colloidal state and tho fineness of the beaten nitrocellu
lose may bo considered first,

A - Fineness
Dispersion is a reaction which requires time? if therefore 

a definite time is set for xing the solvent and nitrocellulose, it is obvious that a finel;, 1 nten nitrocellulose will be more 
completely dispersed than a coarsely beaten sample, because in 
tho first case there is a larger amount of surface upon which the 
solvent has a chance to act. Figure 8 is a photograph by trans
mitted light, of powder grains made from coarse, medium and fine
ly boaton nitrocellulose and the lack of dispersion in the coarse 
material is very apparent.

Tho desirability of using finely beaten nitrocellulose 
appears so self-evident as to bo unworthy of discussion. However, 
it may be beaten too finely for satisfactory working, het beaten 
nitrocellulose is treated with alcohol in a dehydration press 
in order to remove water. If the material is too coarse it uoos 
not form a compact block in the press and the .alcohol channels



thru It without removing rill of tho water. On tho other hand 
if it is too fine it la compacted to ouch a dense block that 
again tho alcohol in seeking tho lino of least resistance, 
channcla thru tho block and portions of it aro bathed in 
alcohol while othor portions aro comparatively untouched. 
This incomplete dehydration of tho block upsets tho solvent 
ratio, so that instead of having present 2 parts of othor to 
1 part of alcohol to gelatinize tho block, thoro may be present 
2 parts of othor to 1/2 part of alcohol plus 1/2 part of water. 
This forms a solvent mixture which incompletely gelatinizes tho 
nitrocellulose and consequently in tho finished grains there 
will bo present a considerable amount of partially gelatinized 
nitrocellulose which hinders or prevents tho drying down to 
tho proper solvont content which in turn affects the ballistics 
of tho powder.

B - Solubility
Under solubility there aro encountered effects duo to tho 

presence of highly nitrated material which is not dispersed to 
tho colloidal condition by cthor-alcohol. It was to bo expected 
of course that as soon as it was found possible to make a satisfac
tory smokeless powdor by gelatinizing nitrocellulose with a 
volatile solvent, then efforts were directed toward making an 
improved smokeless powder. For instance a straight nitrocellu
lose powder is hygroscopic. It will absorb water if exposed to . 
a moist atmosphere, with consequent drop in ballistic values. 
This was overcome by the addition of water-proofing compounds 
in small amounts--camphor, dibutylphthalato, etc. substances
which not only had a dispersive action on nitrocellulose as well 
as a waterproofing action, but which remained in the powdor 
after the volatile solvent had been temoved. Thon the potential 
of the powder was increased by the addition of nitrated aromatic 
compounds which were water-proofing agents, wore non-volatile 
and also had a gelatinizing action. Again working along a 
different line, more highly nitrated nitrocellulose was used in 
order to increase tho potential of the powdor.

Tho old pyro powders and Picatinny FNII powder aro made from 
nitrocellulose containing 12.6$ nitrogen. Such nitrocellulose is 
dispersed to tho colloidal state by other-alcohol, but the duPont 
FNH powder is made from a blend of pyrocellulose and gun cotton, 
tho nitrogen content is 13.15$ and tho material is incompletely 
dispersed by othcr-alcohol to tho colloidal state.

This difficulty is overcome in two '..ays. First by the 
addition of non-volatile gelatinizing agents, the nitrated 
aromatic compounds such as dinitrotoluene etc., dibutylphthalate, 
triacetin etc., which not only make the powder mn-hygroscopic 
but also have a dispersing oca Lon on the highly nitrated cotton 
which is not dispersed by cther-alcohol.



Flyura 9 is a photograph of thin sections of powders made from a blended nitro co llulosa containing 13,15$ nitrogen, to 
which v;ero added increasing percentages of dinitrotoluone, Tho 
increase in dispersion with addition of incronsing amounts of 
dinitrotoluono is plainly apparent and in addition tho drying 
time of those powders was decreased from 154 days, for tho powder containing no DNT, to 41 days for tho powder containing 7$ DNT..

While other-alcohol doos not disperse highly nitrated nitro
cellulose, it has boon found that a dispersion of 12,nitro
cellulose in othor-alcohol has a softening and swelling effect 
on high nitrated notorial, so that with subsequent mechanical 
working, the high nitrated material is dispersed.

ofFigure 10 shows tho appearance/high nitrated nitrocellulose 
fibres mounted in various liquids and the swelling in a 5$ 
solution of 12.6$ nitrocellulose (called pyro— a contraction of 
’’pyrocellulose”), in ether-alcohol, as compared with the action 
of cthor-alcohol alone.

Powders have been made from this 13.15$ nitrogen blend 
nitrocellulose using only ethcr-alcohol as a solvent, but the 
mixing time and the amount of solvent required is greater than 
that used in tho normal factory process and so this swelling . 
of the guncotton by the pyro solution contributes only sli^itly 
to the dispersion effected in regular production. Host of tho 
work is done by the non-volatile gelatinizing agents.

Increasing the amount of dispersion nnt only improves the 
internal structure of the powder grains and shortens tho time 
of drying but also has an effect on the external appearance of 
tho powder. Figure 11 shows the effect of increasing tho amount 
of ethcr-alcohol soluble material in the blend from 30 to 42$ and 
tho greater smoothness of surface which accompanies this increase.

G - Viscosity
If nitrocellulose is dispersed in a mixture of ether and 

alcohol, a solution of definite viscosity is obtained; that is, 
if a portion of the solution is drawn up into a tube to a mark 
and thorf allowed to flow out while being timed, the time of 
out-flow is a measure of the resistance to friction of the 
particles in tho solution; which is called its viscosity. Again 
instead of allowing the solution to flow thru an orifice, a plummet 
or a ball may be allowed to drop thru the solution and the time of 
fall gives an indication of the viscosity of the solution. Now 
if the solvent is in contact with the nitrocellulose for a fixed 
period of time, then the thinner and less viscous the solution, 
tho more rapidly will solvent penetrate, swell and disperse the 
nitrocellulose and the greater the speed at which the dispersed 
particles will diffuse into tho solution and fresh solvent attack 
tho undisporsed material. If r. thick viscous solution is formed, 



then swelling is retarded and diffusion of colloidal particles 
into tho solution and approach of frosh solvent will likewise bo 
retarded. This applies not only to solutions but to tho nitro
cellulose dough extruded to form powdor grains. Other conditions 
being tho same ,-,nd with a definite time for mixing solvent nid 
nitrocellulose, thu higher tho viscosity of tho nitrocellulose 
tho greater tho amount partially nnd incompletely golantinizod 
at the finish of tho graining process. For this reason tho raw 
material used is hold within a viscosity range» in ardor that 
gelatinization mny bo as complete ns possible during tho manu
facturing process.

Figure 12 shows tho exterior appearance of powders made from 
nitrocellulose of 2 seconds and 17 seconds viscosity, in v?hich all 
other conditions were constant. The wrinkled appearance of tho 
17 seconds viscosity material is quite apparent and it is to bo 
noted that high viscosity material nnd highly nitrated insoluble 
material act in the same way. Both ore very slowly acted on by 
tho solvent, both give solutions of high viscosity nnd usually 
dispersion is not complete.

A nitrocellulose solution of definite viscosity at room 
temperature, if heated to 50° „nd then cooled to room temperature, 
will not regain its original viscosity owing to changes in tho 
size of the particles, changes in aggregation or clumping to
gether of tho particles and changes in the amount of associated 
solvent ns a result of hooting. Equilibrium is' re ched vory 
slowly in nitrocellulose solutions md McBain10 with
2% solution of nitrocellulose in other-alcohol, has recorded 
that 14 days at 50° wore necessary before a final stable value 
for viscosity w .s obtained.

It is obvious therefore that if this much time is required 
for a thin solution, then when equal parts of solvent ■'.nd nitro
cellulose arc mixed for only one hour, as in smokeless powdor 
manufacture, equilibrium is not reached and gelatinization, 
dispersion, aggregation etc., is taking place all during the 
manufacturing process 'nd continues oven <nf tv tho grains have 
been dried and packed.

Tho lowest nitr-.ted nitrocelluloses arc soluble in or dispersed 
by alcohol. At 12.2-12.6/1' nitrogen they aro insoluble in alcohol 
and a mixture of other end -alcohol is required, so that there is a 
more or less empirical rule that tho higher the nitrogen content 
the greater the rati? of other to alcohol in the solvent.- Just why 
this is so is not known for there is no satisfactory theory to 
explain the octi >n of ethei’ and '-.lc .’hoi on nitrocellulose . ■ There is 
h-mover on "optimum" rati.? >f other t? alcohol for any given
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nitrocelluloso, which offocts tho moat rapid disporoion, 
gives a solution of minii.ium viscosity and forms tho most 
plastic dou$i.

Tho effect of varying tho ratio, of othor to alcohol 
with a 12.6/j nitrngon nitrocolluloso io shown, in Figaro 13, 
Thio io r. record, of tho viscooity of a aolutinn of pyro, 
in which tho rati a of other tn alcohol in gradually increased. 
Tho viscosity riscc from u minimum. at tho left oido of tho 
diagram, with a largo percentage of alcohol. It approanics 
tho maximum and then declines as tho aimunt of othor is 
increased. Superimposed on tho dark viscosity area are 
photomicrographs of films, made from those solutions of vary
ing viscosity. With increase in tho ratio of othor, there is 
an accompanying increase in dispersing the white spots in 
this case representing undisporsed nitrocolluloso. This 
figure corresponds to tho operation in tho mixer and subsequent 
stops, the ether being added to the nitrocolluloso which 
already enntains tho full amount of alcohol. V.'ork on tho 
dough is thus accompanied by an increase in dispersion with 
a rise and fall in viscosity.

As tho percentage of nitrocolluloso is increased, in 
going from a 4$ solution up to tho plastic doughs used for 
powdor manufacture, a furuher effect with regard to minimum 
viscosity is encountered, This is shown in Figure 14, in 
which in addition to tho volatile solvent there is present 
a non-volatile gelatinizing agent. Hero it is shown that 
as tho concentration of nitrocolluloso is increased tho 
minimum viscosity range changes frn a rounded curve to a 
sharply defined point and any departure from the optimum 
ratio of othor to alcohol results in the formation of a 
solution containing swollen part ides — incoriplctely dis
persed aggregates — which increase tho viscosity of tho 
solution as a whole, How since minimum viscosity is 
associated with mast complete dispersion, this means that 
with two powdor doughs, nno of which contains athor-alc.nhol 
in tho optimum ratio and in tho othor tho ratio is slightly 
off; the graining pressure will be higher, tho rate of 
extrusion lower tho appearance of tho grains loss satis
factory and tho rate of drying lower in tho see md case 
than in tho first. All of those effects are tied up with 
cor.plctonoss of dispersion.

At least one type of unsatisf r.<vt ory powder surface has boon 
definitely linked t-' variations in tho viscosity of tho raw 
nitrocellulose. Reference has been made to tho time of fall 
of a. ball thru a nitrocellulose solution, as an index of its 
viscosity, the material being referred to us 7 second nr 13 
sec.-'nd etc., viscosity nitrocellulose. This time, however, is 
a rcsultn.nt; that is, materials of both high and low viscosity 
a.re present and what is measured is the average viscosity of 
th;- v:h'le s ; 1. .



Long and. short chainod. colluloso molecules are formed 
luring tho growth of tho fibre, nitration affects various 
parts of tho fibre in different ways and. the solvent action 
on tho nitrated, colluloso is not uniform. In fact Craik 
and Hiles 16 from viscosity fractionation experiments on 
nitrocellulose havo arrived, at tho conclusion that nitro
cellulose is not a mixture of a limited, number of components 
of varying viscosity but a continuously varying series ex
tending from short chains of a low viscosity to long chains 
with a. high viscosity.

How this viscosity variation in the raw material has on 
important effect on the characteristics of the extruded pow
der, In that the low viscosity material tends to flow 
faster through tho die than docs the high viscosity nitrocellulose. 
In snr.» cases when high graining pressures are used to stop up 
production or a low viscosity blend is mixed high vis
cosity blend in order to produce a blond of interxiiato vis
cosity, hairy grains arc produced.

Figure 15 shows the variation in the type of grains formed 
under these conditions. They vary from grains with long adher
ing hairs to a grain with a drawn surface, to one with fine 
hairs, to a smooth normal grain. Figure 16.is a diagram illus- 
strating what has probably taken place in the case of tho grain 
with longhairs. Segregated lumps of well gelatinized material 
with a low viscosity orc compressed by the graining pressure, 
When tho pressure is released at tho mouth of the die, they 
squirt in tho line of least resistance through the material of 
hi^ior viscosity.

D- The Effect of Heat on Gelatinization
If no further effect intervened, tho viscosity of tho raw 

materials would show some direct relationship to tho viscosity 
of tho material being extruded. However, in actual practice 
no such relationship exists because of tho development of 
various amounts of heat 'with different rates of extrusion 
and the effect on the nitrocellulose dough of this hoat 
treatment.

In the daily production of po..-dor sometimes three presses 
are usod and sometimes only two, Uhen two are used tho rate 
of extrusion is increased in order to keep up production, 
friction in tho dies is increased and the temperature rises. 
Again, the higher the v ism is it.y of the dough with a given rate 
of extrusion, the greater is tho heat evolved through iricti'n. 
Furthermore with the larger sizes, such as 14" grains, a single 
>lie is used and -onI;.' one cord issues frem tho press with a 



ninlmura of friction. With the smaller cnlibi’uo multiple dies ire 
used being fastened tn the front of tho press as indicated in 
Figure 17 ?nd nt present as many as 30 cords of 75 m,n. powder 
:.ny be extruded simultaneously from tho press. Temperature 
no isurcmonts at points 1 and g have shown tho material in tho 
die to bo at 60°C at 1 and 40 C at 7, with varying temperatures 
in between.

Those high temperatures have a number of distinct effects 
on tho nitrocellulose dough. First, tho viscosity of a high 
viscosity dough is reduced to a greater extent than tho viscosity 
of n lav; viscosity dough, by elevation in temperature. Secondly, 
gelatinization is increased by elevation in temperature. Davis17 
has pointed out that gol'tinization with non-volatile golatinizors 
is increased in many c-ses, by hooting tho nitrocellulose with 
the gelatinizing agent, oven after the volatile solvent has boon 
driven out. On the other hand heat tends to break up the molecular 
compounds formed between nitrocellulose and gelatinizing agent, 
drives out the volatile solvent, cooks the surface Of the extruded 
cord and tends to make a rough surfaced, slow drying cord.

Using the cups and flat plates of nitrocellulose shown in 
Figure 6, it has been found possible to measure tho relative 
effectiveness of various gelatinizing agents, as shown- by tho in
crease in weight of tho nitrocellulose. A diagram of tho relative 
values of various gelatinizing agents dissolved in cthcr-alcohol 
and acting on a 13.150 nitrogen blend of nitrocellulose is shown 
ii) Jliguro 18. However those do tormina t ions v/crc made at room 
temperature and their value is questionable since tho nitrated 
aromatic compounds in particular have an increased value at 
elevated temperatures, and apparently exert considerable of their 
gelatinizing action in tho graining press, during solvent recovery 
and in the drying stages of the manufacturing process.

Finally hoot has a very important effect on the plasticity 
of the nitrocellulose dough. A material which is capable of 
being deformed under pressure and retains this def armr. tion after 
the pressure has been released, is said to be plastic. If there is 
a tendency to revert to tho original form when the pressure 
has boon rclcivud, then the material is said to be elastic. 
A golf or billiard b ,11 when struck is temporarily flattened 
and than reverts to its original spherical fori:. There is 
an clastic recovery and this elastic recovery is objection
able in powder mnnuf :cturc. With some solvents it has been 
found that the cord issuing fr ui the die, will expand in 
size and become much larger than the original die diameter.
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After drying such gr-.;ins d> n't have thu pr-por web dimonsins. 
In other cia-m thu purf ?r-.ti ms bee-me conical ah?.pud and it
becomes impossible t.> determine their true diameter.

This manifestoti'n of elasticity in a plastic material is 
-’.ccontuntud by ho'.t, in that with si r.; extrusion o s itisf.'.ct iry 
c^rd r.iny bo pr)ducod but with rapid oxtrusi >n, which is accom
panied by a rise in temperature, thu swelling phenonanonn 
characteristic of clastic recovery, is encountered.

Thu reason far this failure to retain a deforced shape when 
pressure is released is net definitly known, :..uthods for ..ic '.sur- 
ing it have not been worked out and it is a very live problem in 
powder manufacture. However there is sxa information av'liable 
to indicate- the direction in which work must be carried out.

Figure 19 is a di.r->.".'showing tho effect on viscosity of 
nitrocellulose dispered in various mixtures .-f acetone and water. 
As pointed out by Richfield10 this work shows that acet >no contain
ing •■'.bout 8$ of wntur is tho "optimum” solvent for this particular 
nitrocellulose. In addition it is known that during tho last war, 
tho Hercules Co. manufactured "cordite” a nitroglycurin-nitrocollulose 
powder which was gelatinized with neotone. Cunsidoraole trouble was 
encountered with swelling of the powder cord ns it issued from 
thu die and not until acetono-wntcr mixtures were used was the 
swelling overcome. Tho inference is therefore, that they were 
working nmr the botto.. of the curve (Fig. 19) with their acotono- 
wat^r mixtures, when satisfactory powders wore produced and either 
on tim left hand or right hand portions of the curve, when swelling 
powders './ere produced.

Now it has been shown by scvur-'l workers that no matter 
what the composition of the ncctenc-w-tcr or cthur-alcohol 
mixtures, the nitrocellulose aggregates tend to absorb .?. 
mixture containing tho optimum ratio, which will give the 
lowest viscosity. For example then, if the acetone-water 
mixture contains less water then thu optimum, the nitrocellu
lose age.rugatcS will be surrounded by a liquid mixtui’c differ
ing in composition from that of thu bulk of thu solvent. 
Again with excessive water in thu mixture, the absorbed solvent 
will be richer in acet mu than the remaining solvent. In each 
case the surrounding unbalance.! solvent, will t..nl to throw put 
of solution the nitrocellulose already dispersed in tho optimum 
solvent. This will result in the formation of a thicker 
solution wit?, a higher viscosity. This is the effect noticed 
in coll.idiwl solutions and in thu case of plastic doughs, 
a curtain amount of elasticity characteristic of the original 
nitrocellulose, ./ill be imported.to the dough with resulting 
swelling.

i



Thia development of elasticity la increased by heat, 
Byron has shown that alcohol at -70°C. will disperse 
nitrocellulose to a clear solution, which becomes o. cloudy 
turbid solution at 0° r«nd sets to a thick jolly nt room 
temperature. Again it has been reported that equal 
parts of ethyl acetate and benzene will gelatinize nitro
cellulose at room tcr.p erat uro but if tho solution is warmed 
to 40n it sots to a jolly. In each caso tho precipitating 
effect of the non-optimum portion of tho solvent, is accentu
ated by the rise in temperature. Finally V/hitby 21 has 
pointed out that tho development of elasticity with rise in 
temperature is not confined to nitrocellulose but is a 
general property of material in tho colloidal state. In 
addition ho states that many of tho added non-volntilo 
gelatinizing agents have an olastifying action.

This last phenomenon of elasticity lias been encountered 
in Fxli mixtures which were compressed into a cylindrical 
block rather rapidly. When tho pressure was released., tho 
upper surface of the block took on a decided curvature.. This 
is an. elastic recovery in connection with the use of a non
volatile gelatinizing agent, for it did not occur when tho non
volatile gelatinizing agents wore absent. In addition it has 
been found that pyro sarplcs sometimes contain material which 
is insoluble or not dispersed by ethor-alcohol. In their 
silutionsthis material settles out as a sandy precipitate,. I 
If, however, a non-volatile gelatinizing agent is added, this 
sandy material is swollen to lenticular grains which, oven 
with long continued agitation, arc very slowly dispersed to 
invisible particles. In a dough it is possible that this 
material which is swollen by the non-volatile gelatinizing 
agent, is responsible for tho swelling of the cord on issuing 
from the die and for the difficulty sometimes encountered in 
welding into a homogeneous whole tho small individual cords 
passing thru the pin plate, which constitute the extruded 
cord.

Another unsolved problem in connection with heat effects 
is the "picking" of the surface of the extruded cord, when 
extrusion is rapid rnd much frictional heat is developed. Figure 20 g^owa the type of surface encountered in the powder 
grains, which because of the large amount of rough surface 
exposed, dry in an unsatisfactory rjannor.' For some reason tho 
surface of tho card is sticky and when sufficient hunt is 
evolved, there is an adhesion between the metal surface of tho 
cord, so that the surface is raised and t^rn.
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AGI1IG OF COLLOIDAL IIITROCELLULOSE.
Smolwloss powders tend to become brittle with ego and thia 

brittleness la highly objectionable for such grains may break 
into fine fragment a within tho gun and dovolop proaauroa suffi- 
ciont to burst tho barrol. In tho old pyro powders, brittleness 
was ascribed to tho loss of tho residual solvent, with a gradual 
breakdown in tho colloid structure. But a clearor picture is 
afforded by tho bchftrlor of tho F1IH powders which contain a 
minimum of solvent.

Brittleness is an aging phenomenon which is not specific for 
smokeless powder. Any material which is dispersed to tho colloid
al state is in an unstable condition. A slow and continuous trans
formation tends to take place with agglomeration of particles 
along crystal axes. Old cakes of soap for instance have shown 
conical forms, globulites arranged in beadliko strings, globulites 
arranged in spherical clusters etc., showing a partial attempt at 
crystallization. Colloidal sulfur in vulcanized rubber, in time 
will migrate to tho surface and appear as a bloom. Freshly 
precipitated iron.hydroxide which is soluble in hydrochloric acid, 
if kept in cont-act with water over a period of years, agglomerates 
with change in color and becomes insoluble in acid, Evon such 
materials as the synthetic resins, which contain little nr no 
volatile solvent undergo this effect of polymerization, agglo
meration and aggregation. This results in a diminution of tho 
surface which is available for adsorption. Decreasing surface 
means decreased ability to bind solvent, oven those which are 
very slightly volatile. Old ago is, therefore, connected with 
the formation of colloidal aggregates of increasing size, With 
nitrocellulose products the same process takes place. First, 
an agglomeration, and second a loss in solvent because of the 
decrease in surface. In addition tho agglomeration results in 
tho formation of strains and tho development of brittleness. 
This is very marked in motion picture films and no way has yet 
boon found to entirely stop tho process, Tho viscosity of tho 
medium in which the particles have to move is apparently not a 
factor, as in the ca.sc of hard rubber and the synthetic resins, 
Lhat little success has been attained has been due to the incor
poration of oily materials such as the glycerides of tho fr.tty 
acids. Being onorientated themselves, they apparently do not 
facilitate tho arrangement along crystal linos of materials 
which are dispersed in them.

•
From this survey it may be scon, therefore, that although 

tho colloiding of nitrocellulose with volatile solvents was a 
forward step, there is still much to be done with the non
volatile solvents which in addition to dispersing the nitro
cellulose, must bo of aid in increasing the uniformity of 
structure, aid in the development of plasticity during extrusion 
at high temperatures, act as waterproofing agents, and as flash 
reducing agents when the powder is fired in tho gun and finally 
■?.ss 1st in retarding tho development of brittleness with passage 
o I t ij.ie , ..37..
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•3. The Ctabilit; of Niti'ocolluloso 
and Pro polio nt Powders.

Tho propellant first used in ammunition was 
black powder of approximately tho same composition 
now used in fuses. Consisting of non-roactivo char
coal, sulphur, and potassium nitrate, the stability 
of black powder was nevo< a matter to warrant sorious 
consideration; and it was not'until the introduction 
of a new type of propellent composition that the sta
bility of such compositions became important.

In 184b Schonbein introduced tho use of nitra
ted cellulose ("guncotton") as an explosive.!. Attempts 
in Austria-Hungary to reduce black powder with this 
in artillery ammunition led to disastrous results be
cause the necessity and technique of nurifying gun
cotton were unknown and because the use of the fibrous 
material caused some detonations to take place instead 
of progressive burning. The failure to remove all free 
acid after nitration and the non-unifonuity of nitration 
caused guncotton to decomnose on storage, undergo spon
taneous ignition, etc., and the apparent low stability 
of the material was a factor in determining the abandon
ment of its use for military purposes by 186b.

The work of Sir Frederick Abel in England led 
to the pi'oduction of guncotton satisfactory for use in 
blasting explosives,_2 and this was the basis of the devel
opment of the Schultze and 2.C. shotgun powders. The 
powders were made fro:.: fibrous guncotton, and burned too 
rapidly to permit their use in riflec. arms. It was not 
until 1836 that Vie lie brought about the control of den
sity and burning surface, and hence burning rate, by 
colloiding (gelatinizing) nitrated cellulose. This he 
accomplished by treatment with an ether-alcohol mixture, 
rolling the paste into sheets, cutting these into small 
squares, and drying.b This marked the real beginning 
of the manufacture of so-called smokeless powder, the 
modern propellent composition. At the sama time Nobel 
developed ballistite and cordite, 4 smokeless powders 
consisting of mixtures of nitrated cellulose with nitro
glycerine, which are representative of the type of powders 
known as double bane powders.

Since that time the stability of smokeloss 
powder has bean a matter of major concern in connection 



wi th thoir u.ui Ln military or naval ammunition. Althou/'h 
manufactured an carefully an possible from purified ma
terials, it was noted that smokoloss powders underwent 
decomposition and deterioration when subjected to adverse 
conditions with respect to moisture and temperature. In 
somo cases this resulted in tho spontaneous ignition of 
powdor stored in bulk under adverse conditions. As thu 
use of deteriorated powdor was found to result in non- 
uniform and impaired ballistic values when used in ammuni
tion, it was found nocassai-y to establish a system of sur
veillance for all powders in storage in bulk, in assembled 
charges, or in ammunition so that the condition of any 
particular lot of powder might be known and deteriorated 
lots might bo disposed of in a manner dependent upon 
the degree of deterioration (instability) of the lot.

The surveillance system now in force is the result of 
a gradual development based on experience and experiment 
and is as follows: When a newly-manufactured lot of powder 
is accepted after being tested, a 10-pound master sample 
is set aside for surveillance tests at Picatinny Arsenal. 
Detailed descriptions of the tests will ba given later. A 
65.5°C Surveillance Test is started, and when this is com
pleted a new tost is begun if thu results of the first test 
indicates the sample to ba of satisfactory stability!. If 
the powder evolves red fumes in this test in 90 days or 
less, it is considered to be of impaired stability; while 
such a result in 20 days or less is taken to represent a 
condition of definite instability of the powder. Whan the 
sample is shown to be of unsatisfactory stability by a 
test result of 20 days or less, it is destroyed and a naw 
sample is obtained from service storage if any of the lot 
of powder remains in storage in bulk or in assembled charges.

A lot of smokeless powder may be stored at several 
establishments in bulk, in assembled charges, or in ammuni
tion. The surveillance inspector attached to each establish
ment subjects the portions of each lot stored in bulk or 
propellent chargos to annual N/1O Methyl Violet Paper Tests 
and, if the powdor is of the FNH -nd NH type and is more 
than 5 years old, to annual G5.5°C Surveillance Tests. If 
the powder is in fixed or semi-fixed ammunition, it is sub- f 
jectud to annual inspection for tho presence of deteriorated 
grains; and if it is of the FNH and NH type and is more 
than 5 years old, the powdor is also subjected annually to 
tho 65.5°C Surveillance Test.

A consideration of the stability of smokoloss powder 
must take into consideration the stability of oach of 
tho ingredients usod in the manufacture of powdor and 
of any effects of react ions butwu-n these ingredients 



which mlg.ht affect t!io :•> Cab i 1 i ty of tho composition 
as a whole. Accordingly, tho characteristics of tho 
most important ingredients now in use will bo discuss
ed before consideration is given to tho stability of 
smokeless oowders bo such.

Nitrocellulose

The product obtained by treating cellulose with 
a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids is termed ni
trocellulose, although it is a mixture of cellulose 
nitrates and not a mixture of nitro derivatives:

A
Tho nitration of 

in definite molecular 

3xHN0b->{cGH702(N05)^j / 3xH20

cellulose does not take place 
stages, and it is possible to

aroduco nitrocellulose having nitrogen contents vary
ing from 7/’ to 13,40/. Tho throe classes of nitro
cellulose in general use are:

Pyroxylin 10.7 0.b/ Nitrogen
Pyrocellulose 12.6-^0.1/ ’’
Guncotton 13.25-^ 0.1/ "

Pyroxylin has found but limited application in tho manu
facture of propellent compositions.

Nitrocellulose (pyrocellulose) has been prepared 
recently as a neutral, highly purified material; and a 
study of the stability of this substance with respect 
to the effects of moisture, acid, alkali, alcohol, and 
alcohol with diphonylamine has been under way at 
Picatinny Arsenal. The results my bo summarized as 
follows:

tike many organic esters, cellulose nitrate 
(nitrocellulose) undergoes hydrolysis when in contact 
with water c.nd saponification ’.’.hen in contact with 
an alkaline solution. Tho rate of reaction is affected 
by the temperature, as shown by the following data:



Pays Hours
/Hitrocolluloso Hydrolyzed at
50% G5UC 97.5%

4- 4 0,16
16 16 2,60
29 4 0.002 0.018 7.80
41 16 0.004 0.032 15.25
62 12 0.008 0.053 28,75
83 8 0.015 0.106

12 b 0.024 0.161
187 12 0.044 0.298

Pays Hours yjN.C. Saponified by 0.,035'1iIaoC0(x Solution
50°C 6500

---------

10 0.94
2 2 1.35
4 4 0.32 0.62 1.52

20 20 0.56 0.88
41 16 0.67 1.00

It will bo noted that, although the carbonate neu
tralizes any acid freed, nitrocellulose is decomposed more 
rapidly in alkaline solution than in one originally neutral 
and rendered acid by decomposition.

7/hen nitrocellulose undergoes hydrolysis it does 
so with the formation of nitric acid, which accelerates 
the hydrolysis. This is shown in the above table by the 
fact that the percentage of nitrocellulose hydrolyzed is 
more than proportional to the time. I., the following 
table the effects on the rate of hydrolysis decomposi
tion of the presence of various amounts of free acid in 
nitrocellulose are given. Frcr.i these data it is apparent 
that all free acid should be removed from nitrocellulose 
which is to be used for the manufacture of smokeless 
powder.

70HNO3 added £TC ay’ro lyzed $-JC Hydrolyzed 
to Nitrocellulose__ a? t ’>°C_____ _______at G5°C______

2000 hrs. 4000 hrs. 2000 hrs. 4000 hr;
0.11 0.002 0.02 0.23 0.39
1.20 0.05 0.15 0.24 0.49
3.67 0.30 1.10

It has been found that w’nen decoirr. josition is
effected by alcohol or a mixture of alcohol and diphenyla
mine, the acid product of decomposition consists wholly 
or in part of nitrous acid. This, like nitric acid, accel
erates tliu rate of reaction, but the absence of complete 



data rondure a comparison with tho rutoa of hydrolysis 
and ;wiponi ft cation imprac ticnblo at pro.iont.

Tho proounco of moisturo or othor liquid in not 
necessary to bring about tho docomnonition of nltro- 
collulosy, an this takes nlacu at elovatud tomporn- 
turos at a rate donendont upon, thu temporaturo. 
CapoJnikoffJi measured tho thermal decomposition of 
nitrocellulose nt various temperatures by tho gaa 
evolved during decomposition and tho time required 
to effect the decomposition. Tho relationships found 
by this study are shown by the curves on 1.

L airitios present in nitrocellulose are known 
to affect tho stability of this material. For this 
reason, the nurify of the cellulose (cotton linters) 
used in the manufacture of nitrocellulose is controlled 
and the nroduct obtained by nitration with a mixture of 
sulphuric and nitric acid is subjected to a purifica
tion nrocess which is notable for its length and pre
cision. As shown by Cross, Bevan and Jenks,_7 confimed 
by Hake and LewisQ, and investigate by Hake and Bell2., 
mixed esters of sulphuric acid are formed to some extent 
during nitration. As these mixed esters decomoose to 
form free sulphuric acid end the presence of this free 
acid accelerates the decomposition of nitrocellulose _5, 
it is necessary to hydrolyze the mixed esters by treat
ment with boiling, weakly acid (0.2/?) water during the 
first part of the purification process. The free sul
phuric acid formed by this hydrolysis is removed during 
the later stages of tho process.

Other acids and alkalis have a similar effect 
on the rate of decomposition of nitrocellulose. As 
shown above, aven sodium carbonate ;ias a strong action 
on nitrocellulose, and hence it is important that any 
axcoss of carbonate used during the boating stage of 
the purification process ba eliminated during the sub
sequent poaching, boiling,, and rinsing stages of tho 
process.

Summarizing the foregoing, it may bo said that 
pure, neutral nitrocellulose is susceptible to decom
position by heat and/or moisture, but that the stability 
of the material is greater than that of many othor 
organic compounds in coiimon use.

Bi phony lamina , C, , in a solid (m.p.



:>4°C,) which is pmctte.ully Insoluble in water, but 
quite soluble in alcohol or ether. It in slightly 
basic, and hence forms sait.a as wall as bo inc suncop
tibia to nitration, but slnco it doos not ionize in 
solution it is not truly alkaline. It undorgoes oxi
dation rnthor easily and is discolored on prolonged 
exposure to light, becoming brown in color.

Diphonylumino is usod as a stabilizer in pro
pellent compositions, being an anti-acid compound 

’ because of its basicity. When acted upon by oxides 
of nitrogen, nitrous acid, or nitric acid it forms 
various nitroso and nitro derivatives. These are 
usually yellow or yellowish-red compounds. It also 
forms molecular compounds with nitro-arcmatic com
pounds such as trinitrobenzeno.

Although, susceptible to chemical action, di- 
phonylamine must be considered to be a stable com
pound per so.

Trinitrotoluene

Pure 2, 4 dinitrotoluene, Cg’IstCHg) (NOg) 2 is 
a neutral solid, melting at 70°C., which is insoluble 
in water but soluble in ether and slightly so in alcohol. 
As it boils at 3CC& with only partial decomposition, it 
must be considered a very stable compound. It is not 
affected by moisture and is practically non-hygroscopic.

The commercial grade, melting at 66° to 68°C. , 
consists of about 95/ of the 2,4 isomer and 5/ of the 
2,5 dinitro, 2,6 dinitro, and 3,4 dinitro isomers. 
When mixed with other nitro-derivatives of toluene it 
forms molecular compounds which are liquid at ordinary 
temperatures, k mixture of these is known as "liquid 
DPT".

1 unitrotoluene is used in propellent compositions 
as a waterproofing and plasticizing agent, since it does 
not reduce the potential of the composition as much as 
an inert compound would. In some cases it us used as a 
coating agent for small-webbed powders in order to con
trol the rate of burning, of tho powder.

Trinitroto1 ue ne
TNT, 

Trinitrotoluene, Cf,H2(CHp,) (N02, -5, /is used in 
propellent compositions for the same purposes as dinitro
toluene. Ft is considered very stable and non-rcactive, 



and will bo conn Ido rod moro fully in thu chapter on tho 
Stability of Ilif'h Uxploaivon.

Nitroglycerin

Nitroglycorln, or rlycorin trinitrate, C^H^iNO^)3, 
like colluloso nitrate, is nn aliphatic organic ostor. 
At ordinary tomporaturos it is a non-h,vgr?scopic liquid 
soluble in water only to the oxtont of 0.12 grains por 
100 grams of water. Because of tho high nitrogen content 
(18.rig) it serves to increase the potential of propell
ent compositions; and the fact that it contains more 
oxygon than is necessary for coroolote combustion enhances 
this effect. It is an excellent gelatinizing agent fox* 
nitrocellulose, and because of its non-hygroscooicity is 
a water-proofing agent for propellent compositions con
taining it.

As an aliphatic ester, nitroglycerin undergoes 
saponification when treated with a hot, alkaline solution. 
No data in connection with its hydrolysis by water or 
saponification by alkaline solutions at ox’dinary tempera
tures are avxxilable, but the fact that high yields of 
nitroglycerin are obtained when the compound is purified 
by washing with cold water, with dilute sodium carbonate 
solution, and with more cold water indicates that the 
rates of hydrolysis and saponification aro comparable with 
those for nitrocellulose.

Nitroglycerin is more unstable at elevated tem
peratures than is nitrocellulose. It has been found .12. 
that nitroglycerin begins to decompose at temperatures 
as low as 50° or 6O°C., deconriosos measurably in 15 to 30 
minutes at 70°C., undergoes discoloration at 135°C., 
apparently boils at 145°C. due to the evolution of gaseous 
products of decomposition, and explodes at 21o°C.

Under ordinary conditions, pure neutral nitrogly
cerin must bo considered quite stable, as samples of such 
material have boon stored at ordinary tomporaturos for 
forty years and moro without decomposition.

Dibutylphthalate

Dibutylphthalato, C^Ii^CCO.CHg.Ciio.CHn.CH^)is 
an aromatic aster -which is a liquid at ordinary tempera
tures. It boils at 34O°C., remains liquid at 30°C., 
and is insoluble in water although miscible in all 
proportions with ether ox* alcohol. It is non-hvrrosconic * 11 and is one of the bust gelatinizing agents fox* nitrocellulose.— 
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It is used in propellent compositions ns a finuh-ruducinp 
agent an well n:i a gulatinizi ng and waterproofing agent.

No quantitative data concerning tho stability of 
dibutylphthalnte with respect to hydrolysis, saponification, 
heat, ox1 tho action of acids are available. Its non
volatility, high boilin,: point, and insolubility in water, 
indicate that it is stable with rospoct to heat and 
moisture. Compounds of this typo are generally susceptible 
to oxidation by nitric acid.

Propellent Compositions

In considering tho stabilities of propellent 
compositions as such, it is desirable to do so by 
classification, as these compositions range from 
relatively simple? to complex physical mixtures. It is 
to be noted"that■tho trend in propellent composition 
design has boon toward the complex mixture in which 
each ingredient clays a distinct part in determining 
tho characteristics of tho composition.

Prior to 1903 a smokoloss powdor consisted only 
of pyrocalluloso which had boon gelatinized by moans 
of othor-alcohol mixture and varying amounts of alcohol 
and water (rasidual solvent) retained after tho solvent 
had been removed from tho colloid by tho air-drying 
process. Such air-dried pyro powders are vory stable 
whon protected from moist air in stoi’age,’ as evidenced 
by tho fact that a number of such pov.'dors have boon 
in storago at this Arsenal in excess of 30 years and 
are still stable although there has been somo slight 
deterioration. It is to bo noted, however, that 
pyrocalluloso powders aro quite hygroscopic and undergo 
deterioration v.’hen stored under such conditions that 
thoy can absorb moisture, which causes tho hydrolysis 
of tho nitrocellulose and tho liberation of free nitric 
acid.

In 1908 tho use of 0.5/? of diphonylamine in pyro
cellulose powder was begun. This reacts with and neu
tralizes nitric acid liberated by the nitrocellulose of 
the smokeless powder and so prevents tho acceleration of 
tho decomposition. Later the quantity of diphonylamine 
permitted was increased to 1.0^-.

Tho need for tho rapid production of smokeless 
powder during the World Tar led to thu standardization 
of the water-dry process of removing volatile solvent 
from the smokeless powder colloid. The percentage of



residual solvent rutninod by powdox* so processed is' 
loan than that of air-dried powders, but tho powder 
grain in indicated to bo more porous than nn air-driod 
grain, and-consequent]y hygroscopic moisturo can pene
trate tho grain move r.'-'dtly and cause mox’o rapid 
deterioration. Wnter-d'ded pyrocellulose powders undo 
during and immodiately subsequent to tho World War have 
proven to ba docidodly less stable than air-dri od powders.

mhoso considoratjcns and the desirability from a 
ballistic viewpoint la to the development and standardi
zation cp tho FNH (flachlass, non-hygroscopic) type of 
propeller, t composition since the Y/orld War. This type 
of composition is essentially a nitrocellulose having an 
average nierogon content of 13.15# which has beon’colloi- 
ded with explosive and non-explosive plasticizing and 
flash-reducing agents as well as diphonylamine as nn 
anti-acid stabilizer.

An FNH powder is much less hygroscopic than a 
pyrocellulose powder and retains less residual solvent. 
Powders of this type, although manufactured by the 
water-dry process have proven to bo of exceptional 
stability when stored under adverse conditions with 
respect to moisture and temperature. Tuis is ascribed 
to the water-proofing effect of thu dibutylphthalatu and 
dinitrotoluene, which at least retard and minimize the 
absorption of moisture by the interior of tho powder 
grain and so decrease deterioration.18

Another type of propellent composition comprises 
the class known as "double-base powders". Those con
sist essentially of nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin. 
Examples of this type are:

duPont
Bull - i te Bullseye

Hercules
Infallible Cordite

Nitrocelluloso 
Nitroglycerin 
Niehenylaminc
Graphite

59.6 60 80
40.0 39 20
0.4 0.75

Coat

Because of the non-hygroscopicity of nitroglycerin, 
powders of this type do not adsorb moisture readily and 
are therefore quite resistant to deterioration when 
stored under adverse conditions, Tho tendency of nitro
glycerin to undergo decomposition at less olovatod tempo natures 
than t-iose required to decomrose nitrocellulose is re
flected in thu much-. shorter time in •which these powders 
cause the duvelopmun t of a rnlr.on yin!' color nnd often



undergo explosion in the 135.5°C. Hoot Test, These 
powders may be considered to be of satisfactory stability, 
but the fact that they are of the flashing, high-tempera
ture typo when fired restricts their use in this country 
to trench mortars and shotguns, although cordite is the 
standard British propellant for artillery.

Special Compositions, There are two standard pro
pellent compositions tfiich cannot be classified as be
longing to either of the three types discussed above. 
IMR-1185 powder, used for small arms ammunition, consists 
of

91.35$ Nitrocellulose (13,15$N.)
0.55$ Diohenylamina1.8$ Tin’
6.3$ Trivalene (DNT)

The DNT is applied as a coating to the grained 
powder and so acts as a water-proofing agent. No 
stability weakness of this composition has been noted; 
samples stored for three years at 50°C, showing no 
evidence of deterioration during such storage, and 
sanpies subjected to magazine storage for fourteen years 
showing no evidences of deterioration as judged by the 
free diphenylamine content and the 134. 5°C. Heat Test 
and 65.5°C. Surveillance Test values.

3.C. Blank Fira Powder, used for loading blank 
cartridges, consists of

80.4$ Nitrocellulose
8.0$ Barium Nitrate
8.0$ Potassium Nitrate
3.0$ Starch
.6$ Diphenylamfne

The nitrocellulose in this composition is only 
partially colloided by means of an organic solvent, 
so that tho powder retains only about 1$ of residual 
solvent. The stability of this powder is surprisingly 
good, as it has undergone no deterioration when stored 
for two years at 50°C. in an atmosphere saturated with 
moisture.

The foregoing discussion of the characteristics 
of ingredients used in smokoloss powders and of tho 
several types of smokeless aowlurs affords a basis for 
a consideration of tho subject of propellent composi
tion st/iLiiity a.': a wtioio.



Until recently there has oxir.tud much uncovtainty no 
to what wore tho major causes of deterioration of smoke- 
loss powder, and it la probable that much in tho way of 
storage effects was ascribed to those of possible 
impurities in tho ingredients. It is only sinco tho 
development of modern compositions and tho basic data for 
tho charactoristics of nitrocellulose given previously 
that an evaluation can bo mad'o of tho causos of instabi
lity.

If a smoko loss powdor is manufactured from highly 
purified, neutral nitrocellulose alone by the air-dry 
process, this powdor will have a stability life depen
dent only on tho storage conditions to which it is sub
jected. If stored in a moisture-froo atmosphere, tho 
storage tempo nature will determine rate of deterioration. 
At ordinary temperatures this will bo so slow that tho 
powdor will ba stable after thirty or moro years. This 
may be termed tho inherent stability lifo of tho powder. 
If diphonylamino is included in tho composition, tho 
inherent stability life is increased because accelera
tion of tho rato of deterioration doos not begin until 
all of tho diphonylamine has reacted with acid formed by 
tho decomposition of part of the nitrocellulose.

If this air-dried nitrocellulose-diphanylamina 
powder is stored at ordinary temperatures under such 
conditions that it can absorb moisture, the rate of 
deterioration by hydrolysis will be greater than that 
by heat alone, and the stability lifo of the powdor will 
be much less than the inherent stability life mentioned 
above. It appears that tho decrease in the stability 
lifo under such conditions is much greater if the powder 
is water-dried, and It is believed that tho water-dry 
process loaves the surface of tho powder-grain much more 
porous and therefore capable of permitting tho passage of 
absorbed moisture. Tho inclusion in the composition of 
one or more ingredients which "water-proof" tho powder - 
i.e., reduce its hygroscopicity and retard absorption of 
moisture - would tend to increase tho stability lifo of 
tho powder when stored under adverse conditions with 
respect to moisture and/or temperature to a time approxi
mating the inherent stability lifo of the powder.

Much of the foregoing is defeated if the oiioka- 
less powder is manufactured from nitrocellulose con
taining free acid or alkali, cellulose sulphate (com
bined sulphuric acid), or other impurities which are 
hygroscopic or can ionize. Such impurities can, as 
pointed out previously, causa tho raoid decomposition 
of the .powder by the hydrolysis of tho nitrocellulose,
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with tho water pre:,ent tn tho residual solvent or 
absorbed mointuro actine nc Live ionizing irodium.

It has, however, boon difficult to detor.nlno 
tho particular cause of tho davolonr.unt of instabi
lity of any ono of tho numerous lots of powder manu
factured during the World War which have since become 
unstable. Although tests show free acid to be present, 
no data are available as to tho presence or absence of 
free acid in tho nitrocellulose used in manufacturing 
thu powder. Thu specificetion n'or nitrocellulose has 
never included a quantitative acidity requirement; tho 
65.5°C K.I. Test, which is extremely sensitive to free 
acidity, being employed to prevent the acceptance of 
nitrocellulose containing objectionable amounts of free 
acidity. Thu analytical methods available until 1931, 
because of limits of accuracy, indicated that the most 
carefully purified nitrocellulose retained from 0.03% 
to 0.05% of free acid which could not be removed by 
boiling or washing treatments or even by solution, pre
cipitation, and subsequent washing. Such nitrocellulose 
was considered of satisfactory stability and met the 
65.5°C. K. I. Test x*uqui rumen ts; but powders mado from 
nitrocellulose containing 0.07% or more of free acid 
wore found to be unstable. Liuch of thu tendency of 
smokeless powders to deteriorate was ascribed to tho 
presence of thu 0.03% to 0.05% of residual and unremov
able acidity, which was considered as thu probable cause 
of the initiation of the decomposition cf the nitrocellu
lose. It was, therefore, impossible ■t definitely 
ascribe a given case of instubi1 , to the presence of a 
definite amount of fre~ acidity in thu powder whon 
manufactured. Duo to thu recent duvelopr.ijnt of an 
accurate electrometric method for determining tho acidity 
of nitrocelluloso,_12 it is now known that tho nitrocellu
loses previously considered to contain from 0.03% to 
0.05% of free acidity are, in reality, no”’or more 
often slightly alkaline then acid. It m: ‘■•"•'•therefore bo 
concluded that some of thu casus of instr.b : ^ity cannot be 
ascribed to the original uresence of free acid in tho 
nitrocellulose, but bo other impurities, storage con
ditions, etc.

The failure to remove all combined sulphuric 
acid ("cellulose sulphate") fran nitrocellulose is a 
I'ocognized ctusu of instability, A large quantity 
of povdjr made from such nitrocellulose has boon under 
observation since ths World ''A\r and has become un
stable.1J3 Powders cost. inlri; cellulose sulnhnte are
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dintinguished by thu fact that they explode in thu 
134.5°C, Hunt Test before producing a salmon pink 
color in tho tout pcpur and in much loss than fiva 
hours. Tho sulphuric esters decompose with tho liber
ation of free sulphuric acid, which causes the decom
position of nitrocellulose.

Powders have boon stored under water for the 
purpose of reducing hazard as well as to determine if 
tho low storage temperatures so obtained would counter- 
bclanco tho tendency of tho wat-r to accolorcto deter
ioration. Tho results indicate that, in tomporate or 
warm climates tho hydrolytic effect is not retarded 
sufficiently 14 and pyrocellulose powders deteriorate 
more rapidly in underwater storage than in magazine 
storage.

It has boon thought that tho alcohol-watar 
mixturo which composes tho residual solvent of smoke
less nowdar may cause the hydrolysis of the nitrocellu
lose and consequent deterioration of tho powdor. While 
it is known that alcohol can react with nitrocellulose, 
with tho liberation of nitrous acid, it should bo noted 
that air-dried pyrocellulose powders contain more rosi- 
dual solvent than do similar water-dried powders, but 
that tho air-dried powders aro superior with respect 
to stability.

It has beon found AA that a stable pyrocellulose 
stored for two years at 50°C. in an atmosphere saturated 
with moisture underwent no deterioration as judged by 
tho 134.5°C. Heat and 65.5°C. K.I. Tests. In contrast 
with this, under tho same conditions water-dried or 
air-dried pyrocellulose powders become spottyQin appear
ance and very unstable, as judged by the 65.5 C. Sur
veillance Tost, in from five to eight months; while 
FNH powders so stored for five years have shown no evi
dence of doteri.oration.A5 As both typos of powder con
tain residual solvent and the nitrocellulose contained 
nona, it would i npocr that tho presence of residual 
solvent in powdor is not thu major factor in determining 
the rate of deterioration. Tho same water-dried and air- 
dried pyrocellulose powders, -when stored at 50°C. in 
closed containers for fiva years, remained stable.15 
This would indicate tart the presence of moisture is a 
more imnortant factor than slightly elevated tempera
tures in determining the rate of deterioration of 
smokeless po.durs, this is an imnort; nt consideration. 
In tints connection it is of interest to note that 
nowdors containinr only BIT in i ti on to nitrocullu- 



lose, dlphenyltuninu, and residual solvent became un- 
atirble in humidoi1 storage r.t 50°C. in times directly 
proportion'! to tho DNT contents (10.6 to 40,9 months), 
•.■hilo a similar powder containing soma dibutylphthn- 
lato in addition romains stable after GO months of 
such storage.15 Tnis is a direct evidence, since both 
DNT "nd dibutylphthalato aro waterproofing agents, 
that tho degree of stability of smokeless powder is 
determined largely by its lack of hygroscopicity.

It can therefore bo concluded that, ’..hilo nitro
cellulose is susceptible to decomposition by moisturo 
and/or heat, at ordinary temperatures purified nitro
cellulose is to be considerod a satisfactory stable 
material for use in ammunition. Recognizing tho 
fact that simple colloidalization renders this material 
more easily decomposed, it is apparent that tho major 
problem of tho stability of propellent compositions 
is ono of design so that the deterioration of smokoloss 
powders made from pure, neutral materials will bo re
tarded undor oven advorse conditions of handling and 
storage.

From tho viewpoint of stability, theroforo, a 
propollant composition should bo designed so as to con
tain nitrocellulose, an anti-acid material such as 
diphonylamina, and a waterproofing compound to render 
the composition non-hygroscopic. In addition, iw 
should contain other materials necessary to maintain 
the potential of the powder, reduco flashing when firod 
in a gun, and increase tho gelatinization of the nitro
cellulose if this is necessary. Such additional in
gredients should not increase thu hygroscopicity of the 
colloidud composition, should be stable at somewhat 
elevated temperatures, end should not be mutually re
active. The ideal cor.ipositiwn would consist of nitro
cellulose, a stabilizer, •'•nd ono comnound which would, 
while chemically inert, act as a waterproofing agent, 
potential booster, flash reducer, and gelatinizing agent. 
However, no single compound which will meet those re
quirements and -that of ron-volatili ty is known at 
present.

Before closing this discussion of thu stability 
cf propellent compositions, some attention should be 
given to tho practical aspects of the instability of 
smokeless powder with rospuct to storage, use r nd 
disposal.

It hr.s beua found-ill that, f>r tho smaller ca.11- 
bor;: of Jer ' t l^ast, there is a.j fire hazard in



volved in tho storage of assembled ammunition con
taining unstable powder, duo to tho fact that the 
metal oi' the ammunition serves to conduct away tho- 
heat liberated by tho continuous decomposition of tho 
powder ns well as neutralizing to some oxtent the 
acid Liberated and so diminishing the acceleration of 
the decomposition. In bulk storage, however, tho 
heat liberated is not dissipated so rapidly, tho 
temperature rises rapidly, spontaneous ignition takes 
place, and unstable powders in bulk storage therefore 
constitute a serious fire hazard.

It is not to be assumed that smokeless powder 
which has deteriorated to the point that it is classi
fied as of low stability is entirely unsuitable for 
use because of erratic or poor ballistic value. 
While unstable powder becomes ballistically unsatis
factory, it has been foundlZ that caliber .30 powders 
which had become unstable gave entirely satisfactory 
ballistic results for at least two years after ammuni
tion was loaded with these powders. It is probable 
that, since deterioration proceeds most rapidly in 
powders of the smallest grain sizes, this period 
between the end of stability life and that of ballis
tic life would be longer in the case of ammunition 
containing larger caliber powders. This difference 
makes it possible to utilize ammunition containing 
unstable powder before the round as a whole becomes 
unsatisfactory for use, and it would even be possible 
to load and use immediately powder in bulk storage 
which had bean just classified as unstable. However, 
this last is not considered a practical procedure.

The overall problem of thu stability of pro-’ 
pellent compositions does not appear to be as press
ing as once considered, because of improvements in 
design, manufacture, and storage. However, the 
existence in War Heservo stocks of large quantities 
of old-type powders of war-time manufacture renders 
tho surveillance of all powders in service a matter 
of major importance, and the utilization of now in
gredients and mixtures of ingredients in smokeless 
powder design renders imperative continued experimen
tation in connection with the stability of propellent 
compositions.
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SECTION III. PROPELLENT POWDERS
6A. Stability Toots of Propollants.

Thoro have boon adopted as standard certain 
procedures for testing nitrocellulose and smokeless powder 
in order to determine their stability nt any given time. 
Host of those test procedures are purely empirical, 
accelerated tests by which tho resistance of a material 
is determined when it is subjected to somewhat elevated 
temperatures, tho theory being that materials which are 
less resistant under these conditions will prove loss re
sistant to ordinary conditions of temperature and moisture. 
Ono othor test consists merely of observation and one test 
is designed to detect the liberation of acid gases by smoke
less powder.

Many so-callod stability tests have boon developed 
in different countries. Among those may be mentioned the 
following: Explosives - Marshall V3 P213 and J.S.C.K. 1905- 
p347.

Tenn, of Tost Procedure
Borgman «• Junk. A 132 C Titration of acidity im

parted to water.K.J. Hansen lie0 Measurement of electrical
o conductivity.Taliani 120 3 Measurement of gas pressure

Obormullor 140 Measurement of gas evolved.
The above tests give quantitative values which

represent measurements of the products of decomposition. 
In contrast with these methods, those usod by tho Ordnance 
Department measure tho time required to produce a given 
empirical result under standardized conditions of test.

65.5°C. K.I. Test
This test was originally designed to show how 

effectively free acid hnd been removed from nitrocellu
lose during purification; tho stability lifo of smoke
less powdor depends on the reduction to a minimum of 
acid substance. This test Is also applied to smokeless 
powder in old specifications for Pyro D. G. powders - 
Refs Ordnance Department Pamphlet #451, 1918. Tho 
details for the test procedure aro found in this pamphlet.

Essentially the method consists of heating 
1.3 grams of nitrocellulose, dried at 34° - 4fj°C., in 5 
tost tubes it 65«5°C. / 1° tn a special constant temperature 
bath, (see photograph!. The appear nee of a faint



yellow coloration on tho K.I. starch toot paper, suspended 
over the nitrooolluloao, la tho ond of tho test. The require
ments of specifications for pyrocellulose and guncotton aro 
tho some for each i.o., 35 minutes: for Pyro D.G. powder 
40 minutos,

134.5°C, Hoat Tost,

Tho procedure consists of heating 2.5 grams of 
smokeless powder in a glass test tubo 290 mm. x 18 mm. In a 
constant temperature hath at 134.5 / 0.5 C. (Soe photograph). 
A strip of normal methyl violet t.st paper is placed in tho 
test tubo about 25 mm. above tho powder: a perforated cork 
stoppor is usod to close tho tubo. The test period in 
minutos at which tho following changes occur aro noted:

1. Tho change in color of the violet test 
pacer to salmon pink.

2. The production of red fumes (NOg).
3. Explosion within the 5 hour test period.

Tho requirements of specifications follow:
S.P. R.F. Expl.

Minutes____ in 5 hrs.Pyrocellulose cannon nnd 
small arms powder 60 Wot speci

fied
Sono

P.N.H. powder 40 II II II

I.M.R. 1185 45 II II II

Double base pistol powder 20 II II 'Tone in4 hrs.
Pyrocellulose pistol powder 30 II I! None

This stability tost is employed as an acceptance 
test since results are obtained in short time. It is 
especially useful in detecting tho presence of cellulose 
sulphates nnd I nver cellulose nitrates in improperly puri
fied nitrocellulose. This heat tost is also applied as an 
acceptance test far smokeless powder. It is also used to 
detect deterioration of smokoloss powder which has been in 
storage. This tost will detect low stability in fairly close 
agreement with the indications of the 65.5")C. Surveillance 
Tost. Seo attached table.

120 °C. Heat Tost

This test has been proposed for double base 
p w.'dcrs in place of the 134.5’C, Heat Test described above. 
Tho lower temper".turo is desirable, ns tho rate of decomposition 
of the nitroglycorino is reduced m?rc than proportionately 
■ij'/l 'far, t ma lai;!' f nr salmon pin? r- -onr. i de rably are'.tor



than those given by tho 134.5^3. Heat Tost. Tho procedure of the 134.5°C. Hoot Tost is followed in tho 120 °C. Hoot 
Tost,. Tho proposed requirements are:

Typo of Powder Salmon Red
 Pink Fumes

Bull’s Eye 40 min. 150 min.
Ballistite 40 min. 150 "
Hi-Vol 40 ” 240

65.5^3, Surveillance Test
A 45-gram sample of tho smokeless powder is 

placed in a stoppered 8-ounco bittlo, which is placed 
in a constant temperature magazine maintained at 65.5°C. 
The appearance of tho powdor is noted daily, and tho number 
of days required to cause tho evolution of red fumes is 
considered tho test value. A powder having a tost value 
greater than 90 days is considered of satisfactory stability, 
values ranging from 20 to 90 days indicate impaired 
stability, and powders having test values of 20 days or less 
are considered to bo definitely unstable.

This test is an accelerated storage test of a 
fairly largo sample and is considered the most valuable 
stability tost for smokeless powders,.

Powders which are of impaired stability as indi
cated by this test are subjected to frequent tests according 
to schedules given in tho Ordnance Safety Manual, Ho. 7224 
(1931).

TT/io Methyl Violet Paper Tost of Powder 
in Bulk Storage und in Assembled Charges.
This tost is made annually. A strip of N/10 

Methyl Violet Papor is placed in each box in bulk storage 
and in each propelling charge container if tho powder is 
moro than fivo years old. The paper is hold in position by 
the lid of tho box or container, so that it is not in con
tact with tho powdor or tho bag.

At tho ond of a year tho paper is removed and com
pared with a standard color chart. If tho paper corresponds 
to Class I or Class II on the color chart, a fresh strip 
of paper is inserted. If the powder smolls of nitrous 
fumes or the color of the paper removed corresponds to 
Class III on the color chart, tho box or container is



scgrog'.tod. If tho number of sogregntod boxes or charges 
in a 1 )t roaches 10$ of tho number containing tho lot, the 
balance of tho boxes or charges containing powder from that 
lot uro also segregated. The powder in tho segregated 
boxes or charges is examined for tho presence of deteriorated 
grains. If more than 11$ of deteriorated grains are present, 
the powder is destroyed immediately, but if less than 10$ of 
deteriorated grains are present tho powder is hold in 
segregated storage pending decision us to disposal.

Summary
A general review )f tho results obtained in testing 

various lots of powders by means of tho ab ovo procedures 
will disclose in numerous cases marked discrepancies be
tween results from tho different methods. This often lends 
to criticism of tho methods which may bo entirely unjusti
fied. Lots of powder are mado up of many separate units 
or grains and it has been found that these do not all do- 
tori ornto nt the sumo rate; such would hardly bo expected. 
Therefore if a powder has undergone appreciable deterio
ration as a whole some grains may bo much more unstable 
than others and with tho small samples selected for test 
concordant results among tho individual tests will not bo 
obtained. If a powder has variable stability it is not n 
fault of the test for giving variable results; it is a 
point In favor of the test for if properly interpreted 
the results indicate that tho ponder lacks uniformity as 
regards stability. In such cases it is desirable to con
sider the lowest test result ns tho ono on which to base 
•acti on ns regards disposition of tho powder.

In addition to tho stability tests of master 
samples nt this Arsenal, similar tests are conducted 
at each Depot whore smokeless powder is stored, by tho 
Surveillance Inspector assigned to tho Depot, Tho nocd 
for this is due to tho differences in climatic conditions 
and variations in other conditions of storage, Tho details 
of the system followed at these Field Service stations are 
given in Ordnance Safety Manual Mo. 7224, Chapter X, 
page 50 and Chapter XI, page 62,



Snokclenn ?<x;dor of Lt; Stability Conparlaon of Results Of Surv.Test 5- 135°C.
Hoat Toat

Hera.X-1565-1918-75 n/mDPX-1644-1918-75 m/n
Surv. 135°0. Hocit Test Surv. 135°C • Heat Test
Tost Test

Ye^x .pay,a, S*P. B.y, year PQKS £sP« Ban.
1925 310 100 165 Kone 1928 370 75 145 Kono
1927 166 90 160 fl II 194 60 100 II

1928 89 80 150 fl ;1929 205/ 55 85 ♦I

1929 74 70 140 It '1929 12 70 140 II

” 40 5
" 12 70
" 81 50

10*
140
80

If

II

If

1929 7 40 70 ♦I

DP-3205-1919-9.2 in. Her; L. J- R. -3-1901-6 in. Gun
1919 549 95 135 Hone N on-d cphony1 an i no •
1924 328 90 165 ft 1923 136 55 85 Hone
1925 429 90 165 •1 1924 44 4C 70 II

1927 87 80 150 II 1925 77 55 85 If

1928 5 85 150 II 1927 55 55 110 II

1928 5 If

DPX-885-1917-C':l.

10

30.

If 1928
1929
1929
1929
DPX-

5C 40
16 5C
59 40
16 50

1085-1918-Cnl.

70
80
75
80

30.

11

fl

If

ft

1925 338/ 75 145 Kono 1927 210 55 85 Kono1926 150/ 60 90 If 1927 70 60 90 If

1927 217 60 95 11 1927 3 40 75 ft

1927 9 25
1927 8 15
DPX-1090-1918-Cal

30
20

. 30.

II

•1 1927 7 40

DPX-109 2-1918-C'll.

70

30.

If

1924 366 60 90 Kono 1924 328 70 135 Hone
1925 221 50 bo ; 11 1925 241 60 90 If

1927 34 40 60 If 1927 20 45 75 tf

1927 6 40
DPX-997-1917-Cal.

70
30.

11 II

DPX-
6 45

1096-1918-Cal.
75

30.

fl

1925 333/ 60 90 Kono 1925 491/ 50 80 Hone
1926 147/ 60 90 II 1926 129/ 60 90 If

1927 203 40 75 II 1927 69 50 80 If

1927 90 40
1927 6 45
1927 3 40

60
70
70

11

It

If

1927 15 30 55 If



SECTION III - PROPELLENT .-’OLDER

7. Ignition of Propellants.

In all ar.ir.mnition both military and commercial tho propell
ing ch ;r;’< is ignited by moans of a primer. The primers used 
in commercial shotgun shell and military small ;trms are very 
small corapon-nts containing about a grain (.06 grum) of priming 
composition which is ignited or "set off” by impact nr per
cussion. The priming compositions us< d deliver 'in intensely 
hot flume and the v< ry small amount of composition contained 
in the primer is sufficient to ignit» tho propelling chtirgo 
of smokeless powder when this is in finely divided condition. 
In larger w-upons where it is necess.ry to employ the propell
ing charge in larg<r granulations in o dor to obtain the proper 
rate of burning, the primers used comprise not only tho per
cussion element but in addition a. charge of black powder to 
deliver a greater volume of flame to the propellant. In fixed 
and seni-fir.ed ammunition the- primer containing the percussion 
element and the charge of black powder is usually inserted us 
a unit into the cartridge case. In separately load'd ammunition 
tho primer is given assistance in effecting ignition by an addi
tional ch.arg. of black powd-. r commonly designated as the igniter 
pad. In the larg' st weapons this igniter pud contains as much 
us 8-9 pounds of black powder.

IV has long been recognized in a general way that efficient 
ignition is necessary to s< cure uniformity in the behavior of 
propellent powder raid with tho introduction of colloid-.d nitro
cellulose powders nr smokeless powders, ignition systems of the 
differ-nt types just mention'd w: rt. established for the v.irioas 
granulations of smok*less powder used in small arms .nd cannon 
of different calibers. More recently the introduction of 
FNH powders or flashless non-hygroscopic smokeless powders has 
brought forth again the problem of s-.curing tho most efficient 
or most practicable ignition systems for the various Weapons 
in which thus- pewd- rs ur- used. It is p- rhnps to be expected 
that if the composition of a powder is alt .red in order to se
cure c.rtain uuvxitag< s such as fl ashie ssness, r- daced hygro
scopicity, reduced volatility, etc., the ignitibility of the 
powder may be changed, i.* the new or modified composition 
maybe more readily or less re dily ignited. When the change 
from blue': powder to snoi? less powder was made it w *s necessary 
to establish much more offici-.nt .-uid elaborate ignition systems 
for tie n* w powder but the advo.ntag-s of ij,e sunk- less powder 
warrantee- such me tuts as re a.,ce-sr.:.ry to secure iff ctivu 
ignition. The situation in r.-ceiit y-urs with r- sp< ct to ENli 
powders is consider'd to b< th-. s:u.ie in principle. It is not a 
s rion.s m.-.ltcr if an inumved -wwl ,r is more’ difficult, to ignite 
th. .a i1 >i; / r p । it it x n i t;;;. t; t v • • nd i *,■ nu i t y c .n i :.i ir ove- the

',f iwit. e-.-. w p, p. (... b. ]..V( . j L ...



Ideal If’piltic'n may be assume.d to exist when ev-ry 
grain of a propellent ah.'irg* 13 ignit'd, at the- son-. Inatmt. 
Such ignition would then allow thu powder to burn in a 
manner normal for the. Gone It Iona which exist In any pnrticul.'J 
v/t anon. Actually such ideal ifpiition la probably iv.v<.r obtain-.d 
raid, practically, it io doubtful th it it lo iu.ci ss a-y for i. .ch 
grain of a charge to bo ignit- d at thu s;u.u. instant. Thu 
proportion of the okirgu which must be igiit< d nt substantially 
the sj'jk. instant varies with the type of powder, initial burning 
surface, ratio of i.-ngth of cf»:irg« to diane-tur, etc.

Piezo <.lt cti'ic gage m- asur■:i-..nts of thu development of 
pressur s in Weapons hav-. show that v.-hun long powder ch.*irg< s 
are ignited at th-, bus. < nd, pr..ssar< waves or surges occur 
ns the powder burns, giving rise to widely v.urying i.iaximur.i 
pressures 'ir.iong different rounds. It has been considered that 
the prirvr nt the bus-. end of such a charge ignit..s only a 
ml etive.ly small portion of th< charge, pressure w -v-.s from this 
r-..gion proceeding toward the projectile ur r .fl< cted back to 
encounter other similar surg- s ns the- remainde>r of the powder 
burns. Such pressure- surg< s'uro indicated on ‘thfe records ahmm.

A brief d< scrlotion of the Pi'zo uL.ctric gage is pe.rho.ps 
in order. The principlt of the Piuzo electric gag. is -that, 
when pressure, is applied to a column of quartz crystals, the 
electromotive force generated is proportional to the pressure 
r.polied. The gage- containing thu quartz crystals is placed in 
thu gun in such miner teat the pressure is applied to one end of 
the pile. Thu ukctromotivu force which is generated is led 
through u gulv;.no»?.- t, r. Thu galvanometer ne- die is fitted with 
a mirror. As the uluc.tiTinotiv-; force chong- s in the galvano
meter, a beam of light reflected from the mirror will change- its 
position, ‘.,‘hun th<, gun is fired, .a screen is auton.itically 
r-nnv.-d from a photographic film. This film r< cores the re
flected ocsition of the b- m.i of light. A tuning fork is fitted 
to th?.- instrun'nt which .d-;o renns, by me .ns of a b -j.i of light, 
tin ng lin s m the phoV'-'.r,. -.hie film as it rev'-lv s on a drum. 
There is thus obt-.ined «u n-.ic photopr;-. >hic film a coj.ipl-.tc record 
of the pressure-tine curv.e- for the round of ammunition.

Simil.ar pressure surges have b-..< n fauna to occur uve-n in 
•short ci :-rje. ch imbers wh-..ji powd-.ris having a high initial burn
ing surface .--re us-, d. In this case bust. ignition-produces 
ignition of only a portion of tho charge, and the. r-.-.tu of burn
ing of th- pcA.’d-.r with l.irg' burning surface is s-'1 great that 
pressure wuv s occur before th-, cL-.irgu is con >1- t ly consumed. 
Thus the situ :ti -n is much the- sone ’..-ith a rc-l.itiv-.ly slow 
P ’Wd-. r nnd .. long ch-.nb-r as with an sp. daily rapid burning 
io.;d-,r in a short-.r cb jib-.r. Thu runedy in both c .s-.s would 

S-- -i- t'> b< t> ignite- a larger quantity ->f the >owd-r in thu first 



intirv-il of time in which ignition occurs. This would imply 
that bus., ignition of powders, in the standard grain form, which 
off-.r extreme baffling effect on the primer gas- s, is not tho 
optimum type of ignition. These- considerations Lave led to 
d- v- lopm-.nt tow;ird improving ignition in some of thu weapons 
whc.ro tho most variable ballistic results have b< •.n obtained.

We will now consider in detail son-, of the ignition develop
ment problems which have been investigated at Picatinny recently. 
Thu., d-vclopmunt of a satisfactory ignit<r for thu 3 inch A.A. 
weapons was begun in 1928. At thu tir.n. this development was 
started, the elimination of flash was one of the most import rant 
problems. It Was be li<-v«.d that thu 110 grain primer contained 
a charge of black powd-.r which was too small to properly ignite 
thu charge- in the 3 Inch A.A. Gun. It was also believed that 
oven a greater chorg- then the 110 grain charge of black powder 
should bu nor-'. -;.v-nly distributed through the prop-11-nt powder 
in order to g( t more effici- nt ignition. Primers wi.ru made of 
lengths of 9 inches and of 13-J- inches. Thu general design of 
m- cl- nicnl parts was the sane in all. Drawing PX-70-133, 
attach- d, shows one- design. Other designs are- shown in Ref. 1. 
Conu.urcial brass tubing was used for the body and perforations 
were supplied throughout tho length. A cup was fitted on one- 

nd with scr<w threads. The Lead fitted to the other -.nd of 
thu body was attached to tho bus-, nf the cartridge case with 
screw threads. Thu head contained a percussion element of the 
usual type . Sone of thus-., cxperim< nt al primers were loaded with 
a charge- of loose blue; nowd-r. Others Were- lauded with black 
powder pellets prepared in a shape rvs-.nbling r. single- perforated 
powder grain. These pellets formed a flariu channel through tho 
center of thu charge from the head to tho for end which was 
b- lii.-vu-d to enhance- ignition. Such a chzirge w..s believed to 
burn more, nearly in on instanton-. ous manner than the- s.'inc- design 
of nrimer with a loose loud-d charge. It w-s found that pullet 
lcnd-..d prim- rs wore- more effective- in eliminating flash from 
this weapon then the- loos-.. lnnd-.d charge. 890 grains of black 
powder in the fern of pull* ts in a 13-^ inch prir.ur eliminated 
fl is; a-nplut<-ly while a 1300 grain charge of loose loaded 
Grad ♦ -~1 powder w;-.s not effective in cor.ipl. tuly eliminating 
flush. ITo consist .-nt adv.aitagc was found as regards ballistic 
uniformity of pell, t loaded jriners compared with loose loaded 
on-.&. A 9-inch prime r loos-- loaded with 340 grains of Grade A-l 
Bl.-.ck Powder wus found to give- the b- st ballistic uniformity. 
This typ-, proved its-.If to b-. butter than others in a compre
hensive test which included both old .aid new guns. The- 9 inch 
tubing primer was stundardiz d for thu 3 Inch A.A. weapon 
d signaled as the 1121 :md contains a charge of 330 grains of 
bl .ok prwd-r. This design diff- r:> from the c-xp-.rin-.ntal onus 
in that the h-.ud of th< primer is a farce fit with the cartridge 
cusi.. This is c<nsid. r d a vast improv-,:lent cvi.r th;.- experimental 

wi.ru


onus './hich used a thread fit. A large impetus \/us givun the 
development of long tubing primers when it was found that a 
force fit dodign was mechanically satisfactory. One tost at 
Aberdeen Proving Ground was made of these primora and metal 
failures resulted. Tho tubing wall ruptured at tho head end 
on several of the pieces. It was found that tho tost was 
made without distance wads in tho cartridge case. Tho test 
was repeated with the use of distance wads and no mutal failure.a 
resulted. It is believed that, when distance wads were 
eliminated, the propellent powder gravitated to one side of the 
primer and, when ignited, produced more pressure on one side of 
the primer body than on the other, thus causing tho effect of 
a cantilever beam exerting stresses upon the head und of the 
body. A drawing of thu 1121 Primer is attached.

Another ignition probli m was that of developing a satis
factory tubing primer for use in tho 75 m/m Gun, ^odel 1897. 
Powders hav< recently been made for the. 75 m/m Gun in the single 
perforated grain form and a moan w-.b which was lower than had 
pr'viously ben used in this gun. In tests of these powders 
with the 100 grain primer, occasional high pressures were found. 
It was customary to neglect the. occasional high pressures, and 
the powders were accepted as satisfactory. Later acceptance 
tests of powder showed that the occasional high pressures were 
real and should be considered. Retests of original thin web 
single p< rforated powders showed that tho occasional pressures 
occurred more frequently than was believed from the limited 
t sts which eud be- n performed in acceptance of these powders.

Tho problem of salvaging the- several lots of thin web BT1H 
powder which had been made for this gun Was attacked from several 
angles. The powders wore coated to attempt to reduce the erratic 
pressures. Another method was to rmnufacturc additional powder 
of heavier web for blending with the thin web powders. Another 
method of eliminating tho erratic pressure of these powders was 
to consider the problem from the standpoint of ignition, Ex- 
p- rim/nts '.ith half-loaded long tubing primers showed that smooth 
pressure time curves were obtained by means of thu Pii.zo 
electric gage in the 75 m/m Gun with these thin v/eb powders' and 
half loaded long tubing primers. In those experiments with tho 
Pie-zo electric gag* , the half-loaded charge was he ld at the 
head <nd of the primer with a paper wad in an improvised manner.

This Arsenal was direct'd to d< vise a suitable method for 
maintaining a half-loaded churge in a long tubing primer which 
would bo satisfactory from the standpoint of transported;ion, 
wnt'.rproofnuss, as well as be ballistically satisfactory. One 
method that was tried was thi use of a tinfoil thimble. It was 
realised that if a half-loaded charge was to function properly, 
the diaphragm which separated the black powder charge from tho 
empty portion of the primer must rupture at the s;imc timo the 
old. walls omitted the fl tune from th.; burning black powder or 
le fore. If the r. sist.nce to rupture of th- diaphrn^n is ;p-( at- 



'.I* than the rfjsistanae to ruoture- along the side walls, Wi. will 
have, In offt.ct, tin, fljtfu. conditions as exist in tin, 100 (’rain 
primer, l.u., a short tube full-loaded primer. Another scheme 
of making a thimble for tho half-loaded primer was the as-. of 
paper. A paper thlr.iblt, \mo prepar'd essentially the same an 
in rolling a cigarotte. Tho edges were glues and the base- 
fitted with a cardboard diaphragm. The thimble w.;s glued to the 
walls of the primer. Tho paper thimble was found to be an im
provement ballistically over the tinfoil thimble. Static 
photographs taken of ouv--ral samples of each kind of thimble 
shoved that tho flamu patterns from the paper ones were butter 
as regards tach sample. In addition, more uniform patterns were 
obtain, d from the paper thimbles. Some of the- flame patterns 
from the tinfoil loaded primers showed that practically tho 
e-ntiru charge was tvolv, d from the head end of tho primer. Tho 
results of tho ballistic test showed that better uniformity 
was obtained with the- paper thimble, although the- caruboard 
plug in .those paper thimbles off-rs greater resistance than tho 
side walls which wore made of paper, it is believed that 
during the early stn-- s of burning of the black powder, the 
paper its-jlf burnt,d und allowed the- entire thimble to be blown 
to the far > nd of the metal tube, thus allowing tho products of 
combustion of the black powder to be omitted from the entire- 
surface of the prim-r. Cellophane thimbles ver- experimented 
with, but no advantog' was found as regards ballistic uniformity 
of cellophane over paper. Even though the paper thimble 
primers wort satisfactory ballistically in that erratic press
ures were eliminated when thin web singlv perforated powders 
w<.re fired in the 75 m/m Gun, idode-1 of 1897, disadvantages were 
found for this assembly.

The probl, m of moisture- proofing a half-loaded primer was 
not entirely solved. Full-loaded tubing primers may be dipped 
in moistureproofing mat,,rial and thereby be- satisfactorily 
moisture-proof-d. If u half-loaded primer is dipped, on ex
cessive amount of water-proofing mat- rial remains in the empty 
portion of the primer. Dummy heads wire fitted to half-load, d 
prim<rs while the experimental work was being performed and the 
primers dipped with th,, ht nd down. This makes necessary the 
use of n dummy head mu is regarded as tedious. The us of 
a paper thinbl-, is not consider- d to bo entirely satisfactory 
from tho standpoint of manufacture-. The- gluing and drying 
would necessitate tedious manufacturing procedures.

Another device was tried which was called the modified 
T2 Primer. The previous half-loaded t sts ver- made with tho 
T2 Experimental Primer which is a long tubing primer of 7 inches 
length and porforute-d throughout the entire body. It was 
believed that a partially loaded orir.it.r could be devised with an 
unpe-rfornt< d portion within which was placed the black powder 
charge- and the perforated portion r maining empty ns in the 
half-loaded - xperinental designs. For thi s-, nodifed T2 t-.sts, 
75 grains of black powder w-re us• <1 in the preliminary fusts, 
'•'his occu-m-d apnmximately on-,—third the volum. of th-, orimor.



A i;u i;:;l on;, or e laphr:.qp \/?.s us-.d to maintain th. powder within 
th. an r rforatn d portion. This cap was plaa- U b< tw <.n the un- 
p. rfor; toil portion tuiU th.. p< rforut. d portion. Th', head w.uj 
aoa- util d nt thu oth< r end of tho unpurforuted portion. A 
prcllnlnnry test of five rounas of this modified T2 Prii.Vjr 
was v ry pronioing, Th., final di.aign of the Modified T2 Prir.i'.r 
contain d 75 firninn of black powder and is oth«.rv>ise thi. suae 
ns the preliminary on. s excent that a cardboard diaphragm Is 
used lust..nd of the metal one. This change was made to eliminate 
the bulging < ffe-ot at the plug • nd which was found when net .1 
diaph.-ra’is were ua< d. Comparing the r.salts which were obt lin'd 
from fall-loaded T2 Primers half-loaded T2 Prim, rs uid partially 
lord' d nndifi- d T2 primers, w. find that the fall-loaded on. s 
were 30:i(Wt...t effective in elii ;in. ting the erratic pressures 
which Were obtain a \/ltli thin w- b single perforated powders* 
The full-lor.ded T2 Primers show, d soma improvement over the 
100 grain prim-rs, Thi hulf-lc'tu< d T2 Prim rs with pap..r thimbles 
olininut. d ntirely the erratic .or css ar- s 'which were obtained 
with the 100 grain and fall-loaded T2 Prin.,rs. The modified T2 
Primer eliminated entirely th. high pressur*s which Were obtained 
and also greatly improved velocity uniformity.

Tho modified T2 Prirmr also showed iruprnvi.rxnt over all tho 
nth. r d- sigis in that a satisfactory method of partial loading 
was dev. lop. G. Erratic pressures w- re olininated with thin 
w. b pnwd-.rs. An acc ptabl assembly procedure was .-vident. 
Hoisturoprocfing was a simple matter in that no paper lining 
was requir- d, raid an improver.! nt over all other designs was 
found as r> gards Vilocity and pressure uniformity.

The attached Piezo Gag-. Herds, shew compara
tive effects of the 100 grain ;.nd modified T2 Primers fired 
with the thin w b, single p< rfcr.iti.d PITH powder Lot X3552.

Approxin. .ti.ly one. million p >an< s of pi.wd. r, of which 
Lot X3532 is representative, w.,s mad., for the 75 n/n Gan, 
Liodel 1897, and rejected b cans, of thu erratic pressures 
when tested with the 100 grain primer. All of the lots huv 
b . n found to be satisfactory when ignitedby the Mdifiid T-2 
Pririer, which is now st.-ndardiz- d ns the 1122 Percussion 
Prim r. The following table sh>ws thu results' of the first tests 
of thru- of these lots ' pnwu- rs with the 100 grain primer 
compared ’with the rec.!...' t r.tr using thu 1’122 Primer.

100 Gr._________________________ 11—22
ill-. an : « 2 K-.an :

LI...’.m -.Press. : illuun: Press.:
P- r. Chg. Vr 1. Var:#/sq. : Chg.sVel.JVar. ir/sq* :
L-.t oz. f/s. f/c;in. :m i .. oz. :f/s.:f/s. in. : Li ax.

1 1 •
3527 20.5 1810 41 : 32.2 20.3:1796:22 30.8 : 34.1

♦
3530 20.5 1824 45 : 35.0 :52.0 20.5:1014:27 32.7 : 34.4

3531 20.7 1832 47 s 35.4 :51.1 20.4:1810: 17 01.1 : 33.0

'te ssiir w i ’ l ! i 1 ’ In e ' 1 . « •



Drawing of the. two prliv.i'u are attached. Ciripl to d<..tails 
of the 1122 il'.vulopi.i 'lit nay be f'und in Ruf. (2).

During the test nf tlx off at "f p-llct loading cor.ip..rcd 
to loos. loading in 3 Inch A.A. Exp, ri’.v at.il J?ri . ra at 
Ab'rde.n ^roving Ground, it was decid'd to determine the effect 
of distance wadding in this weapon. Six s. rles w<.re fired, 
two were with the standard- 100 {’ruin primers with and without 
distojicc wadding, two were x/itli the llavy Ilr-rk XIII loose loaded 
prinf.rs with and without distance wadding, und tho other two 
were with the Havy liurk XIII p. 11 t loaded pri’i..rs with and 
without distance wadding. In all cus-.s a d. elded advantage in 
uniformity was observed './hen distance wadding was used. The 
explanation is that, although thu distance; wadding has little 
mechanical stability, it S'e ns t1' h;wu sufficient strength to 
hold the propel lent charge in fix* d position during thu curly 
stags of ignition ;uid thereby m'.intuin an igniting condition 
more neinrly constant in all rvuvs. (Ref. 3).

The- i-.bovi discussion r.f ignition investigation indicates 
the importance of proper distribution of the primer fl.xsh in 
75 n/n and 3 Inch A.a. Guns. Thu behtr/ior of the primer has 
been shown to be important in cal. .50 powder development, 
R f. (5), i.e., the baffling effect of powder grains upon 
ignition to’ cause erratic pre osar-s in the long powder chamber 
is m analogous cast.. The corr ction of erratic pressures in 
tlx 12” Gun by proper assembling of th- charges so as tn allow 
free pus sag., of the primer g--s s throughout the length of the 
charg' is also a similar cus< in which proper ignition has 
r suit d in irnorov. d ballistic r^ suits. Ref. (6).
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Ordn.^ic. School, Cournr II, S- ction III
0rci.no.ncc School, Courr.. II, S-. ction III 8A
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S. Gm In Desi ,-n of Propo 1. Ion t Powders.

The forms in which powder grrinri aro commonly made 
fall under two general headings as regai’ds modo of burning; 
namely, degressive and progroesivo. A degressive gir in 
burns with a continually decreasing surface until tho 
rrain is completely consumed. A progressive grain burns 
with a continually increasing surface until the grain is 
completely consumed. While certain types of grains aro 
nearly 100$ degressive; that is, the surface decreases 
as approximately a straight line function as the burning 
of the grain progresses, the ro has not been as yet a 100$ 
progressive grain designed. The most progressive grain 
in common use is known as the Walsh or rosette grain 
which is progressive in character throughout about 95$ 
of its burning and is degressive throughout the remaining 
5$. It must not be understood that the burning character
istics as described above are at all concerned with the 
composition; they apply to form of grain only. The 
burning characteristics may ba changed by compositions 
to produce equivalent results as will, ba described later.

Figures 1 and 2 show an end view, and by graphic 
representation the burning characteristics of the several 
types of groins commonly employed in military powders. 
In order to understand the Charts, Figs. 1 and 2, it will 
be necessary to define the common dimensions and list tho 
symbols used to designate them.

L = The length, of the grain, usually between 2 and 
3 times its maximum diameter.

D"z Tho maximum diameter of the grain, outer 
d iameter.

d = The diameter of the perforation, inner 
diameter. <•'

w r The web, or minimum distance between two 
directly opposite surfaces.

•
The web inner, or tho minimum distance between 
two directly opposite surfaces in the interior 
of thu pi" in.

w0= The web outer or the minimum distance between 
an interior surfaco and n directly opposite 
exterior surface.

-1-



wn = T:.u avoraj-.o of tho inner and outor wubs.

In Figures 1 and l' tho heavy lines roprusent tho grain 
fox™ prior to combustion, tho cross-hutched areas repre
sent tho powder burned up to tho point whuru tho minimum 
thickness (web) of powdor has boon consumed, Tne shod id 
parts represent tho portions of tho grains unconsumod at 
tho time tho web has just burnod th'rough. Tho charts bo low 
each of tho grains, represent graphically tho rato at 
which tho grain is consumed. Since it is difficult to 
moasuro accurately tho rato of burning, tho burning sur
face or surface exposed to the flame action has boon used 
as tho ordinate, as tho rate at which the powder is con
sumed a’t any given pressure is directly dependent unon thd 
burning surface. This assumption is justified, sinco tho 
burning of smokeless powder is a surface phenomena, and 
hence under constant pressure thu powdor grain will burn 
in parallel layers and with uniform velocity in-directions 
perpendicular to all thu ignited surfaces. Under variable 
pressure as in a rain, the powder burns with variable 
velocity, but under that condition it still burns in 
parallel layers in the same mannoi* as at constant 
pressure, (ilef. 1). The magnitude of thu burning surface 
per pound of powder lias been represented numorially for 
convenience. Tho single perforated grain (Fig. 1) is 
degressive, sinco the decrease in area of the outer 
surface and tho ends of the grain is greater than tho 
increase in surface of tho inner area. It will be noted 
that this type of grain tends to maintain its initial 
burning area. It, therefore, approaches what is known as 
a neutral, grain or one in which tho burning area remains 
constant throughout its burning. This tendency can be 
increased by enlarging thu perforation to give what is 
called a tubular powdor. It will be further noted that 
the initial burning surface per unit weight of this type 
of grain is high. In case of the triporforated grain 
(Fig. 1) thu grain is somewhat progressive; the burning 
area increases gradually until approximately 75^ of' tho 
powder is consumed when thu outer web (w0) is consumed. 
This leaves a sliver of powdor which is totally degressive 
in burning as is indicated by tho rapid drop in burning 
area after 7b'' of tho groin is consumed. It will be noted 
that the initial burning area for the web thickness shown 
is appreciably lower than for thu single perforated grain.

In the caso of thu multiperforated grain (Fig. 1) 
thu initial burning surface is practically the same as 
for thu tri perforated, but thu rate of burning increases 
rapidly until approximately <’0/1 of the grain is consumed, 
when .•.•livers are formed and the grain becomes degressive.



Tho uxplannLion of this >.iodu of burning io obvious, oiucj 
tho area of tho seven porforations La increasing, au 
burning progresses, more rapidly than the area of tho 
exterior of the grains decreases. (Ref. 2),

A study of tri and multiporforatod grains will show 
that in order to obtain greater progressivity, it is 
necessary to reduce tho volume of tho slivers to a 
minimum at the point when the web is consumed. Such 
consideration resulted in tho development of the rosette 
or sliverless grain, (Fig. 2), This type of grain is 
not sliverloss, but upon combustion tends to produce a 
lessor volume of sli-vers than does tho normal multiperforated 
grain. From a study of thir .'train and the accompanying 
chart it will be noted that the grain is progressive up 
to the point where of tho grain is consumed when it 
becomes degressive duo to the formation of slivers.

The most degressive tyre of grain is obtained by 
tho uso of the coni type (Fig. 2); tho same burning affects 
are also obtained by the strip and disc types. It is of 
interest to note the extremely high initial burning surface 
of this type of grain. It must be pointed out hero that 
while these illustrations of thu several grain types have 
been shown as all having the same external diameter (D), 
such is not actually the case, for it is obviously 
impractical to have the external diameter of a normal single 
perforated grain the same as for a multiperforated 
grain of the same mean web (w ).

Many variations of the progressivity of the various 
types of grains can be obtained by varying tho several 
dimensions of tho grains. One example of this has already 
been cited in the case of tho tubular grain. An interesting 
variation may be obtained with tho multiporforatod grain by 
holding the inner web (wj small and the outer wob (w0) 
large; this gives the effect of a progressive multiporforatod 
powder to a point where the inner web has boon consumed.

At this point the powder becomes tubular in form and 
the burning surface remains practically constant during 
the balance of the burning time. A study of the several 
types of grains will bring forth many other variations 
that could be introduced. Any consideration of new grain 
forms must be accompanied by a consideration of the manu
facturing problems. It is difficult, for example, to 
extrude angular grains more particularly when the angles 
uro exterior.

Mince ti.u theoretical burning properties of several



r.rnin forms hnvo been constdurud, tluir act, ion in thu 
weapon for which tliuy tiro in tended will now bo dis
cussod; thin after nil in tho all important consideration.

Figure 3 shows the theoretical prossura-travel . 
curves for several typos of grains; that is, tho rata at 
which the pressure develops as tho burning, of tho powder 
progresses and the projectile moves toward tho muzzle of 
tho weapon (Hof. 3 - 4). Since the work done unon tho 
projectile within tho bore of tho weapon, to force it 
from the weapon nt a Given muzzle velocity must bo constant 
for any type of powder, thu area under each of thu throe 
curves must be equal. It will bo noted, however, that 
in thu case of cord powder, thu pressure builds up very 
rapidly and falls off vary rapidly, whild thu pressure 
in thu case of thu multiporforated powder doos not build 
up so rapidly nor ranch as high a point, neither does it 
fall off so rapidly. If1 all of those typos of powder will 
give the same velocity, of what Vvlu-e has one grain over 
any other? The first and most obvious answer is the 
variation in maximum pressure for with a multipart©ratad 
powdor wo aro able to reach tho desired velocity at a 
minimum peak pressure. This fact in itself would seem 
to favor tho multiporforated grain, however, tho punk 
pressure occurs at a point nearer, the muzzle than for tho 
maximum pressure of the cord or single perforated grain. 
V.’hun this type of powder is used, it is necessary that thu 
tube of thu weapon bu designed to withstand such prussuros. 
(Ruf. 5). Tho weapons used by this country are so designed. 
Furthermore, in certain weapons, wherein flashlessness is 
difficult to obtain, thu single perforated oowdur is to be 
desired, since the gaseous products give up a largor 
portion of their heat during tho travel of tho projectile, 
through tho bore because thu nuak pressure is reached 
nearer the brooch and the gases are, therefore, cooler 
when expelled to tho air, than is the case with multi- 
perforated powders.

".’hile changes in progressivity aro usually obtained 
by changes in grain design, the same effect may bo obtained 
by coating the surfaces of tho grain with some material 
which burns less rapidly than nitrocellulose. (Ruf. 6). 
Thus by coating a single perforated powder with dinitro- 
toluenu thu effect of a progressive charge is obtained, 
since thu dinitrotoluunu retards the initial burning of 
the grain and as this material is consumed the nitro
cellulose burns with greater rapidity. Such a orocuduro 
is nut altogether dos liable ar, it is difficult to evenly 
distribute thu coating material over tho surface of .tho 
pawdur.



Do.ign of I'in Pin tea and 11j Bodjus. a ■eov.’dur 
(IjoI,‘tied to lit (i given set of ballistic conditions must 
have its .'ipued of burniiig closely controlled. This in 
accomplished by th) control, within fairly narrow limits, 
of tho web dimensions. As will be seen free, a study of 
Figures 2 and 3, any change in tho web dimension offsets 
a change in all of the dimensions of tho yiowdur grain. 
Nitrocellulose, the principal material in all smokoloss 
powders, must bo shaped into its final powder form in a 
plastic condition. In order to accomplish this stop it 
is necessary to colloid or disperse the nitrocellulose 
along with tho other powder ingredients by moans of a 
volatile solvent. This solvent is later romeved from thu 
powder, and like most plastic materials, wherein a volatile 
dispersing medium is removed, tho finished product is 
somewhat smaller in size than the original. This is duo 
to a coalescence of tho particles of nitrocellulose or 
collapse of thu gel structure us tho solvent is removed 
from the mass. (Ref.‘7). It becomes nocossary, therefore, 
to have information regarding thu extant of the shrinkage 
of any given composition before the dies and pin plates 
can be designed to give tho desired dry dimensions. Once 
the dry dimensions are decided upon and the percent 
shrinkage known for a given composition, thu ponder can bo 
made with a reasonable assurance that it will dry closely 
to the size expected. In order to understand the general 
method used, an actual problem ’..’ill be given. Thu various 
symbols and formulae necessary to the problem are listed.

dg - Pin diameter or green perforation diameter.

dp z Perforation diameter, diy.

Df. r Dio diameter, or green external diameter of 
grain.

Dj) - Dry diameter, of grain.

'■Qy- Outer web, green.

WoD= Outor dr>’’

Wi(n~ Inner web, green.

WiD= I-nor web dry.

i?n x. Average dry web,

P x Diameter of nin circle.



o - .‘■•'-hi'inknfu of outer ..cb In ,\;ree:il.

t = " " inner " ” ”

Z ” " perforation in percent.

1 r\,o " ‘ °r ~ op x  
‘^og

100

11 = '!i* ~ * 100
^ig

111 3d Z dK - dp x 100
de

IV Dd - ed^ / 4Wti for multipurfornted

V d ~ dp x 100 - pin size 
100 - S(j

VI V/,, z id / "od
o

VII V/nD_-°il z 1.00 to 1.15 for M.P. grains. 
’•'iD

VIII Dg : 3dg / / 2VJif. - Bore

IX P - 2d / 2VE..fa ■*•£'>

X 17 Z ■■oD x 100
°« toosn—

XI wi:. Z "'iD x 100
100 - S. .

Example:- Dasign a .die and pin plate for tho manu
facture of an idiE po'..djr •..’ith an. average v/et of 0.0220 
inch, and a -perforation diameter of 0.0127 inch for the 
75 jnm Gun, Model 1807, thu shrinkages for this composition 
for tliis web arc: Sd - 21.Ofc, & o - 35.0/', Sv-j_ - 25.0%.

Solution:

Pin size z d„ = $^12? x 100 - 0.31606" V e 100-21 emrz —

JoP = 1.04 ';!■> - "QU / "ill = 0.022'’ VI - VII 



ol. - 

'.ViL : 0.0211"

•og
0.0229
100 - 35

x 100 = 0.03523"

Wi„ = 2*^11 x 100 ; 0.02513" XI
100 - 25

Boro - Dg = (3 X 0»0160) / (2 x 0.0352) / (Lx 0.0231)

= 2J2.4.!?”
Diameter of pin circle P = (2 z 0.0160) / (2 x 0.0281)

= 222S5" IX

This completes all of the data necessary except for 
length which for multiperforatud ponders is about 2.1 
times tho dry external diamotor (D) and wo have tho 
following dimensions for the dio, pin plato, and length 
of cut.

Pin Diameter (dg) nO.OldO inch

Bore Dicmuter (Dg) a 0.1752"

Pxn Circle (n) a 0.0862 inch

Length ;L) - 0.110 inch

This example serves as a typical calculation 
necessary to produce a powder of a desired ;.ob. It 
must bo understood that the values for- shrinkage as used in 
the sample calculation will vary '..idoly for various powder 
compositions, and also to a lesser degree as the size of 
the grain is varied.

Determination of Grain Dimensions for Specific 7/uapon:

In the following discussion of powder design tho 
assumption is made that tho composition chosen, for a 
further consideration of its proper design, is compatible 

’..ith tho several genarsl requi rumor,to, such/nygroscopicity, 
stability, etc., -..hich are prerequisites for any powder 
composition, ',/ith this ass'”nption in mind, tho propor 
design nnd subsequent acceptance of a particular composition 
for a given weapon is divided into t..o aliases.

-7-



Initial P!ta;;o,. Al least three amall lots of 
powder aro made for tho particular weapon to witich the 
improved powder composition is to be fitted. Having 
a knowledge of tho weapon characteristics and of tho 
functioning of other powder compositions in tho weapon, 

i an attempt in mndo to manufacture these throe powders
| over a fairly wide wob range, one lot to have a wob

slightly too fast, one which is nearly corroct, and one 
j which is slightly too slow for the weapon.

Each of tho throe powders, as mentioned above, aro 
fired in the weapon for which they were designed, in order 

< to establish the charge-velocity and charge-pressure
relationship (Ref. 8). This is done by slowly building 

i up the chargo to the point where tho service velocity is
obtained, within the maximum allowable pressure for tho 
weapon, or to a point where the firings must bo dis
continued either because the case capacity is reached or 
because the pressure limit has been exceeded. Thoso 
tests should bo conducted with some caro, since further 
calculations depend upon the figures obtained from them.

! A typical problem in the design of an improved
l powder for the 15b mm Howitzer will be considered.

Figure 4 represents the charge-velocity curves and 
’ charge-pressure curves for three experimental lots of
| powder. From these curves it will bo noted that the
1 fastest powder (Lot 830) does not meet the ballistic

requirements of this weapon, since the maximum allowable 
pressure (28,000 lbs. /sq.in.) will be exceeded before tho 
desired velocity of 1350 f/s is obtained. The medium web 
powder (Lot 831) also proved to bo too fast for tho same 
reasons. The slower nowder (Lot 832) evidently would 

„ have mot tho ballistics if tho charge had been increased 
slightly, flio remainder of the problem now depends on the 
interpretation of thoso curves.

From data taken from the several curves in Figure 4, 
Figures 5,6,7 and 8 are constructed; those are called 
design curves. Figure 5 is a web-pressure curve, thu 
points on which are determined from thu charge-pressure 
curves (Figure 4) for the several oxpavimontal lots. 
Fir uro’ 6 is plotted in the same manner, the data being 
obtained from tho charge-velocity curves. Figure 7 is 
a web-churgu curve at sorvico velocity, plotted from 
values taken from the charge-velocity curves. Figure 8 
represents, the relations!)ir> between web and velocity at 
'.)3g of tho maximum allowable pressure. Thu values used 
for plot tin.-; this curve are obtained by tracing on thu



chnrge-prjr.iuru curves, Figure 4, tho abaci.".on 'which 
repren jnte 9:>,' of tho maximum allowable pressure. 
Wherever thia trace intersects a pressure curve, tho 
ordinato of tho interuection is traced to the loft to 
whore it intersects tho corresponding chai'ge-vulocity 
curve. From thia lattei' intersection is obtained tho 
corresponding velocity. Thia value is plotted against 
the v.’eb of tho pov.der.

Once having obtained the curve us shown in Figure 8, 
tho abscissa ropresonting tho service velocity; i.e., 
1550 f/s, can be traced to the point of intersection with 
the curve and the corresponding ordinate determined. This 
will represent tho v.ob which will give service velocity 
at 95% of tho maximum allowable pressure. The most 
dosirable web to meet the ballistic requirements for this 
weapon is found to be 0.3525 inch. Applying this veluo 
forwob to Figure 7, it is found that approximately 42 
ounces of powder -..ill bo required.

While this particular case has worked out very 
nicely and it vas possible to determine tho optimum web, 
this is not alv-ays the case. It may be that tho normal 
ballistic requirements of a weapon are too severe for a 
particular pov.dor composition. Consider now the case of 
this same composition in tho 155 mm G.P.F. Gun whose 
normal ballistic requirements call fox' a muzzle velocity 
of 2410 f/s at pressures not to exceed 31500 lbs./sq.in. 
Figure 9 gives the charge-velocity and charge-pressure 
curves for several powders of varying webs in the 155 mm 
Gun. From a consideration of Figure 13, it is obvious 
that this composition can not bo manufactured in any web 
suitable for this weapon.

Determination of Web Range:

While tho preceding paragraphs have discussed a 
method whei-oby the optimum, web for a. given composition 
can be arrived at, it is often undesirable to use this 
particular web, for the manufacturer can not always 
hold exactly to the dimensions of thu optimum powder 
grain. The web thus found to be the optimum is usually 
the thinnest that can be employed, since it has been 
dotominod by assuming a pressure □!>■,•> of the maximum 
allowable. Any material reduction in the web will, 
therefore, tend to bring thu pressure for service 
velocity in excess of the maximum allowable pressure. 
Since low or thin webs' tend to produce high pressures 
and, therefore, a lower charge to give normal ballistic 
requirements, their use is to be desired from an



uionomics 1 r.t? ndpoint.

fho lower limit or thu web is thus nut by a 
consideration of pressure uniformity, while thu upper 
limit io sot by a considorntion of several noints. Tho 
web should not bo so heavy as to cause unturned or 
partially burned powdoi’ to bo expelled from tho •.■.capon. 
Since increasing tho web tends to foi-co tho pressure 
peak towards tho muzzle and hence increase the tendency 
to flash, it should not be so heavy as to cause flesh 
•..'here flashlussnuss is dosirod.

In order to establish tho 7;eb range in which a 
given composition may bo manufactured, it is necessary 
to fire, in ths particular weapon for which tho powder is 
intended, several lots of powdor of -..'obs approaching tho 
maximum and minimum wob limits.

These uowdurs must bo fired at chargos somewhat 
in excess of those ru'-uirud to give service velocity- 
before any definite ■,;.jb range can bo established. Tho 
firing of the excess charge will indicate more definitely 
any tendency of tho powdor to give erratic pressure and 
will aid considerably in the final establishment of tho 
most dosirablo web range. The web range in which tho 
powder may be manufactured should be as wide as possible, 
and at tho same time compatible with tho economic 
consideration of the -..eight of charge ruquii’od to give 
service velocity (Ref. 9).
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SECTION III. PROPELLENT FO'.iUEHS

8A. Design of Propellent Chai,{,,03.

The United States Army employs at the present time for 
use in their various woapons three distinct typos of iropulling 
charges. These may bo classified as follows: 1. Fixed charros* 
2. Semi-fixed charges. 3. Separate loa'ding charges. Hof. (1). 
With tho fixed type the projectile, cartridge case and propellent 
charge aro shipped intact with the projectile fixed to tho 
cartridge caso, thereby preventing the removal of any portion of 
tho propelling charge st the timo of firing. Examples of this 
typo of charge arc, calibor 50 cnimunition, 75 m/m Gun ammunition, 
3 in. A. ... Gun ammunition, etc. In cose of tho second typo tho 
projectile, while snipped with tho case and propelling charge, is 
not affixed thereto, thereby allowing for the removal of a portion 
of the propelling charge in the field as necessity arises. Ex
amples of this type of charge are: 75 m/m Pack Howitzer ammuni
tion, 105 m/m Howitzer’ ammunition, 75 m/m Infantry Mortar ammuni
tion, etc. The third type classified as the separate loading 
ammunition consists of such charges as are out up and shipped in
dependently of the projectile. Examples of this type of charge 
are: Propelling charges for the 155 m/m Gun, 240 m/m Howitzer, 
the 12, 14 and 16 in. Weapons, etc. Fig.^1 shows in some detail 
the manner in which each of these types of charges are assembled.

Since the re are no definite rules '.-hereby a propelling charge 
may be properly designed, it is believed desirable to consider the 
various problems that arise in connection with each of the in- 
dividua.1 types from time to time as manufacture continues and as 
changes arise in the needs of the using Service.

Fixed Ammunition.

In certain instances in the use of fixed armunition there 
exists a problem of case capacity, i. e., the volume of powdor 
which the cartridge case, used for a particular round of ammuni
tion, will hold. The introduction of new weapons and changes in 
the normal ballistic rcauiremonts for- many of the older -weapons 
have necessitated the use of such an amount of’powder to obtain 
the required velocity that the car in idgo caso will scarcely hold it. 
In such cases a powder- must be designed which -..-ill meet the new 
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ballistic reqi.ir<JMurits for the weapon and which will b • com
patible with tho ease or chamber capocity. In general when a 
cartridge case in completely filled with powder ignition is made 
moi'e difficult and erratic pressures usually result; this may 
require the design of special ignition systems.

The reverse of the above situation is more common in the 
case of fixed ammunition, i. e., the density of loading is low, 
the powder charge required to give the normal ballistic require
ments leaving considerable free space in the cartridge case. The 
desirability of maintaining the propelling charge in the cartridge 
case in a fixed position with relation to the primer can be under
stood if the elfact its movement has on the uniformity of velocity 
and pressure from round to round is considered. It has been 
shown in firings conducted in tho 7b in/m Cam, Model 1897, that 
thu movement of the charge from the front to the rear of the 
cartridge case may affect the pressure by as much as 14,000 lbs. 
per sq. in. more conclusive data as to the effect of charge 
shifting-may be shown by the data obtained from tests conducted at 
Frankford Arsenal. (Ref. 2). Th~sc tests consisted of firing in 
the caliber 50 machine gun a number of rounds in which a definite 
effort was made to keep the powder at the bullet end of tho c&sc, 
in comparison with a like number of rounds in which tho powder 
was packed closely around the' primer. These rounds fired with the 
powder at the primer end of tho case showed a center impact on 
the target several feet higher than those rounds in which the 
powder was kept at tho bullet end. These results indicate that 
higher velocity is obtained when the charge- is hold closely around 
the prim or. This ph momma or discrepancy in ballistic results 
would seem to work to advantage, were it not for the fact that 
the pressure, already high, increases correspondingly with tho 
increase in velocity.

There arc at present two methods of preventing the charge 
from shifting in the case. The first, and the one most commonly 
employed, is tho ice of distance wadding. This v? adding consists 
of a cardboard tube closed with discs at both ends. This is insert
ed in thu case and held in place by the projectile at the top, 
end by thu po -dur at the bottom. The use oT distance wadding 
offers a positive means of maintaining the powder in a fixed 
position within tho case. The welding has tho disadvantage of 
being difficultly combustib.fi. Should it not bo blown clear of the 
•ju'mori h< round is fired, tnu remnants remaining in the bore 

combustib.fi


rii.ht camu trouble -..'hen the next round In fired. A a coud 
nu'chod i'ov preventing tho ah 1 ft Ing of thu cii >v.> within tho c.'.ne, 
non being r,lv<jn serious consideration, is to so dost n the condor 
in ouch a ninnur that it will fill th-. case. This in accomplished 
by changing the dimensions of the >o\;dor grains, i.o. -nlcrgiag 
tho perforations, increasing length, etc. (Ref,3) A powder so 
designod oiTyrs several advantages ovor th. nr.sent type in tlu t 
it prevents tho shifting of the charge within tho cas.. without 
th» use of distance w-adding end at tho scrao time provides for gcont- 
er case of ignition of the propolling char go. Bettor ignition ia 
obtained with ihis typo of powder since the grains ere lurgor and, 
thoreforu, tho packing of tho powder is loss than for propelling 
charges having small or grains. Tit is reduced ja eking of the charge 
allows for a freer flow of the primer fl. ano throughout tho charge.

Semi-Pined /.munition.

The semi-fixed charge gives very little trouble in assembly. 
However, several minor points in their assembly are worth con
sideration, In the past it had boon th. e custom to make the bags 
for several increments to have a diameter sufficiently small to 
slip easily through the mouth of the cartridge case which in many 
cases was smaller than the body of the case. It was found that if 
this procedure were followed, the charge occupied considerably more 
total space than v/as actually necessary as the cartridge bag cloth 
prevented the powder from following tho inner contour of the body 
of the case. In order to prevent this, the bags for the increments 
were made largo in dianeter and shorter in length, thus relieving 
to a l.rge extent, the problem of case capacity.

In the past there had been developed at this Arsenal a 
very elaborate method of tying the increments for the 7b m/m Pack 
Howitzer and 105 m/ra Howitzer into their respective ca.s^s. This 
was necessary in order that the charge would not fall free of tho 
c .su in shipment should tho projectile became dislodged. .This 
system provided for the reixyval of the top, or uppermost in
crements without the removal of the remaining ones. This system, 
however desirable, offered a-decided disadvantage, in that once 
the charge was broken down in tho field it could not be easily



I’-auiMiiblod in the proper wnnur due to the intricate 
mutnwd of ocscmbly. Tho Arsenal h'.r. recently duveloped 
a muuh oiiiiplcr m-snn of tying th« charge .In t?io ease 
in ouch manner as to llov for their easy rumov'-l 'nd 
rcnu.' udbly. This method consists in tying by moans of a 
slip-knot the boss increment to th. tv.o oyelvts provided 
in tho cartridge esse and tying the remaining zones by 
long cord to tho b .se increment, (Fig. 1) This cord is 
made sufficiently long to allow all of thu increments with 
tho exception of the baso inemmunt to foil free of tho ease. 
Whan it is desired to remove one or more increments, tho case 
is inverted end all of the increments with the exception of 
the base increment •..•ill th 11 free of tho case and tho de
sired number m'y be detached by breaking thu tie-string. The 
remaining increments desired for tho particular round m~y be 
replaced in the case, the projectile replaced -nd the round 
is ready for use. In tying th se rounds in pl~Ce some care 
must bo used in providing the correct length of tying twine 
and also that, tne various increments be tied on tho tv;ino at 
proper intervals since if th .y are removed, a portion of tho 
tv;ino may extend on* of thu cartridge ease and -.hen tho pro
jectile is placed in tho case -nd toe round inserted in the 
weapon, th. extundint t; inc may cause the Breech block to 
jam.

Types of Separate Ledinq Charts,

In considering separate loading charges it is necessary 
to recognise several types and sub-types, These several types 
aro listed as follows:

1. Zoned type.

A. Increment charge
3. Aliquot part charge.
C. Bas„ and increment charge.

2. Unzonud tyx,

A. Single suction.
B. Liult i-suction.

Increment Charge

As in 11 zoned tyy. charges tim ;;.;i,-ht of powder making up 
tne total cLur'' . is iro!.,n do*.::. into several increments or p~rts 
to -.llo-.; Cur ni'-ti ' nw.lu of fall over all ranges of fir a. These 



Those charges aro assembled In such a manner (see Fig. 1) as to 
allow for their disassembly into thoir separate increments, at 
the tine of fire. These types of charges are usod in howitzers 
nnd mortars, wherein a high angle of fire is desired. It has 
been found that the accuracy of fire in tho lower or inner zones 
(reduced charge) is materially reduced from that obtained with 
the full charge as in the higher, or outer zones. This is duo to 
the material reduction in pressure, resulting from the reduction 
in charge. In order to eliminate tho erratic behavior - ;iven by 
the lower zones of certain incroment charges, in their respective 
weapons there have been provided two separate charges, one' for 
use in the inner zones and one for use in the outer zones, these 
charges contain! .g powders having different quickness. An ex
ample of this typo of charge is found in tho propolling charges 
for the 8 inch Howitzer iPod. 1220 K1E1 (Rof.4). In this particular 
case there arc prepared two charges, the first known as the 
"Charge, Propelling, T-3 (Or.on bug", and the second us "Charge, 
Propelling, T-4 (’./hito bag)". The first charge has boen adopted 
for use in Zone's I to V (inner zones) inclusive and consists of a 
base section and four additional increments to make up tho full 
charge. These (T3) charges arc loaded with a powder of finer 
granulation to provide faster burning, in order to give higher 
pressures and hence greater accuracy of fire for tho inner zones. 
Tho second charge (T4) has been adopted for use in Zones V-VI and 
VII and consists of a base zon- and two additional increments.
These (T4) charges ar., loaded with a slov;cr powder than is used in 
tho T3 charges in order that the pressure limit for the weapon is 
not exceeded in the outer zone firings. It is pointed out that 
the charge of powdor for the base, Zone V, in the T4 charge is so 
adjusted us to give tho same muzzle velocity as tho full charge of 
five zones in tho T3 charge, although the pressure is decidedly 
lower in case of the T4 charge. This type o! charge is also 
employed in the lo5 m/m Howitzers.

Aliquot Part Charges.

Tais typo of charge as the mno implies consists of several 
increments of equal weight. The charge is manufactured in this 
form in order to simplify the loading of the charge and since each 
increment is equal they uro interchangeable end thus provide a 
ready means for the conservation of powder when fired in the field. 
It is to be understood, of cours, that the igniter pad is not an 
integral p.u’t of tho charge as in th- case of the increment typo 
of charge, but is capable of being d Hacked from the charge. In 



charge an in Lib- cn./e <‘1' • ho incr*.Ti< nt l-,vp<> nr ch'irgo, but Jo 
capable of being detach'd from tho chargo. In all. crir.o;; where 
aliquot part charges nro used " ignI.torn aro provided for each 
complete charge. In tho cane of tho 54d m/m Howitzer aliquot 
part charge it wan found neco.uiary for zone control to further 
divido tho charge, thus this charge consists of 4 one-fifth 
sections and ?. one-tenth sections.

Ease and Increment Charge.

This type of charge is used in a number of guns such aa 
the 155 m/m Gun, the 1:.’ inch gun, etc. It is comprised of a 
base section, which consists of seven-eights of tho total 
weight of charge and an increment consisting of the remaining 
one-eight part. It is not used for zoning purposes in tho 
sense that increment and aliquot part charges are used, but 
is used primarily for reducing tho excessive wear upon the 
gun resulting from the use of a full charge of powder to pro
duce the maximum I’angu of which the gun is capable of giving. 
Most guns using this typo of charge are not required to fir© 
at thoir maximum range to accomplish a given objective and 
hence the base section only of tho charge is required. In 
extreme cases where the maximum range is desired the in
crement may be added.

Single Section Charges,

This type of charge is used principally in the medium 
caliber guns and differs from the base and increment type of 
charge in that the entire propelling charge constitutes a 
separate unit and is not capable of being broken down in the 
field for purpose of range control. This type of charge was 
at one time employed in all types of separate loading ammuni
tion but is now employed principally in tho six inch gun. 
Due to the changing requirements of the using service this 
type of charge has been practically discontinued for all 
medium caliber weapons and it has been replaced by the base 
and increment type of charge. Its use in the major caliber 
weapons has been discontinued due to the size of the charge 
for those weapons as single- section charge for the larger 
weapons, such as thu 16 inch Gun, presented a problem in 
handling, sine..; the weight of tho charge is approximately 
cOO pounds, and the length <-single section charge approxi
mately R feet. This type .‘harge has been generally re
placed for thus., weapons by the base und increment type or 
the multi-section typo.



I [ult 1-Scc t ton Charge,

Tho multi-section typo of charge in rrjoi'oly a sin; io section 
charge split up into several equal soot tons for convonLenco in 
handling. This typo of charge should not bo con fused with tho 
aliquot part charge and it is not be used for soning purposes.

In discussing the multi-section charge it is desirable to 
consider briefly the evolution of this type of charge for the 
larger caliber weapon. Before and during the early period of 
the World 'jar all multi-sect ionod charges were assembled in what 
is known as the laced typo bug. Those charges ware loaded into 
heavy silk bugs, which wero provided with a moans of lacing or 
tightening the bag around the powder; this lacing was accomplished 
in much the s-%ie manner as the old time corset was laced and hence . 
this type of cnarge was cabled the corset type. The assembly of | 
this type of charge required a corr..in amount of skill, since 
pulling tuo sharply on tlie lac in.., 'Laine would cause it to break, 
while if the charge were not tightly enough laced the charge could 
not be fitted into the chamber. Tr.o loading of this charge was 
necessarily slow, about 1 hour and 20 minutes being necessary, bo 
load a 12 inch Gun charge. During the rush of wartime assembly, 
this was the choke point on the assembly line for this type of 
ammunition. This resulted in the development of the wrapped or 
puttee type of cliarge. This type of charge was assanbied by 
placing the powder in a silk bag and wrapping the bag with a 
light weight silk tape. This procedure was accomplished largely 
by machine operation, indeed some of the smaller charges such as 
the 1’55 m/m Gun charges were wrapped entirely by machine, This 
change in type of charge reduced considerably the time required 
for assembly. For example, the wrapped type 12 inch gun charge 
required about .? hour for complete assembly. This type of charge 
had however one decided disadvantage in that after storage for a * 
relatively aiort storage period the wrapping tape stretched to 
such an'extent 'as to allow the charge to expand in diameter to a 
point where some difficulty v.us e?:p®rienced in properly chambering 
the charge (I<ef. 5, 6 and ?) . It will be realized that, inmost 
of the seacost weapons, the char's was made up to a size that 
practically filled the chamber, thus any increase in diameter 
would obviously cause trouble in cropper chamber ar e, The references 
just cited discuss .difx’iculties which had be«n experienced from 
high, or excessive pressures, with the wrapped type charge in 
certain of the seaccst ’weapons, more particularly the 12 inch Gun, 
h'lod. 1888-93. The exact cause oi‘ tho occasional high



pressure 'ivm: Ln the c:'.su of this gun \r a not known, houevur, 
most of the possible c '.uses pointed to faulty ignition. A 
few of thw.se enusus r.ro listed s follows;

a. Charge too largo in di'.'jnGtcr either because of faulty 
in- nufneturu, change in dimensions in transportation or storage, 
or excessive ramming in • landing. This results in inturtcronco 
with the free movement of the flrmo from the ignitor to the for- 
ward elements of the charge. •

b_. Cocking of a section in tho chamber.

£. Damp ignitor.

d. Hangfire.

c. Improper pl'-cin;; of the igniter or use of more than 
tb.e normal number.

f. F iluru to pl'-cu the igniter in the ch'-uber whan 
loading.

Tests conducted on s'mples of powder taken from an ammuni
tion lot that had given high pressures indicated that no nr.torial 
change in chemi cal or physical properties oi* the powder had 
taken place tlr.t would or could cause erratic or hir.h pressures. 
A number of tho charges, in the particular lot that h-ad given 
high pressures -,;cru shipped to this Arsenal reassembled by 
lacing und extensive firings co‘.".ducted using the roassumblcd charges 
Purticul r attention was paid to the method of inserting tho 
charges in the uin. It v.’s concluded that if the "charges were 
properly assembled and properly chambered, so ns to provide for 
proper ignition of the charge, high or erratic pressures would 
not result. In order to provide for the proper ignition of the 
charge several stops were found necessary. First toe charge must 
be made as small in diameter as possible, so as to provide for the 
free passage of flame above the charge after chambering, and 
second tio charge must be made as long as possible in order to 
prevent over-repiainp: of the charge when it is chuntered, thus 
maintaining the i miter pad close "to tho mushroom head of the 
weapon. "

neither t:iu laced typo or the wrapped type charge lent them
selves readily to the -production of a charge with a minimum 
diameter for a given woi,-.ht of powder. It Had been previously 
found thiut the stacking of propelling char pcs ,;ave a resultant



chargo of reduced diameter. Accordingly thia typo of charge was 
adopted for all multi-soction char gen for the 12, 14 and la inch 
guns, 'The timo required to load this type of charge with tha 
present equipment is somewhat gruutex' than the timo re ujirod 
for the wrapped type charge and -somewhat loss than for the luced 
type, approximately 60 minutes being required to load a full 12 
inch charge.

Ignitor 'pads.

Tha igxition of thu propolling chargo of the fixed ammunition 
is accomplished by means of pri or which is properly designed 
for its particular purpose, (Ref. 8) Thu ignition of semi-fixed 
ammunition is accomplished by the sa..x, ignition system used in 
tho ignition of fixed ammunition. In thu case of somi-fixed 
ammunition tho ignition system or the primer must be sufficiently 
strong to properly ignite thu charge through the powder bag. In 
tho case of the 105 m/m Howitzer it hus been found desirable to 
augment the normal loo grain chargo with a small ring of black 
powder attached to the base increment.

In the case of all increment,,base and increment and single 
section charges the ignitor pad is made on integral pert of the 
powder bag and cannot be dotachod while in the case of the 
aliquot part and multi-soction charges the igxitor is made as a 
separate unit and is attached to the base increment or section as 
the case may be (sue Fig. 1), This pad, vhich is dyed red for 
identification purposes, is loaded with black powder, which is 
readily ignited by either the electric or friction primer, used in 
those weapons employing separate loading ammunition, and thereby 
provides tho ignition for the propelling charge.

As has boon already mentioned, it is desirable to have the 
diameter of the major caliber charges as snrii as possible in 
order to allow for the free passage of the primer gases through
out tho entire length of thu charge. If this design is adhered to 
it is obvious that the center of the end suction of the charge is 
sonc-what below the center of the mushroom ’ • 1 from which position 
the primer flash originates. (koi. 7) It 1 '• .!-sirablu to have 
this flash concentrated in tho center of th- ignitor charge and 
therefore, it is ■lusivablc to hold thu igniter pad closely to the 
ond of thu b.ise auction aid not to allow it to fold over on

9



itsulf, for if the t;..niter pad is :llovud to sag or fold over 
on Ltsolf tiio il.-.sh from tho prisiur racy not impinge upon tho 
ijiitur pud but on tho base sections of .the charge itsulf. Thu 
■;'bovo notion would result in the improper ifjnition of thu charge 
viiich tends to make fur excessive pressures. It is important 
therefore that tho igiitor pad bo securely fastened to the 
chart,o. (Kef. 7) .

In curtain of thu signlu suction charges there woo developed 
a very ufriciunt limns of ignition, known as core igniter. This 
consisted of a tube of black powd-r running through tho center 
of thu chargu throughout its entire length. (Fig. 1) While this 
system provides an excellent means of ignition it is not adapt
able to thu multi-section charges and further it complicates tho 
bag design and is not ■■'Ito..othor satisfactory from a loading 
st- ndpoint.

Cartridge Bar- Cloth.

It is the comon practice in the case of all charges of the 
semi-fixed end sopor- to loading types to unease thu charge of 
powder in a silk bag. Several considerations have led to the 
selection of silk as a material from which cartridge bags end 
igniter pads arc made. Maximum strength of cloth aidminimum 
amount of stretch are essential* The weight and bulk of the 
cloth must be as low as possible in order to reduce the Quantity 
of smoke developed upon firing* Silk being the strongest of 'll 
combustible fibers successfully me^ts these requirements. (Ref. 8) 
Furthermore silk fibers do not tend to saoldor, as do vegetable 
fibers, after thu source of ignition is removed. This property 
is of decided value in tho elimination of flare back and premature 
ignition.

Recent work it this Arsenal has indicated that certain grades 
of cotton cloth may bo substituted for thu silk cloth, (kef. 10 - 
II). Autnority has bo<-n given recently to allow cotton cloth, as 
a substitute.- for silk in the ease of the 15b m/r.i Gun and the 
155 m/m and <340 m/m Howitzer charges. It is necessary however 
that all knots tied in tills cloth tu of silk since the cotton 
cloth is not as readily combustible -and when knotted might not 
be completely consumed. If such unburned portions were to remain 
in the bore aftvi’ firing, they might cause premature ignition of 
tho foliowin;', ch'jpo. The igniter pads are also mr.de of silk 
cloth in order tu insure thu proper ignition of tho charge.

The use of' cotton cloth whenu.’or possible is to be desired 
since ailk is not ally a strategic material tu this cov-itry but 
on u:--punsiv~ on^ in i. n. o ' cmui' ency.

mr.de
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SECTIOI’ III, TRC’CLLEIiT PO’TDERS

9. Small Arms °ropell".ntn

The problems of fitting po-ders to the small arms 
arc highly spocinlircd. The combinations of velocity, 
bullet "right, pressure allowance, capacity of cartridge 
case and ijrnition system arc such that It hog been found 
to be very difficult to •he'clop powders for these •■cr.pnns 
that satisfactorily meet all of the- separate requirements.

’’ractically al] of the- small arms pc-dcr development 
work carried on "t °ic tinny Arsen'1 in recent years has 
been confined to the Cal. .50 vzeapon because the require
ments for this weapon have not been met as satisfactorily 
as for the Cal. . 3^ rifle. The Cal. .30 powders of the 
duMont I?TR composition contain nitrocellulose, tin, 
dinhenylamine, dinitrotoluene and are glazed with graphite. 
These nowders are satisfactory for use in the Cal. .30 
weapon giving 2640 f,s. with about 4pono lbs. per square 
inch pressure. The hygroscopicity and stability of these 
powders show improvement 0”<?r that for pov/ders containing 
only nitrocellulose, dinhenylamine and graphite.

This discussion -’ill be confined to the status of 
powders for the Cal. .50 weapon. The requirements for 
powder for this ’.•capon are as follows:

a, . Smoke. Rounds of Cal. .50 ammunition are fired in 
rapid succession in machine guns, at times in batteries of 
several weapons. Smoke obscures tho target so that satis
factory vision while firing is impaired. Hence it is 
necessary that the smoke from the powder be as small in 
amount as can possibly be obtained.

b. Ballistics. The armor piercing bullet weighing 750 
grains must be shot at 2530 - 2540 f.s. without exceeding 
48onn lbs. per square inch of pressure.. Because of the 
shorter bore of small arms as compared to cannon, the 
relatively shorter time between ignition and emission of 
the- bullet, and the difficulty of obtaining adequate ig
nition of small arms, the problem of obtaining ponders to 
give, ballistic requirements is difficult regardless of the 
higher nrr.-ssurr s allo”-ed.

c, . Hygrosconicity. This item is considered of less 
importance in small ins ponders because such powd* rs are 
not subject to atmosoheric exposure to any great extent. 
The hygroscopic i ty • 111 owed is d"t<rmin<d in trene-ral by what 
<’• n b< obtain'.d ■ ' th out so o r i f ii ng rc r formanev of the 



powders in other respects. However, it is desired Hint the 
tendency to absorb moisture be reduced as much as practi
cable.

d. Flash. Flash hiders are used on Cal. .50 machine 
guns so this item is unimportant at this time. The roquire- 
monts as to smoke and ballistics are less difficult to meet 
when flashlessness is not demanded.

e. Automatic Load inf;. Powders must be of such grain size 
that they can be loaded into the cartridge cases by tho auto
matic machinery now used at Frankford Arsenal. Thia equipment ‘ 
will not load powder grains of length greater than .10 inch. 
This constitutes an added restriction since the opportunity 
is not afforded for varying tho bulk of the powder except 
within narrow limits.

f. Shifting of Charge. No requirement is specified re
garding the amount of excess air space in tho Cal. .50 
cartridge case, although it is recognized that shifting of 
the charge is detrimental to good ballistic uniformity.

g. Completeness of Combustion. It is desirable that the 
powders burn completely, otherwise small particles of partially 
burned residue may be showered upon the gun crew. Service 
powders firod in the barrels of standard length (36 in.) have 
been found to give more residue than when fired in barrels of 
40 in. length,

A discussion will be given concerning the standard Cal. 
.50 powders of the duPont IMP composition. This powder con
sists of nitrocellulose, dibutylphthalate, tin, diphenylamine, 
and a coating of dinitrotoluene; it is glazed with graphite to 
facilitate the machine loading. Although many lots of these 
powders have been accepted for use in this weapon, they are 
not entirely satisfactory. The powder grains are coated with 
the dinitrotoluone to delay the burning during the early stages 
causing the peak pressure to be lower so that ballistic re
quirements can be mot. This means of causing a delay in burn
ing and displacement of the pressure peak towards the muzzle 
also causes higher muzzle pressures. Considering the weapon 
as a machine, the mechanical efficiency is lowered when higher 
muzzle pressures are given because more energy is lost to the 
atmosphere, thereby requiring a larger charge of powder to 
give service velocity. This is of importance only in that the 
increased amount of powder affects the unit cost of tho arsnuni- 
11 on.



Those standard T7.*R po-dorr, coat-, d -I th 11 n i t”Otolu( nc 
exhibit an obji ctlonnble amount of smoke. In a test of a 
burst of £5 rounds fired from on-, machine gun, the target 
-ns in’’ 1 sibli. to the gunner after the loth round (1).

Th' standard po-dcr exhibits t^e objectionable feature 
of ’’nrlablc ballistics -hen the charge is shifted from one 
end of the cartridge, case to the other (2). This phenomena 
is displayed to a more on less extent by nil ponders -hich 
do not fill the cartridge ease. Inadequate Ignition is 
responsible for the variable ballistics.

In acceptance 'tests of Cal. .50 po-ders the rounds arc 
gently rolled before firing to pre-’r/nt the charge from being 
fired •■■hen packed around the primer to cause excessive 
pressures. To illustrate the effect of location of charge 
-ithin the cast upon ballistics, the folio' ing data are given:

ballistics due to shifting of tho propellent charge or other 
cause.

Po-~dcr
Pdr. At Bullet End At "'rimer End
Lot Vcl. Press. Var. Vcl. Press. Var.
Exn. f.s. Van. Ib./sq . in. f.s. Var. lb./sq.in. Ref.

1034 2469 19 42370 3000 2519 58 48570 990C (?)
1238 2483 14 44960 45n0 2515 33 49140 6500 (4)
1100 2456 56 43960 4100 2627 207 54400 20000 (5)
1102 2428 44 43880 11800 2449 50 47920 9300 (5)
1105 2435 85 45180 6000 £479 34 46620 9600 (5)
Du°ont
1511-B 255c /t-4750 2725 55275 (2)

Development '••'ork has been in progress to develop a ped er
for the Cal. .50 •'canons -hich • ould -not igive an objectionable
amount of smoke and not exh ib it excessive variations in

The problem of smoko reduction in povder development is 
attacked entirely from tho standpoint of chemical composition 
of the products of combustion. Black smoke is caused by an 
excess of carbon in the propellant and primer over the oxygen 
present to burn the carbon to invisible gases und*. r proper 
temperature and pressure. ’Thitc. smoke may be caused by 
inorganic materials in a finely divided state. Slue smoko 
is believed to be- black carbon fin-ly divided and diluted -ith 
invisible' gaseous materials. To avoid th'., coatint of 
dinitrotoluene, compositions containin': guncotton nnd 
pyroxylin ••■ere employed to obtain progressive burning. Dinitro- 
t.olucne ms incorporated in some of these experimental ponders 
in order to reduce hygroscopicity and thus increase stability. 
Microscopic studPs of r unh po-d>. r grains she>-rd that the 
pyroxylin tend'd to •:r^w>-- a position >v-aror th" of
*e, I'rgm-, m-..; oun -ottin 'no :n fr-it. r rr;por< ion in 



the interior of the grain bu^ns faster to—ard the end of 
the combustion cycle thus causing progressive burning ’-.'hen 
the entire burning cycle is considered. The triperforatod 
grain form "ns also used for Cui. .5° povders to give pro
gressive burning. An attempt '"as made to obtain the same 
effects upon ballistics as coating, by the use of a heavier 
-eb. These attempts to obtain mO”'.' progressive burning to 
reduce tho mean pressure belo— 48OQ0 lbs., ’-ere, at first, 
unsuccessful. Since the erratic ballistics of the- Cal. .50 
po’-ders -ns due to a large extent to shifting of the pro
pellent charge, attempts -ere made to modify the most 
successful lots so that the -eight of charge to give ser
vice "eloclty -ould fill the cartridge case;. Three changes 
-ore- made to increase bulk as follo-s:

1. Reducing potential by reducing ratio of gun
cotton to pyro cotton in the po-der.

2. Using same veb composition, etc. —ith larger 
holes in the no-dcr grain.

3. diking grains of greater length.

The first t—o lines of endeavor —ere unsuccessful —hile 
the third '-as successful in producing po-ders ballistically 
satisfactory -hen grain lengths of 0.17 inch and greater vero 
used, but not in the lesser lengths "hich can be handled by 
the automatic loading machine, vis; .10 inch or less.

The improvement in ballistics -hich -as sho-n •."hen longer 
grains -eve employed "-as considered due to betted ignition. 
The primer flash penetrated the change to a greater depth; 
or in other -ofds, there’ras less baffling effect of po’.-dcr 
upon the primed flash. The ignition system of the Cal. .50 
round consists of a pr-rcussion element —hich fires through 
a small hole in one end of the cartridge ease. Similar to 
other assemblies, including a cartridge case "ith a 
relatively greater length as compar'd, to the diameter and a 
short primer, irratic ignition -as expected to result from 
such conditions. Other experiments -ere performed to obtain 
information as to "hctlvr the erratic ballistics given by 
Cal, .50 po-dors arc caused by faulty ignition. A lot of 
single perforated po-der -as made in grain length of 2.75 
inch and the ballistics compared to those given by the sane 
design of p'-rler of grain length of 0.09 inch. And further, 
pyroxylin c^s •••ere prepared from photographic nitrate film 
from -hich tho silver salts and gelatine had been removed. 
The c mes -ere placed inside the cartridge case —ith the •'pen 
end tn—irds tho primer so that the excess air spree of the 
care -ns in a position to aid ignition by allo-ing better



'I IntrlbutI n it’ th< primer tTu.h. Ballistic and .the r data 
art glv-.n t.) r.h'v; th', effects f improved ipiiti/n:

Mo.
Lot Rds.

Chg.
Gr.

7eb 
in.

L 
in.

Air 
Space 
in.

Vel.f/s
Press.lbs.
per

Mean
sq.in. 
Var. (Ref)Mean Var.

1414A-1 5 180 .0152TP .*08 .50 2529 25 4 8680 3200)
1414 A-2 5 185 .0148TP .217 0 2526 16 45340 90*) (1)

1154A 5 18* .*22S’1 .09 1.0 2407 47 49660 7100)
1154B 5 180 .O22SP I'♦75 0 2429 25 44300 38*o) (4)

12.75 with 
out cones 5 203 ,*138TP .0? .35 2505 77 47360 8600-)
1235 with 
cones

pdr.
15 00

.2on) 
n« 5) .0138T? .09 0 2514 29 45546

) 
2300)

(6)

It is noted that in all the three cases ’.ihich allow better 
distribution of the nrimer flash, more uniform ballistics were 
given as well as lower nressures. These methods of obtaining 
improved ignition, involving the use of 2.75 inch grains or 
pyroxylin cones to allow distribution of primer gases are not 
altogether practicable to use but demonstrated in a conclusive- 
manner the necessity foi" such improved ignition.

An effort "as next made to obtain improved ignition by 
modification of the powder composition, this work being carried 
along ’"ith modification in grain d- sign to obtain this effect. 
Materials were added to the powder composition which would be 
expected to render the powder more easily ignited. Potassium 
nitrate and nitroglycerine were used separately for this 
purpose. Potassium nitrate- in quantities of three and five 
percent was effective to a slight extent in that the mean 
pressure was reduced by one- or two thousand pounds. The smoke 
was increased, caused by the inorganic potassium compounds and 
prcv-.nted the use of this material (7). Mitroglycc rinc was 
used in quantity of 7zi but gave no appreciable effect in 
improving ignition. The- hygroscopicity of ponders containing 
nitroglycerine was much improved, ho-’cv-.r (1).

By combining th'- favorabl-. hygroscopicity and ballistic 
effects and th'- improved ignition off'rt.d by the .20 inch 
length of grain, a now-dvr ’w.s finally produced by this Arsenal 
which satisfies all requirements referred to abo’-c except case 
of loading by th a automatic machines.



Lot

The tests of this po‘ dor arc summarized b< lo- 
Press, lbs. 

__  per sq. in. SmokoHygro, Charge Vol.

1469 1.13/0 192 gm. 2499 f.s. 44535 40;b less than
Dn Lot 1522

The targe t was visible throughout the entire 25 rounds 
of Lot 1469 while the target was not visible after the 10th 
round of Lot 152? duo to the density of the smoke.

An effort is now being made to modify the automatic 
loading machines so that a powder of this type ’-ith 0.2 in 
length of grain can be loaded. If this can be accomplished 
a powder ’-hich satisfies present requirements more fully than 
th*-- po-dcr no”' standard ’-ill be available.

As a result of the need for more effccti”c Cal. .50 
ammunition for penetration of armored tanks, it has recently 
been requested that an effort be made to obtain a velocity 
of 3000 f.s. with this ammunition at a pressure not above 
55,000 lbs. per square inch.

Preliminary results from work in this direction show 
that 2750 f.s. can be obtained -ith pressure of approximately 
55,ooo lbs. (1).

Some rounds sho-cd metal failures of the percussion 
element at this pressure. These higher ballistics have only 
been obtained by the improved ignition, offered by long 
grains, coating of the grains or use of double base ponders. 
This -ork has not progressed to the stage that final con
clusions can be drawn regarding the practicability of ob
taining the velocity of 3000 f.s.

The test for unturned po-dcr from Cal. .50 machine gun 
firings is made by collecting the residue upon a large canvas. 
The material obtained from 50 rounds is weighed. The result 
is given as the percentage of the total amount of powder 
fired. In a special test for unburned powder comprising 
experimental and service po-ders the results varied from 
O.O21zo to 1.89/b. The most favorable result was obtained with 
an experimental powd-.-r of high potential -hich -as prepared 
for tests at high velocity. A smaller charge ••ns needed for 
service velocity (173 grains compared to 220 grains for 
service lots) nnd because of the faster rate of burning, 
practically complete combustion resulted. (8).
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SLCTIbN III i’hUi’jCLLi arr poi/deh;

10. atrip Powders For Ei.iurt>ncy Uso,

Thu commercial peacetime production of aaokuloss cannon 
powdor in tho Unitod Status is limited to relatively insig
nificant quantities to me ,t Govox-nment orders sines there is 
no commercial uso for powdor of this typo.

In a major war lasting two years it is calculated that 
the total requirements ox' smokeless powder will bo more than 
1/2 billion pounds. It will bo relatively oasy for tho United 
States to produce this amount of jowder by tho aid of two years, 
but during thu early months of a major war tho Government aid 
private plants in this country ’..ill fall far short of tho 
capacity required to fill the demands for powder, duo to the 
necessity of building and equipping plants to meet the require
ments scheduled.

A complete factory plan for tho manufacture of smokeless, 
powder in a war of the first magnitude has been prepared and it 
is estimated that plants to bo built will be capable of pro
ducing powdor at the maximum rate in tho ninth month after con
struction is started. Notwithstanding those plans and the amount 
of powder remaining on hand from the World War, which incidentally 
is deteriorating rt a rapid rate, serious deficits of powder 
will occur, since- powder has only a limited serviceable life 
and when war stocks of powder aro gone, there will be a serious 
shortage until production catches up with demand. With the view 
of attempting to supply the a.xokcluss powder deficits, serious 
consideration should be given to the possibility of utilizing 
tho facilities of commercial plants engaged in tho manufacture of 
nitrocellulose or dynamite. It is recognized that there aro two 
factors in thu manufacture of extruded powdor which tend to de
lay production, first, thu hydraulic equipment used is of special 
design and is obtainable only with difficulty and delay; second, 
thu time of drying powder is protracted. Hydraulic equipment re
quires the laying of long pipe lines end also thu installation 
of he vy concrete foundations for the support of tho massive 
presses. In the production of an extruded powder there aro re
quired four hydraulic presses for ono powdor line, nrjnoly de
hydrating, preliminary blocking, macaroni 'nd final blocking 
presses, ks a powdor factory must bo equipped with these presses 
before production can begin, it is imperative that ihu presses 
be readily obt-.innblc. It has be .n observed from past experience 
that tho procuring of tho presses on short notice is impossible, 
as this equipment must be made specially for the work it is to 
perform. Thu cowers ion of other hydraulic presses to powder 
work is mob feasible, which is attributable to their difference 
i:i cladwn.



In addition to |ho uso of hydraulic equipment in tho manu
facture of on extruded powder there will exist the undesirable 
feature oi’ tho long tine to dry the powder before it is ready 
for use. Tho timo of drying in air covers a period of several 
weeks or even months, so that in event of emergency an ex
truded powder will not be available in the quantity desired at 
the beginning of operations « Water drying replaced air drying 
during the late war period and the time of drying was reduced in 
the case of 75 m/m powder to about 1/5 of the dr drying period.

In considering the general subject of the manufacture of 
propellants, there uro two distinct viewpoints which may be adopted 
as a basis for investigations toward effecting improvements. The 
first viewpoint recognizes as a purpose improvements in design of 
powder or in the process of manufacture which will result in a 
finished powder of superior characteristics such as longer stability 
life and greater ballistic uniformity. The second viewpoint 
holds as the main purpose such improvements in process as will give 
more readily a powder of suitable but not necessarily superior 
characteristics, from the standpoint of production in an em
ergency the second viewpoint is tho more important since the 
present process for manufacturing smokeless powder is time con
suming, it requiring from one to three months from the time the 
process starts until tho powder is ready for shipment, A careful 
survey of tho present process has disclosed several steps that 
should be susceptible to marked improvement from the standpoint 
of economy of time and possibly of cost, 'luite apart from the 
problem of developing an improved propellant, there is the pro
blem of providing an adequate supply of usable snokelcss powder, 
especially during the early months of a war. Since the fa
cilities which now exist for the manufacture of propellent powder 
ai'e very limited and since the erection of additional powder 
factories require from eight to twelve months before production 
on a large scale can be attained, there is evidently an engineer
ing problem of major significance involved in providing an 
adequate supply of propellent powder during the first year.

To c ♦"/come these two deficiencies, namely, lack of equip
ment and i-.ngth of time required for manufacture, it has been pro
posed to manufacture strip powder composed of nitrocellulose and 
nitroglycerine or nitrocellulose and a nitrated glycerine
glycol mixture (1), since a powder using these ingredients can be 
roadily colloidcd and formed into sheets by means of rolls, the 
elimination of the volatile .solvent being accomplished largely 
by tho heat of the rolls. The use of nitroglycerine or a nitrated 



I

oatoi’ not only permits tho reduction o! thu volatile solvent 
to a lower degree, if no non-volutile gelatinization agents 
wore present, but also increases tho potential of the composition 
and its resistance to moisture. European practice, especially 
British, involves the use of nitroglycerine, but powders con
taining this material have not b^on viewed with favor in tho 
military service of tho United States because such powdors us
ually have contained sufficient nitroglycerine to give an extreme
ly high tor.rocra.turo and were highly erosive. Tho nitroglycerine 
content of powders of this typo of recent manufacture, however, 
has been greatly reduced; so the erosion of the boro should bo 
little, if any, greater than when nitrocellulose powders are used. 
The development of flashless powders, using plasticizers in thoir 
composition, has tended toward the production of powders evolving 
still cooler gases, since thu essential feature of flashlossnoss 
is that the gases emerging 1'rom tho muzzle shall be at a tempera
ture below thoir ignition point. These cooler gases are, of 
course, still less erosive. Thu presence or absence of nitro
glycerine, therefore, is not now the controlling feature with re
gard to erosion, us many powders containing a small quantity of 
nitroglycerine hav^ a low temperature of explosion, the nitro
glycerine being used principally us a non-volatile gelatinizing 
agent and as a means of increasing the case with vhich the powder 
can be ignited.

Since the mode of action of strip powders is different from 
the standard multiperforated grain sane discussion of the strip 
form of grain is . jven: The strip, cord, or tube forms of grain 
are of the degressive type, i. e. they burn with a constantly 
decreasing burning surface per unit ’"eight and complete combustion 
earlier than the multi per far a ted progressively burning grain, k 
degressive form of grain may therefore be more satisfactory for 
tho granulation of FNH powder for some weapons, When the web 
of tie cylindrical grain with seven perforations is burned through, 
the .-rain is not all consumed. There still remain to be burned 
six inner and six outer pieces of triangular cross-section, 
called slivers. In cannon of short lengths, or in guns firing 
reduced ch urges, thu burning of thu slivers is so much delayed 
that sumo of them may be thrown from thu muzzle unburned; this 
tendency may result in lack of uniformity in velocity and range. 
A degressive pa;dor does not have this tendency as much as the 
pry .i'essive type bucuv.su of faote r burnin... in the initial stages.

Disyursion can also result from the occurrence of waves in 
the gun chamber which aim caused by thu baffling effect of thu 
powder ..ruins of thu standard types. In strip powders tho 
garms hmz.. a it... chain'd extending thrmahout the length of the

bucuv.su


chamber, which moons that the gases are not retarded and con
sequently no opportunity is afforded fox’ wuvos or oacillation 
to build up. Therefore, strip ponders would bo expected to 
give more uniform ballistics and in tact experimental powders 
of this typo ha”O regularly given excellent ballistic uniformity 
Several years -go a strip powder composed of nitrocellulose, 
nitroglycerine, and other ingredients ’..as successfully mado at 
this Arsenal. (2). This powdor was flashless, non-hygroacopic 
and in addition could bo fired us soon as manufactured since no 
volatile solvonts wore employed in its production. The details 
of manufacture (3)"of this typo of powder uro as follows: Nitro, 
collulose of a known woijit is plrcod in the mixing bovl of a 
Schro^dci1 mixer and about 8 times its v.-eijit of water is added, 
so that the nitrocellulose is submerged. Tho Schroodur mixer
consists of a bowl shaped like tho figure 8 about four foot long 
2j- feet ’..ide '.nd 3 foet hiji; each salient of th^ bowl is oquippi
with a seven bladed agitator revolving diametrically opposite
to ouch other. Poxver is supplied by over-head bolting. When
sufficient water has been added, the agitators are lowered and 
the mass slowly stirred; a weighed quantity of nitroglycerine is 
slowly added while agitation continues; after the nitroglycerine 
has been added agitation is continued for a period of 10 minutes.. 
The nitroglycerine is adsorbed on the fibres of the nitrocellulo:
and only about .12$ is lost due to its solubility in water. Aft<
mixing, tho material is ronoved frem the mixer by means of woodec 
shovels and placed in a centrifugal wringer whore water in excess 
of approximately 26$ is removed. A weighed amount of the centri
fuged nitrocellulose is placed in a siyna blade type mixer, such 
as is used for mixing dough or other powder masses, and the cor
rect amounts of the other ingredients added. Mixing continues fc 
45 minutes after which the granular mass having tho appearance of 
brown sugar, is then passed through a pair of horizontal heated
rods. The rolls remove an additional amount of water and brings 
the nitrocellulose into more intimate contact with tho nitroglycc 
ine and thereby facilitate gelatinization. &ft~r rolling the 
material has the appearance of oatmonl and is ^uito brittle; it i 
then placed in a heated dead air dry house for 48 hours for the 
purpose of allowing the nitroglycerine to react further on tho 
nitrocellulose ..nd cause p-rtial gelatinization. This storage 
is termed "seasoning”. After the Se soning period is completed, 
the mateii-.1 is subjected to a second rolling. Approximately 
1:V to 2 pounds of tho above mixture is placed on the revolving 
rolls and subjected to. their action for about one minute; a con
tinuous sheet of material is rapidly formed -round one roll, 
taking on a leather-like appearance "nd being very flexible and 
tough. These rolls .--.re set so as to give a definite thickness of 
sheet; this thickness is designated as the web thickness of 
the powder. After the sheet h-”s the proper appearance, tho rolls 
•re stopped '.nd the shout removed by slitting it Ion; itudinally 



along the roll by means of a sharp knit'o. The rolla used in 
the flrot and second rolling operations are identical in all 
respects, they aro about 2 ft. long and 1 ft. in diameter sot 
in proper housing equipped with gears and other driving mech
anisms. After being "aheeted” thu powder is cut in largo 
strips the width of which is the length of tho finished powder. 
This machine is nothing more than a guillotine paper cutter 
operated by a foot treadly. These large strips are then passed 
through a power driven paper slitter whero the strip of powder 
is cut to tho proper width. This completes the operations as 
far as tho manufacture of the powder is concerned, but since 
it is impossible to insert the large strips of powder flush 
with the cutter discs it is necessary to sort out the scrap. 
This is a hand operation. After sorting, the powder is placed 
in boxes or tied into bundles of the proper size for insertion 
into cartridge cases.

Some objection has been raised to strip powders since 
they do not lend themselves readily to blending, in the regular 
blending equipment. It is believed that this is not serious 
since ballistic tests of strip powders show them to be very 
uniform in behavior, this being a result of the thorough gel
atinization obtained and the close control which can bo ob
tained over the web thickness.

Other compositions than the one just described have been 
employed experimentally in’ strip form. With some of these, 
acetone or other volatile solvent is used but in much less 
amount than with extruded powders. These powders employed an 
inert plasticizer to produce flashlcssness. A plasticizer is 
a high boiling solvent for nitrocellulose which imparts special 
toughness and flexibility to the nitrocellulose gel. (4) (5).

An effort has been made to obtain a plasticizer that is 
non-volatile and an especially good gelatinizer for nitro
cellulose and which will not cause instability of a nitro
cellulose powder. In the last. !' w years the pyroxylin and 
plastic industries have made ; i^t strides and consequently 
new plasticizers have become available. (6). It is thought 
that some of these plasticizers may find application in the 
manufacture of strip powders where they will assist in ob
taining greater gelatinization and in reducing flash. 7/here 
plasticizers aro employed in a single base extruded powder, 
it tends to riako the powder flashless, increases ballistic 
uniformity and in most cases renders it non-hyproscopic; and 
further, the addition of a plasticizer to a powder containing 
a volatile solvent has been definitely shown to make the 
powder give up its solvent much more readily.

This can be demonstrated by referring to a scries of drying 
tests conducted roc ntly. Win n service powder war. air dried at 



45°C, 86 days -.jura required while only 17 days at th; same 
temperature were required for a powder containing a plasticizer* 
Vhen tho powder is subjected to a higher drying temperatures thin 
great variance is more noticeable, as it was possible with a- 
powder containing a plasticizer to complete drying in thu solvent 
recovery box, whilo thu total volatile content of a service 
pyro powder could only be reduced to a certain point and extended 
heating did not cause any further reduction. In addition, tho 
use of a plasticizer tends to make tho powder deter iorate at a 
lower rate, under tho most severe conditions to which a.powder 
can be subjected, namely, elevated temperatures and excess 
humidity. Powders containing plasticizers have withstood theso 
extrema conditions for six years and still d;ow no significant 
deterioration, whereas pyro powder did not stend a humid atom
sphere at a temperature of 50°C longer than eight or nine months. 
These results would seem to indicate a definite economic advantage 
in the use of a plasticizer in ponders.

The processing of this powder is similar to that previously 
explained except that 20$ volatile solvent, acetone or ether - 
alcohol is added in the mixer and that the powder after cutting 
is packed in wire boxes and plated in warm rooms to free it 
from the small amount of volatile solvent vihich remains in the 
powder.

-*-n. considering the extent to which industry could be expected 
to assist in the production of propellants of the above type, it 
would appear to be desirable to utilize the equipment of manufact
uring concerns engaged in the production of plastics by adapting 
such equipment to the requirements of smokeless powder manufacture. 
The necessary equipment could be procured from manufacturers of 
rolling equipment for rubber, pyroxylin and chewing gum, plastics 
and paper mills; th-. equipment consists essentially of dough mixers, 
rolls and paper slitters.

In order to accomplish this it will be necessary to have 
available a particular design of rollin.; equipment which is suitable 
for the manufacture of powder. With, on established design it 
should be possible to obtain tho equipment on fairly short notice. 
As th, ins ta..J...tion of rolling equipment is relatively simple it 
should be possible to obtain a substantial output of strip powders 
in tnu curly months of an emergency and thus aur/mt the output 
from the existing powder plants. The opportunity to use two 
distinct types o i.' equipment, i. c. jr.jc:ms for exirudod powder and 
rolls for strip powder should certainly enable a hiphor rate of pro-
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SECTION III.*' PROPELLENT PO'.TDERS
11. Inspection Tests of Propellants.

Tho typo of propellant now uncd in U.S. military 
ammunition for cannon contains nitrocellulose as u base. 
Tho powders used until recently wore tho "pyrocellulose powders", which contain only nltrocolluloso (12.60% 
nitrogen), dlphonylamino, and residual solvent. Tho 
"FNH or NH" powdor compos it ions developed since tho World 
War are more complex, but also consist chiefly of nltro
colluloso.

Propollent powdors aro subjected to chemical, physical, 
stability and ballistic tests prior to acceptance. Tho 
significance of tho chemical and physical tests made In 
this connection will bo briefly discussed. Stability tests 
aro discussed elsowhoro.

Tho requirements and methods for testing pyrocellulose 
powders for cannon, formerly covered by Ordnanco Pamphlet 
No.450, arc now included in Specification PXS-482; while 
Ordnanco Pamphlet No.451 gives tho requirements and tests 
for pyrocellulose powdor for small arms. Tho duPont and 
PA "FNH or UH" powders are covered by Specification PXS-67 
and Addenda No. 1 and No.2 thereto.

Materials and Workmanship.- Like the specification for 
nitrocellulose. Specifications PXS-67 and PXS-482 cover 
process inspection as well as requirements and tests for the 
finished material. The process details included arc for the 
guidance of inspectors as well as tho manufacturers and tho 
whole object is to insure as great uniformity of product as 
is possible. The effective functioning of propellent pow
der is dependent on its uniformity with respect to composi
tion and physical state (grain size), and tho tests made 
after manufacture may be considered to merely demonstrate 
that the particular lot in question conforms to the standard 
that has been set for the type of p rider in goner' ,

Composition.- The specific compositions required for 
"FNH or NH" powders arc given in addenda to Specification 
PXS-67. Confidential Addendum No.l covers tho composition 
and specific tests of duPont FNH or MH powder; while Addendum 
No.2 covers tho composition and specific tests of PA FNH or 
NH powder. Both these compositions have boon approved by tho 
Chief of Ordnanco, and PXS-67 requires that only approved 
compositions be used. Other compositions arc known to have 
satisfactory ballistic values and to meet specification re
quirements, but are not suitable for military use because they



have undccirnbl.; priporti<s such as insufficient stability 
In nlth'ugh meeting the st-Mllty tent requirements,
crisi'n if gunbnrrois, the f'rrrtl'n if t ixic gos'-s, ir tho 
fjmntbn if 11' much smoko.

Externil Hilsturo.- The ballistic buhn”i>r if u
nrinollnnt varies -ith tho am'unt if miisturu held by the 
surface if tho p'v'dor. Tho effect if tho presence if 
extf rnal moisture Is to liver tho pressure developed nnd 
projectile vol >clty when the porder Is flrod in a gun. - It 
Is therefore desirable t' prov<nt the presence >f external 
moisture or maintain It v.’lthln nurr >v; limits. FNH and 
MH p'v/ders re if such lw hygr'sc iplclty that they do mt 
abs irb m'ru than 1.00% if external moisture, Irrespective 
if grain size, under >rdinnry atmospheric o wilt! >ns; 
but the abs irpti >n if miistur., by pyr icollul iso p Adders Is 
much greater nnd varies -1th tho gr In sizo. Pig. 1 sh r.-s 
gmnhically the range if variation if the external moisture 
e intents 'f various grain-sizes if b ith air-dried and water- 
dried pyr icr.llul me pr-ders.

Ether Extract.- This dctemlnnti >n is ma^e as a
prerequisite t? tho dc-turminati in if t ital v ilatile matter 
(ri.-sidu-’l s il'a nt plus external niisturc) in tho ease if 
FNH -nd MH pr-’ers and nls' tl determine if tho approved 
cimmsiti'n has been used ^nd tho pripellmt is unifirn 
•"ith respect t' c T’? isiti 'n.

Mitr iccllul :so.- This det'min ti 'n is ”'de in
vrdor ti chock the: cmi'siti'n '.nd the unif'mity if tho 

p vder —ith respect t? this c'nstituent. The. use if the 
nraie r jrdo ir blend if nitr icellul isc is nit established
by test >f the finished purler '.s the insicctiin system
nri-’idcs fir the acccptmci if those fir use "nd tho 
ballistic t' sts furnish further evidence as ti -hether tho 
miner grar’c; ir blond if nitricellul ise has been used.

Hvgr isc ipicitv.- The hy; r isc micity if smkeless
jirdnr is if imo >rt".ncc -ith respect ti stability ns ’roll 
"s ballistic unifirrlty. It may be considered that the 
hygr >sc ipicity if a pr ipellent c imp isiti m is a fixed 
characteristic "nd that this test is made ..s a check on 
unif imity if emp isiti m, i.i,. any vnriati m in tho 
percent-..'< if the c mstitu< nts 'f the p er fr in the 
proscribe.d f irmula '."ill be reflected in a change in tho 
tend, ncy )f the p ■•..•dor to absorb niisturc.

Vil-.tilrj S live nt.- This represents the residual 



nlcoh ol, other and vntcr remaining in tho powder 
after tho standard drying nrooeduro. The urn ount 
of volatile 3'1 vent present is of Importance, on 
an oxcone of volatile solvent docroafios tho pressure 
and velocity obtainable then tho powder in fired in 
a gun. On tho other hand, tho prosonco if none or 
vary little of this tends to make tho p wrier brittle 
in case of pyro pnv/dora: vith F1UI or Nil powders tho 
presence of residual solvent is n )t necessary to 
eliminate brittleness and only a very snail amount is 
left in this typo of pov.dor.

Total Volatile Hatter.- Tills emprises the sum 
of tho oxTErnal moisture and volatile solvent con
tents. It is arrived at in tho course of analysis, 
but has no additional significance in itself from 
that attached t> the external moisture and volatile 
solvent contents.

Qiphonylamino.- This compound, the anti-acid 
stabilizer is determined to insure compliance vith 
tho tolerances on tho amount permitted by the speci
fication. It is important that an excess mt bo 
used since such will reduce rather than increase tho 
stability. Tho tolerance in the amount permitted 
is hence very small.

Comnressibllitv.- The c impressibility test 
indicates ’vhothcr a powder is brittle. If smokeless 
pv-’der contains tn little volatile solvent or non
volatile flash reducing agent, it may bo sufficiently 
brittle to crack and splinter ’.hen fired in a gun. 
Such would cause increased rate nf burning and con
sequent erratic ballistic behavior. The compressi
bility test establishes the degree of elasticity 
possessed by the grains.

F orm if .Grain.- The ballistic behavior of a 
smokeless p r.’dor which is uniform with respect to 
composition is determined entirely by the '.'.•eight of 
charge, the form of grain and '.’<ob thickness in vhich 
it is employed in a given gun •."ith a given projectile. 
The measurement of representative g-»-iins for this 
purpose is a means of determining the uniformity of 
tho finished >o i-vder -ith respect to burning charac
teristics and. is of equal imp >rtancc to the deter
mination of the chemical composition. A substantial 
deviation in either the composition .or the grain 
dimunsi ons nay cause n '.'ide dc.”ir.ti on in ballistic 
behu'-ior. The thickness of thu ’.'ub of a lot of powder 
for a particular -• apon can be allowed 'to vary only

i t i n vg-i i n liritio. The tol ranc«_c on thickness of



web may be much wldor for b omo •;o.,ip >nc than for others, 
hr.vevor, uh thu tolerances arc dependent up on tho 
charaotorlotics of tho ’•■capons an "oil us of tho pt-dor

Tables 1 and 2, which give tho veb measurements 
of standard prvdoro for guns of different calibers, 
aro attached in order to show tho requirements for 
military ammunition.



■TEB RaI'GM IMH PYRO PO’TDERS .'ju)E 
b'ROI,: 1919 t-» 1932

Web Thick-
Wean in HMol Pr ijcctilc nos ?i
.30 cal'.Rlflc ■aw 150 & 172 grs. 1 .0125—0170
37 nr. 1916 1.234 lbs. 1 .013
37 m. 1916 19.75 izs. 1 .012
1.457 S.C.Tubc
in 6” Gun 

1.457 S.C.Tubo
*05 1.054 lbs. 1 .018

in 6" Gun •05 1.057 lbs. 1 .013-.018
37 m. A.A. ill 1.25 lbs. 7 .022
37 m. Inf. K2 1.097 lbs. 1 .018
37 m. Inf. LI2 1.25 lbs. 1 .018
37 m. Inf. M2 1.45 lbs. 1 .018
37 m. Inf. 1923E 1.234 lbs. 1 .018
37 nr.. Sr.T"ico-
Aut J Tank Gun
1.85” Sor”icc-

1.25 lbs. 1 .018
Auto Tank Gun TI 3.3 lbs. 1 .018
2.24” Tank Gun 1920 6 lbs; 1 .019
2.24” Tank Gun 1918 Mil 6 lbs. 7 .022
75 m. Gun Ml 14.3 lbs. 7 .031
3" F.G. 1902-^4-05 15 lbs. 7 .025
3” A.A. Gun 1917 15 lbs. 7 .044
3” A.A* Gun 1917 15 lbs. 7 .043
3” A.A. Gun 1917 12.7 lbs. 7 .034-.045
3" A.A. Gun 1918 15 lbs. 7 .045
3” A.A. Gun 1918 12.7 lbs. 7 .044
3” A.A. Gun in -nd 1:3 12.7 lbs. 7 .036
105 nr. 1920 33 lbs. ' 7 .025
105 nr. Har. K2 33 lbs. 7 .025-.027
105 nr. A.A. G. 1927E 33 lbs. 7 .036
105 m. A.A. G. Ill 33 lbs. 7 .036
4.7" Gun 1922E 50 lbs. 7 .048
6" Gun 1897 -'1-1908 108 lbs. 7 .065
155 rn. Gun 1915-1918 95 lbs. 7 .053
155 m. Gun 1920 MIE 95 lbs. 7 .056
155 nn.H r.-.
8" Hr/. Mk.

1918 95 lbs. 7 .032
vin£ 1918 200 lbs. 7 .028

8" Hr/;. 1920E 200 lbs. 7 .045
240 nr. Hr.? 1918 -11 34 5 lbs. 7 .049-.052
12" Gun 18B6-95 1070 lbs. 7 .125-.134
12" r 1912 700 lbs. 7 .078
14" Gun 1909-10 1680 lbs. 7 .144-.155
14" Gun l<r'9-in 1560 lbs. 7 .151



'W HaPGE ?on P”!K) PO'/DEUS MjvDE 
fro:’ 1919 tl 1922

’7<>b Thtck-
’.7o<w>n f,* vicl Pr dcctllo P* __ ncsa

*-Porf T'iti >n (TABLE 1’0. Il

14" Gun 1909-10 1400 lbs. 7 .151
14" Gun 1920 Ml £• Mil 1560 lbs. 7 .153-,157
14" Gun 1920 Mil 1200 lbs. 7 .141
16" Gun 1919 2240 lbs. 7 •16S-.173
16" Gun inc.ii :.ii 2100 lbs. 7 .171-.176
16" How. 1920 2100 lbs. 7 .094



f

'.TED JUTrE FOR FNH aUD ffl WJ’/DERG 
MADE FRO:! 1924 to 1932

Web Thtak-
Y/oar m Mod ol PT YlrctilO p* ncss
37 nn. 1916 1.25 lbs. 1 .013
37 nn. 1916 1.234 lbs. 1 .012
37 nn. A.A. 1.11 1.25 lbs. 1 .017
37 m. A.A. Ml 1.25 lbs. 1- .010 Dinlto
37 nn. A.A. Ml 1.25 lbs. 7 .012 Dinlto
37 nn. Inf. M2 1.097 lbs. 1 .015 Dinlto
37 nn. Inf. M2 1.097 lbs. 7 .012 Dinlto
37 nn. Inf. M2 1.25 lbs. 7 .012 Dinlto
37 nn. Inf. M2 1.45 lbs. 7 .012 Dinlto
2.24" Tank Gun Till 6 lbs. 1 .017
Livens Pr)j. 012 grs. —*•
2.95" Lit.Gun 1901 11.72 lbs. 1 .016
2.95" Mt. Gun 1901 15.96 lbs. 1 .016
2.95" Lit. Gun 1903 11.72 lbs. 1 .015
2.95" Lit. Gun 1903 15.96 lbs. 1 .015
2.95" S.Cil.G.
In. 2.195" Mt. G.
Ml 1903 18 lbs. 1 .015
2.95" S.Cal.G
Ini 2. 95" Mt. G.M. 1901 18 lbs. 1 .014

75 nn. Gun 1097 1S£ lbs. 7 .023
75 nn. Gun 1897 13^ lbs. 1 .024
75 nn. Gun 1897-1916-17 11.72 lbs. 7 .016-.022
75 nn. Gun 1897-1916-17 11.72 lbs. 1 .022-.025
75 nn. Gun 1397-1916-17 15.96 lbs. 7 .023
75 nn. Gun III 15 lbs. 7 .029-.034
75 nn. Gun Ml 15.96 lbs. 7 .030
75 nn. Gun 1920 15 lbs. 7 .029
75 nn • Gun 1920-23-25 17 lbs. 7 .029
75 nn • Pack *

Hw. Ml 15 lbs. 1 .023
75 nn. Pack

Hc-.v. Ml 14.19 lbs. 1 .022
75 nn. Pack

Hto. Ml 15.96 lbs. 1 .014-.018
75 nn. Pack

H Y:l. 1923 Ml 15 lbs. 7 .021
75 nn. Pack

HT7. 1923 Ml 15.96 lbs. 7 .021
75 . Pack

Hr. 1923E 15 lbs. 7 .020
75 nn., D ick

Hr. 1927E1 15 lbs. 7 .020
75 , Pack

r?.‘ i.'-.Pc 'ibs. 7 .f'2O



I

’7ES R.1HGE '•'OR JNH <d'D NH PO/DERS 
?Ld)J3 PROM 1924 ti 1932

♦-Perfintim (TABLE NO. 2)

'7c 'in m Model Pr i.iectilo r.
75 rm. Inf ."hr. 1922E 12.25 lbs. 1 .011 Dinite
3” A.A. Gun 1917 15 IBs. 7 .034-.036
3” A.A. Gun 1917 12.7 lbs. 7 .032-.035
3” A.A. Gun 1918 15 lbs. 7 .037
3” A.A. Gun 1918 12.7 lbs. 7 .037-.041
3” A.A. Gun 1.11 and M3 12.7 lbs. 7 .041
3” a.A. Gun 1917,212 & 

1’4 12.7 lbs. 7 .034
105 m. 1920 33 lbs. 7 .025
105 nn. H-ow. 1920 33 lbs. 7 .025
105 TT". nT.'. 2'2 33 lbs. 7 .025
105 rm. H-kt. M2 33 lbs. 7 .016
6” Gun 1897-1908 108 lbs. 7 .070
6” Gun 1997-221-

1908 108 lbs. 7 .067
6" Gun 1900-03-05> 108 lbs. 7 .052
155 rm.Gun 1915-1918 95 lbs. 7 .051-.058
155 m. Gun 1920 ::ie 95 lbs. 7 .057
155 rm. H.t.v. 1918 95 lbs. 7 .031
24C mm. How. 1918 in 345 lbs. 7 .051
12 inch Gun 1888-95 1070 lbs. 7 .133
12” Ibrtar 1890-08 700 lbs. 7 .061
12” ITwtar 1912 700 lbs. 7 .080



SECTION III - ritOl'ELLW i'dWDJES

12. FIELD SURVEILLANCE OF SHORELESS POWDER AND Al MUNITION.

Tho purpose of surveillance is to protect the explosives and 
ammunition (including components) from conditions tending to in
crease deterioration or danger; to determine tho state and nature 
of deterioration, und the decree of serviceability; and to detect 
dangerous conditions, thereby preventing reliance being placed 
upon munitions no longer safe, accurate, or effective, and less
ening the danger of disaster through accidental burning or ex
plosion of such as have become seriously unstable.

The Chief of Ordnance appoints and assigns surveillance 
inspectors to Ordnance establishments, and, when so assigned, 
thoy are under the control and supervision of the commanding 
officer as are other employees.

Duties normally required of senior surveillance inspectors 
aro as follows:

(1) To keep constantly informed and 
advised of the safety conditions existing

the commanding officer 
at his establishment.

(2) To keep intimately informed, by personal observation, 
of methods and conditions prevailing in any work involving ex
plosives and ammunition, as, for example, breaking down, re
conditioning, renovating, etc., whether done by depot force or 
by contractors, -whether under his superintendence or not, re
porting any improper or unsafe practices or conditions.

(3) 
testing, 
Chief of

To maintain and operate thu laboratory equipment for 
and make or supervise tho tests as prescribed by the 
Ordnance.

(4) To keep
observations, and

complete and accurate records of all tests, 
thu condition of each lot of ammunition.

(5) To make a formal inspection once each month of each 
magazine, its cont..nt':, und surroundings.

(6) To keep constantly on thu alert to observe violations 
of safety regulation.;’or any dangerous practices or. conditions, 
making reports to thu commandin' officer und recommending de
sirable action.

(7) To guide, train, and develop Junior surveillance in
spectors assign..'I to th. . r.tubl i.niriunt.



(8) To coii'iuct i'..nrk and technical reports
on causvJ of dutcriorntlor. an required from t Ljn«. to tlm.-.

The surveillance of powders and rumunit ion in Field Service 
includes a monthly inspection ot* each magivzin j contnixii'e: such 
material to insure that all condition:', are normal, that the-- at
mosphere is not too damp nor the temperature continuously above 
85°F., and that the containers are in satisfactory condition.

Periodic inspection and tests are made of all classes of 
explosives and ammunition. Those comprise essentially the 
following:

a_. Smokeless powder in bulk storage.
b_. Smokeless powder in propelling charges.
c_. Fixed ammunition.
d.. Small arms ammunition.
£. Bulk explosives.
f_. Separate loading projectiles.
g_. Bombs.
h. Loaded components.
_i_. Chemical ammunition.
J_. Trench mortar airmunition and grenades.
jc. Pyrotechnic signals and flares.

It is desirable that not more than twelve months elapse between 
inspections, and the work of the inspection is planned so that 
surely no more than fourteen months will elapse between in
spections. If it appears that it will be necessary to withhold 
inspection so that tho elapsed time between inspections will be 
greater than fourteen months, prior authority must be obtained 
from the Chief of Ordnance. The detailed procedures for each 
of these is as follows:

Bulk Smokeless Powder

Each box of bulk smokeless powder, except those lots manu
factured within five years of date of test, is opened and ex
amined. If the powder smells of nitrous fumes, or if the N/10 
methyl violet paper is found to be white, that box is immedi
ately segregated. Because of warm and damp climates, in the 
foreign departments and in the Fifth to Ninth Corps Areas, with 
the exception of the Savanna Ordnance Depot (Savanna, Illinois), 
the segregated powder is destroyed. In the First to Fourth 
Corps Areas, inclusive and at Savanna, segregated boxes are 
further examined immediately, and if the percentage of deteri- 

* orated grains in a box is estimated to exceed 10$, the powder 
is destroyed. Wherever the number of segregated boxes in any 
lot reaches 10$ of the total number of boxes in that lot, tho 
entire lot is segregated. Satisfactory powder is returned to 
storage and a now, dated L’/10 paper inserted. Upon completion 



of tho tost, an Ammunition Condition Report is prepared to covui* 
tho powder segregated from each lot.

Upon completion of tho examination of the bulk powder, a 
report is rendered the Chief of Ordnance in the following form:

Foot or Depot Date

REPORT OF CONDITION OF BULK SMOKELESS POWDER

FOR CALENDAR YEAR

Caliber Lot No. Amount 
on 
Hand

No. of

Boxes

Boxes giving 
v/hite papers 
No. : %

Lbs. of 
Powder 
Segregated

Elapsed Time 
since pre
vious test

Propelling Charges

Propelling charges, except those containing powder manu
factured within five years of date of tests are inspected in ac
cordance with the following procedure:

In Metal Containers:

(1) Charges for 155 mm Gun, 155 mm Howitzer, 6” Gun, 8" 
Howitzer and 240 mm Howitzer. Each container is opened and the 
N/10 methyl violet paper is examined to see if it has turned white. 
Each propelling charge is pulled out and examined for brown spots 
on the bag, either on the outside or between the sections, for the 
odor of nitrous fumes, or general discoloration of the bag. Any 
one of the above four defects is the cause for immediate segrega
tion of the charges in that particular container.

(2) Charges for 8”, 10", 12”, 14" and 16” Gun, 12" Mortar 
and 16" Howitzer. The same examination as above is made, except 
that the charges need not be removed from the containers unless 
th paper has started to change color.

(3) Satisfactory charges are returned to storage and a new 
dated N/10 methyl violet paper is inserted in each.

(4) Where the number of segregated chargee in any lot reaches 
10%, tho balance of the charges in that lot arc also segregated.

(5) As an alternate method of inserting N/10 methyl violet 
papers, a brass paper clip nay bo soldered in a vertical position 
to the bottom of the test holo plug in containers of 8" and above, 
to hold thu test paper. In this way the pa pci* may be inspected or 
replaced by merely removing the test hole plu; .



(C) Sugrugalud Charg In the foreign dcpartni.nt:: and In 
thu Fifth to Ninth Corps Areas Indus iv ., with the except ion of 
thu Savanna Ordnance Depot, sugruv-atud charges nru destroyed. in 
the First to Fourth Corps Arous, inclusive, and at Savanna, those 
charges are destroyed which contain more than 10% (ostimatod) of 
deteriorated grains. If Loss than 10% of tho {.rains are deteri
orated, the charges are broken down and the powder moved to a 
segregated magazine, or if none is available, to a safe area where 
tho containers will be protected from direct rays of the sun. The 
igniters aro cut from the bags and stored in airtight containers, 
preferably smokeless powder boxes, for later disposition by the 
Chief of Ordnance. In cutting open cartridge bugs, care is taken 
not to cut into the igniter pad or core. The remaining parts of 
the bugs are scrapped. As each lot is completed, an Aiurnunition 
Condition Report is forwarded to cover any powdor segregated, re
commending that this powder be sold on exchange contract. If any 
charges have been destroyed, an /ammunition Condition Report is 
forwarded for these also, in order that the Chief of Ordnance may 
confirm the action and make a record of the amount.

(7) Upon completion of the inspection of charges in metal 
containers, a report must be rendered to tho Chief of Ordnance in 
the following form, only one copy of which is required:

Post of Depot Date

REPORT OF CONDITION OF CHARGES IN METAL CONTAINERS

FOR CALENDAR YEAR.

Caliber Lot No. Total No.
Charges 
in lot

No. of 
Charges 
Deter.

% of 
Du ter. 
Charges

Lbs.of 
ponder 
des
troyed

Lbs. of 
powder 
placed 
in seg
regated 
storage

Elapsed 
t imo 
since 
previous 
test

(8) The third, fourth, sixth and seventh coluns must bo 
sub-totaled after each type of charges reported.

In Fibui1 Containers:

(1) 50% of all containers aro opened and the chargos given 
the sum:,- examination and treatment ns described above for metal 
containers. Satisfactory charges arc returned to storage in 
mctul containers, or if thus., arc not available and can not be 
obtained, fiber contain.-.rs suaL,-..i in tho best manner possible 
with adhesive tape r.-.iy bo used. LmtuG N/1G methyl violet papers 
must be r placed in .-ill contain r;.



(2) If In the examination Husor I bed tn the paragraph above 
any of the charge3 cxnminud ar- wstinvitcd to contain 5V or more 
doturioratod grainu without thu M/10 methyl violet paper having 
become bleached, an immediate) special report must bo made to the 
Chief of Ordnance

(3) Charges which have a musty odor ox* which aro moldy will 
bu considered serviceable unless tho N/10 papers have bleached 
or the igniters have caked.

(4) Thu remaining 50% of all containers are examined for 
condition of tho N/10 methyl violet papers, satisfactory chargon 
being returned to storage and new dated papers replaced through 
a slit in the end of the container; the slit is then covered with 
waterproofed adhesive tape and scaled tight. Any container yield
ing a changed paper will be included under or as an addition to 
paragraph (1) above.

(5) Any container which yields a white methyl violet paper
is immediately segregated and treated as provided above for charges 
in metal containers.

(6) Upon completion of the inspection of charges in fiber 
containers, a report is rendered to tho Chief of Ordnance, showing 
thu following:

Post or Depot_______________________ Date____________

REPORT OF CONDITION OF CHARGES IN FIBER CONTAINERS

Caliber| Lot No. Total 
No. of 
Charges 
in lot

Results of Exam, 
of Chgs. opened

Results of Exam.- 
of Chgs. not 
opened

Elapsed 
time 
sinto 
previous 
test
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The third to nlnt1 columno are ;;ub-tot-ilud aft each tyuo 
of churgo reported.

A study of tho report above indicator whether it should bo 
ncounsury to open all fiber containers in a lot in order to 
arrive nt the proper disposition of the charges in that lot.

During the inspection, Commanding. Officers uro expected to 
take care of minor defects as they are found. Lacing and wrap
ping should be tightened and gaskets replaced, where necessary. 
In general, caked igniters, due to water getting inside the con
tainer, arc> sufficient cause for rejection and segregation of a 
propolling charge. Such charges aro included on the Ammunition 
Condition Report for the lot in question. In Ordnance Depots 
whore largo quantities of smokeless powder oi’ propelling charges 
are stored and where there is little movement of such ammunition, 
in lieu of dating each paper, a record may be kept at each magazine 
of the dates when each lot of powder or charges had fresh methyl 
violet papers inserted.

Charges, Propelling, 300-pr. and 330-gr., 
Ilk. I or Mk, II, for 3" Trench Mortar.

Three cans of propelling charges from each lot of complete 
rounds on hand, and three cans from each lot of propelling charges, 
separately stored, are opened and the propelling rings inspected 
to ascertain their general condition and 'whether or not they will 
v/ithstand assembly to tho projectile.

If the sample, referred to above, doos not pass inspection 
satisfactorily, an additional 1$ of the propelling charges in the 
lot involved is inspected.

After inspection, cans are closed, using adhesive tape to 
effect the seal.

The condition of all lots inspected is reported to thu Chief 
of Ordnance by lot number of charge, for separately stored charges, 
and by both lot number of complete rounds and lot number of 
charges, in the case of complete rounds.-

Other component:: 4 k _>kud in thu complete round boxes arc in
spected at the same ti; • and a report on condition is made. Caro 
is taken to open the boa ;s in the manner de scribed in paragraph 
18, TR 1350-3A, so that repacking can b.; effectively accomplished.

’fixed Ammunitkm

Thu surveillance of fixed -aid sumi-fixud .ammunition includes:

Annual inspection of each lot in storage,, including exam
ination of thu pao!:iri( boxes. At luust five rounds of ammunition



are taken from two or more boxes and examined for of rust, 
corrosion, exudation, or dutertorntud Individual containers.
Each of the noluctod rounds io disassembled nnd thu powder charge 
in examined for tho presence of deteriorated grains. If deteri
orated grains are absent, the ammunition to reuoacmblud und re
turned to storage. If deteriorated grains to tho extend of 1$ 
or more are found to bo present, report Is made to the Chief of 
Ordnanco, oo that disposition of the ammunition can bo directed. 
This report should include tho number of deteriorated grains per 
pound and the percentage of deteriorated grains.

The fact that certain lots contain grains of different 
colors, such as black and also light amber, should not lead to 
the belief that the light-colored grains are unstable, but grains 
which show a decided change in color in spots or patches should 
be regarded as qucstionalbe. The most common indication of de
terioration is the appearance of reddish-yellow spots which 
gradually spread over the surface of the grain in the course of 
time until the whole grain eventually acquires tho same color. 
When this orange color has progressed for some time the surface 
involved on the grain becomes brittle and friable, often showing 
small cracks, while the normal gloss disappears and the surface 
appears dry and dead. When this condition is once recognized 
there is no reason for future question, as the evidence is 
characteristic and unmistakable. Persons making inspections of 
smokeloss powder should familiarize themselves with the appear
ance of the above described deteriorated grains in order that 
misleading reports may be avoided.

Small Arms Ammunition

The surveillance of small-arms ammunition includes the 
following:

An inspection once each year of representative cartridges 
from each lot and each kind of small-arms ammunition in storage. 
It consists of a visual inspection of the containers, marking, 
packing, and individual cartridges to detect signs of deteri
oration such as season cracks, corrosion, loose bullets, etc. 
The defects, which are apparent on visual examination, arc 
described in TR. 1350-A. This inspection is made at all ordnance 
establishments which maintain, for issue to the using arms and 
services, a stock of small-arms ammunition. Two or more boxes 
from each lot are opened, and 200 cartridges are removed from 
each box and closely examined for visible defects. A record is 
made of the total number of cartridges examined, the kind of 
defects, and tho total number of defective cartridges. ^"muni
tion which is not identified by lot number.-.;, such as caliber .22 
ammunition, shotgun shell, etc., is inspect d as outlined above 
by selecting samples from two or more boxes of each type or kind, 
made by each manufacturer. When this visual inspection shows 
that the percentage of defective cartridges exceeds 20 percent, 

-7-



tho Lot L:i not isaucd until further Instructions h'we boon re
ceived from tho Chief of Ordnance.

Firing testa onco each year of representative samples from 
each lot of caliber .30, calibor ,4b, and caliber .50, bull A.P. 
und tracer ammunition. These firing testa are usually made at 
Frankford Arsenal. They include velocity testa, preaaure tests, 
accuracy tests, teats for hangfire, and functioning tests in 
both machine guns and rifles. Tho results of these tests are 
carefully considered, in connection with other records of per
formance, to determine the grade to which each lot of ammunition 
should be assigned. The determination of grade is made by the 
Chief of Ordnance and published in Ordnance Field Service Bul
letin No. 3-5.

Bulk Explosives

Since black powder deteriorates with the absorption of 
moisture, and the cans in which it is stored are subject to rust, 
a thorough inspection of this material in storage must bo made at 
least onco each year. One or more containers from each lot is 
opened at the time of the annual inspection, and if there is any 
doubt as to the serviceability of the powder the Chief of Ordnance 
is notified of the existing conditions.

The containers in which T.N.T., tetryl, explosive D, and 
other military explosives are stored must be inspected for de
terioration at least once each year. If the containers show 
signs of deterioration, one or more is removed from the magazine 
and the contents carefully examined. If any doubt exists as to 
the serviceability of the material a full report of the examina
tion is forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance.

Necessary tests of black powder or of high explosives are 
made at Picatinny Arsenal, in which case, instructions for 
sampling are furnished by the Chief of Ordnance. No tests of 
black powder or high explosives are prescribed for storage de
pots.

Separate Loading Projectiles

Each lot of separate loading projectiles must be carefully 
inspected each year for rust, exudation, and other signs of de
terioration. This inspection includes the removal of soma of 
the fuze hole closing plugs and a thorough examination of the 
fuze cavity. The results of sucn inspection aro reported to the 
Chief of Ordnance with an exact description of the condition of 
the lot.

Periodically a ballistic or firing test is conducted with 
representative sampler from each lot. Those tests aro made under 
thu direction of thu Chief of Ordnance, who furnishes thu 
necessary instruction:’ for shipping samples to Aberdeen Proving



Ground or other doaignutad placos. Toots for range and accuracy 
and for functioning are made under approximate service conditions.

Bomba

Each lot of bombs in storage is inspected each year for rust, 
exudation, and other signs of deterioration. Bomb.;, which are 
stored in boxes, are inspected by opening two or more representa
tive boxes and examining tho bombs contained therein. Particular 
attention is paid to the fuze cavities and threads to see that 
they are not rusty. If boxes in which bombs are stored show oily 
stains, they are opened to see if the bomb is exuding and thereby 
creating a dangerous fire hazard. The condition of each lot of 
bombs, as determined by the-yearly inspection,•is reported to the 
Chief of Ordnance.

In addition to the inspection prescribed above, periodic 
ballistic tests of representative samples from each lot are made 
in accordance with the instructions of the Chief of Ordnance. 
These are usually made at the Aberdeen Proving Ground or such 
other places as the Chief of Ordnance may designate.

Fuzes, Primers, Detonators, and Boosters

Each lot of fuzes, primers, detonators, adaptors, and 
boosters, and other similar loaded components, are inspected 
once each year for signs of deterioration, such as rust or cor
rosion. In making this examination one or more representative 
boxes is opened and the components removed from the metal con
tainers. After examination the boxes are resoldered or effec
tively resealed with surgeons’ adhesive tape and acid-proof 
black paint. Any defects found are noted and reported to the 
Chief of Ordnance.

In addition to the inspection prescribed above, firing 
tests of representative samples from each lot in store are made 
periodically. Those tests include functioning, time action de
lay, etc., and are made under tho direction of the Chief of 
Ordnance, who prescribes the places and ' 'reifications for each, 

t-
Trench Mortar Ammunition ; i Grenades

Each lot of trench mortar is inspected each year. Two or 
more- boxes, depending on the size of the lot, are opened and the 
contents carefully examined. Signs of deterioration are reported 
to the Chief of Ordnance.

An inspection of each lot of grenades and each lot of grenade 
fuzes is made each year. Representative boxes of the lot arc 
opened and five or more grenades or grenade fuzes are examined 
for signs of deterioration, such as rust or corrosion.



Pyrotechnics

Each lot of pyrotechnics is inspected at least onco each 
year. This inspection includes an examination of packing: boxes, 
containers, and of five or more individual pyrotechnics. The 
samples examined are carefully repacked and protected against 
deterioration.

A firing test of representative samples from each lot is 
made periodically. These firing tests are mainly functioning 
tests and, where practicable, arc made at tho ordnance es
tablishment where they are stored, in accordance with specific 
instructions furnished by the Chief of Ordnance. Certain pyro
technics, such as flares, are forwarded for test to proving 
grounds or other designated places.

Chemical Ammunition

Magazines in which chemical ammunition is stored must be 
inspected at least once each month by the surveillance in
spector or some other designated responsible person. A care
ful examination is made for leaks and other signs of deteri
oration, and onco oach year a report is made to the Chief of 
Ordnance, containing a brief but accurate description of tho 
condition of the ammunition in the lot. If a leaky container 
is discovered a special report must be made to the Chief of 
Ordnance, giving the following data:

(1) Type.

(2) Lot number.

(3) Date discovered. ■

(4) Detailed information as to the nature of the leak, 
and whether it appeared to have boon caused by defective 
material or improper handlin', or packing.

(5) Disposition, or, in the event that immediate disposi
tion is not required, recommendations for such disposition.

Chemical ammunition stored longer than one year is usually 
subjected to a firing test in accordance with instructions 
furnished by tho Chief of Ordnance.

Special tests ar.j made annually to insure that stocks of 
Irritant Gas and HC Smoke Land Grenades are in serviceable con
dition. Ten grenades (but not more than 10*5) of oach lot on 
hand aro subjected to functioning tests. In making these* toots 
the f.ronad'js are thrown in the regular manner, as prescribed on



Yes, except for Lot 2991-2.

the back of the data card accompanying tho grenaden. R.port in
made to the Chief of Ordnance on the following form:

(Name of Station) (Date

Grenade)Test of (Name of

a.. Grenade FUZU Quantity Number Average Time Action
Lot No. Lot No. on hand tested of burning 

of Filler
of

FUzo

5488-1 Un Ion own 400 10 2 min. 31 sec. 1 Primer Failure
5488-3 5488-2 40 4 2 min. 10 sec. 1 Grenade did 

not burn al
though primer 
func.

2991-2 7287-2 87 8 3 min. 10 sec. 4 Failures

_b. Ara the grenades 
station?

satisfactory for •the purpose int<.:ndcd at youi’

Any CN, CN DM oi' HC filled. Hand Grenades which fail to func
tion arc destroyed by burning, as described in paragraph 167 c_, 
TR 1370-A.

Any lot which gives over 30 £ failures must be retested, using 
double the quantity. Any lot giving over 30^ failures on retest 
is put on Ammunition Condition Report, recommending I. and I. Re
port with a view to destruction.



OECTTOt’ IV. HIGH EXPLOSIVES

1. High Explosives Ammunition and tho 
Chemical Industry.

Prior to tho introduction of high explosive shell and 
smokeless powder during the period 1870 - 1890, ammunition 
made small demands upon the chemical industry. Black powder 
constituted the only explosive used in warfare and its pro
duction as well as the production of the three raw materials 
required; viz, potassium nitrate, sulphur and charcoal, in
volved very little of chemistry or chemical engineering. 
The past 50 years1.-., .e witnessed a remarkable and most im
portant change in this situation; a change which has accom
panied and largely resulted from the world wide development 
of the chemical industry, this in turn being dependent 
upon the strictly scientific developments in organic chem
istry. T.he expansion of the chemical industry and the use 
of the products of this industry in warfare has greatly 
affected the manner in which war is conducted and led to an 
increasing importance of ammunition in the Ordnance program. 
It, has been reported that the amount of funds appropriated 
by Congress for Ordnance purposes during the World ’War was 
^>15,847,000,000*  which is appro xinatoly half of the total 
provided for the entire Arny program. Tho statement has also 
been published ** that about 55 cents of every dollar spent 
on Ordnance material wont for artillery ammunition. On the 
basis of those figures about ”8,500,000,000 was allotted 
for ammunition alone. The high proportionate expenditure 
of this item of Ordnance material by all Armies involved, 
was without precedent and totally unexpected by the military 
experts of Europe when tho War broke out in 1914, The Allies 
and Germany both found themselves deficient in ammunition at 
critical times during tho oarly part of tho War for tho nature 
of tho operations was different from any previous War, one of 
tho essential differences being that tho opposing forces 
wore continually in contact and it was literally true that 
ammunition was being sent across tho lines unceasingly frojii 
tho first day to tho last.

*Col. James L. Walsh - Tho Job Ahead of Us - Army Ordnance 
July-August 1950.
’“’’A. Adelman - Efficiency of Artillery A. munition - Amy 0ni
ne nee Jan.-Feb. 190'1.

It is considered to bo a reasonable speculation that in 
future liars ammunition of one sort or another will occupy as 
important a role as in the past great War. In this connection 
a statement by General Sir Frederick i'aurico formerly of tho 
British General Staff is of interest. Quoting from his Article 



on Military Lessons of thu Groat '.'nr: "Ilapoloon cava an hi;, 
rocipe for victory tho big battalions; tho rocipo for future 
victories is the big factories. — In any future War those 
countries which have a highly developed industrial system 
and control over the raw materials convertible into military 
machines and munitions will ba at a great advantage; and 
further, that of those countries tho ono which has given at 
least as much thought to tho mobilization of its industries 
as it has to the mobilization of its Armies will be at the 
greatest advantage.”

The manufacture of ammunition is dependent upon tto 
of tho major divisions of.Industry, the Metals Industries 
and the Chemical Industries. Tho importance of metals in 
this connection was stressed by Mr. Ji.C. S,..ith in an article 
in Army Ordnance. He stated: "It is almost impossible to 
exaggerate the importance of metal and the metal trades, - 
without metals, modern warfare ..ould be impossible". This 
is true without qualification ond it doesn’t lessen tho 
truth of the statement to emphasize also the place of tho 
chemical and explosives industries in this field; without 
these industries modem warfare could not have become at 
all .;hat it is today. It is not of value to discuss the 
relative importance of metals and explosives in tho 
ammunition problem. Both metals and explosives are essentials 
and the problem in each case is combined into one when 
ammunition is considered.

In discussing the dependence of ammunition on the 
chemical industry it is recognized that the dependence unon 
tho metals industry is equally important but a subject worthy 
of treatment by itself.

Figure 1 shows thu raw materials of the Process Indus
tries, required to manufacture a complete round of ammunition.

The chemical or process industries involved in providing 
the starting materials for the manufacture of a complete 
round of 75 mm ammunition, exclusive of thu metal components 
are listed as follows:

1. Cellulose Industry.

a. Provides cotton or wood pulp which has been chem
ically treated to make it suitable for nitration to nitro
cellulose.

2. Nitrogen Industry’.

a. Provides synthetic ammonia or other form of combined 
nitrogen for conversion into nitric acid and ammonium nitrate.



3. Acid Industry.

a. Provides sulphuric acid and nitric acid for use 
in nitrating cellulose and the rar; materials for high ex
plosives.

4. Solvents Industry.

_a. Provides ethyl alcohol and ether for gelatinizing' 
nitrocellulose in the manufacture of smokeloss powder; also 
provides fcethyl alcohol -which is required to manufacture di- 
mothylaniline the starting material fox' the preparation of 
tetryl. Other special solvents are provided for the manu
facture of lacquers, adhesives and paints used in assembling 
the round of timmunition.

5. Coke and Coal Tur Industry.

a.. Provides toluonn for nitration to TNT; benzene for 
use as starting materials in the maxxufacture of picric acid, 
dinitrophenol, ammonium picrate and tetryl; some phenol is 
also provided for conversion directly to picric acid. In 
addition to these products ammonia liquor is furnished in 
large quantity for the manufacture of ammonium nitrate.

6, Potash Industry.

£. Provides the potassium salts which are converted to 
potassium nitrate and potassium chlorate used in black powders, 
primer mixtures and pyrotechnic compositions.

7. Paint and Varnish Industry.

_a. Provides directly the materials used as interior 
and exterior- coatings for shall.

8. Papei' ad Pulp Industry.

_a. Provides the fibre for the manufacture of tho con
tainer in which the complete round is packed,

9. miscellaneous Chemical Industries.

£. These furnish relatively small amounts of various 
chemicals net mentioned above; e.g., greases, waxes, sulphur, 
antimony sulphide, glue, charcoal, graphite, diphenylamine,etc.



Thu above arc tho basic ch.rilc.nl or process industrLra 
on which the Explosives and ,'jnriunl t ton Industry must depend Ln 
time of cr.iurGcr.cy, Curtain of thu on-.u cited would bo omitted 
and others included if other rounds than the 75 m/r. were re
ferred to but those chances are not important for present 
purpose’s.

It is of interest to note that all of the basic Industries 
mentioned arc producing in this Country at the present time, 
and showed substantial growth from year to year up to 1929; 
Statistics on the output‘<frdm those industries during the 
25 years or so prior to 1929 show that the annual increase in 
the volume of production averaged somewhere between 4% and 6& 
The following table shows the output of the industries during 
the years 1923, 1929, and 1935. Bomu of tho industries have 
maintained their growth during the' depression years increasing 
either their actual volume of production or their facilities 
for production.

STATISTICS Oi- PRODUCTION OF ."UOCESS TilDUSTPIES 
UPON ’..'HlCli isdFJFACTUrG OF Ait UN ITT Oil DEPENDS.

Tons

Industry

Cotton

Nitrogen

1923 
10,806,000

127 ,700

Production
►
Balos

Tons

1929
14,919,000

273,000

Bales

Tons

1935

290,000 Tons

Acids
Sulfuric
Nitric ) 4,521,853 Tons 8,028,000 Tons 6,879,000 Tons

Coal Tax 441,000,000 Gal. 700,000,000 Gal. 450,000,000 Gal.

Alcohols
Ethyl )
Hethyl)

73,016,000 Gtil, 115,035,000 ’Gul. 203,741,000

I

Cal.

Potash ;’0,00) Tons 10a,000 Tons 469,000 Tons

Puint &
Varni bh 67 ,000,300 Gal. 70,000,000 Gul. 129,713,000 Gal. 

(approx.)

Wood Pulp 2,312,000 Tons 2,4-98,000 Tons 4,329,248 (1933

ch.rilc.nl


Thu enormous peacetime product Lon of these basic mutuX’- 
Lulu signifies that thu ammunition program Ln tino of an em.-r- 
gency can proceed readily ..'ithout outside usaistuncu in any 
case. It wau necessary until very recently to list both 
nitrocon and potash as deficient commodities but since 1.129 
the situation '..’ith respect to these materials has changed 
greatly. The rapid development of the synthetic ammonia 
process -in the United Status since about 1927 has resulted 
in tho country now being independent of outside sources for 
this important raw material. See Fig. 2. During 1929 thuro 

’..-ere 7 plants in operation and the output of synthetic 
ammonia was 3 times that of the preceding year; at thu close 
of 1930 it was announced that the completion of construction 
then in progress would make thu United States practically 
self contained as regards nitrogen supply for both puaco 
and war needs. At thu beginning of 1932 thu estimated 
capacity of the U.S. synthetic ammonia Industry was 1070 
tons of ammonia par day as compared with 747 tons in 1931, 
515 tons in 1930, 313 tons in 1929, and 93 tons in 1928. 
Tho 1932 capacity,therefore, was not loss than 317,000 tons 
of nitrogen per year. Actually the production in 1932 was 
only about half of the 132,000 tons produced in 1930. In 
addition to the above capacity fox synthetic nitrogen wc have 
by-product capacity for about 200,000 tons per year.

As production of' synthetic nitrogen has boon only 35-505a 
of capacity since 1933 there has boon little or no expansion 
of plants since 1933; therefore, the total capacity for 
production of both synthetic and by-product nitrogen in 1935 
was somewhat ovex- 590,000 tons; this exceeds the consumption 
for the year 1929 which repros<- nts a peak demand.

The potash industry is also showing a very rapid growth 
although it is comparatively new in this Country, the recent 
development of the one plant and process now in operation at 
dearies Lake, California being an outstanding example of the 
application of mock-rn scientific methods in thu Chemical In
dustry.. Tin. output of this one plant is substantial, compris
ing more than 109,000 tons of potassium salts in 1929 which 
was about 9:S/S of the production in this Country. During. 1930- 
31 an enlargement of thu plant ..as completed which doubled 
the capacity which-existed i.i 1929. Since tho deposits at 
Searles Inlx- sir., sufficient to meet th. demands of the Country 
for r.o-ny years, the matter of obtaining potassium salts in 
tin., of •.m.-rg-ncy is merely question of the time that would 
be necessary to increase production to the point required. 
Tinea th-..- pota.,h produced at Suux les Lake- is a by-product in 
the. rr-cov rv of borax from the Ink., salts the output of



potash has boon limited by economical considerations to 
only v.'hut was obtained in producing borax. That is, tho 
country's demand for borax determined tho amount of potash 
produced rather than the demand for potash. I». view of this 
situation which govorns the Searles Lake development, it 
is of definite interest that potash mining is now being 
conducted near Carlsbad, N.M. In this’case ^otash is the 
principal product instoad of a by-product and its recovery 
is being affected at sufficiently lor cost that com
petition with foreign sources is practicable. This 
accounts for thu fact that potash production in this 
Country inci’uasod about 450% between 1929 to 1935 to a 
total of 469,000 tons in 1935, Of this about 70,000 tons 
v.»ro exported. Since the existing facilities aro sus
ceptible to further expansion, national independence 
of foreign sources is assured even though tho demand 
should exceed what it hos been in the past.

Therefore, wo may conclude that this Country possess
ing in abundance tho raw materials required for ammunition, 
and have during peace time substantial industries utilizing 
these materials for other purposes, has serious concern 
only in regard to tho time that will be required to 
establish the facilities necessary to convert the raw 
materials into the various explosives and chemicals that 
go directly into ammunition; most countries are not so 
fortunate as ours in this respect as they lack a domestic 
source of one or more of the basic materials mentioned.

As would be expected there is no appreciable peace 
time production of military explosives or ammunition outside 
of Government Arsenals. Some smokeloss powder, TNT, tetryl 
and mercury fulminate are produced by commercial concerns 
but the total annual output of any of thoso oxcopt mercury 
fulminate would little more than equal a day's consumption 
in a T-t of the magnitude of thu last one.

It*, the issue of Aimy Ordnance for September-October 
1927 the consumption of explosives by the French in the 
'world r is discussed, a few -ooints being of interest 
here. I*. is stated that the French General Staff prior 
to the outbreak of the Vh-r estimated for their next War 
a drily expenditure of 24 tens of smokeless powder this 
being based on data from the War of 1870. Tao ammunition 
program actually laid out by the French during thu V.'ar 
corresponded to the following daily consumption of powder 
and explosives.



Smokulu.jn Powder High Explosives

Jan. 1915 90 Tons 175 Tons
Oct. 191b 310 Tons 730 Tons
Aug. 1916 blO Tons 900 Tons
July 1917 640 Tons 1065 Tons

The extent to which the demand for explosives exceeded tho 
original estimate of tho French General Staff was undoubted
ly the cause of grave concern during tho early part of tho 
War. This was the case with tho Gormans as well as tho 
French.

It is estimated at present that in a major emergency 
the requirements for high explosives would bo approximately 
43,000,000 lbs. per month and for smokeless powder a some
what greater amount. Since tho manufacture of explosives 
is an industry which falls entirely within the province of 
the Chemical industry as a whole, it is obvious that tho 
building up of production can be accomplished most readily 
by the Country which has the most extensive and most di
versified chemical industry operating during peacetime. 
In such a Country it is possible to find many plants which, 
with slight modification or extension of their existing 
facilities, can proceed almost immediately with tho pro
duction of explosives; the technical and other personnel 
employed during peacetimes at such plants in carrying out 
chemical processes of great variety are able to apply their 
knowledge and training immediately to the manufacture of 
military explosives. A country without chemical plants and 
consequently without personnel trained in their operation 
will be at a serious disadvantage when the time arises for 
the immediate creation of an explosive industry having the 
enormous capacity demanded by modern warfare.

7/hilo we may accept these statements as true we may 
nevertheless fec-1 unduly complacent in the belief that 
the United States is the leading industrial nation'of the 
world; that it has developed a chemical industry which 
is now exceeded by only three other industries of the 
country; viz., Foodstuffs, Textiles, and Iron and Steel; 
that the three leading Chemical Companies of this Country 
aro so large if taken together they arc almost twice as 
large as the entire chemical industry of cither Germany 
or England. This situation is gratifying indeed to one 
interested in preparedness, but security doesn’t rest in 
strength alone. For security there must be assurance 



that oui’ st rew th v.i 11 be utilized to the boat udvantiu u 
at critical timoa. The Ordnance Pupartment'a plans for 
industrial preparedness are taking, this into account not 
only as regards tho chemical industry and its rotation 
to tho ammunition problem but also tho othor essential 
industries upon which tho procurement of Ordnance material 
in t’onoral depends.



iiKCTTO” IV. HIGH ’?.X’,T,O:nV'T 

2, Unnufncturc 'i*"A r>ronert l-..s of TNT »-2
Trinitrotoluene, commonly called TNT, In a crystalline 

po-dcr varying In color from a 1 b'Jit yollo"’ to a dark buff. 
The color of the material depends upon the purity. TNT 
as manufactured during the "nr "nr. classified into three 
grades, namely, Grade I r-ith the solidification point of 
at least Rn°C., Grade II -ith the solidification point of 
nt least 79,5°C. and Grade III -ith tho solidification 
point of at least 76°0. After the •."ar these grades vere 
reclassified and Grade I became a material vith a melting 
point of at least 8O.4°C, At the present time only t-o 
grades of TUT arc specified, namely. Grade I having a 
molting point of not less than 8a.2°C. and Grad-; II having 
a melting point of not less than 76.0°C.

TUT is one of the most stable of high explosives.
It is quite insensitive to shock or friction, has a rate 
of detonation of approximately 6400 meters per second "hen 
pressed to a density of 1.50 and in the crystalline form 
can be detonated "'ith a No. 6 detonator. In addition to 
tho foregoing favorable properties, TNT is practically non- 
hygroscopic so that if reasonable care is used in storage 
it is not necessary to dry the material after manufacture.

The availability of toluene made TNT one of the most 
—idoly knovn explosives used during the ’"ar. Its manu
facture is accomplished --’ithout much difficulty.

The manufacture of TNT can be conducted by three
different procedures. First, the one commonly kno.-n as 
the one stage process, second, the t”’0 stage process, third, 
the three stage process. The first t-o ’"ere used to some 
extent by foreign countries -hila the third ms, and is, 
used in this country. It is the third nrocoss that -ill 
be described. This nrocoss invol’".'S first, the nitration 
of toluene to mononitrotolucn-;. Second, the nitration of 
mononitrotolucne to dinitrotoluene and third, the nitration 
of dinitrotolucno to trinitrotoluene,

First Stag-'

The normal charge used in the manufacture is 13^0 lbs.
of toluene. The first step in the. nitration is accomplished 
by running into the nitrntor approximately 12.00 lbs. of mono 
spent acid. The purpose of adding the- spent acid is to 

-1-



provide a very "cuk charge as a bottom layer so no to prev<-nt 
stripping the nitrating acid of nitric acId and also to 
raise the toluene, level so that it "111 come In contact 
••.’ith the cooling coils. If this spent acid Is not adde^, 
stripping of tho nitrating acid is llkc-ly to occur vhich 
results in a charred mononitrotolucnc, The amount of acid 
used in the mono-nitration is based on the nitric ratio of 
one part of toluene to .9 pa^ts of nitric. The compo
sition of the mixed acid Is 76$ sulphuric, 23$ nitric 
approximately, Tho agitation used during this nitration 
is approximately 30 H.P.l’. and should be held bclot' tho 
point ’•.here any mixing oi the toluene and the acid occurs, 
i.e. a separating line between these t"o components should 
be maintained throughout the nitration. The acid is added 
through a spider distributor and a temperature maintained 
at 120°F. for the first 200n lbs., brt'-ccn 120 and ICQPF. 
for the next 4n00 lbs. und the 130°F. for the balance, of the 
charges. The nitration is accomplished by the acid dropping 
through the toluene. After all the acid has been added, 
the charge is cooked for 10 minutes, cooled to 125°F., 
allo-cd to settle for 15 minutes and tho acid charge run 
off. The acid used in this nitration, 'here a plant is in 
continuous operation, is made up by fortifying the spent 
acid from the di-nitration.

Second Stage.-

This stage consists, as stated before, in nitrating 
the mononitrotoluene to dinitT'otoluene. The mononitretoluene 
obtained in the first stage process is blovn from tho mono- 
nitrating house to the di-tri-nitrnting house and placed in 
the di-tri-nitrator. The charge is first cooled to 115°F. 
The mixed acid used in this nitration is usually fortified 
by adding nitric to a previous tri-nitration so that the 
strength of the acid approximates that used in the mono- 
nitration, the nitric ratio being the same as for the mono- 

rat ion. The acid is added to the mononitrotolucne and 
temperature all cred to increase by 5° steps until it has 

reached a temperature of 175 to 16C°F. It is held at this 
point for the completion of tho nitration, nfter all acid 
has been add- d, the charge is cooked for 39 minutes and 
cooled to 145°F., settled for 30 minutes und tho spent acid 
discharged. This spent acid is forurdel to the fortifying 
house for the addition of nitric acid so that it may be used 
in the next mono-nitration.

Third Stage.-

In this stage, the dinitrotoluenc is nitrated to 
trinitr.it iluonc. it is this stage if the manufacture that 

trinitr.it


off’•-•i*3 the most difficult;/ nui oxliu-r.cl.;/ strong acids arc- 
required to obtain a complete nitration. i.’o do this, it 
in necessary to employ an anhydrous ncid. Approximately 
3500 lbs. of fuming sulphuric acid in added to tho di-oil. 
Thin acid is added gradually, raising the tempci'ature in 
5° nteps until a temperature of 1715°1''. has been reached. 
As soon as the fumin'’ sulphuric has been added the mixed 
acid is started. Tho mixed acid has a composition of b7^ 
nitric and 41^ sulphuric approximately. The nitrating 
temperature in this stage is 180°r. nt the start with a 
gradual rise in 5° steps until it reaches 230°F. At this 
point the nitration is continued until a test of the freezing 
point of the oil shows it has a freezing point of 72°C. or 
better, Normally it requires three hours of nitration after 
all the acid is in to obtain thisoetting point. After this, 
the charge is cooled to 210°F. and allowed to settle for 
30 minutes, after which the spent acid is sent to the 
fortifiers and the tri-oil to the neutralizing house.

Meutralization.-

The tri-oil from the nitrator is run into a tank of 
hot water and washed for 3 minutes by air agitation. The 
sour water is then decanted and the process repeated until 
the wash waters show no acidity. The washing process can be 
facilitated by adding cold water to the charge so as to 
freeze the top layer of TNT. This permits a thorough washing 
of the acid water out of the tank. Final traces of acidity 
are overcome by adding small amounts of soda. V.hen the 
charge has been completely neutralized, it is transferred, 
to the ‘.-raining house whore it is placed in a graining 
kettle for removal of moisture and for the purpose of plac
ing it in a crystalline form. The graining kettles are 
the standard kettles employed for the graining of ammonium 
nitrate and materials of like nature. These kettles are 
6 feet in diemeter, jacketed and the jacket may be supplied 
with either cold water or steam. They arc equipped with 
a central shaft which operates two plows or scrapers, tho 
plows being set at an angle of 45°. The temperature of the 
T.ii' in the kettle is ..rudually reduced until the crystals 
are formed, the agitation boinr continued until the entire 
batch io in the crystalline form.

Alter cry.-.tulli?;ation, the T. T is forwarded to the 
sieving and packing house whu-re the coarse crystals arc



removed and tho rn'itcrlal ’-hich p'>sscs the- sieve packed in 
box’.n containing 100 lbs. The TNT In scrctncd through '■ 
rotary screen having brushes 'n the inside of the screen. 
This is kno-n ns crude TNT and '••ill have n molting p’int 
varying from 75 to 79 °C.

If TFT of a higher purity is desired, it is necessary 
to recrystallize or purify the crude TFT. This, may be 
accomplished tn a number of different vnys, namely, 
recrystallization from sulphuric acid, recrystallization 
from solvents such as carbon tetrachloride, benzol and 
alcohol, by "'ashing '"ith carbon tetrachloride or by '."ashing 
"1th sodium sulphite. The latter process is commonly kno"n 
as sellite purification. The sellite purification con
sists in "ashing the crude TNT '."ith a sodium sulphite 
solution of approximately strength. This vnsh is 
ace mplished belov.’ the melting point of the TFT* After 
mashing, the material is placed in b'xc-s having false 
bott Tis and thoroughly rinsed " ith fresh ’'ater. It is then 
regrained according to the procedure already given.

Purification by the sellite process vas employed to 
a large extent during the rar and is extremely effective in 
removing the beta and gamma-isomars of TFT. It has no 
effect on DNT or MIT. The process, therefore, to bo 
successful requires complete nitration of the T”T. If the 
procedure used in the manufacture of TFT docs not insure 
comnlete nitration, it is necessary to resort to recrystalli
zation from some solvent or to v-ish "’ith some solvent in 
order to remove the lo'.v nitrated material.

The situation relative to manufacture of TNT is very 
satisfactory. The indications at the present time aro that 
TNT having a melting noint of at least 80.2 can bo obtained 
in largo quantities, in case of emergency, at a price of 
about U.17 a pound. All TFT manufactured by the duMont 
Company since the v»ar for the ’."ar Department has been of 
this purity. Tests conducted ?;ith TUT having a melting point 
of 80«2°C. or slightly less indicate that little, if any, 
trouble -’ill be experienced in exudation "dth this material, 
cither as a shell filler by itself or "hen mixed -.vith 
5O'/o of ammonium nitrate.



SECTl'H' IV. HIGH EXDLOGIVE!!

Properties end .’.’jinufacturo of Tetryl.

Tho’nume tetryl has been chosen for a high explosive 
which hae been improperly called tetmnltromethylaniline. 
The correct chemical terminology for this explosive is 
trinitrophenolmethylnitramine. For sake of brevity, it is 
commonly called tetryl. Tetryl is a fine crystalline 
powder, yellow in color, practically insoluble in water 
but soluble in acetone, benzene and other solvents. It 
melts when pure between 129° and ISnOg, nitrogen con
tent of this material is 24,4/o which is approximately 8% 
higher than any other explosive used in ammunition. Tho 
tetryl is stable at all temperatures commonly met with 
in storage but vhen heated to or above its melting point 
undr rgoc s gradual decomposit ion. It is sensitive- to shock 
and friction. In the standard drop test it has a 
sensitivity of 7 to 9 inches and can be detonated by rifle- 
bullet Dcnctration. The rate of detonation of tetryl when 
pressed to a density of 1.5 is approximately 7000 meters 
per second. All of the explosive characteristics of tetryl 
favor its use as a booster explosive and its continued use 
for the last ten years in this capacity has given no 
indication that it can be supplanted by any other ex
plosive of equal quality.

In manufacturing tetryl the raw materials required 
are dimethylanilinc, sulphuric acid and mixed acid. It 
may be well to briefly describe the steps involved in the 
preparation of dimethylaniline. This material is produced 
according to the following procedure. Benzene is nitrated 
to mononitrobenzene as follows: CgHg / HN03 = C^HpJIOg 
/ HgO. The mononitrobenzol is now treated with iron filings 
and hydrochloric acid to produce aniline, thus C^HgNO2 
/ 3Hg = CgHr/IHg / 2H-0. The aniline salt of hydrochloric 
acid is then treats 4*?'. th ru thylalcchol to give- dimcthyl- 
anilinc. CgH5UH2HCi / 2CH30H = C6H5II(CH3)2 / HC1 / 2H20. 
The dimothylani1 inc is now at a point where it can be 
nitrated to produce tetryl, the formula bring CgHpN(CH3)2 

/N02
/ 4HH03 = C6Ho(M0-)3Nf / 4H20 / CO- (Ref. 1)
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The munufnctur'. of tetryl ms undertaken during tb< 
7orld ’’Air. At that tine information conccrnlnf. th* manu- 
fnctur<. ”is quit, limited and thi manufacturing companies 
found It necessary to proceed '"ithout bavin?; a background 
of ■ •'■p'.”lm< ntal -ork '"hich Is usually necessary for smooth 
operation. Under the stress of em'-rgmey production, little 
time could be di.vot'd to an evporlm-: ntal study as the 
paramount issu'- -ns increased production, Th', material 
produc'd under these circumstances ms not of the quality 
'■■hich -ould he dislrcd to use in peacetimt . Drobnbly the 
differ, net in quality can be best illustrated by the 
follo-lng comparison:

High Grade U.S, Manufacture

licit Ing °oint
Percent Acidity 
Insoluble in Benzene
120° Vacuum Test

128.5 - 129.1°C.
Kot more than .08
Kot more than . l,o
Hot more than 4 co
in hours.

127.5 - 128.5°C.
Mot more than ,f>8
Approx. .5,0
25 cc.in 20 hrs.

The comparison sho-s that the American product "ns inferior 
tn quality. Yet fo—, if any, cases of proven malfunction
ing arc on record. This material did not have to stand 
any extensive storage as -ould be encounter-d in peacetime 
loading. Rather than to proceed during peacetime -ith 
the manufacture of an explosive "hich —as knovn to be of 
a lo’"cr grade than that nroducc-' by foreign countries, 
it -as decided to investigate the manufacture of tetryl 
in all details at the- Arsenal •.•ith a vie- of obtaining 
material of the highest purity consistent -ith operating 
practice.

The early —ork centered around tho re' orking of material 
"hich had been produced during the "ar and "hich "ns in -nr 
reserve, Three methods of purification -ere investigated: 
1. Recrystallization from acetone; 2. Recrystallization from 
nitric acid; 3. Boiling in —ntcr of tetryl ground to pass 
150 mesh. Each of those methods has certain disadvantages. 
Taking them in the? ord< r listed above, these- disadvantages are:

1. Acetone being miscible "-ith -a ter docs not 
permit a removal of the- acid -bile th< tc-tryl is in solution.

2. The uc of nitric acid ns ?. purifying medium 
require-’ the use of special equieme-nt to handle the acid and 
introduced hazards because- of the explosive nature of a 
solution of tetryl in nitric acid.

Grinding the mat< rial to puss 15G mesh in”ol’'<1 
danger in grinding nnd also left the final t< tryl in a con
dition -hich -ould not -ork in th,, pc-11 t,Inpr presses.



bfore t.oln): furth-.r A th the investhr.iti.on on rc- 
-orkln!; of tetryl, it • ns concluded that the problem should 
be attacked by first developing a method for the n!Anufnctu”t 
of the nntcwiul itsulf. After n considerable amount of 
cxpe^lrK ntal •••ork, the procedure outlined belo- for the 
manufacture of tetryl vas d vcloped, The satisfactoriness 
of this procedure? -as demonstrated by manufacturing 500 lbs. 
of tetryl in 15 lb* batches, the quality of each hutch 
briny equal if not superior to that of hijh Grade' material 
listed previously.

As dimethyl aniline reacts violently ’"hen added to 
nitric acid of sufficient strength and quantity to insure 
nitration, it is necessary to dilute the dimethylanilinc to 
a point -here t!V’ h-nt of reaction cun b< controlled. This 
dilution is obtained by adding the dimethylanilin< to a 
sulnhu’dc acid having a strength of 96 - 99$, in the pro
portion of 1 part of dimethylanilinc to 14.A parts of 
sulphuric acid. The addition is accomplished by placing the 
sulphuric acid in a jacketed kettle having sufficient 
agitation to secure a perfect mixing. The dimethylanilino 
is added slo-ly to the sulphuric acid, the temperature being 
maintained bet-een 20° and 30°C. Afti. »• the sulphation has 
been completed the change- is ready for nitration. The 
nitration should be carried out immediately as side reactions 
'"hich .affect quality arc liable to occur if the dimethylanilinc 
sulphate is stored for any extended tire.

The nitrating acid used has the following composition:

TTitric Acid - 66,7$ + .5
Sulphuric Acid - 15.8$ + .5 
’Vater - 17.5$ + .5

Acid of this strength may be handled in standard equipment 
vithout fear of undue corrosion. 9.6 parts by "eight of this 
acid are required to nitrate one part of dimethylanilino. 
The acid is placed in a jacketed nitrator and the dimcthyl- 
anlline sulphate added to the acid, a temperature- of 68° - 
72°C, being the standard nitrating: temperature. During the 
nitration, sufficient agitation must be maintained to secure 
immediate immersion of the dimethylanilinc sulphate and to 
keep immersed any tetryl -."hich is formed, during the nitration. 
It might bo -ell to noint out that during the nitration the 
temperature must be maintained at this point. Temperatures 
lo—cr than this causa the reaction to become sluggish ’.'hich 
may increase at any time to a point -here the timpcraturc- is 
uncontrollable. At temp. rntum?s higher than 68° - 72° 
oxidation is l:nbl< to occur. After all the dimethylanil inc 
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has been added, the charge is maintained at (18° - 72° for 
BO minutea to insure that nitration is complete.

Fii_ iv xt stop in th^ operation is the separation of
Ih i. .try! from it.; .-.pent acie. Op to th!:', tin: th-., recovery 
ol‘ tetryl b.,-n uccomplishi i by drowning the whole charge 
in water and decant inc the sour ‘..nter. tn order to r Lize 
ar- largo a yield as possible, the nitrated charge in first 
cooled to 40°C. This allows the use of a mailer amount 
of water and thereby reduces solubility losses. In this 
operation not less than 20 parts of cold water to 1 part of 
tetryl is satisfactory. This charge is agitated either 
mechanically or with air, allowed to settle and the sour 
water decanted. This wash is followed by a similar wash to 
further reduce the acidity of the charge so that the sur
face acid is praccically removed from the- tetryl crystals. 
In order to remove as much acid as possible from the interior 
of tile crystal so that the crude retry’, can be iri mi uufc.'iy, 
tire col 1 water ;ru.hes are followed by two hot water v< ishe..., 
each .. a ;h being of 1-^/4 lour; iuration wit'n a ratio o" not 
loss chun 10 parts wnt-'-r r;, one of tetryl. After tliu rim.] 
wash, the tetryl is centrifuged and dried. It is now at 
the stage known as crude tetryl nnd has a melting point of 
approx. 128.5°C. with an acidity of not more than .15^.

This crude material would appear to be satisfactory 
as far as melting point is concerned. The acidity and 
amount of insoluble material, however, make it necessary to 
resort to a purification process. It is also essential that 
the final tetryl be in a form known as free flowing. This 
requirement is necessary to enable a uniform density to be 
obtained in the booster pellets which are made in a pellet
ing machine.

It has been recognized for 
most efficient means of removing 
dissolve this solid in a solvent

a long tine that one of the 
acidity from a solid is to 
which is not miscible with

water and to wash out the acidity with mam water. The
solvent for this purpose has 
benzene. The crude tetryl i 
of' tetryl to 6 part f b -az-. 
The dissolving t • -mi ■ ".atum= U 
Ovoid UXC.;,;. ■’/ ; lAv;s. s of .-o1 
poi nt. Th? ' me- r.t t i on 
held b.;hw i.l.

be-'H up to rrn-ient time 
b-:nz<-ne, one part

bj ..a-i < -* an 1, fl It cred.
1 ■ -,t ' ' in or io-' to

■ ;■ -.1 th-.' boi Ling
■ 1 in elution is also 
i) he no larv r cf

plugging. on Lt ;r oi- i.-; Jin--/ .wring f j : t r-g ion -..rich would 
occur if the solution in re .. .-rk-. i i.t t-;.. .•>(..rut-, i point.
After filtration tho solution is w ! i *..o or ti.r . t Irr.o.-.
with an equal volume of water ;<<' f- - '-'C. Th. .. । ■ ■ ' t - r ;
are drawn off after each imit.n -n-i th1, ■ the



Hoidlty of the finished tetryl is reduced to less th'in one- 
hundredth of l/o. After the final -ash the ch’:rg;e in cooled 
'ind the tetryl crystallized from solution, In cooling, 
tho rote of cooling and the speed of agitation is so con
trolled that the final produce is free flo-ing, i.c. it 
has less than 2No of material passing a 100 mosh screen. 
After crystallizing tho mother liquor benzene is decanted 
by water displacement and the tetryl charge centrifuged. 
The mother liquors contain approximately 5;o of tetryl in 
solution and arc reused in following crystallizations. 
The loss 'ditch has occurred in the process Is made up with 
new benzene. After centrifuging,the charge is dried for 
48 hours in a tray drier, the temperature of the circulating 
air being held at not over 75°0.

There are some points in the crystallization "hich 
are worthy of emphasis. First the recrystallizing apparatus 
must bo cither lead or enamel lined. The use of iron, brass 
and metals of this nature have always caused the tetryl to 
fail in passing the 120° vacuum tost. Second, cither 
distilled or potable water is necessary for washing. Third, 
care must be exercised that no voter is present during the 
crystallization. Otherwise, voter may be occluded in the 
crystal as it forms. ’7ith this procedure a tetryl of tho 
following purity has been obtained:

o
Melting Point - 129.23 C.
Total Acidity - .O05/o
Material insoluble

in benzol - .06/o
120° vacuum test - 2.53 cc. in 40 hrs.

Having established tho method for the manufacture 
of tetryl, starting from dimethylaniline, the second phase 
of the problem, namely, reworking of tetryl in reserve, 
was given consideration. It was believed that some of tho 
cause of the low grudt tetryl might be attributed to under- 
nitration. It "us, therefore, decided that the first step 
in the purification should consist in treating the crude 
tetryl with an acid resembling the spent acid obtained in 
nitration. This acid has « composition of 75'4 sulphuric and 
approx. 8/9 nitric. The reworking process, therefore, 
consists in treating th- crude tetryl with this acid in the 
ratio of 2-c parts of acid to 1 part of tetryl. From this 
point, the tt tryl goer through the mo procedure as 
described for the manufacture of tetryl. This process has 
been in operation continuously sine, 1926 and has proven to 
be entirely satisfactory.
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SECTION IV. iHCH l.Z ’I.0SIV25

1. ilanufacturo and Properties of Explosives 
"D", Amatol and Tridite.

Explosive' D is of a crystalline structure and has a 
lemon color. It is the least sensitive of all military 
oxplosivr-s and for this reason is used exclusively us a 
bursting charge for amor piercing shell. (1). It does not 
molt on heating but explodes ’-hen heated to a temperature 
of approximately 3OO°C. It is more soluble in -atcr than 
any other of the standard explosives except amatol used 
for tho loading of shell.

Before discussing the manufacture of Explosive D or 
ammonium picrate,- a brief description ’"111 be given of the 
manufacture of picric acid. This material is used in the 
manufacture of Explosive D and also in tridite. Picric 
acid is manufactured from phenol. (1)(2). This process is 
carried out by sulphonating phenol -ith sulphuric acid. 
A typical charge, as manufactured during the ”-ar, con
sisted of approximately 4000 pounds of phenol and 6000 
pounds of sulphuric acid, the sulphuric acid used at a 
strength of 93 to 94$. The phenol -as first melted and 
then run into the sulnhuric acid at a temperature of 
bet—cen 95 and 100°C. The time required for this operation 
•••as approximately ten hours. After this operation —as 
completed the sulphonated mixture -as diluted ’.-ith 6000 
pounds of -■ater. The -atcr employed -as obtained from the 
v-ashing '..'aters used in mashing the picric acid in the 
final stage. After sulphonation and dilution the charge 
vas then nitrated. This nitration -as carried out in 
brick lined nitrators at a temperature' of 115 to 120°C. 
The method of conducting the nitration -as to run the ' 
sulphonated phenol and tho nitric acid into the nitrator 
simultaneously. The acid used for nitration consisted of 
70$ nitric, 10$ sulphuric acid and 20$ -atcr, using a <*'
nitrating ratio of acid to sulphonic acid of 1 to .9.

After nitration the charge -as dumped on brick 
lined filters, the filter medium being filtrous brick. 
The charge- -as then —ishcd —ith ycllo..... atcr, removed from
the filler ard placed in centrifugal •••ringers -here it 
vas given a final -ash rath clear ’.•rater.

The manufacture of ammonium picrate consists in 
a simple neutralization of picric acid by ammonia. (1).
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This ammonia tviy bo oltib.-r In this form of a pas or in liquid. 
The ammonium picrate is first dissolved in water ;ind ammonia 
added until tho neutralization la complete. If tho amount 
of ammonia added Is in uxcoau, thu product will have an 
orange color, if the amount of ammonia added i.i less than 
that required for complete neutralization, the product 
will have a lomon color. After neutralization the charge 
is cooled to 25°C. and tho crystals separated from tho 
mother liquor by filtration. These crystals arc dried und 
the coarse material removed by screening. As fine material 
offers considerable difficulty in loading operations a limit 
is placed on the amount of fines which may be permitted in 
tho material.

Amatol.

Amatol, as used during the war, consisted of two 
different compositions, tho first being 50/50 and the second 
80/20. Both of these amatols arc a mixture of armonium 
nitrate and TNT. (1). The first figure in the mixture is 
the amount of ammonium nitrate and the second the amount 
of TNT. Both amatols were used for tho purpose of con
serving the TNT supply. The 50/50 mixture can bo loaded by 
the casting method while the 80/20 raixture must be loaded 
either by tamping or by means of a screw filling machine. 
The 50/50 mixture is prepared by mixing ammonium nitrate 
with molten TNT. This results in a charge which is quite 
fluid and will pour without any trouble. The granulation 

’ of the ammonium nitrate in this case does not offer any 
particular difficulty, and any material which will pass a 
ten mesh sieve is satisfactory for use.

The ammonium nitrate as received at the loading plant 
may contain some moisture and must be dried to a moisture 
content of not more than .25$. It may also be found that 
considerable caking has occurred in the barrels or drums 
in which it has been shipped. To break up the ammonium 
nitrate it is often necessary to first run the material 
through a crusher, after which it is dried by means 
of a rotary drum drier. This drier resembles a roasting 
furnace, which is used in the manufacture of lime, and 
is continuous in its operation. After drying the material 
is screened to remove any foreign elements with which it 
might have become contaminated. It is now ready for the 
addition to the molten TNT. The speed of adding the ammonium
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nitrate to tho TNT can bo Increased greatly If the amonlum 
nitrate can bo added while it is still hot. Otherwise, 
it must bo added at a rate ;io that no solidification takes 
place In tho melting kettle. The proportions fox’ uno In 
tho mixing of 50/50 amatol range from 45% to 55% of 
ammonium nitrate. This variation is permitted to tnko 
care of the various granulations. The fine material, 
naturally, requires more TNT than tho coarso motorial, 
Tho temperature of the mixture when it is ready for 
pourinn in the shell io 80 - 85°C.

80/20 Amatol is a plastic mass resembling; wet brown 
sugar and cannot be loaded by the casting method. Tho 
principal difficulty experienced with 80/20 amatol is to 
obtain an ammonium nitrate which has the proper granulation. 
With very fine material the plasticity of the mass is 
such that when loaded the density falls below the point 
desired, namely, not less than 1.58, With coarse material 
the molten TNT is not taken up and a relatively large 
amount leaks out in the extruding operation, which results 
in a charge of low density. It is, therefore, essential 
that the granulation be such as to give a mixture which 
will not permit leaking of the HIT and which will be 
sufficiently plastic to consolidate well from the extruder. 
It has been found that a mixture of coarse and fine material 
is the most suitable for this operation. The granulation 
requirements are, thru a No. 10 U.3.S. sieve not less than 
99.0%; thru a No. 10, on No. 35, 32 - 48%; thru a No. 100 
15,-30%.

The preparation of 80/20 amatol is conducted in an 
amatol mixing- kettle having a capacity of about 500 pounds 
amatol. The correct amount of ammonium nitrate is added to 
the kettle and heated to the point where solidification of 
TNT will not occur. When the ammonium nitrate has been 
raised to at least 90°C., molten TNT is added and the charge 
thoroughly mixed for 15 minutes. At the end of this time, 
it is transferred to the extruding machine from which it is 
forced into the shell by means of a screw working inside of 
a steel tube. This machine is counter-weighted so that tho 
material is forced into tho shell under a definite pressure.

Tridite.

Tridite, like tho amatols, is specified as a sub
stitute explosive for shell and bomb loading.

This material is composed of -'0;' picric acid nnd 20% 
dinitrophenol. The reason for using 20% of dinitrophonol 
is to gain a mixture ■..T.ich can b“ melted in molting kettles



using 10’.” prospure steam, Picric acids m< It nt 120°C. • hlcii 
prohibits its use ns n canting explosive if lo’- pressure 
steer, equipment is the only type available. Ho”cvor, by 
mixing 2O;o dinitrophenol ’"ith picric acid, the material 
becomes fluid nt about Q0°C. and can be cast '.-ithout any 
trouble, Tridite resembles T"T in all of its charac
teristics ’’’ith the singL exception that it is liable to 
form sensitive compounds —ith some metals. Provision 
must be made, therefore, that it ’"ill not come in contact 
vdth metal, such as zinc or Lad. It might be ’-(11 to 
mention that it doos have one advantage over TI’T in that 
there is no danger of exudation. In all the tests con
ducted to date of tridite no results have been obtained 
”hich -'ould prohibit its use, and in case of an emergency 
it could bo loaded -’ith equipment available for the loading 
of T"T or 5o/50 amatol. (4).

It is believed that the situation regarding explosives 
for uso in shell loading and bomb loading is satisfactory. 
While tho supply of T!rT may not be adequate to me t tho demands, 
the use of amatol -’ill assist to a great extent. Even if 
'■’ith amatol the supply is not adequate, tridite can be 
used and as this material is made from phenol rhich is nov 
produced commercially from benzol there should be no 
question as to its availability, since benzol is obtained 
from coal tar in an amount several times greater than the 
amount of toluene.
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SECTION IV. HICH EXPLOSrnjs

5. Manufacture ana Properties of Mercury fulminate.

Although known previously, Ho’"nrd Is *e ncrally credited 
with the discovery of mercury fulminate, as he published 
the first description of its preparation in 1800,1. 
'"as used as a filler for percussion caps after 1815, thus 
displacing the flint lock. Liebig's '"ork on fulminic acid 
in 1822 led to the recognition of the compound as a salt 
of this acid.£ However, it '-as not until Nobel in 1864 
developed dynamite and found black powder igniters un
satisfactory and mercury fulminate, caps satisfactory 
initiators of di tonationZ. that the use of fulminate, became 
diversified. Since that time the -application of mercury 
fulminate has increased and today it is the standard 
initiating compound for ammunition in most countries. 
Tho 1918 procurement of this government for military 
purposes amounted to 600,POO pounds.

Pre- pa ra t i on

Mercury fulminate-, Hg(O-N-C)2» is usually prepared 
by the interaction of mercury, nitric acid, and ethyl 
alcohol. The numerous intermediate- reactions involve 
nitration, oxidation and decomposition with the formation 
of fulminic acid£ and its salt, mercury fulminate. These 
reactions arc- summarised as:

Hg / 12 HM03 / 12 C2H5OH «

Hg(O!’C)g / 2 C02 / 17 HgO / 5 C2H5K03

/ 5 C2H5N02

In practice, even larger proportions of alcohol and acid 
to mercury are- necessary. Some oxalic acid is formed as 
a by-product, and free acid and alcohol remain at the end 
of the reaction.

Tho flhQvc structural formula w-'.s udvenccd by Kokule 
after a number of others had be<n proposed. It is 
supported by other methods for preparing mercury fulminate 
since d»ra.loped. It has bten found that mercury fulminate 
can h'-- pm pared fro- compounds other than ethyl alcohol 
••'hich contain th< CHyCHO <,roun, such as acctnld'hyd<, 
d Inc thylnc- tai, or colonic acid, '’of has shown that when 



a solution of sodium nltrorn* thane Is 'rib.4 to o-’v of 
mercuric chloride the follo-'lnr r< action taker placu.6,

Hr Cl2 / 2 CH2,.’’0.0Na >2'’aCl / 2 II£0 / Hi (.0:C) £

v.’i<.land showed sll”cr fulminate to be formed •■h<n methyl 
nit^olio acid is ''.armed ’-Ith an excess of sll’y r nitrate 
in dilute nitric acid:Z

Apr I’Oy / H0:t:CH.N02 > Hl’Oy / HT02 / Af.O.i'jC

These reactions and molecular ifht data for sodium
fulminate-2. are considered to establish th<. abo’-a struc
ture fo” mercury fulminate.

Pronert li,' s

Mercury fulminate is a crystalline compound -hi ch has 
a d-. nsity of 4.42 and is "hitc "’hen pure but ordinarily hag 
a bro-nish yrllo-' or grayish tint. ‘The mercury fulminate 
used in ammunition is required to be at least 98;j cure and 
usually is less than 99/o pure.

■•lenjury fulminate forms octn-hrdmil crystals ns sho-n 
in Fir. 1. T"’inninr along the major axis is observed 
frequently. The compound is practically non-hyrroscopic 
and is soluble in ’"ut< r to the extent of only o.Ol 1 at 
15.5 C. and n.77^> at 10ouc. It is readily soluble in 
pyridine, potassium cyanide solution, and cold ammonium 
hydroxide, and can be r-nn cipitatcd from such solutions. 
It is dissolv'd and decomposed by hydrochloric acid and by 
solutions of sodium thiosulphate, sodium sulphide, and 
potassium sulphide. ”11 rn a solution in ammonium hydroxide 
is heated to 70°C.. the fulminate undergoes decomposition.

Although Practically non-hygrosconic and insoluble 
in •••'iter, mercury fulminate stored under "nt<-r undergoes 
d'-.comnos it ion at a rate d.-n< nd'nt upon the storage tem
perature-. This is discussed under the- Stability of High 
Eznlos ivrs.

Dry mercury fulminat'- reacts rapidly ".ith aluminum or 
mamrsium and slo’.-'l.y ''ith copper, zi.'v', brass or bronze. 
The pr' si nee of a twice of moisture accelerate s the reaction 
•■■ith the last four metals. Mercury fulminate r-n<.rally 
contains some m- tullic m-. "cury as an impurity and this 
t< >v’s to fomn am 1 --ms . ?'• t.-.-i components an , thf" fore,
usually protected by a co.it bn of lacquer.



f.’c rcury fulminat' In dccomnofa d by h' • t nt i rate 
don< ndent uoon th'. t< nn-.rituw and 11. n purity. n he.-, tod 
quickly to f.lO°C. O’* brought in contact "ith u flnm* , it 
oxolod' r. accord inr to the equation

He (0?’G) 2 -* Hit / t’2 / SCO

This dccomooritlon liberates *ln K( . cal. of heat and 314 
lit' rs of gas per kilogram of me rcu*;.’ fulminate: .2- it 
und< raoer de compos ition at lo”'cr temperatures, the products 
of doconnosltion aro chiefly solids "hich art: inert or much 
lens sensitive than the fulminate.

S' nsitivity. In addition to b- in»; sensitive to heat, 
mercury fulminate can be. d tonnted by impact or friction, 
’■.hen tested in th< standard drop t: st apparatus for 
sensitivit” to impact, usin', a 2 Th. •••vi.ht, the follo-ing 
valuer awf obtained for this and other explosives?

Minimum Full of 2 Kg.Weight 
Cousin; Exnlosion

He rcury Fulminate 
Lead. Arido, commercial

2 inches
6 "
8

14 "
Tetryl

Fo test for sensitivity to friction has betn standardized, 
but tht impact tert probably reprecents a measure of 
sensitivity to friction betmeen crystal faces rather than 
impact upon crystal faces.

The- sensitivity of nfeury fulminate is kno1 n to vary 
'"ith the crystal size, although this ”ariation is not as 
great as in the ease of the azides. Finely divided mercury 
fulminate is less smsiti-e to impact as '.>11 as a less 
efficient initiator of detonation,-!!! than that ordinarily 
used, ••hilc very large crystals are rome-’-'hot more sensitive. 
The specification for mercury fulminate- to be used in 
ammunition therefore includes requirements "'hich control 
the- range, of granulation.

The sensitivity of mercury fulminat' in pone ml also 
’.’nrios ' ith its t'-mnernture. Kling and Florentin have shorn— 
that cooling to -19o°c. decreases the sc nsitivity, "hile 
cvpiosions of -nm, freshly dried fulminatt during ordinary 
hundlinr operations indicate, increased sensitivity '-ith 
increase in tempera turn .
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rcury fulminate In aton'd nnd* r -nt> * In ord< r to 
d. sc its sensitivity to shock and friction, hut this is 
not depfoycd entirely. ’Vhilr not d'. tonntinr, mercury 
fulm.innti containin'- 27% of "ntc” ''ill flashll •.•hen exposed 
to flame.’ '.'hen four ounces of mercury fulminate is covered 
-1th -nt'’*, it Is completely detonat'd by n t’o. 6 blasting 
cop.

The nbsolut' density of mercury fulminate is 4.42, 
but the. apourent le-nsity is only about 1.8. ’Then subjected 
to p”'..shut- the apcircnt density increase.s ns shorn by 
Fir. 2. It hns been found that ;hcn subjected to pressures 
of about 2200 X< ./sq.cm. (28,520 lbs./sq.in.) or more 
mercury fulminate- be-comer, "dead p-csscd” - i,e. it —ill 
only hum "tun subjected to the suit of flame- from a black 
no—d v fuse. This represents d c-sons it i ration to flamt and not 
destruction of explosive po-cr.

Brisance. Th1' Trauzl Lend Block Test is usod as a 
mc-.-suve of the explosive po-cr and the- Sand Tt st is the; 
usual method for measuring the brisance (shuttering effect) 
of oynlosives. A comparison of values for various materials 
fol 10’-5.

Grams Sand Crushed
cc. Distension by 0.40 cram of Ex- 

in Load Block Tost plosive in Sand Test

ITorcury Fulminate 150 17.6
Lead styphnate 12313 9.3 12

Load azido 115 13.9
Trtryl 375 46.4
t::t 285 35.7

While the more- powerful explosives such as T!TT and tetryl 
arc also nA*c brisant than nv mury fulminate , these arc so 
ins-'nsitiv to heat and impact as to vnquirr; initiation by 
a - m- sensitive material such as fulminate or lead azide. 
IT?r can the brisance be considered as indicating initiating 
efficiency of sensitive compounds. It is to be noted that 
al thouch mercury fulminate is m?re b-isant than lead azide, 
th~ latter is a much mo~< efficient in’tiatinj arent.

Initintinr Value. This is usually oypre-ssed as the 
minimum -c-i/ht of initiatin'-' mnt<-rial r>'-qui’*ud to cause the 
o'm.plitc- d'-t matin -_>f O.A.e r.r-..m f a high explosive in the- 
3-nd Tert. rcury fulminate is a much more- efficient 
in i tint inr an nt than most ditrnatinf c mpuunds, hut is not 
sufficiently t..- count the detonation of all hiih c-rpl :s i’a r.



It is therefore ncccsrary tm use ; ram of it to d< ton’itc 
n booster chan-c of tetryl nn-i Judo-- thu sensitivity of the 
hl ch explosive by the quantity -'f t-'tryl required. The 
f-'Ho-inc table' gives the minimum detonating churros of 
mercury fulminate and other compounds to initiate the 
detonation of reprf sentntivc high < xnlOr.iv< s;

Minimum Det'-not in;'

Hi; h Erplosb’.f;
Mercury

Fulminate Tetryl

Cham e,in srams.of
Lend Diazodinitr^-
Azidb phenol

Tetryl
TTT
Ammonium nicrate

0.21 
o.24
0.23

11

16

It -'ill be noted that determinations of minimum 
detonating charge values afford a means of comparing the 
sensitivities of high explosives as -ell as the initiating 
values of other compounds. There are a number of veak 
initiating compounds, such as lead styphnate, nitromannite, 
and tetracene, but these unjike mercury fulminate can not 
be used to initiate the standard high explosives. It is, 
as a matter of fact, a satisfactorily efficient initiating 
agent for military high explosives, as quantities in excess 
of the minimum detonating charge arc alv-nys used in ammunition.

Tho properties —hich have mode mercury fulminate the 
standard material for initiating the detonation of high 
explosives and the progressive burnin.- -if po-ders arc:

n. It is sufficiently sensitive t1 flame, impact, 
and friction, but insensitive- enough to rd th st and setback 
in a run.

b. Its initiating efficiency is satisfactory for use 
—ith th- standard hi>h explosives.

c_. Its high density, crystal-sizt, and non-hygr"scopic 
qualities are advantageous. in lending operations.

d_. It is c-monrativ< ly easy t? manufacture and cm be 
stored '..-ith safety.

The disadvantages connected •"ith the use of mercury 
fulminate "hich have led tn a search for a superior sub
stitute ore its n^t rntir>-ly satisfactory stability and the 
fact that the mercury from -hich it is made is a semi- 
stmtegic materiel. It has br-n found that if mercury 



fulminate io purified by recrystallization, the (Stability 
of thu i.v.turi..l i? much enhanced. 18 Recryetullizabion of 
fulminate ''ii a .- uni-pleat gcl.Ic has been accomplished '.'ith 
catisfact ry results t.nd a good grade of fulminate hac been 
ibtr.inod, Hni.evor, thia process has not beau carried out 
to any great extent duo to tho fact that the tendency has 
been tn change from mere.ury fultnin.te t? lend aside ns c.n 
initiating compound, of the material ..hen used in ammunition.

manufacture

Bee.-.use of the hazardous nature of the operation, the 
manufacture n;- mercury fulminate, even when large amounts are 
to bo ru de, has never be .n developed beyond ’.’hat might bo 
considered a semi-pl..nt i?a..lc for other r.r.toriuls. Tho 
manaf cture nf numerous relatively vr.ic.ll b .t-.lies permits the 
careful ••■•'ntr •! of tamper.'.t uro .onditi-ns found so necessary 
t> redu e h >aurd and insure quality of pr-du ’-t, but this 
method involves lack •>£’ uniformity in product. as .oil as 
increased labor •.nsts.

The c.oi.u.iorciul m..nuf.j-t are of i.cnury fulminate is 
usually '••earriod out in a building e-imilar fr-Urt sh>"jn ti 
Figure 3» 

After being cleaned by squeezing through soft leather,
0.5 kg. -»f mercury is transferred tn a largo glass flask of 
the Srlenmuyer type. 5.5 kg. of 57.6/S nitric acid (sp. gr., 
1.56) aro added and the flask is immersed in a b.ta rxointain-d 
at 55’^ to 60nC. Thir serves t-> prevent the formation of ux- 
■ ■ess oxides of nitrogen, the presence of -.zni-.h affects tho 
yield a:.’ bull ;.s the purity -'f the fulminate produced. Tho 
s-'lution of the mercury to form mercuric nitrate is usually 
started a> ’ut 13 hours before the neat step in order to insure 
complete conversi'n of t m mercury to nitrate.

This solution is ?.“'j added tn 5 kg. of 9 Op ethyl alcohol 
contained in a 10-1iter >. 11'm flack set in a coiling bath. 
Thu 'I’.n.i'l -should nmmr bo auded tn the solution of nitrate. 
The balloon flask it >’ nnc .’.ted im.iadiatuly ’..'ith a condensing 
system vihi-’-h is kept partially evacuated and serves to c-lloot 
•end condense fu.es given - ff by the reaction. Those fumes 

■ re p-'ison ue and also affo .t the purity of the fulminate if 
they undergo parti 1 -ndunsation in t v upper part of tho 
re:- -t ion fl. s'.;. Pho ■■ nduiKcme a>.nt..ins alc'-.i 1, ethyl nitrate 
ethyl nitrite nd oxides f nitr- ,un.

Re. cti'n ba ins as >n as cue liquids . re mixed, there 
beitv; ? m ’’burnnin.'-;3 ' nt. of f’arve;. .ni’u -’f the liquid. The 
t Ji ip~mt uro rives r pialv t ■ bout 80nC. The react inn n-'v 



mndornt^s, but the temperature riser, to 93° or 04 °C. and 
nona fulminate senarat.es. In about ten minutes the dense 
white fumes in the upner part of the flask are replaced by 
red fumes, the temperature rises to P6°C., and the formation 
and separation of mercury fulminat< is rapid, as the 
reaction decreases, the fumes br-corv pale in color. The 
reaction is complete about one half hour after mixing of 
the liquids, nnd the flask and co”t .nts ar< allowed to 
stand for another half hour in ordtr to cool and permit 
the settling of the fulminate.

The clear supernatant liquid is d< canted, treated with 
alkali, evaporated, and hoated in o~d»r to recover any 
mercury present.

The wet crystals of fulminate are caught on a cloth 
filter supported by a wooden frame. Fulminate from a number 
of reaction flasks is caught on a single- filter and mixed, 
during washing, by hnnd-stirring with a v'ooden paddle. The 
fulminate is washed "nth water until the msh water is no 
longer acid in reaction to litmus paper, and is then 
transferred to heavy twill bags which hold about 150 pounds 
of fulminate. Those bags of fulminate are placed in 
heavy grain-bags and these aro stored in a cool place 
under water.

The theoretical yield of mercury fulminate is 142 pounds, 
per 100 pounds of mercury used. In practice, from 120 to 130 
pounds are recovered. Part of the difference is represented 
by the unconverted mercury recovered from the mother liquor 
and part by the losses during washing.

The condensate is collected, neutralized with calcium 
hydroxide, and distilled to recover any alcohol presc-nt. 
This is reused in the process.

Wet fulminate is usually dried in vacuum or normal 
pressure driers which arc chambers heated to not more than 
55°C. by steam or hot rater. The fulminate is spread on 
canvas trays with wooden supports.

^urificat i on.

Mercury fulminate produced by the foregoing process 
is not subjected to any additional purification, and the 
purity of different lots will vary from 97$ to 99$. 
Manufacturers make a selection of lots in ord<r to meet 
tho 98$ minimum purity requirement of Specification Mo. 
50-13-6. Careful analysis shows that even a carefully 

senarat.es


sele-.tcd sample1 is not uniform with resper.t to puric;', tho 
various crystal sizes showing feme variations in d?grjo of 
purity.

Au abated, previously, it has boon found that morc.ury 
fulminate purified by recrystallization is much more stable 
than the unrecrystallized material .18 Laboratory-scale 
vnrk has shown teat moraury fulminate can bo recrystallized 
by pro-ipitatinn. from an ammoniucal solution by means nf 
nitric acid and that tho product is yimilar to tho original 
material v. ith respect to crystal form, crystal size, and 
explosive characteristics. Tho purity of the recrystallized 
ful .inate is between 99.6$ and 99.8$.

The following precautions should be observed in the 
handling of fulminate of mercury:

1. Never hunule when ' arm it is ..lore sensitive than 
'..hen cold.

2. Do not use metallic t<jols in handling.
i

5. Do nd sieve i.hon dry. Sieve it under '.ater. |

4. Do not dry in electric ovens v. ith exposed ceils, 
use steam or air ovens.

b. Do not store in buildings where tho temporo.uure 
gets too high, in tho summer months.

6. Do not store in dry '-.ond it ion unless absolutely 
nocossury.

7. Do not store ’..-ith other explosives except in.itij.J.ing- 
compounds.

8. Do not place fulminate in ground glass stoppered 
bottles or containers. Us., rubber stoppers in smooth neck 
containers.

9. Observe utmost cleanliness.

10. Do not permit fnlmin..te to enne in c >nt<?.r.t with 
open cuts or 'mounds. Infect ion may result.

11. 'Treat fulminate waste und wash water with hypo 
nr an alkaline sulphide be "ore allowing it to enter sinks or 
sewer linis.

12. Never pl ?••.; fulminate in direct .-.antact • ith 
ma.aiosium, i.lui.drium, brass, bruize or •nppar.

li. li ve : >1. ■. ■ 'r i ■ f ; 1i ,n : in sulphur .i a cia 
1" " ' ! i t. i .: ' 1 ■ ■ >>'. ..' i ■' ) 1. . I.. L. ■



14. If any forH ,n mat erial ;\ t.' into t'u fu]...ni'a.:e 
destroy tho fulminate ., ith hy o nr ulkuline sulphide. Dn not 
attempt tf> r;-cnvj tho forai ,n reiterial. Yon ,;uqv have a 
.'.•arinus accident doing or y m mxy not bo able tn remove 
all r.-f tho fnroi*nAand someone else handling the Culminate 
Inter re. y be injured.

15. Alv.'uyo remember that fulminate nf mercury ia a 
very -fensitiva c impound under all conditions and handle it 
us? ouch. It i? impossible to o ;• too careful..

Specification

Mercury fulminate ie procured under Specification No. 
'50-15-6. Thio requires.- that:

_a. The ■•.ryst.-.lc’ must have a sparklin’; : ppearnneo and 
in color shall be -..hita, liyht or li ht grr.y uith n 
slight yelloe c. st.

_b. Hot more th..n 15p shall b- retained on 100-mesh 
sieve and not more than 75>> shall pass thmu*h r 200-mush 
sieve.

c. It shall -nntain no aciaity.

d. It shell .‘..onto.in not mnro than nf material in
soluble in soaium thi sulphate.

jj. It shall contain not more t rm l;v of free mercury.

£. It shall .oat in n<'t more than 0.05/’ of chlorine.

5. It shall cnnc..in not l.ss than 98/6 mercury
fulminate.

_h. Hot i.'iora than 0.27 yr. a shall be required to detonate 
0.40 yrz.ra of Ti-f" ■the Sand Tv st, using the small b’rnb.

- 9. -
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c. Diack Powdery (Manufacture, froccaa nnd l'.-e).

lii s torical. -

Tho use of black powder dates in tho be? innin; of the 
13th century. That it was known as early an 1250 A.D. is 
certain since itogor Bacon in 1249 wrote about its composition 
and manufacture and described its explosive' characteristics. 
Salt petrc, or potassium nitrate, was known sinewhat earlier 
to such races as the Chinese, Aruba and Greeks, who undoubtedly 
used it ns a component of their incendiary materials, Since 
those people apparently were acquainted with the combustible 
properties of salt pctre when mixed with an ignitible material, 
it is probable, therefore, that black powder was the out
growth of a series of contributing factors. For this reason 
no definite date cun be given for its discovery.

The extensive use of black powder, however, had to await 
the invention of the gun, whereupon it c;ime to be used as a 
propellent charge, that is, as an ignitible material which on 
combustion forced the ball, or projectile, out of the gun* 
This dates from before the beginning of the 14th century when 
guns are said to have been first used. The use of black 
powder for this purpose continued until toward the end of the 
19th century, when the more satisfactory guncotton, or colloidal 
nitrocellulose, began to displace it. Developments in this 
direction have progressed to such an extent that today black 
powder is not used as a propellent charge, but it still plays 
an important part as a component in shrapnel shell, fuzes, 
primers and other components.

Manufacture of Black Po..der,- 1

The process of manufacture described below is used by 
one of the manufacturers of black powder in this country. 
Other manufacturers may deviate somewhat in the various steps 
but in general the process is essentially the sane.

The powder line is situated in a valley, the buildings 
being. of simple construction and spaced about 400 feet. The 
first building houses a ball mill for grinding potassium 
nitrate and a second one a similar mill for pulverizing the 
sulphur and charcoal. The materials from the mills are 
transported over a narrow gage railroad to a screening and 
mixing house, where any foreign materials aro screened out.

Trie mixed mate-rial is then transferred to the- building 
housing the cdg-.runner mills. Them are two such buildings, 

Manufacture_of_Black_Po..de


each containinr one mill.. Th.! whirls ar*..- r.ndc of aunt Iron, 
7 - ll ft. in dl:u:V;tv;r w I th a fact; of Lb Inches and '..eh.h 10 
ton:'.. They arc jo 'i.'-.rcr.bLed that the path of one overlaps 
that of the other several laches. The plow behind tho Inner 
wheel is turned so ns to throw the mix away from the center 
of the pan, while tho plow behind tho outer wheel throws the 
mix toward the renter. The time of incorporation is 4 - u 
hours. The moisture content of the mix is about during 
incorporation.

The incorporated mass is then taken to the press house. 
An hydraulic press is used with a spread of about 6 ft. be
tween the platens. The powder is placed on aluminum plates 
about 18 inches square and 3/8 inch thick, an aluminum rack, 
being used to hold the powder on the plate while the layer 
is being adjusted to propel1 depth. The powder is then 
covered with a second plate on which a layer is placed. 
This is continued until about 400 lbs. of powder is in the 
press. Pressure is applied at about 6000 lbs, per sq. in. 
for different periods of time depending on. the type of powder. 
The resulting cakes are 3/4 to 1 inch in thickness.

The cakes are transported to the corning mill. They are 
unloaded in a room which is partitioned off from the mill by 
a steel plate barricade. The cakes are fed to the’mill on a 
conveyor which carries them over the top of the barricade into 
a chute or hopper over the rolls. The first rolls have corru
gated surfaces and are adjustable. The cakes are broken down 
by this set of rolls and are then fed into another pair which 
break down the powder to the desired size. The powder passes 
over shaker screens which are a part of the mill and the fines 
are removed in bags and returned to the edgerunner mills, 
while the coarse material is carried back to the hopper of the 
mill and crushed again thru the rolls. This is one of the 
most hazardous steps in the manufacture of black powder and no 
one is allowed in the building during operations.

• The powder now goes by rail to the blending house, where 
it is placed in revolving drums about -1 ft. long and 4 ft. in 
diameter. They are made of hard wood. , ... the powder is to 
be glazed the graphite is added after t..■ blending operation 
is done und the tumbling of the powder continued until the 
desired degree of /.-lazing is reached. The powder is heated 
by friction in this operation, reaching a temperature as high 
as i50°F. Moisture is driven off by this heat so that no 
additional drying is necessary. To secure proper glazing the 
graphite must be added aft ox* tho moisture has been reduced to 
a certain point, but before the powder becomes- too dry. The 
experience of tho operator is required in this phase of the 
operation.

The powit-c is puck'-’i! in kegs, which urun 1 ly r.:ulo of 
thin rnduJ, th.- k-:,:': con t :i i n ’. tv ■ f'0 to ‘ .' >b... s.iwd-. r.



In nil plants it. 1.; customary to ground all. machine.! no 
that static eL et ric ity will be carried off.

.A detailed description of method of manufacture of black 
powder In different countries may bo found in tho references 
cited nt the end of this lecture.

Properties of Black Powder.-

Black powdor, on combustion, creates a considerable 
amount of gas in a short interval of time, this feature 
rendering it suitable for use as a propellant, described 
above, and for blasting where shattering is not desired. 1 
gram of powder liberates 271.3 cc. of gases at 7G0 mm pressure 
and 0°C (Standard conditions) .2. The products of combustion 
are as follows; 2

Gases 42.93%
Solids 55.91$
Water 1.11$

Tho analyses of those products are given below:

Gases Solids
Percent by Volume Percent by Weight

Carbon dioxide 49.3 Potassium carbonate 61.0
Carbon monoxide 12.5 Potassium sulphate 15.1
Hydrogen 2.2 Potassium sulphide 14.5
Methane 0.4 Potassium sulphocy

anate 0.2
N i t ropen 32.9 Potassium nitrate 0.3
Hydrogen sulphido 2.6 Sulphur S.7

The above data ar_ typical of thu type of black powder 
used in army ammunition. Under different conditions of 
pressure- and confinement, the products vary somewhat but in 
general these data give a fair rupees..ntution of the products 
of combustion.

The condition;; under which black powdor is used effect 
its behavior. Powder in the loose form burns much more 
rapidly than when it is pressed. Increase in loading pressure, 
or increase in loading density, decreases the rate of burning. 
This effect is more noticeable at lower densities because as 
the absolute density of black powder is approached, increase 
in pressure effects tiio density less and less. (Fig. 1 
Pressur^-dcnsity curve)

Pif forc.nt conditions of confinement also effect the te- 
haviox* of the powd’r, if the powder is enclosed r-o that tse 
( p-rei h'C“ i ■rannot , tie' retin: inertim'1 in 



prossure on Civ' buiuitv surface o!’ tho powder incr-iaso's thu 
Kite of burn inc. Thu effect of thin prossuro is no pro
nounced th.ut in ammunition requiring relatively long periods 
of burning, such an time fuzes, tho atmospheric pressure rust 
be taken into account,

Tho tompernture of tho powder nnd its surroundings at 
the point of ignition has somo effect on tho rate of burning.

During the wpr, ITr. Goudio, an Englishman, studied the 
temperature effects for fuzes burning nt rest. He concluded 
that for a fuzo burning at rest tho rate of burning depends 
(among more important factors) on the temperature of the 
powder just before it burns in the fuze ring. Ho called this 
temperature the "offuctivo" temperature and considered it to 
be composed of three factors:

(1) Tho initial temperature of the fuze.

(2) The loss or gain of heat by contact with the ex
ternal air.

(3) The gain of heat by conduction through the body of 
the fuze from other parts of tho composition.

For (1) he found that the offset of a rise of 10°F 
caused an increase of the rate of burning of the order of 
0.4$, tho exact effect varying- with fuze composition and 
with different lots of tho same composition.

For (2) h., found that the effect was negligible in 
still air.

Factor <o) was found to be small and perhaps just 
appreciable.

These tests therefore indicate that the temperature 
plays a smaller role than pressure in affecting the rate 
of progressive burning of the powder.

Thu' relative proportion oi ingredients and the com
position nr., other factors offacting the rats of burning 
of black powder. Accordin.: to Colonel Anton Dolleczek 3_, 
deviations from the 7.5/10/15 proportions affect the burn
ing rut., a.; follows: An incr. use in tho potassium nitrate, 
causes a decrease in the rate of burning a.', the charcoal* is 
ducruas ;<i. A small change in sulphur content do-us not 
rti'f.et th<, rate of burning. It las b . si found, however, 
tl.it sulphur i.i r-.'l’itiv.,ly lur amounts (10/) causes a 
d-.cr.us. in lii', rut., <>f burning uu'l also A.er ,asus the 
u.lii'eri it;,- in th. t i e .if burnin.' to such an ut. nt that 
;■ . •: ,."i r : r a I. . t, ; I -tb ! . : u’ 1 ;■: fun .

> 
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I'x).' . r ivn<!< :i nt tnl.- Ar;-.. ■ii-tl in Id- i v- Lnp ;. ul. of .1 Low 
powdur.j for ttra-- fuzes havu given e.ni. Id- rabl-• information 
with regard to th.. efl'.ct of composition -jn the rat..- of burn
ing of black powder. Thu type of charcoal u;:„.-d bar. a decided 
off.,ct on th-.- burning rate. It ha3 be.;n found that charcoals 
made from hard wood such as oak result in powders with slow.jr 
rates of burning than those containing charcoal made from such 
soft wood ar. willow or alder.

Other effects of composition in the burninc rate arc pro
duced by want may be termed adulterant;-.. In these compositions 
portion of one of th - ingredients is r .placed with some material 
foreign to the standard composition of charcoal, sulphur and 
potassium nitrate. Thu replacement of part of the potassium 
nitrate with barium nitrate or with bornx has resulted in slow
ing the rate of burning. Moisture', which may be considered an 
aldulterant, causes a perceptible reduction in burning rate 
when present in excess of C.20%.

Another means whereby the rate of burning is affected is 
in the process of manufacture. It has been found that elimi
nating altogether or reducing the amount of incorporation re
duced the rate of burning perceptibly.

Uses of Army Black Powder.- 4 5 6

There are two classes of black powder used in array ammuni
tion. One is the potassium nitrate and the other the sodium 
nitrate powder. Each class is divided into grades according to 
the size of grains suitable for their particular use.

The potassium nitrate powder is the more important in 
army ammunition. The specification requires the following 
composition for all grades except time fuze powders, which 
are covered undei’ a separate specification.

Potassium nitrate 74.0 / 10
Charcoal lb.6 7 1
Sulphur 10.4 7 1

Tho grades and uses are given in P.pec. 50-14-1. *

The specification _5 for tine fuze black powder covers 
two types of powder.

Type I

This powder, designated fast -.o-'hr, has the same com
position as that listed above. Th'- granulation, however, is 
such that b7r. must p-..-r. -s U.S’, .'.'.-tbi-dard sieve i.’o. 140.
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Thi.- po,.>b>r, slow r, nriy be of the " i"-
compo.-.L t ion Typ-- I or us fo 1. Low.;:

rotussium nitrate f>'.'. r> / 1 ’

barium nitrate 15.0 ■y 1$
Charcoal 15.6 7 1$
Sulphur 10.4 7 L'/u

Tim pow-ler must be of ouch fineness that 97$ will pa33 
the U.3.. Standard Sieve No. 140.

Ti'e two types of powder, ..lion blended together in the 
proper proportions, provide a powder with a suitable burning 
mto for use in tir;«..’ fuzes.

Tho sodium nitrate powders arc r ore hj'f.roscopic than 
the potassium nitrate powders but their cos* is less.

Codiurn nitrate powders have the following composition:

Sodium nitrate 71.0 X 1.5$
Sulphur 12.5 7 1.5$
Charcoal 16.5 7 1.5$

The powders are divided into two clui according to
granulation and use. The granulation required for Class A 
is as follows:

Through Mo. 12 U.S.3. sieve 100$
Through Mo. 16 U.3.S. sieve not less than 45$
On a No. 40 U.S.S. sieve not loss than 99$

Thi.- pooler is for use in saluting charges. Class B has the 
following granulation requirements:

Through No. 14 U.3.S. sieve 100$
On No. 16 U.o.S. sieve not loss than 99$

This powder is used in practice bombs.

Coal Powier.-

Minco it has been difficult to obtain a black powder 
'..■ith slow enough rat-' of burning to bo utilized in the 50 
and 45 i-oc. Time i-uzou, a type- of powder containing coal 
has boon 'iov i-lope i, composed of Potassium nitrate 70 X 
1.00;’; coni i.w X 1 a nd sulphur .b* _£ 1.00$. In this
po.:4-..-r ran L h’-s be-n ■nibsI j tut- -.i for eharcoa] , causing a 
'w i I--rub I—-r.In the of pr-.igre.-w" i v<? burning 



ol' llii; powdCon.-.'hin mil, , by blendln;' po..d<.-r with 
Grade A7 black poi.'lor in tho desired proportion.;. - usually 
between 45 and of’,’ of the coal powder - a suitable 4b Gccond 
i'Aize powder has been obtained.

Tho ranu facturo of coal powder re newbies that of bl'r'k 
powder clonely, except that it unckr'-oos no incorporation.
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GHCT’O'' IV. HIGH EX"T.03TVEH

7. Grenade Explosives.

The tync of cynloalvus used for loading hand grenades 
hns undergone considornblc change, since 1917, During the 
’■'■ir a nitro starch cxolosive vns adopted as a bursting 
charge for hand grenades. This -sis duo to the supoly of 
TFT not being sufficient to meet the d-'-mands for shell 
loading. A typical nitro starch explosive., as used at 
that tine, consisted of 25,o nitro starch, 34,o of ammonium 
nitrate, 40/j of sodium nitrate, the balance consisting 
of chalk, moisture1 and anti-acids. In addition to this 
explosive being used for hand grenades, it ^as also used 
for trench mortar shell.

The signing of the Armistice found this country in 
possession of large quantities of hand gr< nad- s filled 
”nth this grenade explosive. They -arc set aside for rar 
reserve stocks. Ho-.v.ver, the- nature of th<. explosive in 
that it contains relatively large amounts, of ammonium 
nitrate and sodium nitrate caused it to take on moisture 
and in a very short time reports •■ere being rtcci-ed from 
the Service that tho grenades ’”Crc irakin-. This con
dition ’"as to b-' expected as no provision had be-n made for 
scaling the- grenade against moisture. In this connection 
it may be stated that it ’"as not necessary to make such 
provision, in ease of an emergency, for the grenades ”ero 
to be- used in a v< ry short time-.

On account of the condition stated above, it mis 
necessary to salvage all grenad*•«? and trench mortar shell 
using the nitro starch explosive and for some time this 
exnlosivf xis not locked upon favorably.

The nc-t step in loading hand grenades "as to use 
loose TFT, "hich "ns entirely satisfactory from the storage 
standpoint. Homeror, the rate of detonation of T"T is too 
hi;h to make this a suitable grenade explosive. The same 
thing may be said of the nitro starch explosive used during 
the "nr. In the cast iron grenade body, the us«. of an ex
plosive having a high rate of detonation causes the body 
to be broken up in a large number of very small pieces. 
These nieces arc so small that they can be classed as non- 
cffeetivc.

Tho corrugations or serrations of the grenade body 
tend to the formation of about fragments per grt nado 
"hen it is broku: alon,. the linos of serrations., ’Thm



TUT was used buret in,-; churge .-'.pot* ?;;i;.v,tely 300 fragments 
resulted.

T lie disadvantage of TUT led tn -i n nisiderable amount 
"f cxpcrirx-nthl ’..nrk ’n thu devulopcunt of new filler 
for grenades. Vari 'us types of olo\. burning explosives 
were tested, such r.s Bl-ck Powder, Infallible Smokeless 
ponder and E.C. Blank Fira. Fmn theca tacts, it was found 
that B.C. Blank Fire u .s the most suitable in that it broke 
the gron.de into the desired number of fragments, namely, 
f r u.1 40 tn 60. Th. specif in ti^n covering this powder, 
50-15-8, proscribes the following c-vip-':; itinn. fnr this 
pn'jder:

W 
is,; 

2-J

- Hitracellulnao,
- Barium .nd Potassium Hit rate
- Starch nr ,>g,-r-agar.

The requirements f 'r -jren.de, as laid down by the 
Infantry Board, included the fniloving as being desirable -

1. Fmn 40 t n 60 fragments.

2. 5Qo of the fr gments should penetrate nn3 
inch pine at a. diet .nca >f 50 feet.

The filler tn be such that it c:->uld be 
shipped \.ith b-»u non assembled.

Li', so det -n-..ti >n would. n->t -w.ur if 'no 
gren..d_ in a b xx act''natud.

5. packing b^xes en-.ild h id .gpr :xiu..tely 
10 grenades.

As hC. Bl..nk Fire had mat .the first re quire ..tent, steps 
■./ere t. ken t ' >nduct the other tests t > see whether this 
grunv.de filler • 'uld ea st t is factory. In -.11 the f un« vc inning 
tests 3.0. Bl n: Fire w.-.s suitable. The next step, therefore, 

s t? develop a bmchon assembly which would not have the 
fuluinato det onators .ttached us shipping rogulnti \ns prohibit 
the shipment nf duton.tnrs and grenades in one box. It was 
found t.v.t the Culminate-could be eliminated by substituting 
;. c-.psulo In -ded -ith black pnwder and th.-.t mis type nf 
ignition vs efficient in fu.netinning 12.C. Blank Fire as 
the fulnin te dub■>n:.tnr. This pormitted the avseinbly nf the 
b -uclinn tn the ;rsn-:du. 

- - >v «

gron.de
jren.de
grunv.de


Tho ruxt 2top o to dctonalno vhotacr grenades
packed could be net nated oiitirely if one grenade of the 
packing b >;c functions. li.es act motion teats, on gron. des 
a ■» :.ssct.iJlcd, eho'jed th.it the 'nly danger of funct i'>ning 
f '.r grenades in the box v..s due to functioning of the prioior 
by disabling the safety clip, as these results hid been so 
satisfactory, 200 grenades uoro loaded ..nd packed ton gre
nades tn a b”x, eorc forvurdad to Fort Benning far tost by 
tho Infantry Board.

As r. result of those tests, the Infantry Board ro- 
caawndud tho standardization of tho grenade, the bnuchon 
and tho packing box. Since that tir.io all grenades loaded at 
the Arsin.il have contained 3.C. Blank Fire. Although this 
tr.tcrial is ..rre uizpenoivo par pound than TUT only 21 grana 
'..re required f'r each grenade, uhich brings the price of the 
explosive per ;ren do on a par i.ith the cost nf TNT loaded 
grenade.

Arsin.il


SECT 1011 IV 11IGH rvpLOS IVES .

0. Physical Testing of High Explosives - 
Laboratory Methods.

The prosent high explosives standard for military 
purposes have boon tested out by actual use over a long 
period of time and their points of superiority, and their 
weaknesses ore a matter of record.

When a new high explosive is proposed to meet a 
particular use, the question then arises no to how it is 
to bo compared with the explosive it is intended to replace. 
It is obviously impossible tn obtain a satisfactory comparison by subjecting the new high explosive to the t-.st 
of actual use, for the period of tine in which tho old 
high explosive has b on so tested ci.-prises many years.-

A new high < srplocivo is therefore compared with the 
old or acc- ptc.d high explosive by s objecting both to c* rtuin 
mori nr less arbitrary tests and in the interests of 
economy, rapidity of examination, -.aid safety, the pre— 
lir.iir.j'y comparison tests tire made on a small scale in the 
laboratory. If tlx laboratory results seen promising, 
further tests arc conducted on a larger scale.

Practically all tests, both small and kirgo sc<Jc, 
upon high explosives are mor--.. or less aipirical because tho 
ver;; natur< of high -xplosivos prevents the use of highly 
refined or delicate app.iratus. A high explosiv-. is a 
material in which ther-. has be n intentionally stored a* 
largo mount of available energy and this energy exists in 
the- explosive- in a son-.what unstable condition. To use a 
mechanical analogy, but not mechanical explanation, the center 
of gravity of th- system is high md a result its >.qui- 
libriun is easily disturb- d.

As a result then of the inherent limitations imposed 
by the nature of the high explosive met- rial its- If,, it is 
almost inpossibl- to devise tests of a rigidly scientific 
type, and the results obtain- d by st raid tests on high 
explosives consist usually of the- measurement of that specific 
characteristic for which the test was d, velcped, but so 
encumber • d with p.irti .1 n> asur-.iv nts of several othvr 
characteristics that it is-difficult to estimate or separate- 
their r-lative magnitudes. For this r-.-ar-on it is neccss..ry 



tn conn I lor th< ’'cpultfi of the ^ntir< s■■’’i' ?. of t* r.tn before 
rendering verdict ns to th>* relet i” merits of t-o
VI f f< rent high expies bu s.

There nr< laboratory torts applied to high
explosives. These ere.;

1. Ignition Temrrrnturc..
2. Sensitivity to Impact.

n. Standard Drop Test ApniT tus.
b,. Bureau of Mines Type D^op Test oppur-tus.

?. Sand Test fc* Brisance.
4. Initiating V- lue.
5. Sensitivity to Initiation^ or Mininun Detona

ting Ch".r;:e.
6, Impulse T< r-tov, measuring:

a, . Impulse,
b, . Volume. of C.-ts Produce’,
c_. Uniformity of Functioning.
d_. Solids Curried in the Explosion Plume. 

Sensitivity to Percussion.
f. Minimum Chn^ge Requim. d to Ignite Black Pov-dcr.

7. Duration of Primer Flumes.
0. Form and Volume of Flume- ^educed.
9. Duration of Flnme Produced.

Thc-sc -.inc laboratory tests for high explosives "ill 
be discussed in the- foregoing order.

1. Ignition Temperature. (Ref. 1,2).

The determination of the tcmn<,rature of ignition of 
explosives illustrates the difficulties attendant to the 
physical t«?sting of high explosives -’uc to the fact that they 
arc by intention ">o*e or less thc-m-iully unstable and for this 
reason tend to und- rgo some slo— decomposition before ex
plosion.. Each explosive material possesses a certain heat 
conductivity "nd this c-va.-rns the time require4 for he-t to 
fir: intn it. E' ch high explosive also possesses a certain 
heat capacity "hich must be- satisfied by influx of heat 
before its te^pcrriturc cun rise and this also involves time of 
hcut ingress.

’Then a high oxpl u'si”-' is exposed to ■>. gi'-<n temperature, 
belo- its approximate ignition temperature, a time interval 
■of several seconds is required for the hcut influx to ovcrc'mc 
th< thermal conductivity -.nd heat capacity characteristics and 
thereby rais-. the t-mporaturc of the < xyl osi”c to a point 
■•here it flushes or oxpl •>-'1c s. M-v-.-, if this time ?f exposure 



to heat int''vv.'iL L:> plotted against Uh! mturn of 
ignition, a curve i.i obtained which tends to approximate 
a hyperbola in tho case of explosives with low ignition 
temperatures, and a straight line in the case of explosives 
with high ignition temperatures. V/ith certain high ex
plosives, explosive D or ammonium picrate for example, the 
ignition temperature curve shows some signs of discontinuity 
as the longer heating periods are approached; this is pro
bably due to incipient decomposition occasioned by the pro
longed exposure to temperatures somewhat below its true or 
ideal ignition temperature - its ignition temperature re
quiring zero exposure time, if this 'were possible.

Strictly speaking, the relative ignitibility of a high 
explosive is proportional to the area included under the 
time-temperature curve but it has been found satisfactory 
in practice to accept as the ignition temperature of an 
explosive that temperature whore the explosive requires an 
exposure time of five (5) seconds to flash or explode.

Host high explosives arc obtainable in the form of a 
crystalline powder of 60-mesh size but propellent powders 
should first be reduced to such a size as will pass a 14- 
mesh, but be retained upon a 26-mcsh sieve..

Fig. 1 shows the ignition temperatures of military 
high explosives.

The ignition temperature apparatus is'shown in Fig. 2. 
It consists of a multiple unit electric furnace A with a 
rheostat B to control the temperature. In tho electric 
furnace is an iron crucible containing; a bath of Wood’s 
metal; an alloy composed of 50 percent bismuth, 25 percent 
leal, 12.5 percent tin, 12.5 percent cadmium and melting 
at 65.5°C. For temperatures above 500°C. an alumel-chromel 
thermocouple C immersed in tho ’Wood’s metal and connected 
to an indicating pyrometer D gives the temperature of tho 
metal bath. For temperatures under 500°C. a calibrated 
thermometer is used, correction being made for the emergent 
stem.

The time interval during which the high explosive is 
exposed to the temperature is measured on a stop clock. 
The operator is protected by the wire glass barricade F. 
The copper blasting cap in fastened in a clamp-F free to 
rotate about a point G and provided with a fixed .--.top to 
insure a fixed depth of immersion in the molten metal bath. 
The cl amp F is. connected to a counterweight H by means of a 
string ;;>.<! tile two pull eye- I so that the loaded coppoi* 
blasting cap can be rapidly immersed in the molten metal bath.

h tail ! ;roc. * dur f ir I.- termini ng niti.ni, tcrgg.r.u-



Load cue:. >>)' tun (10) Uo. H copy- r blur. t Ln.-. caps with 
approximutu-ly O.o;-- grams of thu explosive- under tint, Immerse 
the Load.d cap;-, in succession in the metal bath, and determine 
the bath teidpuruturu and the tirm. of iitmersion required to 
enus., each to flash or explode. Thu temp.-ruturu of the- metal 
bath is varied betwuun determination;; in such a v.tiy ns to 
have the ten (10) flashes or explosions occur ovu-r a time 
interval range of approximately two {H) to ten (10) seconds. 
Plot the resulting temperature-time curve and select from 
this curve the temperature necessary to cause the high ex
plosive to flash or explode after immersion in the molten 
bath for five (b) seconds. This temperature is taken as 
the ignition temperature of the high explosive unduX’ test. 
’7ith certain difficultly ignitible explosives it is necessary 
to plot the average of from two (2) to five (5) explosions 
at ten (10) intervals over the range from two (2) to ten (10) 
seconds, to obtain a valid tempernturu-timc curve. Ignition 
temperatures of military hig.h explosives arc given in Table I.

2a. Sensitivity to Impact. (Ruf. 3)

It was necessary to develop sort means of detux-mining 
the Sensitivity to irq act of high explosives nnd in this way 
gain some knowledge of the relative dnng.ei* involved in 
handling- them. Thu Standard Drop Test utilizes a machine 
(Fig. 4) and equipment (Fig.. 3) which at first sight appears 
to b_ cumbersome and to involve a needlessly complicated 
procedure. But it must be remembered that certain of those 
high explosives are quite sensitive to imp.net and that this 
standard drop test is the result of long experience in 
developing', such a test.

The object.of this test is to find the minimum height 
that a two kilogrtsm hammer may fall on a cup, arranged as 
hereafter described, ana give at least one detonation in ton 
trials; whilo at one inch lower no detonations are obtained.

The die cups are made- of tool steel, hardened, and tho 
vented plugs are constructed .of high carbon drill rod, drnun 
and hardened. Th-.; hardness of the die cups and vented plugs 
•arc adjusted by trial and error until carefully prepared 
samples of standard military high explosives g.ive the follow
ing drop tests:

Test. InchesExnlosivj Dropc if .ht _of Iv’jmn-.r

Tetryl 2 Kilograms 7 or 8
TNT 2 ” 14 or lb

Thu brass covers used in the die cup Hsr.cmbly arc 
nnne.ulud.

imp.net


Det lilci procedure f^r the St'ndurd Dr 'p Test on 
'II‘h Expl -sives:

Fill the die cup A -ith the explosive to be- teste', 
Dressing it firmly into place -ith a h>rn spatula. Carefully 
remove any excess cxpl;sive from the. ’•Im 'f the cup, piece- 
the brass cover B an the die over the explosive und press 
it do-n uniformly. At least thirty cups • ill probably be. 
nevlc-’ for this test. Place the usscnblcd cup in the anvil 
E (Fig. 3) "’ith the brass cover up-ard, Place' the vented, 
plug 0 on top and in the- exact center of the br«.<3s c'ver, -ith 
the grooved side of the plug d'—n—ard.

Adjust the yoke (Fig. 4) so that the hammer •."ill fall 
about twelve inches for tbe first fall. If explosion occurs, 
lo"»er the hammer about t’”O inches fo” the next trial and 
continue the adjustment for different trials until the 
desired height of dror, as exnlnined above, is secured. If 
no exnlosion is obtained on thr first trial at t-elve inches, 
the hammer is raised about fou- inches fo* the next trial 
and so on until the dest-ed height of drop is found. These 
nrcliminary tests arc fo* the nupjose of securing an idea 
of about what the "drop test" on the explosive will be, and 
until such an idea is obtained it is not ,.vo’,th "hilc to make 
more than one trial at a given height. Us-- a fresh assembled 
cun for each trial, even though no detonation "/as obtained 
in the preceding trial., ’-Than the maximum hei ht has been 
found at ’which ten trials giv-. no detonation, a height of one- 
inch higher, ”.hcrc at least one detonation occurpt d in ten 
trials, is taken as the "drop test" on that high explosive .

The standard drop t- st machine (Fig. * ) is also provided 
with a one pound hammer and an eight ounce Panner for use in 
determining the "drop test" on initiators such as mercury 
fulminat-.., which arc mo--? sensitivt to impact. Drop tests 
for military explosives arc- given in Tabl- I.

Bureau of ?!ines Dir-.ct Impact Test for Exnlosivts 
(H-f. A,:'-).

The principle. of the Bureau of I/ims drop test is the 
same as that of th- standard drop t- st in us-. nt this arsenal. 
The object of the- t< st is to find th-. maximum height that a 
hammer of known ’"eight can be- pvrmitted to full in the 
modifi-'d small Impact machine, described on nnge 74 of Bureau 
of i.’inf s Bulletin 346, and fail to nroduco a detonation in tin 
succi ssiv<: trials.



Procedure:

A v'clghcd samnlc of 0,02 gram of th< •■••plosivi to be 
tested is placed In the- cunt-.r of the tmnact block A (Fig. 5). 
The plunger B is lorn-red so that the plun; er tin C covers 
the entire layer of cxnlosi"c and compresses it to a compact 
mass; the nlunper is sufficiently heavy to t<nd to spread 
out the sample and in this my product a ’•'Ort or less uniform 
layer thickness for the various high er.nlosiv., s. Thi hurra.r D 
is then allo”vd to fall from a measured height and strike 
the plunger, com-unicating its impact through the plunger tip 
to the layer of high cvplosi-C resting on the impact, block. 
Elevation and release of th>. hammer is accomplish*, d by means 
of a combination of electrical and mechanical devices ’“hich 
operate semi-automaticnlly. If no explosion takes place, the 
residue of the samel.- is removed from the alungcr tip and 
impact block and the hammer th*, n dropped from a greater height 
on a nv-' sample-. ’Thon explosion r* suits, the height of fall 
of the hammer is decreased until there is no explosion in ten 
trials rd th a fall of 1 centimeti r less than the least height 
causing an cxolosion. After each explosion the impact block 
and plunger tip are cleaned and inspected, If either is dented, 
cracked, spread or deformed in any '."ay, it is replaced before 
making further tests. Hamm, rs of.differing ’-'eights are shovn 
at E, F and G (Fig. 5), The face of the impact block is easily 
seen in the center of A,

Sand Tests:

3. Brisance, or S:-'.nd Test, (Ref. 6,7,8,9,10,13).

A. Initiating Value.

5. Sensitivity to Initiation, or Minimum D«?tonating

The sand test may be used in several —ays. It may be 
used to shov the. relative shattering force or brisance of an 
explosive, the ability of an explosive to initiate detonation 
in another cxnlosiv*-, or the minimum detonating charge of a 
standard initiator, such ns m.rcury fulminate, m.qui”<d to 
detonate- an oxplosi”u. In any case the thing measured is the 
amount of stand?.”d 20-mcsh Otta-a Silica Sand ”hich is crushed 
to 3n-m?sh fineness by the explosion of a blasting cap loaded 
“’ith the- oxnlosi’-’.- under test nnd fired under standard conditions.

Here again is encountered the difficulty, seemingly 
inherent in high explosives, that te sts can not bi devised to 
measure only a sln.-V characteristic of thi. exnlosi-’t . Thu 



term "brJr'incu" is probably better Interpret'd ns the "v,'plo:tlvr 
violence" or "shattering abllIty", rath<. r than the "strength" 
of an explosive, and appears to be proportional to the velocity 
of the d-tonation v-ivi.. -The explosion pressure uc ' 'll as the 
’•clocity of the detonation -ave depend upo* the density of the 
nxplosiv-. , among. other things involved, and an attempt If 
therefore made to minimize density differences by using a fixed 
loading pressure, applied for a fixed time.

Fore., displacing a mass thru a distance is - ork but ■••'an 
a force acts ov<.r thf very short time Interval churacti ristic 
of the duration in any one spot of a detonation ••five from a 
high explosi"c, no displacement occurs and the body occupying 
that particular spot is purely shattered. Therefore in the 
brisance test it is the explosive force- that is measured and 
not the r.xploci”c -’ork performed. ’Thilo no pr cisc demonstra
tion of this peculiar action of high explosives has so far bun 
made, it can be sho’”n as a rough approximation that the grams 
of sand crushed or brisance, B, and the rate of travel of the 
detonation ”/nvc in meters per second, R, arc related as,

Log B --- 3.52 Log __ R
2500

The follosing calculated values nen- obtained by means 
of this equation. The average values of both cast and pressed 
high explosive for rate of detonation, and the brisance values, 
arc taken from Table I.

Brisance-
Grams of Sand Crushed by 
0.40 gram of High Explosive

High Explosive Actual Calculated

iiercury Fulminate 17.6 15.2
Lead Azide 13.9 14.4
Tetryl 46.4 ’ 43.2
Amatol 50/50 37.6 38.3
Tridite 36.1 28.2
T.N.T. 35.7 35.4
Amatol 80/20 16.9 21.0
Picric Acid 4^.0 M.6
Explosive D 32.1 3 2.5
Bl?■.ok T’o"dcr 9.5 — —

The above .calculatt d values shov- that the brisance 
value, of a military high explosive can be obt- incd from tho 
rate of d< tonation value- alone rithln an error of + 3.1 grams 
of sand crushed; using the standard.sand test in the large bomb.



Conversely, the rate of detonation can he calculated from tho 
brisance value alone within an orror of + 190 meters por second.

However, vhen the black po-dcr value Is inserted Ln 
the foregoing equation it is found that black po-der should 
possess a rate of detonation of 4600 moters por second to 
correspond '.'/ith its briaanco value of 8.5 grams of sand crushed. 
This may possibly bo near the true rate of detonation of black 
po-vder for it has boon suspected that the valme of 400 meters 
per second for black powder given in Marshall, Vol.III, 1932, 
pp.148-153, represents tho determination of "the speed of 
travel of the explosion 'rave and not the detonation wave. 
There arc reasons for bolloving that tho rate of travel of 
the true detonation vave of black po’der would be extraordi
narily difficult to determine. It is an incorporated mixture, 
rather than a melt mixture, and requires 0.3 gram of fulminate 
to got its brisance value of 8.5 grams of sand crushed.

The apparatus used in these sand t< sts at this Arsenal 
is a .cylindrical bomb. Two sizes arc no" in use, a large one 
(Fig. 6) which is charged with t-o hundred grams of sand, and 
a small one in which only one hundred grams of sand is placed.

The sand usod is a pure, clean grade of quartz sand ’ 
designated as "Ottawa standard sand", furnished by the Ottawa 
Silica Co., of Ottawa, Illinois. This sand is practically 
free from particles finer than 30-mcsh and is entirely passed 
through a 20-mesh sieve. It is almost pure quartz, containing 
about 99,9 percent SiOg.

In making the test with the large bomb, 80 grams of 
sand is poured into the cavity of the bomb k (Fig. 6) and 
compacted by striking the outside of the. bomb t”O or three 
times with a copper hammer B. The loaded blasting cap G into 
—hich an 8-inch length of minor’s fuze H has been inserted 
and crimned, or the electric detonator v.dth its firing •■•ires, 
is then placed in the bomb so ’hat it rests on top of tho sand 
in a vertical position and c ewred as nearly as possible in 
the cylindrical cavity. Ono ..ndred and t-enty grams of 
sand is then poured over and around the cap and the fuze or 
firing —ires then threaded through a hole in the- bomb cover C. 
The cover is then clampod to the bomb by means of a bottom 
plate D and t-o vertical bolts E extending from the bottom 
plate D to the shackle F, The bomb is then struck vigorously 
several times with tho copper hammer to pack the sand around 
the blasting cap. The blasting cap is then fired by igniting 
the miner's fuze or by sending an electric current thru the 
firing •■•ires. After the explosion has occurred, the bomb cover 
is rcmo”od, and the sand is sifted thru a standard 30-mcsh sieve 



by shaking 'n a mechanic tl shaker fir three minutes. Cure in 
taken ti rem■>«(? all tho grind fr >m the b mb. The a .nd crushed 
by the det mat 1'n 'f the high ovpligi'’c o’iss>a thru thin 
sio'u and is weighed >n a small trip balance, ns vas sis5 the 
iriginal sand charge.

’Thilo the sand test is used fir de te-mining the 
brisance 'r rclati-c shatt ring effect and unif unity >f 
c wicrcial det mat ms and .Is' if detmatirs manufactured fir 
service by the Givurnrnent, it is mire frequently used in tho 
labirntiry in c'nnoctiin v-ith tho study if tho stability 'f 
exol igi”'.f, tho initi ting paver 'f c'mp mnds us* d t> initiate 
detinatim if high c-nl igb’f-s, and the rriati”«. shatt ring 
off-'ct ar brisance if no*' oxpl isives. This necessitates tho 
1 lading if blasting caps in the labirntiry.

The priccdu- that is filliwd in thia 1 lading ipt ration 
depends up in the re sult desired and thu nature if the ex- 
pl is ivo. Tv-i siz'S if cups arc In general use, nur.br rs 6 and 8, 
the difference b< ing in length inly, .nd the size ch’sen 
depending m the bulk of the oxpl isi'-e material t'■ be 1'aded. 
The empty cap is placed in a brass bl ick I (Fig. 6) if 
appripriatt length, and a -.veighed charge if the • xpl isivc ti 
be tested is brushed inti the cap thru the ran h ilc in the upper 
end if the brass bl ick. Bl >ck and 1 ladtd cap aro placed in a 
barricaded press, thu initial acti >n if th< p-oss inserts a steel 
ram inti the loaded cap and the "expl vs ive is then ht Id under a 
knwm pressure, fir a time interval if either ru >r three minutes, 
depending up m tho particular test b. ing conducted.

Fi- the purp >s<- if this test high expl isiv s may be 
cinsidered under throe heads:

(1) Exol isb'cs which ^r<? cause d ti d> t mat'- by tho 
spit 'f flnmo fr im a black pmder fuze. This type includes 
mist if the initiators such as m.-rcury fulminate and lead 
azido. These uro weighed und 1 vidud -s described n’ii”c, but 
bcf're thoy arc- orcsspri p sholl-like o r -.•ith a small hilc 
in the cliscd end is slipped ipc-n end dwn wcr tho cxpl isivo 
inside the cap, and the ram then f >rc s this reinf rccmont cap 
dm 'vc— tho cxpl is ire, thus providing greater confinement 
f'- th< churg , -’hich in mist casc-s results in inc-c-sed 
brisance.

(2) Expl isivi s that ar-, nit caused t > <d( t mute by tho 
flume spit frim a miner’s fuze, but will give a high border 
dctinati'n -.’hen initiated bytt^uitable am iunt if mercury 
fulminate. This class includes Tetryl and pressed TTT, Any 
det m ti m 'f a less dr grew if 'Silence than the maximum brisance 



of an <)xplosive is called a low order detonation. most ex
plosives, when Initiated with a suitable series of initiators, 
will yield a range of brisance values from a detonation of very 
low order at tho lover end to a very hich order detonation, 
noticeably higher than tho formerly accepted values, at the 
upper end of the range. The formerly accepted values were so 
hich that they were thought to be the maximum values but recent 
work at this Arsenal has shown that tho use of extremely in
tense sources of initiation, largely specific to each explosive, 
results in an increased brisunco, greater than the formerly 
accepted maximum value, for practically all military explosives.

(3) Explosives which will yield high order detonation only 
when used in combination with an auxiliary explosive called a 
booster. The booster is initiated by mercury fulminate and the 
detonation of the booster' detonates the explosive of this class 
3. Explosive D, or ammonium picrate, and cast TuT are such. 
The explosive usually used as a booster is tetryl.

The amount of sand crushed by the first type of explosives 
is readily determined by loading a group of five caps with care
fully weighed charges, pressing at 3,000 pounds per square inch 
for one minute, and proceeding with the test as described above. 
The weight of sand crushed is a measure of the shattering ability 
or brisance of the initiator, and by comparing it with the amount 
of sand crushed by equal weights of other initiators, its re
lative brisance can be obtained, hithin the limits of 0.2 gram 
and 1.5 grams of charge, for most initiators, the amount of sand 
crushed is a straight line function of the weight of the charge. 
Beyond these limits the design of tho apparatus is thought to be 
responsible for deviation from this straight line relationship.

The relative shattering effect or brisance of tho second 
type of explosives, those requiring detonation by a primary 
initiator (a primary initiator is a high explosive which det
onates on contact with a spit of flame), may be determined by 
causing a vjeighed charge of the explosive to bo detonated com
pletely by the use of a sufficient chargo of mertury fulminate. 
In the usual tests of tetryl, for example, 0.40 gram of tetryl 
is brushed into a number 6 blasting cap and pressed at 3,000 
pounds per square inch for three minutes. Thun 0.23 gran of 
mercury fulminate is poured into the cap on top of the'pressed 
tetryl, a reinforcing cap is inserted and the detonator again 
pressed for one minute at 3,000 pounds per square inch. The 
amount of sand that 0.23 gram of fulminate alone would crush 
is thun deducted from the total sand crushed by tho compound 
detonator to obtain thu sand crushed by thu tetryl.

The third type of explosives requires a compound 
detonator of three increments, thu weighed charge of explosive 
to be t.-utud, the i,'h.d charro of the booster, and the 
w h' ’’ i'i.'ii';- of initiator, in t;tin,~ ammonium picrut'



(Explosive D) for Its brisnncc or vclnt shattering ।ffcct, 
for example, 0.4 gram of ammonium picrate Is utvd ng th' first 
increment, about 0,15 grin (nocurntcly ’"i.ighcd) or tetryl 'is 
the second or booster, w’ o,23 gram of mercury fulminate • ts 
the thir l increment, or initiator. Each increment is pressed 
nt 7000 noundg por square inch, the fl"st two for three minutes 
<■ ah, in I the last one for one minute. The total amount of 
sand crushnl is corri’ctcd for sand crushed by the fulminate end 
tetryl, used, to find the sand crushed by tho picrate.

An average of the amount of sand crushed in five tests 
is taken ng the measure of tho brisance or relative shattering 
effect of a high explosive.

’".’hen the relative sensitiveness of n high explosi”e is 
to b*-1 determined, a fixed amount of the explosive (usually 
0.40 gram) and varying 'mounts of initiator, or Initiator and. 
booster, are leaded into the test cnp. The relative sensitive
ness or ease of detonation is shown by a comparison of the 
amount of initial detonating material, l.o. mercury fulminate 
for tho second type mentioned above and tetryl for the. third 
type, -hich is required to insure complete detonation of the 
explosive und.c.r test, with the amount required to completely 
detonate the same amount of a standard high explosive, usually 
TUT. Completeness of detonation can readily be judged by an 
inspection of the cap after firing, incomplete detonation being 
accompanied by incomplete destruction of the blasting cap, or 
by a large change in tho amount of ’0-mesh sand obtained from 
the tests.

Relative initiating value ray be determined:

For initiators, by ascertaining the minimum charge of 
initiator necessary to completely detonate 0.4 gram of a 
standard tetryl sample, pressed in a number 6 blasting cap at 
30°0 pounds per square inch for three minutes.

Brisance or shattering effect of military 1 
explosives appears in Table I.

Priming Compositions

Primer compositions are generally friction-sensitive 
or flame-sensitive mixtures of high explosives, with or without 
the admixture of inert ingredients, and are used to initiate 
the functioning of the explosive train in military ammunition. 
The primer may be followed in the explosive train by an igniter 
system, as in the ease of smokeless powder charges, er some 
form of d- lay element designed to give a fixed delay interval 
between the action of tho primer end tho detonation of the high



• xplonlvc end of th* explosive train. ThIs '‘’."(.d delay interval 
mny be arrange 1 so that It cm be varied fr.r example, In 
the time fuses which can he set at any polr’-. wf to the ir 
maximum delay.

Much difficulty has bcm encountered In the oast in
fletcminin*!' thn primer composition "'bich "'ill be satisfactory 
for use Ln new designs of ammunition. 1'uc'n of this difficulty 
has been due to the fact that the essential characteristics of 
the various available compositions were unknown ir that the 
effects of the several variables involved in percussion elements 
we.ro undetermined and specific methods of evaluating these had 
to be devtloped. It is generally considered that the factors 
involved in the ignition efficiency rf a charge of priming 
composition include;

a. ’.7c.ight of ch . rye-,
b. Volurn' of gas liberated by primer explosion, 
c. Impulse, or shock effect, of th< explosion.
d. Incandescent solids cavrir-d by the flame,
e. Sensitivity of the primer composition to percussion, 
f. Duration of the flame produced by the primer.
g. Temperatu"C of the primer flame,
h. Form of th> flam? produced by the primer.

Methods have been developed to measure all of the above
characteristics, except g which is no"’ under investigation. The 
characteristics b,c,d and e are determined by moans of the 
Impulse Tester.

6. Imnulsc Tester. (Rof. 11)

The. Impulse Tester and equipment is shown in Figs 
7,8,9 and 10.

Th'. Impulse Te ster as set up for use appears in Fig. 7.
Essentially it consists of an open nv rcury nanometer E -hlch is 
connected nt one end to a firing chamber 3 in which the primer 
is held and fire.'I. A is an open sided rectangular box w^ich 
son’cs as a base, to support the manometer and firing mechanism. 
B is ths cylindrical firing chamber into which an adapter C is 
set. This adapter into which the primer fits is hold in place 
by the fI.ring, pin holder D. The lower end of the firing chamber 
B is connected through a brass pipe to the mercury manometer E 
which is us'd to indicate the Impulse and gas volume, In the 
connecting pipe is a petcock F to relieve pressure in the.- system 
b- fore or after firing a primer. The two upright brass rods on 
th. right support the- marnct 0, which is a regular Boulingt. 
Chronograph m-e/h t, and holds it cent, red above the firing pin H.



(A third upright brass rod, to the rc.r and forming a triangle 
'"1th the t'-'0 just mentioned, han since been added to obtain 
rigidity in centering the mngnet above tho firing pin.) 'Then 
the mngnet is energized, a drop ••eight K is hung from tho 
point of the mngnet core and, on being relousod, drops squarely 
on the firing' pin. The left upright, ’hich is graduated in 
Inches, also carries the arm L - 'hich supports a silk thread 
on one rnd of -hich is a very small cork flout and on tho othor 
ond a counter-eight, However, it 'ns later found that the 
mercury rise could be obstrvud visually -ithln the limits of 
precision of the method. The magnet G is energized by tho 
storage- battery R» The '-holo apparatus rests on th”oo lev-ling 
screws, one of - hich is sho-n at

In Fig. 8 is sho—n a detailed cross-section through 
the center of th' firing mechanism and chamber -hich '"ill make 
tho construction of this part more clear. Th* same- letters 
have boon us<'d in ill figures to indicate the same part. A is 
the upper side- of the supporting frame. B is the firing 
chamber -'hich is screwed in place in A, At the lo-cr end of B 
is the flange '7 -hich connects B '.'ith the pipe Z leading to 
the manometer. Y is a rubber gasket to make- a tight seal 
bet-eon B and ’7. C is one of the large adapters made to fit 
very closely into B and hold the primer. A tv,r nty-grain primer 
is sho-n in place in this adapter. Above the adaptor C is the 
firing pin holder D, On the right this is siipportcd by a 
vertical hinge U '."hich is fastened to the base a. At the left 
side D is held by a vertical hinged rod T -hich swings into a 
slotted lug on D and is clamped by the thumb-nut S. The under 
side of D is hollo—ed out over the- primer and then drilled 
through for the- firing pin H. The firing pin H is held by the 
plate- P ’-hich may be removed for changing firing pins.

The various accessories and supplementary parts used 
-ith the Impulse Tester are sho-n in Fig. 9.

In the upper left hand corner arc grouped the four 
LROp VflildHTS for firing the primer. The three largest are 
made hollo— so that by adding weight in the form of lead shot 
the weight of ouch may be varied. This enables any desired 
-•eight from sixteen ounces to four ounces to be obtained. The 
bottom of each -eight is rounded off to a hemisphere and at 
the top is a small central projection having a flat conical 
point. Th- magnet core also has a conical point so that the < 
weight hangs vertically from the magnet and drops squarely on 
the fir big pin.



Just bclo-z the drop w ifhts aro flhov'n th> t-o large 
FIRtrG-°INS, one for use with SO-grain primers and the other 
for 49-gra!n nrlmcrs. These- may be Interchang'd by unscro’-ing 
the nlnto 9 shov'n tn Fig. 0.

In the uppe»r right comer of Fig. 9 are shorn the 
three large ADAPTERS. These fit the firing chamber B as shorn 
at C in Fig. 0. On the loft side is the adapter for the En
grain Jlk.I, II and III, one of which is shorn bcsldu tho 
adapter. In the center is tho adapter for the 110 grain 
primer and on the right tho adapter for the 49-grain lie. I 
and 100-grain I’k.I* Beside it is shorn the head of a 100- 
grain primer. To supplement these large adapters nnd make the 
instrument available for t- sting small primers for control 
-ork, there- is a set of adapters, shorn in front of the- large 
ones, ’"hich fit into the 100-grain adapter. These take the 
Winchester #4 primer and the T-2 or T-39 primer '-Ith the 
delay holder and plug. The other adapters shorn aro no longer 
us ed.

The dimensions of the glass tubing in the manometer, 
as ’""'ll as the ’-eight of mercury used therein, arc on record 
for duplication if necessary.

The volume- of the manometer, connecting tube and firing 
chamber, up to the six and one-half inch mark on the- scale 
(used as a convenient reference point) is equivalent to 349.9 
grams of mercury at room temperature.

6a dnd 6b. Impulse and Gas Volume.

The instrument must be leveled before starting the 
test. A plumb-bob is suspended from the tip of the magnet core 
and the three leveling screvzs adjusted until the bob hangs 
just over the center of the firing pin. By referring again to 
Fig. 8 the set-up '-ill be more clear. This is shown rith a 
2O-grain primer in place. The adapter C is ’-ell smeared -ith 
heavy grease or vaseline on the lover portion and set into the 
firing chamber B, t’-isting it around to get a good seal. Into 
the adapter tho primer, also slightly greased, is pressed. The 
firing pin holder D is closed over and clamped do-n in tho 
adapter by means of the clamping rod T and the thumb-nut 
To relieve the pressure created by forcing the primer into tho 
adapter, the potcock F - Fig. 7 - is opened for a few seconds 
until the mercury in tho manometer has come to rest. The 
desired drop-wight is held against the tip of the magnet core 
and tho switch closed. As soon as the wight hangs motionless.

-J.4-
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It is dropped on the firing pin by opening the switch and tho 
primer is thus fired.

The firing of tho primer gives t’-o readings simul
taneously. First, the explosion ”nvc, transmitted through the 
alosod system, throws the mercury to a certain height above 
its initial point of rest and this point is observed visually. 
This Indicates the IMPULSE. The mt rcury then drops back to a lover 
level, but still above its initial po Ition, 'hero it holds 
steady for a short time. This is proportional to the Gas Volume.

The IMPULSE is reported as the difference in inches 
between the maximum height reached by the mercury column and 
its. initial point of rest. This IMPULSE, like BRISaIICE, 
probably includes the effect of rate of travel of the explosion 
vnve ns ’••ell as the pressure devil oped by the explosion, Tho 
GaS VOLUME is recorded as the inches difference in height 
bet-con tho point "here the mercury temporarily holds steady 
and its starting level. For purposes of comparison this is 
left in terms of inches of tubing, but for absolute measure of 
gas volume- this is converted to cubic centimeters and then 
corrected to standard temperature and pressure conditions.

6c. Uniformity of Functioning.
After ascertaining the minimum height that a chosen 

r,oight must fall to fire the primers, a batch of considerable 
size, from 25 to 100, according to the nature of the priming 
composition, is fired to determine uniformity of functioning.

6d, Solids in Explosion Flume,
This determination is made using ••••cighcd primers in a 

special adapter in the Impulse Tester. The parts used in this 
test are shown in tho lower left corner of Fig. 9 and the lower 
sketch in Fig. 10 shows it set up for use-. The adapter J has 
in it a cavity just large enough to take the 20-grain per
cussion cup. The cavity communicates through a hole with the 
underside into -diich is screwed the cup 0. The primer cup, 
anvil and paper disk arc- weighed empty and again after loading, 
the difference being the -■wight of the charge. After placing 
the loaded primer in the adapter and screwing up the cup, the 
whole assembly is weighed and placed in the Impulse Tester, 
Over the adapter is placed the bushing Q* which just fits*tho 
cavity in D and is provided -.'ith u hole for the firing pin to 
-ork through. The primer is fired and after a few moments to 
allow the explosion gases to cool the adapter is removed, the 
cup being unscrewed just enough to allow excess gases to escape.



The '.-hole adaotcr assembly is next wciifjhcd tigaln. Th« difference, 
bot’-'ccn the -eight before and after firin;: gives the -eight of 
gaseous products and the difference between the weight of the 
original charge and the ’’eight of gaseous products giv< ? the; 
“•eight of solids in the flame.

A samolc calculation follows:

*7t. of dried pi'lr’or a 1.2430 ’7t« of assembly before = 154.0865

’7t. of emnty primer = 1.1512

Ht» of dry charge = 0.0918

’7t. of assembly after = 154.0638

’7t. of gaseous products ~ 0.0227

’•7t» of dry charge = b.npip 
’7t. of gaseous products = 0.0227

*7t. Of solids - 0.0691

$ Solids = • or 75.2^
0.0918

6c. Sensitivity to Percussion.

This is determined, on the Impulse Tester. It may be 
done separately or coupled with the determination of impulse and 
gas volume. Except '■•hen running tests on plant lots this work 
is done '-’ith -cighod charges in the primer. Tho supporting 
magnet is raised to such a height that the desired weight will 
fire the primer. From there it is lowered an inch or even a 
half inch at a time until the point is reached at which ton 
successi’-c primers fail to fire. The sensitivity is then 
reported as one inch above the point at -hich ten misfires art 
obtained.

6f» Minimum Charge to Ignite Black Do—dor.

This is determined in an electric firing mechanism 
(Fig. 11) Using loaded igniters. Several groups of primers -arc 
made- up urine a decreasing ’.■■right of charge and put into the 
igniters, having the black po'-dcr charge loaded in them. These 
groups arc fired and in this .way the' minimum charge required 
to set off the black oowde-r is determined visually.

7. Duration of ’’rimer Flames. (Ref. 14).

Although the primer flame is easily visible to the eye, 
efforts to d»-term)no its duration by means of a rotating drum 
{'•■mam -’ere unsuccessful due to ♦he- lack of •v't-inic li»ht in
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the flnme. Liter It ’"tis found possible to obtain fairly 
satisfactory nt ill pictures of these flames by the use of 
superspoed film, but the images obtained on this film were 
too thin to offer any hope of using the rotating drum to 
measure the duration of the primer flume.

'fhe duration of the primer flame is measured by firing 
the primer Into a paper disk rotating at any knovn and con
stant speed bet-con 3,000 and 13,160 R.P.M., and controlled 
by a micrometer governor. Tho mechanism for firing: the primers 
is a modified breech portion of a Springfield rifle* supplied 
-ith adapto’-s to take the various primer components. This 
rifle is mounted as shorn on a bracket —hich is bolted to tho 
stationary part of the motor mounting, and is arranged to 
permit shifting the axis of the firing pin closer or farther 
from the edge of tho rotating disk. The firing mechanism is 
equipped -ith several firing pins and springs of differ1 nt 
strengths apnropriato to the several primers.

8. Form and Volume of Flame.
The effect of tho primer upon tho form and volume of 

the resulting black no-dcr flame is determined In tho 20-graln 
primer. The camera used in this —ork is the rotating drum 
camera. This camera '-ill be described later. For the present 
purpose, ho—over, the driving mechanism of the camera is dis
connected and the film drum is turned a little after each 
exposure so that five shots may be recorded on one strip of 
film. The film used is Eastman Commercial Panchromatic in 
strips 3-7/8 inches by 20 inches. The primers are fired In the 
electric firing mechanism (Fig. 11) built according to Drn-ing 
CP-10907. The loaded primers are held in this mechanism at a 
convenient distance from the -camera in a dark tunnel and, after 
opening the camera shutter, the primer is fired. In order to 
measure tho extent of the flash a screen ruled in inches and 
tenths is photographed in the same position us the primer.

After development of the exposed film the dimensions 
end form of each flush in the series arc taken from the film 
and plotted full siz1' on cross-sect i ?n paper. This gives a 
series of outlines rtpresenting the individual flashes supcr- 
imnosed and from this a single outline may be dra-n -hich 
approximates the average of the group of fi”e -hich arc fired. 
The line representing th.- center line of the primer is dra-n 
and prolonged through the outline. The right and left section 
of each composite is marked. The ’"hrtle pattern is then cut out 
-ni '.Iso cut apart -.long the center line previously dr-arm. Each 
nb is — clghed '.nd the ’’.-eight noted, ns -rll ->s the ’"eight of



n piece of the awe paper of knrn >inn, By comparing the 
’•e'lght if each section of the firinc dra-’ings ’.'4th the "right 
■'f the knov-n area, the area of the g-ctiono is cosily obtained. 
By hnnglng tho sections from a pin at several points and 
dra-.-'ing the vertical line from the point of suspension each 
time, the center of gravity of each ruction is located at tho 
intersection of these lines. The distance of this center of 
gravity from the edge of the section ”hich represents the center 
line is also determined. Not treating each section as a plane 
revolving ab lut the center-line as an ixis, the volume <>f the 
solid of revolution thus obtained may bo calculated by appli
cation of Papnus’ second theorem, stated on page 125 of '’Applied 
Mechanics’’ by Fuller and Johnson, Vol. I. "If a plane surface, 
lying ’-’holly in the some side, of a straight line in its plane, 
revolves ab-ut that line, an-’ thereby ‘inerates a solid of 
rcv'lutIt, the v 'lune of the s'lid, thus generated, is equal 
t^ the product of th>- revolving arc'.1., and! of the path described 
by its center of gravity. This calculation gives one volume 
for the right h°nd section an-’ -another for the left hand, so 
tho average of the t-’C is taken and cT^crt^d into cubic 
centimeters.

9. Duration of Flames Produced by Primer Igniters. 
(Ref. 12).

The effect of tho primer upon the duration of the 
resulting bl'-ck pav'd or flame- may bo determined in tho 20-grain 
primer. The rev "’Iving drum camera (Fie- • 12) is usod in this 
•"ork. Eastman Transparent Fon-curlinr film or Commercial 
Panchromatic film may bo used in this —ork. The 20-grain 
primer is placed in the electric firing mechanism located at 
a convenient, distance from the camera in tho li^ht-proof 
tunnel nnd after the film drum has been brought up to the speed 
desired, tho camera shutter is opened nnd the primer fired. 
After development of the film, the l.n<th of the flame image 
in the direction of drum rotation is mesured and the duration 
of the flame is then c sily calculated from the diameter and 
rate of rotation of the drum or screen.

‘/ith the drum geared for the fast speed, 1200 R. ?*?!*, 
the film has a linear velocity of 20 meters per second; 'hen 
geared for lev- speed, thi linear velocity of the film is 31,25 
centimeters per stein'1. Linear velocities for other values 
be t’-ccn 20 mete rs and 31,25 centimeters per second are readily 
calculated by simple proportion.

On account of the high centrifugal force- nt the fast 
speed it v.3 necessary to h'ld th< film in nl-’ce -n the drum



'••..th t rubber bind -trnuni it nt each c-Iko .ind n strip of 
■irihesL’-c over the fret? rnd. The ch'ir'.cterlstles of nlllt'iry 

। ' primer compositions nfi” in use oppenr in T-iblo II.
i 
i

MOTE i
If ’i no*- hifjh explosive successfully passes the snail 

tests conducted. in the laboratory, it is tested on n larger 
scale, Those Inrrcr scale tests, on account of their danger, 

' are conducted only on special areas designated for that use,
। such ns tho Testing Station ct this Arsenal.
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TAELE I
EXPLOSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF MILITARY HIGH EXPLOSIVES

Rate of Brisanee Stability

I’r0

T* Impact 
Inches Fall 
of 2 Kg.
Hammer

To Heat 
Ignition 
Temoeratur °C. 'c

Detona
tion, 
Meters 
per 
Sc cond

Grams Sand 
Crushed in 
Sand Test 
by .4 gram 
Explosive

cc.. of Gas Evolved in 
40 hours 
in vacuum at 120°Cr___

''.-rcurv Fulmirate D - 4.2 a 9 p- 210 g
225 Reoryst.

5400 a
g_________
5300 a

17.6 g —

Lead Azide

1

tt! to Kjt 
1

II 
! 
ra 

1 i

g

1 ।
W 

I •

tn

1

g 13.9 g —

ietrvl
Pressed

D = 1.65a 8 g 260 g
7300 a

46.4 g 2.98 c
Cast 7230 a

Arratcl 50/50 D = 1.56a 12 g ’ 265 g 7020 a 
Steel Tube

33.6 g 4.53 c

Tridite Ca st D = 1.64c 13 g 315 g 6440 c 36.1 i f .99 g
- ., • rr>

Pressed
D = 1.59a 14 g 47C g

6700 a
35.7 g .44 e

i 

i 
।i 

i 
। 

a; 
' 

01 
I 

o
 
| 7030 a

Amatol 80/2 0 0 = 1.40a 15 g 290(ap ?rox )g i
5920 a
Steel Tube

16.9 g 3.65 c
Picric Pressed D = 1.70a 7400 b 40.0 g .42 c
A 2 1 J Cast -0 - 1.69a 16 g 322 g 7260 b
Elack
T*7.’ie r

A-7, Meal, 
War Reserve

16 g 457 g 400 a 
D = 1.20 8.5 g h

Explosive D D = 1.52b 17 _£____ 320 6700 -b 32.1 g d .52 c
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863/97.
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in October 1928.
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c,o c Volume 
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sr.cTioii iv. man ir/TLObiVTS.
9. Physical T. ctin.f> of High Expireiv it - 

Proving Gr<und IL. thuds.
inyno)UG,'ion»

In a pnvious lecture on th., laboratory teats of high 
explosives th. n„ccsi»ity for such tests bus been explained. 
The t.sts which will now be considered aro all on a larger 
scale and serve to confirm former tests as well as to determine 
some other qualities. Tho fragmentation test, setback tower 
and explosive train fixture, test the explosive more definitely 
for the spocial qualities required for military use. Since 
the explosive train fixture is used for a variety of purposes 
some of the studios involving its use will br, discussed in 
detail.
EXPLOSIVE THAI'I FIXTURE - Ref, l!o* 1,

In designing ammunition, the air is to produce a complete 
round which will function consistently. It may not be possible, 
to produce, ammunition which will give lOO^o functioning, on 
account of factors which arc beyond control, yet the number of 
failures can be- reduced, bv making sure that each of the explo
sive components are of sufficient strength to initiate de
tonation in the n-,xt succeeding explosive element of thu train. 
Also each component must have a factor of safety so that depend
able functioning will be assured ev<.n though deterioration of 
thu explosive has taken place in storage.

The explosive train testing fixture has been designed to 
simulate a round of ammunition with provision of means for 
dut‘ rmining thu effectiveness and thu factor of safety of each 
component. Vi th- this equipment disks of metal, or an air gap 
may be interposed between the compon- nts. Thu amount of either 
which is required to pwnt detonation of th- explosive charge 
is taken as a measure of the effectiveness of the component* 
Provision is also made to det-rnin< thu rate of detonation of 
the main charge., The determination of the rat- may bi, used 
merely to determine- wh-., thui* oi* no.t a high order detonation 
occurred or to dct-.n.iine th-, characteristic of thu .xplosivu.

In almost all t' sts; up to tin, prus-.nt, half ward brass 
has btun us -d as the ,int« rpoc d mat rial. In all cas-..s where 
th<_. disks ar-, mentioned, on. half disk will mean .017 inch 
and on-, disk will in. an *034 inch of half hard brass.
History.

The er.ploslv. tr J.n fixture- .*s now used w .s not produced 
t on- st r )-? , but Iris b- • n -t gr1 .<tu-■.! dev loom* nt of .. g< it. ral



Id-..i. It will not b<. nt.cuiib..r.y to follow i.aoh ininox’ ch.mgr, 
but it may b<, Interestin;* to show thu problem which was first 
studied by this tn uno. The aub.j .ct of this problem Was, 
"The Eff' at of Density nnd Di>>..i-,tvr of File on the. Trtuismiscion 
of av< of detonation of T< tryl”.

This work was p' rform: d b cuus it was thought possible 
that failur< s s- cur; d with the,- Ilk. X Base Detonating Fuze 
might bu due- to the small dicun t-.r of tho t- tryl loud from the 
d-.ton; tor to th' main body of the booster.

This equipment was built to take- the mechanism of initia
tion of the ^k. X Fuz- and contain a v- ry long tetryl le ad, 
3y- inches in length. Blocks w- r-. produced with s< v rul sizes 
of hoi- s, but only that on- having the smallest, i.c. .077 
iachvs which is less than 2 nun. Was used, With this size hole 
loaded with t- tryl either of a v-.ry pure lot or with tetryl 
which failed to pass sp-cific.itions, and containing 2$o stearic 
acid, complete deton.tion was obtained even up to densities 
of 1.70. With the part, grad- of t- tryl plus 5‘,o stearic acid at 
a u-.nsity of 1.70 in two trials detonation was not complete. 
Five trials w«,re then made in the same way except with 4% 
st eric acid end result'd in completed detonation. Tests were 
then made with tetryl at a density of 1.40 using percentages 
of stem ic acid up to 15,a. At lO'o complete detonation was 
secured. At 155o slight reduction of violence and a large 
volume of flame was noted probably indicating a low order of 
detonation. An idea of the violence of the explosion of such 
matr-x iaxs as tatryl is gained by noting that the cylinder of 
steel which weighed over 300 grans was cracked radially in 
several places by a charge of approximately .45 gn. or less, 
and having a diai.i-jter of .077 inches or les:: than 2 mm.

As a result of this rawstigution any doubts which existed 
as to the ability of tetryl to transmit detonation through the 
lead of the Ilk. X fuze \J'-rc considered unfounded, as the tetryl 
lead in this fuze is 0.123 inches in diameter.

Tho study of the pos: • cause of malfunctioning in eno 
particular tjme of iimnuni- \ was extended to make it applicable 
to the study of tho explosive train in general, and to secure 
more or less fundamental data in regard to the functioning of 
all the parts which r.iaix u> a high explosive round.
The effectiveness or sensit,i.v- uc-ss of th-; comoon, nts is measured 
by the amount of space nr ■ v tai through which the detonation. is 
transmitted. This should also give a good indication of tho 
factor of safety possessed by the explosive. I.'a will consider 
the tests of components in the- order of their function in the 
round starting with the de r. , then the boost-.-ro .uxd finally 
the .min ci.urge. All of the c'-tonutors studied up to 1 ho
ur sint ar-’ the ty.-c uda.itcd for tic newly designed fuzes. The 



following Indicates th., wide apolicutlon of tho fixture for 
tasting thu different c<>i ..clients.
Fundamental Data on D< to.: tors - Thu Effect of Height and Diameter k/f. Jp, 2? In this series dutonatorn huvIng 
dlnbietc ro of .155, l?0 and .225 and frights ot' .215, .520, 
.415, .520 and .620 '/er* us-.d making u series of 15 sizes. 
These detonators hud a charge capacity for fulminate, varying 
from 3 grains to 20?? grains. Thu smallest containing approx
imately the minimum amount of fulminate capable of causing 
detonation of tetryl and the lurgst, so large that it would 
be impractical to secure boru safety when used in a fuze. 
r»n ^4.. * —

^**c*vfT / •

Tho detonators wuru all loaded with straight fulminate 
in two incrum. nts at a pressure of 10,000 lbs. per square 
inch. Each of these detonators was shot in the explosive 
train fixture with varying amounts of metal interposed until 
tho point was found wl.uru twenty consecutive high order 
functionings w..r>, secured and also the point at which failure 
occurred. The results of thus. firings arc shown on Plate 
Nos. 8 and 9.

Thu E-13 size of d.. tonator (No. 9) fulminate loaded, 
has sufficient strength to initiate high order detonation 
in the booster when six tii.KS thu amount of metal used in 
tho fuze is interposed between the bus. of the detonator 
and tfr.. tetryl load.

Thu us... of 1-3/4 grains of No. 74 mixture ov<-,r the 
fulminate increased tho factor of safety about 25;o according 
to this method of testing. Although the 74 mixture appar
ently assisted thu fulminate in puncturing brass, later 
works showed it to be- useless in detonating tetryl.

It will bj noted teat detonator No. 12 thu “Ac. X 
having an indentation in the base is more effective than a 
detonator similarly loaded with a flat bus- . Thu shortest 
detonator containing only 3 grains of fulminate was as 
effective- as the detonator containing 6-4- grains with in- 
cr. as-- d di-mi-. ter.

On Slide Nos, 10, 11, 12 and 15 is shown the effect 
of the explosion of the detonator alone on the metal parts 
surrounding then.- It will be noted that those containing 
more than 11 grains ruptured thu midule tube of the explosive 
train fixture. This would indicate that in cast of the 
selection of a detonator of this size or larger that the 
bore safety factor of the fuze would be endangered. In 
thu trials made with detonators loaded ..t higher irussurcs 
than 10,000 lbs. p»-r squ. re inch it is shown tiiu-.t this is 
not good or; 1 ct io..-, as hi-•bur pressure tends to ruature the 
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ikitunatoj’ cup, The detonator loaded t 30,000 Ibn. jTCssurc 
t'llod to produce hijx order do ton.tion '.'hen, no mu tai v.-i.r; intcr- 
ponud. Pi'oouud -;t 20,000 lbs, tho detonator funcUc •••!satisfact
orily but after storage n.t 50 °C. for 6 months it showed. ; re at or 
doturlomtien t hnn tho same detonator loaded nt 10,000. Analysis 
of the fulminate from the detorc.tora pressed nt 10,000 <-nd 20,000 
lbs, per square inch .and after storage nt 50°C. for 9 months showed 
that tl.e one pressed at the higher pressure contained 93.3% of 
fulminate or 1% loss than the detonator pressed r.t 10,000 nor 
square inch.

In. det mat ar s having a die. wet or of 0.190 inch it found 
that a height of charge of U.20 inch (No. 7) was as effective as-a 
hvijit oi charge of 0.377 (No. 9) and only a slight in ere so was 
obtained by increasing, to a hoi Jit of charge to 0.575 inch (No,14) • 
By such an incra sa in hoi Jit the weight of tho charge i;.as in— 
ci'uns'.d from 7;.- grains to 1A grains while the added effectiveness 
ur.8 only 1/2 disk.

Fuhaina.tc-Chlsmato mix tur ". Sand test results souc to indicate 
a ‘•'teat-r e?icutivonass c.. th.' B0/20 mixture of fulminate and 
potassium- chlor te than for siraijit fulminate, In ardor to def
initely settle the point from tho r.mnunition point of vicx; trials 
were iy.de with the E-13 size loaded with' tho 80/20 mixture. The 
results showed ir’iis mixture to be only two-thirds as effective as 
the straight fulminate. This detonator only penetrated one disk 
as compared to l:y for the straight fulninate, when 1.75 j;r, of 
No. 74 mixture w s add~d to tho 80/20 fulminate, failures were 
secured vv^n on 1/2 dis);.

Compound Detonators, Compound detonators a-re nr.de in cups of tho 
sanu size as the No, 9 (E-13) "nd loadud •.’ith. 1 gr, of tetryl plus 
3^ *3r» 01" fulminate pl s 1.73 ,r. of No. 74 mixture. Similar dc- 
ton'tors v.'cac loaded . 1th PETN and cyclonit.■ substituted fox* the 
tetryl, ;.11 of those detonators either failed or passed on only 
1 disk. In late.-, ivst-; a cup of the same size was loaded with 1-/ 
;.x-t of tetryl plus b y. uf Culminate. This detonator t-r.vc .20 con
secutive hiyn order detonations with 2 disks over tho tetryl load. 
Later '.,h«n the he i Jit of t. v fulminate ch'.x\> \:".z being studied it 
was found that th>- hci.ht of the fulminate charge ■..ci^iing 3&- 
.jr.nins ’.r’s b.lo-..1 the minimuin, of .l-oh inches u?.ich is necessary 
to obtain the maximum ratv of de ton' 'tion o.v brisance of tcrcury 
fulminate. It is int-a st. ■ ng to note th a t this hoi Jit of ful
minate ch or .go -..as n..-t effective -.-.he.. No. 7 : mixture as loaded 
above it. The. total ight of th’.- coffined cn. .age n.i fui!!iin".te 
'-nd primer matur... cnin.', .3 inches,or ai'rlp i-.iw ti;.. ...L.ht rc- 
wii'cd j'oi- i i,'i.?i;r tc. ti. jy in',.icr. red th t i.;- iTuiuhej:- Sw -nty- 
Pr.: ( 74 'i mixture ha? ,;o . IT oct an initiator

iy.de
nr.de


and Jo* j not ..fl't ct th- h ifjht of fulminate rtquir.d to 
initiat1 *.» tryl. In u fuither study of the compound detonutor 
of the 2-13 cizi a comp .risen w.-.c mad' with the straight 
fulminate detonator un to their ability to jump an ..ir gap.
Th< otr*.ight fulminate was ubl- to jump i; gap of 0.1 inch-,a 
oompar-..d to a gap of 0»29 inch s for the compound d- tou,.tor.
Th- at thod of Ignition of .» H tonator: Trials.wor-. in..d- 
with tho E-13 size d' ton at or using the spit from blade powder 
as i. i.i! -.ns of ignition to d- t mine if any diff- rune in 
th' eff' Ctiv nt ss of the d- tonntor would result. Twenty 
cons cutive high ordi rs on 1~2 disks with failure on 2 disks 
result'd which is the- s.w.i- *.».s was s- cured when the.- detonator 
was firi d by stubbing. It would, th< refere,upp<. nr that the 
effectiveness of deton .tor is ind p'.nd.nt of its m..thod of 
initiation.
The Effi ct of th-,. Di.ji', t'r of the Ji, tryl ...d on the
Effcctivi noss of the D- tonutefr. It \ ,.s found by making trials 
with detonators of thru* dia.i t. rs .aid using t-tryl 1 ..ds of 
four diff- r> nt di;jn-.t-.rs, th..t to secure the maximum efficiency 
the diur.b.t .r of the loud must bear n relation to thu diameter 
of the detonator. ^ov\,red -. ffidi-ncy was shoe/n './hen the lead 
was great r in diameter by mor■ than .025 inch or smaller by 
.025 inch than the. dutunut r.
Boostejr.,. IV f. h'o, 5. Three typ- s of boost r c..sings vr.rc 
tri- d. Slide i4os. la, 15 and 16 show the thru- designs. The 
long cylindrical type- 'was found to b- 1 nst effective, giving 
high ord r d<-ton .tion through three disks. The ellipsoidal 
boost r guv* high orders through 5 disks :uid the short cylindri
cal prov-d slightly mor'; effective giving high ord.rs through 
6 disks, in every c.-.S'.- using t-tryl .s th* boost* r ..xplosive.
Comp, risen of Boost- r L::nlosiv. s. Four booster ■ xnlosiv s 
w< re tested using the cylindrical aid ' llipsoidwl booster 
cuviti< a. The explosiv--s suit ct d ue-r. t-tryl, picric acid, 
cyclonite ;uid T.J.A.

Thu t-tryl and cyclonit • w r- equally -. f f ‘•■'iv-; both 
passing ’..-ith 6 disks with th-, cylindrical cavity -.md on 5 with 
th- ellipsoidal. The T.N.a. w s 1 ss effective with both typ.s of 
cavity, passing with 5 and 4 respectively. The picric acid 
nnssod on only 1 disk with the cylindrical cavity, './ith the 
ellipsoidal cavity it gave high orders with 5 disks. This 
result excited some curiosity due to the fact that in every 
other test the cylinorical wts slightly supi rior in its funct
ioning to tho ellipsoidal cavity. The- only possible oxpl.uiation 
S' u-ned to be the fact vla'-.t the ellipsoidal booster cavity had 
bean zinc plated. A nunber of these nt tai parts wcro therefore 
duzinc* d -.nd lo aded in the s iu way with picric acid. \.bun



tub ted thin condition the booster pass d on only 3 aisles <r 
2 . nr. •. a •'u-n th. zinc plutud part w-.is uau.

.’ion if tlv, .tr.vl L-<td, R>.f» Ho. 5. Thun might .irisc u 
c'n fuc. dos 1 ?n t/acr-. It weald be advantugi .'ig to pluou iho 
t. t ryl 1. ,d tn aot.v. other position than in thu u<..o.t • r of tho 
boost .r. In order to s.ttl t/.is point a booster v.eu» manufact
ur'd hr</i(V» xh<- । - '‘.d as clos< us practicable to the circumference. 
This position was selected b« cause it was considered tho most 
ununtisfactory of any position. Tests with this type of booster 
proved them tu be. lust as effective. ns when the t tryl lead was 
in the center. Slid' ‘log. 17 r.-id 13.
II.dn Churn*'. Tests v. ru run tc d..V.mine thu rut>. of detonat
ion of triditt , 00/20 picric acid-dinitrophcnol. Tho triditc 
s/.-'.s loaded by th casting ra.thod into steel tub s, one inch 
Inside diarr.tr. Th*, cvnsity, loaded in this way is approxi
mately 1.64. Th', results of tun trials guv an average rate, of 
6440 m/s. c. Thu si.nsitivciuss of this explosive to detonation 
by a boost .r wee found to bu less than that of Tl’T. Pour disks 
w«.T'. requir' d to prevent detonation as compared to six required 
for TiTT. A further indication of the effect of zinc on picric 
acid was fomid*when triditc was fired for sensitiveness to 
d*. tonation in st. < 1 tub s sone of which were zinc plat', d. Both s- ts of tub< s had been stored for 3 months at 50°C. Thu tubes 
which hud b<«. n zinc plated gave 5 high orders with 5 disks under 
th. booster. Thu tubes which wc.ru not zinc plated gave 1 high 
order .'aid 4 low orders.
Hate of Detonation of Amatols, Ruf. Ho. 4. It might bi.como 
advantageous to load amatol by tho pc-llut method the pullet 
consisting of lumps of ammonium nitrate. There was, however^ 
some qu'stlcn of thu cff-.-ct of large granulation on the rate 
of detonation of un;-.tol made up in this way. Charges of amatol 
Wuru loaded for the explosive train using six granulations of 
amoniu..-. nitrate. Tho grunul .tions .tad the rates of detonation 
arc. given in the table- b- low:

. Granulation Ratu H/b c.

Ti.j u 2 on 4 nr. sh
Thru 4 on 8 m-sh
Thru 10 on 20 me sh
Thru 20 on 40 mesh
Thru 40 on 60 ni- sh
Thru 60 on

4905
5720
5695
5645

5650
5530

The rut- of d'tonution of cast HIT was found to be 6705 
I‘/Sec. This comnur» s with .1 rate of 6640 Secured by the Bur uu 
of Hin s, using the Llottngnng recorder. Four s .-ries of tests 
v/ere md. to determine how far tho first wire should bu placed 
froji the booster. Thu; results follow: /

t

diarr.tr
wc.ru


ci,i. Vf.oO T./Sc-c.
b.O or. C7t',o
7.:> cm. 6715

U..5 or. errs

fheus results wore secured using fiber tubes as confinement and 
indicate that on thie diameter of column tho confinement has 
little effect on the rate.

F&HjULiri FRICTrCII ilACHINE: Ref. B of Li Bulletin fr'186.

The pendulum friction machine is used for testing tho 
sensitiveness of explosive.; when subjected to frictional impact 
or a glancing: blow. The details of the construction and method 
of operation of the machine are described in tho Bulletin cited 
above. In brief, the shoe of the pendulum is first adjusted 
squnr<' with the plate so that it slides across the plate 18 f 
1 tines when there is :r; explosive on the plate. The charge of 
explosive is 7 + 0.1 prams, The- charge is packed into the 
grooves in the center of the plate and the remainder heaped 
above tho center.

The drop of tho 3hoe is l-£ meters. The weight added is 
20 kilograms. The temperature of the .-Shoo is maintained between 
14° and 30°C. The Steel Shoe is tried first being the most severe 
test. If the explosive fails to withstand 10 trials with the 
Steel Shoe, the fiber .Shoe is substituted and 10 trials made or 
until failure occurs.

An explosive, to be used for a bursting charge, must not 
give any unfavorable results with the fiber Shoe: that is, it 
should show no explosion or i, nition.

'.Vhile this machine is not capable of indicating slight 
differences in the sensitivity of explosives it is of value in 
determining the group or class in which a new explosive falls 
as regards friction sensitivity.

TRAUTL LEAD BLTCK3.

The Trauzl lead-block test measurer, the comparative dis
ruptive effect of an explosive when fired under moderate con
finement in a small bore hole in a large lead block. The cliar.ee 
of 10 I 0.01 prams is wrapped in tin foil to make a cartridge 
25 m/r.i in diameter. The tin foil is cut in the shape of a 
trapezoid, with sides 150 and 130 m/m and a width of 70 m/m.

A number 6 or larger detonator is used to initiate tho 
explosive. Th- charge is tumped with 50 e.c. of dry sand. Ths 
temp .'nature at th., time of firin.' is maintained at 15 f 2°C. 
Thu volume of tie boa hole is manured be for.- and after the 
shot wild th- an.’i an anus-. A by tie explosion is compit- d to 
’■ :i er-e f, c’.ibu' " ..ti'el r. ' i to’ Ian: te.'t i-' not '"i;:::id rd

cliar.ee


tn measure v« ry accuratt ly tl.i; power of an > xplor,Ivc, It it. 
not widely tisi d tn testing military < xplosiV'.O} it has bo n 
more, generally mi d for t> sti.ig blasting uxplosiv s.
LA?Gr HP.eCT T'LSTl 3of. No. 7.

Tho large impact m..chin< is similar to the small impact 
machine, bat giv. s r<. salts which do not entirely parallel ft. 
Thu weight of the ch/irgu is 20 1 0.5 gr ms. Thu charge may 
b' t/sted in the confined or unconfin^d condition. The an- 
confined ch.arg-s ;.iru placed b-tv. en two ste-.l discs, each 
0.75 inch thick -md having a di:_.i..tcr of 5 inches. Tho 
confined charg-.s are placed b< tw. ■ n two st-.cl discs, each .375 
inch thick. Th« two discs with tin; explosive arc thun fitted 
into a s-ction of Sh Iby tube 5/8 inches in height, outside 
dirmutf r 4-V inch >s nd insidi di.av t r 3.86 inches. Thu 
Shelby tub is liiv d ’..ith on> thickness of paper. Tho Weight 
US' d with this t-.st is 200 kg. The height of fall is measured 
in fu< t.

The results ore r. cord d as "nn explosion”, ”p rtinl 
■ plosion" nr ”coupl..te ■ xnlosion”.

Tli... maximum height at which no explosion occurs is det ,r- 
mined by thr.u trials. The height of drop is d;cr<used by 1 ft. 
whenever on explosion occurs at a giv.n height until the point is 
re. chad nt which no explosion occurs.

A r ,.pri s ntative. result c cured by this equipment is r. 
comparison b-tw-.un T.N.T. and tridite. Both explosives fired at 
10 ft. und fail, d nt 8 ft. indicating the sensitivity to impact 
to be v ry ne urly th., sexiu.
THE BALLISTIC I^TAH. 71' f. No. 8.

The ballistic mortar was first us. d by dynamite manufactur
ers to test the strength of their products. This instrument 
giv. s u comparison be tw. >..n ->ny explosivu being tested and a 
standard explosive. The Standard . xplosiv.. generally us.d is . , 
T.1I.T. The pendulum is susp ndud on knifu t.dg s and supports 
a st< -1 mort.tr, './hich weighs 622 pounds. The outer chamber in 
the mortar has a diam- ter of 4-7/6 in. and a d' pth of 5 in. 
Thu inner, or explosion cheuib r, is 2 in. in di.'.'e.t.r .'.nd 5’2 in. 
deep. Th< Steel Shot ’..hich fits into the outer chamber of thu 
mortar Weighs 36.6 pounds. The Shot Las an axial hole entirely 
through it, large < nough to accommodate a piece of Bickford 
faz-. or e-1. ctric detonator wir'S. A quadinnt, gr-.duatud in 
degree s, is orr wig. a so th.it the d. flection or sizing of tho 
pendulum may bi rv asur'. d.

The 
izr upping

explosive to be t- sted is formed into a cartridge by 
it in a pi< c- of tin foil 3;r in. x 7 in. x .0007 in.

I
I

mort.tr


Thio foil should weigh ..bout 2 gr.ims. A ^o. 6 ulootrio detona
tor is located centrally in tho ohai’.-f, and retained in position 
by twist in*' tho o.u.n end of tho cartr idgii around tho detonator 
wirofl.

Several samples of 10 gratis each of T.iI.T. uro first fired 
mid the iiv-iragu deflection measured in dogrots and the values 
averaged. By trial, determination is i.indo of the number of 
grains of the explosive under test that will cause a deflection of 
tho pendulum equal to within & degree of the average deflection 
caused by the T.J.T. Using this wt ight of explosive each time, 
several more shots arc nude alttmutely with shots of 10 grams of 
T.W.T. A charge of blasting gelatin of approximately 5 grams is 
fired after every other shot to consume any remaining combustible 
muti rial which might be left in the bore- of the mortnr.
CAhCUudTiniT of nrsw/i's.

The Beit! 1st ic Lor tar value for the explosive under test is 
calculated as follows:

A = tho d< flect ion of th. xndulum given by the 10 grams 
of standard T.U.T.

B = charge in grams of the test explosive which gives a 
deflection approximating A.

C - deflection given by B.
- T.il.T, value of tho test explosive.

B:X = C:A XC = BA 
X = BA 

0

Example •

Deflection obtained with 10 g. 
■ T.1LT.

V/t. of Explosive und’-r t' st 
required to give approx, 
same deflection as T.iT,T.

Actual deflection given by 
Test Explosive

Thun T.II.T. Value of Explosive

= 16.61°

- 14,3g, 
= 16.41°
= 14. Jixlri.fi 1=14 .4

16.41

SII.iUL/'.j’IOil OF Sr.TB.,C'TO'.ER: Ref. Ho. 9.

Thu development of high explosiv s for both shell mid bomb 
fillers, requires, that the e::plosiv< when loaded in the shall 
nr bomb, retain its initial condition after undergoing cither 

Jixlri.fi


setback In thu gun oi* sutforuurd upon Impact so that satisfactory 
detonation may be assured and that no prenaturon will result. 
Other parts which enter into munition are also required to 
withstand tho shock of setback or impact.

Tho setback tower was constructed to tost such resistance. 
This tower is an arrangement whereby a shell or bomb may bo 
raised to a predetermined distance and dropped on an anvil. 
The sholl or bomb to be dropped is clamped in a fixture with 
guides on two sides which engage two guide wires. Tho shell 
is lifted by ne’ans of a motor driven windlass and released at 
the proper height by an adjustable tripping mechanism. The 
maximum drop with .this tower is 55 feet. After the component 
is subjected to thu test, it is carefully examined for any 
evidence of deformation if no explosion occurs.

I^AOHel.’TATION Tk'.'-T.

This test may be used to determine thu degree of fragmen
tation produced by a new explosive when loaded in a standard 
component or tho effect produced by a standard explosive in a 
new component which is under1 test. For this purpose there is 
provided a fragmentation tub in which a shell may be buried in 
sand to a sufficient depth that non.; of the fragments can 
escape when tho shell is detonated.

The- shell which is to be fragmented is fuzed in thu sane 
way as when used in Service except that the detonator of the 
fuze is initiated by ruans of an electric detonator instead 
of a firing pin or an u-xcitor. Thu shell w'hun placed in the 
sand should stand in a vertical position enclosed in a wooden 
box of such a size that -th_.ru will be tin air space of approxi
mately thu diameter of thu shell on all sides of the shell. 
After the shell has bu.n detonated th. fragments arc collected 
by putting thu sand through a scre-un. Thu collected fragments 
are classified by screens. Thu number caught on No, 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 Mush are counted and Weighed. Tho percentage of the 
total weight of the shell recovered is calculated, und also 
the percentage of effective fragments obtained. Thu fragments 
which puss through th--, No. 4 Mesh arc consid.rud as too small 
to be effective and aro not considered in thu calculation for
effective fragments

Approximate' number of fragments for 75 m/n Sholl 500
Approximate number of fragments for 155 m/m Sholl 2200

Boosters arc (imbedded in a sufficient quantity of sand 
in a container so that on detonation th..re will be no frugm- nts 
lost und no rufragmentution caused by the 1’rngm.nts hitting the 
side of the' container.

th_.ru
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SECTION IV - HIGH EXPLOSIVES

9u. The Explosive Train j

then one speaks of the explosive train, the question 
arises naturally as tn just what is meant by an explosive 
train in ammunitinn. To answer t lie question, it will be 
necessary to state that this train consists of a primer, a 
delay element, a detonator, a booster and a bursting charge; 
all being arranged so that the tiny flume produced by the 
combustion of the primer results in a high order detonation 
of the bursting charge w.iich is the destructive agent. ' These 
essential components are illustrated and arranged in uheir 
respective orders on Plato I. In certain types of ammunition 
some of those components mry be omitted. These instances will 
be discussed under each separate heading which will now be 
taken up in detail.

Primer

Primers are usod in order tn provide s via moans of pro
ducing a non-disrupt ivo flume t-» ignite the delay. Tho very 
purpo .e of inis element ■uecifies that it snail be of small 
proportions. The next requirement is that it shall have 
sufficient sensitivity to ignite under the o.nd it ions imposed 
(cither setback, impact, nr spring actuated firing pin or 
striker). Thus the desi n of tne primer may change radically, 
depending upon the type of ammunition in which it is to be 
usod. This explains tho u o of various types of primers -whi&i¥ 
are -ehox.-a-o^-dMet-e If". Soma of those may have resulted from 
the particular fancy of the designer, who 1'^ked with little 
favor on any type Unsigned nr used by another. Others -..ore 
used in the Uorld "ar. Still others such as tho M-59 were 
designed to fit a particular fuze and to perform.a specified 
function in one fuze. Standardization and elimination of 
types is progressing but there will always be a ••.all for 
several different types as long as our present standard 
u.mmunitien exists.

Delays

k delay is introduced into the explosive train in order to 
hold up or delay the time nf the detonation of the bursting 
char.yo. In case where it is desired ttvat the detonation 
should occur instantaneously, the delay element ir either 
sidetracked or eliminated, nn example of tire first cr.sc is 
the j.I-a'J fuze. This fuze can be set for delay nr instant
aneous notion. An example of the second tyjw is the K-46 
fuze til.- l.-l'-.y hm been eliminated.

- 1. -



In every inst.'.ncu tho delay is br night about by introducing 
:. n'lvuiui >C black powder. Tho time >f delay thus dupundo up-'n the 
lengta of the powder column, tho prouau.ru applied in leading and 
tho degree nf obturation (escape nf gas from the burning black 
powder). By applying inc or all of these conditinns the delay may 
bu hold at .045 Sucond nr it cay bu extended t •) 45 seconds.. For 
instance tho M-59 fuze and Mk. X B.D, fuze have a dcl^y of 
second and .050 second respect ivuly while the 21 see-nd time fuze 
and 45 second time fuze have delays of 21 second and 45 second 
respectively. In order to obtain those relatively long times the 
length of the delay column in the 21 second fuze is 8.09 inches 
and tho 45 second fuze 11.51 inches. The different typos nf de
lays commonly used are shown Plato HT. Zf

Dot •''nr. tor

Tho det'not or r.rbu the fourth link in tho explosive train 
•'r it may be thu first, '.hero instantaneous action is desired, 
the primer and delay aro eliminated, for example, the old Ek. Ill 
fuze op the new in-46. In these fuzos the firing pin acts .?n the 
detonat-T directly. Tais procedure is entirely feasible ns tao 
sensitivity of the detonator is sufficient within itself and does 
not require a primer. Iloro tae upper detonator initiates detona
tion of the lower det onator and little if any delay is obtained.

Det ’nnt'rs are used to initiate detonation of the booster. 
Thus starting -..ith the detonator, the explosive train becomes a 
detonation instead of combustion as is in general true up to the 
time the detonator is reached. Thus :. detonator must bu sensitive 
t o both stab and flame action and have sufficient initiating power 
tn detonate the booster. LIai\y different explosives ->r combination 
of oxplosv.’cr have been and ere being used f'r this purpose. Up 
to about 2 years ago, mercury fulminate or mixtures of mercury ful
minate and potassium chlorate '..'ere used in our military ammunition. 
Outside of its one disadvantage, namelyrclat ively pi*r stability 
when sub jacted to h.-at or moisture, mercury fulminate meets all the 
requirements for an ideal det-ur;tor. At the present writing, tho 
trund is toward load azido as -a replacetunt for mercury fulminate. 
Load azide ha:? or. .'Hunt stability but is not sensitive to stab 
action. 3xperi..icnts show that it >xy bo used where ignition is by 
fwuis ''f ~ flame and with «-ui azide priming caarge where stab action 
io employed.

ahil j -in fie sub.jjc.t -'f detonators, it may bo well t" dis
cuse to oo.-.-.u length the question of the proper type of detonator 
for use in ammunition. Thu different typ-s used in our ammunition 
•are sh 'wn pi;..te W. 2ZT
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A persual of those types will show taat they vary con
siderably in form and size. For instance the Mk. Ill det
onator contains approximately 36 grains nf fulminate while tho 
M-20 contains 15 grains, yet each is required to function tho 
next component, namely, the booster. In the French fuzing system 
which includes the Mk. III detonator, this detonator is re
quired to blow through three separate metal piocos and throe 
air g pt? while tho M-20 detonator has only two thin metal parts 
and one air gup to function through. Those tv/o conditions 
are s.hnwn on Plato IF.

In studying the proper size and combination of explosives 
for detonators reference is often made to literature on this 
subject. In much of the data given in literature tho reader 
is left to assume tho conditions under which the tests were 
conducted and for this reason it is practically impossible to 
interpret the results I'-orractly. In a good im.ny of the tables 
listed in the literature it is stated that .21 to .23 >.;ram nf 
fulminate is required tn initiate high order1 detonation in 
tetryl. T.i? figure applies only when tested in a certain size 
capsule. If the diameter of the capsule is reduced a less quan
tity is required and if it is increased a greater quantity is 
required. It would, tie of ore, appear that there is some 
factor other th'n weight of .aatari.l which applies in judging 
tho amount of fulminate required tn detonate tetryl. This 
point has bean investigated rather thoroughly at tho Arsenal 
and it has been found that it is the height of char .e that is- 
the controlling factor. In all the work conuucted at the

• Arsenal with ■■■ompnund det-'nutnrs in v. iich the diameter of the 
charge varied from .10 inch tn .39 incn it has been found that 
the noight nf charge within this r. nge does not vary by mare 
th-n .020 inch and th t t.iis height remains constant irrespective 
of the loading pressure used, providing taut pressure falls 
between 3,000 -and 20,000-lbs. per square* in.-h. Tnus information 
given in uho literature which states ta.t it required ra're 
fulminate t'> initiate det nation as t.ia loaning pressure in
creased is -■■■,rre,.t, but hero ..g. in cue controlling f-:.-t'r is 
the height of t.ie .-.a urge for <.s the pressure increased more 
fulminate was required tn maintain the specified height. 
Further tests ’ndw-tad by tho Bureau of Mines and reported 
under Technic 1 pr.per No. 125 show th t -dth c B0/20 fulminate 
chlorate mixture .24 grain was required and . ith the Straight 
fulminate .26 gram ’.m? required t-"> initiate det -nation. Here 
it would seem that tae straight Culminate is less ?f fie is nt 
than the 00/20 mixture. H'-- ever, when the densities of the two 
mixtures arc taken into consideration it will be f >und that the 
height of charge is practically the 3....10 in each co.so. To 
further illustrate the question of height of charge it may bo 
wo 11 tn show just how the weignt of charge v. rieo with the 
di motor of the capsule in which the tests were conducted. In 
the ilk. Ill L'l’-er Det-'n-t-'r 19 grains of fulminate ’..ore're
quired t 1 Initiate dot -n ti'n of the det <mt-'>r, aid in tue ijc, 
6 i>l '.'tin-; cap 'i1- gr iue. In ,-.c-h •’.are, the hei ht - f t. u:

r a •> I' !'■> L/.-i a !; : i-' .a-:, " r" .-■/ th a .0'! ' ,.



The susceptibility of mercury fulminate to deterioration 
in storage is also well illustrated in conductinc tests. 
When tho fulminate was tested in the sand test by the 
atandard method it was found that deterioration can proceed 
to approximately 94% purity and a fairly satisfactory sand 
test will be obtained. Yet this same fulminate when tested 
in the explosive train fixture fails to initiate tetryl lead 
of the booster.

In arriving at the proper explosive train for ’ammunition 
it is necessary to consider the location of the various ex
plosive components and tho amount of metal and air gaps 
which intervene between ouch succeeding component. In ono 
instance it may require a detonator and booster three or 
four times the size of that required in another case.

Boosters

It would be possible but not practicable to make a detonator 
which would function the bursting chagro without the aid of a 
booster. The impracticability appears when tho size of such 
a detonator is taken into consideration. This would moan the 
handling of relatively large quantities of a sensitive ex
plosive and introduce a hazard not warranted. To obviato' 
this boosters are employed in ammunition.

The requirements for a booster explosive include: sensitiv
ity to initiation of detonation by tho detonator, and suffi
cient strength to function the bursting charge. Tho boosters 
may take various shapes as shown on Plato VI, but in each 
caso tho size is sufficient to detonate the bursting charge. 
As the booster explosive is handled in larger quantities than 
the detonator explosive, it must bo more safe to handle. 
Tetryl, is the standard booster explosive of the Army and 
moots all the requirements.

The question of the proper type of booster to use also de
pends on the conditions under which it it to bo used. That tho 
type of booster used during the War was given very little consid
eration as to the amount of charge is best shov;n by the boosters 
used in the 75 m/m, 155 m/m md the 4.7 shell. The 75 m/m and 
155 m/m used a booster containing approximately 29 grams of 
tetryl, while thu booster for tho 4,7 shell contained 128 grams. 
Surely there was no reason for using this amount of tetryl in 
the 4.7 shell when thu 155 m/m shell functioned 1/5 of this
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nraou.t, Also it is? '-/oil to note that tho location of the 
booster in respect to tho bursting charge and tho detonator 
produces different effects. For init.-jico 50 grams of tetryl 
may ba placed around tho detonator and it will not be as af
fect iva as 8 grams placed t the and if tho dot on at "r. 
Therefore, it is the end pellets, fop example, in tho I.Qc. 
Ill booster, \ hich ore more effective than the ring pallets* 
In tho present fuzing system all boosters are at the and of 
tho detonator ..hare tho greatest effect is obtained. In 
discussing boosters, it is i.ell to note that the tetryl 1-ad 
from the detonator to the main booster charge doos not nave 
tn be at the center nf the charge. Tests have shov.n that 
oqu^l functioning is obtained irrespective of the location 
of the totr-’l load.

It is generally n?nsidorod that the function of the 
b-nstor is to initiate deton .tion of the bursting charge : nd 
at times it has bean thought t.i..t the larger the bursting 
charge the larger the booster should be. This can hardly’ bo 
considered-correct as the detonation of the booster can not 
exert its influence 'Her an expended area. Its nnly function 
is tn initiate a maximum high nraer detonation in the burst
ing charge in the vicinity with which it is in contact* After 
this is ..ccnraplirhed complete detonation of tho charge will 
take place, providing the bursting charge is satisfactory. 
Thus a booster which will initiate detonation in a 100-lb. 
bomb will initiate detonation in u 2,000-lb. bomb.
Bursting Charge.

The fin; 1 link in the train is th- bursting charge, tho 
destructive agent. Hero the shape is not so important from 
an explosive st. ndpoint und is usually regulated by other con
siderations, such a:.’ stability ->f the bomb or projectile in 
fli.’jot. Also the quantity used is determined by the amount 
or typo -'f destruction required.

tinny explosives have b-cn used in times past and snmc 
have proven more efficient t.rn others. The present standard 
bursting charge is TNT with 50/b0 amatol, 80/20 amatol and 
Tridite listed as substitutes. All of thoso explosives Iv.vc 
proven themselves to be entirely satisfactory.

Before leaving this subject, it might be ..ell to reiterate 
that each und every element must fuac.ti n >r the entire round 
of ammunition is lost. It -.ill do no go-^d to thrr,v, a ,^25.00 
shell at the enemy if the 5 cent primer fulls to ignite.

1
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10. Th» Ntability of High Explos.lv s.

High ..xplosiv- a us- d in military ammunition mny be divid< d 
into two gcner il class’s on the basis of Sensitivity, and the 
stability asp cts of thusi class s diff r considerably. One of 
those classes includes tho relatively insensitive compounds and 
mixtures which are used us bursting charges for bombs and shell, 
such as TNT, Explosive D, amatol and tridite. Vhen unconfiaud, 
ex-plosives of this class do not detonate if subjected to flawe 
or moderate impact under ordinary conditions. The second class 
includes compounds which dotonutu when subjected to flame, 
impact, or friction; and as they can cause the detonation of 
explosives of tho other class, they are. generally referred to 
und used us initiators of detonation for more insensitive 
cxplosiv s. I? reary fulminate, lead azide, diuzodinitrophenol, 
and lead styphnutc arc representatives of the second class.

Chemical compounds tend to decompos or react with other 
compounds when subjected to c. rtuin conditions of temperature, 
•iressar. , and/or contact with other compounds. The absence 
of this tendency to a measurable; degree when subjected to 
ordinary conditions of temperature, itc., is to be considered 
the indication of a stable material. As the value of an 
ixplosive lies in its prop< rty of di composing exothermically 
with gr< ut spe< d when subject'd to hunt or impact, it is to be 
expected that the more sensitive.- initiating compounds would be 
less stubl. under ordinary conditions than thu less sensitive 
compounds, and in general this is true. For this reason thu 
stubilitii s of the materials comprising tueSe two classes will 
b< considered separately.

nup.srxT.:Cr cE/.hOE high i::?ia;iyes

Black powder was the first material used as a bursting 
ch.irg-, ■;nd it is still us> d for this purpose for the loading 
of shrupn'-l. Itc r- 1 it iv.. ly low brisance (shattering power), 
renders it much inf-rior to the modern high explosives, however, 
und it has b< • n replac'd by pi< ric acid, TNT, umutol and 
tridite.

Cor.iprising ■■ r. ch.--.nicul mir.tui’-. -,f non-renctivc carbon, 
sulphur, and potass lam or sodium nitrut' , th' stability of 
black powder ii-.v- r has b-• n ..a .-.munition probi-m. While thu 
hygroscopicity of bi.-.em. powd r i.:is cans-d difficulty in its 
us- and th< absorption of noistar.. c.in c.ais* partial solution 
and dis int<.('.ration of the- powd r, no u. composition or r.action 
lu nvuiv- d. Bi.ec:: .r>vd -r is t.n> v. for1 cernsid<..r>.d to be- c om
ul- !• w- ;:i. !>p r 'rilmaw w eld i 1. I on;;.
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Picric iiciii, CgiiginOgUlOH)» w.c. th. first of th modern 
high xplosiV'S, it b* Inn first us- d by the French in 1066. 
Although not an .-icid, being a ph< nolle compound, It Imo c.rtain 
propertii s nlso pose* so- d by ucius, and the misnom-.r Is 
generally ucc. pt-.d. It Is still used as a bursting chtirgc by 
other countries, but its military use. in thio country is 
confined to the nr'peirution of triditc, a mixture which will 
be discuon- d lut- r. The compound has great explosive, p.Q.vr.r, 
acceptable sensitivity, ;md is quit; stable., but its m. 1 ting point (122°C.) r< nd*;rs me It-loading inconve nient ;.nd it 
possesses the pro.rrty of r-udtinq with me.t.ds to form com
pounds (piernt s) which are much moru sensitive than picric 
acid itself.

TUT, trinitrotoluene, CgllfiU’Op) begun to replacepicric acid about 1904 ?md must b<j’considcr<,-d the most satis
factory high e.-..plosive, for bursting churg- s developed ns ye.t.

neutral, it forms no r.-.lts with metals, tend as it mejlts 
it cun be rwlt-loudcd from st .am-jucke.te.d kettles. Its

sensitivity is such that it pr-. s-nts no hazard in storage, or 
handling under ordinary conditions, but when press'd it can be 
caus'.d to detonate, by mercury fulminate, or wht>n cast it can bo 
detonated by me rcury fulminate with a booster charge of press*.d 
T1JT or tetryl. Th<i high degree, of stability of TUT is evide nced 
by the; fact that pure, TNT cun b*. maintained in a molten state 
for four weeks ’..ith no (.vide,nee of decomposition. When heated 
at 120-c. for 40 hours it evolves less than 0.5 co. of gas.JL 
AsQTNT is soluble, in water to the extent of only O.OlSfo at 
25 C.,2 and do ,s not ioniz- , it does not undergo hydrolysis at 
ordinary t'-mp-.rutur-.s. It is practically non-bygroscopic.3 
It is de,compos' d to some «,xt> nt by tho action of light, with 
discoloration, but as this is usually confined to a surface 
effect, this te ndency to d- compose do-.s not appear to be of 
practical significance.. It maybe conclude.d, therefore, that 
pure. TNT is v >y stable under ordinary conditions and pre.s-.nts 
no problems i ( "his rusp-ct. Even impure TNT appears to be 
quite.-, stable. ... n the, impurities ar-.. tho isotn-ric trinitro
toluenes, and tne dinit rot.olue.ne, normally present in Grad', II 
or th*, old Grado III TNT.l, Such impurities tire one of tho 
causes of e.xudat ion from she.-11 -md bombs, 5 but this cannot bo 
considcr-.d to r* nr t>■ nt a condition of instability of TNT 
its- If.

Tetryl, trinitrophe.nylr.i tl.ylnitr.--j.iinc, C^nglNOgJgjN.CHg.NOgj 
is used us a boost*.r •uplosivi. bt.ceias* of its greater s nsitivity 
to initiating compounds and gr-.ut r brisunc-., than TNT. It 
would b- tin ■ :.<> lle.nt fill-r fox* she.li and bti.tbs, but cannot b*.



mt. It-lo.itkd and io mor. expensive than TUT. Like TNT, it is a 
m.utral compound which io oven 1; os soluble in water (0.008-z» nt 25^.6,) and in non-hygroscopio.,7 but it is It, so stable. 
Halting at 129.45UC,, the compound und> r/’Ot.s partial decom
position, although it ilb.rat s loss th-'in 4 cc. of gas in 40 hours in th. 120^0. vacuum Stability T< st. A bd’H.n h-,at~d 
?.t 100°c. for 144 hours, te tryl b. cottes liquid nr past us a 
result of partial decomposition with the- formation of picric 
acid .aid a tarry substance. 8, Treat’..)-.nt with boiling water 
do< r. not d> compose tetryl appr- ciably, nor is it affected by boiling with dilute sulphuric acid, 2, but dilute sodium carbonate solution reacts to split off the rauthylnitrnminu group •• ith the for'iution of sodium picrate.ifi If the tetryl 
contains te-tr initroph- nylm thylnitramine- ns an impurity, its 
stability is d» cr... s-.d due to tho entreno instability of the 
impurity. Tetryl is then for- to be considered more easily
decomposed by h> '..t tbiui cl.< mi cal a’ntsj but since storage at 
50°c. for 24 months do-.s not imonir its sensitivity, bris.Jico, 
or pur it” — bhis explosive v-.y’b' considered to be sufficiently stable to*be entir' ly satisfactory for use in military 
ammunition.

AIE.O1HUU PICr.zxTE

Ammonium picrate, "Explosive D", CgNofNOgJgfONH^) is tho 
least sensitive of the standard explosives used as bursting 
ch;jgf s for shell, end this ins-nsitivity reflects a high 
degrci of stability. It ey.piod 3, without m ;lting, when heated to SOO^c,* but liberati s less than 1 cc. of gas when heated at 
120°C. for 40 hours.£ V’hc.n stored ut 50°C. for 5y y- tans, there 
is no evidence- of deterioration with r spent to purity or 
brisance, although the s.nsitivity to initiation is incr <■•■S-d.ll 
Subsequent storage at magazine ten >< rntures enus-s a decrease 
in this Sensitivity, 11 so th. stability cannot be considered to 
have been impaired by the storage at 50°C. Ammonium picrate 
exists in r< d ;nd yellow forms, but th .s... do not differ in their 
chnicul, explosive, or stability ch; ir.act..r is tics. 11.12 ammonium 
pier at-, is somewhat salubl. in w,,t-..r and is slightly hygroscopic, 
but Lt is not r-..■■ dily hydrolysed, when Wet it can r-..act slowly 
with m-.tals to form other picr-.t-s, but when dry this action is 
in general slight. 15 Like TNT and tetryl, the us*., of aonmonium 
picrate in military rj-munition involv. s no problem with r-,.sp-ct 
to tho stability of the i.r t-ri-1.

50-50 -nd 8O-2Q ■f...lOLS

Th s.. physical mixture s, containing 50,o and 80,j cf ammonium 
nitrate- and 50 ! .and 20 i of TNT, w- re dev lo.kd during thu 
'-'arid './• r in ord'r to 1< ss- n the nouir m-.nts for TNT. as 
•mmoniui.! nitrate, l-IH^TIOg, i« a v-ry stable inorg; nic compound 
r.. Iting t Ih'j.d'c, .Q1(1 ducn-ve-, iny .t 210°c,, the st.bility of 
M.. .'■ j n.t 1 3S tli.n 11. . t < ■ f 157 .



They have lower explosion tomporuturon (265° and 290°C.) than 
TUT (47O°C.) and glvo more >*.is In thu 120°C. vacuum Stability 
Tost (about 2 co. in 40 hours,A' than does TiJT (0.5 co.), 
but the stability of each Is considured satisfactory.

Ammonium nitrate is quite hygroscopic, and thu necessity 
of controlling thu moisturu content is the chief difficulty in 
connection with the storage of shell loaded with amatol. It 
has b( on found that tho pros.ace of more than a fraction of a 
percent of moisturu cans' s thu ammonium nitrate to react with 
any iron with which it nay bu in contact. This reaction 

results in thu liberation of timnoniu (IIU3) and the corrosion of booster-casings as well us the shill wall.2. Shell loaded 
with 50-50 amatol aro capable of exuding if impure TWT is used 
or Certain impuritii s are pr-/s nt in the ammonium nitrate,£ 
and this has bun observed in a v« ry fuW cas s with shell loaded 
with 80-20 amatol.

TRIDITE

Tridite is a recently standardized substitute bursting 
charge for shell tuid bonbs which,, like thu amatols, has been 
develop d in ord< r to lessen thu requirement for toluene. It 
consists of a mixture of 80,a of picric acid, CgHafOH) (1102)3 and 
20 a of 2-4-dinitrophenol, CgBsfOH)(UOgJg, by Weight. As its melting point is 102°c., it cun b- n<It-loaded into shell and 
b omb s.

Tridite requires a temp<raturu of only 515°C. for explosion, 
as compared with 470°0. for T1IT, and is only slightly more 
s.nsitiv- than T’TT to impact. /he-n h-.ated at 75°C. for 48 
hours in thu Int rnutional lb .it Test it los's only 0.32‘,£ by 
W' ight, 15. iind it lib .rut s !■. ss than 1 co. of gas in 40 hours 
in thu 120°c, vacuum Stability Test. Although both picric 
acid ;\nd dinitro ihenol are v-ry slirhtly soluble in water, 
tridite is hygroscopic only to the extent of 0.05J. IS

Picric ..ciei bus long bi •. n r< cogniz' d as be ing inh. rently 
st iLl. , and .<.s dinitroph< nol is v« ry similar in its properties, 
the stability of tridite may be consider d satisfactory. The 
reactivity of picric ucid with ratals, to form sensitive 
picrut- s, is a disadvantage which need not be considered from 
a stability viewpoint.

CYCAQUITE

Cyclonitf , cyclotrimctbylenetrinitramino,

Ij2 
C

OplI-tT N-IIOn
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io xolosiv ooi.j >ound which han not b'.in standardised for
us. Ln military ammunition, but Lu of considvrabl > int r at as 
a boost* r • :cplouiv< as It r.-p.n or.lmat- s t tryl mor clos.ly 
than in its charactorlutloo. Cyclonite was first oruparud by von B< rz^.nnd is obtain d by nitr. ting h r»<ra tl yl n .t..tr.imine 
17 It is a .hite, crystallin' n .t rial m.lting it 202°C«,
insolubl in wat-rt which has about the s.-jne sensitivity to 
Im met ( 9 inch- s In Dro) T, st) as tetryl, but is much more 
• i'bily initiat'd by m- rcury fulminate *■» Cyclonit', lib ra.t'.s 
only 2.3 cc. of gas in 40 hours in the 120°C* vacuum Stability 
Test and iu unchung d when stored • ith-.r dry or Wet -,.t 50°C. 
for ■ ight months.— It has very littli eff ct on m. t. Is under 
th. s(. conditions of stor.ige.l£i

Cyclonite may b< consid. r d to poss .ss a high d<groo of 
stability and to be capabl* of withstanding udv.rse stcrugo 
conditions if usd in ammunition.

r .T.'l-lIITn. jIILIinS
Tctr:aiitr.aiiline, TIT/., CgB(llK2) (NOgis a n.utrul, 

crystallint. comoaund of gr :,nish color discov ,r«. d by Fluroch.im 14 'md orooos.d for use .is a bursting charge or booster 
explosive. Consid r..bL quantiti- s w-.r manufactured during 
the orld ir, but it was not uc d in ammunition. It is the' 
most pow-rful of all the solid high ^xplosiv. s except 
cyclonite conoid-r-d for oractic.nl use.- It m-.lts with decom
position ,-.t 216° to 217°C. when pur- , ..nd los s 1 ss than 0.5% 
by weight when h ..ted at 75°c, for 48 houx’G in the International 
11. ..t T st. A2 4b it has ;t 65.5°C. i^I. T st v^.lu- of 30 
iiinat.s -nd undergo* s no :nlosion in 5 hours in th< 134.5°c. 
Beat i1 .st. 19 it was cons id „r d of fr.irly satisfactory stability, 
iltLough it w s r c(\?iiz d th..t th- compound r -dily undergo's 
hyrolyeis ith th. lib r tion of fr . nitrous ;.cid»

C6B(UE2)(1IO2)4 / 1120-^C6H(l.rH2)(irO2)3(OB) / 1L!O21

T-. tr-jiitr .nil in is solubl in w. ter only to the ow 
t' nt of 0.007r’ .t 0°c,20 j. ir.ct icnlly non-hygroscopic, 
but storage tests of th n .t t,.l from 1921 to 1929 demonstr.-ted 
that the material is not of s .sf ctory stability under ordinary coiiditions of stor-.g »w..s not., d tFi. t the i.u Iting point doer ,s-d from 210° to hM.4°c., the sensitivity to 
initiation by ta- rcury fulmia t> d or «.s cl, the 65.5°c. &I. 
T> st Value b- c.ii ..s low ...£ 1 riinut. , the moisture content 
incr d from 0.25/j to 0*46>>, .nd th- loss in w ight in the- 
75°C. Int .-.n. tiom.l 11. .,t T st incr .a. d from 0.34% to 0.58A 
In 1929 th-, s.mpl.- s of th< n t rid in storage for ten yc.irs 
' ::plocLd in ...s littl< hs 15 mi.cut s in the 134.5°q# h. ,;t Test.

oractic.nl


A study Indicated that the bytrolysia is to sone extent auto
catalytic because tho nitrous add formed decomposes to 
rugennruto water«

21hIOg jllgO / ^2^3
nd this o.ai hjdidLyzo more t- tr.-nitrunillnu.

ns tn< exclusion of all truo.s of moisture is imoructic- 
ablu, the T1IA in storage was destroyed. Later in the ye«r u 
nap,azine b*louring to tin <xnlosives con juny, in ' .hich TUA was 
stored, was destroyed by a spontta'. ous explosion.

t

nr.'•vw?. ..'--ch

ITitrosturch, like nitroc Halos-.., is really a nitrate 
(-HO3) derivative of u Curbohyi rate and not a nitro (”^^2) 
derivative. It usual! v contains from 12.8 to 13.2)t> of 
nitiog n. During thu ' orld . r it was us. d, in admixture 
with nitrut s .aid othi r nut rials, ;.s a bursting charge for 
bund grenade s ..nd tr nob noi-tur sl.e.ll.

Datii re n • s nting a cor.rn hi.naive st nay of the stability 
of nitrostuich .’.re not avail..blu, but available information 
indie .t'.s that its stability is in g.neral, approximately that 
of nitroc-.linlos . This \ ould b.. -_xpi ct d in vi w of the 
similiiity in th. ir ch mic:.l compositions. Uhilu pure nitro- 
st.rch do.o not explode when h ..it-d at 100°ce fOr 3g hours&l 
and Trojan u->iouivi los- s 1 ,ss than 2> by w ight in 48 hours 
at 75°C, in the Int> rn..t iorv.l K- .it ,J- st, .1 when 1 b of moisture 
is nr.:; nt in Trojan Jkolosiv.. ;.tor. d at 50°C., d-.compoe it ion 
t«.k- □ ol-.c- In 354 c.,ys.22

These results Indic .to th t, like nitrocellulose, nitro- 
st e.ch undergo s decomposition when stored at slightly 
Gluvated temperata" r in the pr»a nev of moisture. Since 
Trojan ?!x-->losivi■ in Btor..ge at Picatinny arsenal h;.s remained 
stable twelve y-.-irs .ft i' Li.Jiuf;.ctar<-,_1 but a magazine full 
of tr-. nch mortar shell loaded ..'ith Troj in Explosive ...r.ploded spontaneously in 1925,.2i it -. ould api'.ar that t-Jin-.ruturu is 
mor..- import. Jit than mo is tar - in det..raining the r .t-. of det-.r- 
ior..tion of nitrost.irch. In vi w of this, the us« of nitro- 
st.-rch mixtur s ..s bursting clh-rg.s for grenades .-Jid tr-nch 
mort.r sb 11 h.,3 b n discontinued.

I



IIItTI .TIIIG K’lP' Obl^ S

Tii. u tjr.plou LV'a ;tre churuot.rlz d by th.lr ability 
to underno detonation when subject' d to hunt Ln the form of 
flame or to chock in th, form of impact or friction. Because 
of thio high du[’,r of sensitivity to physic J forces and 
their viol nee of action, v .ry sraull qutintiti-.s <xre necessary 
in .ammunition ns oor.ip.u’* d with the. propellent and bursting 
chare; s us d. In g neral, this s nsitivity is reflected by 
a low<.r degrt. of stability when compared with the explosives 
us'd for bursting charg. s.

ir^cinY Finjii/./jE

From 1815 until the ir-.s nt m rcury fulminate, Hg(ONC)gt 
has b< • n th-; initiating compound most used in ammunition 
although it is not entirely satisfactory from a stability 
vi wpoint. It is a n utr.l compound which is practically insolubl. in water (0.01,o.t 15.5°C. and 0*77/ at 100°C.), is 
almost non-hygroscopic, aid xplou-.s ..t 210°C. The fulminate 
us d in U;iminition is r-..quir d to be at 1. ast 98‘,o pure .aid usu
ally is less th;ai 99,1 pure.

ILrcury fulninat d..t-.rior.it s under the influe-ncu of only 
slightly elev .t1. d t mp- r .ture-s. When stored t 50°C. in a dry 
condition, the purity is so di.cr-. a»- d in .bout threi months 
that ttx. material will no long- r ne< t the 98/o purity requiru- 
m- nt23 (S'. Fig. 1). This decr .aS-, in purity is accompanied 
by an ap.i.ri nt d-..cre..s- in bris ..nc«. which r. fleets a du ore ised 
si nsitivity to fl:mc23 (S<... Fig. 2). Ev< n continuous storage 
in .: cry condition -,t 50° to 35°C. r suits in a deterioration 
which is so m rk< d that the purity is reduced from 97.9^ to 
95.3,0 in ight ■ n months nd to 66.0,o in 42 months,~ while th*, sensitivity is r due d .s in tin c-.s of storage ;t 50°C. 
In (. ch c .s th- d- s nsitiz a fulminat- d-.ton it s with approxi
mately normal bris..no- wh n prim d with ... small uiount of 
und t riorat'. d fulnin. ,t-.,.

K rcury fulminat is usually stored und r water in a cool 
pl• c- . Di t rior .tion t.k-.s pl..Ci. under these conditions at a 
r-.t>. dep nd- nt uoon the storage temper tore. In a magazine 
kept above 0 c. in th-. wint r, th. purity of fulminate s.'anplus 
d cr t d from 0.9;i> to 1.3'« in four years.^2 Another sampio 
stor d for three y ::rs under two conditions docr-.-s- d in purity 
from 98.38',o to 97.58',i in ... h ted m.gwzint (12° to 28°C.) but 
only from 98.38'a to 98.25',a in ..n und rground v ,ult (3° to 23°0.).— If str.r d in suffici-ntly cool phucc, it is evident 
that th rcury fulminate ■'./ill r-ir. in satisfactorily pure for n 
cons id- r .bl. 1 ngth of t i. k but the dat • obtain-, d by storing

rior.it


dry ..t 30° to 35°C. ad .t 50°C, Indic .te th -I it in not ..n 
ut bl- nu d sir-.d for uu. in ar.r.iunltloa to b*. utor-d in hot 
0II1.1 t s.

Th<.r< has b . n d-.v-.iop-d r c ntly 25 .. proc- dur1 for 
recrystallizing r.i-rcury fulrila .t no that th-. purity o -n bo 
incr t.i .d to 99.or mor- jid th- « nsltivity ..nd inlti t- 
ing V..1U' ,.r-. not d- cr d. 8tor up t-;itr> nf u xi )l-,.u of 
r-crystall iz d m-rcury fulnln-,t Indic ti that it is much 
su i rior to unr-.crystr.lllz-d fulninnt' with r- spuct tn 
st;.bility.26, YZh'. n utor-d in . cry condition .t 50°C,, re- 
crysti-lliz d n.rcury fulr.iin.-.t do .s not det-rlorutc to such 
• m y.t1 nt s to bcorv. li es than 98‘o our-- in 18 nmutho 
(5- Pig. 1), while unr-cryst .lliz-d fulminate b c.J.ie only 
80,-5 iut1. under thes cnndltiono. The data obtained with 
r crystulliz d m .rcury fulnin ,t- c..n be considered to repre
sent the lnh-..r- nt stability of this compound, and while it 
would appear th .t such nut-rial is satisfactory for use in 
iiranunitinn, it must bi. r cogniz d that the inherent stability 
of the cor.ipounu is not 'll that cnuld bi. desired.

LTi.iD AZ I IE
L. :.d azide, PbNg* has long be n r-.cogniz d as a.n uffi- 

ci nt initiator of di.ton it ion, but its general us-., has been 
T'tard d bv hazards arising from variations in its s nsitivity 
tn irn:.ct and friction. It hug b- - n used by the Swiss us a 
standard initiator in military ximunition27 for tv- nty years 
or rmr-., but the conrv.rci .1 production of lead azide in this country has b gun only since 1931^2-

Pure l-.nd .azid< has ..much higher explosion tenp-ruture 
(345°C.) than that of m-.rcury fulr.iin. te (210°C.) and is less 
s-.usitiv- to inp.ct thin m< i cury fulminate.— When h.. .it ad at 245° to 250°C., 1- ;d .zid d compos-s without -c.plosion into 
le .d and nitrogen.^2. nt th< slightly elev .ted temperatures
which c .us th- rapid 
It., .d azide appears to 
50°c. for 130 d ;ys th- 
3g- y rs of such star

det-rior ..tion of n-.rcury fulr.iin,.tc,
After storage at 
weight, 30 nd after 
is uninpair .d.21, Oth.r

quit-., stable, 
i;. no loss in 
the brisance

t- :.ts h. v- indie .t-. d that 1 .d azid- is quite st. when 
sW■ d ,.t 50°C.£2

Pur„ 1 -.d slide is hygroscopic to the- extent of only 
O.OS'o^B r.nd is s-’lubl-. in Jmt w-.t-.r to the oxt- nt of only 
0.05Jo. Tlx. nr-. s neo of 10,a of r.i ca.-nically h- Id moisture 
do s not irn. ir the functioning of le d azide us an initiator 
for t- tiyl.22 After storage in r.ioii.t .ir for 15 months, le .d 
uzid. functions sat isfi-ctorily.22



The combination of moluture and slightly elevated tempera
tures has been found to cause the rapid deterioration of mercury 
fulminate, but under these condition..) lead azide has boon found 
to remain a table. 34

Exposure to light causes the discoloration of land azide, 
35 but thin in, like the reaction of moist carbon dioxide, 30 a 
surface reaction which doos not impair tho sensitivity of the 
material an a whole. 31

Lead azide therefore is much superior to mercury fulminate 
with respect to stability, as it appears to be practically un
affected by storage under adverse conditions incidontal to the 
storage of ammunition.

DIA'/DDINITldOr- ESiOL

Diazodinitroy.henol, 4,6-dinitro-2-diazophencl,

O Nr '■ ' -,'n • i

is an initiating compound 36 which is now used commercially in 
blasting caps and appears promising as an initiator for use in 
military ammunition.

Diazodinitrophenol has a lower explosion temperature 
(155°C.) and is much less sensitive to impact than mercury 
fulminate, but is more brisant and a much more effective initi
ator for insensitive high explosives. 37 It is hygroscopic 
only to the extent of 0.04>, is only slightly soluble in water 
(0.0>3-/>), and loses no weight when noated at 75°C. for 4S hours 
in the International fieat Test. 37

Commercially prepared diazodinitrophenol stored in a dry 
condition for 15 months at 5d°C. shows no evidence of deterior
ation as indicated by brisance in the Sand Test, ’./hen stored 
under water in a cool place there is no deterioration. Storage 
under water at 50°C. causes only a slight impairment of brisance 
in 12 months, while at tho end of 15 months the brisance is 
decreased to the extent of 16g. A mixture of diazodinitro
phenol and potassium chlorate is unaffected by storage in a 
dry condition for 15 months at uO°C. 2

These tests indicate that diuzodinitroj.henol is more 
stable th'n mercury fulminate when stored nt elevated t.?npera- 
tur-js in either a <iry or uet condition. In viuw of this and



Its . ohaF'ict .ristlcs, the cor.iw mcl lo nf considerable
int-r st frnri ?n uiniunitl'-n vi> wooint.

TT.T?b.CT: iE
T.tr ic.n., gu nyl-nitt' 3 : iinogy .nyl-l-tetr.iz no,

n2n-c-ini-iin-n * n-c-nh-iiii-no, 
W It

illl ITH
*IQis . compound discnv r, <* in 1910—. i,nd ^••0 *f,uiid coran rcic.l 

applic tion in th nonufictur' of pricing compositions. It 
h.^s ,ji :^>losii n turn- r.-tar-. of only 160 C.•, is practically 
insolubl in w:-.t 'r, and is only slightly hygroscopic (0.77/a).12. T> trace-no -.innu is not sufficiently brisant 
when press d tn c us the deton tion of tetryl or TNT, but giv..s 
a k-rge volume of fl:u.u. when ignited.

The stability nf t< tr:’.c« ni has nnt be- n studied intensive
ly, but it appi.-.-.rs tn b< so;uwh.it li.es st.-.ble than diazodini- 
troph<nol. It decomposes in contact with boiling water end 
Ins. s 0.5^ by w ight wh-n he .tea ;t 75°C, for 48 hours in tho 
Internet ionil Heat T(.stJLS As it is us- d in priming composit- 
inns tn th., ext*.nt of only . f• w p< rcent, it is probable 
that slight d> t ricr.vtinn of this compound would not affect 
th-, iff ctivun ;ss of the canons it i'-n ;s a whole.

bTYPHll.TE
I».ad styphn; te, lend trinitror-.sorcin.ite, CglHNOgJgfOgl’b), 

is . n • zployiv. compound pi* i.xed by von H<rz.~ It app.^irs to 
be almost ^qu.ally— or less —sensitive to impact tha.n 
mercury fulminate, ;nd requir e high-r temper .tare (310°C.)~ 
for explosion than does .m-,rcury fulminate. Lt. id sty innate is 
solubl. to the • :;t< nt of inly 0.04,o in wet* r at ordinary 
temp- r. tures— md is hyor'-scopic to the extent of 0.05^.~ 
It is incapable nf c .using th- u- tnn-.tion of TNT, tetryl, TUA, PETN, or cyclonit' ,"L but c si d-. ton t> 40',a dyn.mi te.Si

Lead styphn..t. is us- d in .t nurib. r of coni.iorci..l priming 
compositions and is us. d in G- many as an igniting chuge for 
Ivd azide det on tors. ITo study has be-.n iK.de <:»f the stability 
of this compound, but in via. of its insolubility :aid explosion 
tenp-r tui-e characteristics, it is believed to be inher ntly 
stable.

SUia...RI.r:..TION
From the foregoing it will b. r cqyiized th;t, with the 

exc- ition of the irnrov i’-nt of the stability of nr replace
ment of n< rcury fulnin.'t ., th're is no major oroblm involved in 
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th, stability during st<>r ig. ‘>f tin st .nd.ird high cxplooiv .c 
air d in (munition, Tbiu in du* in j u’t to the. fact tint only 
cxplf'nlv a having a high dugr of stability a;41 be. aonuidurud 
for at incnrdization ao bursting ohiTgt.s ..nd in part to thu fact 
that all of th<.ir belong tn on* alnuo of oh nical compounds - 
cyclic nitro durivntivi a - vhich io inhr.ntly r uiat ut tn du- 
composltlnn by he t nr moisture.

Th r' r< runny oth .r st blu > xplouiv-.s which could be us-d, 
ns bursting chorg' n bat .r li.sg prefer .blu than those now st.'uidordlztcU Ilex.>.nitrodlphi nyliiiinu, trlnitrnb*. nzunu, 
tutr.anitronuohthi.lunu, and h< ::;initrndiohtnyleth*.r j*u .xunpluc 
Of these. Toxicity, low yi.ldo in nanufucturu, loading diffi
cult! s, - tc., is thu r. .S' li why one or another of th.s is 
nnt nee, >tubl. for use.

Thia ruis s the qu i-tion ,.u to why compounc.s such us 
nitrnglyu rln (glyc. rintrinitrate ), glycol dinitratu, sucrose 
octr.ni.tr:t< , mannitol lv x.nitr.it* , uid Cellulose nitrate, uru not 
as d .s bai sting clrirg-s. Th. neg.itiv. .jisv..r to the question 
of th ir practicability is due. entirely t’> their stabilities. 
It will be noticed that -..ch of those n ntionud is a nitrate.. 
Although orgjnic nitrat 3 v ry powerful exiloslv s, the 
inh.r<nt stability of the nitrates r.s a class vith respect to 
he ,t .-nd/or noistur. is decid' dly less th<n th .t of nitro- 
dcrivativ ,s. This nay be asc.ibd to the i.nl..cular structures 
of this two class s:

Nitrate, -O-N^ Nitro, -N^°

Tho S'le instance in which u nitrr.t* was used us u bursting 
charge, nitrostnrch, is in illustration of the und.sirability 
of using this typ- of compound where, long starag. may be in
volved nd ) riodic surveill nc<. t sting of thu loaded nut riel 
io not nracticablu.

Thu difficulty of suit cting one er more initiating cor.i- 
pounc s of satisfactory stability is gr .uter than is true in 
the cose of bursting charge cxplosiv s b.cuus the poorer 
str.biliti 3 of the organic initiating compounds reflect their 
gr at er sensitivity to physical forces <nd chemical reactivity. 
It will b< not'd that th., i.ioct utubl initi.iting compound dis
cuss d is th. ino.rg-.nic coi.jp--.und L. a azide,- and if variations 
in sensitivity to friction aid impact .ire vlininuted, this is 
the most satisfactory general initiating high txplosivt.

In closing it night be rn ntiom d that it has neV-.r been 
considered nee. ssury tn cst .biish n surveillance system of test
ing high xplosiv- s sach as tie.t us.d with propellent churg- s, 
and this r> fl. cts a gt i .rally satisfactory condition with 
r*.spi ct tn the stability status of this class of explosives.
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sr.tTion iv. high * y.i'LoaivTS

1OA. Stability ,J-’est3 of High Explosives

As much high uxplosivo io stored in the form of assembled 
ammunition and stability testing of this is impracticable* 
general policy in Ordnance is to uso only high explosives of 
proven stability. The stability tests used in connection with 
the testing of nt>v materials or those subjected to unusual 
conditions are, therefore, fu/ur than those used for nitro
cellulose and smokeless powders. A brief description ot’ these foL

120%. Vacuum b t ub i 1 i tv '•‘•’us t
While this test is not a part of the existing specification 

for any standard explosive, it can bo used for comparing the 
resistance to decomposition by beat of any explosive with that 
of anothex* or to indicate the pres'.neo or absence of unstable impurities in an explosive which is stable at 120%.

Tho 120%, Vacuum Stability Tost is a modification of 
that originated by the British — tuid forms a part of the 
British specification for tetryl. As shown in the illustration, 
the apparatus consists of a heating tube connected to a 
calibrated capillary tube by a grounu glass stopper. Tho 
capillary tube ends in a wide, Vertical tube which serves as a 
mercury well.

In making the test a 5-gram sample of the explosive is dried at 100%. for 5 hours und transferred to the heating tube. 
LI reary is placed in the well and the heating tube is evacuated, 
the mercury rising in the capillary tube, Thu heating tube is immurs'd in a bath maintained at 120 / 1%. and allowed to 
remain for .0 hours, at the end of this time thu level of tho 
mercury in the calibrated capillary tube has fallen. Tho 
decrease in height is measur- d and calculated to cubic Centi
meters of gas liber.it-.d.

Althea-h tetryl undergoes sor.ie decomposition when melting 
about 129%., our* tetryl uvnlv-.s v< ry little gas in the 120°C. 
Vacuum Stability 'A,st. The British specification requires that 
Grade- t>tryl losa not more than 4 cc. and Grau<. II not more 
than 10 cc. of gas in 40 hours.

TUT melts at 80%., but Grade 1 TilT rvolves less than 
0,5 cc. of go;, in 40 hours i;i th-. 120%. t: st.

I 
i
II
$
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V.tlut s for oth-.r high exploslv- s, when m.idi. from very 
our'j mat- rial:., ;.r-.»

Ammonium picr..ti: less than 1 co.
Amatol (50-50 and 80-20labout 2 oc.
Triditc 1. ss th<ai 1 co.
Cyclonite leas than 3 co.

This t-a»t Citnnot be apolied to c- nsitive explosives 
such =iu n-rcury fulrainat becaus . of the danger of explosion. 
TrlA (tetr.’oi-i-tr aniline) lib- r ♦. u ::o much gas as to make tho 
t-st worthless. It is not nniliecb to compounds of the class 
r<pr-.s nt d by cellulose nitr.t •>, stu-ch nitrate (nitrosturch), 
and glyceryl trinitrate (nit-oglyc rin).

Int.rnatio . »l K- ; t T, st ~
This t- st c.-ji bt. applied to iracticully all classes of 

txplosives, but the d .composition -,ff- ct inmost CaS-s is so 
slight that in practice it is used only occasionally in 
connection with military explosiv- s. It is applied in the 
t< sting of dynamites.

Two sanpl-.s of 10 grrxjs - ach <xru plac-.d in weighing 
bottl-s 35 mm. in diameter and 50 mm. d-,-..p. A watch-glass is 
placed ov.r -nch and the bottl- s .and contents are n-.uted at 
75 C. for -18 hours, After cooling in .. desiccator, • ach is 
v/i igh- d and miy loss is c.-Jculat d ns percentage of simple 
lost, r.xmination of th* sample- after heating should show no 
decomposition ns judged by appearrnc-. or odor.

The loss in w-.ight, minus any'moisture d« t- rmintd sep:irato- 
ly, is cons id-r-d to r-.pr-.s.nt decomposition or volatility. 
The following v ilu s for loss by cried s.riji-.s illustrates the 
wide ap-ilicubility of this t-st:

Troj.m hvpiosivu 
T< tr.xnitr.unilinu 
Tctruc/.nc
Tridite
Dii.zodiniti'O )h<-nol

leSS 
less

than 2;o
than 0.5‘o

0.5,£
0.5‘J 
Hone

100°C. n-...t Test
Two 6-gr.-im s?n->i- s of the- xplosive .jt. placed in 

uncov r d t-.r;t tub-.s ap irozin-,t-. ly 75 mm. in length and 
10 mm. in di am-ter and 5. it-d continously it 100%, fOr 4g hours 
Thi loss in w ight must not b< gr> at- r then 2,o in • xc .ss of the



moiaturc cont-n. Th' a;tnl 3 .a** reheated for un additional 
p' riod of 48 hours ;-.t 100 c. continuously. The r.aditionnl loan 
in v* i.«ht must not b . gy.ntt r -thtax 2'u* Two ndoitionul uunoli.o j-jfi. b* .'t* d continuously ut 100®0. for 100 hours, and no 
ignition or • xplosion m.iy t'.kc ilc.Cv.

Thio test Is v ry s Idor.i used. In modified 
b • n applied to t< sting nitrost ;rch, which los s 
by weight in 36 hours.

form it hue 
leas th: in 2'4

Discussion
Tlx. foregoing comprise the chi*, f nee legated laboratory 

tests used for de-t-mining the r< l-itive sthbiliti* s of high 
«.::plosiv.s or th< pr-s nee of unstable impurities present in 
a giv* n smile of an zplosivc.

Tht S-. t'sts, how<..v< r, do not establish the stability 
of high xplosiv- fro-i a practical standpoint; and it is 
consider' d n^c*..os .ry to do this by long-time storage nt slightly .lev .ted tt.mp*.r.itur's (50° .aid 65°C.) before any 
consid-.r; tion can be given to the adoption of such an 
explosive for us in :ra.iunition.



1. Ftvrrvr, J. Ch- n. Soo., 117. 1431, 1603 (1920).
2. Report, 8th Int. Conr;. ^opl. CL :a., 25. 261 (1912).



SHUT ION IV - HIGH EXPLOSIVES

11. Exudation From TNT and GO/50 Amnt.l Sholl,

Shortly aft ar the clone of the World War provision waa 
made for the ctorage of many TNT and Amatol loaded shall at 
Depots in the southern part of the United States, Within a 
year or two-marked evidence of deterioration of some of these 
shell was observed, in that a dark colored oily liquid exuded 
from the nose of the shell, streaked down the exterior of the 
shell and in extreme cases formed small pools on the floors 
of the magazines. Upon removing the boosters or closing plugs 
from some of the shell the oil spouted forth indicating appre
ciable gas pressure within the shell. A careful inspection 
of n large number of shell in storage at the Charleston Ord
nance Depot indicated that no 80/20 Amatol shell wore exuding, 
the difficulty being confined entirely to TNT and 50/50 Amatol. 
This was in agreement with a previous examination of 80/20 
Amatol shell from storage at Fort Bliss, Texas; those shell 
did not oxuda although stored in the open and exposed to the 
sun (1). It './ns also indicated that there was a difference in 
the nature of the deterioration among the different TNT and 50/50 Amatol stored at Charleston since some wore observed to 
exude with no evidence of the presence of gas while in other 
shell bubbles could be scon forming and breaking in the booster 
cavity, this being neannpanied by a low gurgling sound. Sam
ples of the oil were taken from the shell and a.n extensive in
vestigation was undertaken in the Research Laboratories of 
the Arsenal to establish the causa and significance of this 
unusual condition and indicate means of eliminating it fnr the 
future (2) (11).

The TNT used in loading the TNT and 50/50 Amatol shell 
was of Grade II quality having a minimum setting point of 
79.5°C. The TNT used in the 80/20 Amatol was of Grade III 
quality with a minimum setting point of 76°C. The fact was, 
therefore, presented that the shell loaded with the relatively 
pure Grade II TNT either straij^it or in 50/50 Amatol wore 
deteriorating while the shell loaded with a much lower grade 
of TNT in the form of 80/20 Amatol remained in excellent con
dition.

It './as known as a result of the experience of tho British 
Government that shell loaded with a low grade of TNT would 
exude if stored in the tropics. The explanation offered for 
this phenomena was that low melting point or eutectic mixtures 
of TNT end the impurities present in it are formed in local 
areas

1.



within a -eholl charge; tho heat of tlv tropica is sufficient 
to exceed, the molting point of those eutectic mixtures of 
crystals', the mixtures liquify in dropleta within the charge 
;\nd are forced by capillarity or other internal proaauro to 
the booster cavity^ This was a logic:'.! explanation since 
it was kn^wn that the TNT used in ammunition ’..ns not chemically 
pure but consisted principally of alpha, trinitrotoluene with 
various percentages of beta trinitrotoluene, gamma. trinitro
toluene, dinitrotoluono and traces of other impurities (3); 
The structural formula and .malting point of each of the com
pounds mentioned are as follows:

Alpha Trinitr'-toluene Beta Tr initmtoluene

2, 4, Dinit rotolueno

While none of the above compounds has a molting point such 
that it -.."'uld be liquified by atmisphoric temperatures in the 
tropics, mixtures of the f->ur u impounds can be formed which 
will liquify at ordinary r'-'Ti temperatures or oven lower# Tho 
assumption is, therefore, entirely reasonable that when TNT 
slowly cools after being cart into a shell, crystals of the 
f-'ur comp-Hinds may be deposited in such proportions in small 
local areas that there -exists in effect mixtures having molt
ing points below sub-tropical .atmospheric temperatures.



Thic cxpV.nuti"»n vv.v n't .’ufficient however tn account 
for the off. r.tc oboe rv od in the shell loaded by the United 
States and stored in southern climates after tho var in 
that it involves nnly physical phenomena. It v.as evident 
from the amount of gas developed within some of the shell 
referred t" that a chemical reaction of v imo sort h-d ^caurred, 
i.o., the charge i'-<l actually undergone chemical decomposition, 
tho guo evolved being one or r.rra pradu’.ta of thio doaoapasi- 
ti on.

A th'-rnti ;h analysis tho g;.s \Aiich v.as given off from 
tho samples brought from Ch rlost^n to the Arson:'.! and a 
chemical examination of the oil led tn tho discovery that 
TNT reacts -..ith alcohol to produce tho gas found present in 
tho oil. This reaction i.:.1 not recorded in tho literature and 
was previously unknown, It \.as further do nonet rated that 
v.'hen TOT reacts with alcohol, tho gas identified as ethyl 
nitrite GgHg.HOg, i3 only one nf the decomposition products; 
its formation from Till is accompanied by a black, tarry ail 
having decided acid characteristics. Tho presence of alcohol 
in tho shell to produce this reaction with TNT was readily 
accounted for by the fact that all blaster cavities wore coat
ed vith '.Xcoh'l shellac varnish to prevent the vails from 
breaking in during overseas shipment and further it was gen
eral practice at shell loading plants to clean TOT from tho 
nose threads of shell after drilling the b?ostar cavity by 
moans of a swab soaked in alcohol. Undoubtedly tho shell con
tained various amounts of -.lcoh'1 which produced a wide varia
tion in the amount of exudation as observed upon inspection.

The discovery of this reaction toother with the previous 
lciAwlcd(;e vogerding the low melting point mixtures of TUT was 
sufficient to account for all the phenomena observed, Later 
'.."Tk involvin'; the storage 'f shell, containing known amounts 
of impurit ice, in surveillance magazines at this Arsenal (4) 
and in the rt-’roge r.i?p:zincs ...t Charleston (5) have only 
succeeded in confirming beyond doubt the followin'?; summary of 
tho fant«rs invlved in producing exudation:

£. Tho impurities present in low grade TOT may pro- 
dur-.w oxudatim by the purely physical phenomena of forming' 
low melting mixtures, The extent of this type nf exudation 
is determined by the purity of the TOT, tho temperatures to 
which the :he 11 are sub ject ,;d and the- size ?f tho -shell. 
Obviously r.n 3 inch shell cvituining a bout 25 times as much 
TITT as ;; 75 ia/i.] Shell nay show r.rra exudation than tho 75 m/m 
Shell if tlic sar.i.) grade of TUT and the same temperatures aro



involved.

b, 'Pure alpha TNT which has insufficient impurities 
to form low melting mixtures will react with ethyl alcohol 
to produce a gas othyl nitrite and a black oily decomposi
tion product which may exude from shell at tropical or sub
tropical temperaturos.

_c. Exudation may occur with either straight TNT or 
50/30 Amatol shclJ from oith-r of the causes given under £ 
and _b. The presence of certain impurities in the amoniun 
nitrate used in making 30/30 Amatol will increase the tend
ency of tho Amatol to exude. Those impurities which exist 
in ammonium nitrate made from gas liquor ammonia, unless tho 
nitrate is thoroughly purified, are pyrodinc nitrites and 
thiocyanates. Their mode of action is similar to that of 
alcohol in that they react with TNT to yield gaseous and 
linuid products, (6),

_d. 80/20 Amutol will not produc- exudation even 
though a low grade of TNT, M» P. as low as 76°C., is used in 
making the mixture. This is duo to the fact that there is 
sufficient ammonium nitrate to absorb the oily impurities 
and retain it by absorption. Th- low density at which 80/20 
Amatol is loaded, 1,40 - 1.45, assists also in preventing 
exudation since thor- is a greater amount of free space with
in tho charge to allow for expansion du- to heat than is tho 
case with cither TNT or 50/50 Amatol.

Significance of Exudation;

The TNT oil which exudes from shell is less sensitive 
to shock, friction and to initiation by detonators than is 
pure TNT (6) (7), If a shell is effectively sealed by tho 
adaptcr-boostei’ and oil formed within the charge can not 
escape, it will cc1•ect in the fr-o space of the booster 
cavity end .groat 1„ 1 "Ls.-nsitizc that part of the charge which 
first receives th:, effects of the detonation of the booster. 
This doscnsitizatio.'i may load to low order detonations or 
complete failures of the shell charge.

i1

On the other hand, if the oil flows from the charge it 
fills the thru-ds at the nose of tho shell and collects to 
some extent on tho outside of tho adapter end shell. Ev-n 
though tlu material is less sensitive than TUT, it is thus 
exposed to conditions upon firing: the shell that TNT is not 
expected to withstand. Prematures may result from this condi
tion; in fact prematures hove occurred m firing exuding shell.



idi add It 1 •'it; 1 unso.t isfr.ct • ry o -ivl.it i n •■hi ah s.rii.’os 
Cr ’..i o.iuding <1011 io ;he v.ri. ti n introduced in the donaity 
•f the c-li rje. It iv 'bvi us? th-.t if p;.rt -»f tho n.v-.rjo 
e.aid,'s frv.i tho -hell the dorioity >f the char_,e ’■ill bo less 
than it rijliv lly. It h..a been n■•tod tilt \.ith r.r.ny 
oirudlnj ‘'hell tile r.h..rgv boa *Lioe h nuy e.^i.ijoi'. s.l'ig tho shell 
’•ell duo t n apparent irregular but ch:.and like fl*»vj *f 
the 'll ..1'ng tho interior ’. .Ils 'f tho shell (2)« Such up
setting t softening -'f the chr.rgo in l-c-l areas •..ithia tho 
shell is unsatisfact-ry, fran tho stondp-int 'f p'rsiblo pro- 
r.rturcs up -n setj ck in firing.

It r.ienc 1'nov. ,.b >vo th t ..•hen ..lc'h-1 reacts uith 
TOT n g'.s and a bl: ak dly liquid are fanned and that this 
•'ily liquid has :.n -i^ re..ati-'n. This typo •'£ nily exudate
has boon f'und t - ru.net ru..dily ith ir 'n causing severe 
a 'rr-'s-i n. The pr-'.uc.t is .an nr;uni« ir'h 'V'r.ip -and, brick 
rod in ••.-1’r - ad e;;pl sivo in nature, Tho c'H.Tp'und h'.s boon 
i3 'Intel fr-vi the exulito rc-r-vored frv. b 'cibs by the llr.vy 
Depr.rti.icnt ml sent t' this nrsonr.1 far examination (0), It 
has ;.ls'' been isd .tod frun tho exudate fr-'Ci ^nay shell and 
tho tr.nncr ->f its f-rntba ostr.blisho-l on a laboratory scale 
by -.H r in;; • !••■ -'h-l tn re <’t ’.ith TUT in the presence ir-»n, 
The .-.'ap-und f'.rnod in the latter a eo s identic?! ..ith
that i?>l.-.td fr-'r. tho b**r.ib nnd shell '.•.barjus referred tc (2),

Provonti an 'f .~’.xud: ti-n:

In vie., nf the findings dscussed no -ve, steps v;oro 
taken during 1924 t prevent the a'.tlnj ■'€ b ’cetor cavities 
■ ith Ic'h- 1 ehdl. ••■ varnish .-.nd the removal -f TOT frcr.i shell 
thro -.de by r.ia..ns -f -.la-di'l (9). iln .-.cot eno shellac varnish 
v.-hi-.h u'ul.’. nd re. •••■; •■. ith TUT >■.'.? .level -yed by tho arsenal 
Lab >rat'rice (10) -.n.„ acct •no \.as proscribed f r •'lcu.nin.j the 
shell thro'-.de. The TOT apo■••.Lficut i ?n ’..as revised t"> proscribe 
.• jainot the u?o 'f . la >h'l as a s-'lvent i't ■i-ccrystallizinj 
TOT. These stops arc 'considered t« have a 1 Lain.-.uad f>r the . . 
future -•nu tho ..r j >r causes -»f exudation and the rr. jnr 
ci'.use nf .-pse-ius products in TOT and n:x.t '1 charges.

The li.ip ’rt..nt questi'n re::i-.ined as tn ah..t minimum purity 
nf TOT a■■uld bo accepted iiithcut huvinj the possibility nf 
•'b.jucticv.bla axucluliln, Since there me moans of finding 
.•het'iar all or ^nly r. part •->f thu uxudr.ti'n occurring '..ith ‘.ar 
Iteserve vhall ur.s duo t'- ,1c 'h ’l, a series ”f surveillance 
tests -..are initi..ta<i. us in.; TUT ..nd .u.iut ’1 -..ith tawm percent
ages of a '.da i impurities, ki'.'’;.'n molting points, ./ith nd uith- 
•'ul kn-'-en qu .nt it io? 'f ala vi •! added t' the -hull (4),

ru.net


Surveillance nf 75 m/m shell on loaded and stored at a con
stant teinporatu.ro of 50'C. wore followed by mugasine storage 
tests ut Charleston Ordnance Reserve Depot, Pho results, of 
this work, completed during 1952, (5) indicate that TNI? with 
a setting point above 80.1''C. can be loaded straight nr in 
the form of 50/50 Amatol without likolih-od of objectionable 
exudat ion.

Thus it appear.: that if future loading is confined to 
the u e of TNT having a minimum setting point of 80.1°C. and 
no alcohol is allowed tn come in contact with the TNT diffi- 
c.ultieo arising from exudation will bo eliminated. While 
TNT of this purity is readily obtainable at low coat under 
present rothods of manufacture, it is fortunate that a much 
lower grade can be used satisfactorily for the production of 
00/20 Amatol, since the great demand for TNT in Wartime might 
not be so readily met if no grade below 30,l°C. m.P, could be 
used.

The latest revision of the specification for TNT, Number 
5O-15-5A (July 17, 1934) prescribes 2 grades; grade I with a 
minimum setting point of 30.2°C. and grade II with a minimum 
nf 76.0°C. The setting point nf grade I was placed 0.1°C. 
higher than found necessary in the tests referred to above to 
provide additional assurance that exudation would be prevented, 
Experience from the purchase of numerous lots of the grade I 
material under the specification has shown that it is now en
tirely practicable to manufacture TNT nf this high quality at 
much lower cost than that at which it could be obtained during 
the World War.

teinporatu.ro


SECTION IV. HI CH EXPLOSIVES

12. Landing of High Explosives In Shell.

The standard explosives and substitute explosives for 
loading shell 'ire;

TNT
50/50 Ann 101
60/20 Amatol 
Tridlte, nnd 
Explosive "D".

The nethod ->f loading of these explosives v'Ul be described 
separately.
TNT,

TNT Is landed in shell by neons of the ousting nethod. 
The principal difficulty encountered in lending this material is 
cavitation. Molten TNT, when co'led below its freezing point, 
contracts approximately 8;b in volume and it is necessary to 
take care of this contraction in some manner in order to over
come the cavities which vail be produced. The first step to 
overcame this cavitation is to cml the molten TNT to approxi
mately 8nc'C. or to tho point v.horo crystals appear in the molten 
mass. In this manner the nrrnunt of c intrectinn which occurs in 
the shell is reduced approximately 5h$, 'Thilo this cooling 
reduces the amount ~>f cavitation, it also reduces the cooling 
time required in tho shell itself. ’Then the molten TNT is 
poured into the shell it first solidifies -^n the shell surface 
and then forms a crust over the- top surface of the liquid, as 
it cv'ls a contraction 'ccurs and unless the top crust is broken 
d )wn cavities will appear under this crust. To overcome this 
the crust is broken s-' that when the cap’ u-ive has finally cooled 
to a solid mass it "ill take the form of l-‘ inverted cone in the 
top nortion. In smell shell only one pour is required, the 
inverted cone coming in tho riser -hich is broken off after the 
charge is cooled, leaving the shell filled with a solid mass of 
TNT. In shell, 155 m/m 0” larger, two or more pours may be used, 
the first pour becoming practically solid before the second pour 
is made. The riser is employed in the last pour in tho same 
manner as in tho smaller shell.

TNT may bo. loaded by a method commonly culled the pellet 
method.(1). This method is employed in loading large bombs where 
the cast method would consume too much time. In loading. large 



ahcll or bombs by thu pellet method, slabs of TNT 'ire first 
poured and allowed to cool. These slabs arc approximately 1/2 
inch thick. After cooling the slab is broken up into plcoca 
of n size which Mil permit their passing into the shell or 
bomb through the nose. Any control of the size of the pellets 
othor than this is unnecessary. To load by this method a 
quantity of molten TNT depending upon the size of the bomb or 
shell is first poured in and the pellets added until they roach 
the upper lino of the molten TNT. IToro molten TNT is then added 
and tho process repeated until tho bombs or shell are entirely 
filled. To illustrate tho great saving of time of the pellet 
method over the straight cast method, it requires approximately 
3 days to load a EODO-lb. Bomb by the cr,st method ns compared 
with approximately 3 hours by the pellet method. A second ad
vantage in using the pellet method is that the component is 
ready for the drilling operation as soon as loading has been 
completed. Therefore, production is greatly increased as tho 
bomb or shell can bo moved from the loading room immediately 
after completion of tho loading. Tho density obtained in tho 
pellet method is some-hat lower than that in the straight . 
casting. ’7ith pellet lending an average density of not less ■ 
than 1.52 is required and with tho casting method an average :: 
density of not less than 1.55 is required.
50/50 Amatol.

50/50 Amatol is a mixture of 50$ of ammonium nitrate and 
50$ TNT. The ammonium nitmto as received at the Loading Plant 
is usually caked in tho shipping container so that it is necessary 
to pass this material through a crusher and then dry. Tho 
drying is accomplished by means of a rotary continuous drier. 
From this point it passes through a screen to remove any foreign 
material. After screening the amonium nitrate is packed in 
airtight containers and transferred to the mixing kettle. Tho 
mixing kettle is first charged, with the required quantity of TNT 
and melted. The ammonium nitrate is add^d to thu molten TFT at 
a rate- vhich '"ill prevent solidification of the charge in tho 
melting kettle. If ammonium nitrate has not been allowed to 
become cold after tho drying and screening operation it can bo 
added at a much faster rate than if it is cold. The blending or 
mixing in the melting kettle is continued until the entire chargc- 
is fluid and no lumps of amonium nitrate appear. From this point 
on the 50/50 Amatol is handled in the same manner as that 
described for casting TNT, with the exception that the final pour 
is made with liquid TNT rather than 50/50 Amatol. This is for 
the purpose of providing a TFT surround for the booster. Tho 
TNT surround is for the purpose of sealing the amatol charge so



that no corrosion of the boostui* cnsing, will. tab.; place and to 
protect thu anutol ugaln.it mointurc. The donrlty of th'; fiollJ 
cast is approximately 1.5b, (2).

•Vj/cO Amatol.

80/20 Amatol is a mixture of ammonium nitrate and 20>i 
TNT. Tills material is not fluid enough to use the casting method 
uni has to be handled by the extrusion method which will bo des
cribed Later, The ammonium nitrate used for this 'work is pre
pared in the same manner as that for 50/b0 Amatol. From thio 
point thu procedure changes for thu >30/20 mixture. The ammonium 
nitrate is first placed in the amatol mixing kettle and heated to 
approximately 95°C. The proper proportion of TNT is then added 
in the Liquid state and the nixing continued for at Least 15 
minutes or until the entire mass hud become plastic and of 
uniform composition. The mixed 80/20 is then transferred to tho 
hopper of tho extrusion machine. The hopper of this machine will 
hold approximately 250-lbu. ’..hich is sufficient to load 10 - 155 
m/m shell with each charging. The hopper is steam heated so that 
the material is maintained in the plastic condition throughout 
the process. From the hopper the material is fed into the shell 
by means of a steel screw operated inside of a steel tube. The 
shell is first placed on the carriage of the extrusion machine 
and allowed to run forward so that ths end of the screw is 'within 
two to four inches of the- base of the shell. At this point a 
trip action on the extruder starts the screw revolving and feuds 
the amatol into the shell. As the shell becomes filled the 
carriage is moved backward until the shell has been entirely filled 
with amatol. At this point a second trip action disengages the 
screw so that the shell can be removed from the carriage. A 
counter weight placed on the carriage of wOO-ibs. to 300-lbs. 
maintains a steady pressure against tho extruding amatol and thus 
solidifies tho charge within the shell. A photograph showing 
this machine is attached.

A number of difficulties arose during the '/.ar in connection 
with the loading of 80/20 Amatol. Those difficulties woro duo to 
the type of ammonium nitrate ’which was furnished. If the ammonium 
nitrate is of fine granulation, low densities '..ill be obtained due 
to insufficiency of the TNT to fill in the spaces between the 
crystals. If the crystals aru too large liquid.TNT leaks from the 
extruder and also causes low density. Another difficulty on- 
countered was in connection with the use of a smoke mixture in 
tho base of tho shell. This smoko mixture was hand tamped and 
very often was done inefficiently so that a lov. density area 
occurred at the base of thu shell which resulted in premature 
action and tho destruction of the weapon. For two years, thu 
Arsenal investigated the loading of 89/20 Amatol for tho pur
pose of -doturmininr the type of ammonium nitrate which should be 
used und for io termini ng the prop ,-r metho i of loading tho smoko 
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mixture, (?’). The* work on granulation hn.i boon completed and 
with a proper control of granulation no difficulty la on- 
countered with obtaining satisfactory density of the charge. 
It has boon indicated by experiment a that each additional 
percent of TNT above £0> givoa an increase of about .02 in tho 
density of tho amatol charge. The granulations specified are 
those of a commercial Grade of ammonium nitrate used in the 
manufacture of dynamite and no increase in cost will arise. 
The density of 80-20 is not less than 1.38,

Tridite.

Tridite is a mixture of 30,a picric acid and E0;i dinitro
phenol. (4). This material is loaded by the casting method and 
is handled in the same manner as T.'-T. (5). At the time of cast
ing the charge resembles 50/50 ,'jv.atol more than it does Ti;T, due 
to the fact that all of the picric acid has not melted and is in 
suspension in the liquid. The casting temperature for Tri lite 
is from 90 to 95°C. Tridite has practically the same explosive 
properties as TUT but does not have tho one disadvantage commonly 
associated with Tl.T, namely, exudation. The cast charge has a 
density of 1.64. Work at the Arsenal has shown it to be an 
excellent explosive for shell and bombs and the numerous tests 
at Aberdeen Proving Ground have failed to indicate a single item 
which would militate against its use as a shell and bomb filler.

Explosive 'T”.

Explosive ’'D" is employed for loading armor piercing shell. 
As this material decomposes at its melting point, which is over 
300°C., it must be loaded by pressing. Tc do this the shell are 
placed in fixtures and the Explosive ”D loaded in increments 
under pressure of at least 10,000-lbs. per square inch. A 
different sized ram is employed in the first few pressings as in 
most armor piercing shell the cavity is cone shaped. For 3 inch 
shell approximately 6 presses are required. This number increases 
with the size of tho sholl. All shell are loaded behind barricades 
with hydraulic equipment. The density for the charge after loading 
is not less than 1.45. This density must bo maintained throup: out 
the charge, otherwise the charge will set forward on impact vm 
armor plate and leave a cavity in the base of the shell sufficient 
to cause malfunctioning. No particular difficulty is encountered 
in loading with Explosive ”11', provided precautions are taken to 
see that the increments are not too larg.c and that thu proper 
pressure is applied.
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iv - high n::?:.nsiv':s

13. L’’...D oIDJi: li nufactur Ch- r.ilcal 
Proporti s; etc;

L- -,d azide in .m initiating coj.ipcund having thu 
Composition Pb ilg, b-. Ing a di.rivativu of hydronitric 
acid, I£T_. It VyS first prop.rc-d fiid identified in 
1091 by Curtius,__ who ..Iso prep-rod hydr-’nitrlc acid, 
silver uzid- , and mercury azidt.£ Th-.r., has been sou*, 
uncertainty us to wh-th*r the structure Might be 
ri.or- s nt. d as

Nx /II
" IT—Pb—IT " or IT = IT = 11-Po-IT-IT = IT
IT z '- IT

(a) (b)
but recant wrl£i has indie t-d structure (b) to be 
correct.

As usually nron.r-.d, 1». .d .'.side consists of needle
like (Fig.l) crystals which .rt. unduly sensitive to 
friction, impact, or fr..cturo if the length is greater tlj.an approximately 0.5 ion. Ilil-.s has sho’.aii. that 
load t-.zidu exists in two distinct crystalline forms. 
The form usually obtain- d is the orthorhombic or<_form, 
having an absolute density of 4.71. The monoclinic, 
orp form, has an absolute density of 4.93 and is souu- 
tim s obtained by the usual method of prep-tr.it ion. LlileS 
found that theform is much the note sensitive, and 
Germ r raid Gon f-und2 tlx. two forms to differ in rate 
of ducon-positlr.n uL-.-n heat- d.

In 1893 '..ill and L-.nz-. bg n studying l.A.d azide 
as to suitability for us- in military ;o.iunition, but 
th-, w^rk was discontinued after a fatal explosion. 
Int r .st 1 o.gg- d until 1907, when Uohl-.r .-.nd iw.tt-r 
s-tudivd 1-. d -izide in G-rnany®. .md a Fr- nch patent 
was gr.-cited to Hyroninus.Z On the basis of a Gcrm.ui 
p«.t nt,_0 the JU.-, inisch-’..---stfalisch* n Sor-ngstoff-a.G. 
b g ,n the pl.nt-sc.-.l production of 1 ad :.zid-., but 
explosions were. cncount-.r--g, in 1910 a laborer was killed,£ ,-uiei naiuf..cturu w.is diacontinu. d.- Ab-.'-ut this 
tin- the- Swiss b- g a th-, n-.uiuf-.ctur of 1- ad azide, for 
us-, in riilit-ry u.eiuniti -n, ;>ne( le.v-. continu.d to do 
so to th-., pr- s-.nt.22. A study of its oreduction in tfiu- 
Unit-.d Stat-.s w.- s b-gun in 1913 by th-. duPont Co., but 
w .s discontinued b caus-. of the hazards inv.olv-. d. In 
Fr nc . l-. -i; ?zid h;-.r. b- en rr-.nuf.ictur-.il .t the Hury 
ol'-nt of O--.V- y, Bickford, Smith, <.t Ciu f.--r many years.



After tho World War tho cor.raox’cial production of load 
azidu vja.i resumed in Germany and has continued to the 
present timo. Since 1931 tho duPont Co., has boon producing 
luud azido by a process bulia/ud to be tho same as that used 
in Germany. Tills commercial load azido is amorphous, con
tains a binding a^ent, and consists of rounded aggregates, as 
shown by Fig. 2. This material, has bo-n found to be promising 
i’oi’ use in military ammunition and lies boon standardized by the 
dul’ont Co., in the manufacture of commercial detonators. In 
view of tho increasing uso of load azido, detailed consideration 
will be given to the manufacture e nd properties of the compound.

Manufacture

Swiss Process.-^ By this process there is produced a 
finely crystallin^ luad azide according to the reaction:

Pb(OOC.CHrj) g / 2 Na M3 2 NaOOC.CHr, / Pb NsO 6

Lead acetate Sodium Azide Sodium acetate Lead azido

The lead acetate solution is placed in a rotating nickel drum 
behind a barricade and thu sodium azide solution is added very 
slowly by means of compressed air over a period of Item five to 
six hours. The crystal size of th-, lead azide is controlled by 
controlling thu t-.mporatures and concentrations oi the solutions, 
the rate of mixing, and thu. speed of rotation of tho drum. It 
is stated H that thu rotation of the drum cannot b^ stopped for 
an instant or largo crystals will form and an explosion is almost 
certain.

Whun the reaction is completed thu drum is turned to tho dis
charge position and thu contents ere caught on a cloth filtur. 
Thu drum is washed out with water, the washings passing through 
thu filter. The lend azido on the filter, amounting to from 
400 to 600 grans, is washed well with water, removed from tho 
filter \nd dried in an oven. No data are available concerning 
thu yields obtainud. Thu Swiss claimed to have had no explosions 
during nineteen years of manufacture.

duPont Process. By this process there is produced granular 
aggregates of amorphous lead azide containing an organic binding 
a a mt of thu gum type. No details are available concerning tho 
process, but it appears from a study of the material, that the

- 2.



lead a:.idu La precipitated from an aqueous solution oi' leal 
nitrate by mo-ns of a. similar solution of sodium azido and a 
water-soluble ../aa.

Special Processus, A patent has boon jjmntod 12 covering 
a process for prupta’ing land azido in a f inoly-dividod, non- 
crystallinc form. The proc-ss consists of mixing rapidly solu
tions oi’ sodium azide and load nitr-to or acetate which arc more 
concentrated than those generally employed in the preparation of 
crystalline lend azido.

Tho production of lead azide in a safe form has boon at
tempted by precipitation from a dilute colloidal suspension of 
dextrin, 13 glue, 14 or sinil- r colloids. 15 There is no record 
of th- application of this ixthod on a production scale.

Two processes have been described dor tho manufacture- of 
Ic’ d azide from materials othor than those ordinarily used. 
One Method 16 consists of the electrolysis of aiunonium azide, 
using lc-d anode. Tho Lend azido is formed by corrosion 
of thoanodu. The othor process 1? consists of diazotizing 
hydrazine sulphate or nitrate in neutral solution with sodium 
nitrite -nd allow inp the sodium azide formed to ro.-ct with a 
1-ad salt "Iso dissolved in th- solution.

A proposed m-thod 18 for the preparation of finely divided 
and dispersed load azido consists of impregnating pr.por or other 
forms of cellulose with ?. solution of -n lead s- It "nd treating 
this ’..’ith a solution of sodium azide.

Sv-narizin;. the history .-nd present status of thu manufacture 
of lead azido, it may be said that, in spite of the canpound 
possessing inherent disadvantageous sensitivity characteristics, 
the manufacture of le '.d azido on r commercial scale has been 
developed so th t the hazard involved is not excessive. Purthor- 
moro, the ma. tori- 1 is produced in such a form th't its use offers 
no undue hazard bocusu of over-sensitivity, and thu future as 
well as present use of lead azide in ammunition as well as com
mercial duton" tors Se.no assured.

properties of Lead Azide

Lc'd azide is unusual .mon; th- compounds generally 
used as or.plosives inasmuch "s cert in of its properties vary 
considerably with_relatively un'll differences in 



physical state, In discussing tho characteristics of 
thio compound it in therefore necessary to bear this in 
mind, particularly in risking comparisons of the properties 
of lead azide and other initiators such as mercury ful
minate, diazodinitrophenol, etc.

Sensitivity. Tho greatest variability of lead azide 
is in its sensitivity. Large crystals are distinctly 
nora sensitive to impact 19 than small crystals, as shown 
by tho following table:

Minimum Fall, 500 gm. Weight 
Producing Explosion, in cm.

Lead Azide
Mercury Fulminate

12 (a)
7.5

26 (b)
10

•a) Moderately sized crystals
(b) Finely divided crystals

Finely divided amorphous azide.is still less sensitive. 
20 The sensitivity increases with size of crystal until 
very large crystals explode spontaneously. From these 
values it appears also that lead azide is distinctly less 
sensitive to impact than mercury fulminate. Pendulum 
friction tests, have shown that finely crystalline 21 and 
amorphous 20 lead azide is also considerably less sensi
tive than mercury fulminate to frictional impact.

Lead azide is loss easily decomposed by heat than 
is mercury fulminate. Amorphous lead azide requires a 
temperature of I5«3°C. for instantaneous decomposition, 
as compared with 260°C. for mercury fulminate. 20 When 
subjected to the 5-second explosion test, the following 
values wore obtained. 22

Temperature Required
to Cause Explosion

Mercury fulminate 
Crystalline lead azide 
Amorphous lead azide 
duPont Commercial load azido

206°C. 
345°C. 
344°C. 
325°C.

Hitch 23 found that when crystalline lead azide is heated 
at 245^0*to 250°C. it decomposes into lead and nitrogen.



Brisance and Explosive Power* Load a ride la nl l|'h tly 
long brifvy.it and has slightly less oxpl on Ivo power than 
mercury fulminate, ’.’/hen subjected to tho Sand Tost» 
0,4 gram of amorphous load ar Ido* crystallino load nelde, 
and mercury fulminate crushed 15*0, 14.5, and 1*7*2 grams 
of sand respectively.22 In tho Trauzl Block Tost for cx- 
ploslvo pr.vor, 2 grams of load azido and mercury fulminate 
caused expansions of 20.5 cc. and 26.0 co. respectively. 
24 it has also been found that the heat of explosion of 
load ar ide is only <**64 cals./gram as compared with ?97 for 
mercury fulminate. 21

Stabilitv. As would-be expected from its relatively 
high decomposition temperature, lead azide is an unusually 
stable expound as compared "ith other compounds classed as 
initiating agents, ’‘.’hen subject' d to storage at 50°C.
(122°F.) for 17 months, the following test values v.’cro obtained*

duPont
Commercial Azide
Before After

Storage Storage

Sand Test,gms.sand. crushed
by <’.4 gn. 13.1 13.0

$ Azide, by titration 90.04 89.91
Drop Test, cms. fall of

500 gm. wt« 96 100

amorphous Azide
Before After
■Storage Storage

15.0
97.05 97.07
96 100

Under similar conditions mercury fulminate detori crates to 
such an e-xt.cnt that the purity is decreased from 96$ to 85$ 
and tho Sand Tost Value is decreased from 17.2 grans to 6 
grams. Stettbacher21 f;jund that storage of load azide at 50°C, 
for 3-1/2 years did not impair its brisance.

Lead azido is practically insoluble in water and its
90% relative humidity is onlyhygroscopicity at m°c. and 

9.03%.__ _ Detonators loaded
damp st ora; f or 15 months g 

with lead azide and subjcctid to 
,26 It hasavc excellent results

bc> n found that Lad azide c attaining 50,o of moisture will
detonate. 27 an<j tiic. pres, nee of 10$ if moisture dor s not affect 
th< initiation of tetryl by lend azide. 28 'Then stored under
conditions of high himidity and temperature', lead azide has been 
found 1 to be much more stable than mercury fulminate, 
Toisture and carbon dioxide in air caus« s the- rapid formation of 
lead carb mate on the surface of lend azide crystals, but this 
does not .a-pear to cause- appreciable impairment of the explosive 
ch'irncterist icr.. 28

brifvy.it


Although expnsur- tn light cauir 3 the discoloration 
of lead azide by decomposition Intn nitrogen ;ind metallic 
lc.;d,£i this has be .n sha\.n to b< a sup rficial 
offect which uo< s not impair th. prop rtii s of tho 
nat. rial an a whole# • ■

Load -zid'. cm therefore bo considered to bo of 
exceptional stability for a compound of this type.

Initiating Value. Li„.d azide is a much ranre 
efficient initiating agent than mercury fulminate, as shown by tho following table: S2l»S£.

Uln, Chargt nf
L< ..d azide, ga.
V* rear y f ulmin at e,p.i

Required
TUT 
0.09 
0.25

to Detonate 0.5 gn.of
T-.tryl TIT Anise1 
0.10 0.28
0.21 0.37

It is tn bo not<u that commercial l.ad azido, 
unlike mercury faluinr.tv, cannot bo c;us- u to detonate 
by stab action.

> K- ’ -

Effect of Pressure, ’/hen mercury fulminate is 
subjected to pressor, s above 2000 kg./sq.cm., it is so 
desensitized (’’dt-d-prossed”) th .t it fails to detonate 
when subject.d to the spit of flume from a fuze. Lead 
azide shows none of this effect •&! When subjected to 
a nrossur of 8000 kg./sq.cm. (112,500 Ibs./sq. in.) 
nnd fired in the It ad plate test, enormous perforation 
and gr- at r-ci'.ti-n Wert- obtain..d.

The apparent density of I,.: d -.side is quite low 
(0.79 to 1.83,) de j'.nuing upon particle form and size. 
When subj. ct.d to pressur of ”,000 ibs./sq.in. the 
following dat.. w r. obtain. d;^2

Loading Density
Crystallin., la -.d azide 2.93
ixiornhous 1 id izide 2.77
duPo.it Commercial azide 2.56
liercury fulmina.tu 3.03

Thu fact that th;, loading density of i,.;..d azide is 
slightly low-.r than that of mercury fulminate cannot 
b. construed ns a disadvantage in vi..w of the much 
higher initiating efficiency of 1. :.d azide. By virtue 
of th<. higher initiating efficiency nnd Inw.r loading 
density it is pr cticable to obtain initiation with a 
smaller Weight of 1« :.d azide occupying tho same mount nf 
snacc requir d for the l.ag-.r initiating charge of 
n« rcury fulminate.



Irmltlon« Because of its higher decomposition temp<raturn, 
lend azide is more difficult to l^tto than is mercury 
fulminate. 7hilc azido can be ignited by the spit Of flume 
from a black powder fuze, there uro occasional failures. It 
is therefore customary to cover lend azide in detonators 
with a priming charge of a material such as lead trinitrorc- 
sorcinatc or a lead sulphocyanutc-potasslur’ chloratc-nitro- 
cellulosc mixture.

Reactivity, As lead azido is practically insoluble in 
water and is neutral, it is nit very reactivi . In the presence 
of moisture or carb in dioxide ij reacts ’/ith copper to 
apparently,/orm cuprous azide, __ but has little rffict on
aluminum. Bcc.tuso of this, azide open blasting caps arc- 
made with aluminum shells, ’•■’hile scaled electric detonators 
are made ’ ith copp( r shells.

°hysi >1 ogical Effeets. It has b<. -.n stated * that the
dust fr n lead azide causes he>adachc similar to that caused by 
nitroglyct rin, ’--ith distnsion if the bi nd vessels of the head. 
The headache is not as severe and dies nit last as ling as that 
caused by nitroglycerin. Ordinary handling .if lead azide does 
nit produce this effect.

Summarizing the property s of lead azide, it may be said 
that, with liminatiin if undue and nm-unifor ""ttivity by 
cont-il if p'.’-ticle fand size, tho character. ' os of l ad 
azide an; such as to make it ••qual to mercury fulminate in all 
p-op. rti-. s iri. decidedly supc”ii” in many from the viewpoint Of 
use in military ammunition.
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SECTION IV - HIGH EXl'LOSIVEG

15. Reloading Shell by Field Service-Casting Method.

There are in storage in Field Service Depots large stocks 
of sanmunition held since tho Would War as a reserve. In many 
instances it has been found nocossary to overhaul this ammuni
tion and to reload the shell with a better grade of material 
than that used originally. There follows a description of tho 
procedure used by Field Service, this procedure being taken 
from instructions issued in tho form of General Specifications 
for renovation of 155 mm Shell.

General:

Except as noted below, U. S. Army Ordnance Department 
Specification 50-15-5, dated November 4, 1936, on loading H. E. 
Shell with TNT casting method will apply.

a_. The lot shall consist of not more than 20,000 rounds 
and shall be governed by tho following:

Boosters of one ammunition lot shall be of one zone 
weight and TNT of one explosive lot, although this latter re
quirement may be waived upon application to the Office of the 
Chief of Ordnance for a particular instance.

When shell ar*' zoned an increased tolerance of / or - 10$ 
of the mean of eaui zone range will be allowed. This arrange
ment allows a slight overlapping of zones, but prevents the 
accumulation of the majority of off zones which would be 
normally obtained during the loading process.

Lot numbers assigned to lots of ammunition will consist 
of the contract number (taken from the Procurement Authority 
authorizing the work) preceded by the initials of the depot, 
and followed by -1 for the first lot and running consecutively 
for the remaining lots unaor each procurement authority, unless 
othorwi. indicated by the Office of the Chief of Ordnance.

Compxote round labels will not bo required.

Shell Inspection:

Bourrelets on all shell will bo gaged with a ring gage. 
Shell failing to gage satisfactorily will bo repaired or re
jected, as the condition warrants, i.e., shell under size will 
be rejected and salvaged while oversize shell will be filed or 
machined so as to pass acceptance test. The gaging, operation 
is performed without paint on the bourrelets.



»

Ri-Juct for repair nil shell on which tho base cover la 
punctured. Shell whoso base covers are scarred or dented with
out puncture aro acceptable.

Rotating bands,- If cut so badly that the bottom of tho out 
is oven with the outer circumference of tho shell wall, will be 
rejected for robnnding. Report showing the quantities found 
will bo made to tho Office of the Chief of Ordnanco for dis
position. Where the band is dented or slightly deformed, the 
high spots on the sides of the dents or burrs will bo filed 
off with a flat file.

Removal and Replacement of Rejected Base Covers;

Cut out the caulking wire with stool capo chisel, pry off 
the bare cover and clean out che caulking wire groove.

Assemble lead plate and base cover onto shell and drive 
caulking wire into groove. Secure the caulking wire in place 
by paining.

This operation './ill be performed only when conditions of 
base cover warrants replacement.

Inspection of Interiors;

Each shell will be inspected for condition of the interior 
wall;

_a. For loading with T.N.T.

Interiors must be clean and free of rust. The interior 
paint coat of acid proof black is not required, but if such is 
present, it need not be removed.

b. For loading with 50/50 amatol,

Thu interior surface must bo clean, free of rust and 
have a complete coat of acid proof black paint.

c_. Threads of all shell will be gaged with a proper gage, 
or with an adapter of maximum thread dimensions to insure proper 
assembly of the adapter-booster after loading. Shell which fail 
to pass the gaging will. be repaired, if possible, before loading, 
otherwise, they will be rejected.

Melting of T.N.T.

T.N.T. need not bo screened prior to melting when the 
"Continuous Mult Unit" is used. This unit consists of a series 
of steam coils spaced approximately 1/8" apart. This spacing 
p-j mu its liquid T.N.T. to pass through but prevents granular 
T.N.T. from passing into the collect ins pan. Th,. T.N.T. will



Solldl('Led T.N.T. erm boat be removed I’rom pouring buckets 
by out ting, Ilium into properly shaped openings in a steam vat 
which will molt the T.N.T. and it can then bo drained into thu 
cooling tub.

Contaminated T.N.T. will bo destroyed.

Drilling Booster Cavity:

Booster cavities will bo drilled, using a horizontal drill, 
or other suitable moans so as to produce a booster cavity which 
will conform to that shown on the loading diagram. The recommend
ed speed for the horizontal drilling machine is 120 R.P.M.

A twist drill made of high speed steel has been found to 
be very satisfactory for this operation.

No treatment, such as shellacking, of the cavity walls, will 
bo made to tho booster cavity.

Cleaning Threads in Cavity:

All explosives will be removed from threads of the shell with 
a bronze pick „hilo the shell is rotated on a rotating device. 
All loose particles of explosives will be removed from the cavity. 
This is usually accomplished by the vacuum cleaning method. All 
explosives will be ranoved from the exterior of the shell, with a 
bronze scraper.

Zoning;

Shell ..’ill be zoned prior to the assembly of tho adapter- 
booster to the shell so that a lot of boosters may be assigned 
to each zono. The zone- weights are shown on the drawing per
taining to the shell being loaded.

Shell will be prick-punched to indicate the zone and tho 
zoning squares will be applied in connection with the stenciling 
of the shell.

If the shell are already .... ick-punchc.d, care will be taken 
to pein out any excess marks. Cure will also be taken to 
ascertain that the exterior of tho shell is absolutely free of 
T.N.T. before applying the zone punch marks or thu paining out 
of the excess marks., Tho zone squur-.-s arc used for daytime 
identification and the zone, punch marks for identification at 
night.

Assembly of Adapter-Booster to Shell:

Using boosters received for the work, a felt washer will be 
assembled to the booster -and glue applied to thu threads of the' 
adapter, after which the booster w.. •.' r.b l.y ..ill be a-.bl . .d



imm.nlLutuly to the slid!, '..Ith a hand wrench, ..hilu the shd!
l'i lb id In o holding device. After the adaptor-booster aj.i.'iiibl.y
has been assunblod tightly to the oliuLl, thu adnptur will bo 
prick punched at a point whure tho notch !:) machined into the 
shell, Sufficient 1'ult wnshors bill bo used so no to fill up <
nil space between thu fuco of thu explosive and the under side i
of tho adaptor. Thu lifting plug '..ill bo ussomblud to thu
adaptor. Tho lifting plug will have a slight amount of grease |
applied to thu threads before assembling, Thia coating must ba j
adequate, but shall not bo excessive. jI

The lifting plugs will be cleaned and painted with one coat |
of red lead. This operation may be carried out either before or >
after assembling the lifting plug to the shell. j

Painting: j

As all shell have received a priming coat it will be |
necessary only to retouch thu priming coat where required. The 
color coat will consist of one coat of yellow projectile paint 
or yellow lacquer, applied so as to give an even coat.

If lacquer is used, adequate exhaust facilities will be 
provided.

Stenciling:

After thu finish color coat is thoroughly dry, the sholl 
will be stenciled, as provided in thu painting and marking dia
gram. This work will b^ performed either prior to or in con- • 
nection with placing the shell in storage, whichever is doomed 
preferable, and will be accomplished in any manner producing, 
the desired result, viz.

Metal stencil end spray gun, using stencil paint;
Rubber type or mat, separately or as a unit, using litho

graph or printer’s ink.

Data Cards;

Data cards will be prepared for each lot of ammunition in 
accordance with existing regulations. Two copies of data cards 
will be furnished to the Ordnance Office. Sufficient copies 
will be retained for tho files of thu depot in which the reno
vation is performed sc -as to furnish (J) copies with each 
shipping ticket. Complete round labels need not be prepared.

Removing. Explosive from Shell:

T.N.T. and Amatol may be removed from the shell by placing .
tho end from which thu b.'ostur has been rumwud over a low f
•pressure ste'im jut >x- .. high pressure hot water jut. The shall j 



is held in a vortical position, boso ond up, so that the ex
plosive us soon a;.; it is molted runs from the shell. A catch 
tank is provided for collecting the molten explosive.
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Iti. Lolling Explosive D in tho Field.

Tho original procedure for londinp. shell in the Field, 
with Explosive D, u-s to h?.nd stem by ricr.no of - ml let .-nu rod 
the loose exolosiv-u into the projectile. Approximately 5-;.- of 
the entire weight of the charge was Added nt one tiro and this 
st emeu no corap ictly ns possible before the next increment was 
added. By this method a density of churgs of approximately 1.35 
•./ns obtained. While this density was not hit h cnourh to prevent 
movement forward of the charge in the projectile on-impact of 
tho projectile against armor plate, tho out forward was not suffi
ciently great to cause- malfunctioning as tha fuze in common use 
nt that time extended into th-., shell chai'ga far enough so that 
even after setforward, the booster portion of the fuze was still 

•in contact with ths shell charge.

With the gradual repine era. nt of the- medium nnd major caliber 
base detonating fuzes by tho Ilk. X East. Detonating Fuzo, it be
came necessary to provide n shell charge consolidated to a den
sity which would not sot forward on impact with armor plate, as 
any setfonward would leave air gup between the shell charge 
and the booster, of sufficient length to cause a possible lot; 
order detonation of thu charge.

The foregoing requirement of high density, automatically 
eliminated the hand storming i---thod of loading and made it 
necessary to employ either one of two other methods; namely, 
the trip hammer method, or the hydraulic pressure method. The 
latter method is used at Picatinny Arsenal and at Iona Island 
(Nr.vy Dept.). The trip hammer method is used almost exclusive
ly by Ordnance Field Service Depots and reconditioning work done 
by the Coast Artillery.

Th... trip hamm-ei- method differs from tho hydraulic method 
only in Che manner of applying the load on the pr t^urc foot or 
ram against the explosive. The load in the trip : r.e-r method 
is applied by dropping a 2G0 - .300 lb. weight from a distance of 

- 1:5 feet -.i;--',inst tlr. ram. Ths height of drop and the. number 
of blows, on o'.nh increment is d t-ormined by trial an these- vary 
•with the caliber of th., shell •••nd -.ith the granulation of the 
Explosive D used. The rate of production is higher by
this BsUiod tj.-.n it is by the hydraulic pressure method, and it 
•loos not requir- ouch ulaborat :• ...quipme-nt.

Tii j To LI r-.. i ns proc-whir-• for loading is applicable to both 
m- tlio'ls.

ricr.no


P" !’■ ■. t inn of .■■hjll_.'Uid Comporv;nt

Before proceeding with the loading, an inspection of the 
projectiles I:-, made to insure that the interior cavity is free 
from (Tcii.ie, rust, sand, chip.;, and other foreign material. If 
shell which have be^n loaded previously are to be used, any 
ammonium picrate which may have boon, loft on the wall of the 
shell cavity after unloading, is removed. The interior wall 
should have a dry and unifon; coating as required by the draw
ing.

The base plugs as removed from the projectile nre marked 
plainly so as to insure the reassembly of each base plug to the 
projectile from which it was removed in order that a proper 
seating of the base plugs will be obtained. All grease on the 
exterior threads and on the threads of tho fuze hole is removed 
with a wiping cloth saturated with turpentine or turpentine 
substitute. All bare spots on the face of the base plug are 
coated with Acid proof Black Paint and allowed to dry before 
assembly.

'The ammonium picrate should comply with the latest revision 
of specification 50-13-B. Ammonium picrate which has been re
moved from a projectile or scrap collected from pressing and 
drilling operations, is not to be employed in loading projectiles, 
and such material should be set aside for disposition.

Loading Operations:

During the pressing operation, the projectile is held in a 
suitable fixture so that the projectile is supported between the 
large end of the cap and the bourrelet. The radius of the 
support conforms to the radius of the ogive. The fixture with 
the projectile held vertically is located in a barricaded 
position when the pressure is applied to each increment of the 
charge.

Tho projectile -is loaded in increments. The loading 
pressure in pounds per square inch, or the number of drops arid 
height of fall, varies, with the granulation of the ammonium 
picrate; thus that found satisfactory with one lot of ammonium 
picrate, might have to bo increased or decreased when another 
lot is used.

The rule for determining the size of the increment is that 
the height of the increment after pressing should not exceed 
the dbuneter of the pressure foot by more than 25/>. The di
ameter of the pressure foot should be approximately BFof the
diameter of the cavity at thw increment level after pre mdup.



l‘h>' first pro j<-ct Lie I;.; lon.dod in accordance with the pro
cedure so far outlined. If tho spccifLo gravity of charge la 
found to bo satisfactory (1.4b - 1.5b), loading Is continued, 
if not, one or wore projectiles are loaded, varying the pro
cedure an required to obtain tho proper specific gravity until 
a procedure’ hoc. been determined which will give the required 
density to the explosive charge. All projectlies used in the 
foregoing tost which do not moot the density requirements are 
unloaded and cleaned thoroughly and the interior wall rocoated 
us required by the drawing. Tho procedure outlined above is 
followed whenever a charge in tho lot of ammonium picrato is 
made.,

Drilling Cavity for Base Plug:

With a cutter of a contour conforming to the contour of the 
base plug, the excess explosive is removed; the amount removed 
should be such that any void existing between the bottom of the 
base plug und tho top of the shell charge will not exceed .125 
inch when the base plug is assembled in the projectile. After 
drilling, nil loose explosive is removed from the cavity and the 
threads thoroughly cleaned with a non-sparking tool. Lead 
tools should not be used.

Inserting Base Plug:

Caution is exercised to make certain that the base plug to 
be assembled is the one which was removed from the projectile. 
A small quantity of shell grease is applied to the threads of 
the base plug, th-? gasket assembled whore called for, and the 
plug scrov/cd into the projectile. The plug is properly seated 
and made flush with tho base of the projectile. The base plug 
is then unscrewed one to two turns, und molten paraffin poured 
through the fuzo hole until it completely fills the void caused 
by unscrewing the base plug. The base plug is then immediately 
tightened in tho projectile and the paraffin allowed to solidify.

Assembly of Fuze or Fuze hole Plug:

The solidified paraffin is removed from the fuze hole with 
a knife. Tho fuz.. cavity i.; drilled with a cutter having a 
contour which conforms with the contour of the fuze body. When 
the.fuze is available for measurement, the depth of the cavity 
should be such that when th-.: fuzu is assembled any void existing 
between the fuz-a and the face of thu explosive charge, shall not 
uxee-ud .dr.j inch, where fuzos are net available, the cavity 
should be drilled to thu d-;pth shown on the drawing.

All. wart-; '‘xploo.ivu is oL.-:irit.d from thu thread" of the fuze 
he:.” b- for-',- ■< mb 1 i ng the fsze or fuz-.- hole plug.



Before assembly of ll.o fuz.; or fuze hole plug, the threads 
are coated with shell grease.

Filling Fuze V/renah Hole3:

Thu lead filling plug;’. are shown on Dwg. 75-14-33 and aru 
inserted and secured in place by means of a ball pein hammer. 
Excess metal should be removed so that tho surface of tho fill
ing hole plugs will be flush with the surface of the fuze. 

Attaching Base Covers when the Fuze is Assembled to the Shell;

Base covers are shown on Dwg, 75-14-37. Before the base 
covers are attached, the base of the shell is inspected to de
termine if all wrench holes which are to be covered by the base 
cover, have boon filled as required. To attach the base cover, 
which consists of a coppul' cover, a load disc^ and a lead calk
ing wire, the copper cover with the lead disc in place is laid 
over the base of the projectile so that the turned edge- of the 
copper cover enters the undercut groove. With the cover held in 
place, the calking wire is inserted and pressed into tho groove 
by hand. ’with a hammer and calking tool, the wire is driven 
into place and the two ends soldered.

Cleaning, Fainting and parking:

Shell are painted and marked in accordance with the draw
in/; pertaining thereto. 

•
The foregoing description is general in all respects. In 

order to provide more detailed information on tho procedure and 
equipment employed there follows the exact process used in the 
Second Corps Area and described in

"Description of Loading Operations" 
Second Corps Area

Dated 5-29-20.

The loading operations described below have been carried on 
at Fort Hancock, N. J. and Fort DuPont, Delaware, and consisted 
mainly of the re load inf? and fuzing of 6" shell and thu reworking 
of 12" A.P. shells to take the Dk. X fuze. This latter work 
consisted of the modification of the base plug and reloading a 
part of tin. shell fill.r and will be described first.

Loalins-, of 12" Projc-.ctilcs:

Instruction- have been compiled by Ticatinny Arsenal to
gether with the n,c-.usury draw lags and forwarded through the 
Or inane.. Office, V.'asb i i»g ton, J?. C., cover ini; all tho necessary 



op.'i’at Lons. Th-j mudiftcat Lon of t he bu.ie plugs for thin Corps 
Arun was done at Picutinny Arsenal. Thu instructions as issued 
ravu only a general outline of the work, tog;itnar with specifi
cations and method;) to be used; therefore it bus been necessary 
to work out the different problems an they curie up and adapt 
such tools' and appliances an W'..r« available.

Thu drop hammer method was used to loud the projectiles.
Th.? loading machine was designed by the 2nd Corps Area Ordnance 
Office, and built of scrap material at Sandy Hook, N. J. it is 
similar in design and operation to a pile driver. Thu power is 
supplied by a 6 H.P. Novo Type, single acting, drum hoist. The 
hammer weighs 210 lbs. and has an approximate fall of ten foot.
The height of the fall is governed by the caliber of the projectile 
and the length of the rammer.

The main uprights of the loading machine (Photo A-2) were made 
of two 6" x 6” timbers, fourteen foot long. These were* held to
gether with 3/4" rods, threaded on each end to extend through and 
having; flat washers and nuts on both sides of the timbers, sepa
rating them a definite 'distance apart. In front of the main up
rights find parallel to thum/Wure two "T" rails (Photo A-3), 
fastened by means of ■i/2\ x 4" x 13" plates. Thu "T" rails or 
hammer guides Were extended far enough in front of the uprights 
to bring the center line of the hammer in line with the center of 
the projectile held by a standard major caliber loading vise, the 
vise being bolted to the lower ends of the uprights, photo A-l 
shows vise in position with a projectile ready for loading. Holes 
were drilled to accommodate the vise at various heights for the 
different caliber and length of projectiles. In loading the 12" 
D.P. 700 Lb. shell and projectiles, under 12", it was necessary to 
extend the "T" rails or hammer guides eighteen inches. This ex
tension was made so that it could be removed when loading 12" A.P. 
1070 and 12" A.P. 1046 lb. projectiles.

The main uprights are pivoted at one end of a 12" gun cradle 
(Photo A-12), and can be raised from carrying to loading position 
in a few minutes. After being raised to loading position, the 
uprights are held firmly in place with two 2-1/2" pipe braces 
(Photo A-ll), secured with guy wires (Photo A-10). The cradle is 
•steel faced on the bottom, and is easily moved from one battery 
to another by 'dragging it with a truck.

The projectiles are supported on the old model cast iron 
support (Photo 1-1), which was modified to take the new typo 
projectile with the long point - one side being tapered for 10" 
projectiles, the other for 12" projectiles. In order that no 
i.ci‘rht of the projectile re..t on the point, the cast iron support 
rests'! on two timbers 12" x I"." x 44", fastened together with 12" 
b'jjts, with a hole bore 1 through the '.’enter large enough to 
a-’ commodate l.n • e i ■; t..



T (1’b.oto I, '..‘',3,4) v. ma i" Iron the a tan.la rd
Jrdnnno'.!. maneuver in/- roller, and turned to a diameter 'upinl to ;k>/. 
of the inside area of slu-.H. All rawer s except tho flniahing 
rammer (Photo 1, ,/•!), which was faced flat on end, were turned point
ed about <10 degrees to 1" diameter at end and rounded off, .tho bevel 
started at a point 1" smaller in diameter than large di/imetrr of 
rammer, by turnin'; a 1” concave radius before starting the bevel. 
It wan found that by pointing tbo rammer in thia manner a more uni
form density throughout each increment war. obtained than with the 
flat face,a rammer. A flat faced rummer was used at the last for 
finishing. Either gum or white maple wood should be used Cor mak
ing rammers. White maple is very good if free from cracks, but 
splits very quickly whore crack develops from the powder packing 
in same, which has the same effect as a wedge. The gum is pre
ferred us it is tough, with twisted grain, and does not open up 
as readily as -white maple. The rammers should be given two coats 
of shellac when new, and should be washed off at intervals with 
gasoline and given an additional coat of shellac. This prevents 
the explosive from, sticking to the wood, also protecting them 
against moisture.

In preparing a lot of empty projectiles to be loaded, us many 
base plugs were removed as convenient, owing to the amount of 
space. Each cavity was inspected for rust spots and to insure that 
interior is completely covered with a good coat of non-acid paint. 
If not, shells wore cleaned down to the metal and painted with non
acid paint, cleaning the threads at the same time. Each base plug 
was cleaned all over of grease and paint, and the face repainted. 
'This was found to be the most economical, as most of the paint 
would be removed or deteriorated from the gasoline when cleaning 
the outside threads and fuze hole. It should be determined be
fore removing base plugs to sec that they are properly marked with 
steel figures to a number corresponding to a like number on the 
projectile, as the base plugs are not interchangeable. The fuze 
plugs are interchangeable.

After tho shell is inspected and properly preparted for load
ing, it is either rolled on wooden runways or carried by means of 
a hand truck to the loading machine. A false base plug (Photo L, 
•f>i) fitted with an eye bolt is screwed into the base plug threads 
.and the projectile lifted into position for loading with a chain 
hoist. Uris hoist is supported by a trolley (Photo I, //c), 
running on an I beam from the loading machine to the table when 
base plugs are inserted.

The next step is loading the projectile. Cure must be used 
to secure the propar sized rammers. .Smaller rammers aro used to 
load the nos-. The increments for each typ.< and caliber of pro
ject lie are determined by ’..-eight rather than by xvarure, each 
total -..a.j -ht being divided into sufficient increments to sucuro 
uni form icnsity throughout th-., entire loud. The weighing was 
accomplish..! with t-.e . tunfurd Jrdnr..-.^-. yn.;<!> r reales. In loading 



1£" A.P. shell at r'ort Hancock, W. J., 4 lb. increments wore used 
with fifteen blows from a height of ton foot, 'nits will vary 
with tho type and caliber of the projectile as well as the lot of 
explosive used. The above loading can only be used as an illus
tration. The total amount of explosive for each project lie was 
determined by loading to a density of 1.45 average and filling the 
cavity to 1/4” higher than the depth of tho base plug, which was 
cut down to a finished surface with a cutter made for that purpose 
(Photo K, //I).

Tho shell are then taken to table by means of the overhead 
trolley whore the explosive is formed to fit tho base plug and tho 
base plug inserted. The base of thu filler is formed to fit tho 
base plug by using a flat cuttert {Photo K, //I), guided by a 
circular band which fits inside of the base plug threads. The 
handles used to rotate the cuttcr extend over tho base of the shell 
and also act as a stop for the cutter. The blade of the cutter is 
adjustable and may bo set to tho required depth. Tho loose ex
plosive is removed by a suction hose (Photo F,’#2) or vacuum pump. 
(The construction of tho vacuum pump is explained elsewhere). The 
threads arc cleaned with waste moistened with gasoline and then 
wiped dry. The threads and 1'acu of the baso plug arc given a 
liberal coating of vaseline before assembling the shell.

The base plug'is first screwed home and then backed of approxi
mately 3/4 of a turn and enough paraffin poured through the fuze 
scat to just show above tho bottom of the fuze scat, when the base 
plug is screwed home while the paraffin is in a liquid state. The 
base plug is set up firmly by striking thu handle of the wrench a 
sharp blow with a copper hammer. As soon as the paraffin hardens 
tho projectile is removed to a runway and laid on its side where it 
is prepared for fuzing.

The cuttcr (Photo L, #2) to form tho fuze seat is similar to 
the ono for forming the base of the filial' for the base plug. Tho 
loose explosive is removed as.before and the threads cleaned. Thu 
fuze scat threads in the baso plug and fuze threads are given a 
light coating of vaseline and tho fuze screwed homo. Care must be 
exercised not to rotate the fuze fast at any time during the 
operation. The fuze is locked in place by stabbing with a center 
punch. .

The projectile is no.; prepared for putting on the base cover 
by filling tho wrench holes with lend filling pieces. All. excess 
lead from the filling, pieces is removed by means of a sharp chisel. 
(Photo L, ,7n). Care must bo taken to see that there aro no re
cesses or projections which would rupture the base cover in firing. 
Ail components should be flush with the base of tho shell.

A piece of flat spring steel (Photo L, y4) of the same thick
ness im thu luud caulking, wire, bunt to tho. radius of the grove 
in which the bus... cov;-r is fastuiiuJ, extending approximately half 
around th. gr,ov-; > ■; v ,.ry useful to r.-.mu’V-• any d--nt-; or dofonni t. i • 



from the lip of tlv bane and hold;-, the cover In pl'ico 
while start I nr the caulking wlro. While the bare covers are 
not very difficult to annenblo, unlosn extreme cnre lo used a 
complete seal will not. bo .'secured.

.fhe vacuum unit used to remove the loose explosive from 
the base of the shell is a commercial product with a reservoir 
added. The unit consists of an old make Duntloy Vacuum Cleaner 
with Burke Universal 1/6 E.P. motor (Photo F, .,4). This unit 
war. purchased for $‘?5.00. A 30-gallon cylindrical tank (Photo 
F, (;3) was placed in the line between it and tho shell. The 
suction hose is an ordinary 3/4" garden hose (Photo F, //2) which 
enters the tank approximately two feet from the jjase. The out
let hose (Photo F, ,>6) is from the top of the tank to the vacuum 
cleaner. The top of the tank was cut off in a lathe and the top 
then fastened on with a clump in order to make possible the re
moval of the explosive when necessary. A cloth baffle was placed 
in the tank near the top to remove as much dust as possible from 
the air before it gous into the vacuum.

Loading of tV* A.P. Projectiles: ; *

The louiing of 6” A.F. projectiles at Fort Hancock, N. J. 
was quite similar to that of the 11" projectiles. All of the 
projectiles at Fort Hancock had been previously loaded and the 
first work necessary was to establish the density of the load
ing as there was no record of this. Five per cent of each lot 
were unloaded and samples taken 3", 8" and 12” from the base 
of each projectile, unless, as in sone instances, the filler 
was too soft to obtain a sample. It was found during the in
vestigation that there were a number of conditions which would 
cause these loadings to be rejected. Low density was the 
principal fault, but some projectiles had the fuze cavity 
drilled too deep and others had cavities at the base between 
the loud and the base plug. The inspections and tests made 
placed the projectiles in five classes.

1. Projectiles loaded properly but equipped with obsolete 
fuzes.

2. Low density of load with proper fuzes,
3. Fuze seat cavities drilled too deep.
4. Projectiles with cavities between load nnd base plug.
5. Projectiles loaded properly.

The percentage of improperly loaded projectiles was so 
large that a 100/ inspection mndu of all in storage. This 
u:i.‘s accomplished in the foil owing rrmn-.r:

Tie' base covvr was r-,-moved by perforating with a cold 
chiral aa:l driving it under the eov-. r far enough to pry- 
tie cover cut of the ,-rovo by lifting the chisel ar. a 
lever. Care ),.u;;t be tai. n not to enter th-; chi.--;l toward 



or in such a nsmu r I. h”. t. the point ..ill .'.triice the fuze. 
After r. movln . the bane cover, tiu- enulkinr wire oan be 
easily removed with a pilr of pliers. Tho projectilo is 
then placed in a strap vise.

The lead filling pieces aro removed from the fuze wrench 
holes and base >>lug wrench holes by driving a steel drift (Photo 
Id, ,/4-b) into tile lead displacing it enough so that the entire 
piece can be pried out. The fuzo is then removed with ‘..Tench 
(Photo M, ,-/S) and the base plug with wrench (Photo M, j; 1) •

The projectile is then placed on a rack and the necessary 
amount of the filler removed with the brass bars (Photo L, ;/7 
&•. 3). Tao amount of explosive removed is dependent on the 
density of the load. Experience will soon enable an operator 
to judge the approximate density of the load by the ease or 
difficulty in removing the explosive. As it is necessary in 
any case to remove the filler to the depth of the fuze seat 
cavity, once the load is disturbed a good idea of the uniformity 
can be determined. This inspection places the projectiles in 
two lots, first - the ones partially unloaded but with satis
factory density, and second - the projectiles to be emptied 
completely for reloading. After the filler is removed, the side 
walls are brushed (Photo J.!, 7'6) and carefully examined to see 
that there are no rust spots and that the paint has not been 
disturbed when digging out the explosive. If it has been dis
turbed, it is necessary to completely clean and repaint the in
terior of the shell.

After tne projectiles are prepared for loading as stated 
above, they are taken to tho loading machine and loaded to the 
specified density in a manner similar to the 12" projectiles. 
In order to secure an average density of 1.45, in the 6" A.P. 
shells at Fort Hancock, bl. J., four increments were used when 
tho shell was entirely omyti ;J before reloading - one for the 
nose of 3/4 lb., two of 1-1/i: and on..: of 1 lb. for the base. 
The first increment of 3/4 lb. was given five blows from an 
approximate height of three fevt, thu 1-1/2 lb. increments, 
nine blows j’ror. five feet and the base seven blows of the same 
height. Thu Cull height of the pile driver was not used on 
account of the size of thu rammer.

Tne projectiles are removed from the cast iron support in 
the loadinr much in-.; with a double shove block and fall, "and 
taken to the table (Photo F) where the surplus uxnlosive is re
moved from. tin- bos? of thu projectile and th. fuze scat liners 
and base plums inserted..

The ••.•xplonv-. Is rut down la the required dept.h with the 
flat cutter (Photo J’, 11) which iadjust., t • :o that there is
not mor-..- than L/lf" ci nr-uii" . but we., n the bum. ri‘ rh. load uni 

’. rie f'e’e -,,p h!i bee eiu,-. J )•_ . ■ r."ut. r of L.,ooe



Thu drill guldo (Photo J, //f.) 1.1 r.mihd on the base of tho pro
ject ilu and locked tn plncu by tightening the lock nuts. Thu 
fuse cavity in made v;Lth a high twist drill (Photo J, ,;5) 
hold in a socket fitted with a step. Thu required depth of tho 
cavity is obtained by setting tho ntop which comes to a rust on 
top of tho drill guide. Thu loose explosive is removed from the 
fuzo cavity with suction hoso (Photo K, , and the threads 
cleaned with the bnt.'.i:i thread cleaner (Photo K, y7). Any loose 
explosive is removed with brush (Photo J, //6) and tho threads 
given a thorough coating of vaseline. After the fuze scat liner 
is put in place, it is sealed with tho plug (Photo J, ;/l) and 
enough paraffin poured on tho baso of the filler to completely 
fill tho cavity between the base of the load and the face of the 
base plug when seated. As soon as the paraffin congeals enough 
not to run, the plug is removed from the fuze scat liner and the 
base plug screwed-home. Before inserting tho base plug, tho 
dummy fuze (Photo J, fjd) is screwed in the base plug and the 
double ended wrench (Photo J, ;/9) is fastened in place with lock 
nut (Photo J, yt5). Thu dummy fuze not only keeps the liner in 
position '..'hila the base plug is being seated but also tho with
drawal of the dummy fuze serves to remove tho excess paraffin 
which flows into the recess cut in tho body of tho dummy fuze 
just flush with the face of tho base plug.

i
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The projectile is next removed to a bench or rack whore it 
is laid on its side and the old paint removed by scraping, the 
fuzes screwed home and the base cover assembled as described 
previously. The projectlie is then painted in conformity with 
existing instructions.

it was found most important to 
day's loading, including tho making 
plosive after loading.

inspect a percentage of each 
of density tests of tho ex

*
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SECTION V. PYROTECHNICS

1. Pyrotechnic Materials and Compositions

Pyrotechnic materials for military use are mentioned in 
history, about 50 B.C. 1. and their development in the form of 
incendiaries, signals and illuminating devices, to meet special 
situations, in the various campaigns of warfare, lead to their 
general adoption by the armies participating in the war of 1914- 
1918,

The developments of pyrotechnic materials up to the time 
of the World War were made on an empirical basis and the lack of 
general information concerning, military pyrotechnics is due to 
their limited applications and to the comparatively few refer
ences in literature on this subject.

The successful use and development of various types of 
incendiaries, signal and illuminating compositions during the 
World War by the various armies engaged foi'med the basis for 
the study, by our Ordnance Department, of the designs best 
suited for future use. These studies have for their purpose 
the simplification and standardization of designs and the de
velopment of new and improved compositions by scientific methods.

Signal compositions are used to transmit visual messages, 
according to a pre-arranged code, by means of white or colored 
flames or smokes. While most effective at night, the colored 
flames can be used to some extent in daytime; whereas the use of 
smoke is limited to daylight conditions. As the underlying 
principles of pyrotechnic flame compositions differ from those 
of pyrotechnic smoke compositions, these are discussed separately.

PYROTECHNIC FLA”E COMPOSITIONS

Pyrotechnic flame compositions are physical mixtures of 
chemical elements and compounds, generally compressed into con- 
tainers. These compositions undergo combustion with the evolution 
of much light as v.ell as heat. The light effect is ascribed to 
incandescence of the gases liberated and principally of small 
particles of solid matter carried mechanically by the gases. 
These substances in virtue of their chemical composition radiate 
much more light of the desired wave-lengths than inert materials 
heated to the same temperature.

Pyrotechnic compositions of this type may be considered 
intermediate between thermite compositions and explosives, as 
shown by the following tabulation:



Typo of
Compesit ion

Physical State 
of Products

Forms of Energy 
Produced______

Velocity of
Reaction

Thcrmito Solid Hoat Uniform burning 
rate.

Pyrotechnic Solid & gaseous Heat and Light Uniform burning 
rate.

Explosive Gaseous Heat & kinetic Accelerated 
burning rate or 
instantaneous*

This tabulation doos not establish strict limits for these 
typos of compositions. Just as smokeless powder vhlch normally 
bums, can bo detonated under certain conditions, so certain 
pyrotechnic compositions, can bo caused to explode violently when 
subjected to certain unusual conditions.

PHYSICAL CHaHACTERISTIGS OP A
PYR0T3CHTIC FLA? IE CO?TPOSITIOM

The physical characteristics of a pyrotechnic composition 
which arc of major interest in determining its suitability for use 
or in making a canparison with other compositions are:

—• Candlepower per unit of burning surface.
b. Burning’rate.
_c. CbTor of" flame.
d. 'SehsTtivity to ignition (Ignition temperature).
e,. Sensitivity to impact and detonation.
£. Density of pressed composition.
g. Candlepower efficiency (Candlepower-seconds per 

gram)*
Quantitative methods for detciroining each of the foregoing 

characteristics, with the exception of color intensity, have been 
developed and arc used in inspection and development tests. These 
methods will be discussed later. The pyrotechnic physical 
characteristics of standard compositions are given in the 
following table.



STANDARD pYR0TECHNIC COMPOSITIONS
Typical pyrotechnic comnositions find their characteristics 

are an followai
Z-

Tracer
Rifle
Light

Rifle 
Light

Rifle 
Light

Airplane 
Rare...

Potassium chlorate 84
Strontium nitrate 45.5 * - *
Strontium carbonate 5 -
Barium chlorate — 90 - —
Barium nitrate «• — 72.0 75.0
Mercurous chloride 22.7 — -
Asphalt 9.1 11 10 - w
Sulphur - - - 6.5 4.5
Magnesium,coated Linseed Oil 22.7 — —
Aluminum, flake — - — 3.7 4.5
Aluminum, grain — — 16.8 14.0
Castor oil - - - 1.0 1.5
Color Red Rod Green TZhito White
Candlepower 2000 1700 1350 65000 300000Cp. /sq. in. 14500 1130 900 43300 26000
Burning rate,in./min. 3.3 3.2 3.7 7.0 4.0
Ignition Temp., °C. 550 390 370 650 650

, Drop Test, in.,2 Kg.mt. 22 9 10 16 20
Density, gm./cc. 1.9 1.6 2.3 2.0 2.1
Cp. x sec./gm. 8700 750 540 12000 10000

Upon consideration of those values it is apparent that it
would be desirable to develop new or modified compositions superior
in certain respects to those now in use. The red and green rifle
light compositions arc of the same order of sensitivity to impact
as tetryl and oan be caused to detonate in the sand test by means 
of mercury fulminate. These compositions also have candlepower 
values which offer much room for improvement. The ignition tem
perature of the red tracer composition is believed to bo undesirably 
high in view of the short time in which the composition must ignite 
and bum when functioning in a tracer. The candlepower value of the 
white flare compositions is known not to represent the maximum which 
is so desirable in connection with the landing of and observation 
from airplanes.

CHEMICAL characteristics of 
PYROTECHNIC FLARE COMPOSITIONS

As stated previously, these compositions arc physical mixtures 
which arc combustible. As they aro pressed into the form of candles 
and burn progressively from ono end to the other, the oxygen of the 
air i'■ not sufficient and the mixture must contain this essential of



oombust Lon ns well as a fuel. When subjected to pressure, the 
mixture must be sufficiently coherent to remain in compact form, 
and a binding agent is necessary. If the composition la to yield 
a colored flame, it may be necessary to include a color intensifying 
compound which does not affoot the thermochemical-react Ion us a 
whole to nny marked extent but Influences tho spectral distribution 
of the flame. Some materials serve more than one of thoso purposes, 
so that each composition does not contain singlo ingredients 
serving each of tho purposes mentioned.

Tho ingredients usod In pyrotechnic flaro compositions may 
bo classified as (a) fuels, (b) oxidizing agents, (c) color 
intenaiflors, (d) retardants, binding agents, and (o) waterproofing 
agents. Typical ingredients in tho classification given are as 
follows:

a, . Fuels - Magnesium, aluminum, sulohur, asphalt, 
resinates of calcium, strontiun, barium, copper.

b. Oxidizing Agents - Perchlorates of potassium and 
armonium; chlorates of potassium and barium; nitrates of potassium, 
barium, strontium, sodium; chromates of strontium, and barium.

c, . Color Intensifiers - Chlorides of barium, strontium, 
copper; resinates of strontium, copper; nitrates of strontium, 
sodium*

d, . Slowing Agents - Asphalt, paraffin, sulphur, 
resinates of metals.

Binding.Agents - Asphalt, paraffin, sulphur, 
resinates of metals.

£• Waterproofing Agents - Asphalt, paraffin, sulphur, 
resinates of metals.

From this t elation, it is apparent that in seme cases a 
single material wil’ serve as a fuel, binding agent, waterproofing 
agent, and color intensifier, while in other cases one ingredient 
will act as an oxidizing agent and color intensifier. This is 
fortunate, as the limitations on the pyrotechnic characteristics of 
a composition desired for a certain purpose are so narrow that great 
difficulty if not impracticability would be experienced if it were 
necessary to uso a different ingredient for each purpose.

Due to tho fact that the oxygen of tho air plays some part 
in the burning of a pyrotechnic composition and the necessity in 
some cases of sacrificing some candlepower value for color value 
or in order to fix the burning rate at a desired value, pyrotechnic 

...1 _



compositions aro not usually oxygon-balanced within themselves. 
Variations in tho proportions of tho ingredients change tho overall 
chemical and thermochemical constitution of a composition and so 
affect the pyrotcchnlo characteristics.

As sho"n on Fig. I, variations in tho proportion of 
oxidizing agent to fuol affects the candlonowor and burning rate 
values, there being a ratio which is optimum with respect to maximum 
candlepower and burning rate obtainable. Theso curves show that 
the use of certain amounts of strontium carbonate as a color 
intensifying agent increases tho candlepower and burning rate values. 
Tho strontium canpounds formed as products of combustion aot as 
radiators of wave lengths of light which aro confined largely to 
tho rod portion of tho spectrum.

Color intensifying agents which aro oxidizing agents also 
can be used to increase the candlepower and burning rate values Of 
a composition. The peroxides of barium and strontium are examples 
of these. Color intensifiers '-hich are neither fuels nor oxidizing 
agents reduce the candlepower and burning rate values while 
improving tho color value. An example of this is shown by tho following tablet-^

Ingredients Parts by V/oight
Barium nitrate 47 47 47
Barium peroxide 23 23 23
Aluminum 18 18 18
Asphalt 12 12 12
Barium chloride * 25 40
Candlepo’-or/sq. in. 2000 1300 700
Burning rate, in./min. 2.9 2.5 2.4
Color Greenish Good

white Green green

If a given composition is propared from ingredients having 
certrain granulations and this is formed into a candle under a 
certain loading pressure, combustion -ill take place at a definite 
rate and certain pyrotechnic characteristics ’.'dll be observed. 
It has been found that if the granulation of one or more in
gredients is changed, tho chemical reactions involved in tho 
burning are retarded or accelerated and the pyrotechnic values 
are affected. The distinct effects of such variations are shown 
in the following table.—

1



a composition is formed into a candle affects the pyrotechnic 
characteristics for the same reason that variations in the fineness 
of ingredients does so.
Data — illustrating this foil ova

78$ Barium nitrate 
3$ Aluminum, Gr.A.
12$ Aluminum, Gr.B.
5$ Sulphur
2$ Castor Oil

Thru 
mosh
48
48
100
80

Hold 
on mesh

100
100
200

Thru 
mesh
100
100
200
80

Held 
on mesh

150
200

Thru 
mesh
200
200 
200
80

Held 
on mosh

Candl epo'-er/sq. in.
Burning rate,in./min.•

8400
3.1

10220
3.2

12620
3.4

Similarly it has been found that the pressure under vMch

Loading Pressure Cp./sq.in. Burning Rato
lbs./sa.in. in./min.

2600 165200 14.3
6000 174600 13.9
8000 175600 13.3

10000 181500 13.0
16000 202200 12.7

The effects of variations in the loading pressure are not
al’pays so definite, as seme compositions loaded under increasing
pressures develop decreased 
change in candlcpovor.

burning rate values without any marked

The diameter (burning area) of the candl e in '-hich tho
composition is burned also affects the candlepo•■'er and burning
rate values obtained, Tho following table shovs the results
obtained by burning candles of different sizes :made from the
same composition and loaded under a pressure of 2600 Ibs./sq.in.

Burning Aron Candlepover per Burning Rate
Sq. Inches Sq. inch In./min.

2.7 165,200 14.3
3.4 177,000 14.0
5.0 145,200 13.9

10.8 132,000 13.4
Those data 'in; in distinct contrast to those shoving 

the effects of loading pressure. ’Thile both increase in 



loading prcngurc and Inoronsn in burning surface tend to decrease 
tho rate of burning, the effects of the candlopowor/sq.in. value 
of magnesium illuminating compositions are in opposite directions. 
In increasing the diameter of n pyrotechnic candle in a design, 
therefore, It is in some oases advisable to load under an in
creased pressure in ordor to maintain the candlepower at as high 
a value as possible.

STABILITY OF PYROTECH
NIC FLA.^ COMPOSITIONS

”/hilc the stability characteristics of the standard com
positions listed previously is considered satisfactory, that 
of pyrotechnic compositions as a class presents a problem which 
is greater than that of propellant compositions. This is due 
to the fact that ingredients which in thensolvos may bo quite 
stable may prove equally satisfactory in admixture with some 
materials but undergo reaction with certain other materials.

Magnesium and aluminum are excellent fuels, as each burns 
rondily vdth a -hito light and the formation of a refractory oxide. Magnesium is superior to aluminum in those rsspocts.^ 
However, each undergoes oxidization on exposure to air and/or 
moisture, and magnesium is more easily oxidized than aluminum. 
In the case of aluminum it appears that the thin film of oxide 
formed acts as a protective coating, but it is necessary to 
protect magnesium by coating it vdth a thin film of a chemically 
inert material such as paraffin. The deterioration of a com
position containing uncoated magnesium and stored at 5O°C., has 
been attributed to reaction with the asphalt binding agent.

Anhydrous strontium nitrate is hygroscopic, but normally 
stable. However, it has been found that when a composition containing^

40% strontium nitrate 
15/o strontium: ‘hromate

9% strontium hloride 
10% strontium resinate 
26% magnesium, ooatcd

is subjected to storage nt 50°C. and magazine temperatures, 
there is a very definite deterioration of the composition stored 
in magazine within nine months, but no change in that stored at 
50°C. Tho deterioration was -accompanied by tho formation of 
ammonia, indicating reduction of the nitrate by the magnesium. 
The reaction has been ascribed to temperature fluctuations causing 
condensation of hygroscopic moisture or dehydration of the 
crystalline strontium chloride; -‘.nd this entering into reaction 
rath tho nitrate ''-nd magnesium.



Slight volatility of a solid Ingredient may cause tho
deterioration of a pyrotechnic composition. An investigation of 
tho splitting of tracer bodies by a acmposltlon containing 
strontium nitrate, mercurous chloride, asphalt, and uncoatod
magnesium indicated that the sublimation of the chloride plays 
a part in tho deterioration of the composition.—

Peroxides such ns those of barium and strontium aro 
oxidizing agents and color intensifiers, but there is somo 
evidence that unless compositions containing these are protcotcd 
from atmospheric moisture this causes tho reduction and hydration 
of the peroxide and consequent deterioration of tho composition.

The stability of the newly developed pyrotechnic composition 
must, therefore, be established by storage at different tem
peratures with periodic tests. This is usually done by placing 
candles in waterproofed paper cases in storage in a magazine 
subjected to climatic temperature variations. In seme cases 
the composition is also stored in an unpressed condition.

It is therefore important, in developing pyrotechnic 
compositions, to utilize ingredients which are non-hygroscopic, 
non-volatile, non-oxidizing at ordinary temperatures, and non
react ivo with other compounds in the presence of moisture in 
order that the compositions be of satisfactory stability when 
subjected to ordinary storage conditions.

PYROTECHNIC SMOKE COMPOSITIONS
Pyrotechnic smoke compositions may be divided into two types!
a, . Those burning at a low temperature, with practically 

no flame but vdth the formation of a dense smoke (white, black 
or yellow) as a product of combustion.

b. Those burning at so low a temperature as not to de
compose, but to volatilize an organic dye v/hich colors and adds 
to the smoke formed.
Examples of the first type of smoko compositions arc as follows:

7
iThite Smoko Puff"

50$ Red Phosphorous
50$ Sawdust

Black Smoke
6^1 Hexachlorethano
19$ Magnesium
19$ Anthracene

or
50$ Red Phosphorous
40$ Charcoal
IC/o Zinc Oxide



"/hl to PT Bomb Smoko-^1
40$ Ammon1urn perchlorate
26$ Zinc powder
8$ Magnesium carbonate
26$ Asphalt

Yellow Smoko
33,3$ Potassium nltrnto
33.3$ Arsonio disulphide
33.3-$ Sulphur

The 'Thite Smoko Puff composition bums rapidly and 
liberates a cloud of smoke, vhoreas tho other comnosltlons 
listed burn more slowly leaving a trailing line of smoke from 
tho parachute or bomb,

The second type of compositions, those depending upon the 
volatilization of an organic dye to color the smoke produced, 
are represented by the following. *•

Chemical Rod Yellow Green B.1u£

Potassium chlorato 20$ 33$ 33$ 35$
Lactose 20$ 24$ 26$ 25$
Paranitran11ino 60$ *
Auramine — — 34$ 15$ •• —
Chrysoldin — 9$ — —
Indigo (synthetic) —• 26$ 40$

Each of the above compositions burns slowly, is assembled 
’.71th a parachute, and gives a trailing line of colored smoke. 
The combustion lasts from 25 to 30 seconds in each case,

T/ith the exception of burning time no quantitative methods 
for measuring and comparing the characteristics of pyrotechnic 
smoke compositions are available. Accordingly experimental com
positions arc usually tested by loading In the standard assembly 
and making functioning tests in direct comparison with tho 
composition considered standard. A number of observers are used 
In such tests, and the results are averaged.

VISIBILITY OP PYRO
TECHNIC SIGNALS

Tho range of visibility of a pyrotechnic flame signal is 
determined byj

a., Candlepower
b. Color •
c_. leather (time of day, humidity, sno1",etc.)

Very little quantitative data with respect to the visibility 
of pyrotechnic signals are available, but some work on this 
problem has been done at this Arsenal.



'Vorklng over a rnngo of 1468 yards on a clear dark night, 
it has been found that lights having the follov’lng minimum candlo- 
ponr values arc visible to the average observer:

Rod
Amber 
’.'/hl to 
Green

0.09 op.
0.10 "
0.23 ”
0.25"

These values aro in general agre.-ment ’'-Ith the recognized 
principle that the ’■Islbility of lights of different colors 
arc dependent noon their vnvc lengths, those of shorter ’-avr. 
length being absorb'd by air most quickly.

The presence of light from sun, moon, or stars in tho air 
decreases the visibility of a flame signal enormously. The 
following measurements ’•», re also made over a range of 1468 yards.—

'Minimum Cnndlepo'-cr required for 
Visibility

Red
Ni$it,clear sky nnd air 0.09
Day, clear sky and air 430
Hight,overcast,slight fog 0.29
Day,overcast, slight fog 180

Amber T7hi te Croon
0.18 0.23 0.25

680 1000 900 •
0.37 0.28 0.53

190 290 360 ■
Tho presence of moisture (mist, fog, rain or snov} in air 

has a notable effect in reducing tho visibility of signals. This 
is sho”n by tho above and the follo—ing table. —

Relative Intensities of Light required for Visibility
________________ at Eight_______________________

Clear
Light
Ra in

Heavy 
Rain

Light 
Snow

Ligh 
Fog

Red 1.0 1.2 9.9 222 3.2
Amber 2.0 2.1 33.5 835 4.1V/hite 2.5 3.0 132.0 1556 3.1
Green 2.8 3.2 33.5 567 5.9

Pyrotechnic flume signals arc not usually employed for 
transmitting signals over very great distances, but more accurate 
kno’-ledge of the rangi of visibility of such signals •■•ould be 
vrry desirable.

-10-



MEAtRJRDt.'iENT OF PYROTECH
NIC CHARACTERISTICS

A? stated previously, the pyrotechnic charaoteristlos 
of a oennosition '-hich are of Interest arc the onndlopower, 
burning rate, und color values. In addition certain physical 
characteristics, such as sensitivity to Impact, sensitivity to 
Ignition, sensitivity to detonation, and density arc of practical 
lntcr« st. A brief discussion of the methods for determining 
tho properties mentioned rd 11 be given.

COMPOSITION PREPARATION
The composition is prepared by thorough mixing of carefully 

dried, granulated materials. This is accomplished by repeated 
passing through sieves, or by mixing in a tumbling barrel. Tho 
thoroughly nixed composition is pressed into the form of candles 
in sawyer-bon rd paper cases by moans of a split mold. Tho 
pressing is always done by means of a hydraulic press behind a 
barricade.

CA7DLEP0'<7ER
The standard method for determining the candlepower value j 

of a pyrotechnic light is tho use of the Sharp-Hi liar photometer. * This shovoi on the attached dra—ing depends upon thu visual j 
equalization of t-o lights in the Lummor-Brodhun test field. I 
The photometer is set up at a measured distance from the source i ■of light to be measured. By adjusting the distance of tho I 
reference standard light source from tho nrism set until the f 
two lights appear of equal intensity in tho Lummer-Brodhun test | 
field, the candlepower value of the unknown can be calculated | 
from the scale reading. The calibration of the scale is in | 
accordance with the inverse square law. The direct scale range | 
is from 0,4 to 20 foot candles. The absorbing filters, when j 
used on either side of the Lummer-Brodhun cube, extend tho range I 
from approximately 0.004 to 2000 foot candles. I

If the candlepower value of the unknown light varies during f 
chc test, a number of observations are made and the results are f 
averaged. Such fluctuations impair the accuracy of the method <, 
and an effort to overcome this is made by the simultaneous use | 
of a record ing potent iometer connected ’-ith a photoelectric cell. | 
The area under the curve obtained is integrated manually or by t 
means of a planimeter. F
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In addition to tho Sharp-Millar photometor and the photo
electric coll, there io nlso usod a T.'eston Photronic Cell, which 
consists of two cuprous-oxido cells gonorating electromotive 
force (voltage) without tho presence, of an electrolyte when ex
posed to light. A milliammeter, calibrated in terras of foot 
candles is road and since no adjustments are made many more read
ings can be taken in a short period than with a Sharp-Millar 
photometer. For measuring colored lights, each cell is equipped 
with a color filter.

It is planned at present to construct a recording illu
minometer, using a photoelectric device with an automatic re
corder, which will provide a continuous ink and paper record of 
the flare candlepower throughout the burning period. The re
corder will operate sufficiently rapidly to be used on the short, 
rapid bux'ning flares and candles. Tills will have the advantages 
of eliminating the influence of eye defects, fatigue and other 
sources of error due to the human element, and furnishing the 
desired data in permanent record form.

SENSITIVITY TO IMPACT

This is determined by means of the Standard Drop Test 
apparatus and procedure described under Laboratory Physical Tests 
of High Explosives. A 2-kilogram drop weight is used.

BURNING RATE

Before burning the tost candle, the height of the column 
of composition is measured by moans of an accurate scale. The 
time required to burn this column is determined accurately by 
means of a stop watch and the data are calculated to the basis 
of inches burned per minute.

COLOR VALUE

No satisfactory method of describing the color of a flame 
has been developed to date. This may be due to the fact that 
few human eyes see the same thing in exactly the same way. 
Accordingly, the color value of li(ht from a pyrotechnic flame 
is usually described as a good bluish green, a fair reddish 
yellow, a poor light- gre-_n, etc.

For purposes of record and comparison, spectrograms 
similar to those in Figure £ are made. The density of the 
photographic negative of the spectrograms at any point, as deter
mined by means of the Gacrtner Microdensitometer, depends on tho 
intensity of thu radiation of the corresponding wave-length and 
on the sensitivity of the panchromatic film used to that particu
lar radiation. It is th.-re fore possible to establish in perman
ent record form the relative intensities of tho various colors 
radiated by any source of light.



Howcvor, an already noted, the process of color vision
Is complex and the color value of a pyrotechnic flnmo cannot bo 
deduced accurately from spectral data without visual observa
tion. Spectral photography is of particular value in dotermin- 
ing the effect or absence of effect on the spoctinim of a com
position obtained by adding or omitting an additional component.

SENSITIVITY TO IGNITION

This is determined by tho apparatus and procedure de
scribed under Laboratory Physical Tests of High Explosives for 
tho determination of temperature required for oxplosion, As 
very fei, pyrotechnic compositions explode, this characteristic 
is considered an ignition temperature rather than an explosion 
temperature.

SENSITIVITY TO DETONATION

This is determined by pressing 0.40 gram of the composi
tion into a blasting cap shell, pressing in an initiating charge 
of 0.30 gram of mercury fulminate, and firing tho charge in tho 
Sand Tost described under Laboratory Physical Tests of High Ex
plosives.

SENSITIVITY TO FRICTION

This is determined by means of the Pendulum-Friction 
Test described under Physical Tests of High Explosives. Either 
or both the fiber and steel shoes are used.

DENSITY

This is determined by pressing the composition into the 
form of a candle, measuring the length and diameter of thu 
cylinder of composition, weighing and calculating the density 
in terms of grams per cubic centimeter.

CAilDLEPd./ER EFFICIENCY

This is calculated from the weight, candlepower value
and numbers of seconds required to burn a test candle, and is 
expressed in terms of candlepower-seconds per gram.

SU13-5ARY

The use of scientific methods in the study and develop
ment of pyrotechnic compositions has been so recent that, while 
much useful data have been obtained, the transition from an art 
to a science is not complete as yet.

However, m.;thods for determining basic dutn have been 
tb • velop. ,d end aprlL ■! !..•> -.t.'in lar.l .-■"impositions; thus .-stnbli shinp



a basis for comparison In tho duvolopmunt of no., compositions 
superior to those new standard or to much new design require
ments. Some progress has been made in such development work, 
and continued effort in this direction should yield much in 
now materials, applications and concepts of practical importance 
in military pyrotechnics.
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SBCTIO*' V. PYROTECHNICS
2. Flares and Signals* Design nnd Functioning.

Prior to tho entry of tho United States in tho World ’.'/nN, 
there were few requirements for nyroteahnias in the nrmy and tho 
pyrotechnic devices necessary wore procured from commercial 
ooncorns.

It was probably duo to the fact that vnr on tho European 
battle-fields developed into trench warfare in ”'hioh tho 
opposing forces held the sumo sectors for days nt a time and 
in v’hich tho opposing infantry occupied trenches that at times 
were loss than ono hundred yards apart; that pyrotechnics 
became of importance for signalling and illumination in 
military operations.

Night attacks wore frequent and in guarding against night 
raiding parties, a method of illuminating no-man’s land between 
tho hostile forces was of vital necessity. Field or mobile radio 
equipment vns more or loss in the development stage and vas not 
adapted to all phases of warfare. Field telephones were used 
to good advantage in tho battle zones and telephone wire was 
strung under hazardous conditions. The lines, however, were 
subject to destruction by shell fire. Panels v;oro used for 
signalling from the ground to air in tho daytime, but this method 
of signalling was of no value at ni^it. Pyrotechnics wore not 
subject to these limitations, and their usefulness was due to a 
great extent to the mobility of the pyrotechnic devices under 
battle conditions.

Pyrotechnic signals used in the T/orld ’7nr ’-'ere small und 
self-contained. Rockets were used in the trenches as well as tho 
back areas, and both the signals for the grenade discharger and' 
the Very pistol could be carried by the soldier when attacking. 
Position lights used for signalling from the trenches to friendly 
airplanes 'were used in great quantities. Both tho position lights 
and projected signals were for day and night use. Tho messages 
were usually by prearranged code. Some signals called for 
immediate action, while others were used for identifying the 
position of troops.

In general, pyrotechnic signals were used between

(a) Troops on the ground
(b) Troops on tho ground and aircraft
(c) Aircraft und troops on tho ground
(d) Aircraft
(e) Aircraft and airdromes
(f) And for night illumination,
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The use of aircraft for offensive and observation 
purposoo provided the roqulrtmcnt of a. flare to be released 
from aircraft, for use in Illuminating hostile- territory nt 
nij-ht, for observation, and for the purpose of locating targets 
for bombing planes. There "ns also a requirement for a flare 
attached to the wing of a plane for the purpose of illuminating 
tho ground for night landing.

'.’/hen the United States entered, the '/orld War in April 1917, 
in addition to tho urgent demands for various typc-s of munitions, 
the Ordnance Department was assigned the problem of developing 
and procuring from American manufacturers pyrotechnic devices 
comparable to thoso of our Allies. Tho types necessarily had 
to meet the service requirements and, duo to the urgent demand, 
had to be of such nature that they could bo manufactured by tho 
fireworks Industry of this country with existing facilities. 
Contracts had been made and a*number c-f types of pyrotechnics 
••’ere In process of manufacture -hen instructions ’’•ere received 
to the effect that ns the American forces -ould operate "’ith tho 
French and the pyrotechnics would be issued from the same depots, 
to avoid confusion both in interpretation of messages and use, 
the French system of pyrotechnics would bo adopted. This order 
caused considerable delay in manufacture, as samples and dra-ings 
"•ore necessary, and "hen the drawings wore received, they hod to 
be revised to conform to American standards. *7ith minor modifica
tions in design to suit American manufacturing facilities and 
methods, production -as started on the French system of pyro
technics. Until pyrotechnics of American production could be 
shipped to France, our forces were furnished pyrotechnics by 
the French.

Tn Juno 1918, the following items of pyrotechnics -ere in 
use by our Army:

Signal Rockets - 16 types
Very Star Cartridge (ground troop) - 25 m/m - 16 types 
Very Pistol - 25 m/m, Mark IV
V-B Cartridge - fired (by means of a blank cartridge) 

from grenade discharger attached to the rifle - 
16 types.

V-B Rifle Discharger35 m/m Signal Cartridge (Aviation) - 6 types
35 m/m Signal Pistol, Mark T - Aviation 
Airplane Flare, "lark I
’Ying Tip Flare, Mark I (English Design) 
Position Light (ground) 3 types
Signal Light, 10 ga, - 3 types ) U.S. Ordnance Department 
Very Pistol, Mark ITI ) Design.
Smoke Torch, Mark I (English Dosign)

The pyrotechnics of the French system, '"ith few exceptions, 
"•ere unset: rf-.ctory. T^oy "'ere neither wre'i •■.■nou;',h for service 



use nor sufficiently vnterprcof, Tho rocket -ns u dunendable 
effective signal If kept dry, but nt various times the rocket 
sticks •••ere mis?. Ing, rendering the racket useless* The V-B 
Signal Cartridge required for its use a rifle, blank cartridge 
and n grenade discharger* The requirement of a special blank 
cartridge for .pyrotechnics was not considered satisfactory*.

Tho ground signal pistols were dependable, but for ground 
use tho signals used mth the pistols ’-ere not ns effective ns 
desired*

The Mark I Airplane Flare was often rendered unserviceable 
by rough handling and by rain.

In July 1919 a special board of officers ms convened for 
tho purpose of outlining n program for the future development 
of pyrotechnics. The major recommendations of tho Board v'cro 
ns follows:

’’The present method of projection of pyrotechnics, in
cluding rockets, 25 m/m and 35 m/m Very Pistol and V-B Cartridges 
be declared obsolete and that in their stead, thorc shall be 
developed for use of the ground troops, one method of projection 
for all types of projected signals;, and ono typo of projected 
signals of the hand grenade type to replace the 35 m/m Pistol 
for Air Service use; and that the present types of non-projccted 
signals, including position lights and -’ing tip flares be 
continued in service without change..

In general,, all of the present types of pyrotechnics fall 
’.•■•ithin the class of "fireworks” and not "ordnance”,, and in making 
the recommendation for specifications covering all the types 
specified, the Board is influenced by this consideration and can 
not lay too much stress upon the importance of recommending the 
development of pyrotechnics along the linos of other Ordnance 
material.

That a projector for the firing of signals by ground troops 
bo developed ’-hich shall be extremely durable and simple of con
struction.

That it shall not exceed in weight the service rifle, that 
it shall be capable of propelling the signal to the maximum of 
height attainable -ithin the weight nllo-nncc of the device, 
-’hich height shall not bo less than 600 feet; that- the projector 
shall be constructed to receive the signal cartridge in tho form 
of fixed a’muni t ion.

The signal shall hove a self-contained propelling charge 
with a delay action fuze to permit the functioning of the signal 
at the height of its trajectory. The effect produced by nil the 
sirnols nhnll bo equal in quality and efficiency to the effect 



produced by tho corrcrpondlng types in the roclcoto nov’ in 
ntrvldo. The signal cartridge ntrxll n't exceed ono pound in 
’"Hifht, nnd shall be abnolutely "•aterproof.

That the Airplane Flare shall be developed in t"'o typos, 
ono having a cnndlepo'"or of 300,000 to 400,000 nnd a time of 
burning of seven or eight minutes; the other having a oundlo- 
powor of 700,000 to 800,000 ".nd a time of burning of three to 
four minutes; nnd that an offort shall bo made to include in 
both types a time fuse to permit the functioning of tho flare 
nt any prearranged distance below the airplane.”

’71th the exception of the grenade type signal for aircraft 
•and the lor.* priority assigned to other devices, the development 
’•■ork on pyrotechnics has continued substantially on the linos 
outlined in the above recommendations.

Description of Pyrotechnic Devices for Air Corps.
Due to increased activity in aviation since the ’7orld 7/ar, 

there was an immediate requirement for an emergency landing flnre. 
Tho Aircraft Parachute Flare M3 'ms developed by Picatinny Arsenal 
and adopted by the Air Corps. The flare is no’" obsolescent, but 
a brief description '."ill be given. It Is 25.3 inches long and 
•approximately *.5 inches in dinmeter. The flnre burns for three 
minutes with a candlepower of 300,000, It is installed in tho 
plane in a vertical position by means of a hook secured to the 
outer case. The flare consists of an outer cylindrical case 
having a bottom cover that is held in place by a band of spring 
steel provided -with three lugs that hold tho cover In position. 
The extremities of the band are provided ’-.’ith loops through 
’•'hich the two prongs of the release fork arc inserted, locking 
the band to the case. A flexible release cable is attached to 
the fork. A silk parachute fifteen feet in diameter and the 
illuminant assembly arc contained in the outer case. The 
illuminating composition is charged in a paper tube, the upper 
end of which accommodates a wood base block secured in place by 
wood screv's. The igniter assembly is housed in the block. Two 
lengths of quick match entering through holes in opposite sides 
of the block relay the flame from the igniter to the lower or 
ignition end of the illuminant. The igniter assembly which is 
explained in detail in the description of the Aircraft Parachute 
Flare M8, consists of the igniter block which contains four 
friction primers. The friction wires apo attached to the flare 
suspension cable ’-'hich is anchored in the wood block.

Operation
The protecting cover is removed by means of the tear strip 

before the flare is installed in the plane. A pull cn the 
release cable removes the fork and allows the release bund to 
spring a"-iy, freeing the bottom cover. The illuminant and



parachute drop from the outer caso by gravity, tho outer case 
rtv.viining in tho plane. Tho opening of the p: rachv.to functions 
tho ijiiter, the flame of which ijxites the flora composition*

Thia flare could only be released from a special releasing 
device installed in the plane. In pianos of certain types, 
there vias no space available for flares in tho body of tho plane, 
and this necessitated the development of a flare that could be 
carried in the external bomb rack or in the bomb bay, as well 
as in the vertical internal releasing device. The Aircraft 
Parachute Flare i.iS was developed to satisfy those requirements.

Aircraft Parachute Flare ?£A1

Uss.

Tho Aircraft Parachute flare hQAl is used primarily for 
emergency landing at night either by airplanes in distress or for 
landing on fields on which there is insufficient ground illumination.

Description.

In describing the flaro, reference is made to Figure 1.

The flare burns for 3 minutes with a candlopowul* of 400,000. 
It is approximately 25.5 inches long and 4.25 inches in diameter. 
The woi^it is 17 lbs.

The flare can be released from a vertical launching tube 
installed in the interior of the airplane, from a horizontal flaru 
rack built in the wings of the piano, or from internal or external 
bomb racks.

Tliu illuminant case of the flaru is a convolute wound paper 
tube having 3/16 inch wall thickness and is encased in a zinc 
sheathing .014 inch thick. Tho case is charged with the illuminant 
composition undor a pressure of 3600 pounds per square inch. The 
composition consists of thu following ingredients:

Barium Nitrate - ----- - 33.7>
I.iagncsiun 48/100

coated v.’ith linseed oil - 30.3J>
Aluminum - -- -- -- -- 15.
Sodium Oxalate ------ 18.8jj
Castor Oil ---- - - - - - - 1.0>
Linseed Oil-------------- ----------1.0/

Tho use of sodium.oxal”to in tho composition gives the 
flume a soft yellowish tingo. This type or light doos not ''blind” 
thu pilot making observations by means of tiro flare, and reduces 
the contrast botweon thu brijit and the shadow areas.



The first fire charge is a mixture consisting of the 
illuminant composition, and black powder, 2!$. A perforated 
paper disc is attached to the first fire charge. The perfora
tions in the disc are filled with a black powder priming paste. 
The end of the illuminant case is reinforced by a motal end. 
The closing cover is a tight press fit in this end. An aluminum 
base block is secured in tho opposite end of the illuminant case 
with the same screws which secure the parachute case to tho 
illuminant caso. Thu base block provides an anchorage for tho 
suspension cablo-shock absorber assembly.

Two friction igniters are secured in tho baso block. 
Each friction ignitor consists of a primor cup containing a 
friction composition consisting of potassium chlorate, charcoal, 
and a dextrine binder. Tho friction wiro projects through tho 
primal' in tho form of a loop which is coated with rod phosphorous 
applied in tho form of a paste. Tho other ond of tho friction 
wiro is attached to tho suspension cable. In order that an 
appreciable pull will bo required to operate tho ignitors tho 
friction wires aro secured against tho base block by an aluminum 
strip .013 inch thick fastened to tho base block by a brass re
tainer. A pull sufficient to tear tho aluminum strip must bo 
applied to the friction wires before the igniters can function.

Tho tube loading throng the illuminant houses a length of 
quickmatch which provides tho moons of relaying tho flomo of tho 
igpitors to the primed end of the flare,

A top seal of fire clay is loaded on top of the illuminant 
composition next to tho baso block to prevent the flame of tho 
ignitors igniting the upper ond of the composition.

Thu shock absorber is a dovico assembled between the para
chute and the illuminant assembly to lessen the load on the para
chute at the instant it opens. The shock absorber is made by 
slipping a hard drawn copper tube, 1/4 inch in diameter, having 
1/32 inch wall thickness, and 44 inches long over the flexible 
suspension :cablu, then wrapping them around a mandrel ?/16 inch 
in diameter in the form of a closely wound helical spring. It 
is bant in the form of a circle and is housed in a light metal 
cup attached to the base block with pins. The cup is closed 
with a heavy paper disc v/hich is held in place by crimping the end 
of the cup over the disc. The suspension cable projects through 
a notch in the disc. The paper disc is an added safety feature 
incorporated in the flare. Tho disc must be removed by tho jerk 
on the- suspension cable before tho friction igniters will fire.

The parachute is made of 4 nommo silk and is 15 feet in 
diameter. The siiroud linos arc made of braided cotton cord, hav
ing 100 Its, brooking strength. Thu slu’oud linos arc 14 foot in 
length and are attached to tiio suspension cable by moans of a 
:.ivt spool.



The parachute oaao in closed by tho hangwiro cover which 
is assor.iblod with tho opon end facing thu und of tho parachute ease.. 
Tho oovor la a metal stamping, formed to provide a container i’or 
tho hangwiro and a channel around thu circiuafcronco. Tho outox* 
wall of tho cover is approximately one half as hlfjx as the inner 
wall of tho channel. Tho channel is filled with a aealing com
pound to waterproof thu ond of -the i’laro. Tho hangwiro is not 
pcrmc.nontly attached to tho covor but in anchored by a soldorod 
stop on tho ond of1 the hangwiro.’ Tho stop is soatud in tho channel 
and tho hangwiro is passed through a notch cut in tho covor, then 
underneath the cover, and out throuj^x a notch on tho opposite side. 
In oporation, tho stop prevents thu hangwiro from pulling through 
tho notch in the covor when a pull sufficient to remove tho hangwiro 
covor from tho parachute case is applied to tho hangwiro. As tho 
hangviro is not attached to tho cover these parts separate when tho 
covor is frou of the parachute case,

A copper tear wiro having 26 pounds breaking strength is 
attached to tho portion of thu hangwiro which projects underneath 
the covor. A pull-out cord 15 foot in length is attached to tho 
parachute and tho tour wire.

A shipping cover hold by a toar strip is provided over tho 
parachute case ond of the flare.

Operation.

Before installing tho flare on the piano the tour strip is 
removed, thoroby enabling removal of thu shipping cover. If tho 
flaro is placed in thu vertical launching tubo it either rests on 
thu ignition ond of the illuininant or is supported by tho suspen
sion hook, depending on tho typo of device used. If the flc.ro is 
installed on a horizontal rack it is supported by suspension bonds.

Tho swivel loop of tho hangwiro is attached to thu arming 
pawl of the releasing device. Wnon tho flaro is released, tho 
hangwiro cover is removed by tho resulting jerk on tho hangwiro 
and by moans of tho pull-out cord, the parachute is withdrawn from 
the parachute case. As tho flaro continues its descent, tho load 
or woifh-t of tho flora breaks tho tear wiro and tho flaro is free 
of the plane and tho parachute opens. The load suddenly applied to 
tho suspension cable tears off the disc over the shock absorber and 
functions tho ignitors, the flame of which is transferred by quick
match to tho priming and first fire composition to ignite the 
illuminant composition.

Tho interval of time roauired to full ignition of tho flare 
after release is 5 to 5 seconds.

Thu hangwirc cover is released from tho hangwiro assembly to 
avoid tho possibility of thu covor battering against tho piano in 
the air stream.



Future Trend of Design.

Thio flaro will function satisfactorily when released from 
a piano flying at speeds up to 200 miles per hour. In view of 
tho fact that airplane speeds aro constantly increasing and be
cause of the neod of a flare for illuminating targets for bomb 
and machine sun fire, the dovoloiiaent of tho flare is being con
tinued. At the present time a shock absorber is being developed 
to permit the flare to be dropped at still higher flying, speeds, 
A shade for the purpose of screening tho lirfit from the observer 
is also being dovelopod.

Aircraft x’arachuto Flare T3 (Experimental)

Uso.

This flare is to be used for locating targets for ni^it 
bombing and for night observation.

Description.

Reference is made to Figure 2*

The flare burns for two minutes with approximately 
1,000,000 candlepower. It is 45 inches in length and 4.5 inches 
in diameter. It weighs approximately 35 pounds.

The flare consists of an outer case having a semi- 
spherical nose provided with an adapter for securing the fuze. 
The rear portion of the case is equipped with stabilizers* The 
arming wiro is contained in a control cable casing, 39, attached 
to tho outer case.

The illuminunt body containing in order of loading, the 
surface charge, 34, first fire charge, 35, illuminant charge, 32, 
and fire clay seal, 31, is closed by a metal base, 19, which is 
secured in place by screws, 20. The parachute attachment bolt, 
22, is secured to tho base by nut, 10. The center tube, 17, 
centrally placed in tho illuminant charge, is screwed into the 
attachment bolt, and the cr.roud plates, 29 and 30, are secured 
to the opposite end of i tolt by nut, 28.

The parachute, 23, is of a thin, closely woven cotton cloth 
and is equipped .with shroud lines of flexible steel cable, A 
center wire cable attached to the crown of the parachute is 
extended through the hole in the attachment bolt and central tube, 
and is anchored at the ignition end of the illuminant by the 
release sleeve, 12, secured by solder to the cable. When the 
parachute is prepared for assembly, it is wrong side out with the 
exception of a 4-inch skirt. When the assembly is completed, 
the parachute is folded, tb.cn rolled in a cylindrical bundle, 
with the steel shroud lines wrapped around the bundle, «. metal 
cap closes tho parachute compartment♦

•• 
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The fuze used with tho flare in a T10 liochonlcal Time Banb 
Fuze, 2, having graduations frail 7 to 40 seconds. The bo.BO and 
movement aro those of the Waltham Artillery Fuze now obsolete. 
Tho fuze is armed by the withdrawal of an arming wire which 
releases an arming pin, thus allowing the movement to operate 
for a period oi' time (according to the sotting) when tho firing 
pin is released, exploding tho primer, which in turn ignites a base 
charge consisting of 90 grains of black powder.

Oporation.

Tho fuze is first sot at a predetermined time corresponding 
to the distance below tho piano that functioning of tho flaro is 
dosirod, Tho flare is suspended from tho bomb ruck by moans of 
tho suspension bands 14. Iho arming wire 1, is inserted through 
the arming pin and tho split pin is removed.

When the flare is released, the arming wire, which is 
attached to tho arming pawl of the bomb rack, is withdrawn from 
the arming pin, allowing the movement to operate until tho firing 
pin is released, exploding the primer which ignitos the baso charge. 
The gases from the baso charge ignites the illuminant, at the same 
time expelling tho illuminant and parachute from thu outer cuso, 
the gas check 21, preventing tho flame from burning tho parachute. 
Tho outor caso falls to tho ground. Tho contor wire cablo, 16, 
allows tho parachute to partly open reducing tho velocity of 
descent for approximately two seconds, in which time the soldor 
securing tho release sleeve, 12, molts, freeing tho cable, and 
tho parachute fully opens.

Projector, Pyrotechnic, Aircraft, i-,52.

Uso.

The projector is used for firing parachute signals and 
flares from aircraft.

Description.

Reference is made to Figure 3.

This projector is of tho solf-cocking typo, having 
detachable barrels. It v;as developed to moot tho requirement 
that- tho pilot be ablo to load, fire and extract tho empty signal 
or flare case with ono hand.

To accomplish this, tho signal or flc.re is assembled in a 
licjit, expendable, detachable barrel, thu barrel of tho pistol 
serving only as a seat or socket into which tho detachable barrel 
can bo inserted. Tha base of the detachable barrel is provided 

■. ith an annular groove v.-'ilck. accomodates the locking lug of the 
rIntel. The signals ru carried in r-whs in the piano convenient 
»o t’. > pilot or nisur/nr, wit}; the cr Lr.’z r . i.d >>■',



Operation..

In operation, tho barrel of tho projector ia placed over the 
base of tho signal or flare which l.s automatically locked in place, 
A continuous pull on thu trigger cocks end fires the pistol. The 
detachable barrel is unlocked by depressing tho thumb roloaso on 
tho left hand side at the brooch of tho projector (not shown on 
tho drawing) .and it is thon free to fall from the pistol by 
gravity. In caso of mlsfiro or hangfire tho signal cun bo dis
posed of in the samo way, without endangering tho aircraft by 
bringing tho loaded discharger into tho cockpit.

Aircraft Parachute Flaro 119

Use.

This flare was developed to satisfy tho requirement for a 
small parachute flora for reconnaissance work.

Description,

Roforonco is made to Figure 4.

Tho flora has an overall length of 13,8 inches and a diameter 
of 2 inches. Tho illuminant burns for one minuto with a candle
power of 70,000. It woighs 26 ounces.

Tlio flaro consists of an oxtrudod aluminum flaro caso, 3, 
roducod in size at the baso to fit in tho detachable barrol, 26. 
Tho oxpolling char go cup, 21, containing a black powder oxpolling 
charge, 22, is attached to the inner wall of the baso. The fuse 
train (2y seconds delay) , is housed in a mot al flanged tube which 
is socured to the baso of tho flare, the outward and of which is 
exposed to tho flamo of tho propolling charge, 25, houses in tho 
brooch of tho detachable barrol. The opposite end of tho fuse is 
in contact with tho expelling charge, 22. The illuminant charge, 
13, is contained in candle case, 11. This cc.so is glued in tho 
candle caso cover, 12, which is closed at the upper ond by 
candle caso cap, 7, and which provides a means of attaching the 
parachute wire, 8. The gas chock, 6, protects tho silk parachute, 
2, from tho flame of the expolling charge i-fho upper ond of tho 
flaro case is provided with closing cap, 1,

Operation.

In operation, the flare is first socured in tho aircraft 
projector .and is than projected by a continuous pull on the 
trigger which explodes tho primer, 27, of thu detachable barrel, 
which ignites tho propellent charge, 25. This projects the flaro 
from tho piano a distance of approximately 80 foot and at the

-10-



some time igxitos tho delay train, 23. After 21- seconds, tho 
delay train turns through, igniting tho cxi?olling charge, 22, tho 
gasuo of which ignito tho flora charge and also oxpol tho oandlo 
ease and parachute from tho flaro ease.

Rod Star Aircraft Parachute Signal hill.

Uso,

Tho signal is foi' uso with tho Air Corps Signal Pistol.
It is used for signalling between aircraft or aircraft and tho 
ground.

Description,

Roforenco is made to Figure 5,

The sigial is 7.7 inches long, 1,56 inches in diameter.
Tho. stars burn for 30 seconds producing a red light. It woi^is 
9.5 ounces. Altitude of projection 100 foot. Tho signal case, 
5, is an elongated extruded aluminum cup pierced at the base for 
fuso, 20. Tho wood spacer, 16, contain.ng the black ponder 
expelling charge, 21, is seated in the base of tho case. The set
back wad, 15, to absorb tho shock of discharge is placed on tho 
spacer. Tho illuminant is of tho samo general design as that of 
th'o illuminant for the Aircraft Parachute Flare M9, except that 
tho flaro charge is a rod color composition. In tho parachute 
assembly, a parachute protector, 3, is used to prevent tho 
parachute from crushing on setback due to tho shock of discharge. 
The closing wad, 2, is for tho purpose of retaining tho parachute 
and the illuminant in tho signal caso after it has boon projoctod 
fran tho barrel, 6. The identification top, 1, retains the 
signal in the barrel.

Oporat ion.
The signal is fired and functions in tho same manner as tho 

Aircraft Parachute Flare M9.

White Star Aircraft Parachute Signal MIO.

The star burns for 30 seconds with a candlopowor of 30,000. 
This signal is similar in design to tho Mil Parachute Signal 
except that it produces a white light.

Ground Troop Signals.

The following ground signals have boon adopted by the using 
Services and are used with tho Ground Signal Projector El.
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Signal Ground Whitu Str.i’ Parachute, 115, 
Signal Red Chain Parachute, h7.
Signal Red Star Cluster, M6,

The Sigral Ground Red Star Parachute and Signal Ground 
Yellow Smoke Parachute T1 have been tentatively adopted.

These signala are contained in the same type signal body, 
and aa the Ground Troop Signal, Red Star Parachute is a common 
type in use, it will be described in detail.

Description,

Reference is made to Figure 6,

The signal is 1,62 inches in diameter and approximately 
5.8 inches long. It weighs 9 ounces. The burning time is approxi
mately 25 seconds.

The signal consists of an aluninum body, 9, closed at one 
end by an aluminum fuse housing, 16. The outer end of the fuse 
housing is provided with a powder train fuse charge, 21, and is 
also chambered to contain a propelling charge, 18. The fuse 
charge, 21, is protected from tho blast of the propelling charge 
by a fire clay closing seal, 20. The open end of the fuse 
housing, 16, is closed by the brass brooch cup, 17, into which a 
primer, 19, is inserted. The igniting charge, 22, relays the 
flash from tho primer to tho fuse train, and tho intermediate 
charts, 23, and inner charge, 24, relay tho flash from tho fuso 
train to the black powder pellet, 15, housed in the recess of the 
inner face of tho fuzo housing, 16. k paper retaining disc, 14, 
and a felt wad, 13, having a central holo, retains tho pellet, 15, 
in placo. Tho wud, 13, also cushions tho star assembly (tho 
primod end of which is seated on tho wad), against tho shock 
of discharge. The star assembly consists of a paper case, 7, 
closed by a cloth drm head, 25, The first firo charge, 11, the 
star charge, 10, and then a top seal of fire clay, 8, are 
loaded into the case under pressure, A wood plug, 6, glued into 
the case, 7, provides a means of attaching the star to the para
chute, 3, with a flexible suspension cable, 6, The black powder 
priming charge, 12, is applied to the cloth drum head, 25, us a 
means of igniting the first fire charge, 11. A paper disc, 4, 
protects the parachute from tho flash of this charge and that of 
the pellet, 15, The signal body is closed by the paper disc, 2, 
and the identification top, 1.

Signal Ground, White Star, Parachute.

This sifjial is used for illumination as well as for 
signalling and is similar to the Red Star Parachute Signal, with 
the exception of tho color composition which gives a white lijjht. 
It burns for’ 25 seconds with a candlepower of approximately 35,000.



Si<7ial Ground, Hod Chain, Parachute*

Tlio pyrotochute contents of thio signal consists of throe 
stars connoctod by an asbestos cord and spaced 36 inches apart* 
Tho chain of star’s aro attached to a parachute* Tho burning time 
is 25 seconds*

Signal Ground, Rod Star, Cluster,

This signal contains five stars placed one abovo the other, 
having a folt washer botwoon each star, Tho stars consist of 
aluminum cups charged with the rod color composition. They aro 
provided with a central holo through which quickmatch is inserted 
to insure quick ignition. The signal gives tho effect of a 
cluster ol* fulling stars and the burning time is 6 seconds.

Signal Ground Yellow Smoko parachute Tl»

This is u dayli^it signal and produces a yellow smoko cloud 
for 25 seconds, Tho composition case assembly consists of a paper 
caso having tho ignition end closed by a firo clay soul having a 
central hole* A charge of first firo composition is loaded next, 
than the smoko charge, and lastly a top seal of fire clay. A 
wood plug is glued in the end of tho caso and provides moans of 
attaching thu suspension cablo, A piece of quickmatch and a 
priming chargo fill the hole in tho bottom soal.

The ground signal projector from 'which the signal is fired 
consists of a barrel approximately 11,62 inches long screwed into 
a breech which houses a simple inertia firing pin opuratod by a 
trigger. Tho brooch is provided with lugs similar in purpose to 
those of a bayonet, by moons of which tho discharger is attached 
to a stand or tho barrel of tho service rifle as a suppoi’t for 
firing. The signal is dropped into the muzzle of the projector 
the primer end down with the projector inclined normally about 
10 degrees from tho vertical, a quick jerk on the lanyard 
attached to tho trigger explodes thu primer, 19. Tho primer 
ignites the propelling charge, 18, instantaneously with the fuse 
charge, 21, This burns through and by means of tho relay chai- ...s, 
22 and 23, ignites the pellet, 15, housed in the inner fuco o <■- 
tho fuzo housing, 16, when thu signal has attained an altitude 
of approximately 400 foot, Tho gases from tho pellet, 15, 
ignites tho star and expels the star and parachute a.sscmbly from 
the signal body. The broach cap, 17, remains in the projector 
after the signal is fired and is removed by inverting the projector.

To raOvt the altitude requirements of tho using Service, 
tho ground troop signal should attain an altitude of at least 
600 foot, and an altitude of 800 feet is more desirable. Four 
hundred feet is the average maximum altitude the signal in its 
present form can ho projected. The difficulties to overcome in 
appreciably increasing thu altitude now obtained are as follows:



1. Crushing of tho stars.

By incroasing tho px’opcllcnt chargo tho sot- 
back or blow tho star* receives, duo to shock of discharge is 
increased, resulting in upsetting tho ond of tho star and (ex
panding it to an oxtont whoro it can not bo oxpollod from tho 
cartridge body, Tho sot-back also fi'hcturos tho composition, end 
burning frayionta separate from tho star, in some eases to an 
extent whoro tho stir coasos to burn.

2. Expansion of tho brooch cap.

Tho brooch cap is smaller in diameter than 
tho bore of tho projector. This is so tho cap will fall frooly 
fran tho barrel when it is inverted. An increased propollont 
chargo increases tho powder pressure to an oxtont where tho brooch 
cap expands and "freezes" to the boro of tho projector and in this 
caso tho projector must bo disassembled for the removal of tho 
brooch cap. This fault has recently been evcrccmo by the use of 
a ring assembled to tho brooch ond of the projector barrel. After 
tho signal is fired, tho breach cap is seated in tho taporod boro 
of tho ring which prevents the breech cap from expanding in a 
lateral direction. Because of the taporod wall of tho ring tho 
brooch cap falls frooly from tho projector whon it is inverted.

3, Breaking of Rifle Stocks,

As stated above, tho discharger is attached 
to tho muzzle ond of the scrvico rifle which servos as a support 
for firing tho signal cartridge. If the riflo is placed or. frozen 
or rocky-ground tho set-back from the standard propellent charge 
tends to damage tho riflo. Increasing tho propellent charge will 
only increase this difficulty.

Efforts have been made to overcome these difficulties 
in the standard ground troop signal by the development of a 
more progressive burning propellent powder. This development 
is limited by the fact that the signal is muzzle loaded in a 
relatively short barrelled projector, with a clearance between 
the cartridge and the bore of the projector allowing the escape 
of gas pressure. Tests have beon conducted recently with signals 
fired from a projector with decreased clearance between the 
signal and the bore of the projector. The results of the tests 
indicated that an increase in height of projection of approxi
mately 100 feet was obtained with the projector barrel of 
decreased diameter.

Future Trend of Design.

In order to increase the effectiveness of the ground 
troop projected si>jial, it has teen proposed to increase tho 
diameter of the nigral and fire it from a .‘mall mortar type 
of i coju^tor. To withstand th< increased lo'k of .'.attack, it



would bo nocoasary to increuso tho loading densities and 
strengthen tho composition cases. Tests have boon conducted 
with tho present ground signals equipped with a stabilizer 
on the front end, and a substantial increase in height has boon 
obtained. The signal reverses itself in flic^t approximately 
100 foot from tho projector.

Promising results have also boon obtained with Q now 
typo of stabilizod ground signal having a non-dotachablo brooch 
cap of tho screw type, illustrated on Figure 7,

Tho signal consists of an aluminum body crimped to a 
fuzo housing which has a circular timo train and which is 
chamborod to contain a propelling charge, Tho baso of tho 
scrow type brooch cap is provided with four holos closed by a 
thin motal diaplirem. Tho signal is projected by tho powder 
gases brooking through the diaphrams and reacting against the 
>rooch of tho projector. Thoron-detachable brooch cap signal 
provided with stabilizer is projected to a hoi$it of 800 foot.

Research work is being conducted for the purpose of 
obtaining more effective colors and tests have been made to 
determine the most effective form of signal. The results of 
these tests indicated that the following forms placed in order 
of merit are mst promising:

Single Star - parachute 
Blinker - parachute 
Cluster - no parachute 
Caterpillar or chain - parachute

Of those, tho single star in various colors is decidedly 
tho superior. The blinker type shows considerable promise but 
has the disadvantage that unless the "blinks" arc made reliable, 
i.o», the periods of illumination and darkness clear cut and 
regular, this typo may be confusing with a single star typo which 
may bo occasionally obscured by its own smoko, by the passage 
behind tho trees, or other obstructions, or by hazy condition of 
tho atmosphere. Tho cluster is casilj' distinguished within the 
limits of visibility. It has the disadvantage of short burning 
timo and if it should be practicable to lengthen the actual burning 
time, the limitations of height of projection of tho ground pro
jector, coupled with the fact that the stars fall freely through 
the air, would still make tho timo of visibility short, except 
in open and level terrain. The caterpillar or chain consists of 
a series of lights separated some distance and suspended by a 
parachute. This type is readily distinguished at short distances, 
but at greater distances, the lights merge so as to give the 
appearance of a single star. This condition also occurs at even 
shorter distances where signals may be tilted toward or away from 
the observer, duo to the wind.



Two typos of smoko signals which dope nd upon difforonco in 
form for tho identification of typo, appear to bo practicable, 
a smoko puff, i.e., u typo which gives an instantaneous burst 
resulting in a ball or cloud of smoko and a burning smoko ease 
suspended by a parachute. This is similar to tho Ground Troop 
Signal, Yellow Smoko, Farachuto Tl, tentatively adopted.

37 mm Rad Tracer M2.

Use,

For tracing tho flight of tho 37 inn shell used with tho 
anti-tank gun. It burno for about 8 seconds with a brilliant 
rod li^it.

Description.

Reference is made to Figure 0, which shows assembly of 
tracer.

Tho tracer body is a stool cup, provided with screw threads 
for tho purpose of securing it in the baso of the 37 mm Shell. 
Tho composition chamber is .625 inch in diameter and 1.25 inchos 
in depth. Tho tracor composition, first firo composition and 
a powder pellet uro loaded into the tracer in one increment and 
consolidated under a pressure of 20 tons. An aluminum washer, 
a steal washer, a celluloid disc, and then another steel washer, 
in the order named, aro placed on tho composition and uro orimped 
in place, completing the assembly.

Photo-Flash Bomb ML2.

Tho Photo-flash Borab 5112 is usod for aerial night photog
raphy.

Description.

In describing the bomb, roforonco is made to Figure 9.
Tho body of thu bomb is a cylindrical tubo formed from chip-board 

■ convolute wound. It is approximately 32 7/16 inches in length by 
7 1/4 inches outside diameter. The weight of the loaded bomb is 
33j pounds.

The bottom oi tho bomb is closed by a plywood plug which is 
secured in tho tube with nails and gluo. A plywood partition 
secured in the tube with nails and glue 5 inchos from the opposite 
end of the tubo supports two hand grenade fuzes and provides a 
comportment for a parachute on one side and a compartment foi' 25 
pounds of commercial flashlight powder on the other side.



Tho parachuts compartment is closed by a chipboard covor, 
Tho cover consists of two discs secured together with wire nails. 
The uppor disc is slightly smaller in diameter than the lower disc 
and when the cover is assembled in tho end of the bomb, a circular 
groove is formed at the joint of the cover and the wall of the tube, 
A rip cord which is securely attached to the cover with wire fasten
ing? is placed in the groove entirely around the edge of the covor, 
A. swivel loop is attached to tho ond of tho cord that extends outsido 
the banb. Tho othor ond of tho cord projects into the interior of 
the bomb through a hole in tho covor, A paper drum head is pasted 
over tho cover to socuro tho rip cord in tho circular groove and 
tho cover to tho bomb,

Tho parachute is attached to tho bomb by moans of suspension 
cords tiod to webbing tabs riveted on tho inside of tho wall of tho 
parachute compartment. A pull out cord attached to the crown of 
tho parachute is tiod to a 100 pound broakor cord which in turn is 
tiod to the rip cord.

The lovers of tho two gronado fuzos aro hold in tho safe 
position by moans of* a cottar pin which secured a clip over both 
levors. Tho cottor pin is inserted through tho clip and lever 
anchor clip which is attached to tho partition block with wood 
screws, A cord which is shorter than the parachute suspension cords 
is attached to tho parachute and a ring in the cotter pin, A covor 
is placod over tho fuzos to prevent the suspension cords from be
coming entangled with the fuzes.

A sufficient length of minors safety fuse to givo a delay 
of 6 seconds is provided in the stem of each fuze body. The exposed 
end of each fuse is primed with black powder priming mixture.

Tuition of tho flashlight powder charge is obtained by moans 
of quickmatch inserted through perforated paper tubes. The upper 
ends of the quickmatch are held in contact with the fuzes by means 
of holders attached to tho under* sido of the partition block. The 
lower ends of the quickmatch are hold to tho bottom plug with wire 
nails,

Tho cylindrical surface of the bomb body is wrapped with two 
layers of mercerized cotton cloth which is secured with cclluloso 
acotato dopo. The cloth wrapper is used to increase tho strength 
of tho bomb body in order that more complete ignition of tho 
powder will bo obtained before bursting of tho bomb.

Operation.

The pixoto-l'lash Bomb 1112 is provided with suspension straps 
for suspension in a vertical launching tube and suspension bands for 
horizontal Suspension on tomb ruckn*
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After tho banb la installed in tho releasing dovice tho 
swivel loop is hookod over tho aiming pawl. Whon tho bomb is 
roloasud tho cover is removed by tho resulting jerk on tho rip 
cord and by moons of tho pull out cord tho parachute is withdrawn 
from the parachute compartment. As tho bomb continues its dosccnt, 
the weight of tho bomb suddenly applied to tho cord connecting tho 
p.rachuto and cottar pin ring causes tho withdrawal of the cottor 
pin which allows the fuzos to function.

When the weight of tho bomb is applied to tho parachute 
suspension cords tho breaker cord breaks and tho bomb is free from 
tho piano. After 6 seconds delay the flashlight powder is exploded.

Ths parachute solves as a drag to retard thu forward motion
of the bomb so it will not oxplodc underneath tho plane.

Future Trend of Design.

The development of a safer and more reliable fuzo for tho 
Photo-Flash Bomb i.112 is under consideration. A recent modifica
tion of tho present fuzes consists of tho incorporation of an 
arming pin and arming wire to ret.'.in the fuzo lovers instead of 
cottor pin.



ACTION VI. ABT.ILLE3Y l-U'ES

£. Time 1X1203 (Design and Functioning).

A time fuze io a mechanism, which, when assembled to an 
artillery projectile, will cause it to function at some pre
selected desired point on its trajectory prior to impact with 
the ground. Time fuzes of various types have been made for 
many years. In fact, the first missile which was provided 
with an initerior bursting charge carried of necessity some 
device which would be classified us a time fuze. In the early 
stages of development of artillery when low muzzle velocities 
and short ranges only were obtained, the device could be of a 
very crude and simple nature.

The first device probably consisted of a slow burning 
match similar to the present miner’s fuze. This match was in
serted into the shell through a hole provided with, sealing 
means. Ignition of tho match was accomplished by the flames 
from the propellent charge and the time of burning was determin
ed by the length to which the match was cut. This device later 
appeared in a more refined form as a wood or metal tube charged 
with pressed black powder. These tubes were furnished the 
Battery Commander with different calibrations, that is, rates 
of burning. Those rates of burning were varied by varying the 
pressure applied to the powder and the composition of tho 
powders used. Adjustment of the time of burning so as to give 
the burst at the desired point was accomplished by first select
ing the tube of proper calibration and then cutting the tube off, 
drilling out the tube, or by punching a hole through the side of 
the tube.

In some cases, it is understood that sufficient multipli
city of fuze tubes of different times of burning wore issued so 
that it'was only necessary for the Battery Compandor to select 
the proper tube to give the desired tire of burning. Ignition 
was affected by ths propellent powder gases and the functioning 
of the shell charge occurred when the tube burned through and 
the flame c?imc in contact with the black powder burster charge 
of tho shell.

With tho development of breech loading, rifled guns, longer 
range of weapons, accuracy of flight and also tine of flight 
increased, the need arose for gr-atur times of burning and 
greater accuracy.

Thu nlntun, plate, ring, or disc fuze and tho tube fuze 
came into being to niew, these demands. In those fuzes, the 
ignition is accomplished by indirect means, that is, by apply
ing tb.... forces develop-,d by the acceleration of the psroj^ctilo 
in th, i,-t.. of th. gun to fi re a movable primor cl.m-.nt. Thio 
pri;- r st, t.li-. . na of it;; stroke j;:: • In contact, ..it’: n firin,- 
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Tho load tube fuse and platen 1'uzo >,M'C probably developed 
simultaneously Cor a periods Fuzes of tho load tube typo uore 
used at ono tlirsu in the United States service. Eventually the 
platen fuze reached undoubted supremacy over the load tube typo 
at least in popularity. It is understood that today only ono 
European pajcr has any interest in tho lead tube fuze* The tine 
train of the tube fuze consists of a loud tubo carrying a central 
charge of black ponder, Thu munnf nature of this tube is accom
plished by loading a short lead tubo of relatively thick nulls 
and large diometor •. ith tho ponder under pressure, The tubo is 
then drtvjn throuxji a series of dies -,’hich reduces tho dim ctor 
andv.all thickness and roconsolidatus tho ponder in its non distri
bution;

Thu fuze employing this lead tubo consists of a body^ on 
the exterior of Thick, i s machined a spiral in v.hich tho load 
tubo is laid; This body is then ewwed a'ith a thin metal shell* 
k fuzo punch is provided -.hich is capable of piercing tho ex
terior shell end the load tube. In tho interior of the fuzo body 
there is a primer contained in a movable element and passages 
aru provided ca.imunieating from tho interior of the fuze body to 
the space betuuon the fuz^ body end the surrounding shull. Upon 
firing from the gin, the primer pullet is carried dov;n against 
the firing pin and too flash from t!u primer fills the interior 
of the body uith flume uhich reaches the -nnulur cavity betnuen 
thv fuzo body and the shell. This Homo ignites tho load tube 
at .-ho point at miiich it y;qs pierced by the fuze punching opera
tion. Burning th.,n proceeds both -jays from tliis. point, but tho 
effective portion uf ths burning is in the laser part of tho 
tubo i.'hich leads to a black pa.;dor nag: zine charge. This black 
ponder magazine charge ••hen fired communicates the flame to tho 
expelling charge of th.; shrapnel. Obviously, tills; type of fuze 
;hon once punched, can be repunch ad only for shorter ti.o of 

burning.

It is understood that tliis type of fuzo is still of interest 
to ono country because their experience has b~un that it is 
more uniform in functi .aing. This claim c"n not be discussed due 
to lick of cump'irativo firing d .to. As an obvious advantage it 
may b_ cit.-d th’t the fuze can be made practically, if not abso
lutely, nm ter proof for transportation md can be retained in this 
condition until just before i’i ring.

Thu pl'.tun er rim, typo o-i fuzo is used exclusively in the 
Uni ted States Army today, The originator of this type of fuze is 
supposed to h'-’u buui a st. by the nar.o of Borm inn, although tho 
first fully developed fuze s dmu.aied and pa tented by 0* Hart
mann, U. 3. Potent Ho; 737,..;2P d'tud 8-25-03* The first fuzes of 
t’.is type / i T 1 a tu i-.<; United St" t-. s mi-iy '..imc urmmrud from 
' Su (ku mat L.-OS. him' f'limm ]? -.-a Kuh made . itli
a. u mu. o, t..e rim? ;; ui'.u ri:m. 111?; V.-im . rim.. Jm;: m



boon mado for tho purpose of obtaining groator timo of burning 
than can bo accomplished in tho now conventional two ring typo. 
Throe ring and multiple groove fuzos aro also usod (foreign) to 
permit the use of faster and presumably inoro uniform powder. At 
tho present time, fuzos of this typo aro not of interest, as it 
is boliovod that tho rolativoly small requirements for fuzos of 
groator burning time can bo mot with mechanical fuzos. Tho one 
ring fuze has boon usod in certain countries on short range pro
jectiles suoh as the 37 nra and 2.24 inch, but it is boliovod 
that tho American service has novor had a fuze of this typo. A 
two ring fuze can bo made of moderate diameter to give a burn
ing timo of 45 to 50 seconds by using slow burning powdors and 
this timo of burning is sufficient to take caro of most of tho 
Army requirements.

Tho Army has had in tho past 21 second and 30 second fuzos having a flange diameter of approximately 2 3/8 inches and 31 
second and 45 second fuzos with a flange diameter of approximately 
3 inches. Tho 30 second fuze was an adaptation of-the 21 second 
fuze minufacturod by loading the 21 second rings with slow burn
ing powder and graduating tho movable ring to suit. Tho 45 sec
ond fuze was no.de from tho 31 second ring by tho same procedure. 
Tho original composition usod for this purpose was Army black 
powdor diluted with approximately 16zo barium nitrate. When an 
attempt was made by tho Bartlett-Hayward Company during tho World 
War to produce tho 45 second fuzo thoy changed to a so-called 
coal powdor in which tho charcoal content of Army black powdor 
was in part replaced by powdered somi-anthracito coal. Of Into 
years tho 30 second and 31 second fuzes have boon removed from 
tho Army list of standard itoms of issue.

.In all of tho fuzos of tho two ring typo, tho body, uppor 
ring, and closing cap aro secured in a fixed relationship to one 
another. Tho graduated ring, which is tho lower ono, is movable 
with respect to tho body and tho other ring so .that the burning 
timo can bo adjusted by changing its position. When firod from 
tho gun tho priraor which is contained in a rocoss in tho body 
and closing cap is caused to move so as to contact with tho fir
ing pin by tho forces dovolopod by acceleration in tho gun. In 
tho now designs of fuzes, tho primer is held securely in tho 
fuzo body, while a plunger moves so as to striko and fire tho 
primer. Tho flash from tho primer is communicated to tho uppor 
ring and burning then proceeds in this ring until the flash holo 
to tho lower ring is mot. Tho burning then proceeds in both tho 
uppor and lower rings until tho point in tho body carrying tho 
bod/ pellet is reached and the body pellet is ignited and tho 
magazine charge firod. In case a failure occurs in the timo train 
rings or impact with tho ground occurs before tho sot timo is 
reached, functioning then occurs by reason of tho impact element 
contained in the base of tho fuzo. This impact element fires the 
percussion primer which in turn fires tho ncgazino charge.

no.de


Thoao fuzes carrying thu ii.ipuct ulunent in addition to tho 
time olument are called comb inu.t ion fuzes. Tho pareuseion ola-.ont 
is »nitted in ..nti-airoraft fuzes as imp.jst burst of these fuzos 
V'ult.'. bo highly undesirable under tho normal conditions >f anti
aircraft fire '..hare iuipu-st occurs in friendly territory.

Tho time t’uzu'.' are provided with :.n interruption of solid 
motel in thu gr..ducted tine tr.in rin;;. hen this interruption 
>r ep.tco is in position -ver tho ir'dy pollot, tho fuze is sot 
safe so f:.r ,.s thu ti.-.ie olemunt is .'.oncerned. This safe sotting 
is used for transportation and :1sq f.uy be used to produce ir.i- 
pr.i;t action lone. Canister effect from tine fuzes ?.ssombled to 
shrapnel ;.ay be delibor.tely obtained by sotting tho fuze for 
zero time of burning and firing in this position. There actually 
is sufficient delay to permit t.u shrapnel to leave the nuzzle 
of tho gun before functinning nc.aura and this functioning -•-•y 
then occur at coma point betv.ecn the muzzle and approximatoly 
50 fo..t in front of the muzzle. Tho zero sett in." would, of 
course, produce a very dangerous condition, if fired, so sot, 
assembled to a high explosive projectile, as some of tho frag
ment'.' from the hi^i explosive shell would be projected to tho 
rear end.-n.gering thu ;;un crow.

The mochr.nic.al t ime fuze is a device in which tho powder 
train is repl .c.ed by a mochunisn similar t"» a dock or watch 
mechanism. Llcch'.ni’V'.l time fuzos have been worked. nn for many 
yuarc. It is b-liovod that the first mechanical time fuzo made 
available to this country ’.as the Krupp me •■hanical rime fuze 
imported about 1911. Practically all mo •hanical time fuzes 
aro one of three types, the so-called Krupp typo, the Schwab type 
or tho flag type.

The Krupp typo consists of a time kooping mechanism which 
carries' on it.? upper face a sett in." disc. This sotting disc is 
free to turn an’, i? tie ', in ’./ith the cap by 001.10 me. ns which is 
role..sab la upon fir in;;. The cutting disc carries ',n its 
periphery ?. notch. Thu Jetting is accomplished by moving tho 
cap i.o ...3 to chnnve the position nf tho notch in the rotting 
disc relative tn the reloasing device. Upon firing from the gun, 
tho clock work imch.niirm i~ started, tho cutting disc is rendered 
i.xnvubla \ ith respent tn the m. in staff of tho time keeping 
mechanism and the jotting mu..ns is released. The running of the 
mechanism am uu thu notch in the disc to approach the releasing 
mechanism, .md '..‘hen th- notch reaches the r-lea. in;; mechanism it 
passes into the notch -.nd t.iu Tiring pin is released. This type 
if fuze ha;: boon produced - ith i.u.in spring actuation of the 

moahaniom, ana also with c.entrifuya.l force actuation.

The i?tanv.urd liech;ni<; 1 Tima 
tured at Frankford Arsenal, is of 
actuation. Tho advantage of this 
in stores fuzes with ..tain springs

Fuze, M2, now being ixinufac- 
thu Krupp typo with centrifugal 
is l;ie fa-it that we do not have 
hell under constant tension.



The Scivr-.b ty.;j -»f fuzo has its pr incipal point of 
difference an -'suapon-ont vhinh operates in the vorticutl post- 
ti>n and snrxohet unusu 1 <whad oi* rolea:’ ng tho fii’ing 
pin. ’ hile thia aj-uv.nie..i ompl,’y-s a main spring, .hen 
st ••‘rod tho main -pring has only n sm.-.H av.nunt of tone ion. 
Tho ri-.nri.ig of onorf'y in tlu main spring is acc«mplighod in tho 
sotting of tho fuzo.

Th- !j''-c:.llod flag typo of lauchanism is a typo which hr.s 
boon seriously propped on numerous occasions, but it is pro- i
bc.oly fallacious in its basic idea. This fuzo consists of a '
mechanism '..'hich is intund-d to be driven by relative notion bo- •
tvoon tho pro joctilo ..nd tho central staff of the rajchnnism 
..hi.'ih is hold iaunvoblw by air resistance acting against a flag 
projecting fr-x.j the n'ce "f th- -projectile. It is prnbcblo 
that tho flag -.muld produce only n email amount of slippage 
\7.ii<-h nuid not bo definitely dot-rminud duo to varying endi- . 
tinns nf at..;-‘sph-re. I

Thor.; are att..ca-'d prints 'dUch illustrate tho different 
types of fuzes uhich have boon itcins nf issue in the Army. 
Tho principal difference beti.oon the tv?o ring time fuzo as
-riginally -‘bts.inod fr'm tho Erhardt Company :.nd as non manu<
featured, is in th- rx tir'd of venting. The present fuze is 
vented through an umbrella fvni-ig r. part of tho cup and tho ■
gns-s uro bled frnri tho interior of the fuze through this
umbrella. Th- fuzes ns originally procured ’..are oxtorinr vented "
fuzes, that is, tho rings -ore provided uith sealing discs on !
the exterior c 'ntiur at tho beginning of each train. Those
dis-u \-.ore bl---;n f.t oy respectively tho prime r und tho irs.ga- i
zine charge -f tho graduated ring fund venting '..as by means of !
tho orifices thus produced. The change from the exterior ‘
vont-d typo t- the interior v.ntoutyp-- -.m.s made in 1907. A |
study of the r-'c-ras indicates that the comps rat ivo firings |
made at this tim : to justify the cit.ngu acre -uito limited and I § 
the basic rear »n for the (vuing; is n-t definitely knoi.n, The £
interior vented fuzes ..ppear tn have the disadvantage 'f a 'ooak- E|
.nod ring a hi ah is very aO/i-'us v.i-n the high loading pressures R

t._,hio.h are us..d arc c-ns-i do red. The p' ssibility of short timing |h
f fuzes oy re s -n •'•f >re-igniti m of ins l~»..or ring thr-'ugn its K

interior vent is als ' -vidan in t ie current designs. In the if
nd*.; designs of fuzes, the Ai-i;<y is r-verting tn the use of oxtorio: R;
vents

It ins b--cn r. a \yuizod that the v-nts of tho 21 second 
19071; fuze and similar fuzes pr -.vid- ready access of moisture to 
the interi'r of the fuzo. Attempt has been made t- correct this 
by sealing t n v-nts using tin foil she Hacked to th-m. This
'.-■-uling v.,- . rc.c.nmplishod by r 'Hing tho tin foil intn tho grvivo 
under the h'-nd -.nd ..l;-'i by shellacking the tin foil over tlio 
v-nt in the upper ring. Toots were c.niducted using tin foil 
.005 -..nd .002 inch thi -k, l ie results wre as fnii m.a:

-
b-



Table I

Tin F'' 11 over Vjontu

Without Tin Foil With Tin Foil 
.002 Thick

! i

I

2'5.50 see.
23.71 ”
23,65 ”

23.70 aaa.
2'5.52 ”
22.74 "

Tin F 'il oyer Vontc in Cap
Without With Tin Fz>il Without With Tin Foil

.005 Thick .002 Thick

Basel on taecc results the nr-lusion ana fTiwd that sealing of

11?.::. 25.38 secs* 22.75 seas. 23.42 3Ui‘S* 23.82 sees.
Ilin, 23.00 ” 19.25 ”, 23.19 tt 22.08 ”
AV. 23.22 ” 20.64 " 2 3*30 H 22.82 "
G.D. .38 " 3.50 ” .23 W 1.74 ”

tho x-e.its -..as inpracti’.. 1 and the w^rk uno abandoned.

There have been i.nny different types ">f re Leasing ne«;han- 
isr.is f->r tu ••.'niussi'n primer, that is, tho primer vhich initi
ates the burning of tne tine train.

Devices v.hi ;h .re inherently safe dur--ng transportation 
against the shocks produce.; thereby are suitable for use only in 
the high pressure smaller a liber guns, as in -'ther cases tho 
f-'tnos developed upon firing ..re mt sufficient to overcome a 
transportation safe .--evi-j. Homo, . o find'that fuzes intended 
f-'r u?e in tho larger c.liber pins . nd h-n.itzers carry concussion 
plungers, ’vhi h i.-i ; dditiui t '■ the locking ixnns uhi--*.h may bo 
rol-r.sod in tho b're -f the gun, are held durin.; transportation 
by ..ixns of rem-v.blo locking pin.

A multipli-icy f devices frthe per-urci n plunger, th..t 
is the plunger \<hi*.h functions upm inpx. *.t -.ith tho ground, has 
beon pr-pwed ;.n.<. iv-ed. Tho ’.entrifu?;?.! type of plunger used in 
the Anu' duz-jf sin-'-o its inupti'ii in ab 'ut 1907 has been used in 
numerous x:;eri<-..;n fuze*?, b-’tn '-y.ibiii:ti-'n time, and straight per
cuss Lm types, cin.;e that time.

The p ■'t sib Hit? -'f perts turning relative t ~ -no t-mt her 
-./hila in the b 're -f tX ;un due t ' ai pilar a ■'Mlurnt i '<n has beon 

.-.•ubjjat ■£ de ■uu..'i-n f ~r >i..ny .rs, - nd in tne early nist^ry 
'■f tii.ia fnzvf , it ■■ . t'u ti.ndjmy t ' bl...;a .-.iiy i.c.Ifunc-timin;; ?f 
th; f'uci. u,. a the f . t th t th.? ;r n'uu’ t-..d rin ; h_?d turned ’./rile



in the boro of the un (nd dovicos v.oru incorporated in curtain 
foreign fuzea to ;revent thia occurrence* It io quite certain 
that the tine train rings of tLo fuzos do not turn whilu in 
the boro of the gun. It hao boen domonstratud both oxpox imontully 
by firing at Sandy Hook Proving Ground and by calculations, that 
tne frictional forces resulting from linoar acceleration will 
oppose any forces du) to angular acceleration to tho point ’here 
turning is impossible. Thu theoretical results calculated upon 
the basis of firing tho Ml:. II Time June with, aluminum rings in
tho 3 inch l. A, Gun,, Model 1917 , are as follows:

Position Setback Setback Frictional Angular Setback
in Gun Foi'co .Force Mow nt of in./lbs.
Boxo Lower Upper Lox:or Hing

Hing lbs . Ain.-; lbs. in./lbs.

14 inches 103? 1381 904 37,9

£
38.0

28 " 1009 1343 878 47.8 36.9
55 " 853 1136 721 53.7 31.2
83 " 739 983 643 57.9 27.0
109 " 658 877 573 61.1 24.1
123 ’’ 626 834 543 61.0 23.0
137.28 
(muzzle)

614 818 535 33.6 22.5

/ When fired in gun having increasing tvlist ।of rifling
1 in 50 to 1 in 25.

£ When fired in gun having uniform twist of rifling
1 in 40.

It will bo noted that a xactor ox approximately 20 to 1 is 
operating a.ainst tho ring turning while in the boro of the gun, 
that is, that this ratio exists between tho frictional moment, 
preventing motion und the "angular setback", tending to produce 
motion. Ths figures given are bused upon the assumption that 
tho Upper ring will exert setback against the lower ring, an 
assumption which is undoubtedly always mot in the lUzo. ’.’hilo 
the fuze- rin.?s upon which the- calculations v;ero based, were 
made from aluminum < nd tho service fiess have rings made from 
brass, this does not affect the ratio of tho forces acting since 
the change in weight without change in contour would have equal 
offset on both of the critical forces.

Similar calcvlattens made for the closing cay of the fuze 
indicates that with turn increasing twist of rifling and assuming 
that tho cap would bear only on the stmn threads, turning of the 
cap would b- possible. This is duo to the snail diameter of con
tact and the resulting preponderant ••’vigulw? torque. This point 
ires never vuwn chocked by uxparimontal firings, A physical 
chock is ,,rustically i.. possible due to the fact that fuzes could 
not i.u r.covered from such "• firing except in damaged condition 
.den would :wi'cct th ; '.'.cc’U’acy of the An to obtained.



Somu of thu factors which vdI1, afreet tho time of burning of 
a powdor train time fuze rro tho following:

_a. Strength of i)rimur, Thu uffoct of this factor ,wuld 
bo at”thu moment of initiation only dv.o to thu possibility of 
blasting tho time train ring.

Jb, Composition of thu powder, If a powder which is slower 
burning than Standard Army Black Powder is dusirod, the composition 
is usually varied by adding excess sulphur, inert materials, barium 
nitrate of powdered coal, all of which. serve as deterrents. Tho us 
of sulphur as a deterrent has been found to be unsatisfactory, and 
r.t tho prusont time, coal, bari .m nitrate, end oak charcoal arc 
tho only important retarding agents,

c_j_ pressure of air surrounding thu fuze vents.

_d. Temperature of air surrounding the fuze,

_o. Rotational ratu of fuze.

It will be noted that thu velocity of thu projectile is not 
included as one of tho factors affecting thu rate of burning. 
Velocity, is, of course, an affecting factor, but appears as a- 
dynamic pressure factor which is combined in thu general expression 
of pressure of air surrounding thu fuse vents. This is not of 
nearly as grout magnitude as might bo expected, according to the 
work of B' irstai, Fouler end Hartr-c ns -published under the title 
of "Thu Pressure Distribution or. the Head cf a Shull Moving at 
High Velocities," The distribution of dynamic pressure along tho 
contour of thu scull was found by their experiments to fall away 
very rapidly from the point directly on thu nose of thu shell, so 
that r.t the vunt location this pressure is only a small fraction 
of that existing on flat plate exposed to .til’ moving at shell 
velocity, Thu total acU’iial pressure on the vunts is thu summa
tion of thu dynamic pressure at this point plus the static pressure 
or barometer pressure at the some point.

Discussion of the various factors end their uffoct, will 
follow. The strength, of thu primer has its effect only due to the 
mechanical removal >owdor grains by the blast of the primer. 
This affect is mini; ‘"'..I by thu proper design of primer. An attempt 
is nr.do to produce a primer which will give a maximum tumporaturo 
uffuct with minimum blustin... effect,

Thu uffoct of composition of powder does not belong in this 
lecture and is mentioned only incidentally, Thu blending of powder 
is a largo subject in itself and is undoubtedly adequately covered 
in other lectures.

As stated following thu listing of the factors affecting 
the rate of burning, tii- pressure r.t the vents oi' the fuze is com
posed of two factors, that is, dynamic pressure and atmospheric 
pressure. The effect of atmospheric pressure has been studied 
quite completely by burning: fuzus undue varying prunsures ■.hila 
at rest and also ■.toile inid..i' a noni.'.al rot".tion, As uizjht be ux- 
per.tod, tbo ya tn )f '•••a’nlnr under varying utmor.phcr ic uro a sure



follows a curve Of file nurul. churnctev n_x
T = T 0 >?x

To equals the time of burning at normal pressure (Po), T equals 
tine at pressure P. The dotermination of x has been made ex
perimentally with the indication that x is very close to .5.
Where x equals .5 tho formula may be written

5.48

T = To V’ T" To 5.48 orT

in the form To - T 1 / j 

will give practically the same results, with P expressed in 
inches of mercury. This formula is usod in the static testing 
of fuzes to reduce the times of burning obtained to times of 
burning at normal atmospheric pressure (30 inches Hg).

Chart No. 1 shows the variation in rate of burning of time 
fuzes when rotated at 11,750 R.P.i,'. with variation in atmospheric 
pressure. Ulis chart employs rate of burning. This rate of burn
ing can be employed to convert to tine of burning by dividing the 
normal time of burning, that is, the time of burning at 30 inches 
barometer by the factor, rate of burning,. The data given below 
is from the experiments of Prof. Goudie and is self explanatory.

Table II

Effect of Speed of Rotation on Burning Time 
No. 80 fuzes. ___

Table III

Rotational Speed Time in Seconds

Kt. Max. Min. GD

0 21.83 22,2 21.2 1.00
10,600 22.25 22.59 21.60 1.01
16,480 23.32 23.78 23.10 .68
18,400 25.18 26.20 24.14 2.06
20,410 25.79 28.50 23.70 4.80
24,100 29.21 32.00 27.00 5.00

Effect of change in Pre<’sure under varying roi-ational speeds.

Vacuum Ins. Atmos. ___  _ Times at Speeds RHd___
Press. 0 10,000 14,000 18,000 22 ,00'0

0 1.0 22.50 22.75 23.25 23.75 24.75
5 .83 25.25 26.75 26.75 27.50 29.00

10 .66 29.25 31.50 31.75 S3.50 36.00
15 .59 34.25 S'AOO 10.25 45.00 43.75
20 . ' i .00 el.SO 54.50 35.00 .



T .blu IV,

Effect of V iiyin g Tuiapur. .tur -..; a:, Burninu Ti*K. •

No.30(DegrvUs F'.'hn. -58° -22° 32° 50° 77° 122° 138° 212°
(Morn Time 23.77 23.34 22.71 2;3*83 22,28 22.06 21.82 21.04

Fuze (Moun Diff. ,17 *20 *14 .10 .35 *08 .18 .34
No.85(1® 23.93 24.19 23440 2'd.15 23.16 22.72 22.15 22,20
Fuze (MB ,17 .20 *20 .13 .06 .13 .35 .16
The figures of Tables II and III are plotted on Chart 2, forming
a part of this lecture.

The British No. 80 fa.e referi'ed to in. the tables <4 ven 
above is .a -if secund ft '■& '.-.'ith exteriox* vents. The British 
No. 65 fuze is a 21.2 sucorxl ft'-.c and is identical with the 21 
second 19071.; Fuze except for the size ol the body thread.

The effect of t..m juruti.ru has been studied to a consider
able extent. Thu rusi-lts have been published by the British in a 
publication cor.ipri sirg the work of professor Goudic, Thu conclu
sion fx'om this work was that a flight time correction due to tcr.i- 
poruturo cut Id be made on the basis of thu formula T - .00053 
Sucond per .agree F:\hrenhuit per second of muon time of burning, 
uhuru T is the correction to bo applied to thu observed time. 
This correction is negative for temperature below the standard 
temperature mid positive for tuaputat vres above thu standard 
temperature.

A g neral rormul-' .'.'or temperature correction has been 
proposed as follows: r • r0 x (1 / Bt), whore r equals r-to of 
burnt .g ,-t t>mporc.ti.ru, t, above standard, r0 equals rate of 
burning at standard tuapcr. turus T = variation from standard 
t..npcratur . in degrees of Fahrenheit. Values of B wore deter
mined experimentally by Professor Goudic to bo as follows:

.00073 far British No. 85 Fuze having a normal time of 
burning of 23.4 seconds, 
.OOOdOxor British No. 80 Fuze h-'ving normal tii.u of 
burning of 22.7 seconds.
.00014 for British No. 84 Fuze having ' norm.l tiue of 
burning of 30.1 seconds.

Tas :.-.ctual changes par ...a r.u F-hrunhoit in thu time of b; ming 
ior the three fuzes listed above are:

.017 secund
.UG 9 ’’
.004 "

o.t t fa ;1 ti:.i- of b-rning. This •com pur.'. turc

1.’.

juruti.ru
mporc.ti.ru


.•nrrcction Is probably indoyundwnt of other flutters such us soln, 
pressure nt tee vents, etc.

It may be presumed fm4 the wid-j variation in the value nf 
3 tnat the results of those experiments arc not vary reliable. In 
fa-.t, the result a are given with . ionsiderab lo reservation by Pro
fessor Goudio, us he recognized that heating of the fuze parts by 
tho combust inn of t he powder jai-^xt have an overpowering effect on 
tho primary t jmpuruturo of tho fuze. Temperature corro.'.tinns are 
in general ignored in American practice.

The effect of rotation done on the time‘of flight is very 
nicely illustrated by tho sut.vnt.ry forming a part of Aberdeen Prov
ing-Ground Firing Record No. 66975, in which rounds wore fired 
under similar conditions fr 'iti the 3 inch A. A. Gun, Model 1917, 
with tubes having a twist of rifli.’ig 1 in 40 and 1 in 25 at the 
muzzle. The •••orresynnaing rotations under the condition? of fir
ing wore 13,300 R. P. m. and 26,900 R. P. M.

The results of this firing were uc follows:

j

Table V
Muz zle Puzo No. Mean Tima Lisp,er- No. of

Gun Fuze V el onity ■J lev. Set. Rds, of flight sionl Soa. Fail-
Tw iat Lot Grt. Dng. Sac. Cons. 2QP- * Max. All. arcs
1—4:0 8060-3 2800 60 10 5 ' 9.15 .25 .90 0
1-25 It It ti !1 5 11.15 1.55 .90 0
1-40 It It 45 16 5 14.38 .21 . 1.15 0
1-25 ti ti It It 4 16.55 1.08 1.15 1
1-40 t! it 70 15 5 16.29 1.38 — 0
1-25 It M 11 ti 4 20.69 3.18 1
1-40 tt t! 30 20 5 18.70 .26 1.40 0
1-25 If If It tt 22.25 .70 1.40 1

= Ono.. time of flight vary •a rre.t ic. Rot ( arid,arwd.

The rc-vultc of this firing .-.re plotted --.n Chart No. 3 a. part of 
this lecture. It will noted that th: effect of increased 
elevation uor- a t i.-.eable und ^ncre r.eu. rotation, This
is further illaetrat jd by chart Ro. 4 . nming pure of this lecture 
showing the <Lifforin time burning between rounds fired 
in 5 in th A. a. Guns, TAod.ul 1917, of the two different types of 
rifling. It will be noted that when fired at 1,500 mils, gun ele
vation, the incr-.ase in time of burning between tho two rotational 
speeds is over 5 seconds at full setting, v. no .--e, at 200 mils., 
the differ.-ri' j 1: time 'f burning is less than 1.5 seconds.

The eff t ’" xg'j -.f elevation alert.. I:: illustrated by 
Chart if->. 5 part of t tin lecture sh.ewc’ the results of 
firing I Shr: pr..-1 i ■. L.'u- 3 in<.h A. Cun jrebably v/i^lx ■ tube 
h'-vin ■ rifling 1 in 2w t i; 1. ..urzle. ?hio infor.nutinn on tho 
rxfli.--.. is -.Iv.iti j. : . rv. t ion .. ; it is d . ft-h t • !'■' town.

I

I I r



It 'Jill bo noted that nt 70 degrees ol-vnt ion th. time of burn- 
ins corresponding. to full sotting for • nominal 24 second fi». 
becomes approxim.at-.ly 29 seconds and th t this increases to ov.r 
30 seconds for : 00 degru- elevation.

It may bo a..-n from tlio data given that the conditions 
undor which .?. fuz- io t..stud ar.; of pro t irryort'-nae in inter
preting the r-suits. Thu .graduations of tho 21 s-cond fuze Mudol 
1907M are not ...quidistant as they nr<- ban. d upon th... results of 
■?.n extensive firing test of thu fuze in the 3 inch field Cun at a 
muzzle v-.locity of 1700 i/s and a muszlo R. P. H. of 13,650, with 
tho elov’.tiou of the 1,tm to give nom’l heights of burst of tho 
shrapnel at ihc .wt tii.ic. If fired at any other velocity or 
different rut lion; .], spu..d or both nd at difi'oroat elevations 
th‘--n that for which th; graduations w r- dot ermine cl, thu burning 
rate ’..ill bo Tried to some extent. As n instance of this, the 
•fuzes when fired from the some weapon nt 1793 f/s gnv- flight 
time nr, follows:

At 30.6 Sec.-nds sotting burning time 23.12 seconds.

_b. At 16.9 seconds setting, burning tine 15.01 seconds.

c. At 11 seconds sotting, burning tine 11.31 seconds.

Ths elevations used in this firing wcro those us.d in the cali
bration firings at 1700 f/s. Therefore, it becomes necessary to 
define v-ry ch.finitely the conditions under which fun 3 oxu to be 
tested bellisticully for the conditions to be f.- ir to th-; con
tractor. In thu nu! designs of fuzes, no consid-rat ion is given 
to calibrating th- tin. settings, the duntions being chosen 
arbitrarily and spaced equidistant from each other.

Th- flight tiin. ruquirum.-nts for tho 21 second 1S37M 
fuzes hrve boon red-fined in rucviit years based upon results of 
firing in the 75 m/m Gun, Mod.1 1897. The conditions of firing 
and the results required arc as follows; Pi rings to bo conducted 
from the 75 m/m Gun, Model 1897, with muzzle velocity ot 1755 f/s.

Table VI

Fuze Sotting Elevation of Gun Munn Timo

5 5° 00’ 4.80 f .201
10 9° 30’ 9.87 j .508
15 14° 00’ 14.88 1 .414

. • 20.4 19° 00’ 20.73 £• .537

Tho •'How bio Pi spurs ion is Ivon as .4 second plUS if; O; : two
fuze sotting.

T..- As.ricri pr etls- is w . 11 Army :i.v. L:: to
Jed ' ■..>? '',>t *>•] li tg of g..,, 'r 0 u e'itiiW >” th •; iw.sl;; Oi



r.bx'.u time cad totr-.l dlsporsion, th.; latt-r b-lnc. the uxtre-..’.a 
v-ri' tL.n but’.?u.,n -ny two shots in .'• w.’u;j fired under th., s-mj 
conditiuns. Thia may result in tlu rejection oi' a lot of Cuzca 
dUo. to an- orrrtic fuze cxiong th- samples scl-cted for t-st. 
Placing entire roll.-nee upon nr.xinui-.-i .dispersion in d.temining 
th'- sntisf'.cturin. ss of a lot o:C fuz-s h".a not b-un universally 
followed by other n-tions. it c-.'.n b- cited that the British un
ploy * pr' ctico Jf p..mittiag tho onission of one allot fron r. 
group with adju.uti.iunt in the pori.iisoibK dispersion. As an in
stance of this, thu practice in accepting th.; 3riti-.h No. 80 
Fuse was to require the fullwing!

KID n lifi'ui.n..ncu) of 20 fuzes, .14 socoad r.ax«, sot 
full*

!fD(inc-n difference) of 20 fur.us, <12 □ ..c.--ad i.r.x,, set 
14.5 see jncls*

GD(rru.- t -st difference) *75 second sot Hill*

GDjJgr-r.t-st diiTorunco onitting oa; fuze) <C0 secund 
x rax., •set full.

GD (great--st differ-nco omitting un- fuze) .50 s-cend 
r.inx., set 14.5 sues*

GD(gr r .test difference) «b0 second rrx., set 14.5 sues.

This t-.bvlr.tion illustrates two prnctic-s not in accordance with 
America practice. The MD, th't is, th- avwago deviation iron 
th.: n is given ccnsidelation and secondly, specific provision
is made for omitting one fuze, provided th- balance uf the fuzes 
will shew sufficiently s;? 11 dispersion to cone r. ithin a narruv.-cr 
range. Th- LID is o-nsidcrcd in nest physical observations to be 
of pr .-t inport -nee •. s it is ■ nxsiffu of fr -quvney as -..- .11 ns. 
the •-xt.-nt of deviations, v;h-ru--s th- gr-atest difi-ruico or naxi- 
nuri dispersi-n is udniit-dly s bject to consider- blc variations 
by xv .son of acoi dental selection cf saipl.s.

An ad;iitii-n;-l difference i : th: r.iuthod of t-stinp Bi'itioh 
fazes consist- d in conducting the static 1‘vz.e t..st v: ith the fuzo 
spinning it 2,500 hH.; instead ji with : he fuze net spinning. When 
t-sted under these cnidi tiens, th- H,... 80 fuze nust functi.n at 
dii.O ■/ .2 s-c .nds. 2c.xx-r.it!tex' c -I'rucii ■•i is .mdc ;..-n the basis of 
.0'^5 oi tn, n t io - f.-r cv.ry inch ...f barons ter readings above 
er bulo-..- 50 inches, being plus -..li ai nbuVu and minus -..hen be low. 
This coi-ruction fnct_r of *025 {.ivos a considc.-ably gi-catvr cor
rect ion than tn. sqti 're rout l.'.w giv .n in . previous portion uf 
this 1 st or ci.



Thu United Stat-a Htvy in fu>;u teflta h-'.s roco^iiz-d thu 
importance of* thu mean disporalon ilguro. At one ti.Ki the Navy 
required that on flat trajectories the 21 second fuze thould niuet 
thu folio.; in,;; requirements:

GD should be less than .12 second plus ,03 ti».v;s T,

MD should be 1. ss than ,014 plus *006 timOs T,

jor a 21 second time of burning tho figure i’or GD rould be , 
.75 sucond and far 13) ,14 second, When the. 5'.Tie fuze •.;o.s fir-d 
ct angles of elevation corresponding to tho Anti-Aircraft Fuzi, 
the GD figure v;ns given r.s 2 seconds and MD as ,4 second far full 
tiiiio sotting.

The American. Amy requirements foi' maximum dispersion of 
black pov.'dox* time i'usus rry bu sunmaid zed ns follox. s:

45 Second Fuze - ,3 plus 3fi of £Uze setting.

21 Second A, A, Fuze, ,3 plus 5$> fUzc setting,

21 Second, 1907M Fuze, .4 plus l«i of fuze setting.

The 45 second fuze is calibrated statically to uivo a burning tine 
of 45,25 _£ 1,00 secs. The 21 second A. a. Fuze is calibrated to 
give a static burning time of .;2,5 _£ ,4 secs,, mid the 1907M 
Fuze is calibrated far 23 jZ .4 seconds static tino.

The mnufacture of Anti-Aircraft iVizos uas started at this Arsenal, 
uith little realization of th«.< difi’iculti .s Uiich v.’orc to arise, 
So far as u s ’aiuun this phase of thu ri'Tiu fact uro did not differ 
from thu rmufacturu of combination fuzes in any riaturi-1 respect, 
Thu ponder ■;;hich had boon procured commo re i ally end used pith 
satisfactory ballistic results in thu car.bination fuzes/%:pplicd 
to the loading of anti-zi rcraft fuzos. It nas kno'an th at perform
ance in the '•nti-~ircrnft puns equal to tiiat obtained in the 
field guns could not ba expected, due to tho firing conditions of 
;re^ tor angle of elevation and greater spin, but it w.s considered 
that the moro generous "Hou an co for dispersion uculd unabl • -.'vzes 
manufactured in accordance -..ith practices previously succeu ( >"1 
to pass ballistic tests.

Thu practice used by thu Seer;ill i-f-nufacturing Company for v;artimo 
manufacture of loading -anti-aircraft fuzes -..ith blonds of tho s.'.mio 
ponders used for the combination fuzes but blended to f.ivo a 
slijhtly jroater burning rate \;as thorefcro used in tho prelimin
ary loading. When these fuzes -.;cro tested ball!stically a. very 
uns'tisfactory per for .nnco resulted.



Just nt this time, u rotating machine capable of rotating 
time fuzes nt speeds up to 25,000 li.P.L. was being installed. 
This machine non i’oxma part of the uquipm.nt of tho cxpcriruntal 
fuze plant. The first use rondo of this machine won in investi
gative work on tho anti-aircraft fuzes* It was found that excess
ive dispersion ?<nd f. ilurus could bo induced in this machine by 
rotating fuzes .at rates equivalent to that obtained in th<- 5" gun 
with 1/25 twist of rifling, simulating exactly the performance 
obtained in the ballistic tests.

Experiments with ponders of various types .gave rise to tho 
conclusion that the failures were duo to tho use of ponders con
taining excessive qu-’ntiti.-s of sulphur which gav > a soft, "iscous 
slag, This slag acted in some nay not wvll understood, to cause 
f'-ilurus of the typo known -.s' "tailing out" nnd to cause excess
ive dispersion in these fuz „s which burn -d to completion.

Thu occurr.-nc.. of this dif.iculty, nnd its subsequent in- 
vrjstig'.tion, g.—'e -n opportunity to try exterior vented fuzes. 
Tile tests on th... rotating cr.chine indicted that while the change 
from interior to -xturior vents s not a cure-all, it did result
in improved perform-neo of fuzes loaded with tin., proper type of 
powder. By the proper typo of ponder is meant ono which contains 
sulphur or other low inciting constituents in amounts not exceed
ing lO>o, und which gives tho desired time ox' burning in the fuzo. 
Subsequent ballistic t-usts, so f~r conducted to only - small ex
tant, tend to verify the 'conclusion arrived at as a result of 
static rotational t .<sts, that tho exterior vents -ro superior to 
the interior v .nts.

It is necessary to admit, honker, th't the performance of 
those fuz-«s in th-> 5" gun with 1/25 twist of rifling is still far 
from enu?.l to that which may be expected from Mechanic .1 fuzes, 
and th.. problem of th^ development of an entirely satisfactory 
powder time fuze for this gun is still open. In the 5" gun ’with 
1/40 twist of rifling quite good results hr/u been obtained. This 
is consistent with the u-rli.r results in these two guns, as giv^n 
previously, on r. g.-s 12 and 13 of this lecture.

It is prob.- bly well known that the continued use of shrap
nel, for combat use, is subject to srxie doubt. Since the tinio 
fuze has always boon associated with shrapnel for field artillery 
use, it might ta thou-.ht that the tiix fuze far this use is in an 
oqu lly precarious' position. This is not so, since they will con
tinue to be used with hi.ji explosive shell, and just how they fit 
into tho picture hu.s boon thoroughly considered in Technical Staff 
studies. The VJ’ious usoo-proposed aro summarized at the und of 
this lecture, Tho du-.-ulopmur.t of new tire. fuzes, and thuir rela
tion to tli-^ fir/, in g syst' as whole, will b-- discussed in the 
Icetasr^ on Point D.-tunatin.. Fu?.-..s,



Tho folio..In,.; in Cor nation iry bo of gunor"-! intui’ust. Tho 
information io ,given on the drev/in^s for thu fuse ox* ivy bb 
ilciurod there Tran, but it my bo found useful to have info motion 
of this typo summarized in aio place.

So., Table

<31 Second 
1907 end 
A. A. Puzo

•1-5 Sccoixl 
1907i'.i 
Puzo

Ut. of l'*W. o.................................................................  .1.25 lbs, 2,0 lbs.
Wt. of Pdr. in Un.v.zi.no Chrrgc........................ '95 grs. 95 gra.
v.'t. of pdr. in Upper r.ing............................. 54.5 " 65 "
V/t. of Pdr. In Upper Kins’Pullet................ 1.6 ” 5 ”
Wt. of Pdr. in Lo',;..i' King.............. 61.75" 77 ’’
V.’t. of Pdr. in Body Pellet......................................  ...2.5 " 2.5 "
Wt. of pdr. in Louer king Pellet......... ......... 1.95 ■' 2.0"
Wt. of Pdr. in Lovxr Ling Loose Charge.....' ,50 " .5"
Wt. of Pdr. in Concussion Plunger........ .. 1.50 •’ 1,5“
',7t. of Pdr. in Percussion Priier.................  2.00 " 2.0 "
Total V.'t. of Pdr. in Fuze 221.30 " -.0316 248.5

lbs. .0354

Plus nocuss'.iry o.llavncu for •..•c.stc.gc.

Wt. of Percussion Plunger ...
•'t. of Concussion Plunger ... 
i;..sistnncc to nr!?. v;ns..............

novi................
Width of grooves............................
Diameter of grooves at 

mean lino.......
Depth of grooves.... ......................
Length of grooves.........................

444 grs.
12E ”
69 to 77 lbs.
80 to 110 “ 

,13 inch
1.53 178'*

Time of burning sue./cm L...,

. .18 inch
. 4.186 A 4.812 • 

8.998" total
• .924 nt mu an

444 gra,
310 " ’

28 to 33 lbs.
.14 inch

1.9 A 2.2 inch

.20 inch
5.335 A 6,176=
11.511" total
1,543 sec./cm

time
Thru' ds to ■. n._ n. o ith

shrapnel..................................... 1.7 - 14 th ds./in. 1.7 -14 thds/in.
Are?, of grooves = .552 v. d .635 sn. .759 and .877

inch. sq. inch
Function stuticully from huigiit 

of d.rop of 10 fu ,t, on a st-ol Data not available
fl-'-to..................................................

Percussion ;-lv.nnur tris i t. 2000 £ 305 IC1.I 2000 £ 300 RH4

Ti.u Li-ric"ii i.r. :j inqi.ii ru.'imits far thu r.icch’.'.nic ’.l time fuze 
■ire .S ol 10-.a'.;;

Un.v.zi.no


£, must function.

by CD must b- Ions than .3 second plus 1.1^ of the set 
time.

c_». Calibration error, that is, d^vi’tion of av-rage from 
set tin- must be less than uno-half of the allow
able GD.

Recognizing hie effect of* atmospheric pressure on tho func
tioning of time fuzes, numerous proposals have been made to de
sign fuzes so that the effect of -ntmosph-ric prossur- may be 
neutralized. On., specific instance of this is shown in tho so- 
callod Miller potent in which a device is claimed to use tho 
law of flow through an orifice that ’’tho rate of flow throuji 
an orifice will not further dec re sc after the pressure on the 
discharge side becomes l.,ss than 53ji of that on the hi*Ji pressure 
side," This, of course, requires th .t the fuzo bo entirely scaled 
except for the particular v.nt through which the combustion gases 
are intended to escape. This ;p.v .3 rise to mechanical diffi
culties of considerable, importance. It probably has snC.ll prac
tical value as it merely mxns that the pressure on the interior 
will reach san- maximum value and not drop below that pressure. 
This interior pressure would dopond upon the size of the orifice as 
the area of the desirable v-nt rppears in the fonaul* governing 
the flow of gas. Incidentally, th- point at which the atmospheric 
pr-ssuro reaches th., critical value of the relation to the pressure 
nt sen level is r bout 17,000 ft. ~bove sea. level.

The Technical Steff studies previously referred to has been 
made in .an att.-mpt to corr-lat- the requirements of the using 
Service and to pres,ribo tho few-st number of types which would 
effectively m-et the rc<r-dr counts. It has b ,cn concluded that 
tho following typ.s of i'iro will be encountered:

.a. High burst ranging at the longer ranges,

Jj« High burst r-nging at the shorter rang.,s.

£. Time fire with H.r. Shell.

d.. Tim., fire.with shrapnel.

e. -.nti-Aircraft fire with H.B. Shull.

_f. Anti-..ire raft fire with shr. pncl.

The r-l.-.tivu importance of nc-.,ur. cy, Ln;tii of burning tin-, etc., 
is not suit bl- subject Ver discussion nt this time, but it nay 
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bo otntod that thoou v/ido r'.riationo in typ^o of f iro r,i'.rc only 
eno ruquirojunt for an oxtromoly lonr, titnc of burning '.nd it in 
cotinatod that thia requirement will be for ..a fuze hc.vinc burn
ing time of "pproxim tuly 75 to 80 oeconda, It io probable that 
thio requirement will necusaarily be filled by a mechanical fuze. 
Thu other requirements for fuzvs thr.t will burn in the neighbor
hood of 35 to 30 o*condo can be met in poud -r train time fuzes*



SECT! OP VI. .J1T!T,I.EHV FULES

7. D«.ton ting Fuses (Design and Functioning).
A fuze is a rv-chanlsm or device by "hich tho explosion of 

a projectile- is governed so ns to cause the oxnloslon it a certain 
tine or only undvr certain conditions.

Fuzes ns originally used in spherical projectiles -•uro 
"time" or "concussion" fuzes.

The oldest form of time fuze rrs a piece of "fuse" or 
"slo- match". This "as follo~ud by a -oodtn fuze forced into 
the opening in the shot, containing a compressed black po-dcr 
charge, "hich -ns igniti d by the. blast of the gun and ’ hen burned 
dom to the end spit through an openin ’ into the- burster charge 
and exploded the n^ojuctilc, The -ooden fuze "as cut off or 
pierced along its length to fix the tine of burning. In later 
dc-clonmcnts, metal eases -'ere substituted but the principles 
inval-cd "ore the same. In a concussion fuze, an inflammable 
composition ”ns ignited on discharge of the gun and, on impact, 
by some contrivance, the flame -ns admitted to the burster 
charge. Tho contrivances used -ore glass tub's, zinc tubes 
-hich "hen heated by the burning po-dur inside -ould break off 
■'n impact, or plaster of parts tubes. Due to tho fact that a 
spherical projectile ")uld strike on any point of its surface, 
percussion fuzes did not operate satisfactorily, though tried in 
many firns. In one type three distinct double-ended clunkers 
•••ere used "ith their axis perpendicular to each other. The 
plunger, "hose axis '/as in line on impact, was arranged to, 
strike a fulminate composition. The plungers -ere held in place 
during flight by copper shear ’’.’ires.

Ori the introduction of rifled guns and elongated pro
jectiles a great deal of the troubles •••ith percussion fuzes mere 
eliminate'1. As the projectile then struck point first, the- use 
of a plunger striking; n cap on impact was made possible. The 
use of the rotation of the projectile to function additional 
safety features marked the further advancement in tho design of 
fuzos. *7ith the modern use of high explosives a further change 
was required in providing a detonating element and producing a 
delay feature.

Fuzes are grouped according to the assembled position in 
the projectile and action nt the time of impact. Following are 
types no-’ in use.

-1-



Paint 3-130

Tine 
’’o'-'dcr 
I'echnnicul

Impact
Gupcrquick 
Supersensitire
De l-'y-nan, short 
(combinntian of

Impact
Dclay-non,short

nbcme)

C' mb in-, t ion

"Point" fuzes -.re assemble'! int-> the nose of shell and 
"Base" fuzes into the base.

(a) "Suncrquick" fuzes arc designed to burst the shell 
promptly on impact and before it has penetrated. Very little 
crater effect -ill be obtained from this type. It is used whore 
the target to be demolished is above the ground, such as rire 
and personnel.

(b) "Supersensitivc" fuzes arc designed to burst the 
shell promptly on impact "fjainst n light target, such ns an 
airplane -ing.

(c) "Delay" fuzes are designed to burst the shell shortly 
after impact. Delay fuzes '-.re manufactured -nth ■’’nrious time 
of delay such ns non-delay and short-delay. They are used "here 
it is desired to obtain penetration and n»-ninst personnel. ’Then 
used n.-ninst nrrsc-nnel the round is fired so that a ricochet 
•action is obtained.

(d) "Time-" fuzes ire designed to burst the projectile at 
same pre-determine I time after the projectile leaves the cannon. 
They -'.re used air-inst personnel, aircraft and in barrages.

(e) "Combination" fuzes c.T>blnc t—' nr mare of the 
features such -is "time, -md suncrquick", "time and nan-delay" etc.

Fuze Design in (Icwr-il. - a.. Durin^ the ’Torld War the 
application of science and enginc-crinr to the art of -'arfarc 
reached such proportions that the system employed in fuzing our 
projectiles proved entirely inadequate to meet the requirements 
imposed on ammunition components. The history of. fuze development 



sho-n 'i more or less regular protjriitw, but much progress secnn 
t > have been wh at the tine the problems "nd now situations 
demanded Improvements In functioning of the fuzu. The develop
ment of fuzes has, since the World War* rcanived itself into »i 
problem requiring cxtcnsl”<- study In order that our Ordnance 
program be complete.

(b) Amun i tian. is of no value unless the pr'jt etile can 
bo rrdc- to function at the tin" and plr.ee desired; hence fuze 
’•nist function —ith extreme exactness, efficiently. A fuze la 
but a small port of a complete rounl of ammunition yet it requires 
a hl; h degree of technic'’! skill in its perfection and offers 
much difficulty in design.

(c) Fuzes c'’n be stand :rdizod only tn the paint ’’’here 
their efficiency is n't impaired. The more action a fuze is 
required to perform, the greater its cost and delay in production. 
Since the actual life of fuze in service is but a fe- seconds* 
a mul ti-nurnose fuze ”ould bo required ta perform mrc than 
required for an indl”idunl shot and -ould represent rusted effort. 
The standardization of fuze design must meet the requirements of 
supply, use and manufacture.

Technical Requirements in Fuze Design. - (a) The technical 
requirements which must be met in the design of a fuze are 
governed by the requirements of the using Service. The caliber 
of the. cannon in ’.-hich a fuze is to be used may vary over a wide 
range with corresponding variations in muzzle velocity and 
pressure. The- forces available for the design of a fuze arc:- 
(most commonly used)

(1) Pressure of propellent charge gases.

(2) Forces due to acceleration of projectile 
(setback force).

(3) Centrifugal force, due to rotation of 
project lie.

(A) Creep force, due to retardation of 
projectile in flight.

(5) Imnact forces due to projectile striking 
target.

These forces vary with the cannon in which the fuze is to be used 
and if the fuze is to bo used in ammunition of several different - 
calibers for the purpose of functioning under v';ricd tactical 



rcquliMiiunts it is evident that the new dcvuloprv.jnt b<_ corms 
quite Involved.

(b) The various stages in tho development of a now fuze 
design, from the tine tho roquiiMv.ntr. uro specified until final 
approval for manufacture and issue are as follows. The first 
stop is to prepare a drawing board study and thereby determine tho 
sizo limitations in the various shell for which tho fuzo will be 
used. To attain mass production the design must be based on the 
practical interchangeable manufacture of the components. It is 
highly desirable to develop a design, the components of which can 
be manufactured on punch press or automatic scrow machines. The 
safety features of the fuze and the manner of loading and 
assembling the explosive train are very important considerations 
in a new design, The second step is to prepare detail drawings 
of the fuze which apparently meet the requirements. These 
working, drawings must conform v.'ith the requirements of sound 
manufacturing methods whereby interchangeability of parts can be 
procured under mass production. Th.s step involves a study of 
tolerances and manufacturing methods. The third step is the 
placing of an experimental order in the shop where the desired 
quantity, which is usually small, is manufactured and such 
changes in design recommended as nay be found desirable from the 
manufacturing standpoint. The fourth step consists of design 
tests and service tests. The design tests are conducted at the 
experimental arsenal and the proving ground. The service tests 
are conducted by the using Service. The fifth and final stage 
in the development of a design is the action of the Ordnance 
Committee which recommends approval to the Chief of Ordnance for 
standardization.

Safety. - All types of fuzes now in use are arranged with 
safety devices which tend to prevent functioning until after the 
fuze has been subjected to the forces obtained in the cannon for 
which it was designed. In addition, some fuzes have been designed 
to be detonator safe, i.e. the explosive train is interrupted 
between the detonator and booster or projectile charge until the 
projectile has cleared the muzzle of the gun.

The following descriptions will illustrate the various 
types of fuzes which have been employed:

(a) Idk, III. Point Detonating Fuze (adopted from French) - 
Ref, Fig. 1.

Type - This fuze is a superquick fuze.

Safety Device - The Plunger (7) constitutes a partial 
detonator safety device and is operated by centrifugal force.

I S'



It in ni,t nt .in .ngl'', no th it linear need' ’’•.tlon (setback) 
tends to oppose the centrifug 1 force. ’Thilo th- projectile 
Is brine •iccelcr >.tcd in th' bore of the gun, th' °lungcr remn Ins 
in the position r.ho”n (unarmed) nnd prevents any premature 
nation of the Detonctor Assembly (1?) should the Upper Detonator 
(6) function. linear acceleration censes, centrifugal
force moves the .’’iwiu.r (7) out'—.rd (armed) nnd clears the Flash 
Hole (Q) bvtrem the t o detonators (6) nnd (13). The Firing 
Pin assembly (4) is held e uy from the Percussion Primer 
Assembly (5) by the Spi- 1 and Half Block Assembly (1) nnd tho 
Safety Din (3). The Spiral nnd Half Block assembly (1) is 
composed of t-o stc-.l Hilf Blocks (16) and (17) assembled to a 
br'ss ribbon having ■: -vijhted end. This ribbon is heat treated 
(anne lcd so tht it '’ill not unwind unless it is subjected 
to rotation.

Ac 11 on Up on F1 r in - ’’.'hen fired from a c :nnon the parts 
remain anorovim -t'ly as illustrated. After leaving the bore of 
the cannon, centrifugal force noting upon the -sighted end of 
the Sni-al "nd H If Block Assembly (1) un—inds the Spiral and 
removes the H"lf Blocks (16) and (17). The °lun!..cr (7) is. also 
moved to its outermost position by centrifugal force.

Action at T-rq-ct - Upon impact, tho Safety Pin (3) is 
bent or sheared and the- Firing °in Assembly (4) functions tho 
Percussion Primer (5) . The ac-rcussion Primer (5) causes the 
Upper Detonator (6) to function. The force from the Upper 
Detonator (6) is transmitted thru the Flash Hole (9) to the 
Detonator Assembly (13) '-hich in turn functions the booster and 
projectile charge.

Shipment - This fuze is never assembled in a projectile 
for shipment, but is peeked in 'v; terproof. bozos, 50 fuzes to each 
box. The Spiral nnd Half Block Assembly (1) is held in position 
during shipment by " piece of tape (14). A lead foil cap (15) is 
fitted over the tape as a "nterproof cover nnd is cemented to the 
Body (10) by a raterpro >f compound.

General Inf o rm", tian - The fuse shall be sere-cd tightly 
into the projectile adapter. Care should b< taken to assure that 
the De ton", tor Socket 'T'.eher (11) is in place. This rasher tends 
to prevent unscrc—inf; of the- fuz< , Just bt f arc pl'cing the round 
in the cann-.n th: 'T-.t'rprmf Cap (15) shall b> removed. This is 
accnriDlished by pulling on the exposed end "f Tapi (14). If-' 
setting ir adjustments arc required.

If the "'ati rpr-'if Cap (15) h"s b< cn r>-nwA in some previous 
prep-ration tr fim , cm ful examination of the Spiral and Half
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Block sh mid he made to ensure that It Ln in nl.ee end han not 
"been tanp< red "dth. If not in pl'.co or tampered ’"Ith there is 

danger of premature explosion in the gun. If either is the ease 
the fuze should be destroyed,

’7e 1 ght - Appr )ximntcly .95 lb,

Armine - The Plunger (7) and Spi’-'.l and Half Block Assembly 
(1) require a minimum rotr,ti?n of 18^0 R.P.?’. to "rm.

(b) He, IV ".nd P’k, IV* Star. Point Detonating Fuze 
(adopted from French) - Ref. Fit:, 2,

Tyne - This fuze is a delay fuze.

Safety Device - The Safety C"sing (19), Arming Spring (7) 
and Retard Spring (5) all tend to retain the Percussion Plunger 
(6), "hi ch cr^ies the Percussion Primer (8), in the unarmed 
position prior to firing. ITo means arc provided in this fuze to 
obtain p-rtial or full boro-safety (detonator safety).

Action Upon Firin,; - ’Then fired from a cannon tho Arming 
Casing (9) through its inertia or setback, compresses tho Arming 
Spring (7). The Arming Casing (9) disengages the prongs of the 
Safety Casing (18) from the Percussion Plunger (6), ’’hile the 
prongs of the Arming Casing (9) engage the shoulder of the Per
cussion Plunger (6). The Arming Casing (9) is thus held back, 
exposing tho Percussion Primer (8). The Percussion Plunger (6) 
is held from creeping for-ard during flight by the Retard Spring 
(5).

Action at Target - Upon impact, the Percussion Plunger (6) 
mo”cs for-nrd and tho Percussion Primer (.8) is exploded by tho 
Firing; ”in (10). The flame from this explosion is transmitted 
to the Re-lay Pellet (17) "nd to tho Delay Retard Pellet (IF). 
The Del " Retard ’’diet (1?) introduces a delay of approx. .05 
sec. be : 1 ■; the Deton-t or Assembly (1) is functioned.

Shipment - This fuze is n-.'.'cr assembled in a projectile for 
shipment, but is packed in ’•■aterproof boxes, 100 fuzes to e"Ch box.

General Inform'.tian - The fuze shall be serened tightly 
into the projectile adapter. Care should be taken to assure that 
the Detonator Socket *7ashnr (?) is in place. This rasher serves 
to prevent unscrc’-lng of tho fuze in flight. No setting or 
adjustments are required.



’Ik. IV* St .r Ai;:c h".s str r 
than the Ek, IV Fuze. It is for usr in c 
hi.h r.’uzzlo velocity.

Retard Spring (5) 
sir, ’•> if ccmparativcly

r.e ir ht - Apnrox, .352 lb.

Armin-- - The Amin. Casin< (9) requires a minimum setback 
force of .09 lbs. per .'r.'.in to arm.

(c) Ek, v. P'lnt Detonating Fuze (-dopted from French) - 
Ref, Fie, 3,

Tyne - This fuse is n delay fuze.

Safety De-ice - The s".nc type of safety device is used in 
this fuzo as in the T?k. IV and ITe. IV* Star fuzes. In addition, 
it is nr "’Ped -ith - head safety feature, -hich, -ith the safety 
feature used in the Ek. IV and Ek. IV* Star fuzes, retains the 
■’ercussion ^lunger (7), —hich corries the °orcussi~n Primer (3), 
in the unarmed position nri-ir t-o firing. The- head safety 
feature consists of the Head Safety Support (20), H< ad Plunder 
(22), Hund ’lunger Casino (23) and Head Safety Spring (21). Fa 
means nre provided in this fuze to obtain partial or full bnre- 
snfe-ty (detonator safety).

Action Upon Firing - ’Then fired from a cannon the safety 
de-ice, the s-,mc ns used in the Ek. IV and Ek. IV* Star fuzes 
functions in the same manner ns described under the referred ta 
fuzes. The hc°d safety feature functi'ns as follows: The Head 
Plunger (22), ’-.hich is fastened to the Head ’lunger Casing (23), 
through its inertia or setback, compresses the Head Safety Spring 
(.21) -and scats against the top surface of the large diameter of 
the Head Safety Support (20). The prongs of the Head Plunger 
Casing (23) enga-e the shoulder of the Head Safety Support (20) 
thereby holding the He'd Safety Spring inactive. The Head Safety 
Support (2) is then fr c to move forms rd due to creep force 
(air retardation) ?r nt impact.

Action at Tar, at - Upon impact, the fuze in general functions 
ns described under the Ek. IV and Ek. IV* Star fuzes —ith the 
exception of the head safety feature -hich if it did net move 
fnr—ord du<_- t' ere co forcu, -ill move for--.rd due to retardation 
of the projectile.

Shipment - This fuze is nevnr assembled in a projectile for 
shipment, but is p--cktd in —aterproof boxes, 100 fuzes tn each box.

nor 1 Inf rm’t i -n - The fuze shall be 3cr””cd tightly into 
the praj-ntile • nh Car"' .should be taken t? "ssur< th-t the



Det.nat'.r Socket ’V^shor (ic) is In pl' oe. This -"sher servos 
t? prevent unscrcvinj; nf the fuze tn flight. To setting or 
adjustments ".re required.

'7c ir-ht - Approx. .45? lb.

Armin*? - The Amlni; Casini (2) nnd the Head ‘’lunger Assembly 
require a minirun setback force of .09 lb, per groin to arm.

(d) I5k. VI, Trench Mortar Fuse - Ref, Fig, 4,

Tvne - This fuze is a non-dclay fuze and is commonly called 
an "Allways” fuze because it is so designed to function regardless 
of the ’-ny the projectile to -hich it is assembled impacts, i.e. 
side, nose or base.

Safety Device - The Setback Plunger Spring (4), Safety 
Fork (9), Sloc.v€ (10), Setback Hunger (14) nnd Safety Fork 
Spring (15) all tend to prevent functioning prior to firing. No 
means arc provided in this fuze to obtain partial or full bore- 
safety (detonator safety). For safety in transportation a Cotter 
Pin (17), fitted ”.-ith a ring (Safety pin ring (16)), is assembled 
through the Setback Plunger (14) to hHd it inactive.

Action Upon Firing - 'Then fired from n Trench "ortar the 
Setback Plunger (14) through its inertia or setback, compresses 
the Setback Plunger Spring (4), disengages from the Safety Fork 
(9). The Safety Fork (9) is caused to move outvmrd, by the 
Safety F"rk Spring (15), against the bo**o of the- Mortar. Tho 
distance -hich the Safety Fork (9) moves outward is insufficient 
to expose the face of the ’crcussion Cap Assembly (8). The Striker 
(12) also no\cg reaim-ard duo. to its inertia or setback, compressing 
the Striker Spring (1?), but is prevented from functioning the 
’’crcussion Cap Assembly by the Safety Fork (?). After leaving tho 
bore of the mortar, the Safety Fork (9) is completely ejected from 
the fuze by the Safety Fork Spring (15). Upon leaving the bore 
of the Mortar the f-^rcc- of setback is no longer active and the 
Striker Spring (13) returns tho Striker (12) to its foremost 
position and supports it during flight.

Action nt Tnroot - Upon nose impact, the Percussion Cap 
Assembly (8) mhich is secured in the Sleeve (10) is driven forvnrd 
due to r.-tardatian, empressins the Striker Spring (13), against 
the point of the Striker (12) "hich causes it to explode nnd 
function the '’"•.azine Charge (6). •Then the round impacts on the 
base the action causing the H-reus si on Cap Assembly (8) to 
explode- is reversed, i.e. the Striker is driven against tho 
^oreuse ion Cap Assembly (8). "/hen the. round impacts on the side 
the ’vreussion Cap assembly is exploded by the movement of the

_ n_



Sleeve. (10) nnd Striker (8) which nre caused to telescope by the 
conical recesses In the Upper Cone Cup (11) end Lov'er Cono Sent 
(7).

Shipment - This fuze is never assembled in a projectile 
for shipment, but is packed in a •'■•nterpronf can '"hich is shipped 
-’ith the projectile.

General Inforrnntion - In preparing to fire, the fuze is 
removed from the packing can and scrcv’cl tightly into the 
projectile after assembling the booster into tho booster casing. 
Just before dropping the round into the bore of the Mortar the 
Cotter Tn (17) shall be removed. In such eases where the round 
has been prepared for firing and has not been used it is 
essential th^t the Cotter Pin (17) be replaced.

Tills fuze shall n*-t be use’ in any Mortar larger than the 
3 inch. If it is used, it may be possible for the fuze to 
premature in the bore because the Safety Fork (9) would move out 
further and expose T-rcussion Cap Assembly (8) which would be 
exploded by the Striker (12) which mo”cs rearward due to setback'.

r/elmht - Approx. 1.25 lbs.

Arming - The Setback Plunger (14) requires a minimum setback 
force of .04 lb. per grain to arm.

(c) Mk, VII. Trench Mortar Fuze - Ref. Fig. 5.

Type - This fuze is a point non-dclay fuze.

Safety Device - This fuze is so arranged that the Primer 
(7) cannot be functioned b- the Firing Pin (9) during trans
portation or in the bore of the Mortar. No means arc provided 
in this fuze to obtain partial or full bore-safety (detonator 
safety). For safety in trvnsportation to prevent the Firing Pin 
(9) functioning the Primer vg) the- Safety Serov; Assembly (3) is 
provided in addition tn ths .'hear Pin (4). For preventing 
functioning due to air retardation Creep Spring (5) is assembled 
ahead of the Percussion Pellet (6).

Action Upon Firing - ’’/hen fired from a Trench Mortar the 
Percussion Tllct (6), to -hich the Primer (7) is secured, through 
its inertia or setback, moves rearward against the Pellet Stop 
Washer (8). The rearward movement of the ’’ercussion Tilet (6) 
by reason of tho shape- of the Firing nin (9) shears or bends the 
Shoar Tn (4), thereby centering the point of tho Firing Pin (9) 
with tho n^iner (7). The Creep Spring (5) retains the Percussion 



Pellet (6) In the rearmost position against the Pellet Stop V/ushcr 
(8) durin,-; flight.

Action nt Target - Upon impact, the Percussion ’’diet (6) 
is driven forward due to the retardation 'f tho projectile. The 
Primer (7) is functioned by the p'int of the Firing Pin (9), and 
in turn the black povder relay and Detonator Assembly (14).

Shipment - This fuze is never assembled in a projectile 
for shipment, but is packed in -nterpro->f boxes, 100 fuzes to 
each box.

Gen era1 Inf ormn11on - The fuze shall be screwed tightly 
into the nrojc-ctlie adapter. In preparing to fire it is necessary 
to remove the Safety Sere*.? Assembly (3) and move the Safety Screw 
cover (2) over the Safety Screw Assembly hole so that dirt will 
not enter upon impact. In such cases ’•here the round has been 
prepared for firing and has not been used it is essential that 
the Safety Screw Assembly (3) is renlnced before transporting 
any distance.

’"eight - Approx.

Armine - '7ill arm satisfactorily in the 75 m/m 'Zortar, M2.

(f) ??k. XVI, Trench .Mortar Fuze - Ref, Fig, 6.

Type - This fuze is a point non-dclay fuze.

This fuze is in general a Mk. VII Trench Mortar Fuze. The 
description covering the L'k. VII Fuze applies to this fuze. It 
is understood that the difference in Mark number is a result of 
a revis ion.

(pj M39 A2 Point Detonating Fuze - Ref, Fir, 7,

Tyne - Combination Superquick and Short Delay.

This fuze is the mast recent point detonating fuze developed. 
In general the design follows that of the T3 P.D. Fuze illustrated 
with it on Plate VII. Since this fuze is considered confidential 
no detail description is riven.

(h) K35 n.D, Fuze - Ref. Fir. 8.

Type - This fuze is a suncrquick n?n-delay fuze.

Safety Devine - The Itin'er (6) constitutes n partial bore 
s.-fo. (d,-1 •■n- t'r s’-.fe) dcvic<_ and ir, .?pcr’'.te,l by centrifugal force.

i



It in net 'it an .angle so th".t linear acccleratl ?n (setback) tenia 
to ■npm>n<j tho centrifugal force. While the project Hi la b» Ing 
acccloretcd in thu boro of the (.run, the Plunger (6) remains in tho 
position sh-xm (unarmed) end presents any premature notion of the 
Detonator Assembly (1) should the Primer Detonator Assembly (9) 
function. After linear acceleration ceases, centrifugal force 
moves the Plunder (6) oufard to the armed nosition. This doors 
the flash Holo (4) between the tv.-o Detonators (1 and 9). The 
Firing '-’in Assembly (17) is presented from functioning? the Primer 
Detonator Assembly (9) by the finlral and Half Block Assembly (15) 
and the Shear ’’in (14). The Spiral and Half Block Assembly (15) 
is composed of f-o steel half blocks assembled to a brass ribbon 
having a '-cirhtcd uid . The brass rlbb n Is heat treated so that 
it ’'dll not un-ind unless it is subjected to rotation. Tho 
Sleeve (19) is an •additional safety feature vhich prevents manual 
removal of the Spiral and Half Block assembly (15). The Sleeve 
(18) also serves to hold the Pin (17) -hich prevents movement of 
the Primer Detonator ?luf? Assembly (11). During transportation 
the Sleeve Support (16) prevents movement of the Sleeve (18).

Action Upon Firinm - ’.’/hen fired from a cannon, the Sleeve 
(18) through its inertia or setback is caused to move rcnrv’ard 
shearing the sheer ’-.’ire (19). The Sleeve (18) through this 
movement assumes a position against the shoulder on the fuze body 
located just above the ’’lug (8). After leaving’ the bore of the 
cannon, centrifugal force causes ^lunger (6) and Din (17) to move 
outvnrd. Ccntrifua-al force also unwinds the Spiral and Half 
Block Assembly (15). The fuze remains in this position during’ 
flight, the Shear Din (14) supporting’ the Firing Din Assembly (13)
against air resistance. I 

j
Action it Target - Upon direct point impact, the Firing J 

Pin assembly (13) is retarded and the Shear Pin (14) is bent or • J 
sheared. The point of the Firing Pin Assembly (13) functions the f 
Primer Detonator Assembly (9) •’hich flashes do-n through the j* 
Flash Hole (4), functioning the Detonator Assembly (1). |

Should graze impact be obtained "here direct point impact |
is not obtained so as to retard the Firing Pin Assembly (13), the j
Primer Detonator ’’lunger Assembly (11) moves forward due to tho r
projectile being ”etardcd. In this case the Primer Detonator |
Assembly (9) is functioned by being driven against the point of ?
the Firing ’’in Assembly (13). The functioning of the Detonator
Assembly (1) is the same in this case as described for direct |
point impact. |

Shipment - This fuze is never assembled in a projectile for |
shipment but is packed in waterproof boxes, 50 fuzes to each box. j

I
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Honor'll Information - The fuzo shall be garewod tightly 
into the projectile adaptor. Core should be token to prevent 
screwing tho fuze in place by gripping tho Sie ve (18) which 
might bo turned should oxtremo forces be applied. Should tho 
Sleeve (18) be turned, tho shear wire (19) would be sheared and 
the Sleeve (18) would no longer be supported. To pm.v<nt turning 
of tho Sleeve (18) it is slotted and is prevented from turning 
by Body ^in (10). Due to strength limitations body pin is not as 
strong an desired. Should the Sleeve (18) be unsupported, it 
would be possible for i blow on tho point of the fuze to function 
the Primer Detonator Assembly (9).

This fuze Is a modification of the L?k. Ill P.D. Fuze, Hof. 
Fig. 1, which was designed to eliminate accidents rhich occurred 
due to the n-moval of the Spiral and Half Block Assembly (15) 
cither by accident or manually, "/ith the exception of the Primer 
Detonator Plunger Assembly (11), Body Pin (10), Sleeve Support 
(16), Pin (17), Sleeve (18), Primer Detonator Plug Spring (12) 
and Shear ’7ire (19), all carts arc the sama as used for the 1'k. 
Ill P.D. Fuze.

In preparing to fire it is necessary to remove the Sleeve 
Support (16). No other setting or adjustments are required.

height - Approx. .73 lb.

Arming - The Plunger (6) and Spiral and Half Block assembly 
(15) require a minimum rotation of 1800 R.P.iT. to arm.

n. minimum setback force of .20 lb. per grain is required 
to arm. the Sleeve (18).

(i) lek. I Base °> reus si on Fuze - Ref, Fife. 9.

Type - This fuze is a non-de lay fuze.

Safety Device - No means arc provided for partial or full 
boro safety (detonator safety). Shear Pin ,in conjunction with 
Plunger (3) prevents the Firing Pin (1) functioning the Primer (6) 
until after the fuze has been fired from a cannon. In addition 
to the Shear Pin (4) Plunger Spring (7) is used to absorb light 
shocks ’-hich may be transmitted to the fuze during transportntion, 
thereby preventing excess cold working of tho Shear Pin (4) should 
the Plunger (3) be allowed to rest upon it.

Action Upon Firing - The Plunger (3) through its inertia 
or setback shears the Shear Pin (4) and assumes a position at the 
roar of the plunger cavity. The rear of the plunger cavity is 
shaped that it causes closing-in of the ^lunger and making the



Fir in.-; ’in (1) and ’lung-r (3) and integral assembly. The ’lunger 
Sprln1 (7) is no lon;ar active.

action nt To. r,got - Upon impact th:. p“oj> etile is retarded
•'nd the i^tecml assembly of the• ?Irin>/, ’in (1) and ’lunger (3) 
nrc caused to no'\ fova“d, thr noint of the Firing Pin (1) 
functionin; the Primer (6). The ’rimer (6) 'vhich is of the flash 
tvpc i:nites the black ponder sht 11 charge.

Shipment - This fuze is normally shipped assembled in the 
projectile*

General Information - This fuse can only be used '-ith 
explosives such as black nc’dar “hich can be ignited "'ith a flash* 
It “dll not function satisfactorily in a TrT loaded projectile*

Tfoight - Approx. .102 lb.

Arming - '7111 arm satisfactorily in 37 m/m 1916 Gun.

(j) I~k. IV B.D. Pure - Hof, Fig, 10.

Type - This fuse is a non-dvlay fuze.

Safety Dot’ice - Do means are provided for partial or full 
bore safety (detonator safety). Pin (Shear) (4) in conjunction 
‘•'ith Plunger (?) prevents the Firing Pin (2) functioning the 
’riffler Assembly (17) until after the fuze hag been fired from a 
cannon* In addition to the ’in (Shear) (4) Spring (Plunger) (16) 
is used to absorb light shocks ’-hich may be transmitted to the 
fuze during transportation, thereby preventing excess cold working 
of the ’in (Shear) (d) should the Plunger (?) be nllo"'cd to rest 
upon it. In addition Snring (Creep) (5) is used to prevent any 
movement of the firing oin'during flight due to air retardation 
(Green force).

Action Unon Firing - The ’'lunger (?) through its inertia 
or setback shears the Pin (Shear) (4) ind •’srumes a position at 
the rear of the plunger cavity. The rear of the plunger cavity 
is shaped so that it causes closing-in of the plunger and making 
the Firing ’in (2) and Plunger (3) an-integral assembly* The 
Spring (’lunger) (16) is. no longer active.

Action at T’-rget- - Upon impact the projectile is retarded 
and the integral assembly of tho Firing Tin (2) and Plunger (3) 
are caused to mo“< for-;rd, the noint of the Firing ’in (2) 
functionin’ thr ’’rimer (17), the ?“imcr ?.sscmbly (17) “hich in tum 
functions, the Detonator Assembly (18),

Shi cm-.nt - Thio fuse ■ norm-Uy asse^bl-’d in the projectile 
f c.r -:h; ra nf .



'kninl Information - Thin fuze ’••■'.s primarily designed 
for use in TNT loaded projectiles of the common steel type* 
This fuze should no’’cr be fired using a propelling charge -hich 
’•'ill gi”e a pressure greater th'.n 18,500 lbs. per square- inch.

r.’c ight - .123 lb*

Aiming - "Zill arm satisfactorily in 37 m/m 1916 Gun.

(k) Minor Caliber Base Detonating Furr - Ref; Fig* 11,

Typo - This fuze is a non-dclny fuze.

Safety De-ice - vo means arc provided for p-rtinl or full 
bore safety (detonator safety). The Resistance Ring (?) and the 
Firing "’in Sleeve (4) prevent the- Firing ’“in (2) functioning the 
’’excursion ’’rimer (6) until after it has been fired from n cannon*

Action Upon Firing - The Firing Fin Sleeve (4) through its 
inertia or setback forces the Resistance Ring (3) over the 
shoulder on the Firing ’’in (2) dorm to the groove at the loner 
end of the firing pin; The dimensions of the groove and the 
resistance ’•ing and the groove in the firing pin slc<vo are such 
that it causes locking of the firing pin sleeve to the firing pin.

Action, nt Target - Upon impact the projectile is retarded 
nnd the integral assembly of the Firing Pin (2) and tho Firing 
Pin Sleeve (4) move fornurd functioning the Percussion Primer (6). 
The “crcussion “rimer (6) ignites the Guncotton (9) vhich in turn 
causes detonation of the Fulminate of Mercury (8).

Shipment - This fuze is shipped assembled to the projectile.

General Information - This fuze vns primarily designed for 
use in TNT loaded projectiles.

The arrangement of the Fulminate of Mercury (8) is alvnys 
a question of interest. The Fulminate of Mercury (8) is loaded 
in peripheral grooves to prevent functioning nt the time of 
setback, ’Tore the fulminate loaded in one long column it —ould 
not be sc-lf supporting and -ould be apt to prematurely function.

Uc-irht - .27 lb.

Arming - The Resistance Ring (3) require a minimum setback 
force of 1.5 lbs. per grain to arm.

(1) M?8 B'.se Dr-ton- ting Fuze - Ref. Fig, 12.
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Tyne - This fuze la a non-dclny fuze.

Safety Dcvjfit. - No mcrns arc provided In thia fuze for 
partial or full bort safety (d* tonntor safety). The Hislstnnci. 
Hint' (?) In conjunction ••ith the -.’lun/yr (4) prevent the Firing 
'in (2) functioning the ue-ton tor Assc-mbly (8) until after It 

hns been fired frm cannon.

action - The. 'lunL.cr (4) through Its Inertia
or setback fores th, *U si stance P.i'V (?) over the shoulder on 
tho Firing! ’i-* (L} do*n to the c.roo’-t at the lover end of tho 
firing pin. T’u- dimc-nsians of the r»sist nco ring -md the 
groove in the plunger ?.-<• such th-it it c aus* s locking of the 
’lung,, r (4) to the Firing '’in (£). Th* Spains, (5) prcv< nts 

. fomnrd movement of the- integral assembly of the Plunger (4) and 
Filing “'in (2) -bile in flight*

fiction "t T*?rg-t - Upon impact the ni"->Jc.ctilo is retarded 
•nd the intogml assembly nf the ’lunger (4) ".nd the Firing ’in 
(2) moves for**- **d functioning the. Detonator assembly (8) ’-hich 
causes detonation of tho Tetryl Booster ’diet (10). This in 
turn functions tho projectile charge.

Shipment - This fuze is normally shinned assembled in tho 
projectile.

G c no ml Inf orma 11 on - This fuze -vis primarily designed to 
replace the J’k. IV B.D* Fuze -hich pm-matured -hen fired using 
propelling charge '"hich resulted in pressures greater then 
18,500 lbs. per square- inch. This fuze has b< - n so designed to 
function satisfactory in the no- 2000 f»s. 37 m/m Gun.

Vcir.ht - approx. .125 lb.

Arming - A minimum setback f^rcc of 2.84 lbs. per grain is 
required to arm ’lunger (4). 

< -
(m) L«k. TIT Base,Detonating Fuze - Bcf, Fie, 17,

Type - This fuze is a delay fuze.

Safety Device - This fuze is •.-hut is knevn ns a bore safe 
(detonator safe) fuze. Bore softty is accomplished by inter
rupting th*- explosive train -ith the for*-ird Half Block (14) and 
the rc-er Helf Block (15). .-.t no time, except •"hen subjected to 
rotation, an- the leads cf the half blocks in alignment. For 
preventing pr* mature functioning of the Trim er (6) by the Firing 
~'fn (?),’ tho i'l-**ing pin in •■tsscnblc'l tn a plunder b?dy •■hich is 

?•
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provided -1th Plun. < r B'lts (2). The Plunger bolts present 
arming of the. firing pin until after the fuzo has beon subjected 
tn rotnti in,

nation Hirn Firing - Fane of tho parts m wed at setback. 
After leaving the bore of the cannon, rotation causes the 
fornrd Half Block (14) to wove out-urd, aliening the explosive 
lend -ith the lend in the rear Half Block (15) and tho lead to 
the Booster ^ellct (11). Rotation arms the ?'irint ’’In (?) '-hich 
Is so designed that its center of gravity is off the center of 
rotation of the fuze. Arning of the firing pin causes tho point 
to assume n positi on in line -ith the nrir.er (6). The fuze 
rennins in this condition throughout flight.

Action nt Turret - Upon impact the projectile is retarded 
and the “’lunger Body (4) carrying the Firing ’in (?) moves 
forward functioning tho Primer (6) which ignites the Black ^o—der 
(19). Tho black po-dor requiring time to completely burn anuses 
a delay in functioning the Fulminate Capsule (9). Tho fulminate 
capsule -'hen functioned, in turn functions the TFT leads in the 
Load Block (16), Rear Half Block (15), the For ard Half Block 
(14) and the Bn-.star (11).

Shipment - This fure is normally shipped assembled in the 
projectile.

Weight - .Approximately 2.C9 lbs.

.lining - Gun, 2300 R.'\?A min.
Howitzer, 1700 R. min. 
"ortar, 1-450 R.?.Ii. min.

(n) i*k. V B-.sf Detonating Fuze - Rof. Fi.-., 14.

Type - This fuze is a delay fuze.

Safety De-ice - This fuze is —hat is kn >”n as a bare safe 
(detonator snfe) fuze. B 're safety is ace imnlished by inter
rupting the explosb-e train -1th the for-ard Half Bl-ck (10) and 
the rear Half Block (11). *.t no time, except - hen subjected 
to rotation, are the lends of the- half blocks in alignment. For 
preventing premature functioning of the ^rimcr (17) by the 
Firing "’in (15) the firing pin is assembled to ■' '’lunger Body 
(14) —hich is pro-'ided -nth ’’lun.-er Bolts (16). The plunger bolts 
p-event arming- of the firing pin until after the- fuze- has been 
subjected to rat.tin.

action Up-n Fir in ' - F me f tho parts m'”c d t setback. 
.-.ft*-r th-' b""<- at' th- c nn'n, r?t- ti'n causes the for’”'.'.rd



Rail* Block (10) to n.‘'.llgnlng the •.xploslv*' V':d 
-1th the load in th>' rc.r Half Bl ok (11) ".nd the lend to the 
B jostu* ’’ell', t (19). ’’."hen the forward half bl >ck ha a completely 
.".med, the- Ball (18), du< to rotation, moves to a position 
bct'.ocn the for-ird Half Block (10) ".nd thu rear Half Bl ?ck (11). 
This bill serves as a lock to prevent unarmim of either one 
of tho h.-lf blocks .t impact. Rot't ion arms tho Firing "'in (15) 
"hich is so dt'sl.'.nod that its center of gravity is 'ff the center 
of rotation of the fuze, armin;' of the firing pin onuses tho 
point to assure n position in line "ith the :’rim<.r (17). The 
fuze remains in this ccnditi'n throughout flight.

Action at Tr.rret - Upon impact the projectile is retarded 
and tho ■‘lunger Body (14) enrryin • the Firing Pin (15) move 
forward functioning the ’’rime’* (17) which ignites the black 
powder (°), The black nov/der requiring time to comdstely burn 
causes a delay in functioning the Fulminate Capsule (7). The 
fulminate capsule "’hen functioned, in turn functions the T’.’T 
leads in the Load Block (4), rear Half Block (11), forward Half 
Block (in) and the Booster (19).

Shipment - This fuze is normally shipped .assembled in the 
projectile.

General Information - This fuze is in general the same as 
tho Ilk. Ill Base Detonating Fuze. It is, however, used in 
addition to H.E. projectiles in armor piercing projectiles. 
There two types of heads (1), one of which is designed for 
use in medium caliber projectiles, the other for major caliber 
projectiles.

Tcipht - 2.21 lbs.

Arming - Gun, 2200 R.minimum. 
Howitzer, 1700 R.P.". minimum, 
I’ortar, 1450 R.P.". minimum,

(o) i'k. X Base D. donating Fuze - Ref. Fig, 15.

Type; - Delay Fuse.

This fuze is considered confidential, for this reason no 
detail description is given, ref. Army Extension Courses, Special 
Ocxt He. 157, Artillery Fuzes and Detonating Trains,

(P) ''45 n.D. Fuze - Ref, Fig. ]6.

'"yrr - This fuz< is '•mb i v•; t i o’i supe-rqu i ok and delay
••♦*ion fur., i + o funct • oning of round? fire.l from the-



81 m/n T*. ooh i.’ortnr (Smooth bar. ). Th'’ sup-, rqii 1 ck petting, 
ir, ur. d -h n It ir. dr.ir'd to obtain quick fr?u *n‘ ntatlon of 
th-, rh-.ll ;ho"' th ground, -htrt-nr. th' ch lay netting is used 
for underground action. This furt incorporate o its o-n 
hoort-r 1 at, of sufficient capacity to eff-ct functionin;;'
of th' s*1‘.'ll charge-.

Safe t" .0' vie - Th' 1'45 Pur.- is ’’detonator safe” in that 
th* c’'nlosiv'j train is into’rnptcd by acrembling the- Detonator 
(lb) into a Slid.r (7), vhich in thf unarmed position, restrains 
the Detonator out of line -ith thi flash hole (5) from the 
pri^r r or d« lay : l‘ m<.nt in th' forward end of the furo, and out 
of line "ith th. totryl lend to th-- booster charg-., The 
possibility of n^min: of th' slide’- -ithin the bom of the 
mortar is. p-ev, -it- d by n-nns of th. Safety ’’in (6), the head 
of -'hich ”’*id«. e’’ th- bon , thereby retaining the- slider in tho 
safe- position •hil' th' rend is in th bore of the mortar.

Action Upon Fi-inr. nnd or. Impact - (The Cotter Pin (20) 
is manually removed be for. dropping the round in the mortar.)

"'ii n Fir'd for Uuoe ruuick. Action - The Head. (1) must be 
set so that the stamped then on is in line 1th the mark
line on the Body t4 ). In order to assure obtaining the setting 
required, ir co so of ni ht firing, Id«-ntific at ion Pins (23) have 
been ins-, rtr-d. These pins arc so located that for supcrquick 
setting the he-udf of th' pins nr'- directly in line. For delay 
sett in;:, tht. pin in th Head (1) is 180° removed from the pin 
in the Eody (’•). ’r.ssv".- anolicd on th1 Setting ’ins (16) by 
the Retting ’in Snri-’rg (17) forces them to • njagc in holes in 
the Body in al ignner.t thor'—ith, a sufficient amount to restrain 
the head in th', n.'". oosition. ‘h- n fir>d, the setback (inc-tia) 
resulting from ignition of th- nro-'-lling nh-fg<-- causes the 
Setback ’I’’. (15) to h., ’ithirn-n from its nocition in engagement 
• ith th-. Safety ’in (6), in -Meh position it- has he n held by 
ore gru^; f~on t’;-- Setback ’in Snring (14) , after w-noval of the 
Cott-r '’’in (19). U-on • -ithdra* nl of th.- S', tback ’in, th*- Safety 
°in i? fore•.-.4 out’".rd by th-.. Suf. ty ’in Spri-.o (go) until the 
head thcr< of comas in cont--nt '-ith the bo-' of tN. mortar. After 
emerging fro- th., '-or' of the mortar, wcnirc from the Safety 
Pin Sp-in(,. effects - -ithd ra-nl of th.. Safety ’in, thr-v Ing it 
clear of the fur.. -Th'. 81 id« r the rc-.ft- - h. lag uno>a trust'd, 
nresu-e. f’-om th'. SI id r Snrlr.p (11) is- r.u^fici'nt to force the 
SI lib?r (7) to th-- ’ rm-.'.d position, thereby brinyjin;: the Detonator 
(10) in direct • -Hgnm, nt 'ith thi crolosivr train, - i.<.., the 
fla.ch hel- f-.-'ei t'-a Suoi -..ui ck ’’-im^ r (•’), nd the tetryl Lend 
’• 11 ■ t (''' I ),. -ii- : tn th' Bcx'U'.r ’.ll't (°). The Slid r Look



(fl) in th'n forced Into the. recess provid'd in th» Slide’', 
by ni.'.’H’! of the Slider Lock Sprint (2* I» to prevent unarming 
of the filld.r In cas^. of oblique Ir.puct. Coincidental v’lth 
thin function, it prevents entrance of mud into th; slider 
cavity to interfere • ith fuze functioning!

Upon impact "ith the target, the Shear '.'in: (in) is 
sheared, p^rmittlnj the Striker (144 to be dri”cn to tho bottom 
of the Striker cavity so that th'-1 /irirg Dins (2) penetrate 
the Superquick ^”imr r (?) and the Delay n-irTT (12), effecting 
functioning thereof. (Since the Sup*rquick pvintr only is in 
alignm-nt -Ith the detonator, functioning of the delay dement 
has no off'ct an the fuze action.) The flash frrm the Super- 
quick '’vi'-i y (?) functions the D-tona.tor (io) in the Slider. 
T^c D-tonntor in turn effects functioning of the Boost,.1' Lead 
MUt (8) nnd Booster collet (n). The Booster "'(.•lift then 
functions the bu-sting charge -ithin the prej, ctilc..

"hen yim-d for Delay Action - The Head (1) must be turned 
so that the "D" nt caped thereon ir, in lino "ith the mark line on 
tho 3 )dy (4). Th< Head is held in this oosition after setting, 
in th'- same manner "s in thr cns> of the nupu"quick setting. 
By rrans of setting the Head as described, the Delay Element 
(12) is brought into alignment "ith the flash hole (5), the 
Suporquick '>rim> r (?) h» ing displaced 180° a- ay. Fu?<; action nt 
the tin, of setback nnd upon impact corresponds identically '-ith 
the- ction "hen s< t for sup'"quick functioning, cmcr-pt that the 
functioning of the.- Detonator (10) in the Slider is delayed 
•appro-'inatvly .10 second, - the time required for the delay 
element explosive train to bum thru aft'r initiation, at the 
time of targ t impact.

Shipm.nt - This fu?r is nomully shiop- d a scumbled in the 
projectil u.

General Information - Th* setting •.■.rrangemint of this fuze 
is such that it ’rr v be res- t.

r‘c i eht - Anpr-a.-imnte-ly .52 lb.

Armin- "fill arm ratisfact 'rily "ith all propel! ing charges 
standard for th' 51 m/m T’nrtar.

(Q(TIP) ;hire,- Ref. ?i;-,. 17.

Tyne - This fu:a is a :;up( rquick fur''.

.of t-, jn, _ rrunt,-;l. (o) const i tut«-s th<- parti' 1
'’■t 'vt -r !".f +y d T* rat'd by ’'-ntrifu, .1 fam-.



It In act nt 'in nngl;, no that linear acctlerution (setback) 
t< nds to oppose the centrifugal force* ’Thilo the projectile’ is 
being- accelerated in the bore of the- gun, the interrupter remains 
in the position sho-n (unarmed) and prevents any premature 
action of the Lower Assembly (in) should the Detonator Assembly 
(■-’) function nf t» r linear acceleration ceases, Centrifugal 
force moves the Interrupter (8) outward (armed) and clears the . 
flash hole between the two Detonator Assemblies (A) and (10), 
The Firing °ln Assembly (1) is held a-.-ny from the Detonator 
Assembly (4) by the Firing Pin Support (2).

Action upon Firing - When firing from the gain the Firing 
Pin Support (2) is sufficiently strong to withstand the force 
exerted on it by the Firing °ln assembly on setback,- thus 
preventing contact of the firing' pin point with the Detonator 
Assembly (4). Upon leaving the muzzle of the gun, rotation 
caused by rifling within the bore has created sufficient 
centrifugal force to throw the Interrupter (8) outward against 
tho pre-ssuro of the Interrupter Spring (7), tho restraining 
forces caused by setback no longer being effective after the 
round leaves the muzrlo of the gun. The outward movement (arming) 
of the interrupter opens the passage connecting the Detonator 
Assembly (4) and Lo"’cr Detonator Assembly (10),

Action nt Target - Upon impact with the target, the closing 
disc, crimped in at the nose end of the fuze, is punctured and 
the Firing Pin Assembly (2) is forced to the bottom of the 
cavity therefor in the Head (?), collapsing the Firing Pin 
Support (2), thus effecting functioning of the Detonator Assembly 
(4), Centrifugal force having armed the Interrupter (8), the 
flame from functioning of the Detonator Assembly (4), is then 
free to pass re-imrd and initiate the Lo^er Detonator Assembly 
(10) ’’hich in turn functions the charge within the projectile.

Shipment - This fuze is never assembled in a projectile for 
shipment but, is packed in -aterproof boxes 50 fuzes to each box.

General information - The fuze shall be screwed tightly into 
the projectile adapter. Caro should be taken to assure that the 
Detonator Socket '/usher is in place. This washer serves to 
prevent unscrewing of the fuze in flight. Ho sotting or adjust
ments uro required for obtaining superquick action. In order to 
identify this fuze from the T21 P.O. Fuze, the head is painted 
white.

'Toight - Approximately .74 lb.

(r) 7--1 P.D. Fuze - Hi f.... F18.



Safety Device - Th-; Interrupter (B) constitutes th* partial 
detonator aafety device nnd is operated by oentrlfupil force. 
It is set at 'in angle, go that linear acceleration (setback) 
tends to oppose the centrifugal force, V/hlle the projectile- is 
being accelerated in the boro of the gun. the interrupter remains 
in the position sho"n (unarmed) nnd prevents any premature action 

■ of the Lov'cr Assembly (10) should the Detonator assembly (4) 
function after linear acceleration ceases. Centrifugal force 
moves the Interrupter (8) out-nrd (armed) and clears the flash 
holo bet’"C.n the t”’O Detonator Assemblies (4) and (10), Tho 
Firing Pin Assembly (1) is held nvny from th<? Detonator Assembly 
(4) by the Firing ’’in Support (2).

Action unon Firing - ’’Then firing from the gun the Firing 
Pin Support (2) is sufficiently strong to '-ithstand the force 
exerted on it by the Firing Pin Assembly on setback, thus 
preventing contact of the firing pin point vnth the Detonator 
Assembly (4). Upon leaving the muzzlo of the gun, rotation caused 
by rifling ’"ithin the bore has created sufficient centrifugal 
force to thro'- the Interrupter (8) out"nrd against the pressure 
of the Interrupter Spring (7), the restraining forcos caused 
by setback no longer being effective after the round leaves the 
muzzle of the gun. The- outvnrd mo”oment (arming) of the inter
rupter opens the passage connecting the- Detonator Assembly (4) 
and Lo-’er Detonator Assembly (10).

Action nt Target - Upon impact r-ith the target, the closing 
disc, crimped in nt the nose end of the fuze, is punctured and 
the Filing Pin Assembly (2) is forced to the bottom of the 
cavity therefor in the Hoad (3), collapsing tho Firing Pin 
Support (2), thus effecting functioning of the Detonator Assembly 
(4). Centrifugal force having armed the Interrupter (8), the 
flame from functioning of the Detonator Assembly (4) is then 
free to pass rcar’-'ard and initiate the Primer (9). The primer 
in turn ignites the black povder rhich introduces a delay of 
approximately ,05 second, and subsequently initiates the Relay 
Assembly (11) ’"hich causes the Lo'-cr Detonator iisscmbly (13) 
to detonate.

Shipment - This fuze is never assembled in a projectile for 
shipment but, is packed in vnterproof boxes, 50 fuzes to each box.

General Information - The fuze shall be scre”'cd tightly into 
tho projectile adapter. Care should be taken to assure that the 
Detonator Socket "'usher is in place. This "usher serves to prevent 
unscrewing of the fuze in flight. Ro setting or adjustments arc 
required for obtaining superquick action. For identifying- this 
fuze tho body is knurled bclor the he'd end the head assembly is 
painted black.
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OPERATIONS Ot CaIm.30 HALL C^lRIDGK LJ SEQUENCE [

No, Operation Remarks |
1 Flrat Draw Wash and pickle between each draw. f
2 Anneal |
3 Second Draw [
4 Anneal I
6 Third Draw r
6 Anneal ,
7 Sump I
8 Fourth Draw 1
9 Trim t

10 Anneal F
11 Firth Draw t
12 Pocket I
13 Head

14 Wash
15 Head Turn

16 Annealing Body

17 Tapering

18 Finish Trim
19 Water Polish
20 Dry
81 Mouth Anneal
<2 Component In

spection
3 Inserting Primer

1 Loading
& Gage and Weigh

Pack and Label
^7 Manufacture of

primer cups and
anvils.

The pocket is held to gage limits, depth 
and diameter. A flange is also thrown 
up to allow for head turning. j>.

tHead Is formed by forming tool and head j.
Is gaged for head thickness, dia. of |
head, dia. of extractor groove. i
The case is rotated in a gas • ame and [
annealed 1-1/8” from head to a grain t
size of 010-020 n/m. The head is sub- |
merged in water. L
First operation • oil case. |
Second operation - flrat taper. |
Third operation - second taper and F
shoulder. The case is also plugged to F
allow bullet to enter. e
Note hoppers. F*
Rumbieo in barrels with tri-sodium 
ohoaphate, soap bark, argol end water. -f

L
Io prevent season cracking in storage. [

i', Primer la Inserted, crimpea and water- |
proofed. The case is also waterproofed h
in this operation. |
Powder and bullet inserted and crimped 
in case. 1



Operations of Cal..30 ball Cartridge In Seguanee (Cant'd,)

No.Operation Remarks
£8 Primer /.asembly Primer conpotiltlca is rubbed in plate 

and transferrer to cups placed on foil
ing machine where shellacked paper is 
seated on top of composition. The an
vil is then pressed in cup on top of 
paper.

29 blank and Cup 
Bullet Jacket

Double Action press. Gilding metal.
30 Extrusion or lead 

for slugs for bul
lets

31 brraging bullet aores
32 First Draw cullet 

Jacket
Bullet jticxeto uro manufactured in four 
draws with water polish ul’ter blank and 
cup, after 3rd draw and after fourth
ar aw.

33 Trim
34 Bullet Assembling 

Machine
Fifteen operations follows:
insert jacket, let point, ;'.nc point, 
3rd point, insert slug, correct, 1st 
cone, let boattail, 2nd cone, basing, 
2nd boattail, 3rd boattail, 4th boat
tail, size and cannelure and resize.

35 Inspect.



PICATINNY ARSENAL ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE

Procurement Authority:

A procuronent authority from the Chief of Ordnance*, or a sub allotment 
of funds from other stations, is the basic source of funds made available 
to the Arsenal.

Upon receipt of these instruments, each one is numbered (this number 
becomes the local expenditure order number) and set up in the following ledgers.

(a) Appropriation Lodger - This ledger shows the total amount of funds 
available to the arsenal by appropriation. The total of all appropriations is 
shown on the appropriation control.

(b) Allotment Lodger - This lodger shows the complete status at all 
times of the allotment, posted to it are, allotments, revocation, transfers 
between othor ledgers (Stock and S.E.); obligations and disbursements.

(c) Assignment Ledger - This lodger is designed to prevent the over- 
assignment of funds* on Job ’Orders. All job orders and job order changes aro 
posted to it before issuo. In no case is a Job Order issued in excess of the 
unassigned balance.

Expenditure Orders:

After procurement authorities and other sub allotments are recorded 
as above, they are routed to the group charged with the responsibility of the 
work.

Expenditure orders are prepared outlining the details of the work and 
Job Orders issued to the various shops authorizing the work, carrying with it 
the necessary funds.

Job Orders:
I-!

At the time the '..b Order is issued a "sub order Cost Card" is set up 
in the Cost Section, showing to which shop the order was issued, the amount 
of funds assigned and the amount nt which statement of balances will be issued 
the shops. This last feature is an added precaution to that of tho Assignment 
Ledger to prevent over-runs on allotments.

Daily Cost Reports:

Daily Cost Reports arc prepared by each shop, listing all its employees, 
showing tho distribution of their time to the various Job Orders worked on 
and submitted to the Accounting Division.



Coat Summaries:

From tho Dnily Coat Report tho Accounting Division summarizes thu chargos 
''gainst each Job Order on n cost summary, listing each Job Order and tho labor 
charged to it, in addition to its required amount of shop expense income.

Siib 0rd°r Cost Cards:

Tho costa from the summaries aro thon posted to the Sub Order Cost Card 
where tho costs uro accumulated. Labor and Shop Expense ara posted as of the 
date incurred. Material and other chargos and obligations, in the fora of 
White Stores Issue Tickets, Bills of Material, Requisitions, purchase Orders, 
etc., are postod us received.

Statement of Balances:

When labor charges exceed 75% of the amount assigned to a Job Order, a 
"Statement of Balance" is immediately forwarded to the shop responsible for tho 
Job Order and additional statements uro sent out each week thereafter until 
tho Job Order is closed. Thoso statements show the exact balances still 
available under each heading, labor, S.E. nnd material. Any time the expen
ditures exceed the entire amount assigned the statement is routed through tho 
proper group chief for immediate action to rectify tho situation.

Consolidated Costs:

At the end of each month a consolidation of the charges on each Job Order 
is made showing the amount of Labor and Shop Expense Income charged to the al- 
nlotment as a whole v.’hich is the basis for disbursement from tho allotment for 
Labor and a transfer to the Shop Expense Fund for the Shop Expense Income.

Material Charges:

Material Charges uro posted simultaneously in the Allotment nnd Cost Records, 
with. the execution of material issued on White Stores Issue Tickets, against 
Shop Expense, these are posteil to the particular Sub Order Cost Curds involved 
by the Cost Section 'aid entered on a control, and the end of the month the sum 
of the control is charged to S.E. and credited to stock.

Bills of material are entered ns charges when received raid adjusted after 
issue of material.

Purchase Orders are entered ns obligations and liquidated when vouchers 
come thru for charge.



Payroll:

Pay io vouch.-red monthly, that is only one payroll is prepared fox* a full 
months pay. Payments «vro mi.do, however quarterly, on the Sth, 15th, 22nd and 
last of ouch month. Tho Clock Card is tho basis of attendance and is checked 
with tho absence indicated on the Daily Cost Report.

After each w ukly pay is calculated a Memorandum Payroll (pay list) is 
supplied the Finance Office, indicating tho amount duo for each employee, nt 
the same time the chucks, addressogrnphod in none and dates ro supplied in the, 

•uno order ns ths nones t.nncnr on tho pay list, tho Finance Office then rune th ; 
checks thru a check writing machine, printing the amount duo thu employee a id 
tho chock is ready for signature.

Each employee has a Pay Card showing the mounts naid and a Lwuvo Card 
shovzing the status of all leave.

Cost Control:

1. The final tost of a. business enterprise is that it shall yield a 
profit; that of an Arsenal - that it obtain the maximum results from the funds 
available, counted with thu maintenance of the plant to insure that it can meet 
its War Time Mission. The objective of an Arsenal is that tho desired results 
be obtained with the minimum expenditure of funds.

2. The purpose of Cost Accounting, is to indicate to the Arsenal Commander 
what he is getting for the money he upends and this information should be given 
in r, way which would indicate whether or not the results shown are satisfactory, 
and where they are not satisfactory the causa thereof.

3. Fundamentally, Cost Accounting h.-.s four major objectives:-

a_. The means of comparing the 
standard or budgeted figures.

several cost elements with certain

_b. Comparing these costs vith resulting values received in products or 
services.

c_. Providing a factual basis for estimating and procurement planning.

d_. To be used as a basis for establishing policies in connection with 
thu three major /jsonal functions, Finance, Production, -'.nd Planning.

4. Without cost data the Financial control becomes inadequate nnd in
secure, Production control becomes unintelligent and Planning onerntions lack 
one of its most important guides.



5. All Expenditures of funds at an Arsunnl consists of tho payment for 
Labor, Hatorinl and Shop Expense.

£. Labor covers labor 
the finished nroduct culled for

performed directly on tho matorinl which ontors 
by tho order.

b.. Mutorirl is direct material of v.hich some part is in tho completed 
or repaired article.

c_. Shoe Expense includos Indirect Labor, Indirect Material end tho 
payment for services and utilities. The control of Shop Expense Expenditures 
is one of the most important from the point of view of the management und re
quires special treatment to insure that those charges are reduced to a minimum 
consistent with the efficient oporation of u plant. Tho efficiency of a pl>uit 
c*n not bo annrnised on n basis of Expenditures. The greater tho effectiveness 
of ^reduction that is made by technological improvement in process machine equip- 
nupt or automatic devices, tho higher will be the Expenditures in Shop Expense, 
pecializod equipment requires more supervision and greater skill in its maint'.n- 

‘ nee than the more inefficient methods of production*

, 6. Tho purpose of Shop. Expense Reports or detailed control systems is not
I only to insure that tho funds expended are distributed equitably and collected,

but also to segregate by means of classification the various Shop Expense Ex
penditures. By a study of theso Expenditures standards can bo evolved und de
viations therefrom brought to the attention of the management for the purpose of 
investigation und correction.

7. Thu Overhead Ruoort prepared for this Arsenal is designed to servo the 
nbovo purpose. Thu Report, however, serves very little unless the Supervisors 
responsible for the various activities underst<u.d the Report, and use it.



I
SECTION XV - MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

11 ‘ ELEMENTS uf gagj DESIGN

Definition of tho Turin "Gage"
1. Thu torm ”Gagu” in this discussion will bo limited to thoso 

devices or instruments actually used in tho acceptance or reject ion of 
machined components used in tho manufacture and assembly of ammunition. 
This definition precludes all devices such as light ray measuring in
struments, measuring machines, optometers, compuritors, Johansson 
blocks, etc, Thoso devices aro used chiefly in the acceptance of tho 
gages themselves. Gage laboratories containing these dovicos, as woll 
as machines for exact measurement, have been established by tho Ord
nance Department to assure a supply of trained personnel and for emer
gency uso in tho chocking nf gages, Tho location and functions of 
Ordnance Department gage laboratories is described in the Gage Supplo- 
monatl Procurement Plan, Paragraph 12, Pago 4, Tho location of thoso 
laboratories is given in Appendix II for ready reference. Since a 
knowledge of gage chocking is a specialized branch of gage work on! 
not essential to an understanding of gaging metal components, this 
subject will not bo discussed at this time,

2, Prior to tho adoption of inspection gages tho various parts 
of mechanism wore made by fitting ono to the other. The advantage 
of making component parts such as fire arms, etc,, as nearly alike 
that they could be assembled without fitting, and be interchangeable 
with other like assemblies, were self evident.

3. Methods of gaging were used as far back as the Revolutionary 
War, when wood and metal templates were used, however, the first com
plete system of interchangeable manufacture is credited to a New Eng
land mechanic who made a complete system of jigs, fixtures, tools and 
gages for use in the Golt Armory at Hartford, Connecticut,

4, Considerable progress was made in interchangeable manu
facture and gaging during the Vorld War on ordnance material because 
of the requirement for extremely large rates of production. Tho ex
tent to which gages ar-1 necessary depends on the quantity of parts 
to be gaged, A gage should be provided wherever its use is more 
economical than the use of standard measuring instruments.

5, One of the prime purposes of ..y-.ges is to "transfer the skill" 
of measurement from the work.inn or inspector to the gage, thus mak
ing possible the use of relatively untrained labor. As was men
tioned previously, mechanisms were formerly made by fitting one part 
to another. This process required the services of skilled mechanics 
with Ion/; terms of ;■ pp vent ice. ship for a continued supply of new labor, 
i’hi c phase of production 1W3 p.u.e o-. 4 ;ai<l now in Hunt ry is no longer



dependent upon mon trained in all phases of machine ohop practice. 
Thia ia true because the skill required is concentrated in the to-'ls 
and sages which are supplied to the worker before he starts a job. It 
is, therefore, possible to train men. in a very short time to dn tho 
bulk of production operations. Therefore, almost any person, male or 
female, of normal intelligence who can supply sufficient muscular 
effort, is a potential machine shop producer or inspector.

6. It may not be practicable to design and fabricate tools in 
advance of an emergency because tho type of machine tool equipment 
on which the components are to bo manufactured is constantly changing 
with changes and improvements in tool equipment. However, since gages 
aro independent of tho typo of machine used to produce tho compon
ents, it is possible to design and manufacture gages to bo placed in 
storage for use in tho event of war. Thus, with tho present policy 
of gage procurement in ponce timo, manufacturers will be roliovod of 
a largo portion of precision gage work and will bo free to concentrate 
on tool work, which will be urgently needed.

7. The General Inspection Manual of tho Ordnance Department 
states that gages are classified by the Ordnance Department as Inspec
tion Gages and Manufacturing Gages end aro defined as follows:

a. Inspection Gages are all gages or special measuring in
struments used by tho inspector in tho acceptance of the final fin
ished product. They are to insure that the product has been manufac
tured within tho component limits specified f>n the drawings and that 
tho part or unit assort)ly is acceptable. Tho supply of those gagas 
is tho responsibility nf the Ordnance Department, and they are fur
nished to the inspector.

b. Manufacturing Gages are all gages or special ma asuring 
apparatus-*usod by the contractor in the production of the product. 
Tho supply nf those gages is the responsibility of tho contractor.

8. The Manual Gage Inspection of tho Ordnance Department gives 
the following list as the "Types of Gages":

i --

1. Commercial Standard Types
Plain Plug
Progressive Plug
Threaded Plug (straight)
Threaded Plug (pipe)
P.lain Ring
Twin Ring
Combination Ring and Snap
Threaded Ring (straight)
Threaded Ring (pipe)
Adjustable Snap
Adjustable Length

j



a. These types are commercial and. are fully covered in Pam
phlet CS8“33 (Gage Blanks) issued, by the United States Department of 
Commerce, Federal Specification GGG-G-61 and GGG-P-351 (for pipe 
thread gagos).

2. Special Types
-diaper Plug
-Alignment Plug
-Flat Plug, Thickness
-Graduated Plug
-Pin or Plate
-Progressive Ring
-Taper Plug
-Plain Snap
-Built-Up Snap
-Sheet Length
-Flush Pin
rSpanner
-Receiving
-Profile or Template
-Thread Plug, Acme Thread
-Thread Ring, Acme Thread
-Thread Plug, Lowenherz Thread
-Thread Ring, Lowenherz Thread
-Thread Plug, Square Thread
-Thread Ring, Square Thread
-Caliper
-Goose heck

The descript ion of the special types of gages is covered in the 
Gage Inspection Manual and is attached for ready reference.

9. In the Inspection of gages all measurements of gages should 
be made in a room where constant temperature of 60°F is maintained,

10. Gages received for checking should remain in this room until 
tho gage has attained the sama temperature as the room and the instru
ment used in chocking.

11. Care must be exorcised, when checking precision gages, that 
they be shielded from body hoat, as this heat is absorbed with greater 
rapidity by the gage than by the • .instrument used for checking, which 
will affect the size. Thus, undue handling of the gage or instru
ment should be avoided.

12. In the preservation of gages it has been found that Nor 
Ox-Ide, Consistency B, heated to a temperature of 150° to 180°F, 
offers the best protection for gages in storage. Gages may be im
mersed in this protective bath, wrapped in moisture and acid proof 
waxed paper ;md then wruppjd in trait wrapping paper.

1'5. — .y- ■. -..it, i.„■ r ;• io.1., .;uch m: thc-s. h.vi.t-



dial indicators attached, ao tho protective covering may bo applied by 
moans of a brush.

14. Tho soquonoo of events in gago designs is that as soon as 
a now typo of material is declared standard, tho Manufacturing Divi
sion of tho Ordnance Department, charged with design, will notify the 
Gage Division of such fact, and will call upon it to make a complete 
chock of all tho tolerances shown on tho drawings, with a view to care
ful analysis of these tolerances and the suggestion of corrections, 
if necessary. The drawings will be checked over carefully by that 
section for economical interchangeable mass production, with particular 
attention to the use of moro liberal tolerances wherever possible. 
The Gage Division will, at this time, prepare or have prepared at 
an Arsenal, a complete list of all inspection gages required. After 
completion of tho chock of tolerances and preparation of tho gage 
list, thoso data will bo roferrod to thu Manufacturing Division for 
its comment or concurrence. Tho Gago Division will thon proceed, 
at tho propor timo, to proparo or have proparod the actual design of 
inspection and check gages so that all the drawing's of such gages'will 
bo on hand prior to the date when manufacture of a now standard is 
expected.

15. A "List of gage drawings” will be made listing each gago 
drawing, in numerical order, for a typo of material. Tho list of draw
ings will bo mado up for tho convenience of the filo room in getting 
out a complete sot of drawings for any article.

15. An "Index to gage list" will be made, listing each compon
ent part of the material, in alphabetical order, showing the gage 
list number and sheet number upon which the gage for the part is listed.

17. The tolerance or limit system which forms the basis of 
interchangeable manufacture is applied in different ways by various 
manufacturers. With a complete system of gaging and inspection, spe
cial fitting and assembly is almost, if not entirely eliminated with 
the manufacturing costs greatly reduced. The practice of making draw
ings which specify the exact amount of tolerance between different parts 
eliminates controversy when work is inspected. On Ordnance Dupai'tment 
drawings it is required that all dimensions for machined parts will show 
the basic figure dimension as the maximum metal conditions wherever 
practicable. The tolerances are unilateral and given in one direction 
only, i.e., 1.75 + .003 or 1.750 - .003. The prescribing of tolerances 
on interchangeable work is of vital importance and generally does not 
receive the consideration that it deserves. An interesting publication 
on tolerance is "Tolerances, Allowances and Gages for i.'ietal Fits," 
approved by the American. Snginooring Standards Commission, frB4u - 1925, 
This publication was adopted by the Ordnance Department in 1927 by 
Ordnance Department Office Order* Mo, 712. Similar information for 
screw threads is given in "The deport of the national Screw Thread Con- 
mission" and gives all t ■••clinical d-itu, dir.ane ions, etc., for tho 
American t tonal for;; of thr.m.i. adopted i.1 th ; Ordnance Doeert' a at 
.1:.' hard.



18. Wear aliovxxnccs arc required on all vh.)ro tho compnn- 
ont RUBS nr presents a wearing notion to tho gage,-with tho except Vn 
nf adjustable snap gages, whore no wear allowance is uuod because the 
gage may be re-sot us soon as It begins to materially wear within tho 
prescribed limit. Tool ma tors tolerance or ’’gage tolerance” is applied 

| to all gages between the gaging surfaces. This ic necessary since
I it is impracticable to make any two parts exactly alike. There uro
. several systems of gage tolerances and wear allowances. Perhaps tho
i most simple and yet practical is that usod by tho- Ordnance Department,

In-this system, ton percent of the component tolerance is taken and 
approximately divided between tho wear allowances and tho tolerance. 
The following tables are taken from tho table used for ordnance in-

' spoction gages,
I



3 TABLE OF LEAR ALLOWANCES AND GAGEMAKERS 
TOLERANCES FOR PLAIN PLUG AND PLAIN RING GAGES

From Drawing 27-80-1 Rev. 3-2-38

TABLE I

i 1 Component Gage

I

Total 
Tolerance *

Wear 
Allowance

Tol
Go

3rance 
Not Go

.0005 .0000 .00005 .00005

.001 .0001 .0001 .00005

.002 .0001 .0001 .0001

* .003 .0001 .0002 .0001

J J
'1

.004 .0002 .0002 .0002

4J
.005 .0003 .0002 .0002

i |
.006 .0004 .0002 .0002

1 .007 .0004 .0003 .0002

‘JI
.008 .0005 .0003 .0002

«** .009 .0005 .0004 .0002

t
.010 .0005 .0005 .0003

■ .012 .0006 .0006 .0005
■■■r: ■<■■«! .014 .0006 .0008 .0004
>»r. .015 .0006 .0009 .0005

* .016
.018

.0006

.0006
.0010
.0010

.0005

.0006
.020 .0006 .0010 .0007
.022 .0006 .0010 .0008

‘1
.024 

_____________

.0006

.0006 
—----------------------------

.0010

.0010

.0009
.0010

1



TABLE OF GAGELIAKERS TOLERANCES FOR
FLUSH PIN AND ADJUSTABLE SNAP GAPES
From Drawing 27-80-1 Rev. 3-2-38

TABLE II

Component Gage
Total Wear Tole rance

Tolerance Allowance Go Not Go
.0005 None .00005 .00005
.001 ft ,00005 .00005
.002 It .0001 .0001
.003 It .0001 .0001
.004 1! .0002 .0002
.010 1t .0003 .0003
.015 ft .0004 .0004
.020 & UP 11 .0005 .0005

* For component tolerances not listed, use next smaller tolerance.



It should ba remembered that tho wear allowancoo and tolerances, 
derived by taking ten percent of tho component tolerance, only apply 
to the "Go" gage. For example, if ten percent of the ,005 tolerance 
shown in the first column, Table I, is taken, the result is:

(1) .005 x 0,10 * .0005
On the same line the wear allowance is ,0003 and the gage tolerance 
is ,0002, The sum of these two quantit ito is ,0005 or ten percent of 
the component tolerance.

19. For tolerances smaller than .002 the ten percent rule gives 
tolerances which are too small for practical uso, so that the system 
cannot be applied. In these instances, wear allowances and toler
ances have been selected as close as possible to practical tool room 
limits. Note that in the case of ,0005 component tolerances, no wear 
allowance has been applied. Note also that after .016 component toler
ance has boon reached, the wear allowances and tolerances are constant.

20, Tho "Not Go" tolerance shown in Table I is selected entirely 
from practical considerations and bears no direct relationship to tho 
"Go" tolerances or the component tolerances.

21, Table II shows the tolerances for Flush pin and Adjustable 
Snap Gages, Note that between .001 and .004 c'raponent tolerances, 
this table has been derived by dividing ten percent of the component 
tolerance between the "Go" and "Not Go" gage tolerances. For com
ponent tolerances outside this range, the gagomakers tolerances are 
small in coinparison with those shown in Table I. The reason for this 
being that the gages covered by this table aro easy of adjustment and 
repair. In the case of an adjustable snap gage, it is merely necessary 
to sot up Johansson gago blocks to tho proper dimensions and adjust 
the gage to a smooth sliding fit of tho blocks between the gaging sur
faces, Tho Manual of Gage Inspection shows clearly the simplicity 
with which flush pin gages may ba measured by the use of gage blocks. 
From these considerations it is readily apparent that no wear allow
ance is necessary on thoso types of gages, and that the small toler
ances present no'handicap in gago manufacture.

22, In the use of the tables it should be remembered that, in 
the case of female dimensions, the "Go" gage represents the smallest 
permissible opening with wear allowance and gagemakers tolerance applied 
so as to increase the life of the gage. It might be well to point 
out here that if the gage were made to the minimum siso of the female 
dimension, its useful life would bo limited to the first few hundred 
components gaged. The calculations involved in the design of a cylin
drical plug gago for a holo, uro shown in Fig. 2. In this instance, 
the component dimension under consideration is .500 + ,005. Referring 
to Table I, tho wear allowance opposite .005 component tolerance is 
found to bo .0003, This io added to tho minimum component dimension

- 0 -



making tho basic gago size .5003. Since tho tolerance, as shown under 
FigC 2, is to bo in the direction of increase in the life of the gage, 
its sign is plus, making the re suiting gage dimension .5003 + .0002. 
The ’’Not Go” gage for the hole shown in Fig. 2 io the opposite of the 
"Go” gage, that is, it is a plug representing tho largest permissible 
hole. If the hole is within the li-mits prescribed, this plug should 
not eneter the hole. Therefore, its name "Not Go” gage. Strictly 
speaking, however, if the gage enters with difficulty, it is probable 
that the part is acceptable because parts which are "size and size” 
can be forced together. In this case then, the basic "Not Go" plug 
dimension is .5050. From a gaging standpoint, it would be desirable 
to have the "Not Go" gage exactly ,505 and since the plug does not 
enter the hole, no wear allowance is required. Since it is not econ
omically practicable to produce a plug which is exactly .505 in dia
meter, some tolerance must be permitted. Consulting Table I again, 
the recommended tolerance is found to be .0002. This tolerance is 
applied minus or "in the direction of safety." Thus, tho resulting 
gage dimension is found to bo .5050 - .0002. In the design of ring 
gages for the cylindrical piece of work, shown in Fig, 1, the "Go" 
ring should represent the largest permissible male piece with wear 
allowance subtracted and gagemakers tolerance applied minus. Tho 
wear allowance and tolerances are the same as those used for the 
"Go" plug in Fig. 2, since the tolerance is the same. Subtracting 
the wear allowance from the maximum permissible component, the basic 

“ -gage size is obtained. Viz: .5000 - .0003 => .4997. The tolerance is 
applied minus, giving the resulting gage dimension as; .4997 - .0002. 
Tho "Not Go" ring should represent the minimum permissible size of 
the cylinder with the tolerance "in the direction of safety" that is, 
with the tolerance in the direction of producing a gage that is 
slightly larger than the minimum size component. Thus, tho tolerance 
would be plus, giving a resulting gage dimension of .4950 + .0002.

i

Ring Gage Req,
.005

Fig. 1
Plug Gage Req.

Fig. 2

.005

size of part ,5000 
allowance 
size

.0003

s

I i

I£

Min. size of part ,5000
Wear allowance + ,0003
Gage size .500^
Tolerance + .0002

.4997
- .0002
4997 - ,0002
4950 + .0002

Max.
'Wear 
Gage 
Tolerance
"GO" Gage Dim.

Cage 
allowance given)

"NOT GO” 
(No ’.ear

"GO" Gage Drg. .5003 + .0002 
"NOT GO” Gage .5050 - .0002
(No wear allowance given)

23, Tho 'le■■■• inn of gages for .unce cork is fundamentally tho 
smuo as that for the ranufucture of any other machined metal parts. 
Tlure are, howev-r, corv.iiti ?vindoles '..'hich appl;.' to ordnance gages



to a greater dogroo than to other typos of manufacture. They arcs
(a) Ruggedness of doalga. It is assumed that ordnonco 

gagos will bo'used' n£iero thoy are most needod, olthor 
on a bench or at tho machine where production is taking 
placo. With these conditions imposed it is obvious 
that gagos must bo as sturdy as possible in order to 
withstand all conceivable shop conditions.

(b) Simplicity of design. Gages are designed whenever 
possible so that they can be used without a large 
amount of special instruction of the inspector in 
their use. This policy leads to a greater number of 
single purpose gages rather than a small number of 
combination gages which combine a number of gaging 
operations in a single gage. It is obvious that here 
a certain amount of efficiency of operation is sacri
ficed in favor of simplicity of design. This slight 
loss .in efficiency is balanced by the advantage of 
being able to employ relatively untrained personnel 
and also by the advantage of having a flexible system 
of gaging with the ability to accommodate itself to 
all manufacturing conditions.

(c) Low cost of manufacture. The cost of manufacture of 
each individual gage is kept as low as possible by 
liberal tolerances, simplified design, and the speci
fication of gage materials in such a way that the manu
facturer may choose from any satisfactory material at 
his disposal. This procedure obviously widens the field 

* of procurement to include many of the thousands of small 
shops in the country. The advantages of this policy in 
emergency procurement of gages is obvious.

(d) Adherence to standard design. The list of standard 
"■types of gages’* given in paragraph 8 shows all of the 
gages for which blanks are maintained in stock by gage 
manufacturers. These standards arc used wherever appli- 
ablo in ordnance gage design. Thus, the cost of design, 
procurement and the time of delivery are all materially 
reduced. As an example of the way in which gage design 
costs aro reduced, there are maintained in the drafting 
office, standard gage design shoots showing the standard 
gagos without regard to scale. When it is desitod to 
design a standard gage it is only necessary to add tho 
proper sizes and notes to this drawing and the work is 
complete, The mechanic who makes the gage from this 
drawing simply withdraws from stock, tho proper size 
blanks and completes tho finishing operations of machin
ing, hardening, grinding and lapping. Certain standard 
items fran this list are maintained in munufacturors



stocks and oan bo purchased without machining opor
ations of any kind. In this category aro gages for 
standard threads, adjustable snap and adjustable length gages. In tho case of a thread gage for, say 1/4- 
20N0-2 thread, this gage can be procured almost as 
readily as the tap. Adjustable snap gages may be pro
cured, set and sealed to any desired limits. These 
gages are procurable to cover all sizes from 0 to 12 
inches. There is also a small gig? for use on small 
parts procurable in the range from 0 to .76 inches. 
Ref.: Page 37, Phamphlet CS8-33. The design of giges 
is moving constantly in the direction of standardization. 
The form and shape of the so called special gages Is 
specified so that machining is eliminated on the exterior 
surfaces. As an example, flush pin gages are made from 
hexagon stock tool steel, which is standard for chisels, 
tool bits, etc. In addition to this, marking may be 
stampod without machining of flats,

(e) Elimination of sensitive spocial gaging instruments 
and gages involving proprietory rights. Many g^ges 
for rapid inspection are now on the market which in
volve sensitive mechanical electrical or light ray 
systems. The question naturally arises as to why the 
Ordnance Department has not taken more advantage of 
these for standard War Reserve. There are several rea
sons why this has not been done, the chief of which is 
that the accuracy required does not warrant the invest
ment involved in these types of gagos, since the majority 
of ammunition work does not require the extreme accu
racy needed in automotive engine work. There is also 
the factor of storage to be considered. In this con
nection, there is no assurance that instruments of this 
type would be serviceable after several years of stor
age. The design of ammunition gages utilizing visual 
measuring devices, however, is being conducted. There 
is an additional disadvantage to some types of the 
special gages in that they are patented devices which 
may be procurable only from a limited number of manu
facturers.

24. Thread Gages.
, As has been mentioned, the best authority on screw threads
and gages for screw threads is the "Report of the National Screw Thread 
Commission,” Miscellaneous Publication of the Bureau of Standards, 
No. 89, Prior to this work, each manufacturer had his own thread •
standards of fits, Mich difficulty was experienced in the fitting of 
parts together, especially where the holes were tapped by one manu- f
facturer und the male, or threaded bolt, f.ir.do by another. This con- 
dition became very acute dnrinr the Viorld War '..’hen enormous quantities



of components were manufactured, and. brought together at one point for 
assembly* To obviate the difficulties, Congress authorized the National 
Screw Thread Commission in July 1918. Tho report gives specific direc
tions as to design, so that gages dosigiod by one manufacturer for a 
given size screw will be the same as those designed by any other manu
facturer. Tho elements of thread gaging are here treated briefly.

25. There are four gages necessary to the acceptance or rejec
tion of a female thread as follows:

1.
2.

Pitch diameter "Go" (thread plug)
(thread plug)Pitch diameter "Not Go"

3. Minor diameter "Go" (plain plug)
4. Minor diameter "Not Go” (plain plug)

26. The pitch diameter ”Go” gage is a thread plug having threads 
which simulate the minimum acceptable threaded holo plus wear allow
ance, and gagemakers tolerance. The pitch diameter ’’Not Go” repre
sents the maximum acceptable threaded hole with a minus gagemakors 
toleranco. Tho minor diameter ”Go” and ’’Not Go” are plain plug gages 
for checking to see that the tap drill is of the correct size.

27. Three gages are necessary to the acceptance or rejection 
of a male thread as follows:

1. Pitch diameter "Go”
2. Pitch diameter "Not Go”
3. Major diameter "Not Go”

(thread ring)
(thread ring) 
(adjustable snap)

28. The gages named are those which are essential to the in
spector for his work.

29, In addition to these gages, check gages arc required for 
acceptance of the thread ring gages and for setting the gages during 
service. The check gages required are as follows:

1. Check for pitch diameter "Go" (thread plug)
2. Check for minor diameter "Go" (plain plug)
3. Check for pitch diameter "Not Go" (thread plug)
4. Check for minor diameter "Not Go" (plain plug)

30. The pitch diameter "GO" thread ring represents the maxi
mum acceptable thread with the proscribed wear allowances applied. 
(Seo N.S.T.C. Report) The pitch diameter "Not Go" thread ring repre
sents tho minimum acceptable thread with the prescribed tolerances 
applied;

31, Concentricity Ali■ ,rmnt and Functional Gages.

If an assembly of a .•••roup of components miu't assemble into 
some other ussemb; u functional g'.igo is ujamUy re-.iuii’cd to determine 



whothor or not the assembly will fit into its place. Tho bust ex
ample of this typo of gage in ammunition work is the gage used for a 
final check of a complete round, after assembly of tho cartridge case 
to tho projectile. This gage is called a '’Profile and Alignment 
Gage,” or "Chamber Gage." This gage simulates the chamber of the gun 
into which the round must fit, however, it cannot be the exact size 
of the gun chamber for the following reasons; First, the various 
elements of the gun chamber may not be in perfect alignment owing 
to permissible error in manufacture of to distortion which may occur 
in the metal due to released internal stresses. Second, the round 
may not be in alignment after assembly. Perfect alignment is no more 
to be expected in assemblies than perfect machine work is to be ex
pected on tho components which make up tho assembly. Both should 
bo permitted to vary within limits which permit satisfactory func
tioning. While the important dimensions on the components which go 
to make up an assenbly are toleranoed, it is unusual for the assembly 
to carry allowances for misalignment of surfaces or eccentricity of 
diameters. In the design of functional gages, therefore, the gage 
designer must have a thorouf^i knowledge of the requirements that the 
assembly must meet. He must design the gage in such a way that it 
will pass the greatest number of assemblies that will fit into place, 
but the gigo must be designed for maximum useful life. That is, 
the gage must have a certain allowance for wear, tho same as a ring 
or plug gage.

32. From the conditions outlined it is evident that the gage 
must be a compromise between the mating surfaces of the assembled 
parts. With specific reference to the complete round gages men
tioned, this compromise is arrived at by making the gage slightly 
smaller than the gun chamber, yet larger than the round. The method 
of calculating the interior dimensions of complete round gages has 
been standardized and a set of rules has been compiled for all in
terior points of the gage as follows:

A. For Diameters.
1. Calculate tho basic clearance, i.e., the differ

ence between the maximum round and the minimum chamber, 
for all points where corresponding dimensions exist bet
ween the round and the gun.

2. Take 60$ of the each difference found under 1, 
except at the bourrelet where 00$ is taken.

3. Add the quantitites found under 2 to the maximum 
round dimensions for each point. This is tho basic gage 
dimension.

Tolerances on all interior diameters of the gage 
are the same, and are derived by taking 10$ of the basic 
clearance, as calculated under 1, at the point -where the 
clearance is least. Tolerances of less than .0002 or 
greater than .0006 will not ordinarily be used. Toler
ances are applied minus.
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B« For Lengths.
1*  Calculate tho difference In length between tho 

maximum round and minimum chamber at all corresponding

*No tolerance shall be greater than 1/10 of the 
component tolerance on the corresponding section 
of the complete round.

points. In some cases, this will be a negative quantity, 
that is, the round will be longer than the corresponding 
dimension of the gun chamber.

2. Where the difference foi®d under 1 is plus, add 
60$ of the difference in length to the corresponding 
maximum round, dimension to obtain the basic gage length.

3. Where the difference found under 1 is minus 
subtract 60$ of the difference in length from the corres
ponding maximum round dimonoion to obtain the basic gage 
length.

4. Tolerances for lengths are applied minus and will 
be taken from the following table:

TABLE OF TOLERANCES FOR 
LENGTHS OF COMPLETE ROUND GAGES

TABLE III

Component Length Gage
Above To Tolerance *

.0 .25 .0001

.25 1.00 .0002
1.00 2.00 .0003
2.00 4.00 .0004
4.00 6.00 .0005
6.00 8.00 .0006
8.00 14.00 .0008

14.00 20.00 .0010



B. For Longths.
H (falculate the difference in length between tho 

maxinum round and minimum chamber at all corresponding
points. In aome oases, this will be a negative quantity, 
that le, the round will be longer than the corresponding 
dimension of the gun chamber.

2. Where the difference foixd'.under 1 is plus, add 
60% of the difference in length to the corresponding 
maximum round dimension to obtain the basic gago length.

3. Where the difference found under 1 is minus 
subtract 60% of the difference in length from^the corres
ponding maximum round dimension to obtain the basic gage 
length.

4. Tolerances for lengths are applied minus and will 
be taken from the following table:

TABLE OF TOLERANCES FOB 
LENGTHS OF COMPLETE ROUND GAGES

TABLE III

Component Length Gage
Above To Tolerance *

.0 .25 .0001

.25 1.00 .0002

1.00 2.00 .0003

2.00 4.00 .0004

4.00 6.00 .0005

6.. ‘ ■ 8.00 .0006

8.00 14.00 .0008

14.00 20.00 .0010

*No tolerance shall be greater than 1/10 of the 
component tolerance on the corresponding section 
of the complete round.
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Tolerances on flections not measuring lengths, such as end 
sections at the bourrelet, shall have more liberal toler
ances than the table permits. There will be some cases 
where fractional dimensions on lengths will be adequate.

33, In the design of complete round gages, as in the design of 
all other gages, there arise conditions not covered by the rulefl. In 
these cases, the gage designer must exercise his best judgment based on a thorough knowledge of the functioning of the components involved.

34. The life of a gage is governed by many conditions, some 
of which are:

a. Permitted wear tolerance.
E. Condition under which gage is used, that is, number 

of pieces To be inspected,
c. Material to be gaged, steel, iron, brass, etc.
IT. Finish of part being gaged.
e". Finish and hardness of gaging surface.
T. Care used in applying gages.
Materials such as cast iron and aluminum have a lapping 

effect and wear the gage more rapidly than either stool or brass.
The wear on gages in a certain plant was .0005 inch for 

10,000 aluminum parts and only .0005 inch on 50,000 when made of 
brass. Gages used for manufacturing purposes have been found to 
only last one half as long as when used by an experienced inspector.

35. In order to reduce wear, all gxging surfaces should bo 
lapped after grinding. After* grinding with a fine abrasive wheel, a 
surface may appear smooth and pnlisned to the nuked eye. Exami
nation with a powerful glass or microscope, however, reveals that 
the surface, instead of being smooth, is composed of a largo number 
of small scratches. Between those scratches are ridges which wear 
off rapidly as the gage is used. The most objectionable features, of 
simply grinding a gaging surface without lapping, is that wear takes 
place unevenly causing the gaging surfaces to be "grooved” or tapered, 
depending upon the conditions imposed during use, '..ear also takes 
place on a lapped surface during use, but the rate of wear is much 
slower than that of a plain ground surface.

36. The process *of lapping is performed by rubbing the surface 
to be lapped upon another surface which has been previously charged 
with a fine abrasive. This charged surface is called a "lap.” Laps 
mxy be made from lead, copper, brass, cast iron or any soft porous 
metal, which will absorb the abrasive used. A complete description 
of the mechanical process of lapping will be found in Machinery’s 
Handbook (pago 1114 in the cizyith edition). A go nd lapped surface 
should be true and free from scratches. The latter quality may be 
■-usily recognised by an nut Ion with u gluon, A good t«.st of r.

lapped suri'-aw : a.- |:v co it uLth 1 i --dt film of
oil a:id urtwh: • it; ‘.o cctw r lw.'..,g If cwi;-hlc ruble



effort is required to pull tho two surfaces apart, tho surface may 
bo con.sid.orod to bo true.

37. There aro other methods of decreasing tho wear on gages and 
increasing the lifo. These consist chiefly of chromium plating tho 
wearing surfaces or resorting to diamond points or cemented carbido 
inserts. The field for diamond points and cemented carbides doos 
not come within tho range of accuracy reciuiroraonts for ammunition 
work, therefore, these gages will not bo considered. Chromium plato 
roughly doubles the prico of plain plug gagos, Manufacturers of 
chromium plated gages claim throe to four times tho lifo of chromium 
plated gafeos over that of ground and lappod stool gagos. On tho sur
face this appears as a decided economy, however, chromium plated gugos 
used at this Arsenal havo shown a decided tendency of tho plate to 
chip off at tho entering odgo of tho gage. Two gagos of tho sumo sizo 
wore placed in service at this Arsenal, one chromium plated and tho 
other mado of stool ground and luppod. In this tost, to date, neither 
gago has shown any woar. This is duo chiefly to tho fact that orders 
at this Arsenal aro not largo enough to make it possible to conduct 
a tost in a short timo, dowovor, until definite proof exists as to 
the superior wearing quality of chromium plato, and until the chipping 
dofoct can be definitely overcome, there appears to bo little justi
fication for the use of chromium plated surfaces for War Reserve gagos.

38. The material used for gages is dependent on the number 
of parts to bo gaged. In general, plug and ring gages are made from 
a good grade of machine steel and carburized. Tool steel may also 
be used and given tho proper heat treatment to botain the desired 
minimum hardness gaging surface of Rockwell C63.
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3. Description of Special Typesa. The taper plug gage, fig. 1, is a variation 
“ of the plain plug, in that the external sur

face is conical instead of cylindrical.

TAPER PLUG GAGE 
FIGURE I

b« The alignment plug gage, fig. 2, is similar 
" to the progressive plug gage in appearance, 

but its purpose is to checK alignment of two

ALIGNMENT PLUG GAGE 
FIGURE 2

-7-
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5s?
FLAT PLUG GAGE

FIGURE 3

d. The f:r-.>du!ited ;r, f 4, is
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er diameter y/'-d-ri ted Is 1K. t 
cirally for cl?:-c .< ir. •rter.: ,;c '.
fire control 1;'. .it r nt..

WOHL

GRADUATED F’LUG GA<1F
FIGURE 4



£. Tho t‘ 1 •’ t . ■ , 1 :> !1 >
name irtr 11 s , or r • ?r
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FLAT PLUG GAGE

• FIGURE 3

d. The graduated plug, fig. 4, is gr- 
ally of the piloted type, wxt;. the la;v~ 
er diameter graduated, a no is used prir.- 
cirelly for checking r.icror.eter sc-il;..-s 
fire control ins; ruret.-nt s .

1-0;

WORK

GRADUATED PLUG GAGE
FIGURE 4
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£. Tho pin or plate cago, ri, ,b, is a sis-
~ tinot variation of tho plain plug gage and is 

principally usod for measuring inside aiametors 
of artillery shell or large tubing, etc.

PIN OR PLATE GAGE
FIGURE 5

f. The progressive ring gage, fig. C, is a
variation of the plain ring, in that it has 
two diameters the same a- the progressive 
plug for both go ana not go dimension ana. is 
used ior cylindrical .vox-k of rather short 
lengths, having such close tolerances that a 
not go snap gage is un-csiraole. It can also 
be uses. to asvante. e or. soft or thin sectioned 
material which mi nt be aistorted oy a snap 
ge ;-e.

GREATER THAN LENGTH 
"a"ON GAGE

I 
t

i“" 
I

PR 0 GR ES-Si vE RING GAGE 

H j U H 6



i'll'; Inver rlny "i/.
variation ct’ the nlni.t rtn,-, n. 
hole la conical Lnt: •• nd of cyl Ln

TAPER RING GAGE
FIGURE 7

h« The plain snap, fig.8, is a variation of 
the adjustable snap gage, in that it is cut 
from solid metal and may be single ended as 
is the adjustable snap gage, or double ended. 
These gages are only used where adjustable

• snap gages are not applicable.

PLAIN SNAP GAGE 
FIGURE 8

SINGLE END

-10-



1. The built-up snap gage, fig.9, is a var- 
” iation of the plain snap, in that it is built

up of two or more pieces fastened together 
with screws and sometimes dowels. It lends 
itself to ease of repair when worn.

BUILT UP SNAP GAGE
FIGURE 9

j,. The sheet length gage, fig.10, is maoe 
from flat stoctc and is generally used for 
gaging distance from end of part to shoulder 
thereon, such as length from rear end of 
artillery shell to band.

SH'- ET i.t.

F it>(I - :



2he -flush pin ,e, fij. 11 is es
sentially a sleeve containing a pin 
or plunger, which moves freely, br w 
not loosely, therein.

2he top of the sleeve is accurately 
finished and lapped with a step rep
resenting the tolerance on the compo
nent, and both surfaces coming in con
tact with the work are also lapped.

The type shown is for naming -epth 
of holes.

Variations of this type, tor paying 
height of bosses, location of holes, 
etc., are shown in section V, Para
graph 20.

o

FLUSH PIN GAGE
FIGURE II

k,-

I



is generally
ccni-'.ining two or 

■ iijr'iuce between 
A/.:.-':. 3 illustrated.

PIN . WORK
31 MAX CALCULATED DISTANCE 
b-MlN CALCULATED DISTANCE

SPANNER GAGE

FIGURE 12

r- :• -j: ,<nye wT'lCds a number
, s non s chnr.:-j? /.ages for allgn- 

lea t'onnno -i:'d maximum pro-
. le of • > i.-e ct.se shown in fig. 13,

: .SC.CI. ‘is rd.own in X*ig. 14,
•■••••:., s.tch ns shown in 

ft-.-. h>, ■;■. a i-. .’■•t'.vml, any type which 
■ t. r >>f :\>u.ts on work simul-

•J'.'SHINGS HOLDER WORK

(chamber gage type)
RLCLIVING GAGE

I I (, U H t 13



FIXTURE GAGE
FIGURE 14



I

CONCENTRICITY gage
FIGURE 15



£. Acme and Lowenherz, L'h rv'.id. nii:^ G<i<zea
— are of same adjusts: le cun. truetion as

those for National str.'11-.-ht threads 
covered la Pamphlet CJ8-.53, and Federal 
Specifications 3GG- i-61, but the thread 
shape is shown in :’i;.'s. 17 and 13.

p —
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J

figure. \_a
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Caliper Gace - i’hls is as its name 
implies, is similar to the machinist’s 
outside caliper and is used principally 
for measuring wall thickness of shell and 
other cylindrical work. One uesi//n of this 
type is shown in fig. 21.

1’he flush pin type caliper gage is covered 
in Section V, Paragraph 20.



I

r. The goose neck gage is usually a
~ shaped gage, used principally for meaaurlng

thickness of base in artillery shell. One 
design of this type is shown in fig.

The flush pin type, goose neck gage, is 
covered in Section V, Paragraph -U.

i

I
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3UCT10H XV - hUSCRLIANEOUS SUBJECTS
10. ORDuAWB ACTIVITIES HI TIES TEST OF TH 3 PROPOSED IhihCTKY 

DiviTioiCWa? SAit HousToir; texas

(By Captain Harold J. Conway, Ord. Dept.)
The Proposed Infantry Division, what is it? Is it a streamlined 

division as named by the press, a mechanized, a motorized division? 
No, I am afraid we must say it is none of the above. It is instead 
a new division organization approved for test with the idea in mind 
of determining if the proposed division organization is sufficiently 
better in its entirety than the present one to warrant its adoption 
fox* the Army of tho United States. In this comparison, careful con
sideration must be given to the feasibility of reducing the size of 
the present division and increasing its mobility and fire power, but 
retaining its own basic fundamentals of organization, before a more 
radical change is adopted.

It must be admitted that the maximum of effort and thought has 
been given to motorizing and to mechanizing the elements of the P.I.J;., 
as the Proposed Infantry Division is informally called. This is 
borne out by the fact that no animal transportation is provided in 
the new division. Yet, on the other hand, no organic transportation 
is assigned primarily to transport the foot soldier. Expediencies 
of pooling transportation primarily assigned for other tasks, now- 
eve r, were resorted to in th- tests. It uproars than, that a division 
which does not provide sufficient assigned transportation for all its 
foot elements cannot be rigxtl.v called a motorized one. Again, the 
solaior still fights on foot without ■ tf/ protection beyond his

I 
I i



Ingenuity and, tactical employment after he hns been detrucked. Thus 
it logically follows via do not havo a truly mechanized new division.

Beforo going into a detailed discussion of tao Ordnance activ
ities and its place in the operations and organization of the P.I.D., 
and in ordor that we will all get properly oriented at the start, 
the following diagram is presented for tho consideration of the 
reader:

Seo Chart No. 1, Proposed Infantry Division 
Next page attach-'d

To bo placed hero in Article.



CHART NO. I PROPOSED
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Tho following dll’foroneos from tho present infantry divinion 
should bo noted in Chart No. 1 ttbovo:

(1) Separation into Reconnaissance, Command, Combat 
and Service Echelons.

(2) Three regiments of infantry but no brigade 
organization.

f3) Four battalion (three rifle, one machine gun) infantry 
regimental organization instead of the old division three bat- 
talion organization with one machine gun company in each bat
talion.

(4) One regiment only of field artillery and no brigade 
organizat ion.

(5) Four battalion field artillery regimental organiza
tion consisting of three support battalions of two butteries 
75 m/m howitzer and one battery 81 m/m mortar, and one general 
support battalion of three batteries 155 m/m howitzer (155 m/m 
substituted for 105 m/m howitzers), instead of tho two regi
ments, 75 m/m guns and one regiment, 155 m/m howitzers in the 
old division.

♦

The organization of the Service Echelon showing particularly 
the assignment of Ordnance personnel in the Tables of Organization 
of The Proposed Infantry Pivisinnir now pictured in the following 
chart;



Soo Chart No. C Service Echelon 
Next page attached to ba 

imuirtod here 
in Article.

Hote in the above:
(1) Division Ordnance Officer does not exorcise command over 

ths Ordnance maintenance Company.
(2) Ordnance has responsibility for all aiamuiition supply 

(•Artillery and Infantry) in Division.
(3) Division Ordnance Officer is in the Service Echelon, 

not the Coinmand. Echelon.
(4) Q.II. has 240, l-y-tnn trucks pooled transportation, parts 

of vihich Ordnance Officer uses for Ammunition Supply.
(5) Q.M. has a labor company providing 15 foremen, il.C.O’s;

100 laborers, Privates; ono or cv>ro platoons of ohich are 
available for unmunition handling cull.

Enough of organisation charts. No;i for a few fundamental prin
ciples on the supply of amrnunitien which pr-bubly ,y''a have begun to 
suspect is the principle ther.ie sort-; of thi..; article. First, ;cu 
have probably noticed from the Tables of Ory^iisation charts, field



CHART NO. 2
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ammunition train has boon eliminated and responsibility for all ammu
nition supply placed with the Division Ordnance Officer, Regiments, 
both Artillery and Infantry, however, have retained their organizational 
unit trucks and combat trains. .Transportation for ammunition and 
other Service Schelon supplies is to be furnished from the Division 
Transportation Pool (Quartermaster Motor Battalion}.

In general, in these Proposed Infantry Division toots, ammu
nition of all classes was stocked at only one refilling point. Nor
mally, however, more than one corps or army refilling point would be 
designated for the division to draw from. It was then further con
trolled and transferred by the division pooled motor transport to a 
distributing point (all classes) in the combat area. Here unit and 
combat trains refilled or were sent back to the refilling point as 
directed by the Division Ordnance Officer. In one of the tests an 
attempt was made to operate without a distributing point, but the 
tactical situation would have actually forced one to bo established 
for efficient distribution of ammunition. The dumping of loads 
appears more frequently when using pooled transportation.

during the Proposed Infantry Division tests, although no fir- >
ing of weapons actually was effected, the ammunition supply was jI ? 
accurately simulated by loading ammunition boxes with weights equi- (

i valent to that which would bo contained therein, if actually packed •
with live ammunition. These boxes were actually handled in the ; c 

I 
supply of ammunition as though they had been filled with ammunition. ’

( 
It is thus seen that the r>'-suits of th1..? test of ammunition supply i 



aro ns iuxmratj as could bo obtained in a pwucu-t Lno tout of a sup
ply function. It is recomnvndod oven before vo reach rcconir.wrula- 
tiona that this system be carried, out in all organizational teats in 
the future. Simulation by use of empty boxes or trucks will not 
give accurate factual data upon which to base sound, conclusions on 
ammunition tonnages to be handled.. Ammunition supply in tho past has 
been too casually dismissed, by more reforonc.es to sr.hU in field, or 
othor orders.

Before entering too deeply into a discussion of principles and 
expanding on theories, I believe a better method would be to take 
one problem in the series of division tests and. by examining and 
meditating on the methods used and results obtained at least a work
able tested solution to our ordnance problem in the proposed in
fantry division may be arrived at.

Well, here goes for a solution and in ord..r that it will bo 
interesting we will take one problem in the series ">f Division tests 
(the Strong Defense) and curry it through ns wo did recently at Fort 
Sam Houston and Camp Bullis, Texas.

DIVISION VIST DIRECTIVE TEST IIP. 1 - STROP'S DIT/EliSE 
Situation - 1st Day (See Llap)

1. Red. A Red force of at least three divisions, with aviation 
and mechanized elements, has beon moving on dan Antonio from the 
northwest. The leading (1st) Red division made contact with Blue 
today along tho lino Schasso Hill - Steele Hill ~ northwest. Addi
tional Red divisions ore expected to arrive during the night and to
morrow morning,

2. A Blue force is being concentrated in Sun Antonie. The 1st' 
Blue Division arrived yesterday, moved north to .e..t Rud, nude con
tact today, and is organiztr; ; du lOanively along ths line indicated 
above. It •.'.ill be join'd today by the i-'ropos-d Infantry Division,

oronc.es


thj 2nd. Diviaion. Thu 3d Blue Diviaion will arrive tomorrow after
noon.

Act ion
3. Genoral, a. Red. Durin,; the night of the lob-2d Days, tho 

Red columns devolop to tko south of tho 1st Red Division; and Red 
attacks at 10:00 AM of the 2d Day, with the 1st, 2d, and 3d Red 
Division in line from north to south.

b. Bluo. (1) The Proposed Infantry Division moves on tho 
1st Day to the area High Hill - Otis Ridge in two columns - from 
Camp Bullis the 6th Infantry by marching, and from Fort Sam Houston 
the 9th and 23rd Infantries in motors. This is referred to as MM-2 
(two regiments of infantry moved by motor transportation). On 
arrival, tho division is ordered to reconnoiter before dark a de
fensive position with the main line of resistance from Laurin Hill 
to Butler Hill, and to bo prepared to occupy it procptly.

(2) The 1st Bluo Division learns during the nijit that 
the Red development is to tne south. At 5:00 Aid of the 2d Day, the 
Proposed Infantry Division is ordered to occupy its position and 
defend it.

(3) The Proposed Infantry Division meets the Red attack 
during the 2d Day.

(4) Supper is served in position, after which the Divi
sion is returned to quarters by the same means as it arrived.

(5) Rations cycle begins with breakfast. Railhead: 
Fort Sam Houston. Supply route; Highway US 281 - west on the Uhr 
Drive - south on Blanco Road - Cowgill Cut (38-40 miles).

Let us lay out the salient points of the above situation 
and carry through our problem with a 'picture before us.

See Chart Ho. 3
Ordnance Am.nuni’ion Control and Supply Establishments for 

Division Combat Test Ho. 1.

Place here in Article.

?





CHART NO. 3
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Bused on tho above and pinyin-;; the tact in al situations a:j cl--ecly 
us possible, as it was somet Itnou hard to separuto tho taotlc.il situa
tions frora the test directive, tho Division ordnance Officer submitted 
tho following plan for the action. *

DIVISION ORDNANCE PLAIT *
1. AMMUNITION SUPPLY: j

a. Location of facilities: ;
f.

(1) Ammunit ion Refilling Point (All Classes) - j
Ammunit ion RaTTKead, Fort SairTKouston, Texas. I

it(2) Div is ion Ammunition Distributing Point (All |
Classes) - junction of Ila lab an;; "Trail and Cowgill Road, 

r
(3) Division Ammunit ion Control Point - Division Ammunition j
Distributing Point« ” t

);■

(4) Division Ordnance Office - At Headquarters Service Troops. ’
b. General Procedure; Nighty aimunitinn trucks of the Quarter

master MoTor Battalion will report to the Ammunition Refilling Point 
(next to the Ordnance Building, Wilson Street, Port Sam Houston) immedi- I
ately upon completion of the first day’s Motor March. Three platoons 
Quartermaster Service Troops (labor) will report to the Ammunition 
Refilling Point approximately -one hour before the arrival of tho eighty 
ammunition trucks at the refilling point. Th; eighty ammunition |
trucks will load tho Division reserve ammunition as follows:

t 
r12 - trucks Cal. .30, M.C. t

2 - trucks Cal. .50, J.Q.
30 - trucks 75 m/m
12 - trucks 81 m/m .
24 - true Is? 155 m/m

This will be carried forward ucompanied by two platoons ;
of the Quartermaster Service Troops (part -'f three platoons assized t
Ammunition Refilling Point) , v-ho '..ill unload it at tue Division /
Ammunit ion Distributing Point. One plutnon will remain at the Divi
sion Aimun.it inn Distributing Point after the unloading, the other .
platoon returning with the empty eighty trucks t > the refilling ■
point where they will remain for the remainder '1' the problem. This f
unloading .rill occur at 6:30 A.?', second irr, tho eighty ai.muuiition j
trucks upon arrival at the r?filling p int -..ipty '.ill be reloaded I
for a second trip b ?.ck and th.; .•jxiunitio.n '.ill be sent to units or j
unit distributing prints o r b-i- j.iunit ion distributing paint. ■
(Division) depending up m th.; situation existing at that time, upon

taotlc.il


order of the Ammunition Control Officer.
(1) The Ammunition Refilling Point will be est

ablished immediately after the alert. The Division Ordnance Officer 
and porsonnol of the Ammunition Distributing Point and Control Point 
will bo released immediately after supper first day with suitable 
transportation and proceed to the junction of I.ialubang Trail and 
Cowgill Road for the purpose of making a reconnaissance for their 
pos itions,

(2) Organizational trucks of machine gun battalions 
and battery vehicles in artillery units will be supplied with ammu
nition from the Division Distributing Point. Combat train trucks 
will be used to transport ammunition from places designated by the 
Division Ammunition Control Point Officer to organizational distri
buting points nnd battery positions. Labor for unloading these 
trucks and all Division Service Train trucks operating in the com
bat zone forward of the Division Ammunition Distributing Point will, 
be furnished by the combat units.

(3) Division Service Train trucks will be used to 
transport ammunition from the refilling point to unit distributing 
points or to the Division Ammunition Distributing Point as may be 
necessary.

(4) Regimental Commanders will establish stations 
on the supply route to guide or direct filled trucks of ammunition 
to units or unit distributing points. When there is a Division 
Distributing Point, such stations should be near that point in 
direct liaison with the Division Ammunition Control Officer.

2. MAI1-1TENANCE ARD G31ERAL SUPPLY: - Ordnance Company will 
go into camp with the Service Echelon near Salado Creek, on the Fort 
Sam Houston Reservation.

In addition he furnished G-4 his recommendations for the follow

ing 1 cations of the important Ordnance installations determined

upon iii his plan. The Division G-4 included these in Paragraph 4 

of the Division field order in order that the combat troops would 

be informed promptly of the locutions of ammunition and Ordnance 

service for the the action.



DIVISION ORDNANCE PLAN

1. AMMUNITION SUPPLY:
a. Location of facilities.

(1) Ammunition Refilling Point. (All Ulassos) - 
Ammunition Railhead, Fort Sam nousEo'n.

(2) Diviaion Ammunition Diatribating Point (All 
Classes) - Junction of lialabang Trail and Cowgill Road.

(3) Division Ammunition Control Point.- Near 
Division Ammunition Distributing Point.

Jr ' (4) Division Ordnance Office - At Headquarters
Service Troops, Salado Creek, Fort Sam Houston, Texas.

Based on the above test the following extract of the Division 
Ordnance Officer’s report is submitted for examination to show what 
was actually done. Particularly notice how all action hinged around 
the Ordnance Ammunition Control Point in the test. Remember also 
that authentic factual data was obtained at the refilling point by 
use of the sand and gravel filled ammunition boxes.

1. SIVI3I0:j' ORDNANCE OFFICE;

a. The Division Ordnance Office v.’as set up by Ordnance 
personnel at the assigned point in the Service Echelon Bivouac.

b. . After studying the Division tost it was decided to 
locate the Division Ammunition Distributing Point and Control Point 
on the Openheimer Road north of Openlieimer Ranch, if tho division 
should be ordered to tho ri$rt flank of the 1st Division ar.d near the 
junction of Mulabang Trail and Cowgill Road if the division wore to 
go in on tho left flank of the 1st Division. These points wore 
chosen from the map, but because a heavy ruin had fallen it was deemed 
necessary to reconnoiter these positions after the problem had started. 
Accordingly at 4:00 P.M. the Division Ordnance Officer took the offi
cers in charge of th; control point and distribution point to isialabang 
and Cowgill Roads, go in.; in with the troop column, selected suitable 



positions, checked, with Engineer Officer to ace that Cowgill Road 
would bo a two way road at that point, and then obtained clearance 
from G-4 for ace of tho selected positions. Tho Signal Officer was re
quested to install a telephone at tho control point with direct connec
tion to Division Headquarters. This reconnaissance party was hold in 
pluco until tho troop column had passed, when it was released and 
allowed to precede tho ammunition trucks which were returning to pick 
up their original loads, Tho Ordnanco Officer stopped at tho Ammu
nition Refilling Point to warn that point of the early arrival of tho 
Division Service Train and then reported to Service Echelon Head
quarters tho results of tho reconnaissance.

c_, At 7:58 P.M. tho personnel of the control point and Dis
tr ibuting"Point were dispatched to their positions, having eaten 
supper at Service Echelon Headquarters.

d. The Ordnance Company, in bivouac with Service Echelon, 
was visited and directed to prepare to turn over to the Engineer 
Battalion five 3-1/2 ton tractors in case of call if more rain should 
fall during the nighti

e. At 8:00 P.M. and again at 7:20 A.M. the Refilling Point 
was visited to check activities. At frequent intervals, telephone 
reports were received concerning arrival and departure of trains in 
the ammunition supply.

f. Activities of the Control Point were discussed with 
Captain Conway by telephone at about 7:40 A.LI.

g, The Quartermaster was cautioned to provide for the return 
of personnel to Quarters after the test was ended and he accomplished 
this work smoothly without further discussion with the Ordnanco 
Officer.

2. AMMDNITIQH SUPPLY:
a. The plan of supply involved the use of one ammunition 

ref ill ing point, a Division distributing point for all classes of ammu
nition and a control point, on tho supply route near the distributing 
point. The distributing point was to be established by using two 
truck companies of the Quartermaster Train and us many more trucks, 
in groups of twenty, us coaid bo made available for tho purpose. 
Issues were to ba made from the distributing point to miscellaneous 
combat unit trucks, excluding the combat trains. Resupply of the dis
tributing point was to- be made by using miscellaneous Service Echelon 
trucks. After the initial loads of the combat trains and service train 
had been dumped, it was planned that those trains would haul ammunition 
from the refilling point direct to unit distributing points.

b_, Ammunition Control Point. (1) The Ammunition Control 
Point ’..'as catabli; ’>h..d at 10:00 P.li, October 13, 19157, in the vicinity
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of tho eastern junction of Malabang Trail and. Cowgill Road on the main 
supply route with Captain Conway, 0,D,, in charge, Point jolootod was 
based on previouo rainy weather reconnaissance with tho Division Ord
nance Officer and Division Ammunition Distributing Point Officer.

(2) The Field Artillery established its liaison station at 
the same location around 8:00 A.M. October 14, 1937, with Lieutenant 
Co]>a in charge. Lieutenant Cole had previously discussed the location 
of the forward ammunition distributing agencios with the Ordnance 
reconnaissance party.

(3) None of the Infantry regiments established liaison 
stations at this point and guides for those regiments wore available 
only at intermittent times. In several cases when needed they had 
to be obtained by the Control Officer by the use of telephone to their 
various regimental command post message centers.

(4) Two Division Service Train Companies (42 trucks each) 
loaded with ammunition, all classes, arrived at 11:45 P.M. and 12:05 
A.M. and were routed to the Division Ammunition Distributing Point 
for the purpose of establishing tiiat installation at 6:00 A.M. Octo
ber 14, 1937, providing that the tactical situation permitted. Further 
increments of 19, 20, and 15 Service Train trucks arrived at 3;10 A.M., 
6:45 A.M., and 7:20 A.M. October 14, 1937, and were used to further 
stock tho Ammunition Distributing Point. The arrival of tho 6:45 
A.M. and 7:30 A.M. service trains caused a rather special additional 
burden on the control point and distributing point at tho peak of 
issues to tho battery and company vehicles which could have been 
avoided had thoso trains arrived before 6:00 A.M. However, this peak 
load was handled although the need for additional enlisted personnel 
forward, possibly from Division Ordnance Office, was indicated as 
desirable in case of such recurring peak loads.

(5) Battery and company vehicles arrived for ammunition 
supply starting at 6:40 A.M. and continued to 1:23 P.M. Present 
system of supply worked, but can be improved from the experience 
gained as the tests proceed. Two complete refills were issued to 
these units at the ammunition distributing point.

v' •
(6) The second tu ip of the Division Service Train trucks 

were dispatched to units and unit distributing points. These arrived 
between 12:22 P.M. and 1:55 P.M. October 14th. This placed quite a 
burden on tho quide system, and at times there was a shortage of 
guides especially for the artillery. This was the second and final 
peak load of tho day,

(7) Visits vwru made to the ammunition control point by 
the Corps Area Commander, his stuff, the Chief of Stuff, PID, gen
eral observers of the War Department and several visits by thu Com
manding General, Service dchelon during the test,



o. Ammuntion .Distribut ing Point; (D.tv inion)It was originally planned. l;o move a service train' lou(T~6i‘ ammunition, consisting 
of BO truck loads, into the assembly area the first night, and unload 
it at the Division Ammunition Distributing Point at 3:00 A.i.I., or 
us soon as orders were received giving the locution of the distri
buting point. These orders wore received sooner than anticipated, 
and consequently all service train increments wore unloaded at the 
distributing point as soon as they arrived from the refilling point. 
Also, the ammunition service train was increased by use of other 
service train trucks, sn that the total stockage of the distributing 
point was 155 truck loads. Eighty truck loads wore stocked prior to 
6:00 A.li. Twenty more were stocked at 6:48 A.M. The total stockage 
was completed at 7:25 A.M. The final stockage, as to typo of ammu
nition, was as follows:

55 truck loads 75 m/m ammunition
24 truck loads 81 m/m ammunition
38 truck loads 155 m/m unmunition
12 truck loads Cal. .30, II.C. Ammunition
2 truck loads Cal. .50 i.I.C. Ammunition
4 truck loads Infantry Rifle Co* Ammunition

Issues of ammunition form the distributing point were made 
to battery trucks of Field Artillery and trucks of Infantry machine 
gun companies as planned. Issues -were practically continuous from 
7:00 A.M, to 10:45 A.M. during which period 125 truck loads were 
issued. • The balance of the stockage was issued by 1;47 P.M. During 
the peak load period issues were made to 26 trains. The super
visory personnel was so.busy during this period that none could be 
spared for clerical duties. Consequently tho control point became 
tho recording agency for tho distributing- point. Before the last 
issue was completed, elements of tho Quarter .aster Truck Battalion 
moved into tho distributing point area with orders to unload in pre
paration for lU.i-2. This placed a further load on tho distributing 
point personnel In supervising this unloading to insure that tho 
ammunition boxes would be easily available for later return to the 
refilling point. During this period, empty trucks, not tissigned to 
Lii-2, became available to return boxes to ths refilling point, and 
a further load was imposed by the necessity of supervising this 
reloading.

One platoon of the Quartermaster Service Company was at 
the distributing point throughout the problem. This platoon handled 
244 truck loads Of ammunition, or approximately 325 tons. Of these, 
120'.truck loads were handled in stocking the distributing point, 
24 truck loads in issues from the distributing point, and 100 truck 
loads in unloading trucks for MK- 2 and reloading trucks to return 
boxes to the refilling point. Another platoon of the service com
pany arrived on tho lust 15 trucks bringing distributing point 
stockage. This personnel unloaded thjse 13 trucks and returned 
immediately to the refilling point on th; sums trucks. Their ser
vices, therefore, - ...-re somewhat superfluous except that this permitted 
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tho other platoon to root and. out breakfast without interruption. 
In planning for thaii* use, it had. boon thought that at the time of 
thoir arrival no trucks would have boon unloaded at tho distributing 
point and they could assist in unloading 140 trucks, instead of 15. 
Tho main rocult of thoir temporary diversion from tho refilling 
point was that tho refilling point was forced to operate with only 
20 laborers from 5:10 A.M. until 10:55 A.M.

d,. Ammunition Refilling Point.
(1) The Ammunition Refilling Point was located at tho 

junction of Taylor and Funston Roads, Fort Sam Houston, and was open 
for issues from 1:45 P.M. October* 15th until tho close of tho Tost, 
8:00 P.M. October 14, 1937.

(2) The personnel comprised one officer and nine enlisted 
men, Ordnance Department and a detail from the Quartermaster Service 
Company which furnished tho labor' for handling the ammunition boxes. 
This labor detail consisted initially of three platoons - totaling 
sixty-nine men. (Eighty laborers and 9 N.C.O supervisors). One of 
the platoons was sent forward to the Division Ammunition Distributing 
Point at 9:10 P.M. October 13th. Another platoon of this detail was 
sent to the Division Ammunition Distributing Point at 5:10 A.M. Oct
ober 14th. This was done for the purpose of furnishing labor to est
ablish the Ammunition Distributing Point. One of the platoons, which 
was sent forward to the Division Ammunition Distributing Point, was 
returned to the Ammunition Refilling Point at 10:55 A.M. October 14th. 
Counting only tho time the men were physically engaged in loading 
boxes, the service detail furnished 105.1 mon hours of labor, which 
loaded 499.8 tons. Some of the Organizational trucks arriving from 
combat units had with them arrmunition handlers. These handlers wore 
used to loud their own trucks and, counting only the actual time so 
employed, contributed 20.2 man hours of labor, which loaded 141.9 
tons.

(3) There follows a summary of shipments out of tho 
Ammunition Refilling Point by tons, which were handled by the 
Quartermaster Service detail:

Total tons 499 tons

TIME •.TONS SHIPPED
QM SERF.CO.
MEN PRESENT

TONS PER
MAN7:54 P.M. -to 9:10 P.M. Oct. 13: 120 60 2

9:10 P.M. to 5:10 A.M. ” 14: 83.5 40 2
6:10 A.M. to 10:55 A.M. " 14: 197.5 20 10
10:55 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. " 14: 99 40 2.5

In addition forty men from tho Quartormaster Service 
detail unloaded in 57 minutes 67.5 tons of returned ammunition boxes



nt the refilling point at the con<ilusion of the problem,
(4) The Ammunition Refilling Point handled a total of

647 tong in 422 trucks, which wore dlupatched as follows:
To organizations direct 53 tons
Thru Amm. Control Point 391.5 tone I
To Div. Amm. Distributing Point 202.5 tons j

Of the above only six tons were simulated and this was 
to organizations direct.

(5) All trucks that left the Ammunition Refilling Point 
were suitably loaded for issue to units in accordance with the weapon 
with which they were armed. A summary of shipment, so arranged, 
follows:

TONS SHIPPED • TYPE OF UNIT
208 75 m/m
117 81 m/m
156 155 m/m
99 Inf. Rifle Companies
41 A„A. Bn.
18 Cal. .30 M.C.
3 Oal. ,50 M.C.
5 Reconn. Squadron

Total tons shipped 647
(6) The Ordnance Tractor, T5S4, which is at this station 

for experimental tests, together with an Ordnance Caterpillar-Twenty 
tractor, was stationed at the refilling point to be used for towing 
trucks to the road in case they became bogged. However, no occasion 
necessitated this action.

(7) All meals were served at the refilling point by 
transporting same from the quartermaster Service Company Mess by truck. 
In addition a midnight lunch and coffee were served by this mess. 
It is believed that the serving of this midni~ ; lunch and coffee was 
ordered, by General Joyce, Commanding General, / rvice Troops. Based 
on the desirable effect on the refilling point detachment (enlisted), 
it is recommended that a similar hot meal be furnished at midnight 
in cases where men labor during the night.

e_. Report of labor performed for Ordnance by Quarter
master Service Company between 7:40 P.M. October 13th and 5;30 
P.M. October 14th.

(1) By the platoon at the refilling point throughout 
the problem:
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Number of mon 20
Tonnage handled 362
Tone par mon 18.1

(2) By the platoon sent from refilling point to operate 
the distributing point:

Number of men 20
Tonnage handled 365
Tons par man 18.25

(3) By the platoon sent from refilling point to distri
buting point and back to refilling point:

Number of men 20
Tonnago handled 187
Tons per man 9,35

3, Maintenance and Supply. - The Ordnance Company was located 
in the Service Echelon Bivouac. Details were sent to the 2d Ordnance 
Company Shop at Fort Sam Houston to work because no work was brought 
to the field shop.

4. Comments.
a. The Ordnance plan of ammunition supply for this test was 

sound and~"the organization of personnel was capable of taking care 
of peak loads. However, additional Ordnance personnel is needed for
ward and could be best supplied without increase of personnel within 
the division by moving the Division Ordnance Office to the vicinity 
of the control point and using the majority of that personnel to aid 
at the times of peak loads at the ammunition control and distributing 
points.

b. The assignment of all additional available Division Ser
vice Train truck transportation to ammunition supply in increments 
of 19, 20, and 15 trucks in addition to tho two ammunition Division 
Service Truck Companies requested under the Ordnance plun'was very 
sound. Two complete refills, it is believed, was available for and 
was issued to battery and company vehicles (including in one instance, 
unit kitchen and baggage trucks) at the Division Ammunition Distri
buting Point in the forward area. This method saved the long trip to 
the Ammunition Refilling Point at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, and what 
is more inportant, did not separate battery and company vehicles from 
their units for too long a period.

c« A telephone should be permanently installed at the Ammu
nition Control Point immediately upon the establishement of that in
stallation. This is an especially important factor when a troop 
movement, involving the use of Division Service Train trucks then on 
airmunition supply, is contemplated.. By proper advance advices through 
this communication th;? tactical situation can be estimated and know- 
ing the str bus of t ran..’port at ion •ammunition supply, th.; u.e.e of these 
truck-.r c.-ai !><.• carried up tn :,hj 1 ■ mhiito before th; trucks must



bo released for th.: motor movements. Quartermaster pcruonn>.l cun 
use tld.3 telephone and. vicinity as a reporting point for collection 
of their transportation for the motor movement.

d. Infantry regiments should, establish control points with, 
guides as~contemplated by Paragraph 18 (e), Memorandum No. 19, rather 
than place the responsibility of getting guides for division service 
train trucks to units and unit distributing points on the ammunition 
control point officer.

e. Early reconnaissance and consultation within the combat 
area must”bo made by the Division Ordnance Officer for the selection 
of the Division Ammunition Distributing and Control Points.

f. The mechanics of tho box system evolved during this 
tost, plus the use of returning empty Division Service Train trucks 
to Fort Sam Houston that wore not involved in tho motor movement, 
resulted in tho reduction of tho train required for the return of 
boxes after tho tost from 60 to 11- trucks.



Before wn examine this rupoi't more closely let us examine a 111 tie 

of tho reasons behind the division Ordnance Officer’s procedure in tho 

above problem.

The Proposed Infantry Division contains 1,366 motor vehicles. 

With this amount of transportation, should we use as pooled transpor

tation only the 240 1^-ton trucks of the Quartermaster Truck Battalion? 

Why not strive for greater efficiency and economy by pooling certain 

other transportation within the division? Let us examine first what 

the remaining 1,366 - 240 or 1,626 onu-purposo trucks are doing. A 

groat number are combat trucks hauling the various echelons of the 

division ammunition reserves excluding, of course, that first echelon 

of ammunition carried on the man or in the battery. That should give 

us an idea, men moving to the field of battle and artillery being towed 

do not usually consume ammunition. 'What’s more, when they are out 

fighting dismounted on the battlefield, they do not need the trucks 

to ride in. Transportation for troop movements will probably be 

furnished by Corps or Array in an. emergency. Here was presented an 

excellent opportunity to reduce transportation and with it the amount 

of personnel in the division necessary for its operation.
i-*-

Do you got tho idea? Take those combat trucks mentioned, ass i. e~ 

cd for carrying ammunition, dump the ammunition loads at the railhyau 

or the location of thu troops to be hauled and then carry the troops 

forward in the emptied trucks. Thon recover the ammunition dumped 

ns early as possible. Z.;np pushing othv.r aninunition rus-.rveo for

ward on the rail net so that the nxmunition railhead is always within 

:'.uppertin;- distance by truck I,rm..port-;tion nr tho division, '.m a 



thui’o io a moot,ing engagement nnd duciaivo combat appoara evident, de

truck tho foot troops or duinp second priority supplies then bein'; 

caiTlud, and no back to the* ammunition refilling point nt thu advanced 

railhead I’oi’ ammunition with tho emptied trucks. Shuttle tho ammuni

tion forward to the combat area during tho action. In other words, 

pool your motor transportation by using it for other than a one pur

pose job and continuously.

Risky. Why? Are we separating ourselves too far from our divi

sion reserve of ammunition? That question depends on two salient 

factors. First, is there available when contact is made a sufficient 

reserve of annunition carried on.the man or in trucks of the Infantry 

Company or field artillery battery not utilized in moving the troops 

or other supplies? Can you sustain combat with those reserves until 

the division ammunition reserves can be brought forward by the re

leased pooled trucks from distributing points or the advanced ammuni

tion I'ailhead refilling points? Secondly, and which must be answered 

in considering the first salient factor, what is the maximum distance 

that you can bo separated from your ammunition reserves with your 

initial annunition supply and still bo assured of a continuous ample 

supply of ammunition during combat? To fight men must have urm.uni- 

tion.

In answering this, the first point is how much ammunition do we 

have left when the greatest demands aro made on the ammunition trucks, 

say, whon moving nil throw infantry regiments which are not provided 

organic transportation fur tho foot-soldier with pooled transportation. 

..ith the throe r-.rii' ui t.:: of Inf ant ry b. ing carried by motor ,/c have 

-• ■ ximni J 1 a, • eruu.k:- for real a al



purnoaos r.s then all tho elements of the division .".re moving by motor 

transportation. With this peak demand on thu motor transport it has 

boon calculated and is believed that sufficient reserves aro carried 

initially on the man and in the battery vehicles to sustain combat 

until the combat and service train vehicles bring up the ammunition 

refilling point reserves. That is, with the important provision that 

control and coordination and the people conversant with the intrica

cies and variances of ammunition handle its supply in the division. 

The answer to the above provisions, it is believed, is a staff branch 

to exercise coordination between the combat ammunition echelons and 

the higher echelon refilling points, exercise control of the Service 

echelon trucks when assigned to ammunition and who know ammunition - 

The answer. Tho Ordnance Department with tho Division Ordnance 

Officer exercising control.

In reference to the distance to the ammunition railhead,’ in the 

advance through Belgium, the Germans used forty miles with animal 

and motor transportation as the limiting distance for supply. We 

should do better in thu P.I.D. with all motor and no animal transport. 

The results of these Tests should be examined carefully for thu answer. 

7/e should be able, we believe, to get within forty miles of a rail

road in most sections of this country. Our organization io assumed 

to be based, on a defensive war, and our rail nut appears to be ample 

to meet thu demands and distance limitations of the proposed system 

of supply utilized in our Tests.

The Division Ordnance Officer is rusponsiblu for supply of all 

::mmunition in the frovo.;.--d lai’-intry Division.



Nov/, let us examine tho moans available to the Division Ordnance 

Officer to accomplish his man-sized job of supplying ummunitioa to all 

elements of tho Division, organic and attached. First, tho Division 

Ordnance Officor docs not oxerciso command (he is not in tho Cotmund 

Echelon, but in tho Service Echoion). Tho Quartermaster has the 

trucks and somebody also, tho 0-4 or Commanding General, Service 

Troops, does the planning. Would you like the job? Wall, it isn’t 

too bad. By doing the job you gradually will fit into the proper place 

in the organization as a whole.

You say, "I’ll take the job, but only on the condition that you 

give me the means, say, an Ordnance ammunition train, command of all 

Ordnance personnel in the Division, and put me on the staff of the 

Division Commander, othei'wise I will not risk my professional neck 

with such divided responsibility". But haven’t we forgotten some

thing? Why this new division anyway? Wiiat is the basic idea? We 

believe it is the operation of pooled resources through cooperation 

versus everybody having his own facilities directly under his con

trol working on a one-purpose job. ’/7hen this one-purpose trans

portation is employed, fine, tut it usually remains idle most of the 

time as frozen transportation and personnel.

The question is if everybody holds onto what they have and ob

tain more trucks to do the one-purpose job of hauling supplies by 

increasing combat and other organizational trains, where will, we end? 

Buck at the old division, everybody holding onto what he has, evury- 

ono increasing transportution to im.t.t r.iod..rn conditions mid JurmLng 

t:'.c rout’ \.’ith. true’-:.: ; ii ■> i. vw!: V; cue I'OiiL1 not.



straighten them u t. We aro, in addition, putting up a beautiful tar

get for attack aviation. Delay in combat is fatal. If ammunition 

supply is not continuous and ample during action, who retreats? Ammuni

tion delayed by the traffic jams at tho crossroads cannot ever help tho 

man in the front lino or buttery. Tho Ordnance must get it up. Re

duction of traffic on tho supply route is vital to successful supply 

using modern fast-moving transportation.

Well, I guess we must throw out that Ordnanco ammunition train. 

Tho Artillery had to give up their ammunition train so I guess wo must 

subscribe to the pooled idea of motor transportation and use the 

quartermaster’s truck battalion of 240 1^-ton trucks to accomplish our 

job.

Command is another thing. One must Jilways examine the results of 

a test and organization from the viewpoint of who did or who is going 

to do tho job. 7/011 trained personnel can make a poor plan work even 

under a faulty organization. Pool’ personnel can ruin the best of 

plans under tho best of organization, y/hich will wo have on mobili

zation? At least good organization is essential. Unity of control 

is one of tho basic fundamentals of organization. A cLnr cut defi

nition of responsibility through proper command is the only solution 

to a workable organization.

Command is necessary to execute properly any plan.

Staff planning, what is it and why should the Ordnance Officer be 

interested in it? Why not lot somebody else do the planning and ; o 

stick to our job of .-npaly?.ng •munition '.na- inspect ion o;’ mu tc rial 

' ' ’• ’ ’ ■ l. i •>!:? >;r •/; Jr<Uno . ;it T;; C. >r., ’s.y ?<•>('



require much staff planning. Hora of thio company litter. Thu answer, 

wo believe, to the Division Ordnance Officer’s proper place in tho 

planning is somewhat complicated, but clearly defined. Most military 

thought on tho matter tends to put him forward in tho Command Echoion 

as ammunition is a command decision and tho man who oxueutos the 

distribution of samo should bo forward to mnk^ recommendations to and 

receive instructions from the Chief of Staff or G-4 promptly and at 

first hand, especially wlun the administrative plan to support tho 

tactical plan is evolved. Information as to the proper refilling 

points for ammunition must go promptly to the troops before any extend

ed action. Too long a chain of command to get tho status of moans 

available for -mimunition supply tends towards that dangerous delay and 

misunderstanding so common under the stress of action. In those tests 

the Ordnance Officer was placed by Tables of Organization on the staff 

of tho Commanding General, Service Troops.

Wo have said that ammunition is a command decision. It logically 

follows that the decision fox' the proper us-: of ths division ammuni

tion reserve should at least be announced in the Commanding General*s 

directive for the action. Tho following factors must th. n bo con

sidered as listed.

1. Planning before the action. - A gunornl -smunition plan 

for tho distribution of ammunition during combat arrived ot by con

sultation with the .regimental munitions officers. This should be 

bnsad on the Car.jrinnding Cc-norul’s directive, living thorough con-

i 1 ,r- ‘.ion the t ransportution avail'-bl..- for ■•'■uyply, quantities nd 

'■ad : : i■■c' i.c'..' .. L " to . o ,ain''O: b...d.



2. Planning during ty<j notion. - Changes to be mi do at the

Ordnance ammunition control point based on rm up-to-date knowledge of 

stockages of amnunition available to the division in the ammunition 

distributing point and at tho various corps and army refilling points 

where credits for different classes of ammunition are simultaneously 

set up by higher command for tho division. Also, changes in the 

original plan due to major changes in the tactical plan (example, a 

decision to cense the attack and defend or execute a retrograde move

ment), or upon receipt of new orders from tho division commander. 

Minor variances to the original plan made necessary by information 

furnished by regimental munitions officers or their liaison agents 

at the ammunition control point.

By the way, what is this Ammunition Control Point just mentioned 

and shown on Chart No. b? You have probably heard in your previous 

military reading of the Ammunition Distributing Point and tho Ammuni

tion Refilling Point, as thoy are old friends. But this Ammunition 

Control Point, what is its place in the picture?

The ammunition control point might be defined as the oluco '.'.hero 

commanders of unit, battery and company trains, battalion, regimental 

combat trains and of anaaunition hauling sections of the division 

quartermaster trains, report to tho Division Ordnance Officer for 

instructions as to the place of loading or unloading cwunition. 

These ore Ordnance establishments where stockages of ammunition. are 

available and unit positions or distributing points.

The ammunition control point, it io believed, in mor.;- than this. 

It is the- nerve cent..r o.f • mmunition surgl,.'. hr. \ atinil.?r, strict 



control is necessary in this new division bocuusc of its rapid move

ment. Ask any traffic manager of a largo corporation using motors if 

control is nccossary. You might incidpr.tully ask him if ho boliovos 

pooling of transportation is ossontial for economy in operation. Tho 

operation of tho control point is similar to tho control system 

exorcised by a civilian motor dispatcher of a congested traffic point 

in a motor bus transportation net, or might be likened to a railroad 

dispatcher’s set-up for large rail linos coming into or departing 
% 

from a metropolitan roil center.

Tho control point was a now idea originating with tho Ordnance 

Department in the tost of tho Ne..' Division. Following this load and 

realizing the importance of such control, tho quartermaster soon 

established his report point adjacent to the Ordnnnco ammunition 

control point as a place for quartermastci’ transportation to report, 

thereby assuring his control of these vehicles. Tho field artillery 

and infantry regiments stationed officers and enlisted guides at this 

point.

Thus it can be se^n that tho modern theories of control of motor

ized transportation systems used for control of civilian nets lies been 

adopted in those tests by tho Array to keep up with the fast trnnspoi’- 

tation utilized for supply of the proposed Now Infantry Division.

Well, lot us get back to the results. Graphical representation 

is probably the best means of showing what actually done; that is, 

who or ./hut hauled the nocussnry ummunition toirluge-' to provide the 

proposed Infantry Divir.I with cuff ic i •. < t • •.n-mni l; Lor if, m.-int'.i.n 

c nit Lnufv.ir. c n-b';t. f.y _ i. ■ c !, u /ar..., ID,()■?()



words”. Would that sore of my inotructors had prc.ited by ouch an

old proverb. 'well, let’s view in curve form the results of Tost Ho. 

1, the Strong Defense. The legends on tho fuco of the charts should 

help some in their analysis. Also please refer’ bo Chart No. 3 for 

general orientation.

The curves below in Chart No. 4 show tonnages hauled forward 

from the ammunition refilling point (rail head). Curve A shows 

tonnages hauled by the Quartermaster' service truck transportation 

under the division Ordnance Officers control to the distributing 

point and combat troops. Curve B shows ammunition hauled the total 

distance from the ammunition rail head forward to the combat units 

by organic artillery transportation.

Sac Chart No. 4

Next page, place here in Article.

The curves of Chart No. 5 show the ammunition tonnages hauled 

forward from the ammunition control point in the combat area to the 

combat units. In examining this curve, note that the major portion 

of this ammunition tonnage hud already been brought forward under 

Ordnance control to tho ammunition distributin'- point and obtained 

there by artillery or.-pnic ar muni t ion truck'.





Chnrt Ho. 5

Next page, plac'j h<;Fu in Article.

The above Charts Nos. 4 and 5 show that a total tonnage of 481 

tons of artillery ammunition was carried forward from the niununition 

refilling point either direct to troops or to the Ammunition Dis

tributing Point. (114 tons by Field Artillery trucks and 367 tons by 

Quartermaster service train pool transportation.) This clearly 

illustrates the point that the pooled Quartermaster service train motor 

transportation under Ordnance control delivered the bulk of the ammuni

tion tonnages tho major distance of tho mileage hauled in supplying 

the division in the combat area from tho ammunition refilling point 

(rail head typo).

The difference of total tonnages between Chart No. 4 and Chart 

No. 5 was th*, ^munition not drawn from the Distributing Point and 
i'- 

still on han. there at the end of the problem.

Tho Infantry ammunition resulted in such small tonnages and their 

initial ammunition reserves on the man or combat train w...re of such 

size that little or no difficulty was cxp-.-riencod in supplying that 

branch. It is considered best to quote from ths Fort Euiming report 

of their findings nftvr extensive- test <■’? the ti-... division th-iv by 

t!;-' Ini'-.-itwy . >:?:oe.L ■ •: i. i'r "d:
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’•{£. Tho divioion mu nt plun an early e:3tcbxislu.icut of a !'.:.•••• ill- 
.niina distribution point and it must bo well nnd quickly stocked. 
Ammunition roi’illin;; pointu, distribution points., ox1 depot.'. must lie 
maintained no close in roar of troops :.s r.nfoty nnd transjiortn.tiou 
conditions poiir.it. It io bolioved that tests of an uranunition supply 
system will indicate tho necessity fox* a division ammunition distri
buting point for smnll-nrms ammunition rather than the. use- of a re
filling point fox' that purpose. Company vehicles of innchine-gun 
companies will ba forced to visit tho distributing point in order to 
keep tho guns supplied. Those vehicles should not be required to go 
further to the roar thnn is absolutely necessary, lust the weapons 
they transport become immobilized, ”

The v/ritor agrees with the principles enunciated in the above dis

cussion end fools that the Ordnance Department is tho only bi’nnch 

that can deliver properly the infantry ammunition to tho desired 

point of distribution in tho combat area.

So much for ammunition supply, but haven’t tic forgotten in a 

way, except for alight previous mention, that important function, 

ordnanco maintenance and supply exclusive of ammunition. The 

Ordnance Company didn’t really get a break in those tests. By that 

I moan no actual firing which brings out the grief was participated 

in by any of the combat units with the solo exception that the In

fantry firod a certain amount of blank ammunition to simulate actual 

combat firing. Reflecting back to my Plebe days nt West Point dur- ■ "

ing tho flu period of 1918 when I cleaned not only my own, but '
A

several upper class man’s Springfiolds following the firing of •
*>

Salutes at many funerals, I do not believe much blank firing was \ ?

•actually done. Suffix to say, after the test was over the Ordnance ;

Maintenance Company was sv,•amped with work nnd requests tc put the

combat units ordnance material in proper sh-an.. for ths coming target .

practice 'it their home's tn tiers. £ <

_ ■ -g?

poiir.it


Reluctantly we ugroo that thu division Ordnance i.!:iintoiunico 

Company, with tho oxcoption of a am ill inspection and on tho snot 

repair detail, can bo put buck, in the Corps. \'ie do this because we 

must subscribe to the pooled idea oi' maintenance in order to reduce 

personnel and transportation in tho division to obtain mobility.

As an example of the value of on the spot repairs, I recall one 

155 mm Gun whose sight was beyond buttery repair. Our visiting 

Ordnance Optical Inspection detail from the Ordnance Maintenance 

Company repaired it at the buttery position in fifteen minutes. 

This gun would had to have waited n considerable period of time if 

the nearest Ordnance Maintenance Unit was in tho Corps or higher 

echelon. A gun repaired is usually equivalent to a gun replaced with 

the added value of gutting a gun you are acquainted with and which 

you have spent considerable time working in, back in action without 

delay. On the other hand, the present Ordnance Maintenance Company 

is a pretty heavy one for tho new light mobile division. So uc must 

compromise by putting thu major portion of this Company in the Corps. 

This Corps maintenance Company must of necessity follow up its 

division and not wait for work to ba brought back to it for repair. 

Close liaison and backing up o ' jo small inspection unit left in 

the division on matters of ordnance repair and supply beyond their 

capabilities will probably be the solution to this essential ord

nance function of supply and maintenance.

Now, having viewed thu above discussion and considering the 

results of the other proposed infantry divi.jon t.,:.tr, ,.e may reach 

a few conclusion;;, arid brwv.d on th.ptrobubly ' rriv., -it .;ound r..- 

-a :m t i.oa'i.



Conclusions

First; The system of ammunition supply under control of tno 

Division Ordnance Officor furnished all regimental echelons, infantry 

and artillery, and all attached units, with more than ample ammuni

tion undei1 a smooth operating system which gave at tho sumo time a 

complete up-to-dato record for analysis without delay in the operation 

of supply. This system would work under actual combat conditions. At 

least so says one with most Ordnance A.E.F. ammunition experience, 

Colonel J. K. Crain, Ordnance Department, 8th Corps Ordnance Officer, 

who follows these tests very closely. Can more bo expected?

Second; In order to carry out the above and assist pro

perly in the planning phase with the minimum of personnel and con

fusion, it appears that thu Division Ordnance Officer should maintain 

his office in the combat area and work directly undoi the Command 

Echelon Staff (mainly Chief of Staff and G-4).

Third; That all of tho present Ordnance Maintenance Company 

should bo eliminated from the division except a small emergency de

tachment necessary for inspections, on the spot repairs, and liaison 

with a Corps Ordnance Maintenance Company* That at least one com

plete Ordnance Maintenance Company should be in each Corps to back up 

tho division.

Fourth: That for unity of control the Division Ordnance 

Officer should command .all Ordnance personnel in thu division, said 

personnel to bo placed in a onc-compary org-.uization. This one 

company organi-jut ion is .'.i.-'hly favored a., ill the Ordnance acti

vities norm'.!Ly l j /.Mi ot'r r it: id.,- canbaL -nd



Isolated from other divisional activities. ,[t cun thus bo scon that 

tho mooning, living facilities and transportation demand.) of tho Ord

nance section, plus the necessary reduction of transportation and 

personnel in the division, is most logically met by a one-company 

organization under a single one commander responsibility.

We thus recommend after meditation because we have already- 

analyzed the results, or did you realize you were so doing, the 

following:

Recommendat ions

That the Ordnance will handle ammunition supply in the 

Proposed Infantry Division, that the Ordnance Staff Section will be 

transferred to the Command Echelon, that the Division Ordnance 

Officer will have command of all the Ordnance personnel in division, 

said personnel to be placed in a one-company organization. That 

the Ordnance Maintenance Company, with exception of a small inspection 

detail, be taken out of the division and placed in the Corps, that 

the one Ordnance Company to be placed in the division be organized 

as follows:



Organisation of Division Ordnance Company

Division Ordnance Officer Lt.. Col. Condg.

Ordnance Office Section

1 Chief Clerk
1 Asst. &. Clerk

Master Sgt.
Sgt.

I
Is.

Hq. Section
1 Captain - Administration & 

Inspect ion
2 Inspection Record Clerks

1 Staff Sgt.
____________ 1 Corporal______

Company Overhead
1 - 1st Sgt.
1 - Mess Sgt. - Sgt.
2 - Cooks - specialist
1 - Co. Clerk - Cpl.
2 - K.P.’s - Pvts.

. Ammunition Section
1 Captain - Control Officer'
1 Captain - D. P. Officer
1 Lieut. - Asst. Control Off.

Control Section
2 - Traffic Sheet Controllers- 

Staff Sgts.
£ - Transportation demands - Sgt.
2 - Filing & Forms clerks - Sgts.
2 - Traffic Liaison Agents - Pvts.

Material Inspection Sections

Artillery Section 
1 Staff Sgt. - Mechanic 
2 Pvts, (specialists)

Distribution Point Section

Optical Section
1 Staff Sgt. - Machanic 
2-Pvts. (specialists)

Small Arms
1 Staff Sgt. - Mechanic
2 Pvts, (specialists)

6 - Armunition Supervisors
2-Staff
4-Sgts.

2 - Office Record Clerks
2-Cpls.

2 - Guards and Messengers 
2-Pvts.

1 platoon of I; bar, Ordnance 
instead of Qu (..master, 3 u-- 
vico for oper-i:. farmunit ion
Distributing Point

TOTAL (for above.) — o Officers, 61 Enl. Men, Ord., including 1 
platoon, labor, Ordnance.

Present
set up PID 9 Officers 127 Enl. Men, Ord., 1 platoon labor QJ.IC
Recommended!} " _3R " ” " Exclusive of the labor platoon*

* The transfer of 1 platoon of labor

Reduction -4 Officers 89 Enl. Men, Ord.

। co roprfrom QM to Orin
no saving for tie , 1 ■■ divi .ion.



/ Should w<> ndont the above? Well, the Ordnance personnel in the

Proponed Infantry Division actually accomplished ammunition supply and 

maintenance with practically the same organization. It works, as you 

have seen through our analysis of the results.

The big question is, should the Ordnance handle ammunition supply • 

in tho new Division with the Division Ordnance Officer properly placed 

in tho chain of command and given the means, an Ordnance Company under 

his command with which to accomplish his job? We recommend it. You 

have another plan? Has it beon tested under actual conditions? If 

not, do not enter the next war with an untested theoretical plan if 

you wish to be assured of an ample, continuous supply of ammunition 

during combat. Always remembor that nun have been known to fight for 

days without food and other essential supplies; without ammunition, :

never. Ordnance supplied more than ample ammunition in these tests 

actually handling the tonnages involved. Think it over! p

* ■* r

1 j*?1



section viu of ^ttllery jM.uriTioN.

1* The Liot-il Cmpmonta Department.

Hlstiry and Purn iso.

Metal empmentR if amnunitiin ’’oro first manufactured at 
thia Arsenal during tho W'rid '7ar, hut duo ti tho limited 
facilities if the ships then in existence, mly small scale 
pr iducti m ras attained. Pri ir ti this tine Fronkf>rd Arsenal 
'-as charged rith this '"irk.

Ab mt 1920 the Ur. tai C imp meats Dcpurtmont '."as firmed and 
tho equipment augmented in irdcr t) Manufacture a small 1 't if 
shell b idles. This irdcr -ns f'll "od by me- fir experimental 
fuzes* The present ship -.’ns built after tho Lake Denmark 
oxpl is in in 1926 and pvlcrn machinery and equipment vcrc in
stalled. as >rdcrs permit, midem machinery is added and 
antiquated typ>-s runlaced.

The purp'sc ->f this dcpartrn. nt ?s laid di’.'n in Arsenal 
Re gul a t i ms F VI1 v-.’c:

The functi ms and rcspincibilitic-s if the Metal Cmpmcnts 
Department nrc ti manufacture >r raiify the metal parts nf ammuni
tion c'npments and such other article.a as ':.re called f >r by 
experimental, semi-pr'ductim and pr'ductim >rdcrs.

Ti check "irking dm’zings f'r 1il<.-rances and design si far 
ns those fact irs affect pr'ductim; ti rc^iu" pr ip ised experi
mental designs t> dot«.mine tho practicability >f manufacture; 
”'hc-n cmpmints if a no" d< sign nro b< ing manufactured t' 
ron mt in tho practicability if quantity nrxluctiin, and after 
priductim has started t) ”op >rt nil difficulties and trnihlrs 
one luntered mhich may effect the d-. sign if the article being 
manufactured.

Ti BT-eparc estirr.t's, bills if mat'rid, r'utc sheets, .nd 
t’ f'll v.7 up requests* fir rat'.nir.! and scr”ic<.s until matt rial is 
nc.cc pt< id and deli*;., red >r sc r” ice is rendered; and ti make pr iduc- 
tim repirts end kc-. p’ such re ci’is -s arc required.

Ti maintain •>. t "1 and st'ok run "ith a system fir checking 
all mat'.-rlnl rect.-ived .nd Issued*

T' assist in de s i .••.•lint; and t ■ make- ir cause ti be nr'cured 
‘ill t i '1 r,, ji/.s, an.'1 fi-rtur'-s >f V’pu required.



To maintain a nyotrm ?f process Inspect! m t' insure that 
tho o’arious opera ti ms n.ru b. Ing performed sntlsfact 'rily and 
t' make- final inspection of tho finished product t' so- that the 
drawings nnd specifications arc c implied "ith. Tho Inspection 
Dcn'i’'tmcnt c’ntinws to exercise its right to make* such -occas 1 onril 
inspections °s will satisfy it th .t the usual high standards if 

orkmnnship nnd mtrri'l arc being maintained.

To do rh t >1 pin ting, cleaning, annealing, h-at-trt;- ting, 
buffing, lacquering, nnd rt sizing .'peruti'ns on ammunition 
c Tip on-ants,

ORfiAi:T£ATIon ,UD AT.LOC.iTIOTT OF DUTIES

In order t» carry out these functions, tho '*et:.l Components 
Department is organized as f'llo'.'s:

The Chief 'f the Doo: ’•trient is an Ar^y Officer assigned to 
that duty by the Cxnmnd.ing Officer, He has as his assistant a 
ci”ilinn General Fireman,

There arc three- main divisions innedi..tcly under the General 
Foreman, n nelys Planning Section, ilachinu Division and Plating 
Di^isi on.

Tho Planning Section - is directly in charg- of the s>-c -nd assist
ant to thu Chic-f, of the Department, This section analyzes the 
r'irk required by an expenditure order, determines the .'p< ra ti ms 
to be performed and the tool ''nd fivtur- requireni.nts fir each 
operation in m’nufacturc.-. This sect! m is m----.d< up ofj

Tho ‘Ml nnd R--t?o*d Motion - the duti s of -hich .re ,s its 
n'mc signifies,

anrs mnc-1 nnd Cost S- ctl 'n - n- ’•firng thu >v.cr?s' ’•y paper 
’-ork, c oncerning personnel matters and prepares the Daily Cost 
Report (P,A, Form #872), sho-ing ’"orkman’s name, rate if pay per 
day -.nd sub order charg*• • n-4 shop <• rpense s.amb'l, A notation is 
made ••■hen the ••orknnn is on piece r te, This rt.p .rt is s< nt to 
tho Cost Section 'f the Adr.inistmtb’C Group.

St tenant 'f bMancs, ••hich have been made 'ut by the 
Cist Section, administrative Grono, are received s tho funds for 
that order have passed 85zo of the -an 'unt authorised on the '''irk 
order. Thus the department is kept inf 'med -.s t' the financial 
st' tus of tho order.

Producti on Record Motion r>.-o 'rds the daily production 'f 
each component on u ch op<.*-.ti m, -.’ith the ngg”-.g'tc to date, 
nisi the daily shipment of c 'mpl et< d p-.rtr., is sh ran on 
"Prod unt I'n T” nr.fvrs”. The numb - 'f ’•<,hct-d n--rts is ' Is o 
- • r-j i.

n.ru


Bill if t. rt and Bstimiting ^ecti in - Up in receipt 'f 
an ovpcndituro ir j ib irdcr, m-.koe a requlnltim fir tho 
necessary drivings >n tho ’'’Lanning Dlvlcl in, ihnufoctuning Griup. 
'Thon tho drn”ings aro received, a list if parts and mat- rials 
is prepared. This list is In reality a rcqulsiti >n f'r parts, 
(if a rndifienti in jib, ir parts nrc in st ires bar st »ck, 
ills, till st* * 1 (fir tuls, jigs, fixtures), dl<'.ning and 
plating nat'rials, nocess ry ti cnplctc the irdcr.

If tho c>rnondituve irdcr is a oriductiin 'rd< r, rnito sheets 
aro nropared. E ch c imp inent part is studied '.nd the noth id if 
manufacturing th"t part decided urrn. Tho ip- ratiins c.ro listed 
m tho riute shoot r’ith a full descriptiin if the ipcroti in. 
Af t< r the riutc sheets have be* n used in making tho estimate, 
they are filed in the riutc shi ^t a’-’aiting b nk, until tho jib 
irdcr is issued authorizing the —irk.

A c ins il idatud estimat* is prep-rod using the riute sheet, 
piece r’te cards ind ither an liable data. This estimate shivs 
tho direct lab ir ".nd ship ec'pcnsc ch'V'g<.s. The c i.ns'lidated 
estimate tigethca* -ith the list if parts nnd mat* rials is fir- 
vni'ded ti the Planning Db-isi in, Manufacturing Gr iup.

A triuhlc buk is maintained shy ing the difficulties 
one 'untcred 'nd hthe difficult!*s ’.-ere remedied.

VZhen ~n apprwed j 'b irdcr is rc.-c*. ived, j b cards are made 
lut fir each ipcratim frm the r'utc shoots. These cards give 
a detailed descriptiin if the ipcr ti'n .nd are fir use nt tho 
machines up in -'hich the )pc rti->n is p.rfirmed.

Receiving nd Issuing Material Sect! in - All mat* rials and 
supplies fir use in the Department are received by this suctim; 
These materials ,r supplies arc received fnm the St ires Depart
ment m ’ ’hite ir yell st>ns Issue tickits* a r< c ird if 
issue's -ithin the department is maintained. This rec >rd shivs 

• the machines t, v.’hich material is issued. Supplies such ns paper 
tv-els, siap, v stu, * tc. are issued in bulk, t' the T: >1 Crib 
Scctiin fir individual issue t> the virkncn in the ships. The 
shipment if finished parts t> an ither dejr.’•tm.’it is node m a " 
"Pridunti'n T" 'nsfor".

T> il Crib Scot! m - st'rs nd issues in receipt ti irkmcn, 
all h >nd tills, measuring instruments 'nd c’tin tills fir 
machines. Supplies arc issued tA janitirs nnd ’-irkmcn fir their 
use.

Till Design !'*--ctiin - A till designer frv* tho Engineering 
Department is "i duty in tho dep'-rtment ti design 'r rrke nccess 'ry 
ch np s in tho design if t > ,1s, jigs, -and fivturfs used in the 
dun-’rtmrnt.



Tho Machine Divtsi in - p. rf th< orinclplc functlins 
'f the Mot'il 0 Tip >n< nto Don.tvtrrnt. A General F ircnin, lo 
directly in ch-irgo. Th<: »’l*lsl m io nndc up if throe ocoti’nrj 
Fuze > 'duct! mj Till-, Jig, Fixture '.nd G '.utu; B'mb ".nd 
Pr 'Joe tile.

The Fuze Pr 'duett m Scott m - manuf-cturcs met 1 fuze 
ports fir all fuz<s >n product! n and seni-pr 'duett in rders. 
It is the priductim ship if the di.p’ ’’tment'. The sectim is 
under the direct supervisiri if a Fire-nun >f Machinists', He 
rear.. iv<s the Jib cards and assigns then t' the unit t) d) the ’"irk. 
All difficulties that conn't be taken curt, if by the set-up- 
man arc roft.rrid t> him-. He is directly resp nsiblo that tho 
schedule is maintained. In the case 'f piece rates ho makes 
the time study end rec inmends the rate, H>, is rcsp msiblc fir 
the c inditi in nnd scr’’ice-ability 'f all machines in his 
socti'n: th t is, th>- requisition 'f rep ir parts and initia- 
ti in f ’-irk irders t' r.;r, .v >r olnco in r.;-*”icc'.blc c 'nditi in 
the m'.chln<_s if his suctim. The general p'lico if th; part if 
th> building iccunied by this sectim is another if his 
re. sp -ns ibil it V s.

The Automatic Unit - ~ s until n c< ntly all 1 icntcd in 
Wing ’,1, hv--ever, due t’ c rc scire n'isc resulting frm tho 
ipcr .tim if tho large AutTmtics the three Clem lands and the 

M-'ti mal Acne '-m nr lac tr-d in the 4th Wing. All aut'natics 
arc 'f the single snindlc type creopt a fi”c-spindlc Davonpirt 
1 icntcd in Wing 41, the thro*- f'ur-spindlc Clo”< lands "nd. the 
six-spindle National Acre 1 ic :tcd in ’.Ying 44. T"' if the 
Clc-<lands art rquinped ■-ith magazines s ’ that f'rgings such 
as the 21-s-c. fuze b'dy can bo fed aut imnticnlly t' the machine. 
Cutting nd firming tuls s ”C11 -s ere fir the nut unities 
nr- designed and manufactured by the i>H tnl 0 a~ip inents 
Department.

The 21 nnd 45 See md Fuze Unit - finishes the b'dics f'r 
21 and 45 sec-nd time fuse s. Als ' numcr'us 'thcr parts fir these 
fuzes arc manufactured. Parts ’.'hich require additiinal ipernti'ns 
t) c ml etc art. finished by this unit.

Miscu-llnm 'us Fuze Unit - cm tn ins hand sc rev.' machines, 
plant milling "nd thro d milling machines, special drilling machines 
and spring rinders.- This sectim ’•■■rks m all typ.s if fuze 
parts. Mist if the • ■ 'rk c insists f cimplcting parts up'n '"hich 
several ipernti ms hn”<'- ?.lre-dy bet n perf-rmed by nut viatic 
machines.

Mark X Fuze Unit - All machines nicc.ss' ry fir tho manufacture 
if Mark X Bose Det -noting Fuzes 'ire* grouped tigcthcr. Orders f >r 
this type if fuzes have n >t bean received fir sc”' ral years nnd 
this gr'up if mnehinos is if necessity used fthe manufacture 
'f 'thor fuze narts, M-20 buster parts, - nd m.dific ti'n 'f

1 ,;r- b ) t< rs.



Furo Riner Unit - rccci’aa brass f'rgings '.nd amplttcs 
the m nufacturo if wiper nnd Inr rings fir 21 nnd 45 socmd 
tire fuzes. All op rati 'ns m those firgings p< rf irmed by 
this sect! m except tho gr.duating if tho 1 nor ring.

In laying iut n Mechanical Ship, »n< if three systems can 
be fill nod.

First?- The ship may be. layed iut ns a J >b Ship. this 
lay-'ut nil nnchino tills if inc kind arc gr Piped t'guthcr. This 
permits a frequent change in priduct '4th iut tho necessity if 
rearranging the nnchino tills. It may, hw-.r, requiro addlti mnl 
trucking if empmunts during manufacture.

See md:- The ship nay be Inycd nit in Units, that is all 
nnchino tuls required fir the pr'duett >n if a enpmont are 
grouped together s' that m ivoment if material is reduced ti a 
minimum. This system necessitates a frequent change in tho 
licntim of machine tnls n.s tho nri^uctim irdcrs change.

Third:- A enbinati m if the t-i syst<ms just renti'nod. 
It is this third system 'Meh has be-.n f)lli"'<;d in the /fetal 
C'mpinvnts Ship th'ugh there is a tendency ti revert ti the first 
system especially since tho acquisitim if an electric shop 
truck '"hich grc-tly facilitates tho m'vcmcnt if c imp ments 
ab 'ut the qh ip.

Ifechnnicnl Assembly Unit - makes mimr assemblies if fuze 
narts. These assemblies re then shipped ti the L lading Deportment,

The Till. Jir. Fixture and G uge Secti >n - is directly in 
charge 'f a Pikeman if 2’nchinists. The pci’s mnel 'f this divisim 
is mnr’e up if t> 11 -makers. The di"isi m is highly specialized and. 
contains but 'no priductim unit.

The Till.,Jig nnd Fixture Unit - manufactures ti’ls, jigs 
nnd fixtures fir all departments 'f the Arsenal. In mist eases 
these hn”G been designed by the Engineering Department in c msultn- 
tiin ” ith the department using tho particular tri jig 'r fixture. 
The machine t"ls in this unit arc si gr'upod nnd -'rk arranged si 
that the same tiil-m-.ker is permitted t' carry his -irk f irrord. 
until it reaches the hardening nnd grinding ipur.iti ms. It is 
turned rcr ti th'-o units f'r cimnletim, •

Heat-Treatment ^nit - is in charge if a qualified heat- 
treats r» '7irk frm the T > 4 Unit is turned >vcr f 'r heat-treatment 
at prescribed temperatures. Fuze parts, requiring heat-treatment 
are turned r;or by tho Fuze Priductim Divisim.



Grinding Unit - po^f'mo nil grinding ’.’irk fir tho Til,.
Jig nnd Fixture Unlt. Thin Includes surface, Inturnal, • vtc-rnal 
nnd thre'd grinding. Tho poremnel if this scoti m aro (.'Specially 
soloatod f >r this typo if ”>rk. Sh rnoning if tills, such ns 
roamers, drills, eta, is d mo fir other departments if the 
Arsonal.

Experimental Fuzo Unit - All fuzes, fuze ports, primors, 
pr ijoctiles, etc. if an expcrimontnl nature arc produced by this 
unit in oxpnrimontol irdors frim the Technical Grnip. The 
cnrincor^ in that griun, in charge if a particular dc”cl ipmont 
maintains c mtact "’ith the wirk in ardor t> eliminate any 
manufacturing ir design troubles which may dovolm in tho c nirsc 
if c inploting the cxncrimcnt.nl irdcr.

Tho priductim unit 'f this divisi m is tho Drawing and 
Trimming Unit. This sect! 'n is equipped - ith punch prusacs >f 
types required t> nriducc tho necessary drn'-n parts fir all 
tyncs if fuzes m either oriducti m pr expcrim- ntal irdors*

The smallest sectim 'f tho Machine Divisi.m in number if 
pers mnol is the B imb and Pri.ioctilo Secti m. The v ilumo if ”)rk 
hi’"O”<r, is largo. This sectim is in charge if an assistant 
Fireman if Machinists. Tho sectim is charged nth the m idificti m 
if b imbs and projectiles. In recent years there has n it been 
any irdors fir manufacture if no’- b imbs ir projectiles.

The B imb nnd Jbaijactile Unit - during the- p st fen’ ninths 
has h d a small irder fir the m idif icati m if 16 in. -.rm or- 
piorcing shell nnd the 100-p nind dom-ilitim bimb.

The Clc ning C imp ments Unit nd Cartridge C~.so Resizing 
Unit - night ".’ell be c 'mbined s b'th units iccupy mo ”ing if tho 
dennrtnent"l building and use tho s'me cleaning equipment. Equip
ment is available f>r the resizing, m'dif icati m nnd heat-treating 
if cartridge cases up ti "nd including 3 in, anti-aircraft* The 
cleaning :f cartridge c"scs, nnd removing ill, dra-dng pasto^ etc. 
frin fuze parts is ace 'mnlishtd in a series if s'luti'ns arranged 
fir the prigressive moratims. Special equipment fir cleaning 
det mat ir cups has bcc-n installed in this unit.

The Shit Blasting md,. Painting Unit- in general, rec mditi ms 
projectiles, cartridge st'rage eases, etc< Sime midificntim is 
dine by the Bab and Projectile Unit in c nnecti m ’ ith the re- 
c mditiming ’-virk.

Platini-: Divisi in - is in chavgt if a M-t 1 .ter. This 
di”isi m iccupbs a building adjacent t> the m in ship building.

cxncrimcnt.nl


Clc'-ning and Plating Soot ion - ia equipped to do copper, 
zinc» nickel, brass, cadmium And tin still pitting and cadmium 
and’tin plating in a tumbler ns well id cadmium plating bath 
inwhioi. tho part to bo plated is moved through tho plating 
solution. An electro oloancr is also instilled as well ns 
degreasing equipment. Thia suction also includes a shot blast 
cabinet, since at times it is necessary to usu this equipment in 
order to roughen up tho surface prior to plating. Tho Chemic il 
Laboratory of tho Technical Group runs a control on tho plating 
solutions. Samples of solutions uro s^nt to the laboratory onco 
a weak, are analyzed and tho shop notified tho ingredient and 
amount to be added to bring solution to standard. Salt spray 
tests aro frequently run to determine whether or not tho plating 
is satisfactory from a corrosion point of view.

Pickling, Painting and Lacquering Section - performs those 
operations on articles of now manufacture as well as reconditioning 
jobs. Tho Pickling House is separate from tho main plating shop 
in order to keep the acid fumes, resulting from this operation .s 
far as possible from tho other operations.

• The Cleaning Components Unit and Cartridge Case Resizing, 
now located in Wing #4, together with tho Cleaning and Plating 
Section, nov/ located in Building y24, are being moved to new 
building ,--45, whore more room will be available.

Determination of Piece Rates

This subject requires very careful consideration by tho 
foreman in charge of establishing tho rate, as well as the Chief 
and Assistant Chiefs of tho department. Ono rule which has been 
established and is closely adhered to requires that once a piece 
rate has boon established it cannot be changed except by changing 
the sequence of operations, using different speeds, a change in the 
jig, or fixture. In other -./ords, a new method is used.

The object of a piece rate is to increase production for 
■a given overhead and thereby reduce cost. This is accomplished 
by giving the workman an opportunity to increase his earnings 
due to his efficiency or skill. It teaches him that time means 
money to him. He discovers that visits and conversations with 
other employees means a loss of money. The realization that he 
does not require as many trips to the lavatory and drinking 
fountain as he did on day rate is soon made evident.

The person making tho time study must have special train
ing in order to set a fair nnd accurate rate. Fair in that 
the workman by his skill 'nd ability can increase his earnings. 
Accurate in that the time allotted per piece is not excessive. 
Thu increase in production must more thin justify tho increase 
in the workman’s earnings. That is the cost pur piece must be 
less than when the part is rn .de on day rate.



It la unlawful for the person making the tl.no study to uso 
n timo recording instrument in arriving nt the ti.uo required for 
the. different movements. It is therefore nucoss ,ry for tho 
rate setter to bo able to estimate tho olapse of time by counting' 
and then to convert this count to decimal parts of a minuto.

In making this time study, an operator of average ability 
is chosen to perform tho required work; Tho reason for this is 
obvious. Tho operator is given a practice period to become 
proficient in making the desired part before tho rate setter 
makes his ostimato. The time estimate is itemized and includes:

Moving pioco from tote box to collet, chuck, jig, 
or fixture.

Performing tho required work.

Piece from machine to box.

Gauging. (One tenth of time to gauge ono piece).

Tho estimated time under each of tho above headings is totalled 
and 25$ is added for shop or fatigue time. This gives tho time 
to complete ono picco. Tho average authorized 'wage, as determined 
from a wage survey, is used as a basis in determining the wage 
per minute. The rate per minute multiplied by the total timo 
for ono pioco in minutes, gives tho rate pur piece.

Some classes of work nay require a shop time greater than 
25$ while others loss. However, it has been found that in tho 
Matal Components Department this percentage is very nearly correct.

Tho piece rate :s determined by the department must bo 
approved by tho Chief of Manufacture and tho Commanding Officer 
before it is put in effect;

Tho workman is permitted to choose 'whether ho will 'work on 
piece rate or day rate. If tho choice is piece rata and then ho 
finds ho cannot make his d -y rata or for some other reason ho 
desires to return to day rats, ho is permitted to do so. However 
his earnings for the time worked on piece rate is based on that 
piece rate and the remainder of tho day on tho day rate.

A register of men working piece rate is maintained in the 
departmental office. The workman registers tho number of the 
picco rate card, the hour of starting and if not on pieco rate 
the whole working period, the timo he ceased working on piece 
rate;

Caro must be exorcised to prevent any practices 'which 
will permit a workman to obt-in pay for the same work twice.



Shop Inspection

Within the last year tho system of Inspection has boon 
charged. Previously tho Procoss Inspectors, as well as tho 
Final Inspectors, were members of the Inspection Department, 
The Shop or Process Inspectors, while working in tho shop 
woro under tho jurisdiction of tho Inspection Department; 
Those have been transfex'red to tho wiotnl Components nnd no 
longer have any connection with tho Inspection Department. 
Tho previous system required the trucking of components to tho 
Inspection Department for final inspection by that Department. 
Several inspectors were transferred to tho m-t~l Components 
nnd tho shop now conducts its own final inspection; A spot 
inspection still being made by tho Inspection Department when 
they so desire;

The machine operator is required to inspect the first 
piece made from each tote box end every tenth piece thereafter; 
Gages are provided the operator to facilitate his inspection; 
If tho piece is a reject ho must check back and pick out all 
pieces failing to gage; Tho operator, if able, makes tho 
necessary adjustments on his machine to bring the part to gage. 
If unable, to nnko the adjustment, he notifies the set-up-man or 
foreman. After' adjustment ho inspects tho first piece and 
proceeds ?.s before, inspecting every tenth piece.

Operators oi' automatic machines place <a small pan with a 
screen bottom under the chutes of tho machine to receive the 
pieces as they arc cut off. He gages the last piece from the 
machine and if the piece passes the gage, all pieces in tho 
pan are considered to be within the allowed tolerances. Tho 
pan is emptied into a receptacle to await action of inspector. 
If tho piece fails to gage, all pieces in the pan must be in
spected 'nd the rejects picked out; Thu good pieces as v/cll 
ns rejects arc set aside for the inspector. Whenever stock is 
changed, all pieces in the pan ire inspected. This procedure 
tends to eliminate short pieces, butt end and rejects from 
becoming mixed with good pieces.

Due to tho high typo of personnel, it is believed that 
other government establishments may equal, but none exeol tho 
Ma tai Components Dcp '.rt.icnt in quality and low cost of work 
produced;



SECTION VII. ('ALUFACTURE OF METAL 
COMPONENTS FOR ARTILLERY 
AMMUNITION.

2. Projectile Development

Tho purpose of this paper is to give the progress that has 
been made in the design of projectile since the World 7/ar and 
to illustrate soma of the problems involved in the adoption of 
new designs. Prior to the World War, our major caliber pro
jectiles were principally base fuzed Armor Piercing Projectiles. 
Tho Field Artillery Projectiles were, with few exceptions, 
shrapnel and base fuzed thick walled common steel shell.

At the time of tho entry of this country into the ''.’orld 
War, some of the foreign nations wore using thin wall high 
capacity point fuzed shell which because of the greater det
onation from the large bursting charge, had quite a demoralizing 
effect upon the morale of the enemy. It was also demonstrated 
during the World War that the base fuzed shell had a tendency 
to bury themselves in the ground before detonation, which 
rendered a considerable part of the fragments ineffective. 
This condition was tho principal cause for the change in this 
country to the point fuze high capacity shell similar to that 
used by the French which, due to tho use of’ the direct impact 
fuze, detonated above the ground.

Before going into the progress made in the designs of pro
jectiles, it is believed well to state here the present day re
quirements for projectiles. Those aro as follows;

1. Maximum range with minimum dispersion.

2. Stability in flight throughout their trajectory.

3. Maximum destructive effect on tho target.

4. Proper relation between fragments and detonating effect.

5. Practical for production manufacture.

6. Safety against upsetting in gun bore due to the forces 
obtained upon firing.

7. Capable of being practically loaded with the explosive 
charge.

8. Minimum amount of wear on the gun bore.

Several of tin.- above rejuu'-.n ' are involve 1 in tho design rf 
proj ■<’ti ] r>nrj will. 1., dealt with in detail lat-'r in that part 
>■:' ‘ .. at Al, i rov ' n f ound.



At tho present tir.io tho typos of projectiles which arc 
standarized for service use are as follows:

'1. High Explosive Point Fuzed Projectile.

2. High Explosive Base Fuzed Projectile.

3. Chemical Shell including smoke shell.

4. Shrapnel.

5. Armor Piercing Projectile.

6. Semi-Armor Piercing Projectile (A.P. Shell)

7. ’ Proof Projectiles.

8. Target Projectiles.

9. Canister.

There have also been considered, although as yet no standard
designs have been prepared, the following types of projectiles:

1. Star Shell.

2. Tracer Shell.

3. Incendiary Shell.

4. V.'irc Cutting Shell.

As previously stated in the beginning of this lecture, our 
principal type of shell for Field Artillery Weapons was tho base 
fuzed shell similar to that shown in Figure 1. This typo of 
shell was designed to serve a dual purpose, that of a Fragmen
tation projectile as well as a demolition projectile. Tho shell 
were designed with comparatively thick points in order that they 
might perforate hard surfaces, such as concrete walls.

At the time this country entered the World 7/ar, tho French 
were using a thin wall high capacity shell, similar to that 
shown in Figure 2. This type of shell, using a direct acting 
point fuze, gave a shell burst above the ground. The contour 
of this shell and fuze was not one, however, which had the best 
flight characteristics. Thu advantage of this typo of shell 
over the base fuzed type was clearly demonstrated and subsequent 
adoption by this country followed, A range of approx. 6,950 yds. 
was obtained with this shall in the 7fi m/m gun Mod. 1"97.

Follow in-- the 'lorll V/tir the desire for greater range, with 
1 v;:; iisper.-i on :authe development of a oh-. 11 of the typo 

' rW eor >.o ’.I'et 'e g. ;t b a fr<m ehis



type that functioning- may also be obtained above around and 
thu contour of the shell has been stream lined to (Jive far 
greater ballistic accuracy. In the war tine type of shell the 
.base of the shell was square while in the newer typo a boat
tail was provided which in some instances gave an increase 
in range of two to throe thousand feet with a reduction in 
dispersion. It was necessary to continue a largo scries of 
firings with various longths and angles of boat-tail to de
termine that which was most effective and between 6° and 7° 
angles of boat-tail ’./as finally selected. To provide stream 
lining at the forward and, a falsc-ogivo or windshield was 
provided to give a smooth contour.

With the smaller caliber of shell; such as, the 75 mm, no 
difficulty was experienced in tho use of these windshields, how
ever, it was found that the larger calibers in this type of 
projectile wore not very economical to manufacture, the ogive of 
the windshield being a considerable part of the projectile cost. 
The difficulty of manufacture discouraged the use of this type 
of projectile, however, as the demand still existed for greater 
range, the mono-block type of shell similar to that shown in 
Figure 4 was developed. It may be seen that the outer contour 
of the shell in Figure 4 is similar to that in Figure 3. With 
the mono-block type of shell stream lining has bc-en obtained by 
providing the fuze with a contour which blends with the shell 
contour to give the desired stream line effect. This type of 
design was adopted for the 75 mm to the 8 inch caliber shell and 
proved very effective in increasing tho range. In the 75 m/m 
gun M1897 a range of approx. 13,000 yds. is obtained with this 
type of shell.

In more recent years the improvement in methods of manu
facture and equipment has suggested a return to the false ogive 
typo of projectile for the larger calibers and designs have 
recently been made and shell are actually now being manufactured 
for 155 mm and 8 inch Shull. This new design.is illustrated in 
Figure 5, which shows the 8 inch H.2. Shell T2. In the original 
designs of (...... type of shell for the large calibers, the wind
shields uex- : generally made of »ast iron or cast stool and 
assembled to the shell and finish machined to form a smooth 
contour. This prevented a non-soluctivc assembly. The wind
shield on the projectile shown in Figure b, however, is drawn 
from steel sheet and manufactured to very close tolerances at 
a small part of the cost of thu shell. It is expected that 
this type of shell will give a far greater range than has been 
previously obtained ..ith any other type- of shell.

Dealing with chemical shell, our original types were quit./ 
similar to the high explosive shell of the sam-j caliber and ;?.re 
fitted with a short burster in the- nose 'f tho shell, ixr.ri ncu 
indicated that ..ith this type of ..dr-11, br-.aka/'e of th I’* rear I 
half af th-.- .-h'-li e-i.: r n-.-ra] ly obtain-.. I ',.nvin.' thu romwin-i. r -r.’ 
’ii ... "a.’ -..hi -,:h 'ar-;-: i • - af ch-r.i-’aL. t ' i 1 :-



into the ground, thereby rc due inf the efficiency of tlu. ah oil 
considerably. Thio type of shell ..as also loaded through the 
nose* and the' loaded burster inserted into the shell filler.
Porosity in the burster casing sometimes resulted in serious 
accidents in the Loading Plant.

To overcome this defect, experiments are being conducted 
with a ty . o of chemical shell having a burster tube extending 
nearly the entire depth of the cavity. A shell of this type 
is illustrated in Figure 6. Considerable development work is 
necessary to determine a satisfactory size of burster for each 
individual caliber of shell, as it is desired merely to open 
the shell completely with the least amount of breakage, as too 
great an intensity of burster charge causes consid.rablo disin
tegration of the shell filler. Experiments are being conducted 
•with this type of shell for Calibers of 75 mm, 81 mm, 105 Dim, 
and 155 mm.

’."ith this type of shell ..hich provide a filling opening, in 
the base, it is possible to assemble th., burster casing to the 
shell by welding, and the burster charge is not assembled into 
the burster casing until aft„r tho shell is loaded and examined 
for any possible porosity. The majority of tests to date have 
been based on using a pelleted tetryl charge wrapped with paper 
which can be inserted in the burster casing at any time. Be
cause of difficulty which is being encountered in obtaining a 
machine which '..ill wrap the pellets with sufficient rigidity 
to withstand normal handling and shipping, experiments are be
ing conducted to obtain a charge cast or pressed in thin bakelite 
tubing which can be inserted in the burster case.

Because of limited facilities for the forging of steel 
shell and the possibility that during the early stages of an 
emergency those entire facilities will be utilized in tho manu
facture of hi<h explosive shell :n attempt is being made to 
develop a cast iron shell which can be used for chemical filler. 
Several advantages are apparent in the use of cast iron as a 
material for churiic.il shell in that it has a much higher com
pressive strength than stool, and as stresses produced in a 
shell upon firing, arc principally compressive stresses a much 
higher capacity cun be obtained ..ith the cast iron shell than 
would normally be obtained in a steel shell, the limiting factor, 
of course, being the satisfactory stability of the shell. Thu 
cast iron shell having, lower tensile strength than the stud 
would also permit the use of a smaller bursting charge to break 
the shell with a resulting increase in cap.city over a similar 
stool sholl.

Th:, principal drawback to th., uc.. of cast iron as a material 
for shell manufacture is the possibility that manufacturer.! will 
hav difficulty in ‘"ilinr th- .-h-.il '..ith satisfactory enn- 
-'■.nrrK *,y '.n L;.’;- of p<-.ro.-tty. nt ■ xp.,.ri. nc in th . pro
's:- " )f C'.s*, i ron ] .,nj qiririt ity of "m

churiic.il


Cast Iron Shull has indicated that only by very .inucialized 
foundry methods and with considerable unginourini. research 
can satisfactory shell be produced. For instance, ono manu
facturer stated that it took his company throe months to master 
tho technique of casting the 61 m/m cast iron shell. Several 
largo manufacturers were unable to satisfactorily produce this 
shell.

Turning briefly to the development of trench mortar 
ammunition, our original war time ammunition consisted princi
pally of the 3 inch Trench Mortar Shell in th^ form of a 
cylinder. This ammunition had a range of approximately 750 yards 
and the ballistics of the shell were very poor because of the 
lack of any stabilizing means of the shell. The first attempt 
to obtain more efficient trench mortar ammunition ;.as with a 
development of the 75 mm Smooth Boro Mortar in which the old 
75 mm French type of shell sho.-n in Figure 2 was modified by 
tapering tho shell from the bourrelet back to thu base and 
fitting an aluminum fin in thu base of tho shell. Thu round was 
propelled by means of an ignition cartridge inserted in a short 
cartridge case into which the round was assembled and with prop
elling increments inserted into the cartridge case between the 
blades of the fins. The stability of the round was not satis
factory and the development was abandoned, A stream lined 
projectile with fin assembly was then designed for thu 3 inch 
Trench Mortar. Several attempts wore made with shell of 
different contours with unsatisfactory results in that proper 
stability was not obtained.

About that time a demonstration was held in this country by 
representatives of the Edgar Brandt Company, who were demon
strating several types of shell for the 81 mm Mortar. One type 
of shell was a steel shell for high explosives weighing approxi
mately seven pounds. This shell is shown in Figure 7. The type 
of shell used for practice was manufactured from cast iron and 
was loaded with an inert filler and a small charge of black 
powder. Tho contour and weight of this shell was similar to that 
of tho Shull shown in Figure 7. This shell is shown in Figure 
8. Tho third type of shell culled the high capacity shell was 
manufactured from a steel forging and was used for high explosive 
use. This shell was fitted with a type of fin assembly with 
folding' blades which open after leaving thu gun to provide suffi
cient stabilizing means for thu largo shell. Thu shell weighed 
loaded approximately fourteen pounds and is shown in Figure G, 
Those three types of shell-have become standardized for use by 
our services. A range of approx. 3250 yds. is obtained with the 
small shell and with the largo shell 1280 yds. As stated pre
viously, considerable difficulty has been encountered in obtain
ing the cast iron shell and it may be necessary to utiliz:; tho 
B43 Shull for practice purposes.



II

In rocont years, there has been no new development work 
with shrapnel. At the present the only shrapnel which are stan
dardised are for th.0 75 mm 3 inch and tho 155 mm Calibers, The 
problems encountered in the design of shrapnel aro much similar 
to those of common steel shell, except that instead of a largo 
explosive capacity the principal object is to obtain the great
est number of balls consistent with the wall strength, weight 
requirement, and desired ball velocity which is obtained by a 
small black powder charge in the cavity at the base of the 
shrapnel. It is desired to have the weight of the bulls appro
ximately 40/ of the total weight of tho shrapnel. With a 
development of a satisfactory time fuzed high explosive shell, 
it io believed that the use of shrapnel may bo considerably 
curtailed.

4

Very littl-.. development work has been conducted by the 
Ord. Dept, with Armor Piercing Projectiles since the World War, 
except for 37 mm, 47 nra and 57 mm Anti-Tank weapons. The 
tendency apparently is where nor. designs of Armor Piercing 
Projectiles are desired, to adopt them from tho Navy.

While not bearing directly on the development of projectiles, 
some interesting experimental work has recently beon conducted in 
an. effort to prescribe a steel for use in the manufacture of shell 
which will be more readily machined than tho steel now used. Tho 
standard steel now in use is .45 to .65 carbon steel with a man
ganese content from .60 to .90. Considerable complaint has been 
made by ths shell maohincr on the use of this steel. Within th. 
past few years a free machining: stool has become commercially 
available, which it is believed, might be used in the manufacture 
of shell. This steel has a lower carbon content of .30 to .40 
with a higher manganese content. The tost recently conducted 
indicated that tho free machininr steel had much bettor machining- 
properties than the present standard stu.l and the- fragmentation 
properties were quite similar to those of the. present steel. 
Because of th. strategic natur of manganese, further considera
tion will have to be given to W. use of the fr. . machining st.el.
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PART I
SECTION VIII

. 1.
LOAD IIP AND ASSEMBLING OF TINE FUZES



TABLE OF COiTfSm’S

.< Scope.

2. Types nonuf-ctured -.nd usus thereof.

a. 21 Second Co.?’bin-.tion Medel 1907M.

b. 21 Second Mk. Ill Al.

c. 45 Second Co.’.bin ti.on Mk. I.

d. 45 Second C^.abiantijn Model 1907M.

c. 45 Second Mk. XVI (Navy).

3. Supply nd accuracy rcquirc.'.aents, general.

4. Ponder for rings, general.

a. Accuracy ruquirc;:onts.

b. Care required in blending and handling.

c. Blending for ti.ao.

5. Preparation of Black Powder f.-r Ring Lo-ding. 

Blending for uniformity.

b_. Conditioning of powder.

6. Loading of Rings.

a. Preparation of rings.

b_. Block nuriburing of rings.

c_. Loading of rings.



1 Pricing 

t, Michiaing..

b_, Waterproofing.

! c_. Effect of jil 'nd '.inter,
I

d_. 3-3-Tru tmont*

8. Operating.1
। a.- Sc opo •

b» Fixtures fir drilling.

c_. Ir.part '.nee if occur itc .".nchining.

d_. Insertion of ring pellets.

C_» Att ichi.ient of groove covers nnd felt j .shers.

| f_. Ring rrust qualify for assembly.

I 9.. assembly.

o_.. Inspect!;’ii nni .. ixing of riiifs for assembly.-

b_.. Preparation of body for osse...bly,-

_c. Assembly of fuze

d.. Polishing >.ni shell.icking.

e. Inspection of fuze.



10. Pricking.

11. Insp'-cti •>a "..'id Testa.

a. Inspection-.

b_. "Dry” Blend T^st.

e_. Lo'.lin^ Test.

d_. Hnrdncss Tost, 

c, Asse..ibly Test.

f_. Inspector’s Test

12. Snfcty.



TIFE LOADING AdD ASSEl JLI11G 0? TLE FUZES

1. Scope: For the purposes to be acc.wplishcd by this lecture, all 
of tho r.mufacturing steps involved in tho production of ti.7.0 fuzes will 
not be covered. Tho pruliriinnry ;iachining of tho /letal parts, tho r.ianu- 
factureof tho priners and of tho powders us.d will bo covered in other 
lectures. Furthermore only those fuzes ti.-.od by tho burning of block 
powder will bo touched upon. These are tho 21 sec>nd and 45 Second types. 
The .-.anufnetuning processes used in producing those various typos arc so 
similar that those involved in the. 21 second combination, i.o., tho Mod. 
1907M' only, will b<. covered, nnd tho differences between it and tho other 
types will bo com.’ontod upon.

2. Typos Manufactured: • The time fuzes ’..hich wo -.re equipped to 
manufacture at this Arsenal consist of the following:

a.-- 21 Second Combin tion, Model 1907M, for use with shrapnol with 
the following guns:

(1) 2.95 inch 1 bunt.-.in Guns.

(2) 75 Hi. Field Guns, all models.

(3) 75 l.'An Pack Howitzer, xh ls

b_. 21 Second Mk. Ill A-I, for use with Shrapnel (for Target Practice), 
or shell -with:

(1) 3 inch Anti-Aircraft Guns, all .■.’..'dols.

(2) 75 La, Anti-Aircraft Guns, r.iodcl 1916,

(3) 105 i.2.1. Anti-Aircraft Gun, L I.

c_. 45 Second Conbin.ti n, Mk. I ..ith shrapnel with:

(1) 4.7 inch gun, Model 1906.

d_. 45 Second. Combi:. I;ion i-I 1907 with shrapnel with:

(1) 155 i.Ai. G.P.F. i’Adel 1018 M I (Fr.).
’ Ittl.

(2) 155/G.P.F. I. 1917 -.ml ;d913.



e_. 45 Second Mk, XVI (Navy)..

(1) For Navy De artment, used for Anti-Aircraft and 
illuminating duty omitting percussion elements. 

(Reference: Complete Rounds Chart 0.0. Form 5981)

4. Powder jfor Rings, General:

The first essential for uniformity appears in the 
powder used. A relatively long train of black powder, Grade A-7, 
(Spec. 50-14-1A), commonly referred to as meal powder because of 
its extremely small grain size, comprises the element in the fuze 
which is expected to burn tho required number of seconds. The 
burning characteristics must be constant from ring to ring to 
obtain the great accuracy required of the fuzes. The black 
powder required is purchased, but the manufacturers have diffi
culty getting it to meet our specifications. Although black 
powder has been used by military men for centuries, a high de
gree of uniformity as to burning; rate has not been required 
when used for other types of ammunition. In the manufacture of 
squibs a variation of approximately 25% in burning time may be 
permitted, whereas in our fuzes, the accuracy must be within 
approximately two (2) percent. This means that there must not 
be a variation between the fastest and the slowest fuzes of 
over .5 seconds at the full setting of 21.2 seconds.in any 
test group picked at random from a lot. This setting should 
give a static mean burning time of 23. plus or minus .4 in 
the 21 second combination 1907M and 22.5 plus oi‘ minus .4 in 
the 1.1k. Ill A fuze. Due to the difference in condition of 
burning, between firing statically and ballistically because 
of rotation, pressure, atmospheric conditions, etc., the 
longer times mentioned are necessary in static test to obtain 
times corresponding to the fuze setting when fired from the 
gun and burned during flight. Such accuracy requires the 
powder to be homogeneous as to chemical composition at least. 
Grain size is also a factor, especially if the various sized 
grains are differently proportioned as to chemicals. In a 
recent test it was found that difference in grain size 
accounted for a difference of as much as 10 seconds in 31 
seconds of burning time due chiefly to the fact that the 
various grain sizes represented variations in chemical com
position. (Ref. Mfg, Group Problem .T12). In view of the 
fact that the powder tested had been subjected, in loading, 
to a pressure of 68,000 pounds per square inch, which should 
have crushed the grains, the variation in size alone was not 
considered responsible for thu variation in tine. However, 
it can readily be seen that in production it is extremely 
difficult to keep tl..# various grain sizes properly distri
buted due to stratification in hand] in;-. If every grain were
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chemically proportioned like every othor grain then strati
fication would have little effect upon results.

b. In dealing with the present supply of powder, it is there
fore essential to blend and to handle carefully all powders to bo 
used for loading rings in order to obtain that homogeneity which 
is so ossontiat to uniformity throughout.

c_. Blending is also necessary to properly mix together such 
proportions of fast and slow powders as will give the mean burn
ing time dusirod. The approximate speeds of the fast and slow 
powders are determined when the powder is inspected upon being 
purchased. By simple proportion and check by trail, the proper 
quantities aro found which, when mixed together, result in the 
desired speed. In checking the calculated proportion of fast 
and slow powders by trial, it is customary to make up throe or 
more trial blonds of proportions intended to bracket and in
clude the calculated proportion. These trial blonds aro 5 pounds 
in weight and are made by tumbling the proper weights of dry 
fast and slow powder 3 hours at 12 R.P.M. in five pound, power./ 
driven blenders, of the hour glass type which are miniatures of 
the standard 300 pound production type blender.

5. Preparation of Black Powder for Ring Loading:

a. The proportions of fast and slow powders to be used hav
ing boon determined, a total of 300 pounds is screened through a 
60 mesh screen and dried. This drying is performed in a dryer hav
ing a capacity of approximately 500 pounds. Tho powder is dried at 
a temperature of 150°F. for six (6) hours. The dryer is loaded by 
means of copper trays which are filled with powder to a depth of 
approximately 1/2 inch. A shorter period of drying under favorable 
weather conditions would be sufficient, but it has been found that 
regardless of outside humidity the duration of six (6) hours is 
sufficient to bring the moisture content of the powder down to 
approximately .2 percent, which is satisfactory for the blending 
operations. A powder which is not relatively dry has a tendency 
to lump in the blending operations and would therefore, not 
blend as well as free flowing powder. After drying, the proper 
preportions of fast and slow powders to give a total weight of 
300 pounds, are weighed and emptied into the blender. Thu 
blender is rotated by power at 6 R.P.H. for six (6) hours. At 
the end of this time the powder is allowed to run by gravity 
from the blender into containers. Forty, eight ounce samples



aro taken from widely separated parts of the blond as the powder is 
removed. A set of rings is loaded from each sample and assembled with 
other necessary fuze components to givo a group of forty fuzes for 
firing as a blond test. If the average corrected burning time for 
tho forty fuzes is within the allowable range and the mean deviation 
from tho mean burning time is less than .100 second, the blend is 
considered satisfactory for production use. Samples of powder are 
also taken after tho completion of the blend and sent to tho Laboratory 
for moisture and sulphur analyses. Thu reason for using a 300 pound 
blend is that, if the 300 pounds can be made in one batch and homo
geneous, it can be loaded into one lot of fuzes and thereby obviate 
the selective assembly of rings. This amount of powder' is usually 
sufficient for approximately 12,000 fuzes, and should a lot of 20,000 
fuzes be desired, it would be a simple matter to load one 300 pound 
blend in the upper and one 300 pound blend in the lower. Tho upper 
requires about 1/8 less powder than the graduated ring. The 45-second 
fuzes require approximately 40 lbs. of powder per 1,000 fuzes.

b_. Until recently standard practice called for drying of the 
powder to a moisture content of .2 percent, or less, prior to loading. 
Due to the varied humidities in which the powders might be handled 
from the dryer to the loading room, it was desired to have powder at 
a more practicable moisture content, i.e., one that would not vary 
in atmospheres similar to that obtained in the loading rooms, namely, 
75°F. and 40 percent relative humidity. The present practice termed 
’’conditioning the powder”, is to take the powder from the blender, 
empty the transfer cans into small tin trays each holding approxi
mately 1/2 pound of powder, filled to a depth of 1/2 inch, and ex'- 
pose this powder to an atmosphere of 75°F. and 40 percent relative 
humidity. These pans aro racked in carrying cases of 32 pans capa
city. Thu carrying cases are then placed in such a position in 
the conditioning room that the conditioned air will pass across tho 
powder. Tho powder so treated will come to constant weight in from 
one to four hours, but the time of eight hours exposure has been 
selected so that all operations in connection with the filling and 
emptying of tho trays may be performed either before or after ordinary 
working hours, so as not to subject the great number of employees 
ordinarily in the vicinity to the hazards involved in the handling 
of tho powder. In this atmosphere the powder will hold a moisture 
content of from .3$ to .6% depending on the hygroscopicity of powder 
used. The present supply of 21-sccond powder will hold about .45^ 
and tho 34-socond powder about .3^. These pans are then emptied 
into 1/2 pound containers well stoppered with rubber corks and held 
for the use of the loading rooms. A sample from each day’s powder 
is tf u.. in each of the loading rooms and :wn>. to the Laboratory 
for woistuf'.- analysis a.: a check on th, proper conditioning of th-,*

’i h ; no j .turn • -oct, ..t of ! l-:?w aid powder (14 |' re., nt coal, 
;w, ■ ,, ' : .• :J w e l'w. t ) ev i"i • r •.!?! r.- tit ..liil t-.-it



45-gecond powder (70 percent coal, slow nnd 30 percent meal fast) 
averages 0.20 percent.

6. Loading of Rings;

a,. Prior to loading the powder into the ring it is necessary to 
coat the powder groove with shellac and aniline dye composition t.c 
prevent subsequent chemical reaction between the powder and the brass. 
The aniline dye simply permits ready inspection of this operation. 
Tho solution used consists of 3^ ounces shellac, £ gallon alcohol, nnd 
.17 ounce aniline dye. This solution is applied by cotton swab. To 
insure dryness of this shellac prior to loading, the rings are stored 
at room temporatu^c- approximately 72 hours. The shollac must be dry 
before loading or dispersion will be increased. Cold rings, l.o.. much 
below 75°F. should never be taken into the loading room for loading 
because condensate would form nnd raise the moisture content of' tho 
povdor placed in the groove. The loading and facing rooms arc both 
supplied with conditioned air constantly maintained at 75°F. and 40$ 
relative humidity in an effort to control and maintain uniform, tho 
conditions under which the rings arc handled during loading and prior 
to shellacking. This atmospheric condition is one comparatively 
easily maintained and practical for the operators.

,b. The prepared ring having been taken to the loading room is 
stamped v-ith a block number to identify it with the date of loading 
nnd vzith the 300 pound blend used. The block number is an arbitrary 
number and is cross-referenced in the office record for various other 
reasons also; such ns any change, in practice, of shift, of brass 
used etc., which vdll permit the segregation of any rings found un
satisfactory or of different characteristics. The chief value of the 
block number system is to nermit the isolation of blocks causing 
trouble.

c_. Tho empty ring is then nlnced in what is t- rmed a loading 
fixture. This fixture supports the ring around its entire surface ex
cept for the opening abo^o tho groove into which the powder is to be 
pressed. Tho ring, having been secured in the fixture, is now ready 
to receive the powder. The operator removes the cork from the pound 
can above mentioned, dips a scoopful of po-der, measures the powder 
used by striking across the; top of the scoop with a brass blade in
serted in the under side of the cork, and dumps the charge into a 
specially constructed funnel which distributes ths po-dcr into the 
groove in the ring -'nd into the space in the fixture- immediately above 
the groove. The column of pov,dcr thus produced is aporoximntcly three 
times the height that it -ill be "ftcr pressing, depending upon the 
initial fluffiness of the po-dc-r. It has been noted that more bridging 
action takes place in this operation "'hen using conditioned ponder than 
■"hen usinr drier ponder. To break up brid fin;- a vertical needle '->s 

*■1' -h' i ta th'- and- r ail- <>f th>- funn> 1 -h i ~h, • h-n rc”olved, ••.<* >om-



•”hlch hng thus been dumped into the fixture 1? then leveled off or 
distribut' d '"1th u small riot il sprendor by pushing the po' da r '..round 
rather than by pressing it into the po-d<r receiving groove (tho opening between the punch guide nnd the po"der guidol* It is then • 
subjected to g-iging, "hich consists of running n gage into this 
oncning at about mid’-ay bet-’oen the. ends thereof and running the gnpo 
first to one end of the groove nnd then back to tho other end. Tho 
surplus po-der is thus plo’-cd' out nnd throvn up onto the fixture out 
of the vny of the pressing punch. The compressed height of the ponder 
depends upon tho depth of gaging. This gaging is also considered an 
important operation in that faulty distribution may result in soft 
ends. If the fixtures used, especially the punch nnd punch guide, 
arc not rood fits they mill permit the po-dcr to be blo’”n out by 
tho do'-nv-urd movement of the punch. Such loss of no-dor is one of 
the causes of soft ends. The punch is then inserted by hand nnd 
pressed in further -ith n hand-operated arbor press. This is called 
the "pr*. liminnry press" and no record of the reasons for its original 
adoption has been found. Its use no doubt started -hen the po—dor 
-ns lo ded flush "ith the po-dor guide ("hich guides ”rere of varying 
thicknesses depending on tho fluffincss of the pov-dcr used). After 
this operation the fixture is placed in the final press -hich com
pletes the cressing and consolidation of the po-dcr. All pressing 
is done in barricaded equipment. The pressure applied in the 
"final press" is 68,000 pounds per square inch, in the ease of tho 
21 second fuze rings, and 75,000 pounds per square inch, in the 
ease of tho 45 second fuze- rings. If the brass used in tho ring is 
too soft, i.e., belo- 3-50 Rock-ell hardness, the ring -ill probably 
be badly distorted in loading and may become a reject. The areas of 
the grooves and the* dead "'eights necessary to produce these pressures 
are as follo-s:

21 second rings (63,000 pounds per square inch)

Upner
Lo—er (graduated)

Square inches 
.552 
.635

Dead Weight Pounds
37,400
43,650

45 second rings (75,000 pounds per square inch)

Square inche s Dead ’Voight Pounds 
U.nncr .755 56,625
Lo-cr (graduated) .871 65,325

The press -hich has until recently been used exclusively for the pro
duction loading of time train rin. s is n Richie press of 80,0^0 pounds 
capacity, belt dri"‘.n, cam nation, -Ith nut cm nt ic dial feed table 
-hich re”01 ••er to al—.,, <> ch fixture directly under the r"m. This 
pr* rr •hir.h, « k-T. t n (in) strobes per minute ■■ith an 1-1/2 inch 
st"—— .f th» r-mr— requires fixtures ".'J 2." men divided into t — o 
' "■ •■■•' . ' ' n ■ !*■’ ■ d " • ’• r r' ;• '■ ■ ! ■ ■, - 1 ' ’ •* ■•'., . . >•> ■ -lr; , <• r. 



care must bo used in measuring, tho powdor for each ring. Hydraulic 
prossoa aro now installed to replace the cam action presses. Those 
hydraulic presses can be sot to give times of approach and applica
tion automatically controlled over a considerable range. It has 
boon found that a time of approach of throe (3) seconds and a time 
of application of fivo (5) seconds give best results. Tho principle 
advantage of the hydraulic typo over tho mechanically actuated cam 
action presses is that tho longer time of pressure application 
tends toward a more uniform density of compressed powder train 
which is reflected in a slightly less dispersion in burning times 
of the completed fuses.

7. Facing:

a_. In the facing room the rings are brought to dimensional 
thickness by a lathe operation, using two tungsten carbide cutting 
tools, mounted on the cross food in a tool post and rigidly fixed 
to give the required thickness (.322 plus or minus .004) one cutting 
on each side of the ring. In the case of the 45 second graduated 
ring it is necessary to install the safety disc before tne facing 
operation. The lowor vent, and the hole for the disc are drilled, 
to prepare the ring to receive the safety disc. After the safety 
disc has been crimped into place, the ring is faced to dimensional 
thickness .322 plus or minus .005. Before removing the lower ring 
from the lathe, the upper face is scored or serrated with a forming 
tool, held in the turret-head. The ring is then inspected for size, 
chipped powder face, and distorted metal. A reject here may be 
saved by again facing until minimum thickness is reached when, if 
not satisfactory, it is totally rejected and worth only the brass 
content. 7/ithin reasonable limits the thickness of ring apparently 
does not affect burning time.

b^. Prior to leaving the facing room, the powder train face of 
the ring is shellacked for protective purposes. This shellac must be 
carefully prepared according to the following formula as it is not 
desirable to have any other substances, which may affect it later, 
come into contact with the powder.

Formula for special powder face shellac: Add eight (8) 
grams of ground shellac to one hundred (100) C.C. of absolute alcohol. 
All the shellac "cut in" at least forty eight (48) hours and allowed 
to settle. The clear portion only is usable. This is decanted off.

c_. Throughout all operations it is necessary to prevent oil or 
water from-coming into contact, with the powder, as such contacts will 
most certainly cause large dispersions.

d,. After facing and shollacking, the. rings are removed on rods 
to tiic- constant temperature magazine for the purpose of irying out tho 
vole t i 1 ■■ ■ > nt’'odi;<'od by .'.h-'llnekinr . ill" tn Totur" is ICO—] 1.

■Mi



and the rings are thus stored far 3 days after which they aro 
’’processed'*. This c institutes the first part if the so-called 3-3 
treatment. After operating the rings are returned fir 3 more days 
storage at this temperature, this being the second half of tho 3-3 
troat.iont.

8. Processing:

a. This phase of tho manufacture covers nil of tho operations 
on tho rings botwevn tho shellacking of tho finished face and tho 
assembly of the rings. Fror.i tho Dry House the ring is sont ta the 
processing room where tho first operation consists of forcing tho 
rotating pin into tho hole provided for it in tho machine sh.ip. 
The operation is followed by tho cleaning if the locating holo which 
has boon slightly distorted in the loading operation. This is done 
by simply allowing a .100 drill to enter nnd seat in tho original 
location. This hole is used on all operating fixtures where mechanical 
operations arc performed, with tho exception that on the older fix
tures one of tho gas chamber vents is used as an alternate location 
or work holo in drilling and c.ounter-boring the interior vent of the 
graduated ring.

b_. A box fixture was formerly used that permitted all of the 
drilling, reaming and counterboring to be done from one set-up within 
the fixture which is novod from tool to tool. Older fixtures per
mitted only one operation per set-up, tho ring being passed along 
the line of fixtures. A self-contained machine was also formerly 
used which did all those mechanical operations in a single set-up 
and in a single piece of machinery* In that device the ring was 
placed into the machine and properly located by the locating holo; 
a movement of the operating lever causes tho ring to be held firmly 
while subsequent movements of the lever cause the various tools to 
move in and out of tho ring until all drilling, rooming, and counter
boring ore completed. In a later type of self contained machine 
adopted, all of tho Irilling operations on tho time train rings 
arc performed automatically, thu several drill spindles placed 
at different angles being driven by directly connected motors. With 
this type of drilling machine it is only necessary for tho operator 
to locate the rings mi a revolving table with reference to pins 
which engage the locating holes ’f the rings.

c_. In this connection, it may be stated that the proper 
relationship of these holes with respect to each other and with 
respect to the rotating pin .-.nd to the graduations are vital factors 
affecting tho uniformity of burning ti...e of the fuzes. In tho case 
of pellet holes, largeness will result in battering of the pellet. 
Those relationships are closely checked with gages constructed 
especially for tho purpose. Likewise tho 1 oriel components are 
1 jr.peCtcd .



Tho ..luchnical aparuinis having boon cxwplcted by tho 
nilllng ?f the rotating pin, the ring is clu '.nod of powder dust, 
burrs i-umaved, and tho rings fitted with tho required pellets. 
Three (3) poliots arc used in the rings and one in tho body. Those 
pellets are compressed black poudor Grade A-5 and. are tubular 
in shape. The processing unit receives those fro.'.; tho component 
properation unit which is charged with tho duty of their preparation, 
which consists of inserting in tho aporaturo and extending 
throughout tho length of tho pellet, a wick of nitrocellulose 
(which is .mro ignitable than black p >wdur, especially when tho 
black piwder is highly ooraprossed) to better insure ignition of 
tho pollot. The pressing of tho pcilot is done elsewhere in the 
Loiling Depart..ent. The pellet in the upper ring is now omitted, 
recent tests having proved that dependable ignition ->f tho powder 
ti-’in is •btainod without tho pollot. Tho interior pollot in tho 
graduated ring is retained in place by thu vent closing disc 7/hich 
is crimped int? tho c rnnturb >re ^f the interior vent. This disc 
is treated, f >t the pratoctijn of tho pellet from pro.aaturo igni
tion, by an application of tho shcllac-.anilinc dye composition 
ever the Use and around tho edges thereof. This pollot is usod 
to insure blowing out 'f the disc, which, if not blown out, would 
c ’.use a high gas pressure t; be built up which in turn would cause 
axcu-. Singly rapid burning >f tho train* It has been found in 
tests made by varying tho relative security of the disc that ns 
much as .2 second variati-n in buring time c mid be produced. 
This b-iug al.; st hdf of the tolerance, the Lap art ince of uni
formity of this operation is apparent. In the c--.se of tho 21-secend 
fuzes, it has recently been f un i impossible to c:ntrU tho stoking 
'f the interior vent Use of tho graduated ring within the narrow, 
limits required. It is necessary to insure against exceeding the 
m-.xir.un socurc.ao.it allowable f or tho successful blowing out of 
the vent disc as thu lower powder train is ignited and at tho same 
time t> provide f or the access ?.ry secure.x:nt to prevent tho disc 
from foiling -->ut in tho required jolt and jumble test, As a 
result the current practice is to stake the metal of tho countor- 
b-’ro shoulder directly .mini the pollot •’.al to eliminate staking 
the vent disc in place. A he vy cl-t .of shcllac-nnilino dye 
■' ! - the Vwiit disc provides tho only sccurament between disc and 
the c.mntarb:ru which receives it.. A gu-.ranted nct-.l clearune© of 
.002" exists between c .mntvrb r- -nd vent disc. Steps to now 
under way t? priviU for the same arra.n- -e...unt in tho 45-soc • 
graduated ring. The remaining p.-llut is the exterior pellet which 
transmits the x’l-.. .c fr o. tho upper t ■ the lower train. It is placed- 
in the Inner ri.i.: v..r ~n .uxili my pri Ung charge f lease A-7 
black p.-.-.er-. It is hell in pine- by thu felt m shur af tho lower 
ring tho attachment U which will ba describe.- Inter.

socurc.ao.it


o_. After the interior pellets arc inserto'. and scoured in 
place tho powder face of tho ring is again shellacked and an 
mi on skin paper w'shur tor.’.od a ’‘groove cwor" applied. Tho 
rin,;s aro held under tension on tho table to sot tho shollac and 
to await tho next operation which is tho insertion of tho ox- 
tcri.'r pellet described above. After tho insertion of tho ex
terior pellet, tho Graduated ring is subjected to felting which con
sists of applying gluo to the serrated top of tho ring and thon 
apply!.’..; the felt washer, tho holes of which roust bo in correct 
regt :t.:r with tho holes of tho rings and particularly with the 
nituoe iJ.l’ilosc core of the pellet. Care roust also bo taken to avoid 
gott?.ng any glue on tho pellet. Tho presence of glue on tho 
polL. t r covering tho pcilot with tho felt is apt to result in delay 
of if.■ i\?.on or ■?. dud. The upper rings arc placed on rods and 
sop a •■’■'.tol thereon by rubber washers ..hich aro covered with talc 
to p'.\.vsnt alhosi jn of tho shell- eked paper and tho rubber washer. 
Tho . raluatol rings arc sir.ilTly placed on rods after being 
felted. Tho nut of tho rod in C'ch ease is tensioned to 12-1/2 
inch-pounds. Tho loaded r'd is thon taken to tho constant ten- 
peraturo magazine whore jjho glue and felt is permitted to sot at 
a tcmpcratura of 100-110 F. for four (4) hours. At the end of 
this ti.:c tension on tha rings is fully relieved in order that the 
air if this magazine ;xiy flow between tho faces of tho rings for 
3 days to properly complete tho 3-3 treatment above described. 
(Par. 7 d).

f. At the end of this three-dny period tho nuts on tho rods 
arc again tensioned to 12-1/2 foot pounds. Tho rods of rings aro 
then transferred to a standby storage roti kept at a temperature 
of 30-35 F. whore they regain until rci.ly f or ass-obly. After 
the rings fro..: the last day of loading on a lot of fuzos has boon 
in tnis standby storage at the reduced temperature for at least 
24 hours,.10 sets of rings from each block combination are 
am-.cmblvd to test fu<.c bodies and fired statically, all on the 
so- a Any, as an as"-:bly test. .*ftur being assembled for this 
teat thu fuzos ar., .atabilizol for a period of at least 3 hours at 
a te. .Deao.-i.arw of ■> The resul . a of this test indicate tho 
satisfactoriness v the lot ns i.. \:’Ts variations in average 
burning di. .us and .'.iepersion for ‘."fcr-unt d-ys of Inndin:;, and 
the ovcrn.'l Iiayc r? 1 .-j and ;.e?.r -. •vi.ati.n that can be a::; acted 
in ti c. is; •... Iw.jpu•• b '.rs St-tic •-.;t th. lot. This ..sscnbly 
Test ir. . -.,r , vnan any ov ■ , i . <,>.•. lot of fuzes,
Ft u.’:.. .'-i; - in lot -f 2) ■?. A A1.:., a die rings ven
loa at A.-. i—iT.'- 2,COO s*. t • . .y, would be



10 different days of loading represented in tho lot. The Assembly 
Tost 'vould consist of firing 100 fuzos of vhlch 10 verc assembled 
’*?! th rings from each of tho 10 days of loading. If the rings from 
a particular days loading burned excessively fast or si O’” or v-ith 
excessive- disnorslon, it v’ould b' possible to eliminate that 
days loading or in other v’ords that particular block oanbinatlon 
of upper and lo’m'r rings from tho lot of fuzes. It has been found 
that, as a result of the 3-3 day treatment, practically no change 
in burning time in a block of rings take place, v’heroas before this 
so called 3-3 treatment ’"as adopted it vas necessary to let tho 
rings intended for a lot of fuzes age or season for at least three 
’reeks before subjecting them to an assembly tost duo to a speeding 
up in burning time of as much ns .5 sec. in 21-second rings and 
2.0 see. in 45-second rings.

9. Assembly:

a. The rings, having been designated for assembly, are sent 
to the Assembly Unit, ”hcre tho groove covers arc ••’axed by being 
nibbed over an electrically heated steel plate vhich is kept coated 
•”ith camnuba "-ax. They are then inspected and placed upon tho 
body of the fuze "hich has been previously prepared by the Body 
Preparation sub-unit.

b. The body is prepared by applying the aniline-shellac 
composition to the surfaces that ’"ill come into contact vith po—dcr, 
the bottom closing scrcv is screv’cd in and staked, the body pellet 
inserted, the felt applied and sot, and 95 grains of Grade A-4 black 
po”der jolted into tho base charge cavity. A base charge of 20 
grains of Grade A-4 black po-der is used in the 21-second A.A. Fuze, 
Mk. Ill A-2 and is poured into the base charge cavity. The com
bination fuze alone contains the percussion elements. These arc 
tested for safety and then inserted in the fuzo body prior to base 
charging. The primers and oercussion elements arc furnished to 
this division by another division of the Arsenal.

c, . The body, being complete -'ith rings, is no’" ready for the 
next operation ’"hich consists of accurately setting the upper ring 
set lino in position and drilling t’’O lock pin holes into the body 
shank by means of a multiple drill. The t’’O lock pins aro then 
driven into their holes. Tho concussion primer —ith resistance 
ring is then inserted in tho top of the body and the cap screved 
on by hand. By means of a tensioning machine, the closing cap is 
screvod damn to a tension of 60 to 65 inch-pounds and the graduated 
ring is sot on "safe". The cap set sere’” hole is then drilled in 
the body and the eno set serev inserted nnd staked.

d. Th(; ssombly of th- fuse bavin,- b- - n completed by th' staking 
1 • f this set serc-.v, fn~a is th-n -lish-'l by buff i -a , and ] a n .p;.-,. »•,-d 

.. ] i _



to prevent corrosion. Clo.r lacquer (Spec. 3-36) is used on tho 
entire surface of tho assembly except on the base where the closing 
screw la covered by brushing with orange shellac. Tho latter 
operation is Jone for tho purpose >f preventing moisture fro... getting 
into tho black powder base charge. After the lacquer has dried, 
tho graduated ring is rotated through a small -angle and reset in 
tho safe position. This is l>no for tho purpose of breaking tho 
lacquer seal which otherwise would in some cases result in ex
cessive torque required in thu fuze setter at tho gun.

a, The fuze is then inspected nnd stamped with tho lot number, 
the initials of tho manufacturing plant, and in the case of fuzes 
for tho Navy Depart..ent, with the initials of tho Chief Inspector, 
•who in this instance is tho Com -.nnding Officer.

10. Packing:

a_» Fr the nssc. bly unit the fuzes go t.’ tho packing roon 
where thoy aru p .ckud in .•;ot’-.l lined b^xus, tho 21*>sucond fuzes, 80 
to tho box, while the 45-swcond fuzes are packod, 25 to tho box. 
After the fuzes nro placed in tho boxes and soldered, tho boxes are 
tested for air leaks by filling, through tho tost holo, with air 
under two (2) pounds pressure. An indicator (mercury coliuan) reveals 
imediatoly any loss of pressure which obviously represents leakage. 
Tho simple expedient of using shaving soap lather locates tho points 
where rosoldcring is necessary. Tho box having been pronounced air 
tight, tho tost holo is sealed with solder. Tho cover of tho box 
is painted with black asphaltum paint and dried. The packing boxes 
arc then closed, sealed, narked nnd sent to storage.

11. Inspection and Tests:

a_. The subjects of inspection end tests were not covered here
tofore in this paper in ordur to avoid confusion, but thoy aro 
involved in tho manufacture fro.i the very beginning and those vital 
operations run parallel to the ones wire -.dy mentioned. Tho 
inspection of thu powders, the ..etal parts, :nd. the sub-assu.iblios 
furnished this division having been accomplished prior to receipt 
of the i turns, the fir ,v.,tusts purf.r.cd in those manufacturing 
operations aru thu bo_ A tusts by which the efficiency of tho blend 
and the correct proportions to be used to gut the correct burning 
ti.-.cs arc -let ur.-.inod or verified.

b_. All blends ■'.re verified as to burning time and dispersion 
by what is known as tho ”Dry Blond Cent’'. This, os has been referred 
to in paragraph 4 c_, is c mductcd as folio-s: Forty samples aro 
selected fr.-..; -..Holy separate} p-rts >f the tumbler. Tho powder is 



than exposed Ln trays to conditioned al* for a period of about 
5 hours. One get of rings Is loaded from each of the samples. 
Immediately after loading, the rings are faced and operated in 
conditioned air without aoolication of shollac to the powder face, 
’-'/hile still in the conditioned air, the rings are assembled into com
plete fuzes, registering the felts and groove covers in place, dry. 
They are then removed to tho test house and fired for determination 
of burning time and dispersion. This servos as a quick, accurate 
means of disclosing the merits of a blend of novider.

c. Assembly tests with representative samples of rings from 
each Hay’s loading to bo included in a lot of fuzes aro made 
before starting the assembly of the lot as outlined in paragraph 8 £.

<1. From each loading room the first three rings loaded during 
each eight hour shift arc subjected to a hardness tost. The rings 
arc faced so as to present a smooth surface to the punch of the 
hardness testing machine. The latter is a hand operated Richie 
testing machine, with bean set at 250 pounds. The cylindrical 
punch, .081 inch in diameter, makes a slight disc-like impression 
on a perfect ring, but will puncture a soft one vfacn lowered 
against the train with sufficient force to raise the beam of the 
press. The powder train is tested in eleven (11) places equally 
spaced from one end of the groove to tho other.

e,. As oach one of the several blocks loaded from the ponder 
of a 3nn pound tumble, has completed its 3-3 day dry processing, 
ten sets of rings are withdravna for test purposes. These tests 
are known as "Assembly Tests". With proper care and uniform 
treatment each block of rings should burn approximately the same. 
Thus, one complete lot of about 12,^00 fuzes may be obtained from 
each 300 pound blend of powder.

f. When tho lot is completed, five (5) fuzes are selected 
by the Inspector and fired statically as the official test for 
acceptance. In case of failure, the blocks causing failure are 
withdrawn and the balance is used for the selection of ballistic 
samples for the final test which is conducted at the Proving Ground 
at Aberdeen in accordance with the °roof Officer's J'anual. In the 
event that the fuzes are found acceptable in the original static 
tost, of course; no rctrst is required and the ballistic samples arc 
forwardc-d to the ^roving Ground immediately.

12. Safety;

a_. Due to the p-'cst.nct of black powder in the various opera
tions the matter of safety must be given careful and unremitting 
attention. Ko changes in one-rations arc made -:*hout considering 
•fv effects of th<: chang- •tr.-,n s -f. ty oonditie-nn. "'hcrc-vc-r no-de-r 



or loaded components ai-c handled no more than the smallest 
quantities consistent with reasonably efficient operation are 
allowed to be kept in the vicinity of tho operation. In addition 
to limiting quantities in the immediate proximity it is necessary 
to guard and protect by cover, barricade, or other means tho ex
plosive materials being used. The method of handling tho powder 
in the loading roans has been mentioned. Recently, the more fact 
that the rubber stoppers were in place on these two cans prevented 
a serious accident in a loading room vherc every other bit of powder 
and powder dust on the table, walls and ceiling fired, destroying 
all evidence of the initial cause and yet doing no injury to 
personnel and equipment. Povdcr dust must bo removed frequently 
in order to reduce the- strength of a possible flash. In drilling 
holes in powder a breakage of the drill frequently fires the ring. 
This cannot be avoided but the extent of the fire can be minimized, 
"Eternal vigilance is the very body and soul of safety",

-14-
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b'TXJj.'IObl IX, PnIL?d;<3,

Primers (Design <nd Functioning)

From tho ruxiunition viewpoint, the ..-ord "primer* covers 
a l.'u\so nunborof items of different uc^s --nd characteristics. 
All of those itoris h?.v«j one thing in co,..-.on; that is, they 
r.ro used to initiate so.x> action. Sinew tho functioning of 

1’ound of ammunition includes a sequence of events, v/o Have 
n number of primers, onu for each «vunt, Thus, when tho 
lanyard of a gun is pulled, cause tho firing pin to inp act 
upon a primer of the small nr.is typo. This primer in turn 
fires a charge of black powder, which ignites the propelling 
charge of the round. >7hilo the round is in tho boro of tho 
gun, if ?. time fuzo is used, a second pri.ior is firod; that is, 
the concussion primer of tho fuzo, which ignites tho time 
tr-in of tho fuze. If tho ti..:c fuzo fails, or tho fuzo sotting 
is greater than the tine of flight of the projectile, r. third 
pi'ir.or, the percussion primer of tho time fuze, will bo firod 
upon impact.

If the round is fuzed „ith r.n impact fuze., the fuze is 
.armed either in the bore of the gun or in flight, and on 
impact, a pri .er is functioned. Tho impact fuzo may contain 
two primers, one for superquick functioning and one for delay 
functioning. Whon set for superquick functioning, both primers 
may be permitted to function, the superquick primer producing 
the desired offset and tho delay primer b^ing of no use unless 
the suporquick primer should fail.

Tho combin .ti on of primer and bl :.ck powder charge which 
occurs in tho unit design to ignite the propellent charge is 
called a cannon primer, and tho small rms primer used in the 
cannon primer is called a percussion cap.

Primers ar- also used in grenades, bomb fuzes, nnd pyro
technic devices. All of those primers have the common 
characteristic- of being easily caused to function by impact 
or friction, except in the case of tho electric cannon primer, 
which can only be caused to function by ?.n electric current 
properly applied. In trie case -of the combination percussion 
nnd electric primer, used in guns token over from the Navy, 
sensitivity to imp.-.ct as well as to tho electric current is 
present.

Cannon pri. •e divided into five cl: as follows:
8s

Percussion Primer:

Friction Primers

lactric Primers

ti.m rcrcussi0 slwcti'ic Prii-era

ti . - lvi -r:
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These ann.i.'ii primers "jo nil loaded with n chargo of 
flame sonsitive piwaor; in general, black p:>v,dorr In tho 
design of the pri .ors it is intended that the charge shall 
bo sufficiont to obtain surface Ignition of all of the 
propelling charge whore thia is practicable. For largo 
propellent charges, tho primer charge is reinforced by 
igniting charges constituting a part of tho propolling 
chargo.

In fixed and semi-fixed araunition in which a cart
ridge case forms a part of tho round,' tho primer is inserted 
in tho baso of the cartridge case before loading tho propelling 
charge. In Ordnance Department practice, primers aro made a 
forco fit in the cartridge case. The Navy practice differs 
from this in that in many casus tho pricers arc screwed into 
the cartridge ease, using a thread to provide a very close 
fit, Whether tho pricer is held in tho case by a forco fit 
or by engagement in threads, tho intent is that tho cartridge 
caso base be scaled by tho primer, so that obturation of 
the base is assured.

Obturation of tho baso cay bo destroyed by piercing 
by tho firing pin, and one purpose of n recent complete 
redesign of the toy primers for complete rounds was to 
eliminate os for as possible this occurrence, These designs 
employ a firing plug against which tho firing pin of tho gun 
will impact. This firing plug, in which the firing pin is 
machined, is made of brass, and tho firing pin has n limited 
penetration into the primer cup. Tho possibility of per
foration of the pricer cup is therefore much less than if the 
primer cup were impacted directly by the hardened steel 
firing pin of the gun.

Another purpose of the redesign was to provide for a 
uniform size of head on the primer so that a standard primer 
hole could be used in nil cartridge coses regardless of tho 
primer which would bo employed.

The various types of camion primers, with the exception 
of the igniting primers, arc illustrated in Training Regulations 
No. 1370-A, and arc -.Iso defined therein. For the purpose of 
corplateness the definitions will be repented here, condensed 
when possible.

The percussion primer is designed to be fired by means of 
a blow from the firing pin of the gun breech mechanism.

The friction primer is designed to be fired by pulling a 
serrated plug through a friction composition.

Tho electric primer is one designed to bo fired by an el
ectric currant properly applied.



Tho oxihliition purousslon-oluotrlo primei* is dosigned 
to bo flrod either by a blow fror. tho firing pin of tho gun 
brooch i.\och?.ni::r.l or by on oloctrio currant properly applied*

Tho igniting primor is designed to bo functioned by a 
flamo originating from tho service primor of the weapon in 
which tho Dund containing tho igniting primor is inserted*

The various typos of cannon primers are used as follows}

Tho percussion primers aro used in complete rounds 
employing cartridge cases, and separate loading armnitioa for 
guns and howitzers which arc not intended to bo mounted in 
permanent enplaccients •

Tho friction primers and oloctric primers, also tho com
bination percussion and electric primers, are used only in 
seacoast cannon and in tho 7 inch Railway Mount Gun* This 
latter weapon uses a combination primor and differs from tho 
usual Army practice duo to this gun having originally boon a 
Navy weapon.

The friction primer is interchangeable with tho oloctric 
primer and is used for emergency uso in case tho electrical 
cquip.-jont foils.

The igniting primers are used in sub-caliber ammunition 
for tho 6 inch to 16 inch Guns, inclusive, whore these wea
pons -re provided with sub-caliber tubes.

It is believed that the illustrations of cannon primers 
are sufficiently clear to make unnecessary a description of the 
methods of functioning of tho various types of primers.

These complete round primers aro quite conventional in 
construction, with tho exception of the M22 Percussion Primor. 
This primer xis originally made of sufficient length to ac
commodate a charge of over 200 groins of black powder, but it 
’was found that bettor performance could bo obtained in the 75 m/m 
Guns with a primer of this suae length, but with reduced 
charge. The reduced charge is hold in the end of the v t ,.or 
tube adjacent to the primer head by means of a fiber cm. . The 
portion of tho primor tube in which this charge is contained 
is not perforated, Tho unfilled portion of the tube is per
forated in tho conventional manner to permit tho flame to be 
released without hindrmce. The perforated portion of tho tube 
is lined on the inside with a paper liner. The paper liner 
serves a dual purpose; first, to prevent the grains of pro
pellent powder from entering the upper end of the primor 
tube; it also serves to support the black powder charge re
taining cup.



Tho present standard complete round primers, together 
with the weights of charge and their uses are as follows:

Designation of Primer Charge Weight Used In

M23 Percussion Primer 20 grains 37 m/m Ammunition

M25 Igniting Primer 20 grains 1.457 inch Sub Caliber 
Ammunition.

M22 Percussion Primer 75 grains Newly approved stand
ard for use with 75 m/m, 
M1897, 1916, 1917, Gun 
Ammunition.

100 grain M1B1 Percussion 
Primer.

100 grains 2*24 inch, 75 m/m 
Gun, 75 m/m Pack How., 
105 m/m How. Ammuni
tion.

M24 Al Igniting Primer 100 grains 2.95 inch Sub Caliber 
Ammunition.

M21 Percussion Primer 330 grains 3 in. Seacoast Gun 
and 3 in. A.A. Gun 
Ammunition.

All of these primers are interchangeable in the primer 
hole in the cartridge case and use the same percussion cap 
assembly, comprising a head, striker and percussion cap itself. 
To this assembly is threaded, except in the caso of the M23 
primer,’ a brass tubing body, closed at the outer end by a plug* 
This body carries the black powder primer charge, and varies in 
length, depending upon the charge and method of loading. In 
the 1.123 primer, the arrangement is different. Because of its 
small size (20 grain capacity), the body is formed as an in
tegral part of the head. The percussion element is assembled 
to one end of this piece and the black powder primer charge is 
loaded into tho other end. As mentioned, the M22 primer is a 
special case, being only partially loaded, the forward portion 
of the tube being a flame carrying tube.

A typical primer of the complete round type is shown on 
the illustration.-

The percussion cap in all of these primers is of the 
small aims type, similar to that used in the .30 caliber rifle 
ammunition. It consists of a cup of brass, a charge of F.A. 70 
mixture (non-fulminote) of .4 g-iruin, a foiling paper disc, and 
'■n -invil. '"..ch a primer i.-. illustrated in Training • •Regulations 
!’o. Ifb'i-A.



Tho primers for uso in separate loading ammunition 
have email charges, since the propollinc charges include an 
igniter pad of black powder at tho rear, and in some canes 
intermediate and front igniter charges to accomplish ignition 
of the propelling powder. The cannon primer is therefore 
required only to accomplish ignition of the igniter charge 
forming part of the propellent charge. The 21 Grain Mk IIA 
is the only primer of this type now standard for issue.

The electric primer, used in seacoast cannon, and stand
ard for use with many guns, has been unsatisfactory in the 
past. Many instances havo occurred in service in which the 
primer, when inserted in the nun, failed to function. Exam
ination of such primers has shown that in most instances the 
failure was due to the breaking of the delicate bridge wire. 
Due to the method of assembly, this bridge wire could easily 
be broken during the assembly of tho primer, and undoubtedly 
breakage occurred in some coses during subsequent transport
ation.

An experimental design of electric primer, known as 
Primer, T3, is now under development. This primer employs 
a unit bridge wire assembly which can be assembled completely 
prior to insertion in the primer body, and difficulty due to 
breakage during assembly should be eliminated, at least to a 
very largo extent, by this provision.

In those cases in which the primer functioned satis
factorily, subsequent difficulty was often encountered in re
moving tho primei' from the brooch block. This difficulty is 
believed to have been attributable to two causes;

(a) The primer body expanded and wedged itself into 
the spindle plug, this expansion being due to the pressure of 
tho propelling charge gases against tho conical contact plug 
inside the primer.

(b) The deposit of slag between the primer body and 
spindle plug occurring when obturation was faulty.

Attempt has been made to eliminate the first mentioned 
cause for the difficulty by changing the conical contact plug 
to a cylindical type contact plug. Investigations of the 
second cause for tho difficulty indicate' that the spindle plug 
in the breech blocks may have variations which contribute to 
faulty obturation.

An electric primer testing set icnoun as tho Primer Tester, 
hau been d .-signed and, after thorough test by the usinp 
ice, has bo ,n issued to all establishments using uloc- 

: primer;:. This primer tester, by a wins of n 
!>•-. circuit, will d. t-.-ct who't circuit;;, open

whcntston> 
c ircu i i.,



high ru ei la tan co Ln thu primer prior to the attempted uno of the 
primer in firing a round of ammunition. Thia primoi’ tester, 
replacing make-shift mothodn previously oomotimoo used by the 
using sorvico duo to tho lack of specially designed equipment, 
should result in a very great reduction in the number of misfires 
in experiments.

The use of a black powder charge as part of the primer 
assembly is not universal. Just as the percussion cup is 
tho ignitor for the .30 caliber riflo ammunition, so it may 
bo used in larger fixed ammunition, to ignite nn ignitor 
charge in the base of the cartridge case. This wau, and may 
bo no;.-, tho method used by tho French in their 75 m/m round. 
Neither must the anvil be part of tho primer assembly. Fre
quently, in foreign ammunition, wo find tho anvil to bo formed 
in the cartridge case and thu percussion cap) to bo merely the 
cup, priming chargo and foiling material.

In shot gun ammunition a primer of a type of which the 
Winchester Nev; No. 4 is typical, is used. This typo of primer, 
being: commercially available, has been used in military am
munition, In fact, thu igniting cartridge used in tho 3 inch 
Trench Mortar, uses not only this type of primer, but tho shot 
shell ns well. Thu primer has also been used ns a grenade 
fuze primer, and ns a primer for the primer detonator assembly 
for use in bombs. The Murk V primer, similar to the New No. 4, 
but using a ’’softer" mixture, is used in hand grenades, and 
also in the T13 and T14 time fuzes no*.; under development.

Primers can roughly be classed ns detonating and igniting.
Tho Mark V, nearly noiseless and ’’soft" in ".ction, is an in-
stance of tho latter type. Tho New No. 4, containing fulminate
of mercury, is an example of the former typo. The primer mix-
turns used in those primers arc as follows:

Now No. 4 Mk. V

Mercury Fulminate - 35$ Lend Sulphocyanate - 38.13$

Potassium. Chlorate- 35$ Potassium Chlorate - 37.05$

Antimony Sulphide - 30$ Ground Glass - 10.45$

TNT - 5.69$

Barium Nitrate - 8•68%

The proportions of constituents and the materials used 
arc of such variety as to make nr. almost unlimited number 
of known primar mixtures. Thu combination of mercury ful
minate, potassium chlorate, ".nd antimony, sulphide, with "nd 
without ground glass and a binder, occurs in •: Large-number.



To go into details of the methods of application of 
the primers in the various items of ammunition would encroach 
on the lectures to bo delivered on those subjects*



SECTION IX - PRIMERS
2. LOADING AND ASSEMBLING ARTILLERY PRIMERS

Numerous typos'of Artillery Primers have at various times 
boon loaded at this Arsenal. Tho loading and assembling of some 
newer type primers will be briefly discussed in tho following 
paragraphs.

Primer ^ Percussion, 100 Grain, Ml and M1B1
The Ml and M1B1 primers are practically identical from a 

loading standpoint, tho difference in tho primers being in the 
metal parts only. The body of the Ml primer is drawn on punch 
presses from a brass disc while tho body of the M1B1 primor is 
manufactured from seamless brass tubing.

The percussion elements, bodies, and head assemblies for 
these primers aro manufactured at the Frankford Arsenal. Tho 
principal operations accomplished at the Picatinny Arsenal con
sist of stamping the lot number on the primer head, loading tho 
black powder charge, crimping tho body to tho head, waterproof
ing, and packing for tho using Services.

Stamping of tho lot number is accomplished on a specially 
modified toggle press with revolving dial feed. Tho dial of 
the press is manually charged, all other operations, including 
ejection of the stamped primer head are automatic. This press 
as now installed is capable of stamping primer heads at tho rate 
of sixty-two (62) per minute.

The black powder charge for the various percussion primers 
is loaded by volumetric measurement. A primor loading machine 
has been designed to measure volumetrically a charge of Grade Al 
black powder, and insert this charge into the primer body. It 
can be adjusted to load artillory primers of from 20 grains to 
330 grains capacity. Except for the insertion of the empty 
primer and the removal of the loaded primer, the operation of 
this loading machine is automatic. Tho production of the machine 
is 10,000 primers per 8-hour day with a calculated accuracy as 
follows:

68 percent of the primers loaded to within plus or minus 
2-3/4 grains avdp.

27 percent of the primers loaded to within plus or minus 
5-1/2 grains avdp.

5 percent of the primers loaded to within plus or minus
8 grains avdp.

-1-



Tho two important features’ of the machine aro:
a.. The volumetric slide will not operate if a primer is 

not in place at the charging station, thus preventing the spill
ing of powder.

1). After the volumetric slide dumps its charge into the 
primer loading funnel, the primer and funnel are vibrated or 
jolted vertically, to facilitate the admission of the coarse 
powder into the primer and prevent "bridging” of the powder in 
the small cavity of the primer (approximately 7/16 inch diameter).

A suitably barricaded funnel of approximately 5 pounds 
capacity is provided to feed the volumetric slide. The smaller 
funnel is serviced from a 30 pound capacity hopper located in a 
separate barricaded room. The powder is conveyed by gravity, 
to the machine funnel through a tube provided with a cut-off 
valve at the bottom of the large hopper for the purpose of keep
ing the tube free of powder thus preventing the formation of a 
continuous explosive train.

The drawings of Artillery primers require that the joint 
between the battery cup and firing plug be sealed with water
proofing wax. This operation is nov.' accomplished by hand. 
However, attempts are being made to make this a mechanical 
operation. The most promising machine designed is one that 
delivers the primer in a vertical position against a small ball 
of the correct dimensions. Tho pressure of the primer on tho 
ball raises it, opening an orifice, thus permitting a drop of 
liquid wax to be deposited, from a heated reservoir, on the 
center of the firing plug below. The primers are then auto
matically curried to the next operation by means of a dial feed 
plate. During the time of travel the wax solidifies and at the 
next operation a "spreader", which is a revolving steel punch 
with two "V” extensions at right angles, is brought forward 
against the firing plug, spreading the wax around the joint 
and at the same time removing the excess material from the 
center of the firing plug where the firing pin strikes.

t

I
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The specification pertaining to Percussion Primers requires 
the use of black powder of a moisture content not exceeding 0.7%. 
The black powder for the loading operation is also procured under 
the same specification requirement. Under this condition, powder 
containing the maximum allowable moisture, at the time of de
livery, will on subsequent handling and exposure absorb additional 
moisture, thereby exceeding the specification requirement of 0.7%. 
It has therefore been found necessary to reduce tho moisture con
tent of black powder by drying prior to loading to 0.3% if tho 
finished primer is to comply with tho specification. To obviate 
the possibility of moisture in the waterproofing operation 
affecting the finished Primer, the primers are waterproofed, 
prior to loading, and dried in a heated room for 16 hours.



Thu asphaltum paint used as tho waterproofing agont is 
applied to tho flash holos of tho empty primer casing by in
serting tho casing in a small tank of paint. Tho tank is pro
vided with a floating metal cover through the center of which 
is a holo of a size largo enough to admit the maximum size 
primer body. Attached to the underside of this cover is a 
rubber pad. A holo, tho diameter of which is considerably 
less than the diameter of tho primor body, is drilled in lino 
with tho holo in tho metal cover. This Primor Body is gripped 
by a small fixture secured in the ram of an Arbor press and 
tho Primor Body inserted in the tank of paint. Upon withdraw
ing tho primer from tho tank the rubbor pad serves to force the 
paint into each flash holo and owing to the small diameter hole 
in tho pad removes tho surplus paint as the primer is withdrawn. 
Tho primor after removal from the dipping tank is grippod in a 
small fixture attached to a drill press and tho excess paint not 
removed by tho ’’stripping” pad is removed with a rag dampened 
with varsol while the primer is revolved. The Primers are then 
dried for a period of 16 hours at a temperature of approximately 
90° F. Thu Primer Bodies, after drying, are then loaded with 
black powder, tho Primor head assembled to the Body and then 
crimpod in a Geometric die crimping fixture. Caro must be ex
orcised in the crimping operation to secure tho parts in their 
correct location, otherwise the primer may be deformed to such 
an extent that it will not properly gage for diameter or con
centricity. All flash holos of each completed primer aro then 
inspected for thorough waterproofing of tho flash holes; holes 
which are not completely closed with paint are corrected by 
manually applying additional waterproofing compound.

It is possible because of tho paper lining within tho primor 
body to pass an empty primer through all, including the water- 

, proofing operation, without detection. Therefore, to eliminate 
tho possibility of an empty primer being packed for shipment, 
each primor is check weighed on a sensitive balance to indicate 
the presence of the black powder charge.

The condition of health of the operators performing tho 
waterproofing operation causes some difficulty owing to the 
susceptibility of poisoning from the uso of tho gasoline or 
varsol saturated cloths used in removing the surplus water
proofing compound. Female operators have been found moro 
susceptible to skin poisoning and for this reason male opor
ators are employed on these operations entirely. To reduce 
to the minimum tho reaction of tho solvent affecting tho oper
ators they are rotated at two week intervals being placed on 
work not requiring contact with tho solvent saturated cloths 
or components. In addition to tho rotation of the operators 
every two weeks each operator employed on this type of work is 
required to coat his hands with a protecting antiseptic grease 
and to wash with a special antiseptic soap.

j
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With tho prusenco of gasoline and varsol constantly required 
in tho eloaning operations tho nood for constant vigil to prevent 
tho use of this material indiscriminately is evident. An excess 
of tho gasoline will destroy tho waterproofing qualities of tho 
paper liner in tho body as well as introducing surplus moisturo 
to tho black powder charge. To overcome this condition several 
primers aro solectod at various times during tho day, dis
assembled and inspected to determine if unusual quantities of 
solvent aro being used.

Primer, Percussion, M21
Tho 330 grain or M21 percussion primer is similar to tho 

100-grain M1B1 type except for tho increased length and weight 
of charge. Tho loading operations are therefore similar.

Primer, Percuss!ony M22
The M22 primor is similar to the M21 and M1B1, tho only 

difference boing in the length of the body, weight of charge and - 
the method of loading. The charge, consisting of 75 grains of 
black powder, is contained in the front ond of the body. This 
part of tho tubing is not perforated as is tho case with tho 
other primers of this type. Thu rear end of tho primor which is 
not loaded is perforated in tho usual manner. Tho theory of this 
design has already been explained in a previous lecture by a 
member of the Technical Group. This primer is slightly cheaper 
to load than the othor types previously discussod. The charge 
boing contained in tho forward portion of tho tubing, it is not 
necessary to dip the primer in asphaltum paint to obtain water
proofing. Tho cardboard diaphragm retaining thu black powder 
in tho solid portion of the primer is first floated in asphaltum 
paint, removed and allowed to dry slightly, then inserted in tho 
tubing to tho proper depth. Tho paint is used for tho purpose 
of waterproofing this end of tho primer and also to hold tho 
diaphragm in position. In order to prevent thu paint on the 
diaphragm from entering the threads of the primor body when bo
ing inserted, a thin tube ling enough to extend beyond tho threads 
is inserted in the body as a guide, and removed when tho diaphragm 
is seated. The other operations in connection with tho loading 
and assembling of this primer similar to those pertaining to the 
primers already discussed.

Primer, Percuss! n, M23

Tliis primer is of a recent design. It contains a charge of 
approximately 20 grains of black powder and has a Percussion 
Element assembly identical to the other primers described. The 
end ;f the primer is closed with an onion skin paper disc, then 
covered with ,/aterpro ’f Ing wax. Thu end of thu primer is crimped 
bofjru Loading.



The waterproofing wax is prepared by melting in an 
electrically heated tank, commonly referred to aa a "glue pot". 
Special installation of these tanks is made from a safety stand
point, having dust proof heating elements with control switches 
located on the outside of the operating building. Molten wax is 
poured over the onion skin paper disc by the use of a medical 
eye dropper. The other operations including stamping the lot 
number, loading of primers, and other processing operations are 
similar to the operations previously described.

Primer, Percussion, 20-graint Ml
Tho loading of 20-grain percussion primers, Mk. I is typical 

of all pressure loaded and drilled primers. Tho loading and 
assembling of this primer is entirely different from those pre
viously discussed. Thoy aro usually loaded and pressed in a 
semi-automatic loading machine. The empty primer bodies are in
serted by hand in a specially prepared fixture which forms part 
of the loading machine and holds three primers at a time. The 
operator then places this fixture with tho throe empty primers 
in placo in the loading machine. This machine is located in a 
barricaded room and is so installed that it cannot bo operated 
until the operator has withdrawn his hands and the protecting 
metal doors are closed. The operator then operates a lever 
which lowers a pin in tho center of each primer, these pins 
forming the center holes of the charge. A second lever connect
ed to the charging block is then operated, causing a charge of 
black powder to drop into each primer, forming the first in
crement. The operation of a third lever brings down the hollow 
loading punches consolidating tho powder to the correct density. 
The pressing of the second increment is accomplished in a similar 
manner, it being necessary for the operator merely to opon the 
door and drop tho loading platform to the next lower position.

The primers are then removed from the loading fixture and 
placed in a crimping fixture for inserting the closing wads and 
crimping. The fixture for this machine is an aluminum plate 
approximately 20 inches long and 2 inches wide, having two rows 
of holes in which each primer is supported on its flange. This 
plate has notches on the side which are used for centering each 
primer under the ram of the press used to crimp the end of tho 
primer. These notches also serve as a means for automatically 
moving the plate along the machine, bringing the next primer 
under the crimping ram.

The crimping of the wad is done at this stage of loading 
in order to support the pressed powder during the operation of 
drilling the vent holes. The drilling of all vent holes is 
accomplished simultaneously, the machine for drilling being 
located behind a barricade. The primers after loading and 
crimping are inserted in the hole of a slide on the drilling 



machine. The slide is then moved forward, placing it behind 
tho barricade and in line with tho drills which aro operated 
by control lover. Tho throe drills, one at an angle of 90 
dog. from the other two, enter the primer at the same time, 
Tho difficulty encountei'od at this operation is in obtaining 
drills. To properly drill the brass body of the primer as 
woll as tho black powder without crumbling the chargo. In
variably when a drill breaks through the drilling operation, 
tho black powder is ignited. It has also boon found necessary 
to carefully control tho height of powder chargo for, if suffi
cient powder is not available between the upper drilled holo and 
tho top of the charge, this portion is very often displaced dur
ing tho drilling operation. To prevent the breaking of the 
chargo, it is also necessary to control tho loading pressure to 
insure the necessary density to -withstand thu vibration of 
drilling.

The burrs or outside roughness caused by drilling the vent 
holos aro removed by placing the primer in a bonch lathe and 
filing. All burrs must be removed to permit thu primer to sat
isfactorily gage for diameter.

Tho final loading operation consists of inserting tho 
loaded percussion element. These elements arc loaded at the 
Frankford Arsenal but are assembled in tho Artillery Primer at 
the Picatinny Arsenal. They are inserted in the primer body 
by the use of a small press. It is necessary to use roasonablo 
care in this operation in order to avoid damaging the percussion 
element. To accomplish this tho element should be carefully 

. centered in the cavity of the body before applying a pressure 
adequate for firmly seating the element without causing dis
placement of the primer mixture.



section X.
1. GRENADES, DESIGN AND FUNCTIONING.

Although hand grenades had been employe! since the 
fifteenth century, and in the seventeenth century viore 
favorite weapons, their use declined during the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries until they became practically 
obsolete. The special conditions at Port Arthur during 
the Russo-Japanese War, however, revealed their possibili
ties for fighting at close range. They were adopted by 
both armies and used with great effect.

That they were not taken up subsequently by other 
armies, and seriously considered as weapons of major 
importance, was probably due to the belief that such 
conditions as prevailed in the Far East were unlikely to 
arise again. At all events, when the combatants of the 
European war settled down to trench fighting after the 
first battle of the Marne they were unprovided with 
grenades, but soon discovered the use of them. They im
provised at first, as the Russians and Japanese had done. 
Before long, however, they developed well-designed grenades 
of various types, to suit various ends, and these were 
improved and standardized.

The United States Army had the experience of the 
allies to guide it when, in 1917, it took up the design 
of hand grenades for the use of our troops. The problem 
was to choose and to adapt the manufacturing conditions 
in this country to the types that had proved most useful 
in trench warfare. After a year’s effort, grenades were 
developed to meet the needs of the Army in any contingency, 
and production on an extensive scale was established.

Grenades, as we use them, may be devided into two 
types according to their usage:

1.
2.

Fragmentation.
Chemical.

These types are self explanatory, fragmentation gre
nades being those of thick case -with sufficient explosive 
charge to break the case into a maximum number of damaging 
fragments - the chemical grenades being those grenades 
loaded with any of the usual chemical agents such as are 
used for lachrymators, irritants and ■riokes.



Tho Mk. II Fragmentation Grenada la the present 
standard hand grenade und is illustrated in Fig. 6, 
Section IV. of Training Regulations 1350-B. Tho body- 
section of the grenade is made of soft gray cast iron 
filled with a low explosive. Tho fuze is of tho time 
igniting type, consisting of a die cast body which 
holds a primer, a Bickford fuse, and a small charge of 
black powder. The fuze is equipped with a lever arrange
ment that fits ovoi’ the top and holds the firing pin in 
the cocked position. A safety cotter pin holds the 
lover in place. In throwing, tho grenade is hold in 
the hand with the lever pressed tightly against the grenade 
body. The cotter pin is withdrawn and the grenade 
thrown. As the grenade loaves tho hand, the firing pin 
spring forces the lever out of thu way and the firing 
pin against tho primer with sufficient energy to firo it. 
The primer ignites tho Bickford fuse which burns for 5 
to 6 seconds and ignites the relay charge of black powder in 
tho base of the fuzo which in turn ignites the bursting charge 
of tho grenade. This grenade was adopted during the war and 
at the present time the design is practically thu same as it 
was originally. Two notable changes, however; have boon made 
in tho filler charge. Originally TNT was used, which, boing 
a high explosive, was much too strong for the cast iron of the 
grenade body, and, therefore, tended to pulverize the grenade 
on functioning. Later, Trojan powder, which is a powder of 
a nitro-starch type, was substituted for the TNT. This was 
a considerable improvement; however, the nitro-starch powder 
was not sufficiently stable, and for this reason in 1926 
recourse was taken to EC Blank Fire which is a low explosive 
with satisfactory stability. At the present time this 
fragmentation hand grenade functions satisfactorily.

no
s

In the central European countries, development of 
grenades has taken a course which has led to the use of 
grenades which are markedly different from ours.' A case 
in point is the Lubensart (Austrian) Grenade. This Grenade 
is illustrated in Figure I, attached. The distinguishing 
feature of this grenade is that if it is armed and about



to bu thrown, it o;tn be dropp«.d to the ground without 
causing Ito functioning, either on impact or at any later 
time. If it is throw nnd otrilo.o ft neur-by object, 
it will not function. If it is throw, butt without 
force enough to project it a suf- distance, it will not 
function. When it io thfow a sufficient distance it

, goes off immediately on impact. In contrast to this, 
tho Mk. II Grenade once the lover is released functions on 
expiration of the 6 second d. lay. If u soldier io about 
to throw a grenade and is caus1 d to drop it, a highly 
serious condition prevails which is not the case with 
the Leb'.nsart Gr-nado,

Referring now to the illustration, note that thu 
body is made of thin she- t n< tai, in contrast to the 
thick case of the Ilk. II Grenade. This means that tho 
Lubwsurt is an offensive type of grenade, the Mk. II 
type of grenade being timed a defensive type. The 
offensive type can be used by troops in the open, such 
as in an advance against an enemy tr-nch, machine gun 
nest, etc. The defensive type of hand grenade must be 
thrown, however, while the thrower is under cover, as tho 
diingur radius from fraf?n.>nts is greater than the. throwing 
range*. Thu offensive- type, of gr-nade is effective by 
reason of the blast effect, whereas the defensive grenade 
is effective- mainly by the projection of frafjnwts from 
tho grenade- body. Getting back to the illustration, 
it will be seen that the grenade consists of a body 
port which contains the explosive :md a large portion, 
coqpurat ivsly speaking, which houses a firing mechanism, 
or fuze. This fuze is of the allw;iys type and similar 
in principle to the Ilk. VI Trench liortar Fuze, except 
for the safety feature. The firing mechanism consists 
of an upper or striker assembly and a lower section 
corresponding to the primer holder in the trench mortar 
fuze. For safety, it depends on an .'inning stem, simi
lar to that used in trench mortar fuze, except it is not assembled at *’■-angle of 90° to the axis, but on 
a slant and projected through tho striker and primer 
housing, so as to hold the firing pin away from the 
primer. In addition to tho arming pin arrangement, a 
toroidal spring is assembled between thu head of the striker 
and tho upper part of tho primer housing so that in tho 
safe position the striker and primer can not move towards each 
other. Upon withdrawal of tho arming pin the striker is 
forced upward slightly, by a straight coil spring, so that 
the toroidal spring cun assume a position indicated at A 
on the sketch, at which time thu fuzu is in tho firing 
position and because of its nllways feature the striker 
will bo moved toward the primi.r or the primer toward the



striker on Impact. Under certain conditions tho spring 
can move into tho position indicated at B, in which 
ease the fuze is locked in the unarmed position and 
can not be fi^ed no matter what reasonable external 
forces net on the gronade assembly.

Tho arming pin is held in position by a lover 
similar to our !!k. II Fragmentation Hand Grenade lover in 
that it lays over the side of the gronado and releases 
by spring notion. A lip on the upper part of the lover 
engages under the false hood of the grenade and a large 
coll spring whose ends aro attached together to form a 
toroid assembles over the outside of the gronade and 
holds the lover in the safe position. In throwing, tho 
operator places his hand around the grenade "dth his 
forefinger over the top; with his other hand he lifts 
the coil spring away from that part of the grenade opposite 
the lover and raises it above the grenade and over the top 
of his forefinger. Ho throws the grenade so as to give 
It a tumbling motion to impart centrifugal force to 
the fuze.

Centrifugal force is necessary in order to assure 
the fuze spring assuming the armed position A, and 
retaining it until impact, ’’/hen the grenade is thrown 
the heavy outside spring is retained by tho thrower’s - 
finger, and the arming pin spring being freed pushos 
off the lever and ejects the arming pin; at the same 
time the toroidal spring under the striker head raises 
it slightly, and since this spring is in tension it 
contracts and slides down the conical section to 
position A. Under end-over-end rotation, since tho 
center of gravity of tho grenade is below tho geometric 
center of the fuze, there will be a pressure, due to 
centrifugal force in excess of the restrainment of the 
straight coil spring, exerted on tho toroidal coil 
spring to hold it in nosition A, but if there is no 
centrifugal force to hold it in the armed position, 
such as would occur on a weak toss of the grenade or if 
the grenade were to be dropped "dthout being thrown, 
the coil spring belo-” the firing pin ’"ill exert enough 
pressure to force the upper and 10’!,cr parts of the fuze 
far enough apart to permit the spring to slide upward 
on the conical surface and assume position B, where it 
"'ill prevent the striker and primer moving near enough 
together to fire.

Tho objection to a grenade of this type Jr, tl .t it 
’s rather complicated and, therefore, costly* Production 
;n m of an c-r r---?ncy •nuld he d< layed because of the



number of tools 'nd fixturos required for manufacturing.
It appears to have a further disadvantage in that it cannot 
bo used at cloae range, such as tossing it into a dugout, 
since it must bo thrown with considerable; force nnd given 
a tumbling motion in order to fire.

If a gronado of the Lobensart typo wore to be adopted 
by the Ordnance Department, it would be used in a thick 
cast iron case, so that it would be of tho defensive typo.

An offensive typo of grenade (Fig. 2) was once used 
by the United States Army, but has been abandoned. This 
gronado was loaded with a TNT charge, using; a fuse similar 
to that of tho fragmentation grenade. Tho body, however, 
was made of paper in tho form of a cylinder and capped 
with a thin die casting to >?.c commo date the fuze.

At tho present time there is no standard fragmentation 
rifle grenade, tho rifle grenade situation being in a state 
of flux. During tho war, the French grenade was used which 
has boon standard up until quite recently. This is known 
as the V.B. Rifle Grenada (Fig. 3). The grenado is pro
jected from a discharger, which assembles to the end of tho 
standard service rifle. Tho standard service cartridge 
propellent gases arc utilized to throw the grenade. At tho 
same time functioning of the grenade delay fuze is initiated 
by the bullet from the cartridge passing through the center 
of the grenade and forcing a striker against a primer. The 
normal range when the rifle is aimed at 45 degrees is about 
200 yards.

There are three standard chemical hand grenades nt the 
present tine, one lachrymatory, one combined lachrymatory 
and irritant, and one smoke. The lachrymatory grenade is 
illustrated in Figure 4. It consists of a tin can body 
housing the solid chemical charge. The charge (designated 
as CN) consists of a smell amount of chloracctophenone in 
a nitrocellulose powder. Three grooves are moulded tho 
entire length of the moulded charge adjacent to'the con
tainer wall. The entire exposed surface of the charge is 
coated with a black powder igniter or starter composition. 
A fuze is attached to tho top of tne can.

The fuze is similar to that used in the fragmentation 
hand grenade but is shorter and instead of using a Bickford 
fuse tho delay element consists of compressed black powder. 
All fuzes made for chemical grenades by the Ordnance De
partment to-date have been constructed, of war time -manu
factured fragmentation grenade fuze bodies trimmed to the 
proper length, -.nd with the base counterbored to receive 



an igniting charge of loose black powder. The upper part 
of the fuze contains tho regulation Mk. V Grenado Fuze 
Primer. Functioning is thu same as the Fragmentation 
Grenade Fuze, i.e. upon withdrawal of tho cotter pin and 
throwing of tho gronado, tho firing pin is released to 
strike the primer- which ignites a delay column that burns 
for 1-3/4 seconds, sets off the igniter chargo in the base 
of the fuze, and ignites the starter composition of the 
body. As the charge burns, a heavy white cloud of tear 
producing gas is forced out of the body through holes in 
the top of the container and along the sides of the con
tainer opposite tho three longitudinal grooves. The present 
standard lachrymatory grenado is designated as Grenade, Hand, 
Tear (ON) M7.

Tile irritant hand grenade is almost an exact duplicate 
of the tear gronade, except for tho composition v/hich con
sists of the nitrocellulose powder base, a small amount of 
lachrymatory agent, chloracctophenonc, plus an irritant, 
diphenylamine chlorarsino, designated DM. This grenade 
produces a smoke cloud which in addition to the tear pro
ducing CN charge produces a sneezing and nauseating effect 
by reason of tho DM. The grenade is designated Grenade, 
Hand, Irritant (CN-EM) M6.

The smoke grenade (see Fig. 5) is similar to the other 
chemical grenades. It uses tho same fuze and same body ex
cept instead of hiving holes in the sides the smoke cloud 
issues from four holes only on the top. It does not have 
longitudinal grooves as do tho other two. The smoke pro
ducing agent in this grenado is hexachlorethano. The gre
nade is designated Grenade, Hand, Smoke (HC) MB.

Tho CN and CN-DM Grenades burn approximately 20 seconds.
Tho smoke grenado burns approximately 3 minutes. The fuze 
used in these grenades is designated tho 14: CO Igniting Hand 
Grenade Fuze. c'

Combination Grenade. From time to time enthusiasm has 
been aroused over the development of a combination grenade 
which could be either thrown from the hand or, if necessary, 
from a rifle. Many designs have been proposed without a 
successful solution. At the present time it appears to be 
the consensus of opinion of those interested in grenades that 
a combination grenade is impracticable, because the design 
must be complicated to permit performance of the dual require
ments, and therefore no attempt at the development of n type 
of this sort is being made.
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SECTION XI. BCMBS
1* Bombs and Bomb !>•.s 1 t?n.s Tr« nd of DGVelopmi.nt.
Air craft bombs representing*1. r.ioro modern typo 

in the history of American Ordnance ;xro of comparative
ly recent origin, following its they did by some years 
the birth of the airplane. The basic idea, however, 
is an old one. Histories of our earliest times show 
men of those periods hurling missile such as rock, as 
well as finished implements in making use of such van
tage points and heights as availabl or could be con
structed. The catapult replaced the tower and gun powder 
replaced the catapult in gaining greater height and, 
in time, adcied explosive powder to the missile. The 
adv' nt of th' airplane brought power to drop from still 
greater heights them previously possible’ and the ability 
to reach out to t^irgets at r.'ingcs gr atcr than ever before.

At the opening of the './orld War, the airplan, was 
in the early stages of development, having a slender 
frame and open framu-work, with small engine and little 
lifting power. There had be< n in those days before the 
Vur, a few •’bombing*’ contests consisting in dropping 
oranges or bugs of flour upon targets outlined upon 
tho ground. One of our former Signal Corps officers 
had competed in such a ’’bombing” contest in Franca 
and had won first honors. He had even developed means 
for sighting for these purposes. In 1914, only light 
missiles could be carried into the air for dropping, 
with very limited effect against p< rsonnul. The first 
of thcs< wert, small steel darts and small explosive 
shell fitted at the rear, either with a fixed guide or 
a rope, like the tail of a kite;, to steady the flight. 
With each increase in lifting capacity of plane came 
an increase in the number of such units curried until 
a capacity was reached 'which permitted the use of a 
single largt r mass of explosive where tho explosive ef
fect was the chief result sought, and 'with the handling 
of these larger units and with incr> using altitudes, 
bombing become a nutter for serious study.

At tho time we entered tho war V'.: had no standard
ized aircraft bombs. An aircraft armtiment section 
was hurriedly organiz' d in the Office., Chief of 
Ordnance, and the development of our family of war
time- bombs start' d.



It lo b< liev d that the r> -w'.ons for our pri te nt 
tyn< o can bo better appreciated If the- early types aro 
discuss'd with reference to their we aknosscr. and to 
the stnps taken to oorrict ouch i/euknosscs.

\/c can olasolfy our prus> nt types with refer
ence to purpose and use- as follows: (a) Frugne-nt;.tion 
Bombs, (b) Demolition Bombs, (c) Gas and Smoke (Chemi
cal) Bombs nnd (d) Practice Bombs. I propose to take 
each of these four typ .s and discuss our present stan
dardized bombs os they have been developed from our 
eahly wartime experience.

FRAGMENTaTIOIT B Gt IBS: This class of bombs to date 
has bern intended primarily for use from aircraft against 
personnel on the ground. Two types of fragmentation 
bombs w- re develop' d nnd m.nnufacturod during the .,’nr.

The first was the Fragnontation Bonb, 17-lb. Mk.II, 
made up of rejected 3-lnch ;ind 75-mm. artillery pro
jectiles carrying an explosive- charge of approximately 
10 per cent, of the total weight of the bomb. Te-sts 
made with this bomb after the War indicated its efficiency 
us regards number and size- of fragnents to be high 
when compiir'd with oth<r bombs developed during und 
since the- bar. The fazing nrr:ing».meat tended toward a 
slight delay in functioning Superquick action on impact 
is of paramount importance with a fragmentation bomb 
in order to distribute fragments effectively. Thu- bomb 
has, therefore, been declared obsolete. It was decided 
that a gr< at er weight of bomb and a quicker fuze was 
nccus a ary.

The second type produced during the V:-r was 
known finally ns the Frt.f7.1en tut ion Bomb, 25-lb. Mk.III. 
This w?.s taken entir« ly from the British Cooper bomb, 
in fact, a number of Coop, r bombs was purchas'd, to
gether with manufacturing rights, during the '7ar from 
Grout Britain. Bombs manufactured in this country tad 
bodies of cither malleable iron or scmistcel end 
carri. d from 20 per cent to 25 per cent explosive by 
weight. The sloping exterior of tho body tended to 

■ give- rung' to the fragments which resulted from that 
part of the body to the rear of the maximum cross sec
tional ur< n perpendicular tc the longitudinal ;ucis. 
The nose fuze is designated us the Mk.XII and is of 
arming vane typo. Large numbers of thus-. bombs were 
manufactured during tho Uur.

Tho Bomb Board in 1919 recommended that studies 
be undertaken In connection with future- development 
of fragnentution bombs to dot rmin-e-:

1« The r-.luti'ni b< tv ... 11 weight of explosive end 
v. ight of to give most • ffective fr.-.rjientuti'-n.



2. Tho propor arrangement of metal parts to 
giro uniform sizo of fragments*

3. Propor shape of caso to give best distri
bution of fragments.

4. Best size of bombs for most effective action.
5. Typo of motal for body to result In most 

effective fragmentation.
In determining the fragmentation efficiency of 

bombs at the proving ground, threo types of tests aro 
conducted. The pit tost, the low panel tost, and the 
silhouette test. In tho pit test tho bomb Is placed 
in a wooden box and burled In a sand pit of suitable 
sizo, and detonated statically. Tho sand Is then 
screened and the fragments recovered on a screen of 
3/B inch mosh. They aro then weighed, counted and 
classified. It is desirable to obtain as great a 
percentage of tho weight of the metal parts on this 
3/8 inch mosh screen as possible and have this weight 
mado up of as great a number of fragments as possible. 
A fragment vhlch is just largo enough to bo retained 
on this size of screen is considered as effective. 
Tho lov; panels consist of four quadrants of1 panels, 
12 inches wide, 5-3/4 feet high and 7/8 inch thick, 
of spruce lumber. Each panel represents the height 
nnd width of a man. Quadrants of panels are placed 
10, 20, 30 and 40 meters from the center at which the 
bomb is fragmented statically. By substituting cither 
the total number of perforations counted or the 
number of panels perforated at the several distances 
in a formula, a figure is obtained which represents 
relative fragmentation effectiveness in terms of 
casualties over a definite area and with a definite 
and uniform distribution of personnel over this area.

The silhouette test consists in dropping a bomb 
on a field of silhouettes spaced 15 by 45 feet apart. 
The silhouettes are of the same dimensions as the low 
panels and represent the height and width of a man. 
The bombs arc dropped from altitudes between 2,000 
and 4,ooo feet. The perforations of silhouettes 
within radii of 10, 20, 30 and 40 meters from tho 
point of hit are counted and used in a formula to 
obtain a figure of effectiveness. This test is iden
tical vdth the low panel test except that the bombs 
arc actually dropped and fragment on impact rather 
than being set off statically. This brings in tho 
effect of the for-'.rd motion of the bomb, angle from 
vertical at '"hich impact occurs, and any delay in 
functioning, and thus gives a me ".sure of the actual 
P -form- neo of the bomb.



.'Jinco tin' WiirLd War t!io <1<.'V‘1.opulent of fragmenta
tion bombs has boon undertaken Ln accordance with the 
rdcommondntioni: T tho Bornb Board. Small lota of 
.".cvorul experimental types have been r manufactured for 
teat and the quoutions of proper type of metal, percent
age of explosive content and total weight of bomb have 
been investigated.

Our latent standard fracmontntion bomb is known as 
tho 30-lb. MS (see Fig. 1). The Illustration shows body- 
built up of rings cut from soamlosu stoel tubing carried 
on an inner sleeve. The dimensions of the ring determine 
to an extent the number and size of fragments obtained. 
You will note that the fragments coming from the rings 
have two of thu throe dimensions detorminod in the make
up of the bomb before frajrmentation occurs as a result of 
detonation. In most of the bombs furnished the service, 
tho rings wore replaced by closely wound coils.

Certain authorities believe that the 30-lb. bomb 
is too large for maximum fragmentation efficiency, 
believing superior results can bo obtained with a bomb 
of tho 17-lb. size. Some time ago, in order to definite
ly determine this point, approximately 500 bombs of the 
17-lb. sizo wore manufactured for tost by tho Air Service. 
Tho Air Seivico found the bombs quite satisfactory 
and enthusiastically recommended their standardization. 
Subsequent tests at tho Proving Ground, however, indicated 
tho smaller bomb to be inferior when used against material 
targets, admitting, however, that against personnel, pound 
for pound, the 17-lb. bomb was to be preferred. The 
result was that tho 30-lb. bomb has remained the standard, 
with tho 17-lb. still in the experimental stage. It is 
thought that the 17-lb. size may still have an advantage 
if tho size of fragments produced on explosion bo increased 
in sizo. With this in mind tests arc now being conducted 
of 17-lb. bombs in which the body coil section is made of 
wire* of a cross-section equal to that of the- 30-lb. bomb. 
Those tests will bo made both to determine the number 
and weight of effective fragments and the effectiveness 
of the fragments against steel plates attached to the 
usual wood silhouettes.

It will be noted that it is planned to use those 
fragmentation bombs not only against personnel, but 
against targets such as trucks and airplanes on the ground.

Recently tho Air Corps has boon developing now 
tactics and it is planned to bomb from altitudes as 
low as 75 feet above the ground, whereas previous
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bombing "fla done from considerable heights, in rare 
cnaos lean than 500 feet. In high altitude bombing 
it is necessary to stabilise the bomb in order that 
nose Impact mny be obtained to fire a suporquick nose 1 
fuse. In addition it is desired to stabilise the bomb 
in order that at the timo of explosion the axis of tho 
bomb is as near perpendicular as possible. This is 
Important as the majority of fragments arc thro-m sidc- 
miso and if the axis of the bomb mere parallel to the 
ground many of the otherwise effective fragments mould 
bo lost. In low altitude tactics some- means must bo pro
vided to stabilize the bomb so that it hits nose on 
and fires in as near to an upright position as 
practicable. More important yet is tho fact that the 
fall of the bomb must bo retarded in order that the 
plane -hich drops it can have time to get out of the 
danger zone before the bomb explodes. The most prac
tical means for doing this that has been devised to 
date is the attachment of a parachute to the bomb 
•"hich can function as soon as the bomb is released 
from the- plane. At tho present tine bombs of this 
type arc being tested by the Air Corps.

While on tho subject of lo- altitude bombing, 
it might be well to mention that extensive tests wore 
made by the Air Corps with an unstabilized bomb equipped 
with an all-nys fuze and a 5 second delay primer- 
detonator. This arrangement proved unsatisfactory, 
ho—over, as usually in dropping, the bomb bouncod along 
the ground under the plane so that at the expiration 
of the burning time of the primer-di tonator the plane 
-as not far enough a-ay to be out of the danger zone. 
Further, it ’-as found that if the bomb came to rest 
—ithin the burning tine of tho prim, r-dctonator it 
usually lodged in a hollo-" place resulting in great 
loss of fragmentation efficiency. Even though the 
bomb were on level ground -hen explosion occurred, 
it can be seen that the bomb axis would not be in the 
perpendicular position and for this reason a loss of 
efficiency -ould occur.

Another no--' tactic being developed by the Air 
Corps is tho bombing of enemy bombardment formations in 
the air. For this purpose a fragmentation bomb is 
required and cquip'-cd with a timo fuze for functioning 
in the air. Such a bomb is being d.;”clopcd and tests 
arc being made by the Service with practice loaded 
ammunition. It is not kno-n -hat size of bomb —ill 
ultimately b>: decided upon for this use. a 17-lb. 
bomb scows rath, r small (vriter*s opinion - on 
th- oth< r h-.nd th( ur.«. of a gre tk'c bomb has 
" ■>•-- ■ •’ ’.—w: s ). It m be. apprcciutid, ho-.-'v r.



that there would bo a decided advantage in standard
izing on one typo of bomb for high altitude, low 
altitude, and anti-aircraft bombing. As mentioned 
previously, when a fragmentation bomb explodes on tho 
ground the affective fragments result from the breaking 
up of tho ring segments or body coil of tho bomb, but 
very little use is had from tho nose and tail sections. 
With tho anti-aircraft bombs, however, it is important 
that a satisfactory size of fragments bo projected in 
all directions. This point is worthy of note as a short 
time ago strenuous efforts wore being made to decrease 
tho weight of fragmentation bombs by reducing to a 
minimum tho weight of the material in tho nose and tail 
sections of the bombs. Such an effort has now been 
abandoned in favor of producing a design which would 
fragment effectively in all directions.

DB40LITI0M BOMBS: In July, 1017, samples of tho 
French Andreau type of thin case demolition bombs, which 
wore being used in largo quantities by the French at 
that time, were brought to this country. These wore 
adopted as models for our development work and the 
design of three sizes undertaken which were finally 
known as the Demolition Bombs, 25-, 50 - and 100-lb. 
Mk. I. (Fig. 2). The eases or bodies were made entirely 
of-pressed stool suctions joined with circumferential 
and longitudinal welds, thu nose sections being thicker 
than the rear. Soon after these first three sizes wore 
completed, development of larger sizes, known finally 
as tho Demolition Bombs, 300-, 600-, und 1,100-lb. Mk. I, 
was started.

The bodies of these larger bombs had cast stool 
noses with rear portions of pressed steel made up of 
sections joined by circumferential and longitudinal 
welds. The proportion of explosive to total weight 
in the Mk. I type of bomb varied from 50 per cunt to 
58 per cunt in the several sizes.

These ML. I bombs carry a tail fuze only which 
was developed in two types both, however, of the same 
general type, consisting of a booster assembly affixed 
to the bomb tail and a so-called primer detonator



slidably assomblod in a tube attached to the booster 
nnd hold Ln the safe position until the bomb • -in released 
from the plane by an arming pin In the stabilizer 
assembly. An arming wire connected ’-ith tho arming 
mechanism of the bomb rack served to hold this arming 
pin In place against tho action of a spring under com
pression. If it ’-as desired to drop the bomb to 
detonate on impact, the arming wire ■.•'as held in tho 
arming mechanism during roloasc and tho ’.’.eight of the 
falling bomb vas sufficient to cause tho arming wire to 
pull out and cause arming of tho fuze. These fuzos 
vorc never quite satisfactory.

This same arming ’.’ire arrangement is used on 
prosent bombs.

Tho Aik.I scries of demolition bombs proved 
generally unsatisfactory. Their bodies, or casos, ’..’ere 
not of sufficient strength, duo largely to the numerous 
’.voided joints. The stabilizing fins -ere not stiff 
enough to prevent wobbling in flight. The fins had to 
be removed on the field in order to insert the tail 
fuze. A cablegram from tho A.E.F. in July, 1918, 
first outlined tho necessity for delayed action in 
bomb fuzes.

After the Armistice a modification of the Me.I 
series was undertaken ’•■ith a view to eliminating, 
insofar as possible, the unsatisfactory functioning that 
had been experienced. The 25- and 5O-lb. sizes were 
declared obsolete due to their small capacity and these 
were not considered in the modifications. All of the 
other' sizes were provided '.-ith newly designed fuzes for 
both nose and tail, together with new boosters and 
detonating arrangements.

Wartime experience indicated that demolition bombs 
were required for use primarily against unprotected struc
tures or targets such as fortifications, bridges, canals, 
po-cr plants, etc. In order to obtain the maximum de
structive effect on this type of target a short delay 
fuze action has been found necessary. This allows a 
bomb of proper strength to penetrate the target before 
detonation takes place and gives a maximum heaving or 
lifting effect. It vas realized during the ’7ar that 
our 'kJ bombs —ere v’cak and that greater body strength 
was necessary in order that the bodies could -ithstand. 
greater forces of impact. It was considered at that 
timo that demolition bombs should also be equipped for 
u:i< •■•ith '< Ion,”; delay fuze; action ■’ nlnr.t targets such



an submerged submarines, water, [71s and sowomge systems, 
major fortifications, etc.: and also that for the smaller 
sizes of demolition bombs, a requirement for instantaneous 
fuze action exists for use against targets such as ammunition 
dumps, depots, frame structures, machine shops, etc.

As to the proper ratio of weight of metal to 
weight of explosive in demolition bombs, conflicting 
arguments have been advanced. It has been contended on 
the ono hand that the power of an explosive is increased 
by the confinement, and that for demolition effect 
abovo ground and on unprotected structures, the blast 
alone is ineffective as compared with blast effect plus 
fragments, since fragments carry destruction to greater 
distances. The opposing view has been that demolition 
bombs should be designed primarily for detonation below 
tho surface of the target, and that ns a result 
explosive only can be considered as the active part 
of the bomb and, therefore, the greater tho amount 
of explosive and tho loss the amount of metal, tho 
more effective the bomb, provided, of course, the 
bomb is strong enough to withstand the forces of im
pact. Both of these arguments have been considered 
logical within certain limits. It was decided shortly 
after the Armistice to determine the required design 
of demolition bomb body by developing first a new 
type of thin case bomb, 'which would avoid the structural 
weaknesses of the wartime Mk.I type, but which would 
have only sufficient motal in the body to give the necessary
strength for the penetration of unprotected structures, > 
and carry the maximum possible explosive content; and 
second, a scries of thick case demolition bombs to give 
effective fragments along with blast action and have the y 
required strength.

The thin case bombs as designed aro known as 
the demolition bombs, 10r'-, 600- and 1100-lb.
iik.IIT (Sec Fig.3). They carry both nose and tail fuzes 
of the arming vane typo. The 100-lb. size is built up 
"•ith doep drawn nose and rear body sections Joined 
together with circumferential welds. ITo longitudinal 
welds are used. The 300-f 600- and 1,100-lb. sizes aro 
designed with cast steel noses and deep dra—n rear 
body sections Joined together with circumferential welds. 
The fin assemblies arc- designed ns units, capable of 
easy assembly in the field, and do not require removal 
from the bomb body in the fuzing procedure. The fin 
surfaces arc hold in a rigid assembly by braces. The 

type bombs carry an './plosive content of aporox- 
im'itcly 55 p‘. r cent of the- total we !>.:ht.



Thick case bombs wore designed in three sizes 
and wci^i finally designated as tho demolition bombs, 
100-, 300-, and 600-lb. Mk.II. Ib was,planned to 
manufacture tho bodies of these bombs in four different 
nctuls, steel, cast iron, malleable iron t.n . cr.st 
steel, and with an explosive content of approximately 
34 per cent. These were identical with the newly 
designed Mie. Ill series as regards fuzing urr> ngomunts 
and fin assemblies. The new designs of tho Mk.II and 
Ml;. Ill bombs hr.d teen laid, •■'own and considered by the 
Summer of 1919.

The Bomb Board was convened during the Fall of 
1919 to study the results obtained with bombs of war
time manufacture, both our own end those of foreign 
countries; to consider the development work starts.' 
after the signing of tho Armistice; and to make recom
mendations on the development procedure to be followed 
in the future.. Tho Board approved the designs of thin 
and thick case bombs that hod been undertaken after 
the Armistice, and recon, landed. that be ribs of the thin 
ease typo weighing 2,000 and 3,000 lbs. be developed 
in addition. The explosive content rcccmncndo/ for 
the thin ease typo was from 50 to 60 per cent of the 
total uei'Jht, provide., sufficient strength of metal 
parts could, be obtains to -..How penetration of 
unprotected targets. For the thick ease type no 
specific explosive content was mentioned, but it wns 
recommended that such be made us great us possible, 
consistent with the thickness of riot.al necessary to 
result in satisfactory fragmentation effect. Tho Board 
also recognized tho need for short and long delay fuze 
action. It was considcrc that the short delay would 
be the fuze action use’ most with demolition bombs 
from a t;ctic- l standpoint.

The Board reconmendc . further that a standard 
hard surface bo constructed nt the Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, c onsisting f no f-.-t f c scrota, not rein
forced, over tw • foot f crushe r«'ck, on which bombs 
could be -’.roppu- for strength of b. dy test. It was 
considered that a b.nb dr-'pnad on this hard surface 
from altitudes sufficient t nll^w penetration f the 
maximum diameter f tho b dy w uld result in forces 
:f impact comparable with th sc encountered by the 

bombs when drop no ; on the type f un. •r-'t'cctcu targets 
fr which demelitl n b -mbs r.ru intended. In c' n/.uct- 
ing these tests the L nbs are inert 1 nded t wui'-ht 
with s-nd.

r.ru


us u result ■■ f these rcc'Tj.iunuut!• -ns, uricrl- 
ncntnl lots ...f the sever: 1 volets ■ f the .'.Ik .HI thin 
case typo and Ilk.II vhick case type demolition bombs 
were manufactured.. Hurd surface strength tests were 
conducted with those as well us with the Mir.I wartime 
type. Tho l.ik.I bombs ull failoc to puss the hard 
surface tost, duo to failure of the welded Joints and, 
in tho case of tho larger bombs, to failure "C the 
nose castings. The Uh.Ill 100-, 300-, 000- and l,100rlb. 
bombs passed the test eatIsfactoi’ily. Some difficulty 
was experienced with the original design of the 100-lb. 
12c.HI bomb due to a weak no so section which was non- 
uniform as a result of tho drawing nrocuss. This was 
redesigned and the bomb finally pussod the hard surface 
tost satisfactorily. The Mk.II thick case series, 
100-, 300-.and 600-lb. bombs passed tho hard surface 
test with the cast steel body. The malleable iron, 
cast .iroAnnd somistocl of the 300- and 600-lb. bombs 
failed’. The malleable iron and the cast iron bodies 
of the 100-lb. bomb failed but the semi-steel stood up.

From. these hard surface tests considerable data 
relative to strength requirements for bomb bodies were 
obtained. Knowing the physical dimensions and weight 
of a. bomb and th’c kind of metal making up the body, a 
formula is available by which the so-called ’’set-back 
ratio’’ con bu calculated. This set-back figure is the 
ratio of the maximum force of impact which tho bomb 
cun theoretically withstand to the weight of the bomb. 
If v;c calculate by means of this formula the "set-bnek 
ratio” for bombs of various types and weights tested 
on the standard hard surface and plot these calcula
tions against •-.•eight of bomb and then pass a curve 
through these points separating the bombs that; have 
fulled from those that have passed, wu obtain the 
required relation between ’’set-buck ratio" and weight 
of bomb necessary, in order that the bomb will meet 
the strength requirements that h; va been decided upon. 
All demolition bombs are now designed in accordance 
with this relation. 1 suitable factor of safety is 
applied in ddition. f

Other proving ground test’s Were laid down by 
the Bomb Board with which the demolition efficiency 
of bombs c’"•!) bo determined., Ono of these is a crater 
test in which the loaded bomb is dropped with short 
dol: y fuuu setting on normal ground. Fro.; the dimen
sions of the crater the demolit ion efficiency is, in 
part Jeter-.i.aw;. size of iV er ter inn ion two 
the power of the i'-'/.i in term of. lifting <*t heavier:



effect. Also, in thia test the ihir.tiu.ru-u! length of 
delay nnd functioning after ir.ip.net d(.t< rminos the proper 
notion nf the fuze, mid detonating trains. The crater 
as nonourc-d does not repr-.s-.nt the actual uj.iount of 
oarth lifted because much nf that falls buck into tho 
crater. Tho dlnr.ioti.r of tho average crater in the' 
sandy loan at Aberdeen Proving Ground is in feet ap
proximately fivo tines tho cube root of thu weight of 
explosive in pounds.

Another teat in determining the efficiency of 
demolition bombs is conduct- d in the high panels iind 
gives an indication of the frnrp.ientation end blast 
•effect. Upright panels nr<- placed .iroune the bomb at 
distances of 50 nnd 75 fc-.t for the purpose nf u-itcr- 
nining tho nur.iber and perforating power of tho frug.icnts. 
Blast outers uro secured to curved supports. Thu 
bomb la detonated statically in a v- rtical position 
on u piece of armor plate at the center of tho panels. 
This tost furnishes comparative- data for various types 
of bombs, but is not entirely satisfactory.

A more practical tost of the destructive effect 
of demolition bombs is obtained by the static detonation 

-of bombs within or near buildings of permanent construct
ion. Unfortunately, buildings of the desired sort are 
not available in the required numbers. A test of this 
kind was, however, conducted at the Proving Ground. 
Thick case 100 kilo, bombs which the Fr-nch produced in 
July, 1918, after eight months of exp rir.ii.ntal work, and 
our o\zn thin case 300-lb. Mk.III bombs were d-.ton_.ted ut 
distances of 75, 50 end 25 feet from tlie walls of a 
substantial brick hous-,, ..lt .rn ;tely on opposite sides. 
SeVi ral fragments from the 100 kilo, thick c .s-. bomb 
penutrati d the brick walls and also stripped off sorrj of 
the roof, cr-.ck» d plastering, etc. The fragments from 
our 300-lb. IUc. Ill bomb peppered the- walls but none 
penetrated. This bomb did more damage internally, 
however, than did tin. thick case Fr- uch br- ib. It moved 
partition walls, lift-d roof rafters and wr- eked the 
fireplace arch mid other, brickwork. The wall thickness 
of the 100 kilo. bo.ib was d.signed for fr gr.ientation 
effect rather than for strength and the body carried 
43 per cent of the total weight in explosive charge., 
Tho m- t.ul in the 300-lb. thin case bomb is distributed 
for strength rather than for frag.icntution eff- ct nnd 
was d- .signed fur us high -n -..-xplosivc content us possible 
consistent with the str<.n :th requirements of 52 par cent 
of the toti-.l weight. Various conclusions can be drawn

ir.ip.net
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from these testa ns to the advcuitages of thick ojh.,- bombs 
over thin case and viau versa for this Glass of de:.io- 
litlon work, but there appears to b< a slight advantage 
on the side of th* 300-lb. Mk.Ill thin ease bomb. The 
100 kilo, bonb conpuri.s favorably ns to arrangement of 
netal with our Mk.II thick case seri-s.

Upon tho completion of the hard surface, crater 
and functioning tests at the proving ground with tho 
Mk. II thick case series and the Mk. Ill thin case series, 
it was generally concluded that Jiny slight advantage 
that night bo represented in the thick cast; s>. ri-.s did 
not warr;.nt tho standardised;i' n of the two ty>.s. As 
a result, the 100-, 300-* 600- ?nC. 1,100-lb. Uk.III 
thin ease bonbs with approximately 55 per cent 
explosive content and with r.Ktal arrangerjent to resist 
definite forc-.-s of in eict rathi.r t.h..n for franient..tion 
off<.ct| art- our standzurds for manufacture today.

In 1921 the design of n 2,000-lb. denolitinri 
bomb vans started and was bus d in general on tho 
British 1,600-lb. bonb, but was made. considerably 
stronger through the use of seamless steel tubing 
in place of <>. riveted drum used by the- British for tho 
cylindrical body. This initial design of our 2,000-lb. 
Mk.I bonb had a cast ste<1 nose riveted and Welded, 
and a cast r :ir cup welded, to the cylindrical body. 
It carried nos- and tail fuzes nd deton.-ting trains 
similar in principle to those us d in the- standard 
type of strujv.ilinc bodied bombs. The explosive 
content was 49 per cent of the total weight. Proving 
ground tests were conducted on July 18, 1921, raid tho 
battleship Ostfrieslmd wAs sunk with one' of these on 
July 21 of the sme yu.nr, or 115 working days after 
the- first experimental order was placed. This bomb 
proved to bo generally satisfactory bat several changes 
had been found advantageous in arriving at our present 
standar' ,000-lb. Mkl Mil bonb. Tho first chungp 
was to tach the rear cap to tho cylindrical body by 
moans of ■. large screw thread rather than by welding. 
This facilitated nnd reduced the cost of loading. Tho 
second change was tho elimination of the heavy nose 
casting .and the substitution of a forged nose integral 
with the cylindrical body mid formed by a swaging operation. 
This arrangement r- suited in a stronger bomb, reduced tho 
total weight 100 pounds and increased the •plosive- 
content from 49 pe-r cent to 51; p< r cent.



Tho Boni) B'V.rd ruconmt.ndud a 3,000-*lb, bomb an 
tho lurgt.st of tb< e.-mnlitioa 3eri< s. After the Board 
adjourned, how< v< r, ;.xp. ri< no-. gain.,d In development 
work ;md tests nt tht proving ground indioatou that thia 
weight represented too small an increase over thu 2,000-lb* 
size to Warrant its development. Tho design of a 
4,000-lb, bomb was started in its piece* In 1921 the Demolition Bomb, 4,000-lb. ilk.I, similar in urr;aigci.bjit 
of natal ports and fuzing to the 2*000-lb. Ilk. I bomb, 
was produced. The development tests ’./ere suspended when 
the last available airpl no equipped te carry this size 
of bomb crashed .and was conpl'.tely wrecked In June* 1922*

Thu uzp'.ritnce gr.inid In r.vumfacturing, loading
-and handling the 2,000-lb. ;aid 4,000-lb. bombs h..s ln- 
dicut* d th<. cylindrical tyn of body to be superior 
to thu stroamlino type. The advantages arc as follows*

(a) Economy in production of bodies in that 
facilities of tho tub, and pip,, industry can bo utilized 
in tho event of tin cr.it>rgi»ncy.

(b) Greater strength due. to thu absence of 
seams, welded joints ;nd st- 1 nos., castings.

(c) Number of drawing operations r .luccd which 
decreases cost.

(d) Considerable incr .s< in percentage- of 
tnplosive can be obtained.

(c) Loading opt r .t ions cl? applied aid facilitated.
(f) Easier to maneuver in tlx, field.
(g) Superior flight .nd ballistic ch..ruct'ristics.
To determine de finit-ly th?. rk.::imum explosive- 

content that cun b< obtained in a cylindrical body type 
of bomb _nd to what extent an incr sc over the usual 
52 p».r cent would result in incr> J demolition effect, 
”-n experimental 2,000-lb. bomb was designed, known as the Demolition Bomb 2,000-lb. E4. This bomb is 4-1/2 
inches greater in eiamit-.r ;aid 26 inches shorter than 
the Ilk. I Mil bomb. In striving for th., maximum explosive 
content, it was found e sirabl-. tr. increase the diameter 
and reduce the length in this manner since roughly three-- 
qu-jrters of the stress on th< forward portion of the body 
during impact is -dm to the height of the explosive 
behind it. All < xu-.ss n-.tal not required for strength 
was nacLine-c’. from the walls of the cylindrical p.jt of 
thu body, resulting in a tap-.r on the inn-..r walls, 
an i xplosivo content of 67 p-r cunt was thus d> t.-.inud. 
Thu manufacturing cost of the metal parts of this bomb,, 
however, w.is found to be approximately 200 per cent of 
n similar cost for the straid ril 2Q00-lb. bomb. A



number have been manufactured and testa conducted. 
The dimensions of the craters obtained are practically 
Identical with those of the 2,000-lb. Ilk.I till bomb. 
The most practical procedure in designing cylindrical type 
bombs from cost considerations appears to be tho use of 
seamless steel tubing of uniform wall thickness, which 
will require no machining on tho cylindrical part.

Development has been completed recently on tho 
cylindrical bombs and they have been standardized. All 
bonbs of now manufacture will be of the cylindrical typo. 
Bombs of the streamline type, however, which have bee-n 
loaded and are in storage will probably be used, us 
will those of the 2000-lb. Llk.I Ml und Mk.I Mil types. 
The new bombs are designated the M30, 31, 32, 33 and 34, 
varying from the 100 to 2000-lb. sizes respectively, 
(see Fig. 4). These bombs at the present time are 
equipped with both a nose and a tail fuzo. The tail 
fuze consists of a firing mechanism plus a delay olanent 
and detonator, the booster for this fuze being assembled 
in the tail of and as part of the bomb, the fuze being 
shipped separately. It was proposed to use a combination 
superquick and short delay nose fuze for these bombs, the 
fuze to be complete in itself, that is consisting of 
the firing mechanism and complete detonating train from 
primer to booster with a selective setting for either 
superquick or delay action. Tho fuze, however, was not 
doveloped in tine to be standardized with the bomb so a 
temporary arrangement was mad'., using the Lhirk VII M2 
fuze with a special booster that sets in tho nose of the 
bomb within a fuze scut liner that will accommodate the 
now selective fuze when development is completed. Tho 
tail fuze is equipped with a delayed arming mcch:tnism. The 
now nose fuze which has just been standardized us the M103 
will be equipped likewise - the delay being sufficient 
to allow a drop of approximately 1000 feet before arming.

It will be noted that all demolition bombs arc equipped 
with two fuzes. The reason is that a large demolition bomb 
when delivered to its point of release is a highly valuable, and 
strategic articlf nnd therefore all precautions arc taken to 
have it function in tho proper manner on impact. It is con
sidered that tho nose fuz<_ will govern the action, whether in
stantaneous or short delay und the tail fuze will act merely as 
a safety factor in exploding th< bomb in case the nosi. fuze 
fails. No selective setting has been arranged for the tail fuze 
since: 1. A design which would allox/ an instantaneous 
setting would entail considerable additional expense;
2. Actual instantaneous action can not be obtained from 
a tail fuze as a mechanism of this type must function on 
the inertia of a plunger being throx/n forw;ird on retarda
tion of the bomb. This takes an appr> ciabL, amount of



time—estimated at 1/20 of a second; 3. Practically 
all bombs over 100 pounds will be dropped v’ith delay 
action and by far the greater majority of tho 10O-lb. 
sizo also, so that the number of bombs dropped for 
instantaneous action in which the nose fuze fails will 
undoubtedly be very small and tho loss in efficiency 
resulting thereby of small moment.

It is considered that this discussion of demolition 
bombs would be incomplete without at least a reference 
to the several bomb tests on naval vessels that have 
been conducted in tho past. During the War many bombs 
were dropped on submarines, but no important bomb 
attacks on battleships appear to havo been undertaken. 
The largest bomb used at tho Dardanelles is thought 
to have been the British 112-lb. In 1920 a foreign 
demolition bomb weighing 1,600 lbs. "as detonated, 
statically on the dock of an obsolete battleship, rest
ing against an 8-inch gun turret. Tho damage was such 
as to arouse great interest in the possibilities of 
using large demolition bombs against naval vessels and 
served to open up a now method of attack against such 
targets. These tests paved the -ay for later tests 
against other naval vessels and resulted in all possible 
priority being given to the development and manufacture 
of tho 2,000- and 4,000-lb. bombs. In 1921 an obsolete 
destroyer vas sunk by direct hits with 300-lb. bombs. 
A cruiser ”as damaged by direct hits ”ith 300-lb. bombs 
and v/as sunk by a 600-lb. bomb. A battleship "’as damaged 
by 600- and 1,100-lb. bombs striking close and was 
sunk by an 1,100-lb. bomb which penetrated tho afterdeck, 
blew off that deck and a portion of the side. Another 
battleship ras sunk by an 1,100-lb. bomb which as a 
result of good bombing, together with luck, struck a 
ventilating shaft and passed through the bottom of the 
ship.

< ■■ ■These tests, togeth' -ith the results of more 
recent battleship tests, have demonstrated that our 
demolition bombs can put naval vessels of the first 
class out of commission and sink them, even though 
the bombs are insufficicntly strong to penetrate tho 
main protecti”c dock of thick armor. It has also been 
demonstrated that a largo demolition bomb with the pro
per delay fuze action in striking-■••ator ’"ithin a limit
ing distance from a modern battleship, can produce suf
ficient damage to the unprotected bottom to put the 
ship definitely out of commission.

One of the most important roqui rcmt,nts of a demoli
tion bomb i 1 *h-.t It :-hil i i>< .-.f rum 1 •'one trust i on



sufficient to '-’Ithstand Impact -1 th heavily Inforced 
targets In order that the explosive? charge may be held 
together until detonated by fuze action. Further tho 
bomb should bo sufficiently strong so that it can be 
dropped safe from high altitudes without exploding. 
As the hard surface at Aberdeen Proving Ground v-as 
not of sufficient size to allo’" a direct hit from a 
high altitude and as repairs to it would be too costly 
if live bombs wore used, it v.as decided to make 
extensive, hard surface tests on a rock surface. Pre
viously some tests had boon made in the neighborhood 
of Conowingo Dam, but the results of these t'. sts '. ero 
not entirely conclusive as live bombs could not be 
used because of the nearness to inhabited areas. The 
most desirable site available for these tests ’-as found 
to be the Field Artillery Range' at Fort Sill, Oklahoma.

In the fall of 1930, tests -vre made there -ith 
bombs of 300, 600, 1100 and 2000-lb. sizes. The main 
object of this test ■ar to determine the. relative 
strength of the various sizes of bomb cases and the 
ability of the explosive components to withstand tho 
shock of impact from high altitude, as development 
work on the present expe^imcntal nose bomb fuze 
was getting under ray at the time the Fowt Sill tests 
-ere scheduled a fe’- of these fuzes -crc tested there 
in connection with tests of 1100 and 2O00-lb. bombs. 
These tests ’'ere for functioning and drooping safe.

The target on '-hich the bombs ' ere drooped "as 
a granite mountain, the surface of -hich •■as covered 
-ith a vf~y thin layer of soil not more than an inch 
or t-o. Under this '-us about a foot of —■eathered 
granite and then solid rock. The rock -as not the 
type of granite •’c see in the cast but resembled 
sandstone both in appearance and physical properties. 
Occasionally there '-as an outcropping of solid rock 
in the area ■■here the bombs -ere dropped. This made 
a particularly resistant target.

Only a fc- bombs of each type -ere tested and 
therefore no extensi-e data ■•ere obtained. Ho-cvcr, 
as it vas the first test of its kind some very in
teresting facts •■ere recorded*

It ’-as found that a 2000-lb, bomb —ithout fuze 
but '•••ith a booster • -ould explode, - ith a high order Of 
detonation on impact if dropped from a height of 15,000 

> t. The same bomb drooped from 700n foot ’ithout 



fuzo or booster would cxplodo with a low ordei' detonation. 
Thin bomb would withstand boing dropped from 4000 foot 
without exploding, but the case would be broken. At 
3000 feet the case held together. Lack of bombs pre
vented more extensive toots to determine the effect of 
the various bomb components on tho order of explosion 
or reasons for the exploding, i.e., whether the set
forward of the explosive charge set it off oi' whether 
detonation was caused by tho bomb case breaking.

Fuze tests were made in live 1100 and 2000-lb. 
bombs to see if the proper fuze action would occur 
when the bombs were dropped from altitudes of approx
imately 4000 feet. Tests were also conducted to see 
if the experimental fuzes would withstand similar drops 
"safe". In the limited tests the fuzes appeared to 
function as intended and further they withstood impacts 
that broke the bombs in which they were assembled.

The smaller size demolition bombs were not drop
ped from high altitudes with TNT charges. The remain
ing tests were made with inert bombs having pressure 
gages in the tail so as to measure in some way the 
magnitude of the resistance of the target.

CHEMICAL BOMBS: Chemical bombs arc those bombs 
loaded with chemical agents. In addition bombs designed 
to produce smoke clouds aro classified under the more 
general heading of chemical bombs. Thu only bomb of the 
chemical type ever standardized by the Army was of tho 
30-lb. size, (sac Fig. 5), it being believed that this 
was the most efficient weight. This bomb was similar 
in form to the Mark I series of demolition bombs. It 
was equipped, however, with an instantaneous nose fuze 
in order that it would be burst immediately on impact 
and proper distribution of the charge effected. It is 
now believed triat two sizes of bombs may be. roquIfodV 
one of approximately 30 pounds, and one of approximately 
100 pounds. Thu smaller size bomb would be dropped from 
attack airplanes, and the larger size from bombardment 
planes. Both p-.rsist.ent and non-persistent chemicals 
may be used. Of course, the use of different types of 
chemicals complicate th., design as timy require different 
distributions for ...uximum effect. In a non-persistent 
type of chemical it is desired to open th. bomb and 
release the charge ..ifn a minimum of atomization, whereas 
with tip., persistent fill;x- it is desirau to'spray it over 
a maximum area in small amounts.



In attack bombing with planes flying at an altitude 
of 100 foi.t or so, a thin case 30 lb. bomb has been de
signed. It io unfuzod and-depends on breakage of the 
case for distribution of the filler. (Soo Fig. 6A).

For high altitude chemical bombardment there is no 
question but what a fuzed bomb with a proper burster 
charge is necessary. A 100 lb. chemical bomb of .031 
inch sheet metal has boon designed for experimentation. 
(Soo Fig. 6).

PRACTICE BOMBS: Thu Ordnance Department has for 
some time been using bombs of war time manufacture, 
equipped with black powdor charges for practice. Main
ly, these bombs were of the Mk. I Type, but practice 
loadings also have been devised for the 25-lb. Mk. Ill 
Fragmentation Bomb and the 40-lb. Mk. I Incendiary Bomb. 
Only empty bombs of the 25, 50 and 100-lb. sizes of the 
Mk. I scries have been used. Those bombs are equipped 
with primer detonator and adaptor-booster charges of 
black powder instead of using the tetryl charge for the 
booster and tho fulminate of mercury charge for tho 
primer-detonator which were standard for li.E. bombs. 
The advantage in using the black powder loading is in 
tho safety. The practice bomb is loaded with one or 
two, tv7o-pound bags of black powder in tho tail adjacent 
to the booster assembly and the rust of the bomb filled 
with sand, so as to keep the powder charge in contact 
with the booster. This makes a fairly satisfactory 
practice bomb, except that the bomb is somewhat slow 
to explode and sometimes, particularly where the bomb 
is being dropped on territory covered by brush, it is 
difficult for thu bomber to detect the burst of the 
bomb. The 25-lb. Mk. Ill and the 40-lb. Incundiarj'- 
Bombs make better practice bombs than the Mk. I type 
as they aro equipped with nose fuzes and therefore much 
quicker action is obtained.

The Navy has devised bombs particularly a-.r ' t ed to 
practice and tho Ordnance Department became in ‘ estud 
in two of then, one a thin case cylindrical type bomb 
of tho approximate exterior dimensions of the 100-lb. 
bomb and uhich is filled ..ith y;at ;r after being placed 
on the bomb rack, in order to bring it up to weight. 
This bomb was tested by thu Air Corps, found satis
factory and standardized very recently.- With new de
velopments in bomb racks and the newer demolition bombs 
it is found that thu ballistics of the ’water filled 
bomb varied so much from those of thu now demolition 
bombs that tliu n-/.< bomb sights '..ill not accommodate thu 
water filled bomb, th...- difficulty being that thu com- 
..aritiv 1,/ light ...dpht (density) of th? ..nt?r filled



bomb results in excessive trail to the extent that tin 
sight can not bo adjusted to it. Although this bomb 
was standardized as tho M35 Practice Bomb, it is being 
replaced by a modified design in '..'hich tho water filler 
has boon replaced with a sand charge. A spotting 
charge consisting of throe pounds of black powder in a 
tin can to which a simple firing mechanism is attached 
is placed in tho tail. Tho new bomb is the M38A1.

The second bomb of a Navy design in which tho 
Ordnanco Department has become interested is tho 
miniature practice bomb designated by us as the M36 
Practice Bomb (Soo Fig. 11). It consists of a zinc 
base die cast body weighing approximately two pounds 
with a fin cast integral with the body, a striker in 
the nose, and on axial boro to take a blank 10-gaugo 
shot shell or for high altitude bombing a special smoko 
producing cartridgo. This bomb has been found quite 
satisfactory, particularly for attack divo bombing.

For bombardment aviation, the 100-lb. M39 (Fig. 8) 
practice bomb has also been developed. This bomb con
sists of a Murk I demolition bomb body, sand filled, 
but having a two pound bag of black powdor in tho tail, 
and equipped with a new box typo steel fin, a Mark VII 
Ml or 2 fuze in the nose and a Mark V Ml fuze in the 
tail. Instead of using primer-detonators, however, 
blank loaded 24-gaugu shot shell are provided for nose 
and tail fuzes. Thu tail shot shell will function tho 
black powder charge. There is no charge in tho nose, 
therefore the nose shot shell is ineffective. It is 
being used, however, to provide training to personnel 
in the fuzing of bombs with explosive units.

A practice bomb of tho parachute type (Fig. 9) has 
boon devised for low altitude bombing and tested both 
at the Proving Ground and by the Air Corps. Tho bomb 
consists of a cast iron body of approximately 17 pounds 
weight which is attached to a parachute container of the 
type used with the M8 aircraft parachute flare. The 
parachute is rather sturdily built of airplane fabric. 
It is approximately eight foot in diameter and attached 
to the bomb by twelve silk shroud linos of 250 pounds 
tensile strength each. This assembly will withstand 
b... ing dropped repeatedly at a speed of 2£5 miles an 
hour. Tho practice bombs furnished are expected to be 
used several times. A smoke charge is provided for 
the bomb in order that impact may be observed and re
covery of the bomb made without difficulty. Tho smoke 
cfrjrg-.'! produces a dense yellow smoko for a period of



approximately SO seconds. Thu 
of bomb is required to not am 
seconds after tho parachute is 
1'1 re on impact. Thio bomb has 
17-lb. M157 Practice Bomb. Thu 
as the M104 Nose Bomb Fuze. 

fuze used with this typo 
for a period of 15—1/2 
fully op..nud and then to 
boon standardized as the 
fuze has been standardized

For anti-aircraft purposes a stabilized cast iron 
practice bomb (Fie. 10) housing a two ounce black powder 
booster charge has boon developed. This bomb is of tho 
17-lb. size and is equipped with a mechanical time fuze 
which may be set from a minimum of 7 seconds to a maximum 
of 40 seconds. The minimum time is provided since a fuze 
of this type used in a fragmentation bomb would bo haz
ardous if it were to explode tho bomb in less than thia 
time after leaving the piano. In all probability a bomb 
of this type will not bo used ..ith a setting, of much over 
12 seconds which will allow the bomb to fall approximate
ly two thousand foot. The fuze is provided with a pos
sible 40 second setting, however, as it is being used in 
high altitude bombardment airplane flares also. The 
anti-aircraft practice bomb is equipped with the small 
charge to prevent fragmentation of the bomb on the piano 
should the arming wire be withdrawn accidentally and the 
fuze mechanism started. In addition to the small charge, 
an opening in the lower part of the bomb has been pro
vided to release the pressure of the exploding black 
powder should accidental firing occur. This is done as 
an additional safety measure.

For practice in handling in the field it is ex
pected that empty standard bombs will bo supplied.
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SECT ion XII. DQL1B FUSES.
1. Bomb Fuzes - Design and Functioning:

Tri,nd in D'-sign.

A bnmb fuze is a mechanism designed to initiate; func
tioning of a bomb at a predetermined time and place. It is a 
special machine design in accordance with the accepted rules 
of naohlno design as we know them. A bomb fuze- should be 
considered :is a part of a bn ib, although the bombs, us wo 
now speak of then, consist of the L< ib b-'dy, fins, filler 
ch’.irge :w' usually a booster. Tho fuze has bion considered 
more nr less a separate unit d< signed for, but net n port of 
a porticulijr bonb.

There- Jiru certain fund v.v nt ml parts corn ten to all fuzes 
or fuzing systems. In tho first place, firing r.iechJUiisn is 
necessary. Secondly, an explosive tr .in is required. Tho 
firing mecL.anisn cr,asitts of u direct acting striker if tho 
fuze in question is to b( adapted tn the nf-sr. of the bomb. 
Such a striker usually functions by b.;ing driven inward on 
impact. In tail fuzes such u device c n not be used raid tail 
firing mechanisms, therefore, utilize- a plunger which ic 
actuated by reason of its inertia when the berib proper is 
retarded on impact with the target. Firing .c-ch .nisi is us
ually contain arming and s •fc-ty devic .3, safety devices 
being required to eliminate- th-, hazard of handling and truis- 
p-rting eiqjlosive-s. .-rrii-ig dcvice-s ire provided for tho s-a.io 
reason '.-.nd, in addition, tn keep the fuze safe until the bomb 
in which it is used has b< • n properly launched aid a s..fc dis
tance from the piano dropping it. So-ie of the fuzes which 
arc -,t nresr-nt stniiilordized .re simple firing ;icchonisns con
taining nothing more than the firing apparatus with arming 
and safety features. Such fuzes must depend on the use of 
auxiliary components containing the explosive elements.

The explosive train usually found in bcr.ib fuzes con
sists of first, a prin-.r which in functioning is actuated 
by the firing mechanism. If a eel.iy fuze or a time fuzo is 
us-. d, a column or train of black powd-.r is ignited by the 
primer and allowed to burn for definite time, after which 
it ijpiitus a third member in the explosive system, in all 
probability a relay charge of mercury fulninat.. or an 
equivalent explosive such ns lead azido to reinforce the 
blast from the black powder to- explode n detonator which is 
a fairly hu-gc chirge (10 to 15 grains) of a sensitive 
explosive, such as mercury fulmin .-.to, which builds up a 
detonating wave sufficient to.d».ton-.te a much heavier



charge (1000 grains) of tetryl or an equivalent booster 
explosive, which completes the fuze dotonr.tiag train and 
when exploded transmits detonation to tho bomb filler charge.

Fuzes which uro couplet< in themselves, that is, those 
which contain not only the firing nouh.aiism, but tlic com
plete detonating train from primer to booster, are iiaso so 
that the detonating train is interrupted when the fuze is 
unarmed. This is usually accomplished by assembling the 
detonator in a movable- member in the fuze body so that it 
is out of lino with a booster charge and at a sufficient 
distance from it to permit its being exploded without danger 
of setting off the booster charge, likewise the- irr uigenont 
is so made that if any other member of the system is exploded 
th© explosion will not be transmitted to the booster.

There are four main tyo s of bombs for which fuzes '-re 
supplied. They are:

1. Fragmentation
2. Demolition
3. Chemical
4. Practice

From the discussion of bombs in a previous paper, it will bo 
raumbored that tho present standard fr anient at ion bomb is 
required to be exploded instantaneously on impact, and tho 
service tactics cull for the bomb being dropped from a high 
altitude. At tho s;me time, a low altitude- bomb is being 
developed which will be of th© p.arachute type and required 
to explode instantaneously on impact, or if, in dropping, 
the bomb is caught and sustained in u tree, telegraph wires, 

• or other obstructions, the bomb must be exploded by a 
timing device within certain tine limits. Further, a bomb 
is being developed which will be exploded by u timing clement 
for use- against enemy aircraft.

The fuzing system for the first fragmentation bomb 
mentioned has been developed .md hns been in service for some 
years. It is known as the Ibirk XIV nose bomb fuze (Fig.l) 
and is of the sinole firing mechanism type. It depends on a 
•prinor-dc-tonntor assembly (Fig. 2) :cid a booster assembly 
(Fig. 3) to complete the fazing system, the primer-detonator 
being shipped independent of the fuze or booster and the* 
booster being supplied as p-'trt of the bomb assembly. In em
ergencies, however, the bomb is shipped two in a crate, and 



tho fuzos raid primur-dutonator vjIII b«. supplied in an ac
cessory tray with thu bomb In tho crate.

Tho fuze consists of a brass body drilled axially to 
receive a firing pin. Thu lower part of tho body is 
threaded to fit the nose of thu bomb, Tho firing pin is 
hold in thu body by a steel pin which fits into a slot in 
tho lower pjirt of tho body and definitely locates it so 
far as forward novonent is concerned. Above thu body tho 
firing pin carries a sloping shoulder and when asscr.iblcd 
a series of steel balls aro placed between this shoulder 
and the top of thu body, limiting thu movement of thu firing 
pin to tho rear, so that with a steel pin holding it against 
rearward notion, the firing pin is fixed with respect to tho 
body when the fuze is unjurmud. A light copper shear wire 
assembles through both the body and firing pin so that after 
arming occurs and tho st<?1 balls arc removed, the firing 
pin will bo held away from the primer until impact breaks 
the shear wire. Tho forwe-rd end of the firing pin is threaded 
and an arming vanu cup assembly screwed over it. This cup 
retains tho steel balls in position. Thu vane which is 
attached to the cup causes the arming assembly to bo un
screwed, whon tho bomb is dropped, by action of the airstream 
causing the vanu to turn. When on tho plane- the ;irming vane 
is prevented from turning by an arming wire, which is hard 
drawn brass wire of .036 diameter assembled to the bomb and 
threaded through an eyelet on the fuzu body uid a hole in the 
arming vane. A part of the wire projecting through tho vano 
hole is secured by an arming wire safety clip which is noth
ing more than a Fahnestock electrical connector. The other 
end of thu wire is assembled to a swivel loop and attached 
to a pawl in tho bomb rack. All bomb fuzes are rigged 
in a similar manner.

ReloasG and functioning is us follows: If the bomb 
is to be dropped to function, the bomber releases tho fin
ger of the rack that grasps the bomb lug and the bomb falls. 
Tho finger, or pawl, holding tho swivel loop of tho arming 
wire, however, retains its grasp so that as the bomb moves 
away from the plane the wire is withdraw! from the fuzo. 
Th© force of the air past tho :irriing vane, which is like a 
propeller, causes it to turn and by turning causes tho fuze 
to arm. If the bomb is dropped safe, tho bomber may release 
both the arming wire- and tne lag at the smie tine, in which 
case the arming vane is not permitted to tarn and the fuzo 
will not cause functioning of the bomb on impact. Safe drop
ping of fuzes is required, as it may bu desirable when r. a lane 
is disabled in air to rel..;.ou the bomb load in order to
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light' n th', ship -md to < lliiin.*it«. thu hazard ef landing. 
Further, If a plane la attacked In tl.c air, it'nay be de
sirable to lighten the bo-ib load In f-rdui’ to Incr1, ,su tho 
pl'JW’s S'W. d.

Tho 11104 fuze (Fig.4) nno b <.n developed fur the low 
altitude p.jnchutt bomb, Thio. fuz., la required to burst 
on impact. It is required tn .-rm \<lthin 3 to 3-« seconds 
after full opening of the parachute of the bo:.ib» Since' 
thu be;.ib ;md parachute assembly ,hns tendency tn oscillate 
in o. pendulum -.lotinn as it falls so that at the tii.it of 
striking, thu ba ib nay be swinging .did a sidewise blew given 
thu fuze-, a s-mi-ullways firing h«,L .d tn be provided.

Tlx fuze nay be us •< in .ui explosive bonb by assembling 
a booster to the base. Such fuzes art now b* in-; manufactured 
and arc known as TLIEIs.

The bnuy of thu I.I104 fuze is constructed of alurainum ;uid 
contains n slider mounted p. rptndicul:ir to the -..xis, Tho 
slider Imuses a detonator. On the upper put of the body 
a standard 21 second artillery time fuze tint ring is 
mounted and above this is the sci.ii-allways firing mechanism, 
jin Initial firing device, consisting of a cocked firing pin 
and .45 caliber primer, is mounted in the- body below tho 
tine train ring, mi arning pin ;iss< nbl-s through the fuze', 
and when in position restrains th. slider from moving into 
the armed position, .‘nd at the s -.me tine retains tho initial 
firing pin In the cocked position. This fuze, it will bo 
noted, deus nnt have thu ..ruing vane type of -.riling nuch.-nism, 
but is of tht arming pin type, which is equally characteristic 
in bomb fuzes. Thu delay'd --.rning :lechmiism consists of a 
st'.' 1 pin mounted on th'. s-jv .i::is ns thu slider and between 
the slider and a disc crimped in tho side of the- fuze. So 
long e.s this pin is in position the slider c.,n not assume the 
armed position. flash hole communicates between thu delay 
arming pin .nd thu time- train ring. small black powder 
charge- is .'.scumbled b-hind a head on the- uelay arming pin so 
that if the pnwder is bunn.u, sufficient pressure- will re
sult to force the pin past the restraining disc and allow the 
slider to arm. The' fuzi. functions -.s follows. aS thu bomb 
is dropped, tho parachute of the bomb is pull'd out of its 
case and in opening pulls the .-rming wire from, the- arming 
pin of the fuze. A spring on thu arming pin forces it out 
of the fuze, allowing the initial firing pin to bt forced forward by its spring to fire the .45 caliber primer which



L(?aLt<a the. time fast; vlng, After burning for 3 to 3^- 
seconds, tho ring flushes do\zn through the hole to a 
black powder charge surrounding tho delay arming pin, which 
explodes and forces the pin out of the fuze. The slider 
previously having been relieved by the main arming pin, is 
then pushed over by a spring asst rnblcd behind it, Tho de
tonator then aligns with the booster lead and firing pin. 
On Impact, tho firing pin is forced against the detonator 
to fire it.

It is realized that time fuzes in which tho delay is ob
tained by burning black powder are not accurate tmd that 
where accurate results are d>sired, mechanical movements nrv 
superior. Further, it is believed by some authorities, that 
with the proper tooling, r.icch.uiical fuzes might bo produced 
at lower cost than powder fuzes. This reasoning is based 
mainly on tho present cjxTo that must be taken to produce, 
reasonable accuracy with black powder. Tho T12 fuze (Fig. 5) 
rcpres'nts th. type of mechanical fuze now being considered 
for use in tho parachute bomb. This fuzu, although appearing 
rather complicated, is made up of a number of rather simple 
linkages collectively performing the functions of thM 11104 
fuze plus a time firing feature. Time firing, once required, 
has be, n abandoned because of its doubtful value. Tho 
slider, main arming pin and pressure head are practically 
th., same. A simple timing mechanism, consisting of a main 
spring, one end of which is mounted to a movable barrel and 
the other '.nd to a movable spindle, powers the entire unit 
with the exception of tho firming pin, which is ejected by a 
coil spring. The fact that only one spring was required in 
tho movement was considered a highly desirable feature, as it 
eliminated the unc-. rtuinty of several springs having to per
form in tho operation of th; fuze. Thu main spring is at
tached through the spindle to a sir plu guar train and to an 
encapumi nt which controls the rate of movement of tho barrel. 
This barrel contains an indexing notch, which by its position, 
as the time runs, gov.rns first, starting of the fuzu; second, 
arming of the slider at tho expiration of the 3 to 3| 
seconds time; and third, firing of th. fuze i.t the expir
ation of 10 seconds. Arming is accomplished by rel- asu of 
a lever, upon ejection of the arming pin, allowing a pin 
in the lever to disengage from the notch. The power s iring 
then nets to turn the barrel, which moves the notch opposing 
a prong of a lever rv chanism bearing against the barrel 
which trips and allows a l.v r and gear arrangement to be 
mov .d so that the slider is dra\/n into the armed position. 
After tripping this mechanism, the barrel continues to ro
tate until it finally trips the firing mechanism which causes 
the r.K.in spring to be suddenly released, us would occur if a 
ratchet on an alarm clock were' suddenly removed. This vio
lent spinning of the main spring throws a hammer through an 
angle of approximately 200 d' gr, .s to strike a system of 
lev, rs conn, cting with u second himmcr which forces the- firing 
pin against the detonator to fire the fuze. This fuze, if 
impact occurs b- fore expiration of the 10 s.conds, is so



des 1/;iii <■ th t the otrilor h< rid c.-'n b<. forc'd down '..ithout 
int' rf< x*' no1 r.f th' timing • u.ch.-nis'.i. By the n.tur*. of its 
dc'siipx tho striker will function In ■_. s< tii-uliw .ys mnnni.r.

The T12 fuze ivttin* is fi::-d, th..t is, s< 1 ctivu 
settings Imvi; not b< < u provid'd for. For . jitl-.ilrcruft 
bo ibing it is <j sir* d that the setting can be select' d before 
the ol.o.ne leaves tho ground so that a bomb :my be dropp'd ut 
a pr< th.t« mined distance abt-v the t-urg*t. A faze which w..o 
diveloied by a corincrcial organization (tho T7-not illustrated) 
for this purpose was test v r .tlicr 'Xtcnsively within tho 
Ordnance- Department few yt; rs ..go and w.s found to meet 
all the functioning requirements placed on it at that tline. 
How r, it w .s di.cic.'.d that c< rt .in iimufuetaring improvements 
should bi. iiad;. and tht.r'.fori service t> sts were never under
taken. A new fuze is to be e« signed.

For aructico purpos's, however, a fuz- has b -..n mc.Co 
by'.’.neifying Ilark I noQhunic.nl ti n fuz.s (artillery) 
of w .rti:i nonufucturt.. The ;rtill.ry fuze w.-a never satis
factory because of failure to withstand Setback. A modified 
bomb fuze, however, -which is designated the T10, (Fig. 6) is 
believed adequate for oructicc. The bus1 of the fuze is 
slnilar to that of the firtill'ry 21-s* end powder train 
tine fuze, containing a b:.s«. charge of black powder and a 
primer of the percussion type. The base- also holds the 
novi v nt, which is spring driven and governed by a high- 
□ p< d vibrator-type escaperx nt. Timing is controlled by tho 
rotation of a disc on th< top of the- movement containing 
a firing notch. A trigger mechanism bears against this disc 
and to fire fulls into the notch, releasing a firing pin. 
Setting is govt mud by moving th' uppe-r part of the fuzo 
to position the setting notch nt the proper angle with 
rcspi.ct to the trigger. Arning of thu fuze is accomplished 
by n simple spring-cj. ct»..d’•-.rning pin, which disengages from 
the neve:icnt us tlx ''ruing wire is withdrawn, and allows the 
novcni nt to turn. There is no delayed ;m.iing riechmisr. for 
this fuzt , since it will L<. usi d only in practice bombs, 
which fact does not justify the added exp- nsc of the extra 
snfrty feature. The fuz-. nay b- st mywhi m from 7 to 40 
scemi s. The 7 s wad ninimu'i delay is provided to prevent 
a functioning of a b*>nb within approximately 800 f-..-t of tho 
pl "in '..rapping th' bo. ib. In all probability, u fuzv of this 
type will not b< used, at sitting .X1 uti r than 12-g seccni.s, 
which will p. rmit dropping :‘.pproxii 1 't> ly 2500 f<.. t. Settings 
as high -is 40 secai-s, hr.\; v r, ar provided, uc it is con- 
tenplut* d using this fuzi. in high altitude bombardment floras 
where delays of . .t least 35 s- cones ;.r- emected to be reqair' d.

It has b- >.n propos- d fr m t i; :• tc ti.u to furnish one 
fuze f'p« the . ir Corps f"r all thre bombs. This undoubtedly 
could Be .y,n. i,y furnishing* rnti•< r c molic; ted fuz-.s. The*

noQhunic.nl


cxpcns' inv^lv d, how-vi-r, is not bvli< v- il justifiable In 
vb\f ,'f tho iT'. '.t'r filruliclty of single purple fuzes.
Further the addition of complicated ru chnnlams to fuzes may 
incrensu the hazard of handling.

Only on>. typ- of demolition bomb is stiuidard for ni.v/ 
manufacture. This bomb is sup ill-.d in five differ-nt sizes, 
nm.icly: 100, 300, 600, 1100 -aid 2000 pounds. attempt was 
nnck to provide ie ntic ;1 fuz-.a for nil these Bombs and, 
although this could bi. gon- in c-..sv of th,. nose fuzo, it 
v;ns found necessary to provide the tail fuze in three dif
ferent lengths in order that the :snnin{* vane would be in a 
proper position within the fin assembly to jet sufficient 
wind velocity to jm it.

Demolition bomb fuzes at th- >r-s-.nt tine are required 
to provide either instunt..a, ous functioning on impact, or a 
short , ■ lay of .1 tn ,15 s .can's after impact. Instanton.nus 
functi'ning is required eh. n a bomb is used against light 
structar- s wh,.r, the. most earn.; 'ing effect will be obtained 
by blast, also instanton-nus ictirn is required f^r such 
targ-. ts ns ammunition du. ds. Delay action is required against 
targets of n he .vi. r structur-. , sucl. as l.J.ge buildings, 
machine shops, shi>s, railroad t-.rminals, -tc., where max
imum daring, may b«. c.tus-.d by a h. uviag deton..tion. ;.s in the 
cos-, of fragmentation bomb fuz- s, .<;• mclition bomb fuz- s uc 
required to bi suffici ;ntly sturdy in construction iuid 
equipped with a’ming devic-.s that will permit their being 
dropp-.d safe, (Py .topping safe is defin- d s fulling from 

height of ■ i,-;Lt thous -.ii-. f- ■ t on normal soil without o:*.- 
plnding: normal soil is furth-r def in-<1 s that type of soil 
pr-vailing nt Ab, rd< <.n Proving Ground.) In th-, future-, de
molition bomb fuz s will be r,quired to be provided with de
lay- d arming featur- s which will pr-. v nt arming when dropp- d 
frrm level flight at norm.-.! spied for a p-riod of approxi- 
rnnti ly 7 s> ennds. Such delayed ;jniinv; features will be- of 
the wind vane typ-.. raid tin. .-.rmin;; tine will be inversely 
proportional to the sp-a d of the plane- dropping the bomb 
in order to r<duce the arming time in civt. bombing.

.-.t th< pr-.s nt tin. silictive d- lay is obtained by 
setting the nos,. fuz.;, the tail fuz< b ing provided ns a 
precautionary measure only to function in case something 
goes wrong with the nose fuz,.. The tail fuze is provided 
with a .1 second delay element and can never be made to 
function instantaneously.

The present series of demolition bombs w<re standard
ized with the iiark vii j[n nOst. fuze. (Fig.7) This is a 
simile firing ncchiuiism and requires fo its completion 
cith, r an instantaneous or a short delay II irk IIB primer- 
detonator (Fig. 2) plus ;-.nh 103 ad mtur booster. (Fig. I).



Tho fuze la very much similar to tho Hark XIV in construction, tho 
main difference being that it la larger and instead of having 
stoul balls between the head on the firing pin and tho booy of 
tho fuze a series of circular discs are used. Tho primor- 
detonator is assembled to this fuze by means of a retaining ring 
which engages the flange on the Load of the jrimur-dutonator and 
holds it rather freely to the fuze as tho fuze is screwed into the 
bomb. The booster assembles into a well in the nose of the bomb 
and consists of a thin metal case containing tetryl pullets and 
lined with a primer-detonator well on tho inside, und an adapter 
to reC’ ive thu Murk VII Mil fuz<. and primer-dutonator ass' mbly. 
This fuze arms in 2 to 3 s« conds, it not being equipped with a 
delayed arming device as it is a temporary standard. Thu tail 
fuze standardized for the demolition bombs is thu 11100 type 
(Fig. 9) and is supplied in three lengths, the two longer fuzes 
being designated K101 and 11102 respectively. Thu shortest fuze 
11100 is being used in thu 100 und 300 pound bombs, the next 
size in the 600 and the largest in the 1100 and 2000 pound bombs. 
This fuze is not complete in itself, consisting only of a firing 
mechanism and a primer-detonator unit, the booster (M102) 
(Fig. 10) being supplied with, und as part of, the bomb. The 
M100 tail fuze (Fig. 9) consists of a body housing the primer- 
detonator assembly, or the delay element ass-mbly as it is call
ed, and a plunger restrained in the unarmed position by a threaded 
stem engaging in a threaded hole in the plunger and the base of 
tho fuze body. The. rear portion of this stem is attached to a 
wind vane through a delayed arming mechanism, the delayed arming 
mechanism being simply a set of guars which reduce thu number of 
turns of the arming stem with respect to thu number of turns of 
tho arming vane to 1 in 30. Th.-tefor-. , as thu firming vane spins, 
thu arming stem slowly unscr ws from the plunger until it is en
tirely free, then on impact, as the bomb is retarded by the 
target, the inertia of the plunger will carry it forward to strike 
a primer of the delay element ass inbiy. Thu d. lay lemc-nt burns 
and then sets off the detonator which transmits the detonating 
wr.v., to th>, booster find thence to tin; bomb filler. Development 
of a new nose fuze has been brought to completion. This fuze 
h:ts bun standardized und will replace the Mark VII M2. The fuze' 
in question is now designated thu L1103 (formerly called the T3 E5) 
(Fig. 11) which is a complete fuze, housing firing mechanism, 
d-.lay ul-m< nt and boost r, -md which maybe set <. ithur for super- 
quick .action or short d'lay. ilo boost, r n-cd bu supplied in the 
bomb. Bombs manufactured b. fore development of this fuze was 
corapl' ted W' re furnish, d with M103 boosters which c.in be rtadily 
remov d and when removed the bo ib is equipped to take- the 1.1103 
fuz* without further modification. The M103 fuze consists of a. 
body housing a delay clement of the' ty> used in the M100 type of 
fuzu. The lower nortioa of tip body is slott.d perpendicular to 
the axis to accomriodat' a slider which carries a detonator. A



boost- r la ass-nbl'd to the body In a thin :.i< tai cup below 
the slider c ivity. k brane pl..t. with two boost-, r leads la 
placed bi low tlk slider und between. It and the tetryl pelleto 
of the boost-, r. This plate Is provided to Secure ’'bore”

• safety in cos' the detonator should be exploded tsiywhero 
except in th., two armed (lust-ntuneous or short delay) 
positions. A firing 'mechanism is assembled in the upper 
p-urt of the body. This firing mechanism consists of a 
striker head equipped with two firing pins, ono on tho axis 
and extending for a Considerable distance into tLo body, tho 
other rather short and situated directly above the primer 
of th*, d l..y elem.,nt. A setting device is provided in 
the body. This consists of a stem mounted p.rpenidoular to 
the axis and ■ xtending through the entire, length of tho 
body, projecting into the- slider cavity cn tho one nd, 
and against the ,-irming g- ,.r on th* other. This arming stem 
is provided with a should' r. A setting pin is mounted perpen
dicular to th., arming ste:i hole .-nd, from the outside of the 
fuze, may b- so adjust- d to project into or clear the '-ru
ing stem hole. If it is u- sired to set the. fuze for delay 
action, the s-.tting pin is allowed to project into the ^ru
ing pin hoi. where, upon spinning off of the -..riling vano 
assembly (which is similar to the action of the Hark XIV 
fuze) the arming stem, sinc< it b- urs -..gainst the arming 
assembly, will follow it as it ris.s, b.ing forced upward 
by a coil spring. Th. diet.me that it can go upward, how- 
t v r, will b- gov- rn. d by a flung. on the arming stem coming 
in contact with the s- tting pin. As th. .juing pin nov..s 
upward it cle.-rs th. -nd of tin slider und allows it to be 
pushed nv r for • enough for tin. d-t oust or to align with the 
r. lay of the d- l.-.y e-l.ii.ut ass-ably <md the- first booster 
1-. ,d. Th. slid, r io stopp- d in thio position by the arming 
pin ■ nga.'-i.ig against a stop on it. Furth-r, it is located 
by a Ic.tcli nuchnnisii mounted in th., body, which engages in a 
groove in th^ slider. For instantaneous setting, tie setting 
pin is so position d V at it deus tie uming pin hole, in 
which case tl.v ..ruing pin ..ntirely clears the slider cavity 
and the slider springs fore-., the slider over until tho dot- 
on. it or all .a with the inst;mtan».-ous firing pin nnd tho 
second baa.-,-:-.r li ...d. Delay.,d arming of this fuze is accom
plished b-f a ge;-j mechanism mounted within the arming vcino 
cup which r> str .ins move-mint of an u:.iing stem governing 
upward movement of the v.-jy. cup to 1 turn in every 70 turns 
of the arming vniy . A;, the ,-rning screw nans upward it 
carri s with it th* --.rming v.rie cup aid .t the proper time- 
rc-1 .as .s s- ri s of st-.l cylind. rs from b-. tween the pr..s- 
suri head and th-, body ass-ably, as in the c.-.s<. of the Liark 
VII II11 fuze. In addition, it .allows tbs arming stem, governing slider notion, t" move.



There io only on<> standard chemical bor.ib, that b.,ing the 
30 pound I.Q. Thia bnrib is equip )• d ./ith tv II.irk XIV fuze and 
an instantaneous prinur-dt ton.itnr, thu sav. syst.ii as is used 
for the 30 pound fra{?i<.nt:itinn bonb. Thu "booster”, howuVur, 
is of a different typ-.., it running thu entire length of the 
bo: ib, .nd is provid’ d to distribute thu chemical filler, 
whereas, in the fr: ~ •« nt:. tion boub, tlx, booster is required 
to detonate thu fill-r charge. For this r .asmi wu now in- 
dient' what W'.r«. form rly culled boosters in chemical boi.ibs 
us bursters. In th» article on demolition bo ibs • lininution 
of tlx fuzes under c-, rtein conditions vus discuss d. Ho 
chemical bonbs .or- us*, d at the or«.s< nt tine without fuzes.

Of the fuzes th.it sT- us. d in practice bonbs nt the 
present til'.u, there uT‘ only tWO th it h..Ve not been discussed 
heretofore. They nr« th mark V I.;1A (Fig. 12) aid tl« ilurk XI. 
The llwrk V Ill is the previous stiuidwrd demolition tt.il bomb 
fuze, but is now b> ing sap pli- u for th., 100 pound 1139 practice 
bonb. It is a simple firing n«.chnnism of tho inertia plunger 
typo nnd is in principle identical with the firing mechanism 
of thu 14100, except it do> s not contain thu d-layud ariiing 
device. It requires the usi of a standard Ik.rk IIB priinr- 
ih ton; it nr nr, for r- asms of • C’>no: iy, us oropos d for the- 
100 pound 1139 practice .xas-rbly, a blank loauud shot shell.

During the. w \r a large number of 17 pound practice boi.ibs, 
Iherk II wore manufactured from r_j‘. ctud 75 m/n :;nd 3 inch 
shell. There are still largi stocks of tics', on hand which 
ar< used frontin'. tn tim for practice. This baib is 
equipped with the Lark XI (Fig. 13) nose fuze. The fuze is a 
sinple, crude-looking r.iecLanisn, consisting of a cast brass 
bndy, in the h- ad of which is t.ssuribl.d a firing pin located 
by newis of a diaohrafj: which •. igag-.s in a groove in thu body, 
the firing pin being riv. t'd tn the diaphrng.i. Below the 
firing pin a detonator is mount’d in thi. body on a lino pco»- 
P'ndicul:ir to the axis, aac is 1. Id in thu un.irned position 
by a spring type arming pin. A spring is css-, iblod behind tho 
detonator in order to force it into the cried position upon 
withdrawal of tlx .'.ruing wire nd i<. ction of the arming pin 
by its spring. Below the u. ton tnr is a tub- , t ■ intrusion 
as it is call'd, connectin'* thu fuz with the bomb. In tho 
ir.cticc assembly this tub< is filled with black powder to 
tr'insnit thu fish fro* । the detonator to the pr .cticu charge 
in tho bn;ib. Fuucti' ning occurs on impact when thu firing 
pin is driven into the. det a.itor.
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SECTION XIT I. PACKING, STORAGE Al’O 
SHI°?TbNT OP A'GIJNITION

1. “acking of r'unmun i t i on.
I. INTRODUCTION.

a,. Definition and Explanation of tho Subject. The 
packing of ammunition implies the placing and securing of ammunition 
and ammunition components in boxes, crates, metal drums or other 
tyoes of containers for storage or transportation. The subject 
covers the various kinds of containers, as wooden boxes, wooden 
crates, metal crates, metal cartridge storage cases, fiber con
tainers and metal containers usod in handling and transportation 
of the ammunition; the methods of packing the ammunition and com
ponents in the various containers; tho design, manufacture and use 
of these containers; and proper identification of the contents. 
In this discussion wooden boxes and crates will probably be referred 
to, and used as an example, oftener than other types, as they form 
by far the largest proportion of amunition containers.

Practically all materials or articles of any sort, 
particularly small articles, are boxed or crated for shipment from 
the manufacturer to the storage point or to the person who ultimately 
uses the article. This is particularly necessary with ammunition, 
and especially with small parts or components, duo to its nature, 
i.c. a hazardous material which must be protected for the safety 
of those handling it and to prevent damage.

,b. Objects and Purposes of Packing.
1,. To Insure '“roper and Safe Transportation. - Tho 

primary object of packing of ammunition, then, is to provide a means 
whereby the complete rounds and components of ammunition arc pre
pared to insure safe transportation to point where use*’, packed in 
a manner acceptable to the carrier and in form for convenience in 
handling, storage, transportation and isr , to depots or the using 
.Service. Ammunition must be packed safe!., and securely, due to its 
hazardous, and some times its somewhat delicate nature to insure 
as far as possible that it "’ill not be injured in handling or trans
portation to such an extent that it "dll cause .an explosion. Also 
it is imperative that the ammunition reach the depots or using 
Service in an undamaged condition in order that ’.’hen used as received 
or "hen assembled with other components it will function properly, 
and there will be no question in the mind of tho receiver but that 
it will function properly. Any visible damage- to tho components 
which affect their funct ioning will cause doubt in the mind of tho 
consignee as to the condition of the remainder of a shipment. Tho 
packing must also provide such protection that invisible, ti-.mge '"ill 
not occur.



The 'Ammunition should be packed In such quantities and in 
such amounts that the oontuincrs, as far as possible, may be easily 
and conveniently handled and yet carry the maximum number to allow 
economy in construction and in the number of containers. In other 
words, for components that arc to be stored or assembled before 
issue to the using Service, as large a quantity of the various types 
as can be properly handled, "ithout exceeding maximum quantities 
that may -4th safety bo packed in one container, should be packed 
together, rather than small amounts. *7ith amunition which is to 
be issued directly to the using Service, the nature of the container, 
material of "hich constructed, size, etc., rill depend upon tactical 
requirements and other particular requirements us, convenience in 
handling, facilities for removing contents, the degrees of hazard 
involved, the particular type of protection desired, storage or 
transportation facilities, etc.

2. To Ccrnnlv "4th I.C.C, and. Other Regulations.- The 
secondary purpose of packing, or rather a factor influencing tho 
design and m< thod of packing, is to meet the different requirements 
and regulations for packing and shipping explosives contained in 
Ordnance Department Regulations, Technical Regulations, Army 
Regulations and, particularly, tho I.C.C. Regulations for trans
portation of explosives and other dangerous articles. These last 
named regulations apply, to a large extent, to the Army and Navy, 
but primarily to commercial shipnirs of explosives. They will be 
covered more in detail later.

II. DSSIflN.
a. General Policy and Trend in Design.

1,. Past.- It has, apparently, been comparativv ly 
recently that a great deal of attention has been given to the proper 
design of packing by commercial concerns, and a large amount of 
research in the search for suitable and proper containers h’ s been 
carried on.

Tho I.C.C. Regulations for shipping explosives, however, have 
existed for some time and it was required that they be followed. 
Then, too, it wag necessary to pay some attention, more so than with 
other commodities, to the proper packing of ammunition. During this 
period the Ordnance Department designed packing ’"hich was generally 
considered satisfactory and —as apparently designed ’"ith th< idea 
of meeting the I.C.C. Regulations. Sone of these old type con
tainers arc- still in use for shipment of components of the earlier 
design and many containers In accord 'nee ■.’ith recent drwings, follow 
the general type of construct ion of the earlier designs.
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2. Present.- The general trend followed in the design 
of boxes and crates apparently seemed to be towards the use of 
boxes made of standard 1 inch, or heavier, lumber. This trend 
still exists, although in a good many cases the I.C.C. Regulations 
would permit the use of thinner material and lighter construction, 
or containers of a different type. However, the tendency has been 
apparently, not only to moat tho I.C.C. Regulations, but to ”go 
them one better” and not to use material thinner than 1 inch 
standard lumber (25/32 inch thick when finished on both sides), 
although there are a few exceptions. This results in a good many 
cases in boxos and crates much stronger than roauirod, Howovor, 
consideration has been given to the Ordnance Department’s desire 
to vory definitely assure tho safe transportation of tho ammunition, 
and to tho particular problems in each caso to moot tho roouiromonts 
of packing.

Recently a study and investigation of more up to date methods 
of packing, used cormorcially, which will provide greater economy 
with limiter construction and reduction in storage spaco, havo 
been carried out,. In particular, boxos of wiro-bound construction 
using a thin vonoor lumber with reinforcing cloats, with strands 
of wiro encircling tho box, havo been mado up and tested in a nunbor 
of cases with a view to substitution for tho standard typo of box 
or crate of heavier lumber. This typo of construction will not only 
bo more economical as regards cost, weight and storage spaco, but 
it is boliovod it would bo more logical for uso in an emergency. 
Tho results of tho tests indicate that this type of box furnishes 
suitable protection for tho items packed, and it has boon adopted 
as standard in several instances.

Wirobound boxos will probably not stand as much rouse as tho 
heavier woodon box, but their original cheaper cost will probably 
make thorn more economical and particularly at times when rouse of 
tho box would not bo warranted.

While corrugated or fiber board boxes aro commercially re
placing, to a groat extent, wooden packing boxes, or cratos, their 
uso has not boon undertaken or investigated to any groat extent as 
a substitute far tho wooden boxos in packing ammunition, and 
probably will not bo, evidently because it has boon folt that in 
the packing of explosives it is bettor to uso tho safer, stronger, 
wood box. There arc, howovor, a fow cases in which corrugated borrd 
or fiber board boxos aro used in tho packing of ammunition com
ponents. For example, certain pyrotechnics uro packed in corrugated 
board containers, but those arc in turn, however, in an outer con
tainer of wqod. Thoro aro also two or throe other exceptions, Tho 
wooden box, v:hich includes tho box of wircbound construction, is 
tho bettor from tho standpoint of long time storage, insurance



against tapering, tho number of handlings received, marking, and 
particularly ’"hero continued reuse is desired. ’.71th respect to 
this last point they may possibly be more economical in tho ond. 
Some investigation has been made on fiber drums for tho packing of 
certain loose explosives as a substitute for metal containers and 
vooden boxes.

Some types of packing, as, for example, tho packing of 
complete rounds in individual metal or fiber containers, arc not 
required by tho I.C.C. Regulations, but hnve been adopted for 
reasons peculiar to the particular a’-rninition or due to the desire 
to pack tho ammunition in a certain ’-ay to meet certain conditions, 
ns moistureproofness, or convenience in handling single units, or 
several units together, after being unpacked from the outer con
tainer in xhich several arc shipped together. Such containers are 
designed without reference to the l.C.C. Regulations, but vith 
reference to the Ordnance Department Regulations and tho desires 
of the using Services to moot the particular purpose for vhich they 
are to be used.

£. Provings nnd Droving Policy.
For each container for packing ammunition there is 

prepared on assembly droving, and vhore necessary additional detail 
drnvings, and a packing and marking droving. Tho present policy 
-dth reg-rd to container dravings, principally "dth regard to the 
packing boxes, is that the assembly and detail drawings of a 
container -ill pertain only to the manufacture of that container, 
nnd that the packing nnd marking dro-ing -ill shov the marking of 
the container nnd tho necessary instructions for properly packing 
the anriunitinn nnd sealing the container. For example, n droving 
of the packing box vith metal liner for fuzes sho-s on the assembly 
droving three vic’-’s (plan nnd side nnd end elevations) of the 
assembled box, necessary notes regarding nailing etc.; the List of 
Parts required for the manufacture of the box and mctnl line *' List 
of Specifications, nnd other pertinent information. If this box has 
separators the construction of the separators -ill ordinarily be 
shovn on a separate detail droving, as vill also the construction 
of the metal liner. All material used in the final packing, ns for 
example, fillers, and instructions relative to packing, shall be 
omitted from tho assembly droving. The packing nnd marking droving 
vill hnve tvo representations of tho box shoving the marking required 
for proper identification of the c'-ntents, the shipping addresses, 
marking to comply v-lth the I.C.C. Regulations and other required or 
informative marking. This droving also carries packing instructions 
tc cover the method of packing the contents, the final closure of 
tho b'x ■••mH scaling to prevent tampering. A List of Parts and



Liat of Specifications covering materials used in the marking and 
scaling of the box arc included. Hhorc tho pocking of the contents 
is complicated and can not bo clearly explained in the notes on 
packing instructions, a delineation of the box with pert in section 
to indicate tho contents In placo may bo added, to supplement and make 
clearer tho packing instructions.

ci. Regulations Governing Design of Container; Packing; 
SiltPEJ.Bg*

J,. I.C.C. Regulations.- The Interstate Commerce 
Comission undor net of Congress has formulated a set of regulations, 
published in book form, covering the transportation by rail in 
freight, express and baggage services of explosives and other 
dangerous articles. The Ordnance Department is primarily interested 
in tho portion of these regulations dealing with tho transportation 
of the explosives by freight, as practically all shipments are nndo 
in this manner. To aid in carrying out these regulations there has 
boon sot up by the American Rnilrny Association,the Bureau of 
Explosives, ’•hich is maintained by the Association and is officially 
recognized by the Interstate Commerce Commission. This Bureau 
republishes the I.C.C. Regulations and publishes other regulations, 
furnishes inspectors, "who are stationed throughout the country 
to observe, investigate, and report upon shipping methods", and 
furnishes and publishes information relating to proper packing and 
shipping of explosives to aid the railroads anil shippers. "The 
carriers utilize the services of the inspectors to enforce regula
tions and approved practices". Since Colonel B. "I. Dunn wns head 
of the Bureau, its republication of tho I.C.C. Regulations - vhich 
loaves out certain summaries and adds only a list of riilroads 
agreeing to the regulations, "ith exceptions - has been generally 
referred to as "Agent B. r/. Dunn’o Freight Tariff Ho,2". It is n^w 

- referred to as "Agent '7, S. Topping’s Freight Tariff No,2".
The I.C.C. Regulations st^tc that "Shipment ^f explosives 

offered by, consigned to, the Uar and Navy Departments of tho 
United States Government must be packed, including limitations of 
'”eight. In accordance '••ith these regulations, or ns required by 
their regulations". In general, in the d< sign of the packing con
tainers fnr ammunition the requirements for these containers are 
made at least as severe as the I.C.C. Specifications and in most 
cases more severe. It is required, however, that the marking on the 
container for proper classification of its contents for shipping 
purposes, be in exact agreement with the nomenclatures listed in the 
sub J oct regulations.

Those r"gulntions classify explosives ns "Danjorous Explosives, 
Class A", "Loss Dang roue Explosives, Class B", and "Rein ti v(,ly 
Cafe Explosives, Class C, and hon-Explosirrn ’lot; rials", depending 



upon tho degree of hazard involved in tho construction of tho 
anrnunition and attached to its handling and transportation. The 
explosives falling under each class are clearly defined and given 
a definite nomenclature to enable the proper classification by the 
shipper and by the carrier. Shipping clerks and agents connected 
”dth handling shipments for the carriers are trained in tho specific 
nomenclature given under the different classifications and any 
material deviation from tho wording of these designations would 
result In confusion, and inmost cases, probably, In placing the 
annunltlon in at least the classifications next abovo that under 
which it belongs, due to the desire of the person classifying to 
make sure that it would not be placed in a lower olassifioation, or 
to actual misinterpretation of the erroneous nomenclature. This is 
tho roason why it Is required that shipments made by the Army show 
the proper nomenclature marking for proper classification. These 
regulations, in requiring packing in certain types of boxes or other 
containers, In accordance with a particular specification, do not 
generally require more substantial packing for explosives of the 
higher ratings.

2, Army Regulations and Technical Regulations.- General 
regulations governing the packing, narking and shipping of military 
supplies are set forth in Arny Regulations 30-955. These regulations 
have a short section relating to the shipment of explosives, vhich 
requires compliance with the T.C.C. Regulations for packing and 
shipping of explosives and covers claims for damage. Regulations 
for the transportation by water of explosives are contained in Army 
Regulations 30-1270, ”hich covers overseas shipments of materials 
by tho Auartermstcr Corps. Packing and m< thods of shipping of 
individual items of ammunition aro usually covered in the particular 
Army Specification rhich covers this item, although such requirements 
for packing arc usually stated in a general manner.

TTothods of packing ammunition and components, and the marking 
of tho containers, arc given in Technical Regulations covering the 
different types of complete rounds of artillery ammunition, grenades, 
bombs, etc., though this matter is usually descriptive and instruc
tive. However, Technical Regulations TR-1370A, "miscellaneous 
Ammunition - Ammunition General", contains, as well, certain para
graphs on packing and marking ^’hich are mandatory.

3. Ordnance Department Regulations.- The Ordnance Safety 
'ianual. Pamphlet No. 7224, under the Section headed "Packing, .'larking 
and Shipping" refers to the various regulations (I.C.C., Army and 
other special regulations) for the packing of ammunition, shipping 
and the marking of tho containers for all types of shipment and
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proscribes compliance vith the proper Federal Specif lent ions and 
regulations, and where necessary, compliance with state and 
municipal laws and ordinances. This Section also details Safety 
Regulations for shipments. The Manual, under Sections for each 
particular item or component of arm unit ion, prescribes s ome '••hat in 
detail tho method used for packing tho component, typo of container 
used, the safety precautions necessary in packing, storage and 
shipment and marking of tho containers. This little booklet con
tains much valuable information on all phases relating to safety. 
Tho Ordnance Office also issues Fluid Service bulletins ’-hich may 
cover details of packing or shipping instructions of a special 
nature or -hich supplement other regulations. Pamphlet No.2036 - 
"Service Markings of Ammunition and Ammunition Containers" - has 
several plates shoving the marking of ammunition boxes, but this 
pamphlet is principally of an informative nature. "The Standard 
Nomenclature Lints on the various items of ammunition give somo 
information on the containers for the components, -1th, in seme cases, 
pin ton shoeing tho marking".

Of nil the regulations, ’-hich govern packing and have a bearing 
on the design of containers, tho I.C.C. Regulations arc the most 
important, and in the design of new containers, they arc followed, 
due consideration being given to the other factors involved.

d. Testing.
J,. Connection vith Design.- ''/honover a new box or crate 

or some other type of ammunition container is dosipiod, it may not 
be knovn ’•hothcr the container rill be strong enough to carry the 
contents satisfactorily to meet tho Ordnance Department requirements, 
or tho I.C.C. test requirements, although it may meet the con
struction requirements of the I.C.C. Specifications. Also, it may 
be desired to determine from tine to time whether containers in 
accordance -dth old designs, vhich have not changed and vhich have- 
not been previously tested, meet the requirements, or, in cases ’’here 
such containers have actually failed in service, to determine as 
far as possible the nature of such failure vith a view to correction. 
It may be desirable to determine tho strength and satisfactoriness 
of an existing design before- preparing a no- design of similar type 
of construction. Further, it may be necessary or desirable to 
determine the satisfactoriness of other characteristics of the 
container.

2. Kinds of Tests.- '■.’here- and Ho—Conducted.- In order 
to determine vhe-ther the container is satisfactory or not in every 
respect, to determine causes of failure, and to get a comparison of 
its strength with other typos of containers, it is necessary to con
duct tests of it. Strength tests should be of such a nature that



they give conditions aimulating, ns far ns possible, actual trans
portation, handling, and storage conditions, nnd at the same time 
be of a sufficiently definite nature to afford comparisons of tests 
bof ’ccn containers of identical or similar typos, or of different 
types. Tests to determine the satisfactoriness of ether character
istics, ns for example, noisturo proofnoss, may be conducted so that 
conditions similar to actual service conditions - usually the '»orst - 
arc met, or an accelerated tost, giving conditions of greater 
severity than would bo met in service, mny be conducted.

Tests on ammunition containers, principally on bo^os and orates, 
are conducted from time to time by tho Packing Section nnd though 
the tests arc usually mechanical tests of the strength of a con
tainer they sometimes include other tests, such as for moisturc- 
proofness, as in the ease of fiber containers. Some of the tests 
are conducted at this Arsenal but usually those on the containers 
intended to simulate the hazards of handling and transportation uro 
conducted by the Package Research Laboratory of Rocka-ay, New Jersey, 
’•hich is a part of the 4-0nc Box Machine Corporation, Manufacturers 
of machinery for making a ’-irebound type of packing box. The tests 
conducted at the Arsenal are usually drop tests, static tests or 
packing tests for strength determination, and the other special tests 
on the various containers. Other tests, of an investigative nature 
to solve problems connected with packing are also conducted- for 
example, tests to determine effect on a box of variation of moisture 
content of tho lumber, tests of possible substitutes for shellac 
varnish. Occasionally, containers loaded to weight, or filled "dth 
the proper material are shipped away by freight or t^uck, to bo 
returned, to determine their ability to withstand actual transporta
tion and handling incident thereto.

The Package Research Laboratory has two revolving drums "hich 
are no"’ accepted as standard in the packing industry for tests on 
packing containers. A small hexagonal drum, 8 feet in diameter, is 
used for testing small boxes, nnd principally boxes of corrugated 
board or fiber board. The large drum, a 14 foot hexagonal revolving 
drum, is used exclusively for tests on containers for this Arsenal, 
This drum is similar to a drum of the same diameter developed by 
the Forest Products Laboratory for testing containers. The drum 
revolves at the rate of one rovolution per minute, the box receiving 
approximately 6 falls within that time. Four baffles of two different 
typos between sections of tho drum, carry the box up somo distance 
permitting it to full on the side of an adjacent section, the height 
of fall depending upon the shape, size and ’•■eight of the container. 
The drops range from a drop of.a few inches, and u slide along the 
floor of the adjacent section, to a drop of approximately six feet, 
clear across one section onto the second, depending upon the shape 
of the container "nd location of the center of gravity. The drops 
•■Ir.n range from ■. flat or broadside landing to n landing on eno edge 
■ o corner.
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The general rule for shipments ria stated by the director of 
the Package Research Laboratory in one of hie test reports, is ns 
follows; "a satisfactory container is one vhich, in n series of 
five or more tests in tho 14 foot drum, fails at an average of not 
less than 15 drops ’•Ith no container failing before tho 10th drop”. 
He stated that ho believed that it ’••as of no use to continue tho 
test on boxes beyond 15 drops in accordance with this definition. 
However, in tests of containers by this Arsenal, the tests have 
been run to 30 drops before completion, due to the desirability of 
obtaining a container stronger than the ordinary. Boxes ”hioh stand 
this number of drops successfully, or can stand ’.-oil beyond tho 
15 drops should, according to the definition, be able to withstand 
any hazards of transportation.

The design and construction of packing depends to a large 
extent on the nature of shipment and the intended use of the ammunition 
packed, and falls into tho following classes:- Packing of complete 
rounds of all types or components in containers in which this 
arm-unit ion will be finally issued to'the Using Services; packing 
of components for intor-arsenal shipment or shipment to Field Depots 
for use in renovation work or assembly of new complete rounds; and 
packing of components for intra-nrsenal movement or temporary storage 
pending the assembly into complete rounds.

X. Complete Rounds or Components for the Using Services.- 
Packed for issue:- Complete rounds are practically always packed 
in containers in vhich they will be finally issued to tho using

«Services, even though they may be stored in 7ar Reserve for n number 
of years. Such storage in tho containers used for issuo obviates 
the necessity of transfer from other types of containers at the 
time it is desired to issue War Reserve ammunition. The design of 
the containers depends upon the special requirements for issuo, con
venience in handling, transportation, etc., of the different services 
using the ammunition. For example, complete rounds of artillery 
ammunition of the medium caliber arc packed individually in fiber 
containers to afford complete packing and moistureproofness to each 
round and to permit the handling of these complete rounds in single 
units. For pack howitzer complete rounds, the size of tho box, and 
weight per box, must be such that they can be conveniently packed 
on, and easily carried by, the pock animals. Bombs are packed in 
a manner vhich permits of convenient handling in transportation, i.e., 
in metal crates or with shipping bonds, depending upon the size of 
the bomb. Certain components of ammunition arc shipped ns such 
diroctly to the using Service for issuo separate from the complete 
round. Examples of those are fuzes for complete rounds shipped 
without fuzes and components used in making up comelctc rounds of 
separate loading ammunition for the large calilx.r guns, in ”hich



projectiles, fuzes, pronclling charges and primers arc each packed 
separately. The packing for sone of these may be of th>: snne nature 
ns that for comnoncnts which arc shipped from one Arsenal to 
another, as, for example, the packing for primers or fuzes.

2. Components for Other Arsenals or Depots.- Components 
packed for shipment to other Arsenals or Field Depots for assembly 
into complete rounds are usually packed in as economical e manner 
ns possible, the containers being designed to carry the maximum 
number that may bo handled conveniently and taking into considera
tion tho hazard involved in the packing, i.e., limiting the quantity 
in oach container to a certain amount dependent upon the nature and 
amount of the oxplosive in the component and its characteristics.

3, . Intra-Arsenal Storage.- Complete rounds of anrnunition 
or components assembled at an arsenal, ahich are to be stored there 
in War Reserve for shipment at some future time, arc packed in tho 
same manner as under tho headings prescribed above, standard packing 
being used for this purpose. ’.There components are assembled or 
loaded at an arsenal for lator use in assembling into complete rounds 
at tho same arsenal, it is not necessary that these components be 
packed in tho same containers 'vhich would be used for interplant 
shipment, unless the storage of tho components is likely to be for 
some- length of time and it is dcsirod to pack them in a moisture- 
proof container, or there may bo a possibility of shipping them out. 
The standard packing for shipment may then br used, or other im
provised packing '-hich mill give the same results. ’.There moisture- 
proofness is not necessary any type of secure improvised packing 
designed by that Arsenal for itu own use, may be used.

At this Arsenal such improvised packing is often obtained by 
using old boxes which may have been intended for onother component, 
or special packing may be designed by the Manufacturing Group for 
its own use in temporary storage of the ammunition. An example of 
such type of packing is that for temporary storage of the 1-120 Booster 
before assembly into the complete round. The standard packing for 
shipping this booster is n metal lined box with wooden separators 
inside used for packing 50 boosters. For temporary storage here, 
fiber containers were- purchased which held two boosters each. These 
containers have a screw cap and are -aterproofed by dipping in 
paraffin after the t”o boosters are inserted in oach. These con
tainers are then packed in a hinged box for easy access, nnd the 
fiber containers as well os the boxes, mny be’reused a number of 
times. In this particular case this method of packing would un
doubtedly serve ns well for shipping purposes as the standard packing, 
though the latter ~ould probably be just ns positive proof against 
moisture and more convenient on the assembly 11 o.



Tyn- o of Packing.
1_. Box 3 - T*r>. 3.- Bo;;» s for CMiL-ti roams of 

(munition aid campon- nts fall under thrc- main types* < nd opening, 
ch ot tv?1 or hing'd top, aid scr w too. Did n> ning box-s art- 
oqu.nri or rectangular in cross s- ction with the width of the sid-.s 
varying, usually not be.ing great-r than 17 inchi a. The length io 
aporoxinr.tely 2-1/2 tn 4 tin. s th it of the gr-nUr side/ One of 
the '.ndc is nailed in placi , the other b-ing r- movable, so that 
th< oont< nts nay be drawn nut longitudinally. This allows stacking 
in pll o on th- sii 3, raid with the loose enus of l-.sa area than 
the ernoa section..! art u of the box pen!its the box-3 to be- opened 
without being removed from the pile. With complete round boxes, 
the loose end is held in place by means of a carriage bolt extending 
from one end to the other and a wing nut outside the loose end. 
Another type usually used for pyrotechnics has metal straps holding 
the loose end in place without the long carriage bolt, but with a 
wing nut holding the straps against the loos- end. Lletal strapping 
is almost always used tn str-ngtht.n this type nf box.

Tht ch- st type box- s are of all siz< s and are used generally 
when e-..sy access to the cent* nts is d<sired nnd repented use of tho 
bnx Is contemplated. Thu too is cl .atud for strengthening and 
provided id th two hing-.s, :md two hasps ;aid swivels for securing 
tho top. Bf».-s of the scr«-w top type ;Qsn are of all sizes ;<nd 
shapes, and differ somewhat in c1-instruction. Hulls ..ru practically 
nover used for closing the tops of boxes, screws being used to 
permit reuse of the box and co-ver. The dtsigx of those boxes varies 
from box-.s without cleats and with an und<.r-cut groc-vu on e-ach end 
for hand holds, to boxes with four cleats <-n -ach -nc. Ono design 
of box which nay be considered under this class is a box in which 
the top is Secured by means of wing nuts scriv.d onto hnoks fastened 
into tho boards of the sides and nds, the wing nuts fitting into 
degressions in th<< ton, in order not to project tb-.-vi th<. surface 
of th« ton. This type of box is mart • --.sily op-n<.d than with tho 
ordinary scr'W top b":: and is as d i.i s'-> cr.s s in pl ,ce- of hinged 
top box-.s, in which quicker access to th. contents is d.sired. Rope 
hand!- s ar- us- d on nd ning b :: s f r roun< s of th. Irgcr 
Caliber, in which the total weight of the box would be ton great for 
handling without hundl. s. They are '.Iso used on a few boxes of thu 
other types, whr.r-. the weight is xcussivi ;md they >-n desirable 
duo to. th; handling the box will r- c-.ive.

2. Crat-s, Ketal and .. mden.- Crat- s ar-. us-.d fop the 
packing and shipm-nt of bo-tbs ;-.nd c .rtain coupon- .its which ;a*u of 
such a size -aid character that p.eking in a closed bnx, with its 
consequent protection from the .itnmhr'j, is not n ,-ccss.-.ry; end '-re
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us d to nd- itlonal strength unu protection to .u.t 1 con
tain* re in which /ir< packed powdur.

Crates '.n’t of two kinds, riot'.1 aid worn n, The 1.1 tai crates, 
of otuel, ur< used entirely in tho shinrrnt of son- of th< snail'r 
bombs, whe-r rigidity and gr at str< ngth ar nizv .d for proper 
protection of the contents, particularly the attach'.d fins, ugalnst 
the hazards of triuisportation. They also nuke for convenience in 
handling the bomba* All other crat:o :a?«. wooden. Their con
struction v.irlus from the lighter crates of 1 inch lumber, to the 
very strong crat'.o for certain large caliber cartridge storage 
cos .s, made fron 2“ x 4” and 2” x 6M pi c-s. Thu designs also vary, 
depending unon the article or container protected. llor-. detailed 
us* s of or nt's will be given later.

3. Cartridge Storage Cas'-s.- Cartridge storage casus 
arc- fiber or netal cylindrical containers used for packing propelling 
char y s for separate loading anriunition. Thu fiber cartridge 
storage cos-s us< d in the past w^re fnr war tiuo production, and 
were used with propelling ch.urges for curtain r.iobilu artillery weapons, 
whuro a •container of great strength was not needed* These wartime 
containers consisted principally of a spiral or straight wound tube with crir.rped-on m- t il ends. A siip cover type of fiber container, 
ainil.-j? to that us-d with cor.ipl-.t', rounds, has been .developed, to 
replace the nete.l case's, for both p-.-;iCu ti;and wartime use in 
packing propelling charges for tbu 155 m dun and ^owitzur and 240 rir.l 
Howitzer. Thu r.nin advantages of the fiber cartridge storage case 
are: reduction in weight, reduction in cost, increased production, 
obviates nucssity for salvage and reuse.

Of th- r.. tnl cartridge storage casus th-, dvsigns are many and 
vari- d, due to th. differ'nee in size and weight of the contents, 
diff'T'.nt conditions involved and utt-irpts nude- to inprevu various designs. Thu- cartridge storage cas-. must be airtight, as.veil as 
•protect the contents against moisture, raid ;iust b< sbK to r-. tain 
this uirti.ghtness cv< r. a long p-.riod < f tire, in order to^rcpcfrly 
prot' ct th- powder against deterioration. Thu c-s-. also protects tho 
powder against possibility of ignition fro:, heat or sparks. A 
rubbT gusk't is provided between tlx. cover nnd body to procure a 
proper nir seal, nnd thu cover is provid'd with an air test hole, 
byr.i.ans of which thu case, when filled, and closed, nay be tested 
to determine its uirtightnuss. The method of closure usually 
consists of a spider arrangement on th<, cover which engages under 
a turned cv-.r fl:uigc mi th open -nd of the body - or under lugs on 
slots cut in a rir.i band extending ibov- the cover with a screw for 
..Porting pressure through th., spider on th- cov..r, holding it 
tightly in place.

The C'-.s' , in addition, must be of suffici-.nt strength to 
carry a heavy loud, to provide the n- cc-ssrry rigidity in order to 
prevent drain,ye to th-.- charge, and to provide, as far us is possible 
with th< weight inv-'lv-.d, n .i- -,uis of conveniently handling thu 
charge. Sone of the charges for the i/,.avi..r guns, particularly 
the single s-.ction charges, /re very l:r.-;- , Weighing over 200 
pounds, -uid require a very strong container to satisfactorily pack 
them. Th'. r,t< 1 c-is- then is ubs"'lut-.l.v n-.c- ss .ry* Sone of tho 
st- ■ 1 con*, .ine-rs arc crat< d t" ..du str-migth and prot- ct then against 
rnurh /.'.ailing, b C’-use of th-- thin n-t-.l -if the bf-dy. This is



particularly true with certain typos which have a wooden cover to protect projecting portions of tho metal cover. This la an un
desirable feature when the casos aro not orated, as the wooden cover 
is larger in diameter than the body of tho caso and in addition to 
tho possibility of being knocked off, causes trouble in stacking 
and shipping. In some recent designs a metal riia of larger diameter 
than tho body is welded to it, and projects abovo all portions of tho 
cover. This protects tho closure and when an angle or rim at tho 
bottom is provided, stacking and shipping aro made oasior. It has 
boon recently decided to eliminate, as far as possible, tho use of 
tho wooden shipping cover in future shipment of charges. To effect 
this change, existing cartridge storage oases to bo used for future 
shipment will bo modified by having a rim band wolded on to protect 
tho cover, and any future manufacture of casos of this typo will in
clude this’ modification.

4. Fiber, Metal and other Miscellaneous Containers.- Ono 
typo of container in common uso for different purposes, principally 
for the packing of complete rounds, is known as a fiber container. 
Tho complete container usually consists of two tubes (tho covor and 

body? each with one end closed with metal ond, and each tube built 
up of layors of tho same or several different paper board materials, 
secured with proper cementing materials. Tho thickness of tho tubes 
vary considerably depending on tho size,' strength and amount of pro
tection desired. The covor slides over a projection of ono of tho 
tubes of tho body, honco this container is referred to as tho "slip 
covor" typo. Tho name "fiber container" has boon takon from a trado 
namo ofton applied to containers made of certain typos of paper board 
products, though it is boliovod that tho usual application is to boxos 
made from thoso materials.

Tho uses for this typo of container aro for tho packing of comploto 
rounds; propelling charges for separate loading mobile artillery weapons; 
hand grenades; assemblies of M2O boosters and fuzes; fuzos; etc.

Metal cans, of torno plate or tin plate, aro used to a largo oxtont 
for packing individually, or in small quantities, see.11 canpononts of 
aninunition which it is dosirod to preserve against moisture. Metal 
liners for boxos, of torno plate or tin plate, aro used in many casos 
in tho packing of ammunition components, or in certain casos for small 
calibor comploto rounds, where moisturoproofnoss is dosirod. Packing 
of components in individual moisturoproof containers is considered 
proforablo to packing in metal lined boxes.

For packing primers or small fuzos, cartons made up from paper 
board products, which may bo classed as fiber cartons, aro used, a 
small number of tho components being packed in each carton. Those 
cartons aro not only to provide protection for tho component, but 
using tho small quantity as a unit furnishes a naans for convenient 
handling on tho assembly lino. Whore moisturoproofing of this type 
of container is desired, it is practically always dono by immersing 
in hot paraffin, though some othor moisture resistant material r.r.y 
■it times have boon used.



Tho ocntnlnoro disoussod hero \uvlor "Typos of Packing", cover 
practically all tho typon of containorr. usod for packing ai.i.iunition 
and mmunltlon components, but othor moans for uno in packing, 
ci* for protection in shipping, arxranition and components, which 
would not bo olaasod as containers, will bo covered undor tho 
detailed packing for tho ammunition and components in ooch ease,

Dotallod Packing.

1. Complete Rounds of Artillery Amnmition.- During 
tho World War canploto rounds of fixed or somi-fixod ammunition 
for tho medium calibor guns woro packod in fiber containers, rather 
thin wallod, with motai ends, and tear strip soldorod to tho oovor 
and crimped to tho wall of tho container; or in tin caitainors, A 
great deal of tho 75 rxi ar.t.run it ion used during tho War was packed 
in 9-round boxos of hinged oovor typo, and it is believed there are 
still many rounds loft in War Rosorvo in this typo of bo::. Upon 
renovation of rounds, in most oases, they are being repacked in tho 
present typo of slip cover fiber container and in tho 4-raund box 
or 3-round bundle. Packing for certain medium calibor rounds in tho 
past, i.a,, prior to, and during tho World War, consisted principal
ly of 4 and 6-round bows, motal lined with screw tops (2.95" Mtn. 
Gun) and hinged tops (3" Seacoast and A,A. Guns, 4.7" Gun), in which 
tho rounds, not in individual containers, woro hold in placo by 
spacers; and unlinod boxes (2,95") in which tho rounds woro packed 
in individual tin containers. Partitions woro usod oven with thoso 
individual containers, Tho end opening box for four rounds made its 
appearance during tho War.. This typo box was dovolopod by a commer
cial manufacturer of amunition and usod for tho shipment of millions 
of rounds of amunition to tho British before our ontry into tho War.

Tho present policy of packing complete rounds of fixed and 
soni-fixod ammunition, except small arms ammunition, is as follows: 
Ammunition for tho 37 mm guns is packod with 40 or 60 rounds in a 
singlo box of hinged top caistruction, with metal liner. Ammunition 
for the 2.24 inch Tank Gun is packod 12 rounds per box, in a screw 
top, metal lined box. This t/po of packing, for tho 2.24 inch 
aixtunit ion, has boon in use since 1903.

For row ’■ above 2.24" packing is as follows: Tho 3-round pack
ing bundle ha -’been standardised for ai.tiunition for tho 75 ran Gun, 
M1897, the 75 m.i Pack Howitzer, Ml, and tho 81 mm Mortar, Ml; has 
boon dovolopod for 3" A.A. Gun, M1918 (Mobile) amunition; and is 
being investigated for 105 mm Howitzer, M2, ammunition. Tho end 
opening packing box is usod for ammunition far which tho packing 
bundle has not boon standardized. With each typo of packing, oach 
round is first packod in an individual fiber conta.inor,

Tho number of rounds packod in tho end opening typo of box 
depends upon tho size of tho round and weight of a full box* Rounds 
for tho ob solo to 75 mm Infantry Mortar ■'.zero packed six in a box, 
thoso for tho 105 m.-. Howitzer ".nd 105 m .’./.ti-aircraft Gun are



packed two in a bo::, rounds of 01 :.xi A'crt.'.'.i’ 1143 and ri-14 (short) 
shall ar-: packed eight pox’ bon* Rounds fox* other x.'onponu o.x'o 
packed. four per bo::. Ropo handles r.ro u;x>d on tho ho.’.vior boxer.
.to pormit convenient handling by t.zo mon.

Tho adoption of the bundle method of packinc oanploto rounds 
was tho rosult of considerable investigation and test nt certain 
posts. Tests wore conducted by tho 1st Cavalry Division Board with 
ammunition carts, in which sane of tho rounds in fiber containers 
wore put up in bundles of six rounds, wrapped with hardware cloth 
with wooden or metal ends for tho bundles, and with and without flat 
metal strapping around tho containers* Tests at Aberdeen Proving 
Ground covering investigations of the. limber for tho 75 rm Pack 
Howitzer and of tho araunition trailex* T3 included bundles con
sisting of tliroe rounds in containers hold together only by stool 
strapping*

...
...

...
...

...
...

 —•
As a rosult of those tests and investigation of other means of 

making up a bundle, there has boon developed a special, cuppod metal 
end for uso in bundle packing. Tho bundle, then, consists of two 
of those ends connected by moans of a carriage bolt and wing nut 
which hold in place throe fibor containers with tho complete rounds 
packed therein* Tho ends aro of clovor loaf design to permit nosting 
of bundles and as much utilization of space ns possible* A flange 
around tho edge protects tho wing nut, and furnishes u hand hold, 
Tho drum tests conducted on this typo of packing indicate it is 
satisfactory for packing complete rounds. Several rail shipments 
of 75 mm Field Gun ammunition, pr.ckod in bundles of this typo* 
arrived in good condition. Tho designs of end plate and other 
accessories for 105 ram Howitzer amiunition have boon developed, 
and these accessories satisfactorily withstood tho revolving drum 
tests. Bocauso of tho weight of tho comploto rounds, tho bundlo 
for this weapon has boon dosignod as a two-man load.

Tho uso of packing bundles results in the exposure of tho 
fibor containers to tho elements .and eliminates tho protection 
afforded by tho boxes, but tost conducted at Fort Bragg on bundles 
in tho opon indicated that exposure of tho fibor containers to 
tho weather did not rosult in detriment to tho containers them
selves or tho rounds which wore packed therein.

Tho packing of complete rounds in bundles -.'ill, in ;iost cases, 
rosult in a saving in shipping and storage space, a reduction in 
woight with consequent saving on freight charges, and a reduction 
in cost of packing tutorial. In some oases, the tlireo round bundlo 
•./ill bo more convenient to handle than the four round bo::, tho more 
handling will bo necessary. Adoption of tho bundle, in place of 
tho present heavy box, whore possible, indicates a desire to 
facilitate transportation in vehicles used by the artillery -nd 
handling by-personnel, and to eliminate what is con:-idored excess 
;> .eking material.



Thi, fiber container now tuw-d lo of the clip cover type, in 
two parts, the- cover and body, each with a i.ietnl end of t-.rne er 
tin pinto. Thu cover ia nude of ano tube while the body io com
posed of three separate tubes glu«.d one within anoth< r - an inner 
tube, intermediate) tube and outer tube. The outer tub«. of the body 
1s identical In construction with that of thu cover tube and is 
built up of layers of different types of waterproof paper board 
materials, as asohult inprugnut'd Kraft paper and waterproof con
tainer board, several of which contain asphalt in their makeup, and 
it is the main moisture resistant and waterproofing part of the 
container. These tubes are madv of a thickness sufficient to provide 
proper noisturuprooflng and to giv , with the intern diate tube, 
proper otr-.ngth tn the contain, r. Tho thickness is approximately 
the sar.it on all sizes of containers.

The intermediate tube is usually of about thu same thickness 
ns the outer tube and provides additional strength to this tube us 
woll as forming an extension over which the cover tub slides. Tho 
end of this tub- also carries a ring which supports the complete 
round, in th; cose of fixed rounds, by n. ms of th ov rhnng of the 
cartridge case. With seni-fixed rounds the base of the cartridge 
cast is usually raised slightly above the ring. The insido diameter 
of thu intermediate, tube- is such that it allows only u slight 
clearance over tht diameter of the- cartridge case just in front of 
the bast.. With a tapered cartridge case the inside- diameter of tho 
container near the front end of tht. cns< is a great deal more than 
the outside diameter of the cose. The container must furnish its 
own support along the length-of the cartridge c<.se. This inter
mediate tube is made up principally of layers of chipboard glued 
together.

An inner tube- made up of s- v- ml layers of chipboard and 
waterproof containor board (which Is two plies of chipboard with 
asphalt between) is glued insiao the intorr.iodiato tuba and extends 
from tho metal end of tho body tube to u point just in front of 
tho rotating band of the projectile-. This tube is of a littlo 
larger diameter insido than the bourrelet of the projectile and 
furnishes the support for th,, projectile to prevent its working 
loose- from thu cartridge- c isc. due to shaking around in the- box, 
during transportation. This tube -'.Iso strengthens the container 
and at the projectile end >ruVe-nts rushing in of th-, tube, the pro
jectile here furnishing some support. The thickness of this inner 
tube depends upon the- mount of taper of the cartridge case, and 
in the case of the 105 n/m antiaircraft ommunition, p:r ticul.irly, 
it is about 9/10 inch.

In working up the design of tho ne-w type of slip cover con
tainer it was found that some irwuns for supporting the projectile 
in tho case of semi-fixed rounds t'- prevent longitudinal movement 
in the cartridge, case would bo ntjCoss.iry. For this purpose, wood 
supports, of cylindrical shone with conical opening fitt d to take 
thu nose of tli-. ->rj'.-ctll-- ;-r th<„ fun- , \a.-r> d-.sign- d tn b<. placed



at the closed end of the body tube. In order to strengthen con
tainers for fixed roanas, the- woou support was ust-d also In the con
tainers for these rounds. These supports were at first designed to 
he removable so that the same container could bo used for different 
rounds by insertion of a different support. This caused difficult Us. 
so the supports were glau and nulled within the inner tube, the 
nallc passing through this and the intermediate tubo. After the 
containers had been in use for sn.iv tine it was decided to determine 

< whether or not the wood supports were n^ovss: ry to strengthen the 
containers. Tests wore conducted i»nd it was found that containers 

for fix*.d rounds, manufactured without the wood supports, gavo 
sufficient strength. Accordingly, n< w drawings have b v.n prepared 
Covering fiber containers for fixed rounds in which the wood supports 
have been omitted. This has enabled, in sone CoSes, a considerable 
shortening of the container.

With semi-fixed rounds, the projectile is support, d, by its 
nose or fuz> , on thv wood block. The month of the cartridge case 
rests on the rear of the rotating band, and the container Is so 
designed that when tho cover is put on tightly and secured by tho 
adhesive tape, the base of the case is still a short distance above 
the ring on the intermediate tub;. This, then, prevents longitudinal 
movement of the project! 1<. in the- case.

When the M39A2 Fuze, or fuze of similar profile is used with 
75 m/m Pack Howitzer and 106 m/n Howitzer ammunition, if packed in 
a contain’r with a wood support with jin opening turned to fit tho 
fuze, there would undoubtedly be a wedging action and the fuze with 
projectile attach4 would w. dg- into the support and not come out 
with tho cartridge case upon its removal from the container, but 
remain inside until force is exerted to remove it. To prevent this, 
a metal ‘’gadget", called a "packing stop", has been designed. This 
consists of two pieces of brass joined together by means of spring 
steel. The brass parts have projections which fit into tho wrench 
slots on the fuze. A portion of the upper surfaces makes contact 
with the shoulder of the wood support. This prevents the projectile 
from wedging in the support, the brass pieces being of such shape 
that the inner tube of the container holds them in place. Since 
the two stops are joined on side- only, they brought 
past the inner tube they ar- Actuated by tho spring steel and 
forced out of the notches falling off of the projectile us it 
comes out of the container.

To place the- round in the container is a rather difficult 
opt.ration, requiring the use of twine- and a certain amount of ex
perts ss in its performance. An obj< ction to this method is that 
in the field when it is d.sired to replace unfired rounds in con
tainers for further trans >ortat ion and future use, tho operation must be performed by troops who may not be skilled in the method, 
and the time may be- limited. As the result of investigation :md
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tents, a typo of packing stop was dovolopod which, it was believed, 
overcame tho objections to tho present typo. Thin stop is automatically 
released fran tho projectile upon removal of the round frac tho con
tainer, and can bo placed easily in position on tho projectile, when 
it is desired to return tho round to tho container.

Tho design of tlio automatic packing stop was considered un
necessarily complicated, and it was indicated by Field Service that a 
stop requiring manual removal would bo satisfactory. A ’/-shaped stop, 
of flat stool, heat treated, gave satisfactory results in drop tests, 
and stops of this design have boon used in the. packing of caliber 
board orders of complete rounds foi’ service tests.

Complete rounds of blank ammunition are packed individually 
in fiber containers which are of tlx> same general design as tho 
fiber containers for complete rounds, except that tho body of tho 
container is composed of only two tubes,. Those rounds are then,, 
packed in hinged top boxes carrying from ton to one hundred rounds, 
depending upon tho caliber. This typo of box permits rouse and 
easy access to tho contents.

2,. Other Complete Rounds.- Combs, Gronados, Pyrotechnics.- 
Packing provided for tho standard bombs is of two’ types. Tho 30-lb. 
fragmentation, and 100-lb. demolition, bombs are packed with fins 
attached, in metal crates, two of tho former and one of tho latter 
to each era to. Tho components for tho bombs - fuzes, swivel loops, 
safety clips, arming wiro, primer' detonators - are packed in an acco- 
sory tray in each crato, or otherwise secured in tho erato.

Tho 300-lb«, 600-lb., 1100-lb., and 2000-lb. cylindrical 
demolition bon*s, now standard, aro shipped without fins, and -with 
shipping bands around tho body for ease in handling, and to protect 
tho suspension lugs, Tho fins for those bombs aro pocked one each 
in a wire-bound box, in which there is also pocked an accessory box 
of tho same typo of construction, containing tho other components 
for tho bomb. Packing for tho formerly standard bombs ox tho stream
lined typo is similar, oxcopt that tho 2000-lb. bomb is shipped 
without suspension lugs, sinco those are assosiblod in tho field; 
and tho fins and accessories are shippod in cratos of 1 inch lumbar. 
A wiro-bound box was adopted for tho 300-lb. hk. J3.U bomb fin and 
accessories before investigation for use with tho now types.

Tho packing just described for the standard bombs is for war 
time shipment. For poa.ee timo shipment, the fuzos aro p x?kod in 
bulk and are issued directly to the origanizat ions in this manner 
Tho fuzos of tho typo which use tho lik. 113 primer-detonator aro 
shipped inert. Primer-dot aiators used in those fuzes are also 
shipped in bulk for assembly into the fun os at the time the latter’ 
aro placed in tho bombs. Adaptor-boosters aro shipped arsomblod in 
tho loaded bombs.

The aim Practice’ .hmibs (: ’io iainra')- ••;ru\.cclwd, in wl.ro-
•:<>und boxw., ‘h 1 o vtrifb;..'”. s’.> . d ’.a . ’-i” .’r '•<: t i co



Bomb bodies .".nd p'.raohuto units are packed separately in wooden boxes.
Tho non-standard bombs, 17-lb., 25-lb., 40-lb., 50-lb. nnd 

certain 100-lb. nnd 300-lb., aro packod in boxes or craton, ranging 
from five to ono poi’ p.clc.go. Tho oompononts are shippod in 
different ways, in a few co.cos certain onos aro assomblod to the bomb 
for shipment, but most aro shippod in bulk.

Gronados woro formerly p'.okod in throe »juys: (1) With tho gronados 
and fuzes or other components, onoh in a soparato coi.iparti.iont of tho 
samo box. (2) With tho grenades and grenade fuzes oach in separate 
boxes. (3| V/1 th tho grenades shipped fuzed. Tho Ilk. II fragmentation 
hand grenades, assembled with fuzes, - H.3. and practice - wore packed 
10 in a box, with mo tai liner. Tho present standard picking for tho 
Ilk. II practice and fragmentation hind gronados, and chemical hand 
gronados, consists of individual fiber containors for tho fuzed 
grenades and unlinod woodon boxes holding 25 gronados.

Tho fibor containers woro developed to permit retaining tho 
grenade as long as possible in such a manner that tho firing mechanism 
is not exposed and is thereby kept protected against accidental 
operation, and rat the same time to provide moisturoproof protection 
to tho gronado during this period. Thit will permit carrying tho 
grenade in tho bolt, and consideration has boon given to this 
feature. Tho gronado nood only bo taken fran tho container at tho 
timo it is to bo usod. This container is similar in construction to 
coniploto round fibor containers and is wa tor-pro of od by sealing tho 
joint with udhosivo tape aftor packing.

Pyrotechnics uro packed in various veye depending on tho nature 
of tho material, size, shape, etc. Small smoko charges aro wrappod 
in a cylindrical waterproof bundle and sovoral of those packed in 
an unlinod box. Certain air and ground signals aro pocked in corru
gated board cartons, waterproofed, sovoral cartons aro packed in 
corrugated board carton containers, then ono of those in turn packed 
in a box, usually of tho ond opening typo, aircraft parachute flares, 
which aro considerably larger than tho signals, and vary in size, arc 
packed ono or two to tho box. For tho 118 and similar flares, tho 
formerly standard box for tho two flares was rather an elaborate 
affair, with padded spacers, for holding tho flares in place, padded 
ends and a wodgo on ono side for tight packing.

The LI8A1 Flare is now packed, without suspension bands, in an 
individual fibor container, similar to that for complete rounds. This 
typo of packing for tho flare is considered moisture proof and equiva
lent to hormotical sealing, and for this reason when flares aro packed 
in this r.iannor, the life is indicated s.s six years, whoroas with tho 
previous typo of packing it was only throe years.. V/hen tho fibor con
tainer was first adopted, two flares woro packed in tho old two-flaro 
box, with tho olabotn.to spacers removed. Tho present practice is to 
pack tho flares in single-flare wirobound boxes, without suspension 
bands. Vhoro required, tho suspension bands aro shipped in wiro- 
bwund boxes,■twenty par hex.



A wirobound typo of box consider d satisfactory for packing 
on» flare, vua developed, and a numb', r obtain, d and used in shipping 
flt-r-a tn various stations, Including overseas stations. Results 
of thuo-.. shipments Indicated that the boxes vc-ru not strong enough 
fr,r overseas shipmi nts rend as a result it w..s redesigned by using 
thicker veneer and heavier cleats resulting in a construction con
siderably superior to the former construction. Shipments of flares in 
this modified box, to overs<.;is stations, indicate It is satisfactory 
for transporting the flare.

Components.
(Al Policy on P .eking of Empty Cor.ipon-/ats.

Although at one time drawings '.e re prepared to cover 
th< packing for cert .in empty conpon nts, s c.urtridge cases, 
projectiles, etc., the present policy is that packing for empty 
components of .amunition will not ordin Jily bo provided. For 
cnmnerci -.1 procurement, any typo of n .eking m.-.y be- used which will 
be -ace .ptabl- to the c irri-r and will insure aafe transportation 
of the- articles. This is in line with roquiri manto for packing 
given in specifications rd ting to other typ-. s of material for 
the Government.

There- certain exceptions to this policy with regard to 
packing of empty metal components which apply to Certain articles 
in general nr in specific c..ses, for example, packing is proscribed 
for the peacetime shipment, in bulk, of c .rt.-.in inert bomb fuzes, 
(previously discuss .d) from the manufacturer to the organizations. 
In this c..s< the type of packing is nrescribe-d to insure tho proper 
protection to the components, due to their nature -nd possibility 
of damaging the fins, nd also because the fuzes .ro issued os 
shipped originally, ;aid the packing must meet tho requirements of 
the using Service.

In the- p;irticulijf cas-. of adapt rs .nd boosters, or bomb 
adapter-boosters, the metal piurts .a-o usually made nt Fr.uikford 
Arsenal or ti.kcn from renovated rounds, .--nd loaded n't Pie., tinny 
Arsenal, (peacetime manufacture). In the- cast; of those in which 
the metal parts are shipped here- from Frankford, the s.me packing 
is used as is used aft- r the o^ts ;,re lo.ide-’ e-or shipment else
where, as this avoids the necessity of having two kinds of packing 
for shipping the s;m< item. Frankford Arsenal, than midc-.s the boxes 
or uses boxes sent in by Fie-ld Depots where ammunition has been 
renovated raid ships the- empty compnru-nts in these boxes.

Practically tho s me procedure is followed in the. case of 
primers. At the present time Frankford Arsenal makes practically 
all primer bodies and primer percussion elements. The percussion 
elements are ass- mblcd into the- ..mpty bodies 'ind these shipped to 
Picatinny Arsenal for loading in the s.-me- c-urtons, or c-jis, and 
packing boxi s which r.r< later us- d for shipping the loaded com
ponents, with the. exc-ntion th..t th- r.v.t .1 lined box. s ..re not se..le-l. 
Though the primer be-’i-s with loaded p-.rcussion elements can n'-t be.



strictly termed empty corapnnnts, they nr. prnctio..lly on. Although 
the shipment describ'd .bov*. for empty .d pt'.r boosters nd prlr.br 
bcdl a are sped <1 o .o d for pr ;c< tiiK ruquiri.rn.nta, the s.jx 
procedure may bo followed in tine of w.j? in C'.rt .in c..s j, for 
shipment of empty components from i ti t d compoiv nts pl..nt to <• 
loading plant.

Empty 3 inch A.A. projcctiL □ have b' <n shipp- d in corrug..t< d 
fiber board containers, 6 projectiles to .. container. Such 
packing, of course, furnishes very little support to the projectiles, 
which need none, but supoli-s th- proo< r rot< ction to the rotating 
bands ;nd furnishes means of h.-ndling a number -s a conve.ni nt unit. 
In the futur- , following a recent d cis ion, all . rapty projectiles 
up to nd including 105 mm will b shipp d< in solid fib.r containers. 
This requirement will b<. nrovic. d for in th sp- cific.tion. 
Cartridge c:.s s er-. often shiop d in corrugated fib. r bn>:. s, to 
facilitate kindling aid protect th. c s s.

(b) Proj. ctil-s.- Ti,.. H tlir.es Of Shipping projectiles 
ore in bon<s, in cr..t> s nd unp ,ck u with rope grommets. In the 
case of snail or medium caliber projectiles, if the shell loading 
pl.-ait is not .t th< s >i.». location ..s th. corapl .te ratine: ;.so-ubly 
pl..nt the loaded projectiles will probably be shipped to tho 
latter from the former in box. s %/itii ad-pt er closing plug insert
ed in tho projectil- to k p out dirt. However, this is not u. 
condition desired as it is preferable to h ,vt. the shell lo:iding 
tmd complete round assembly pl aits t the smo location. Con
sidering only fi--ld shipment, th*, only cast, where leaded pro
jectiles are. box. d is with the 155 m/ra Shrapnel, which -rc- 
shipped fuzed and must be box-d for protection to the fuze, -nd 
due to l.-.ck of convent* nt r.u ;tns of handling thes- projectiles individually.

All other sep.j’..tc- In-ding projectiles .re shipped crated or 
with rnpe grommets, eye b"lt lifting plugs being provided with 
point fuz .d ' projectiles, in a.i ition to the- grommets, to 
facilitate handling. The shipment of projectiles, depending upon 
the type, will be made,, in general, in accordance with the 
following basic rales; point fuz.J shell with fuz.s or f-.lsu 
ogives will be crated; point fuz. d shell without ogives - ropo 
grommets :aid eyebolt lifting plugs; base fuzed shell with fr-gile 
parts, .ns false ogives, st1 el caps, ind windshields - cr.-ted; base fuzed shell without fragile parts - root, grommi.ts; dummy 
projectiles - crated; cast iron projectiles - rope grommets.

Th< rop< grnmn> ts us* d with projectiles am for the purpose of 
protecting th<; rotating band during shipment .nd stor-ig'- to prevent 
scarring or serious d< farm-1inn of the- b n<: which night effect tho ballistics of the- projectile. These grommets ar- of two types, one 
in which .an eye or loop is splic. J into < .ch nd of a short piece of 
rope, and the ends ti>d together by means r;f twin, after placing tho 
gronn- t ■ r'ur.d the rotating b .nd; .nd unoth- r typ-.. in which the

prlr.br
tlir.es


ends of a short piece of rope are spliced together to form a ring 
of tho proper size. Tho former typo io more easily applied or taken 
off ns It can bo easily tied and xuitiod, but io apt to h-vo ono 
point, whoro tho two onds do not oomo together, whore tho band io 
not properly protected. Tho latter typo gives moro uniform pro
tection to tho rotating band all around, but Is harder to remove 
and replace on tho projectile (an oporation which is often necessary 
during tho painting of tho projectiles). 3yo bolt lifting plugs 
.are used with point fused projectiles which are shipped unfuzod to 
aid in handling and are of sufficient.strength to take tho weight 
of the projectile.

(s.1 Fuzes.- Fuzes are packed in individual metal oi’ fiber con-, 
tainors or in metal lined boxes which are hermetically sealed for pro
tection against moisture. Bxcoptions to this arc: (a) Inert bomb fuzos, 
which are shipped in unlinod boxes, no protection against moisture 
being needed due to tho absence of explosivesj (b) C-ronado Fuzes, which 
in tho past have bean packed in unlined boxes, but for which packing 
consisting of fiber cartons similar to those used in tho packing of 
primers has boon designed for future use; (c) 1136 minor caliber base 
detonating fuzos, which are peeked in a fiber carton.

For 21-socond fuzos, u metal-lined box has boon adopted as 
standard in place of tho former typo of individual packing can. 
An investigation and contact with a commercial manufacturer have 
resulted in tho development of an individual packing can of a 
commercial typo for use in packing thoso fuzos, in cases whoro 
individual packing is dosirod. A number of cans wore purchased 
for use on a production order and actual packing of fuzos in tho 
cans indicates that cans of tho design furnished should bo satis
factory.

(d)i Adaptors and Boosters and -id’.ptor-Boostors.- 
Ordinarily adaptors and boosters, and adapter-boosters for bombs, 
of a typo which consists of a motal adaptor and a booster casing 
with totryl loading, aro packed in unlinod boxes with separators 
for supporting tho adaptors and boosters. Liners are not con
sidered necessary for this typo of adaptor and booster as tho com
ponent itsolf is sufficiently waterproofed. For packing boosters 
of a different typo in which there is a detonating element, in 
addition to an oxplosivo charge - as for example, the 1120 Boo star,- 
metal lined boxes aro used, as is tho case with detonating fuzes, 
Since thoso components are shipped only from tho loading plant to 
complete round assembly plant, they are packed in as largo a quan
tity as can bo conveniently liandlcd, although some of tho boxes of 
bomb adaptor-boosters weigh over 300 pounds.

(o) Primers.- Primers for domestic shipment, i.e., in the 
continental limits of tho United States, are packed in cartons made 
of paper board materials, as chipboard, strawboard, nous board, etc. 
in quantities of ton or fifty, dependin'.; upon tho size of tho primer. 
r'.’h.so cartons aro hermetically scaled by dipping in ps ref fin or by 
-e-.Q of some other .uutorlai; for eisirinlo, cartons hi th; y«a:;t have 



boon waterproofod by painting over with shollac* Thoso cartono arc 
then packed in motai linod packing boxes for additional protection 
against moisture* Tho packing of primors in small quantities in 
tho cartons provides an easy and convenient moans of grouping thorn 
for packing and for uso in tho loading plant nnd on tho assombly 
lino* For contain primors, packing in tin containers in plo.ee of, 
or in addition to tho carton is provided, for additional protection, 
or in somo oasos as indicated, for overseas shipment* Tho sftmo 
quantities aro packed in tho tin containers us in tho cartons* 
Thoso aro in turn inclosod in a box without mo tai liner.

Tho waterproofing of tho individual cartons, although packed 
in a torno plate linod box, servos as an additional precaution in 
caso a box nr.y bo loft opon for somo timo* Tho packing in tho tin 
containers instead of cartons insures tho moisture proofing of tho 
primors in tho small containers after tho box is opened, as tho 
motal containers furnish moro positive protection from moisture than 
tho paraffined carton* This permits moisturoproofing of tho primors 
in a damp climate until oach small container is opened for actual 
uso on tho assembly lino* The boxes uro of tho size for convenience 
in handling and economy of material without containing an undue 
amount of explosive* Primor-do tain tors for bombs uro usually pockod 
in tin containers, tho Ilk* IIB in tho sarao container for bullc ship
ment which is usod for coinploto round shipment in tho bomb era to 
or fin crate*

£• (a) Snokoloss Powdor.- For shipment of loose smokeless 
powdor for cannon, there are provided two metal linod boxes in which 
tho lining is of zinc or coppor, usually the former; ono of 110-lb. 
capacity and tho othor 140-lb. capacity* The 140-lb. capacity box 
has boon recently redesigned, by sloping tho sections of tho linor 
top toward tho oponing, to facilitate emptying tho box. Sev.11 stool 
boxos, or more correctly drums, aro usod for tho shipment of ballis
tic samples from ono arsonal to another.

An all stool propollont powdor box of tho typo usod by tho Ilavy 
Department has boon in uso for somo tir.n in tho shipment and storage 
of powdor within tho Arsonal, and hits recently boon adopted for uso 
for inter-plant shipment of propollont po\/dor.

Propolling charges for soparato loading ammunition from 155 mm 
and up aro packed in cartridge storage cases for shipment, storage 
and issuo to tho using Sorvico. Fibor cartridge storage cases are 
na.v standard for tho 155 mm Gun and Howitzer chai’gos and 240 mm 
Howitzer charges. Fibor cartridge storage cases arc packed for 
shipment in 3-round bundles, in the sama manner as complete rounds 
in fiber containers* For the othor calibers, stool cartridge 
storage cases aro provided. Thoso haveb eon covorod moro in 
detail previously. For packing in tho cartridge storage cases, 
propelling charges aro classod as single section, base and 
Increment, or multi-section or aliquot parts. Depending upon



th<> length nf contain* r us- d, size of the ch.wgr, etc., tho 
chirp* s >ri. pack d in th*. contain. rs ’.dth from five oh.u’ges to 
th' c is. to is t.i.uiy as four c s for er.ch chtirge-. The aliquot 
p;\rt and nulti-s*.ctlon charg-.s er*. us-.d with the h> vl.r guns, 
whore, due to the w< ight .md for o-.s*,. in loading the gun, it 
io necess .ry to uivide tho ch irp, s, although single section 
ohjirges have bom used with an high as 16 inch guns*

(b.) Bl ck Powder.- For the shipment of bl ;ck p- wu r, sheet 
steel cylindrical drums of 25-lb. capacity w- provie u. These 
drums have circunfcr*ntiul corrugations in order to strengthen tho 
walls ,md have in opening on one end for filling and for removal 
of the. powder. Tlx? standard typ < lm-o an ov.il shr.p- d oji.ning in the 
cmt< r nf the end uid 13 fitted with bronze slid. s, in 'which tho 
oval shap' d cover of st 1, with f,lt pap. r s« cur u.' to the lower 
side, is slid into pl..c< and fast n«.d. ThuSe contain .rs .re formed 
with a double lock scan running vertically, where th two ..dgos 
of metal arc joined, which is intended to be r.iolstureproof• IIow- 
OV' r due to the thinness of th* it. tai and rough handling often 
r»c>ivd, scams loos-n up in :uuxy c.s s and allow sifting out of the 
loose powder and ■ ntr nc: of moisture. To pr< vnt this, a cloth 
bag is US'd for powdtrs for the fin. r gr.uiulaticns, the bag being 
plac d inside the. drum, fill d with powder ;uid th-n ti.d before 
closing the drum. Regulations proscribe that black powder drums 
for ov rs. as shipin nt shall b> cr.t d, two drums p r crate b iiig • 
the usual method.

Black powder char;* s in baa., mud u> as pructic ch.urges for 
bombs or projectil s, :ir- pick d son ti.i-s in m- t..l lined smokeless 
powd'r box* s of 110-lb. capacity with >ro>r markings to indicate 
thu contents, and ..r- son- ti vs pack- d in cart ridge storage cas- s. 
They nay also b shipn- d in th. n. 1.1 powder contain' r. Th-.-ro may 
be l .ft in storage some. bl.tck powder (loose) in 50-lb. i.h.tul 
contain-rs or in th* 110-lb. smtol. ss powder boxes, but aft' r 
using th. nowder in then*, contain-rs, they should not bo again 
us. d for this purpose.

,5. Loose Explosiv s.~ Louse TNT, Explosive »'D”, or t. tryl 
.art. usually shipped in standard o; eking contain, r f"T these 
ixplosivus which consists of ;i v or. uigul<r box r.f 5/8-inch lumber, 
corn, r lock'd and glu d, .no complying with I.C.C. Sp'cific-1 ion 
No. 14, or in a box of n..il d construct ion, with L-. .vy ncs, 
complying with th. san- sp cific .t ion. IL retofor- , the boxt s 'Were 
lined with strong paraffin. <’ pap r, or ntlr. r wmt rproofed p..per, 
in such .. manner that there w- r< no joints .t th. bottom or sides. 
I.C.C. reaul it ions now r-quir - strong, sift-proof cloth or pap. r
bag ..s a lin«r for these bo:: s.. Some- Ejqjlosiv? ’’D" now in storage, 
pack, d prior to the adoption of :. standard contain, r, is pack'd 
in woo. ■ n k.,gs of 100-lb. capacity, lined with a strung pap r bug 
r'r in piper-liivd b->x.s of 50-lb. c o .city.



IV. MANUFACTURE.
a. Materials Used,- The materials required for ammunition 

containers and for uso in packing aro numerous and varied, and to 
use or proscribe thorn requires at least a general knowledge) of 
their make-up and uses, The principal materials used in the con
struction of the containers themselves are: lumber for boxes and 
crates; plain lumber or plywood for separators inside the boxes; 
terno plate and tin plato for ratal liners of boxes, individual 
terne plate or tin plate cans for packing components, fiber con
tainer ends, etc; steel for cartridge otorago cases and other metal 
containers; zinc or copper for smokeless powder box liners; paper 
and paper board products as chipboard; kraft paper, waterproofed 
kraft and chipboards, for manufacture of fiber containers and 
cartons. Other materials used as portions of containers or inside 
the containers or for other purposes connected with packing, and 
materials used in marking boxes are: strawboard, chipboard, and other 
paper products used as fillers in packing boxes; paints, inks, and 
related materials used for marking, waterproofing or protoctive 
coatings; paraffin, used for waterproofing; rope for grommets for 
projectiles and packing box handles; rubber for cartridge storage 
case gaskets.

Although a few drawings may call for certain proprietary 
articles or methods, the Ordnance Office has adopted the policy 
to be applied to new drawings and revisions of old drawings, of 
omitting reference to a proprietary article or method. 7/here the 
possible use of a proprietary article is desirable, a note is added 
to the effect that "any suitable substitute approved by the Chief 
of Ordnance may be used”.

b. Strategic Materials and Substitutes.- Certain 
materials used in the manufacture of ammunition and ammunition 
packing are classed as strategic materials. Where possible, sub
stitutes arc to be provided for these strategic materials which nil! 
be suitable for use in their place. If no substitute is entirely 
satisfactory, a material will be provided where possible for use 
in place of the strategic material if, during a period of emergency, 
the strategic material becomes unavailable. On the drawings the 
substitute may be called for ns the standard with the strategic 
material as alternative, or vice versa, depending on whether the 
two are on about equal terms, or the strategic material much better. 
A study has been made, and some work has been done in the past, 
tov;ards eliminating strategic materials in connection with packing, 
or determining suitable substitutes.

Materials used for packing of ammunition which are classed 
as strategic are: Antimony, tin, rubber, shellac, sisal, jute, 
and manila fiber. Tin is used in soldering and in tin plating on 
ferrous sheets. Principal uses for tin plating are box liners, 



fiber container ends and rings and metal cans* Ono of tho sub
stitutes proposed in tho plaoo of tin plate, and specified no tho 
standard on drawings, io terne plato. Another substitute is 
shellacking or parkerizing of the black metal shoots, or uoo of some 
othor protective coating which will prevent rusting. Tin as a 
component of solder, has not boon ontiroly eliminated, though its 
proportion is roducod by using a soldor of low tin content. Antimony, 
which is sometimes used in solders, can bo oliminntod by tho uso of 
coldors not containing this material, Manila fibor, jute, hemp, 
and sisal aro usod in tho manufacture of ropo which is usod as ropo 
grommets or packing box handles. Ropo handles on packing boxes nr-y 
bo eliminated by using cotton webbing, no tai handles, undercut 
grooves, or cloats, though tho grooves and cleets aro not in somo 
casos suitable substitutes. An investigation was conducted on a 
fibor grommet for projectiles as a substitute for tho ropo grommet 
but this particular material investigated was not suitable for this 
purpose. Possible substitutes for this typo of grommet aro heavier 
cotton rope grommets, although this typo grommet is not considered 
very satisfactory. Shollac varnish is usod over tho paper seals in 
tho seal recesses of packing boxos, and as a protective coating on 
such items as data tags and labels. Following investigation to 
determine a suitable substitute for shellac varnish which included 
investigation of* commercial varnishes of a non-strategic nature, 
phenol formaldehyde rosin (bakelite) varnish has boon adopted as 
standard, to replace tho shellac varnish, with tho latter as an 
alternative.

I. PACKING. SEALING AND MARKING.
a. Packing and Coaling Containers.- Under tho latest 

system, tho packing and marking drawing will give instructions 
covering tho packing and sealing of tho containers. V.’horo the 
arrangement of tho contents is not complicated detailed instructions 
aro not given, tho arrangement of tho material being obvious. Tho 
c entente aro placed in the container in tho proscribed manner, and 
in tho case of boxes principally, tho necessary fillers are added 
to insure tight packing of tho contents. V/horo the peeking is 
complicated, detailed instruct ions aro given, and if necessary, a 
delineation of a portion of tho contents in place to supplement tho 
instructions is added, to insure proper placing of tho contents.

Individual metal containers for components, metal cans and 
liners for a number of components, and other metal containers for 
materials, whore such packing ir. intended to bo moisturoproof and 
airtight, are tested for a irtightnoss after* sealing tho containers, 
by moans of an air testing apparatus and gauge, using a small air 
tost holo in the container. After th. test, this halo is scaled 
with soldor, or a plug. The usual pros sure vsod in testing is 2 
pounds por square inch. Fibor containers '.:td fiber cartons can not 



bo air tasted, but methods uro ur.od for scaling thorn which aro based 
on procedure established aftoi’ experimentation.

'laoh container, after tho contents aro properly packed, is 
sealed in some manner which will indicate, before it is opened for 
issue or use of tho contents, whether or not tho container has boon 
tampered with* Tho method of sealing depends upon tho typo and 
construction of tho container* ’.71th screw top and hinged top boros, 
paper seals aro placed in largo counterbores in tho top and bottom 
of the box and covered over with shellac. A screw undor tho seal 
fastens tho toi> or bottom boards, and it is access to this screw 
without indication which tho seal prevents. Whore metal strapping 
is usod around boros of thoso typos, tho paper seals aro not necessary 
and will not in future bo used*

Hinged top bones are also sealed by moans of car seals, one 
with each swivel and hasp, which principallyservo tin purpose of 
securing tho hasps in place. These seals aro usod also with end 
opening boxes, for scaling tho loose and, thoso boxes having 
strapping around tho sides which serves the purpose of a seal there. 
Cai’ seals are usod also with cartridge storage cases and packing 
bundles.

b_. .’Larking of Containers.- All outside containers, or 
items of ammunition shippod without packing (as tho larger bombs 
shipped with shipping bands) , must bo properly marked by painting, 
stainping, or stenciling. This marking is for tho purpose of 
furnishing certain essential information "to permit an intelligent 
handling, storage and issue of tho round or component", and to do 
so must properly identify tho contents. Such information includes 
tho following: name or nomenclature of tho items or materials 
packed with proper descriptive information, quantity packed, lot 
number, month and year packed, gross weight of container and con
tents, cubical displo.cer.iont, Ordnance Insignia (indicating Ordnance 
property). Ordnance escutcheon card inspector’s stamp (to indicate 
proper inspection), marking to comply with tho I.C.C. Regulations 
for proper classification of tho contents, and shipping addresses.

boxes and crates aro marked as follows: A complete descrip
tion of tho contents with lot number and date packed is given on 
one side. Tho other side is used for dripping addresses -nd other 
shipping data and tho lot number is also included. Tiro ends are 
marked with lot number, Ordnance Insignia, and as complete a 
description of the contents as space will permit. This, should 
bo as complete as possible, as boxes aro generally -.-.tacked in 
stores with ends out. Tho marking on tho top consists of lot 
number, Ordnance Escutcheon and inspector’s stamp, .--nd I.C.C. 
identification marking,. This idontifl.ee-tian r.r.rkin-a- must bo 
identical with one of tho items in th; lists of explosives given 
undor each classification, but r.hy a „■ ..i.’pl.i fled - by add lit; after 
tho proper I.C.O, ? Larking, Lt :el •rtr.id, -.ter.,-;; c ;a.-:- 

rh'-d in a chnilar m.nn r.



*

ja. Data Cards.- Data cards arc proscribed for use with 
all items of ammunition containing explosives, except loose ex
plosives in bulk, and aro usually required by specifications for 
non-explosivo materials procured for uso "ith ammunition. Ono dat. 
card is placod in every box (two in metal linos boxes, one inside 
and one outside the liner) and one attached to every ernto, or large 
item inclosed in a crate. Cards attached, which would bo exposed 
to tho weather, aro inclosed in a waterproof envelope. The data 
card gives all necessary information for proper and complete 
identification of the item or component - lot number of the metal 
part or parts and lot numbers of the various components, manu
facturer or each, date manufactured or loaded, name of loader, 
data assembled or loaded, etc., number in lot.

VI. CONCLUSION.
An endeavor has been made to cover tho subject of the 

pa'cking of ammunition and ammunition components in all phases, with 
the standard and accepted methods of packing more or loss given in 
detail, to present a view of this bread subject as comprehensive 
us possible in the time allotted. Experimental packing has been 
given also where it helps to amplify the subject or to stress 
certain points. General methods of p- eking the ammunition end 
specific methods and types of packing are indicated and prescribed 
in several places - Ordnance Safety Manual, Standard Nomenclature 
Lists, different regulations - but to determine the exact nature 
and construction of tho packing used for n specific item, it is 
best to refer to the latest drawings covering tho packing of tho 
item, and to the drawing covering marking of the container for the 
proper and ^xact marking.
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SECHOIT XIII.PACKIITG, STORAGE AIID SHIPMENT OF AMMUNITION.

2. Storage of Ammunition,

Regulations governing tho storage of explosives 
and ammunition at Ordnance Depots arc containod in the 
Ordnanco Safety Manual Ho, 7224, 1931. However, para
graph 45 b, Section IX, "Storage" of tho Manual, states 
that Manufacturing Arsenals, which have tho older typo 
of magazines and which cannot comply with tho regula
tions sot forth in the Manual, will comply with tho 
spirit of the regulations and endeavor to obtain tho 
maximum protection against fire and explosions, and 
to limit deterioration to the minimum, provided, how
ever, that tho Commanding Officer must make a speci
fic written report of any mandatory requirements vhich 
ho mny consider impossible of application at his es
tablishment, Further, he is authorized, in fact urged, 
to prescribe and enforce such additional safety regu
lations r.s may bo needed to meet local conditions which 
are not covered by tho general. Safety Regulations.

The Quantity—Distance Tables contained in tho 
Ordnanco Safety Manual as well as the Storage Chart, 
which shows tho explosives, nmunition, etc. which mny 
be stored together, are unconditionally followed by 
Picatinny, although the "Typos" of magazine prescribed 
for the storage of various commodities cannot be used 
cs they do not exist.

Safety measures, which are considered especial
ly vital in connection id th the storage of explosives 
and ammunition, are as follows:

(1) Containers must not be opened or repair
ed in o. magazine. This r©rk must bo done 
either in a building specifically set aside, 
or in tho open nt least one hundred (100) ft. 
from a magazine.

(2) Explosives and ammunition in open or damaged 
containers must not be stored in a magazine.

(3) Loaded material must bo protected against 
extremely high temperatures, (over 85°F.) 
and ns far as possible against sudden changes 
in temperatures. (The latter may



denngo air tight containers or may rosult in 
excessive condensation of moisture in tho air.) If tho tanporaturo in a magazino oxccods 10C°F. 
for a period of more than twenty-four (24) hours, tho 
magazine must bo cooled by wetting tho oxtorior of 
tho building with wator or by opening doors and 
ventilators after sunset and closing them in tho 
morning. If this method fails tho Commanding Officer 
must decide whether tho stores are to bo removed and 
if so report such case to tho Chief of Ordnance.

(4) Containers must bo froo from dirt and grit before 
being placed in n magazine.

(5) Dry gross, leaves, end underbrush, capable of being 
ignited by sparks from locomotives, smoking, etc., 
nust bo cleared for a space of fifty (50) ft. around 
nil magazines.

(6) Inflammable dunnage, crates, etc., will bo eliminated 
or reduced to the minimum in magazines containing 
separate loading, unfixed shell and demolition bombs.

(7) As Black Powder is regarded ns ono of ihc worst known 
explosive hazards, the following rules should always 
bo kept in mind.
a. - ITcver uso tools or equipment undo of motels ahi ch 

nay cause sparks, in n Black Pot-dor Magazine.
_b. - Wear safety shoes or rubbers. (When handling 

loose Black Powder rubbers ore prohibited, due 
to the probability of building up body charges 
of static.)

(8) High explosives in boxes must bo handled with care and 
personnel should wear safety shoes although tho use of 
same is not definitely required in regulations.

(9) Smokeless Powder should be closely observed for signs 
of deterioration, as it will ignite spontaneously after 
deterioration has progressed to any marked degree. The 
odor of other or alcohol is a. normal ono, but tho 
acrid odor of nitrous oxide furies is a certain indi
cation of advanced deterioration.

(10) ritomovo spilled .grains of Smokeless Powder, especially 
of small calibers, as many srrll arms powders aro nearly 

sensitive a? friction • s Black Fowdr.r.

til) Do neb om.-osc bnokelc.-.r P.-wder direct rays of the 
•sun for ion/- ;>:;aio<h: >f tfn«.,



(12) Handle boxes of Smokeless Powder with core, no 
seams are easily ruptured in tho inner container, 
thus allowing air and moisture to enter, which are 
conducive to impaired stability.

(13) Separate loading Shell will be elosely observed 
for signs of exudate. Fuzed projectiles will be 
rolled slowly to prevent arming of tho fuze.

(14) Demolition Bombs must be handled carefully. They 
are regarded as one of the most hazardous typo of 
ammunition to store, because of the tendency to 
detonate on masse. Look for signs of exudato. Hever 
ship Bombs with primer detonators in place.

(15) Primers, Detonators, Fuzes, etc. must be handled 
with extreme care, oven when properly packed.

(16) Pyrotechnics should bo handled with extreme care. 
Boxes must not be dropped orthrovm.

Explosives and ammunition when packed and stored in accord
ance with 17ar Department Regulations are grouped, so for as the 
hazards due to fire or explosion, into the following general 
classes.

Class 1—Small arms ammunition and sodium nitrato.
These are principally fire hazards and no limits 
are placed on the storage of material of this 
nature.

Class 2—Smokeless powder and pyrotechnics. Those
materials may become unsafe under extreme con
ditions of moisture and high temperature. They 
burn with intense heat but do not usually form 
missiles or generate pressures xhich cause serious 
structural damage to adjacent magazines.

Class 3—Point-detonating fuzes, minor caliber base
detonating fuzes, powder train and mechanical 
time fuzes, packed soparately in boxes. The 
amount of explosives in articles of this class 
varies from 3® to 250 grains. Those fuzes usually 
explode progressively, not mere than a box or two 
at a time. Pressures which would cause serious 
structural denngo to adjacent magazines are not 
usually generated, and missiles are small and of 
light weight, usually falling within 100 yards.

Class 4—F i zed high-explosive shell, 3-inch trench-mortar
ammunition, fragmentation bombs, grenades, and 
shrapnel of all calibers, fuzed or unfuzed, packed 
in bv xcs. Articles in this class usually explode 
:.r , Tussivel y, only a few boxus at a time, many 
'.'x:3osions of individual rounds I'.in.- of a very low



Glass

order. Pressures which would cause serious 
structural damage to ndjazont magazines arc 
not usually generated and most missiles would 
fall within 20 • yards*

5—Separate-loading or unfixed loaded shells of 
all calibers, loaded with explosive r, fuzed, 
of unfuzed* These sheila usually explode one 
at a tine, and in practically ell cases with 
low order. As only one shell should bo involved 
in nn explosion, tho mis.ailcs are limited both 
as to number and range nnd most missiles will 
fall within 400 yards.

Class 6—I-tnjor and medium calibor bnso-dotonating 
fuzes* bomb fuzes; and adaptors and boosters 
for high explosive sholl, for chemical shell
and for bombs, pr.cked sopnratoly in boxos* The 
amount of explosives in articles of this class
does not exceed one-hnlf pound. They usually 
explode progressively, by piles. The numbers 
involved in any explosion is limited by 
making the piles small nnd separating thorn 
by prescribed distances determined by actual 
detonation tests. Structural damngo caused 
by the pressures generated is isually limited
to adjacent magazines and tho missiles aro light and usually full within 200 yards.

Class 7—■Separate-loading and unfixed loaded shell 
of all calibers, except those loaded rd th 
explosive D. Shell in this class usually 
explode progressively by piles. Tho 
number involved in my one explosion is 
limited by making the piles small nnd 
separating them by proscribed distances 
which have been determined by actual 
detonation tests. Structural damage caused 
by the pressures generated is usually limited 
to adjacent buildings. Host missiles will 
fall within bOC yards.

Class 0—Primers, detonators, primer-detonators 
for bombs, grenade fuzes, and blasting caps, 
packed in met:.! containers and wooden boxes. 
Thu mount of explosives in articles of this 
class varies from 30 to 110 gr~ins. All in 
a icgrninc nay .-..plode at one tine, but ns 
the (■';+'! -.'mount of exp loci ven involved is 
' i.d.tod "nd the a.'jor.i wis - ra not. .-••trongly 
■■ m''inc s, t. 1-ijr •• .1. ‘im.i: ; c is uru'd !y



limited to adjacent magazines. This class 
of ammunition forma light missiles which 
have a very limited range.

Class 9--Bulk explosives suoh as, block powder, T.H.T., 
to tryl. and explosive" D. The block powder 
usually explodes, end T.ITiT., tetryl, nnd 
explosive D usually burn but may explode.
Since these explosives r-.re similar to 
commercial explosives, structural drmngo 
should not occur at the distances specified
in the American Table of Distances for 
similar quantities of commercial explosives.
Missile hazards ore minimized by using a type 
of magazine construction which breaks up into 
small fragments in cose of explosion.

Class 10—Demolition bombs. All in a magazine may 
explode. If this happens, structural damage 
caused by the pressures generated should 
not occur nt the distances specified in the 
American Table of Dist’nces for similar 
quantities of commercial bulk explosives, rnd 
most missiles will also foil within these 
distances.

It is customary nt Field Service Depots to assign 
certain magazines to certain cl: sscs of material, i.e., the 
Magazine Areas are divided into Smokeless Powder Sections, 
High ,E>plosives Sections, Ammunition Sections, etc. This 
system is followed not only because of tho fact that tho 
various "Typos” of Magazines. .-ire grouped in the Magazine 
Area, but because of tho practical advantage of having all of 
ono class stored in tho sane section for safety and super
visory purposes. However, no such arrangement is possible 
nt Picotinny Arsenal ns our manuf~ctuning schedules nre not 
unifonn with respect to the various types of ammunition 
manufactured and assembled. This frequently results in an 
enormous demand for space for one typo of ammunition one year 
and for another typo the following, making it necessary to use 
all available magazines for housing whatever ammunition is 
being produced.

It will be noted when "H inspection tour of tho Magazine 
Area is irr.de that large numerals are attached, to the magazines. 
This is local arrangement for indicating tho degree of 
hazard represented by the contents of uach of tho buildings in 
case of fire or explosion in the building itself, or in adjacent 
territory. The signif ierne-■ of each of th. numbers is ns 
fol I own:

<;a - poril.r., h mol; tian - nd . i<h t;

irr.de


Black Powder in cons or charges; 
rynrjnitoj Explosives ”D"; Fulminate 
of Moroury; Load Azide; Nitroglycerine; 
Pioric Acid; T.N.T. Blocks; T.N.T. boxod; 
Totryl; Flashlight Powder.

(Evory effort will bo nr.do to prevent firo from reaching 
this class of material. If this con not bo done, the 
firo fighting forces will withdraw to a distance of at 
least 800 foot and protect themselves against explosion, 
by seeking such covor as is available.)

No, 3 indicates - Smokeless Pot;dor in Boxes and in Bulk., 
Separate Loading Propelling Charges.

(If a fire is discovered in a building in which smokeless 
powder is stored, there is little chance of saving tho 
building. Personnel should take shelter against heat 
wavo and protect surrounding property.)

No. 2 indicates - Bombs, Fragmentation; Boosters; Fixed 
Ammunition, H.E.; Fixed Ammunition, Shrapnel; 
Grenades, H.E.; Shrapnel, Separata Loading; 
Sholl, H.E. Sopnrato Loading; Sholl, H.E. 
Trench Mortar.

(Every reasonable effort will be made to control the 
fire and the building should not bo abandoned until 
it is evident that thu fire can not bo controlled. If 
fire gets beyond control, personnel should seek cover 
to protect themselves from flying fragments.)

No. 1 indicates - Acetone; Turpentine; Oil; Crsolino; Prints; 
Benzol; Ether; Alcohol; Acids; Compressed 
Gases, etc.; Ammonium Nitrate; Caps, 
detonating, blasting, and percussion; D.N.T.,; 
Fuzes, time detonating, and grenade; Primers 
and Primer Detonators; Pyrotechnics; Smokeless 
Powder in course <f manufacture, except in 
dry houses and blenders; Snr 11 quantities of 
loaded components; Surveillance Magazines. .

(Every effort nil! bo made to put the fire out. If 
tho fire can not be controlled the building should 
bo abandoned and efforts of the firo fighting forees 
should ba made to protect surrounding buildings. If , 
fire gets beyond control personnel should seek such 
covor as is available to protect themselves from light 
missiles., ’.7hen firo occurs in’building containing 
inflammable liquids or compressed gases, tho possi
bility of an explosion must be considered.)



Tho Ordnance Safety Mo.nur.l describes in dotr.il tho method 
of piling which shr.ll be followed for each typo of rmmunition 
and onoh kind of explosives. However, rd th tho exception of 
separate lording shell* which are piled with a. view to eliminating 
sympathetic detonation, tho gonorr.l scheme is to pile material in 
double rows v.lth stencilled ends fr.cing aisles of approximately 
twenty-six (26) inches in width, in order that inspection, invent-; 
ory, end handling may bo facilitated.

Aside from tho physical angle of handling r.nd protecting 
explosives raid ammunition, tho surveillance of tho chemical 
changes, which are inherent in ell explosives in varying dogroos, 
is of major importance. By tho term "Surveillance" is meant, 
observation, inepection, investigation, and tost, (ballistic, 
chemical, or physical) of explosives and ammunition in storage. 
Tho purpose of surveillance is to determine whether deterioration 
is in progress, and if so tho str.to and nature of such deteriora
tion and tho consequent degree of serviceability in order that 
reliance will not be placed upon munitions which are no longer 
safe or effective. Also to eliminate tho danger of disaster 
through spontaneous ignition or explosion of materials which have 
become dangerously unstable.

Tho surveillance work in the Field is carried on by a 
Surveillance Inspector who is closely allied with, if not 
actually under the supervision of the Chief of the Storage 
activities. However, at Picatinny, due to tho presence of a 
most modern equipped Laboratory and qualified technical personnel, 
tho surveillance activities aro conducted by tho Technical Group 
rather than by the Stores Department, tho only exception being 
tho yearly IT/10 Normal Mothyl Violet Paper tost on Smokoloss 
Powder, which is conducted by the latter with tho understanding 
that any questionable conditions arc to bo roper tod to tho 
Technical Group for consideration and decision. This tost con
sists of inserting a strip of Licthyl Violet paper -pproximrtely 
5 1/2 inches long in each box of powder of a. web size up to 
■ nd including the 12 in. mortar, •’vidcd tho powder is more than five (5) years old, for th<j /'Paposc of determining the 
stability of tho powder.

dotr.il
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3. Shipn nt of Ajinanition.

In ord r to nininizi the <1 uig- rs to Ilf' -nd prop rty inci- 
d-nt to th. transportation of < xplnsiv« s nnd other d.-ng-rous 
articles, by carri-rs ngng d in intvrot it1., or for. ign corm rev 
by rail, th<. transportation of each articles within the limits 
of th( jurisdiction of th-. Unit-d btat-s is r< giil.-t. (t by 
Federal Law. Therefore whin pres nt«.d for shipn nt to a common 
carri r they must be pack- d nd d scribv.d to comply with Inter- 
str.t- Comm rc«. Commission R, gui .tions, provid.d, that shipr.p nts 
of <xplosiv- □ off rd by tho W -r and d-.vy Dop.--.rtii nts of the- 
Unit d Stat s Gov rm.nt ik.y be packed, including limit .tions 
of weights, as required by their own r> guh tions. liow-.v.r, any 
prnpos d d« parterc from the requirements of the Int rstatc 
Commerce Commission Regulations must bo submitted to the Chief 
of Ordnance for a decision, i.o., '/here the Ordnance Department ia 
involved.

The services of the Bureau of Explosives are utilized by tho 
Interstate Commerce Comission in the execution of its regulations. 
This Bureau was organized by the amrican Railway association in 
1906. Dearly all common carriers are mt-irib-rs of the Association, 
and comply with the rules and r< gulations issued by the Bureau of 
Explosives. Inspectors of the Bureau of Explosives are stationed 
throughout the country to obsurv- , investigate, and report viola
tions to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which prosecutes if 
conditions warrant. In this connection it is well to dwell on 
the fact that heavy penalties are provided for the shipper who 
knowingly solicits the transportation of any .xplosiv s or other 
dang-rous articl-.s without con plying with the requir-.ut nts of the 
Int rstate Coraae-rcc Commission as wi ll as for the- curri r that 
knowingly acc-pts and transports some, h'htn th. death or bodily 
injury of any p< rson r . suits fro -, the-violation of the r<gulations, 
the o-rson or p-.rsons who shall have so knowingly violated or 
causi d to be viol-it- d such r-. g.vlation shall b- f in d not nor-., than 
■.‘10,000. or imprison-d not tior- than 10 y^urs, or both.

The Int rstat-. Corin', rev Comission R• .-gulations gov rning the 
t: -ins ior tat ion of xnlosiv s i.uicl other dang-rous articles 
descri.v in d-tail how shipm- nts muet b- lond-.d, braced, placarded, 
c rtifi-u, -tc., and Bur -au of Explosiv s Panphl-t wo. 6 contains 
uatu, photorru >1.3, tc. on th< sliin.i-nt.

It is impossible to go into the spi cific u-.tails connected with ach item of umunitio.i or explosives shipped from 
Ficatinny, but an x;.:i)le will b giv .n of th-, r .quir .m_nts in 
conn rtion with making a shipment of 3 inch a.a. A.imunition.



Such ammunition is classed by the regulations as ’’Ammunition for 
Cannon with Explosive Projectiles,” and each outside package 
must be marked accordingly. A ’’Certified car” is required for 
shipment. Certified cars must be inspected inside and outside, 
and must conform to the following specifications:

a - Closed cars of not less than 80,000 pounds capacity, 
with steel underframes and friction draft gear, must be used 
when available.

b - Cars must be equipped with air brakes in condition for 
service.

c - Cars must have no loose boards or cracks in the roof, 
sides, or ends, through which sparks may enter, or unprotected 
decayed spots liable to hold sparks and start a fire.

d - The doors must shut so closely that no sparks can get 
in at the joints, and, when necessary, they must be stripped. 
The stripping for doors.should be on the inside and be fastened 
to the door frames where it will form a shoulder against which 
the closed doors repressed by means of wedges or cleats in door 
shoes or keepers. The openings under the doors should be simi
larly closed. The hasp fastenings must be examined with doors 
closed and fastened, and the doors must be clcatcd when necessary 
to prevent doors shifting. When the car is opened for any cause, 
wedges or cleats must be replaced before car containing explosives 
is permitted to proceed.

c - The journal boxes and trucks must be carefully examined 
and put Ln such condition as to reduce to a minimum the danger 
of hot boxes or other failure necessitating the setting out of 
the car before reaching destination. The lids or covers of 
journal boxes must be in place.

f - The car must be carefully swept out before it is loaded. 
For lcss-than-c<arlcad shipments the, space in which the packages 
arc to be loaded must be carefully swept.

Holes in tie floor or lining must be repaired and special 
care taken to have no projecting nails or bolts or exposed pieces 
of metal which may work loose or produce holes in packages of 
explosives during transit. Protruding nails in the floor or 
lining which have worked loose must be drawn, and if necessary 
for the purpose of fastening the floor or lining, new nails must 
be driven through other parts thereof.

g - V/hcn packages of explosives are to be loaded over cxpos<d 
draft bolts or kingbolts, the bolts must have short pieces of 
solid, sound, wood with bev< led < nds (2-inch plank) spiked to the

•u* 



floor ovor them (or empty packages of the same character may be 
used for this purpose) to prevent possibility of their wearing 
into tho packages of explosives.

h - The roof of the car must be carefully inspected from 
the outalde for decayed spots or broken boards, especially under 
or near the running board, and such spots mu..t bo covered or 
repaired to prevent their holding fire from spares. A oar with 
a roof generally decayed, even if tight, must not be used.

The carrier must have a certified car examined by a com
petent employer to sec that it is propcrl; prepared, before 
permitting same to be loaded and must have a ’’Car Certificate” 
signed in triplicate, by a representative of the carrier and of 
the shipper, after same is loaded and properly braced. The 
original certificate must be filed by the carrier at tl e forward
ing station and the other two (2) must be attached to the out
side of oar doors, or to the sides of the car, one (1) on each 
side, the lower edge of the certificate not less than 4-1/2 ft. 
above the floor level.

In addition to the certificate mentioned above, Explosive 
Placards, as prescribed in Interstate Commercial Commission 
Regulations, must be attached to both sides and both ends of the 
car, (these placards and certificates must be removed from cars 
by the party unloading same) nnd Bill of Lading covering the 
shipment must bear the following notation, "This is to certify 
that the above articles are properly described by name and arc 
packed nnd marked and arc in proper condition for transportation 
according to the regulations prescribed by the Interstate 
Commerce Commission." Care must be exercised to insure that no 
commodities not authorized to be loaded or stored with Ammunition 
for Cannon with Explosive Projectiles, as indicated by Loading 
and Storage Chart shown in the Interstate Commerce Commission 
Regulations, arc placed in the same car. In the particular cast 
illustrated there arc no specifications in existence for the 
type of box to be used, nor any container weight limit. However, 
in th*, majority of cases a container, conforming to a certain 
specification, as outlined in the rtgulations, must bt used, 
and the weight limit prescribed must be adhered to.

The shipping requirements for any commodity can be ascertain
ed with little effort by referring to the index in the Interstate 
Commerce Commission Regulations, and if an item is encountered 
which is not listed in the regulations, contact must be made 
with tlic Bureau of Explosives for a decision as to packing 
and shipping regulations.

In view of the fact that all stations arc called upon 
frequently to ship samples of explosives nnd ammunition for 
chemical analysis nnd other investigational purposes, it is 
d-. med advisnbl-. to briefly cover the requirements in connection 



with express shipments. It is to be understood that most ex
plosives and ammunition art classed as ’’Forbidden explosives” 
so far as shipments by express is concerned. However, exception 
is made (not including nitroglycerin) in the. cast of properly 
packed samples for laboratory examination. It must be under
stood, however, that ’’Laboratory examination” docs not include 
ordinary use or demonstration. Samples of explosives for lab
oratory examination must be placid in well secured metal cans 
or glass bottles, or in strong waterproof paper or cardboard 
packages; each sample must not consist of mon than one-half 
pound of explosive, and the interior package must be placed in 
sawdust or similar cushioning material, at least 2 inches thick, 
in a wooden box, complying with Interstate Commerce Commission 
Specification No. 14. Whenever these samples of explosives for 
laboratory examination arc contained in a metal envelope or 
receptacle, this receptacle must b> properly cushioned with saw
dust or similar cushioning material in a strong wood<n box and 
this interior box must bi placed in a wooden box specification 14, 
with nt least 2 inches of cushioning laterial separating the 
boxes. Not mor< than 100 blasting caps may be shipped in one 
outside package for laboratory examination and they must be packed 
and cushioned as just described. Not more than 20 half-pound 
samples of explosives for laboratory examination may be placed 
in one outside box or transported at one time and the net weight 
of the explosive contents must be plainly marked by the shipper 
on the outside of each box offered for transportation. In this 
connection it is .advised that when components of ammunition are 
being shipped, the net weight of the explosive content is the 
guiding factor with respect to the. half-pound limit.



SECTm xiv - ctvvLETE r'hihd.d

1. Visit to Complete Rounds Division at Picatinny 
Arsenal.

The Complete Rounds Division was designed so that empty
components could be received at a given point for necessary pre
liminary work such os thread cleaning or painting of shell before 
they entered the line for loading and assembling. The Complete 
Rounds Division ss established covers a str'ight line of buildings 
and connecting ramps approximately 24C0 feet long. Other build
ings, in which explosives or other materials ore stored also 
those in which preliminary preprr'tion of materials is accomplished, 
rra spaced along, the main loading and assembling lino. All 
buildings in this division are spaced and arranged to provide a 
smooth flow of materials and explosives into the lino and at tho 
same timo maintain safe distancesbetween buildings from the 
standpoint of hazard to employees and other buildings in thu ovont 
that nn explosion might occur.

Thu 'uxilinry buildings required for operating this line
are:

High explosive storage magazine 
Ammonium nitrate stor-go building 
Ammonium nitrate drying and screening building 
T.N.T. screening, building 
Paint storage building
Black powder storage building
Fuze, primer and booster stora.ru building 
Smokeless powder storage tuilding 
Air compressor and motor houses.

Tho functions of this lino are to load, assemble and pack 
for shipment various calibers of complete rounds, as well ns, 
shall for semi-fixed rounds, sep' rate loaded shell, and fro.g- 
m?nt~tion and demolition bombs. The following items are loaded 
and assembled in this Division:

a. Shell from caliber ,9C to 24C m/m Howitzer, in
clusive .

Jb. Bombs, fragmentation - nd demolition from 17 pound 
to 2,DOC pound inclusive.

c_. Rounds, shell, complete f/rom caliber .90 to 1C5 
m/m inclusive.

_d» Rounds, shr-pnol, complete, 75 m/m and 3 inch A.A,

stora.ru


The various explosives used 
listed below;

and thoir composition." uro

_a. T.N.T.
b, 5C/50 Arr.tol - 50% Ammonium Nitrrto nnd 50% T.N.T.
_c. (55 /35 Amatol - 65% Ammonium Nitrrto .‘.nd 35% T.N.T.
d.. R0/20 Am'tol - B0% Ammonium Nitrrto and 20% T.N.T.
£. Tridito - 80% Picric Acid - 20% Dinitrophenol.
f. Ammr.nol - 67% T.N.T., 22% Ammonium Nitrrto - 11% 

Flake Aluminum.
£. Black Powdor

* Various methods of loading arc used depending upon tho 
item to bo loaded and the explosives used ns the filler. Thu 
methods for filling shell ~nd bombs o.ro casting, pollot, extruding 
and lob c.s indicted below;

£. The costing method is used when tho explosives rro 
in a liquid or molten st'te. T.N.T., 50/50 Am-tol, 
Tridite and Ammnnol e.ro loaded by this mothod.

_b. Tho extruding mothod is usod only with BC/2C Amatol, 
this mixture being in o. semi pl'stic st"to.

£. The pellot method is used principally for filling 
100 pound bombs and those larger in size. Tho 
loading is accomplished by filling bombs with 
molten T.N.T. and preformed T.N.T. pellets.
(Some shell wore loaded by this mothod but tho 
practice h^s not been adopted as standard).

d. Tho lob loading method has not boon used in pro- 
• duction but trs boon developed for loading largo 

bombs. It is used in connection with 65/35 Amatol. 
Thu oxplosivo mixture is simil'r to thick comont 

when being loaded.

o_. Shrapnel ryo base chrrgod with black powder. The 
powder is poured in funnels and the shrapnel vibrated 
until it lodges in tho .space provided in the base.

Explosives and other materials are received at buildings 
designated for thoir storage until required for use. Whan required 
T.N.T. is transferred to tho screening building where it is po.ssod 
through a screen equipped with revolving brushes. The purpose of 
this operation is to remove foreign materials such ns splinters 
from wooden packing boxes, nails, pieces of paper, etc. It is 
transferred in the pocking boxes in which received.



This plant i* oqui-'psd for crushing, drying, rnd acre mint: 
’■nmonium nitr-to when those opor-tions are nocossnry. However, 
it h-a boon found that ammonium nitrnto con bo procured with 
a moisture content below tho required .20^. The crusher in 
operation brocks up nil lumpy material. It is then fed directly 
into n lone cylindrical dryor. Tho dryer rotates and tho 
ammonium nitrate passos through it to n screen used for removing 
lumps and foreign rantorinl.

Tho explosive or oxplosivo mixtures are heated or molted 
in tho hiilding designated for tho purpose. This building is 
□quipped to handle oil of tho explosives previously listed.

T.N.T. LOADING

T.N.T. is molted in a Tig) steam j'cketad melting kettle 
equipped v.’ith agitators. The st r m pressure used is 5 pounds 
and tho kettlo C'p'City is 1,200 pounds of T.N.T. The kettle 
is heated and charged with crystalline T.N.T. which starts to 
molt immediately it comes in contact with tho heated surface of 
the kettlo. The entire amount of T.N.T. may bo loft in tho 
kettle until it becomes liquid, or portions may be drawn off 
if it is required for uso. Tho kettlo, in effect, may become a 
continuous molt unit when used by tho letter method sinco each 
time T.N.T. is drawn off more crystalline T.N.T. can be added 
to the molting kottle.

When the T.N.T. is molted rnd ready for use it is dr-wn 
off in g'lvsnizad iron cooling tubs cquionod with baffles. The 
cooling is accomplished by a mechanic-'1 - git tor which keeps 
the entire quantity of molten T.N.T. circulating in tho tub. 
This process is continued until determination is made that 
sufficient cooling has taken place. The T.N.T. is then trans
ferred to the pouring room where it is stirred manually with 
wooden or aluminum peddles. Portions of the material are 
poured into pails of various compositions. Those now commonly 
in use are made of either black iron or aluminum. The pails 
.are equipped with pouring spouts so that the molten material 
crn bo directed when being poured into the shell.

Shell are placed on lift truck platforms in quantities 
wrying with tho caliber of shell to be loaded, louring funnels 
fre placed in the shell for greater onso of loading and also for 
uso as a riser to prevent cavitation in tho explosive charge. 
Shell nrj n^t always filled in otu pouring-thc controlling factors 
being sizes and shapes of cavities. Thus, tho present 3 inch 
a..'., .'dicll, !•' n be filled in nr.-e increment, while the 75 m/rr.



I’.nrk I Is better filled in tu'o'lncremjnts. The rostrictod neck 
of tho. 7b m/m? mark I shall causes T.N.T. to solidify quickly and 
prevents th-) T.N.T. trickling through from tho riser to fill tho 
cavities c'usod by shrinkage of tho charge, whilo with tho 3 inch 
A.A. shell this condition doos not occur. In all crsjs it is 
nocossr.ry to break down charges, th'.t is, the crust which forms 
over each increment must be broken to permit tho molten material 
to feed do mi r.nd fill the c-.vity crusod by shrinkage. Large 
shell r.nd bombs ere filled in two or more increments. All T.N.T. 
recovered from funnels, prills or tubs called ’’clown scrap” is 
remol tod. -Floor swoopings and other dirty scrap is yacked r.nd 
stored for recrystallization.

50/50 ANATQL LCAPING

P'st practice for preparing rnd lording 50/50 Am1 tri has 
boon to molt 500 pounds of T.N.T. in tho kettle used for malt
ing T.N.T. and slowly add 500 pounds of ammonium nitrate with' 
the agitators constantly in operation. To ensure complete mixing 
tho agitation was continued for 30 minutes after tho ammonium 
nitreta was added. The pouring of 50/50 Amatol follows the 
methods normally used for T.N.T. The closure or booster surround 
is made with T.N.T. to provide a seal against moisture. For 
future.orders, plans have bean developed and equipment is being 
procured to provide a line which can be operated with greater 
efficiency. These plans contemplate the preheating of ammonium 
nitrate end T.N.T. in separata equipment and making the final 
mix in a kettle such as that used for melting T.N.T. Sinco 
50/50 Amatol is used in largo shell and bombs partial filling 
will bo accomplished directly from tho kettle by means of tho 
draw-off pipe and valves, Tho advantegesof this arrangement are, 
more explosives can be produced in a givon time us tho kettle 
will not be used for both molting and mixing but will bo usod 
cs a mixor only. It also provides facilities for having additional 
materials ready for mixing as soon as the 5C/5C mix is drawn from 
tho mixer. Considerable handling of explosives also will be 
•eliminated.

TP.ILITT, LCALiNG

The kettle used for mixing Tridite is similar in con
struction to the T.N.T. kettle except that it is glass lined 
and is equipped with two sets of chromo nickel stool agitators 
which rotrto in opposite directions. The Tridite ingredients 
molt at different temperatures r.nd constant agitation is necessary 
to provide proper nixing. Tho method for jcuring of Tridite is 
similar to that for T.N.T. except that cooling beforn pouring



usually is not necessary. The first or main pour is made directly 
into the shell from the kettle. The final pours and "topping off" 
are made in the pouring; room.

8C/20 AMATOL LOADING

The equipment used for the preparation of P0/2C Amatol is 
two mixers and a snail T.N.T, melting kettle. The mixers are 
steam jacketed and equipped with two horizontal Spiral agitators 
which force the contents toward the center. One of mixers 
and the T.N.T. kettle are located on a floor above ^tha second 
mixor. The first mixer is used t<- preheat a stated amount of 
ammonium nitrate to a temperature of 96°C. Steam pressures as 
high as 15 pounds have been used for this purpose. The time 
required for heating approximately 400 pounds is about 40 minutos. 
At tho time preheating of the ammonium nitrate is taking place 
approximately ICO wounds of T.N.T. are melted. Whan theso 
materials are ready for mixing thoy are transferred to the second 
mixor by means of draw-off pipes. The entire charge of ammonium 
nitrate is first placed in the mixer end the T.N.T. added slowly. 
The time required for making the 8C/2C Amatol mix is 15 minutes. 
(Noto: As soon as the contents of the preheater and T.N.T. kettle 
are removed to the mixor they are reloaded and preheating and 
molting of additional materials takes placo immediately).

A portion of tho 30/20 Arrtol mix is drawn from, tho mixor 
into a buggy'- and is trvnsforred to the extruding rrchinc. Tho 
extruding machine consists of a horizontal bod equipped with 
a partially steam jacketed hopper and c shell carrier. Tho 
amatol is placed in tho hopper of tho extruding machine end is 
kopt mixed with a spir; l -gitrtor. Tho shell to be loaded is 
plrcod on the sholl carrier which is dram forward by means of 
counterweights. The extruding screw enters the sholl to a dis
tance of about 1-1/2 inches from tho b'-se and is controlled by 
an adjustable stop. As tho sholl carrier goes forward and 
strikes the stop tho extruding worm clutch is engaged and the 
amatol is forced into the sholl. The explosive flows along the 
side walls of tho shell and the tube which incloses the extruding 
worm until it roaches the nose of the shell. The worm continues 
in operation until tho space occupied by it is filled. This 
forces tho shell away from the worm until the shell is filled 
and the corris go strikes a stop which disong-gas tho clutch. 
Tho loaded shell is transferred to a mandrel press and n cavity 
formed for the T.N.T. surround.

DKir.LTNG AIT Br'OSTSIU NG

Tho explosive cir ryes in shell -and bombs fire drilled for



booster or fuze covitius. Thia is accomplished on either verti- 
col or horizontal drilling m^chinos depending upon tho sizo of 
tho item being drilled. Small shall and bombs are drilled on tho 
vortical machines while largo caliber shell aro drilled on tho 
horizontal machine. Excess explosives rro cleaned from tho
threads with brass, bronze or stool picks depending upon the 
explosives loaded in tho sholl or bombs. Final cleaning of 
tho threads is done by wiping with r. cloth dampened with ecotone.

Boostor cavities ore gr.gsd to determine if correct drilling 
has boon deno. Fuzo well cups nro insortod in some sholl bofcro 
the booster is put in place. In others, tho boostor is assembled 
diroctly into tho sholl.

COI'PLETE ROUNDS ASSEMBLY

Thu complete rounds r.ssombly consists of putting livo primers 
in cartridge cases, weighing smokeless powder charges and chuck 
weighing, assembling projectiles to cartridge cases, gaging for 
profilo rnd alignment of tho round, inserting fuzes and assembling 
waterproofing covers.

For anti-aircraft ammunition distance wadding is used in tho 
cartridge cases. This consists of two discs and a pasteboard tube 
which are assembled on top of tho propelling charge in tho cart
ridge cose.

The primers are assomblod in cartridge cases with hand mdrol 
pressos. The primed cartridge crsus are trrnsforred to tho powdor 
weighing room for tho powder charge. The powder charges are 
weighed and chock weighed. Tho loaded cartridge cases ore 
trensfurrod to tho assembling end crimping machine whore the 
shell and cartridge crse are assembled together by means of an 
air operated machine. The assembling machine now installed
is equipped to handle moro than one sizo of round, that is
it will assemble and crimp rounds from 75 m/m to 105 m/m 
inclusive. Each assembled round is raged in a chamber gago to 
insure that they will enter tho gun chamber freely. Tho rounds 
then go to tho fuze assembling room. ;.hen the fuzes are inserted 
and stoked in place. If powder train time fuzes aro inserted 
in tho rounds a waterproofing cover is assembled. The rounds 
are than transferred to the painting and pocking room.

P/ITT [EG, .STENOILL pACKliiG /Jib Sim-PTiJ?.

.■.11 rounds are pointed with two coats of paint or shell 
1'cquer. The present practice .is to :b this by h*nd. Tho corp I etc



rounds an pr.ckod tn fiber conUlnrs "nd boxo.i or nro bundle 
packed. The conpleto round fiber contrinora are sor.lod v.’ith 
colored adhesive t. po indic'-ting the kind of round, that is, 
yollov’ tape for high explosive rounds, rod t"pe for shrapnol 
rounds, blue trpo for practice rounds. Tho tape is stencilled 
v.’ith tho pertinent dr.tr to identify tho round, the lot nunbor 
and tho date of assembly. Pocking boxes are stencilled v.-hilo 
bundle packing requires tho use of an Identification disc for 
this purpose, p-por labels have also boon used for bundle packing.



SECTION XV - MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS
1. The Organization Picatinny Arsenal.

I shall treat the subject of this lecture, ’’The Organ
ization of Picatinny Arsenal", In a somcvhat novel manner, 
in the hope that you "dll understand more readily the exist
ing Arsenal organization and the nrinciples upon ’"hlch it is 
based*

Let us assume that all of the buildings, equipment and 
facilities are intact ns they are nt present, but that no 
organization -hntevor exists; not a single officer or employee 
is on the reservation. An Officer, designated by the ’7ar 
Department ns Commanding Officer, arrives; and commences the 
task of building up the organization.

The main functions of the Arsenal arc the development 
of ne- types of ammunition and the manufacture of standard 
types; r/o rill asstime that the Commanding Officer receives 
from the Chief of Ordnance one order to do certain development 
••'Ork and another order to manufacture a quantity of standard 
ammunition. I rill represent the Laboratories "hich aro to 
do the development "•ork, and the Shops "hich aro to do the 
manufacturing of the ammunition, by tre large squares. In 
order to carry out these t-o main functions, obviously the 
first auxiliary function "hich must bo provided for is the 
procurement of personnel. To carry out this function, v/o 
mill establish a Personnel Unit and represent it by a small 
square. This Personnel Unit mill be charged mith all duties 
In connection -ith personnel, such as appointments, promotions, 
reductions, transfers, separations, furloughs, etc.

"Thon the Commanding Officer receives these t’"-o orders 
for development and manufacture, ho, of course, receives with 
them the funds necessary for the purpose. The next auxiliary 
function to be taken care of is the handling of these funds. 
For this purpose he establishes the Accounting Unit, ’hich 
mill be charged with all matters connected with the recording 
of funds received and spent, with the payment of personnel, 
recording the casts of -ork done, etc.

Perhaps the next most urgent function is the supplying 
of the Laboratories and Shops v;ith such services as porur, 
lifht, heat, compressed air, "ate r, etc. To operate the 
facilities -hich provide such services, a Utilities Unit 
is set up.



Tho Laboratories and Shops now have tho personnel and 
tho utility services required, but before tho development 
and manufacturing work can commence, materials and supplies 
of various kinds must bo procured. This auxiliary function 
will bo taken care of by establishing n Procurement Unit,

In order to take advantage of lower prices and to avoid 
the necessity for frequent purchases of the same article, 
materials will be procured in as large quantities as practic
able. The functions of tho Laboratories and Shops are to 
develop and manufacture respectively. They are neither 
trained nor equipped to handle these large quantities of 
materials, which should be issued to them only as needed. 
A Stores Unit is therefore set up, not only to receive, 
store and issue this material, but to relievo the shops of 
tho custody of tho finished product as soon ns manufacture 
is completed.

Tho next auxiliary function to bo considered is tho 
operation of rail, motor, and animal drawn transportation 
for the movement of personnel and supplies within the 
Arsenal and to points off the reservation. For this function 
wo will establish a Transportation Unit.

Wo have now provided the Laboratories and Shops with 
everything necessary for then to commence operations. Almost 
as soon as tho wheels start turning, however, there will be 
a demand for the services of repairmen and artisans of various 
types to repair breakages, make adjustments, move equipment 
and reinstall in different locations, and similar jobs. A 
Maintenance Unit will be sot up to take c'ro of this work, 
as well as repairs to buildings, roads, water and sewer 
systems, and other Arsenal facilities.

Another auxiliary function requiring attention as soon 
a vanufacturo starts is inspection. To take care of this 
i- ■•■ion wo will provide an Inspection Unit.

About this time another function may be expected to 
require attention, i.e. engineering. This includes tho 
design of new jigs, fixtures, machines, equipment and build
ings and modification of such material to cliininatc difficult
ies or improve efficiency. To assume the responsibility for 
this function we will set up an Engineering Unit.

At practically nil modern plants of any size a function 
which has assumed increasing importance in recent years is 
safety. At •. plant of thio kind, this function is of vital 
import- nee, -'a will re -.di ly 'w owprccin ted . The necessity



for establishing a Safety Unit tor this purpose hardly needs 
explanation.

Pientinny Arsenal is charged with the preparation of 
War Plans pertaining to tho types of ma tori .1 manufactured 
at this establishment. This work includes the design of 
Layouts of small improvised loading plants for the early 
stages of an emergency, -and of large loading plants for 
mass production in the Later stages, the preparation of
Descriptions of Manufacture, computations of the amounts of
raw material required for standard typos of ammunition, etc. 
For this function n War Plans Unit is established.

Wo. havc now considered all of the important Arsenal 
functions that must bo provided for before we c^n consider 
tho organization sufficiently complete and competent to
accomplish the principal missions of development and 
manufacture. '7c will now examine tho question of how these
various Units will bo grouped in order to obtain the maximum 
efficiency.

In the grouping of the various units of an organization,
throe fundamental principles must bo observed, viz.

a.. Undivided responsibility,
_b. Like functions grouped,
eg Hot more than four or five units reporting to

one superior.

* Let us now see how; we can complete tho organization of the 
Arsenal -without violating any of these principles.

We have thirteen Units, each charged with a different 
function. For the Commanding Officer to attempt to direct 
personally all of those Units would violate the third of the 
principles enumerated, 'nd would be obviously impracticable. 
It is nocorsary, therefore, to insert one or more echelons 
of command between the Commanding Officer :.nd these Units. 
In grouping tho Units for this purpose, it is important that 
we follow the second of the fundamental principles given above.

If we camper-.. carefully the various Units, we will find 
that the functions of t he Maintenance and Utilities Units are 
quite similar. Both of those Units require •'.jinroximatcly the 
same type of personnel, ur.d the equipment required by each 
is similar. 7/c c'nn there,fore combine these two Units, and 
we will call the renn 1 ting combination the Sarvice Department.



The Enginowrinc and War Ph-na-Units both require primarily 
engineers nnd draftsmen with vex’y simil''.r training, and hence 
these two Units can be combined. In this case, however, since

■the '>7nr Plans Unit is relatively small compared with the 
Engineering Unit, wo will dusi(pe.'.to the combination the 
Engineering Department.

The major part of the work of the Transportation Unit 
is in transporting material in the custody of the Stores Unit, 
and because of this close relationship these two Units can 
be combined into what wo will call the Stores nnd Transport
ation Department.

Wo have now succeeded in reducing the number of Units 
from thirteen to ton, and while this is an improvement, we 
still have entirely too many Units for the Commanding Officer 
to direct personally. If wo examine the functions of these 
Units in a broad way, we find that all of those on the left 
of the Laboratory Unit, i.e. the Stores and Transportation 
Department, Procurement Unit, Accounting Unit, and Personnel 
Unit, are somewhat similar in that they aro administrative 
in character rather than pertaining to development or manu
facture. iie ray, therefore, quite properly place all of 
these Units under one supervisor, and wo will designate the 
organization thus formed the Administrative Group.

Coming now to the Units shown on the right, wo find that 
the Engineering Department and tho Shop Unit arc rather closely 
tied together, since the majoi' part of the work of the Engineer
ing Department: consists of providing engineering service for the 
manufacturing shops.

Tho Service Department is also related to tho Shop Unit, 
but for another reason, i.e. .-any of the sub-divisions of the 
Service Department do manufacturing as well as repair work. 
To illustrate, the Shop Unit requires a Carpenter Shop for 
the manufacture of boxes for complete rounds of ammunition, 
for certain wooden parts of flares, and other woodworking jobs, 
whereas the Service Department obviously requires a Carpenter 
Shop in connection with tho repair of buildings and other 
Arsenal facilities. To provide two separate Carpenter Shops 
would be an undesirable duplication. A similar condition exists 
with respect to the Tin Shop, which makes parts for flares and 
other pyrotechnics, metal lincis for boxes, etc., as well as 
doing repair work thruout the Arsenal.

For ahc reasons above indicated, it s-ums desirable to 
.dace th:, Enginu.,riiv; Dvertmcnt and the Service Department 



undor the same supervisor as the Shop Unit, '.'.nd we will 
designate this group as tho Manufacturing Group.

When it comes to inspection, a fundamental principle 
which is generally recognized in industry ng v/oll ns in the 
Ordnance Department is that the responsibility for inspection 
should bo placed high enough in the organization so that quality 
will never bo sacrificed for quantity. At this Arsenal, 
the Commanding, Officer is the Army Inspector of Ordnance, and 
tho Inspection Department is placed directly under him.

Similarly, wo put the Safety Department directly undor 
the Commanding Officer, since, particularly in a plant of 
this kind, we must not sacrifice safety for production. In 
this case, however, there is still 'mother reason, which 
is that the. Safety Unit is concerned not only with the shops 
of the Manufacturing Croup, but also with the Laboratories, 
and the magazines • xnd storehouses of the Stores and Transport
ation Department.

I. have used the term "Laboratory. Unit" rather loosely 
to designate tlv't part of the organization charged with the 
development of now types of ammunition. As you have probably 
noted during the preceding discussion, we have found no Unit 
closely enough related to it to warrant combining with that 
organization. We will therefore leave it intact, -.nd will 
designate it tho Tochnica.1 Group;.

Wo have now succeeded in evolving on organization which 
complies substantially with tho three basic, principles of 
organization which I have given above. The word "substantially" 
I use deliberately, since I have yet to see the organization 
of any complexity and size which complies with those principles 
one hundred percent. To illustrate, tho Service Department, 
in so far ns utilitio.- -.nd rep.-irs are concerned, serves tho 
whole Arsenal, the T. ‘■-hical .roup as well as the Manufacturing 
Group. Theoretically, •..harefore, it should not bo under 
either one of those main Groups: however, for reasons of 
economy, we enroot have two C .rpentor Shops, two Tin Shops, 
two Millwright Shops, etc., so it is necessary from cost 
considerations to depart ramowho.t from strict observance of 
those principles, and wo must be prepared to accept tho loss 
of operating smoothness which accompanies such a course.
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SECT 101! XV - LlISC”LLAirOUS SUBJECTS
2. The Place of Picetinny >.rsi.nal in the 

Scheme nf national D<.f use.

The., work done at thio establishment and its importance to 
the nation are almost unlcnown outside of the Ordnance Department 
and are but dimly appreciated by ritiny Ordnance Officers. In 
thio description I shall att-npt to oo orcsent the subject us to 
give you the, clearest possible picture within the limited time £;•' 
aval lab 1 e.

As you have already b< en told, the- major missions of this 
Ars< nal ar- , in general, the development of new ty?..o of ammuni
tion and the manufnctur< of standard typ- s. Let us consider 
first tho imnort.uicc- of ;imnunition in the preparedness picture. 
This importance can best be brought out by four fundamental 
facts: viz:

a. As stat- d recently by our Chief of St'iff, General 
MacArthur, a study of p 4st history shows that almost invariably 
wars have b- en won as a direct result of the occupation by 
Infantry of enemy territory, or the immediate- threat of such 
occupation which produces the s.j.iu •ff,ct.

bi Experience- in the World War demonstrated definitely 
that Infantry c:n not gain ground without powerful firo support 
primarily from nrtill .ry, though machine guns, bombs, ;<nd truic> 
mortars assist.

£. To furnish this fire supoort, enormous quantities 
of ammunition :□?< riquir-d. It is well known that the deadlock 
or stabilization which occurr-d in the early months of the World 
War on th< w- stern front was dir< ctly due to the exhaustion of 
•ammunition reserves resulting from the ennrnous and unexpected 
consumption of this mat rial ;nd that, theTe-aft r, at least until 
nearly the - nd of the. war, the strategy was det- ruined mainly by 
the tunmunition available.

1 .- Extracts from article entitled ’’Influence of Industrial 
Product ion on Military Op-.r itions" by Col. Menu, Er nch Army, 
in Field Artillery Journal, S .ot'mb r-October and Ilovemb-.r- 
D' c- mb r, 1934. "At no time during the War did the Coi.imandcr 
In Chief hnv-j at his disposal the rat’.t- rial 'which he- needed and 
which was indispensable to him in order to conquer the adversary." 
To-le-gr j.i from G-n. Joffr-, to army Conn-aiders, Seot. 24, 1914, 
’’Rear at pr. s-nt • xhuust d, if consumption continues at the same 
rate, impossible to continue War, failing munitions in fifteen 
days cannot draw too roach yoar attention to capital importance of 
this condition on which d ,p-nds tin.. fat- of the country."



2»- Thu follnvlng data t-iKen from Ara rica’s Munitions, 
1917-1918 by Ben diet Crowell, pug .s 27 ;.'nd 29.-

Expenditure of ArtilL>ry Ai.iraunition in Modern Battles

Year, Battle
D..ys*
Durat ion Jlrr.r; Rounds of Art.Acts.Expt nded

1863 Gettysburg 3 Union 32,781
1870 St. Fi«iv,.t 1 Gerr.ian 39,000
1915 N- UVe Chapc llu 3 British 197,000
1916 S or.inu 7 British 4,000,000
Expanditures for 0n< Y, ar. Civil aid Present .Airs

* ♦ Y'.ar ^riUir Rounds E::p'. nded during bar
* ■

1864 Civil Union 1,950,000
1^18 Pr- s-.nt Unit< cI Stat, s 8,100,000
1918 Pr: s- nt Britisih 71,445♦000
1918 Pr. s- nt Fr nch 81,070,000

3 .-  give figures for require Hunts of ammunition for the- 
r.i.o:ir.iun i.iont? under the Itnb.'liz.’tir>n Pl-n for -

Il.ru

a. 75 ran Gun
b. 3 inch ...A. Gun (Mobile)
c. 155 ma Howitzer

d. . Th< United Stat s spent ov r ^2,000,000,000 for a.u.iu- 
nition in th. World. ..i , although our participation in that war 
in fore s liuit.d to u • few n >nt hs. Dat a cone ruing uxp-.ndi- 
tur-. s for the Y'nr ;u* giv n in the report Col. Leonard P, Ayres, 
title not avail..hie - th'.. r< port is a stuti .ticr.1 study.
Frnri th □ • facts it s- ■ i is obvious that our chime- s for a victory 
in ;umth«. r n.-ij-T <_n. rg-ncy ar- slln ind .ud, unless wu- can be 
assured of an rm lunitlon sup dy at! qu.ite both in quantity mid quality.

1. In the buttle of Chuip .{?ie-, S- it. 25 to Oct. 15, 1915, 
4,343 offic< re .aid 175,471 ii.n lost. In th b..ttl<,. of the 
Soi.ii.ie, duiy i t0 Hov. 30, 1915, 5,000 offic-.rs mid 189,411 r.icn 
lost. Tire loss s duo to in;.ci quacy of ur.uaunition to destroy 
e-nuiy difns-. s.

Il.ru


2. Ini.dequut* Fi-id F. utur.o. During tin month of 
DeC'Ubir 1914, on induing with thi. .arrival on the battlo- 
fi. Id of munitions n id'. by the first inornvlja d .lanufuct- 
ur- rs, th- bursting nf gun tub- s started. On 11.j*ch 20, 
1915, 236 pi1 e r. had had or vtim bursts? on Hay 5 the.ro 
\i< rt 500 bartits.

T1j< r- ar- thr« * iiwcrtant characteristics of ammunition 
which greatly complicate th<. problem of obtaining in a short 
tine the wr rnnus production which would be necessary in a 
n x,j.>r war. TL.s- characteristics tire.:

a. Rigid require, nnts for safety and accuracy.
Failure to meet the safety requirements is normally paid for in 
lives and yet low factors of safety of two or even less must 
frequently be accepted. Failure to moot the accuracy require
ments may result either in ineffective fire support with 
attendant heavy casualties among our troops or greatly increased 
consumption, to accomplish the required missions which throw an 
added strain on the entire industrial fabric of the Nation in 
manufacture and increases the load in tho theatre of operations 
on the transportation s-rvicc which is always severely taxed.

b, . Special non-commerci al nature. In time of peace 
industry produces for commercial purposes articles similar to 
most of the materials required by an ..urny, such as food, cloth
ing, rail, motor and animal-drawn transportation equipment, 
searchlights, radio sets, «,tc. Ordnance nuttrial is an out
standing exception and of all the class-.s of Ordnance material, 
cannon .aid ammunition art, non-coroner ci al to the highest degree. 
C.rtain manufacturing op* rutions, such us those involved in tho 
loading of ammunition, ;xe difficult to carry out satisfactorily 
and yet lire carried on only at this Arsenal in tiro., of peace.

_c. Hazard in tunufacture. In time of war many of tho 
increased production facilities required for the manufacture of 
ammunition must b< locat d in sparsely inhabited ar.,us for safety 
reasons, which m.-Ja s difficult the problem of labor supply and 
increases the difficulties and cost of providing ouch facilities. 
The manufacturing p- rsonne-1 must be- c;r-.fully trained to observe 
thi rigid saf< ty or-c.utioas nece-ssery if serious explosions iiro to be avoid' d.
When th<s- facts ore considered with the enormous production re
quirements for ammunition, th., s-,riousn.,ss of the problem can be- r’ alizi.d.

The uccom dirJi’ient of two major pence time preparedness ob- 
j'.ctives constitut's the ammunition probL.n. These obj ctives



a. Quality; i.e., the duv< lopi i-nt of un-to-d..tc designs 
which will b(. ,<t i ..not equal to thos- of tin enemy.

b. Quantity; i.;., t-iking .ill possible st' is which will 
o rait ns to er- at" :it th-,- < urliest possible moment the enormous 
natiunition ninufuctiiri ng industry which will b*. r .quir-.d in r. 
major «,m-.rg noy.
VitM r-.f .renci to the second obj-ctiv-., it is inter sting to recall delays ’.nd difficultiis encounter d by the- Ford llotor 
Cor winy in changing from the ilod-.l T to the Llodtl A Cr< While 
Irjrgv pltJit capacities wore involved tlx change was only from 
one model of a car to another. Fax* gri-.-t' r difficulties and 
deluy-j must ba axpuctcd wh< n w-.. ask r.uaiufmotor<.rs of sewing 
machines, automobile; parts, typewriters, r.frigerutors, and 
similar it< ms to turn over night to the manufacture of fuzes, 
nriin-rs, projectiles, c;irtridge cas-s, raid other it- is of 
arTiunition.

Early in 1919 with war rii nccs fresh in their minds, 
the ;hl -st -nd most ixptri-nced Ordnance Officers in ammunition 
work in the D-.n.irt’n. nt undertook an intensive study to determine 
how v.s could b-.st m< < t thus >.„oo time objectives. Before the 
war the design and manufacture of ammunition was scattered. 
Frankford Arsenal handled field artillery ammunition, Watertown 
arsenal coast artillery ammunition and Picatinny /ersenal powder 
and explosives. The result w;-.s that no one was thinking in 
terms of com >1--. to rounds. Tho situation might bo likened to tho 
desire end manufacture of automobile engines in one plant, 
chassis in a s-.condj bodies in a third, wheels in a fourtn, etc., 
without any control organization to dir,.cl thu design and manu- 
factur- of the automobile as a whole;. The officers mentioned 
conceived th-. idea of one ammunition Ara-mul or Center which 
would be- responsible for the design, d/v-.lo >m-.-nt and manufacture 
of am.rjnition of all typos. The project for thu construction 
of such an Ara-'nul on ths pr-.-sent Edgewood Arsenal reservation 
was submitted to Congress end while favorably look- d upon by 
the- House. Appropriations Committee was finally reject .-d b- cause 
Of th<, loud outcry at th- ti i- against all military expenditures.

Vhcn this project failed to r- cc iv. legislative sanction the- 
S< crutary of ',,'ur authorized the conv-rsion of Picatinny Ars .nnl 
into an ammunition Center in so f.u- ns the fluids available would 
permit. Large amounts of equiimc-nt of types considered suitable 
for the purpose were shipped to this Arsenal from war plants then 
being salvaged. Tho modification of magazines and other buildings 
into shops and laboratories and the installation of tho necessary 
equinne.nt proceeded gradually year by year as funds permitted.



In the summer of 1926, u s.,ri<.a of extremely powerful ex
plosions of Navy material on the adjoining Luke D'.nhnrk Naval 
Ammunition Depot severely damaged Floatinny Arsenal. A number of 
buildings were completely destroyed und hardly a structure 
escaped material damage* Temporary repairs were authorized by 
the Chief of Ordnance and in 1920 Congress appropriated 
02,300,000 for the rehabilitation of the Arsenal, All of the 
work which could be accomplished within tho limit of funds was 
completed in 1930. The amount appropriated, however, was in
sufficient for the purpose and an allotment of emergency funds 
has been requested to finish tho work.

Referring to the peace time preparedness objectives already 
mentioned, the quality objective is a responsibility of the 
Technical Grouo, consisting of approximately 125 employees, in
cluding engineers, chemists, and other technical men engaged in 
basic research in those fields of importance to ammunition and 
not covered Jsewhore, and on the design and development of 
specific types of project lies, bo. fuzes, pyrotechnics, powders, 
explosives, etc. to meet definite requirements laid down by tho 
Ordnance Committee and approved by the Adjutant General.

With regard to the quantity objective the foundation of tho 
whole preparedness picture comprises throe documents, drawings 
and specifications which show the wartime manufacturer what wo 
want and descriptions of manufacture which give in detail ono 
method by which tho material can bo manufactured satisfactorily. 
Constant effort is mad1 to k<«.p these up-to-date for standard 
mat’rial :xnd to prepare them promptly for items newly developed. 
It is impossible to prepare descriptions of manufacture so com- 
pl. te- that an inexperienced war manufacturer could expect to pro
duce satisfactory material at the outset. Unexpected difficulties 
are inevitable and to assist the manufacturer in getting into 
production, the Ordnance Department relies on this Arsenal to 
maintain persona'. 1 experienced in the. manufacture of all standard 
it':is. Tho peace tine orders of ftomunition for war reserve and 
training serve to maintain this nucleus of personnel and permit 
us to work out improvements in tho methods and processes involved 
in manufacture.

i—In addition to the primary functions already discussed, the 
Arsenal is charged with many secondary functions which can not be- 
touched on in the time available. To give some idea of tho vast 
fi>ld covered by ammunition, I may soy that problems arise in
volving most of the sciences, such as mechanical, chemical, civil 
and electrical engine'ring, physics, ballistics, etc. Vo are 
concerned with the manufacture of metals, wood, paints, explosives, 
papers, textiles, chemicals, plastics, wood pulp und many other 
substances. Problems arise in animal, motor and rail transporta
tion and other problems involve- the' storage of both hazardous and 
non-hazardous materials. Finally, the Arsenal is responsible for the instruction of many regul?ir ana reserve officers und civilian person.i'.-I.

T



I have att< r.iptod to p,iV'. you a birds..,ye view of tho 
Arsenal’s functions and work carried on and to point out 
tlo Importance of this ostabllshr.v.-nt in tlx.- national d'.f. nso 
picture. Tho subject is intricate and huo rutny ramifications; 
so much so, in fact, that it is possible in the allotted tl.no 
to cov-.r only the high sioto. I hope that this discussion 
has enabled you to obtain u proper perspective and that It

i will assist you in appraising and evaluating what Is given
1 to you h;.r<j during your course.



3ZCTI0U /V - urjCBLL'.lJEOUi.' 3U3JBCTS 
3. Safety Roquiromonts in Ammunition Ibnufacturo.

Ordnance Safety Manual, O.O.Foiw #7224, contains General 
Regulations for tho manufacture, loading, storage, handling, 
shipping, surveillance, maintenance, salvage, and destraction 
of all classes of military explosives and aixxunition within 
the Ordnance Department.

The Commanding Officer of an Ordnance establishment is 
solely responsible to the Chief of Ordnance for the safety of 
Ms establishment. In fulfilling this responsibility, ho will 
pay particular attention to tho following:

a. Ho will strictly onforco tho rules and regulations 
sot forth in this manual and will make a specific writton re
port of any mandatory requirement in those regulations which 
ho may consider impossible of application at his establishment.

b_. Ho will prescribe and onforco such add it ional Safety 
Regulations as may bo noadod to moot local conditions which 
are not covered by tho General Safety Regulations.

S_. Ho will causa periodic safety inspections to bo made 
with particular attention to tho following:

(1) Lightning conductors and grounds.
(2) Drenching showers.
(5| Souibproofs and shelters.
(4) neutralizing solutions.
(5) Fire fighting equipment. 
(6} Light and power circuits. 
(7) First aid kits.

To assist tho Commanding Officer of this Arsenal in comr- 
plying with thoso instructions, an oi’ganisation is required 
which is charged with the fulfillment of tho duties laid down 
in regulations and for tho creation of additional regulations 
fox’ tho maintenance of safety. To that end tho Safety Soard 
and tho Safety Division are organized. In addition to those 
organizations, tho safety force includes ''.11 division chiefs 
and foremen of this Arsenal and n volunteer fire-fighting force.

Come of tho more General Safety Regulations that are to 
bo enforced uro as folia’s:

(1) ITo person, unless authorized, will bo permitted to 
entv-r or remain in any magazine or explosive area and only at 
ouch times ns their duties require.

(2} In an electrical storm all work on hazardous arterial 
will bo suspended -.nd employees thdi-.-.w to designated buildings.



(3) All explosive areas will bo posted to prohibit tres
passing, hunting and smoking.

(4) Matches or other fire or fiamo producing devices will 
not be carried into any explosive area.

(5) Authorized olectrlc lanterns or flashlights only will 
be used.

(6) Froquont searches will be made for forbidden articles.
(7) Firo-fighting apparatus will not bo used for purposes 

other than intended.
(6) Changes in electrical equipment will bo made only by 

authorized persons.
(9) Safety appliances of any kind, l.o., guards, railings, 

etc. will not bo removed oxcopt for repairs or cleaning,
(10) All bars on safety doors will bo removed before be

ginning operations.
(11) Vasto materials will bo placed in receptacles outsido 

of tho buildings and will not be permitted to accumulate.
(12) Locomotives in explosive areas will bo equipped with 

efficient spark arresters and fire boxes will bo protected 
with double ash pans.

(13) Doors of magazines or operating buildings will be 
closed when engines aro passing.

(14) Non-sparking metal tools will bo used when required*
(15) Safety shoos will bo worn when required,
(16) Clothing, not required.during work, will bo placed in 

a designated place.
(17) Lunches will bo eaton only in designated places.
(18) Employees must pass a muntnl and physical oxTnination.
(19) Employees will bo impressed with the fact that thoir 

safety depends upon tho intelligence and care exorcised by 
themselves nnd follow workers.

(20) Employees will bo carefully trained.
(21) Rnployoos will be supplied with extracts of the most 

important Safety Regulations.
(22) Helmets nnd gas masks of an approved typo will bo kept 

conveniently available for all employees who may require them 
for entering places where there may bo toxic gases.

(23) In extra hazardous operations, one employee will not 
bo permitted to work whore assistance emmot bo immediately 
given in case of accident by a fellow uaployoo.

(24) Dr.ployoos will report all personal injuries, however 
slight, to their foreman, who will neo that first aid is given 
and fill out Accident Report, 0.0. Form #40.

In order that those General Safety Regulations may bo ef
fectively enforced, it has boon necessary to divide tho duties 
and responsibilities among certain personnel of this Arsenal, 
i.o., Safety Board, Safety Division, Foremen and volunteer fire 
squads.



Tho Safety Board, consisting of tho Chiof, Safety Division, 
Chief of tho Chemical Department Technical C»roup, and Safety Engin
eer makes roconmondations to tho Commanding Officer on tho maximum 
.amount of hazardous material and personnel teat may bo nllov/od 
Ins Ido tho various operating buildings and also considers other

। general safety policies. All layouts for now buildings or
1 equipment and alterations to old buildings and equipment pertain-
| ing to the m<anufaoturo of .ammunition must be approved by this
( Board before construction or installations of equipment is
i started.

Approval by the Safety Board in no way relievos those in 
charge of construction or installation of any responsibility in 
carrying out the safoty regulations of the Arsenal. This con
dition may nriso when some alteration may have boon authorized, 
a Work Order issued, and a print of an authorized drawing for
warded to the department authorized to do tho work; where tho 
alteration is to be mado in a room of a building handling hazard
ous materials. No alteration work c;in bo deno in this location 
without tho consent of tho department involved and an author
ization by the Chief of the- Safety Division, or by his assistant, 
tho Safoty Engineer.

_n. When any department receives an order which wi 11 require 
an increase in the .amount of explosives or personnel previously 
authorized, the department will forward a written request to 
the Safety Board .asking for an increase in tho onount of ex
plosives and number of personnel in each building whore it is 
planned to conduct tho work. If the requested amount of ex
plosives is not in excess of that authorized by tho Ordnance 
Safoty Hr.nual .and is considered to be in accordance with good 
safety practice, the Safoty Engineer prepares a Safoty Board 
Memo, for th. signature of the members of the Safoty Board and 
the Commanding Officer. If tho amount of explosives requested 
is in excess of' whnt tho Safoty Engineer considers reasonable 
to comply with the schedule, tho matter is taken up with the 
other members of the Safety Board. This seldom occurs, because 
to comply with a definite schedule, a certain amount of work 
must pass a given point each hour of tho day, and that amount 
is generally authorized. Excess storage of boxod ammunition 
is never authorized in a building whore loading operations 
are carried on. Finished work should be sent to a storage 
magazine at least once a day if the production is small and 
of toner when production is greater in ordc'r to reduce tho amount 
of explosives in the building to a minimum for the starting of 
tho next days’ operations, and to have a minimum in the building 
in case of fire nt night.



b, Breaking down and renovating ammunition, la more hazard
ous than assembling now ammunition, especially if it has been 
out in service for some time. In all cases where ammunition is 
broken down, the Safety Engineer must bo notified and his ap
proval received before any work is started. Loaded projectiles 
which show any exudation of explosives should be disassembled 
behind a substantial barricade.

The Safety Division consists of the following personnel - 
Chief, Safety Division, who is nlso the Fire Marshal, the Safety 
Engineer, Assistant Fire Marshal, \ho is the Chief of Guards, 
the Fire Department and Guard Force.

a. The personnel of the Piro Department consists of two 
(2) mon on each eight (8) hour shift. During the day shift, in 
caso of a serious firo we have a practically unlimited number of _ 
employees, who have had experience in local fire departments to 
draw upon to aid the firemen. In Twenty (20) locations Volunteer 
Firn Squnds have boon organized, and in case of a small fire- they 
extinguish it by nr ans at hand before the arrival of the Firo 
Department, if called,

b. The Guard Force is composed of approximately thirty 
(30) man, nine (9) ore firemen .and the balance are guards. Firo- 
men and guards aro interchangeable, when a fireman is absent, his 
place is filled from the guard force. Their main duty is to pro
tect the Arscnnl from thefts and fires. They aro also employed 
in searching employees and change houses for mutches. Match 
soarchs aro carried out at irregular intervals in different areas 
of the Arsenal. It is a waste of time to carry on a very extensive 
search nt one time, as the word is passed along, and the employees 
searched after they know a search is in progress does not yield any results.

The Safety Engineer is charged with the duty and authority 
to ascertain by inquiring from time to time whether foremen and 
supervisors aro familiar with the Safety Regulations and will 
make a sufficient number of inspections to determine that all 
Safety Regulations and safety rules aro carried out. A report 
in writing will be made against all divisions and employees found 
violating any of the Safety Regulations or instructions.

The Assistant Firo Marshal, who is the Chief of Guards, is 
responsible for the control, discipline, the proper instruction 
and proper performance of their duties by the fire-fighting and 
guard force, as well as the proper care and maintenance of the 
equipment under their charge.

If the Fire Rep irtmont hnn not been called out to ex
tinguish a firo, n fire drill is held in one of the twenty 
different loc'’.t'ons on t,h< Arsenal at .least once each week. '.11 
the fire equipment, < ::copt the fire ■■•■xtingulf, hors, is used •• t 

drill, bnt'-r io us-uaHy deliv- r« d from th- ..".11 in 1. r.s 



than a minute after tho alarm has been turned in, from tho hone 
lod out from tho hooo houau In less than two minutes and from 
tho firo ongino attached to a hydrant.in butwoun throo or four 
minutes on a greater part of tho Arsenal.

b_. Tho water supply and faoilitios nru rasplo for tho pro
tection of tho Arson al . Tho pipes supplying water to tho hy
drants and sprinkler systems aro divided into suctions, in ordor 
that in the event of an explosion breaking a water main, tho 
section containing tho broak can be separated from tho balance 
of tho system by nr ans of shut-off valves. ,-Tfie loss of the 
Morgan Loading Plant during tho war was duo to two (2) causes, 
first, tho firo started in an .taatol melting kettle, which 
would hnvo boon extinguished if it had been provided, as our 
molting kettles aro, with a r.vmunl and automatic deluge system; 
and second, to the fact that these \/ator lines were rendered 
useless, having been broken in one pl too by tho detonation of 
a car of explosives which had boon spotted directly over tho 
water lino nnd no means provided to segregate the broken main 
by shut off valvos in the water lines. Hydrants for firo pro
tection, aro loc t d whore necessary for tho protection of all 
buildings on tho Arsenal, except the outlying magazines in the 
lower and upper areas. Firo protection in tho upper area is 
augnontod by the suction linos into tho lake thru which tho 
firo ongino is supplied with water through suction pipes.

jc. In buildings where fires may occur duo to the handling 
of explosives, tho standard sprinkler system is provided, and in 
some locations ■where tho clothes of <xiployees may bo ignited by 
firo or explosion, or where a largo amount of powder or explosives 
may ignite from n spark, deluge valves aro provided which are 
automatically nnd/or manually operated. In scrau of these build
ings wall hose is provided nnd is handled by tho Volunteer 
Firo Squad, at fire drills, or fires, together with thv fire hose 
provided in hose houses near sone buildings. In all rooms whore 
explosives or hazardous materlais arc handled except fulminate 
of mercury or lead azido dry houses, fire extinguishers h ;vo been 
provided, and every year a number of snail fires have been 
extinguished without requiring the use of the fire ongino.

Duo to the inherent hazards of the handling of 
Black Powdor, Lead Azide and Fulminate of Mercury, 
fires or explosions con bo expected at any tine. 
Owing to the limited .'-mount of explosives autho
rized in loading operations and measures t;ikc-n to 
restrict any firo in connection with those throo 
(3) explosives,- any fires :uid explosions that wo 
have had, have not spread beyond their immediate 
location. Each year wc Ir.vi. a number of small fires 
or explosions which ao not require the aid of tho 
fire engine to extinguish. Black Powder, L^-ad Azide 
and Fulminate of I.torcury represent our greatest 



hazards. The hazards of handling Black Powder are 
fully covered In Section XIV Ordnance Safety Manual. 
The requirements In this section should be strictly 
followed as they are based on the experience of 
many years in handling Black Powder. Practically 
every one has handled small amounts of Black Pow- 
der and have hud no serious accidents, therefore 
after handling it on a loading plant, .they become 
caroloss unloss they boo the results of an acci
dent. It only requires a small spark to start an 
explosion. In sewing Igniter bags wo use bronzo 
noodles, as wo had a serious accident whon a spark 
from a broken stool sowing nr-chino noodle ignited
-approximately six (G) pounds of Black Powder when 
sowing nn Igiltor bag. The oporator was badly 
burned.

(21 Machine Shop and Garage Fires occur frem timo to 
time. Clean waste aid rags in those buildings 
should bo kept in covered metal bins or receptacles 
and oily wasto and rugs removed from the building 
before closing timo. CO2 or Pyreno extinguisher 
should be usod on motor fires, and CO2 or Foamito 
on oil or gasoline fires. Pyrono should not bo 
usod in a confined space, as poisonous gases aro 
fomod when the carbon-totro.chlorido strikes 
motal hoatod by fire.

(3) Fires in the Smokeless Powder Factory - Fires may 
occur in a majority of the buildings in a smoko
loss Powdor Factory. They do not occur now as 
often as they did twenty-fivo (25) years ngo, as 
experience has taught the remedies for many of 
than. They occur in the Solvent Recovery, Blender, 
Dry IIouso, Graining Building and Mixing Buildings, 
In many cases the cause of the fire is never de
termined. In most cases it is ascribed to thu ig
nition of solvent vapors or fine powder dust by a 
spark of static electricity. Thu breaking of a 
cutter band has caused a nuri> er of fires in the 
Cutter Room of the Graining Building, bat this is 
not serious as the fires are extinguished by means 
of a deluge valve locate,d above the box receiving 
the powder groins

(M Vapor Proof Globes and Denied Condulets nrc re
quired in all locations where explosives dust or 
inflammable vapors nay bo found. '.Zhen it is nec
essary to replace a burned-out bulb in these loc
ations, the current to the lighting circuit must 
be cut off before removing th« vapor proof globe; 
■.nd the bulb .".nd vapor proof globe replaced,
b< for' 'm.nine th' 1 i >«ht circuit. Explosions have 



occurred in Oil Plnntn after ronoto control 
switch hag boon thrown in, duo to thu ignition of 
inflammable vapors which had filled tho condulct 
from tho switch to tho building where the explo
sion occurred. This was tho reason why conduluts 
aro required to be sealed nt both ends.

With tho object of preventing unnucuoanry hazard in case of 
firo, sano of tho buildings on tho Arsenal art; marked with a: 
roflcctorlzod symbol. Tho symbol, for firo fighting purposes, 
Indicates the class of materials In tho building.

V/hon the class of material in a building Is changed, tho 
Department in which tho building is located shall change tho 
safety symbol to correspond with tho content of the building.

Tho following tabulation shows thu symbol, contents of 
building and firo fighting instructions -
Safety Symbol Class of Material and General Fire Fighting 

Procedure - 
Mono Fires can bu fought without risk from explosion or

intonso hunt wave.
1 Acetone, Turpentine, Oil, Gasoline, Paints,

Benzol, Ether, Alcohol, Acids, Compressed 
Casos, etc.
Ammonium Nitrate
Cops, detonating, blasting and percussion. 
D.N.T.
Fuzes, time detonating, and grenade. 
Primers and Primer Detonators.
Pyrotechnics
Smokeless Powder in course of manufacture, except 
in dry houses and blunders.
Small quantities of loaded components. 
Surveillance Magazines.
Every effort will bo made to put the fire out. 
If the fire cannot be controlled th'; building 
should be abandoned and efforts of the firo fight-'1 
ing forces should be made to -protect surrounding 
buildings. If firo gets beyond control personnel 
should suck such cover as is available to protect 
themselves from Light missiles. Lhc-n fire occurs 
in building cont .ining inflammable liquids or 
compressud gases, th' possibility of on explosion 
must bo considered.



Safety Symbol Class of Material ;\nd General Fire Fighting 
Procedure

2 Bombs, Frag-nutation; Boosters; Fixed Ammunition, 
H.E.; Fixed Ammunition, Shrapnel; Grenades, H.E.;
Shrapnel, Separate Loading; Shell, H.E. Separate *
Loading; Shull, H.E. Trench Mortar.
Every reasonable effort will be ma do to control 
tho fire .and tho building should not bo ab:uidoned 
until it is evident that tho firo cannot bo con
trolled. If fire gets boyond control personnel

■ — should seek cover to protect themselves from 
flying fragments.

3 Smokeless Powder in Boxes and in Bulk. •
Separate Loading Propelling Charges. j
If n fire is discovered in a building in which 
smokeless powder is stored, there is littlo ’
chance of saving tho building. Personnel should ;
t:\ko shelter against heat wave and protect surrounding property. |

4 IBombs, demolition and flashlight; Black Powder
in cans or charges; dynamite; Explosive ”D”; ’ 
Fulminate of Mercury; Lead Azido; Nitroglycor- ? ino; Picric Acid; T.N.T. Blocks; T.N.T. boxod; * 
Tetryl; Flashlight Powder. I
Every effort will be n. do to prevent fire from j 
reaching this class of material. If this can- ' 
not be done, the fire fighting forces will with- >* draw to a distance of at 1jast 800 feet and pro- ■

* ■ tact themselves against <jxplosion, by seeking |
such cover as is available. £I

NOTE:- In various operating buildings tho quantity and class of f
material in tho buildings vary from day to day, therefore, 
daring working hoars the operating foreman is the best |
judge ns to the desirable extent of fighting the firo in t
tho building at its inception. In most cases the fire i
can be extinguished in a few minutes by tho operators ?
present in tho building. 5

Thu foreman has no authority to waive or to alter any of the
Safety Regulations, or permit their violation. Hu is required to j
explain as f;\r as possible the character of tho explosive, the *
pre.cautions to bo followed and the hazard to firo and explosions *
if the safety standards are not curried out. Ho './ill supervise |



tho instruction and training of employees, either directly or thru 
an experienced operator until ho is satisfied that tho employee 
can work alone. Ho is responsible for the enforcement of placard 
ardors and will not permit any excess of explosives or personnel 
in a room or building beyond the anoant or number permitted. The 
foreman Is responsible for the cleanliness and good housekeeping 
of the building and before leaving that all conditions with regard 
to shut-down comply with orders. In general, tho Immediate con
ditions affecting safety within his group are his responsibility.

Safety requirements can bo broken down into two (2) main 
divisions, vizj Safety of Property, and Safety of Personnel; 
and the latter division, into two (2) sections, Prevention of 
Injuries and Prevention of Occupational Diseases.

a. Safety of Property, has been covered in a measure under 
tho Fire Department and Guards, but it is believed if a single 
requirement among so many safety regulations in tho Ordnance 
Safety Mmual could be selected as the most important, it would 
be good housekeeping. This is especially true in an cstablishm.nt 
handling explosives. Host of the operating dop'.»rtmunts handling (
explosives wash down onco or oftoner each week ;md to this prac
tice we ascribe our small fire losses.

(1)

(2)

Waste Cons - In order to prevent accidents during 
tho burning of waste at the Burning Grounds, caro 
must bo exercised to prevent tho mixture of waste 
explosives with inert waste during tho collection 
of all waste materials. At all buildings handling 
explosives two or more waste cans ore provided, tho 
waste explosives arc placed in a waste c.'ui painted 
rod and inert waste in an unpainted galviaiizcd iron 
waste can. The waste collector is privided with a 
number of rod painted cans in his wagon and in these 
enns the waste explosives are transferred. When tho 
collector reaches tho Bruning Grounds, the waste 
explosives are again transferred to red painted cans 
whore it awaits destruction by burning.
Burning a (--unds and a Salvage Yard are necessary in 
all estdb J.shncnts handling explosives. Some 
Burning Grounds arc provided with n Demolition Pit, 
but our demolition work is conducted at a different 
location. In addition to inert combustible mater
ials, Smokeless Powder, Gun Cotton, Tetryl, Dyn
amite, T.M.T., Explosive ”D’’ and other explosives 
are destroyed on our Burning Grounds in accordance 
with Section XIII Ordnance Safety Manual.
Disposal of pipes, fittings and equipment contam
inated with explosives. As accidents with this 
class of material li-.vc b'.-en fr-quent in other estab
lishments, the greatest core mast K <xcrcised wh< n 
r->.-.ovinj’ th< «:q>losiv<-s from th '.ntc-rior of th.-



equipment hi th< ivren whore thoy have been used. 
.After nil tho explosives have boon removed by wash
ing and tho uso of solvents, tho pipos, etc., should 
bo subjected to a flro. The pipes, oto., should bo 
placed in tho bottom of a pile of wood of suffi
cient size to prevent any fragnonts being thrown if 
tho explosives dotonato. Tho site of tho pile of 
wood should bo wot down, before starting the pile, 
unless tho site hno not boon used for burning for

• at least twenty-four (24) hours.
(4) Destruction of loaded rejected components - 

Thoy aro destroyed in a demolition pit as described 
in paragraph 90, Section XIII Ordnance Safety Manual.

— (5) Spontaneous Combustions In addition to tho pos
sibility of fires duo to the spontaneous combustion .. 
of oil soaked rags and waste, explosives on hot 
pipes and radiators have caused fires. Tho direct 
rays of the sun should never be permitted to play 
upon explosives or smokeless powder. Many maga
zines have boon destroyed by tho spontaneous com
bustion of smokeless powder .and on account of this 
fact, samples of all lots of smokoloss powder aro 
kept under constant surveillance by the Stability 
Section of this Arsenal and by Surveillance 
Inspectors in other establishments.

(6) Lightning Protection: There has been an approximate 
equally divided opinion as to the value of lightning 
protection provided by ex ans of lightning rods on 
buildings containing oxplosivos. A lightning rod 
is a hazard unless provided with an efficient ground. 
Our magazines in the lower aroa aro provided with 
lightning rods and the grounds are of the rock-salt 
pipe typo, four pipes forming a six foot square and 
joined together by a heavy copper wire to make a 
set on each end of tho building, and driven down to 
reach a layer of earth which is always moist. In 
the upper magazine area owing to the dry rocky soil 
it was impossible to ground th:; lightning rods at 
the ends of the buildings. It was necessary to 
group the buildings in sots of four, connect the 
ground wires to one heavy wire and locate tho latter 
in tho mud under the surface of tho water of tho 
lake. Detached grounded iron poles, aro sometimes 
used; two of our buildings in the Tetryl Area aro 
provided with a pole for each building. There is 
also tho ’’Cage" system used tn protect largo oil 
pools, but the latter system is expensive raid al
though considered for some sections of the Arsenal 
was considered too expensive to install.

-iC-



(7) ’•lAorionn Table of Dist^cus and Intrn Plant (quantity 
Distance Table. Some years ago the Explosives 
Makers of the United States collected data on the 
large explosions which had occurred nil over tho 
world. They used this data to prepare a table 
which io known as the American Table of dist.'oicos. 
This table gives the distances which should be 
preserved between a given amount of explosives and 
an inhabited building, public railway or public 
highway, whore structural d am ago should not occur, 
but at these distances there would always be a 
misslo hazard, us occasionally missiles are thrown 
a great distance. The Quantity Distance Table 
found in Suction VII, Ordnance Safety Manual is 
partly based on the American Table of Distances. 
In this section will also be found the Intra Plant 
Quantity Distance Table. This table gives the re- 
quirud distance on explosives plants between 
buildings and magazines containing explosives and 
the nearest nr. gazinu or building in which persons 
are regularly imployud.

b. . Tho general and special safety regulations found in tho 
Safety Manual and our Arsenal Regulations are mainly requirements 
to protect personnel from injury. In our shops, on tho railroad, 
and in our operating buildings our safety regulations comply with 
practices found necessary in commercial plants which follow the 
States’ Safety Codes. In addition, wo follow practices found 
necessary by the loading explosives canpanics when handling ex
plosives besides tho roquir«n<jnts needed when handling loaded 
canpononts and onmunition.

(1) Safety Booklot: As soon as a porson is employed, 
he is given a booklet which contains an abstract 
of all General Safety Regulations which he is 
required to observe.

(2) Safety Placards: In all rooms and magazines where 
explosives are handled a largo placard is posted 
covering all Safety Regulations. In addition in 
all rooms where explosives are handled a special 
placard is posted covering tho authorized number 
of personnel nnd amount of explosives or loaded 
components authorized for the work carried on at 
any particular time.

(3) First Aid: In all locations where employees are 
engaged in work a limited :ir.ount of first aid 
materials arc required. This consists of morthio- 
latu and bandages. Vh;n an employee receives a 
slight injury of any kind his foreman, or anyone 
qualified to give first nil, gives first aid 
and makes out nn injury r< port on 0.0. -Form -MO, 
ih/ n< xt day the lntt-<.r <:•:.• nines the injury .n.l
i ' dni not show sigis ni‘ g'.nrov.rn nt th-



employee is sent to the Post Hospital for tri at- 
mont. /taortan is kept where employees may ruoolvo 
slight burns by fire, and a Sodium Bicarbonate 
solation for acid barns.

(4) Safety Shoos: In all buildings whore explosives 
or inflammable vapors are present, safety shoos 
aro required. They may bo constructed of any 
material except rubber prfvldod they do not con
tain any protruding spark producing metal. In 
locations where Fulminate of Mercury or Friction 
.Powders aro handled the shoes must bo provided 
with rubber heels and solos.

(5) Extinguishing Burning Clothing on Employees: In 
some locations, in thu Time Fuze plant, in the 
Blank.Pov/der Polleting Bldg, and in the Tetryl. _ 
Nitrating Bldg., the clothing of employees has 
taken fire after explosions. In these locations, 
as well as in a room in the Change House whero 
the employees smoke, near the Timo Fuze Plant, 
there have been provided overhead showers to ex
tinguish burning clothing.

(6) Non-Sparking Tools: Non-sparking tools are re
quired in handling explosives except Amatol where 
copper or brass would form sensitive salts.

(7) Barricades: In all loading or disassembling op
erations, where oxplosiono can occur, barricades 
aro required. In sane operations whore powders 
or explosives aro mixed by head, in addition to a 
barricade provided with a window, asbestos gloves 
aro required to protect the operators* hands and 
arms from flames.

(8) Goggles and Transparent Guard in front of Grinders: 
Employees aro required to wear goggles in all chip
ping, drilling )md grinding operations where- fly
ing particles may injure the c. This rule is 
very difficult to enforce and it is necessary to 
suspend employees from time to time to make th<,m 
comply with it. Some grinders arc provided with 
a transparent guard in front of grinders and 
goggles are not then required.

nt ionc. Occupational diseases have occurred in a nuuber of loc- 
s on the Arsenal.
(1) Poison Ivy, Poison Sumac, etc; Every year wo 

have lost time injuries duo to Poison Ivy or Poison 
Sumac. These usually occur when employees arc



catting brush on tha Fire Lincs and around buildings. 
Wo aro not iirmunc oven after tho leaves fall and 
cold woathor freezes all vegetation. Ono of our 
most sovoro eases occurred during mid-winter, when 
n Janitor runovud a pile of loaves which had accumu
lated along side one of tho change houses. Ho was 
absent from work for more than five (5) weeks, his 
hands, face nnd top of his partly bald head, being 
badly affected.

(2) Dermatitis from Catting Oils: Some years back wo 
had frequent cases of Dermatitis from cutting 
oils in our Machine Shops, about that time an 
article .appeared In the Monthly magazine Safety 
Engineering, giving tho caper 1 unco of the Chev
rolet Motor Company in tlnd.iue n nnluMon for tho 
infections duo to catting oils. Wo adopted the 
same measures, by nixing a small percent of 
”V/oscol” (1 part of Weseol to 200 parts of oil), 
an antiseptic in all oar cutting oils, and since 
then wo hove had very few casus alleged to hnvo 
been duo to cutting oils. Unless an ant isoptic 
is placed in the catting oil, germs brood very 
readily and causo infections.

(3) Snployuos engaged in the handling of Bunsol, Tetryl, 
Black Powder, Smokeless Powder, Lead Azido, Ful
minate of Mercury, report at the Post Hospital with 
cases of Dermatitis which they allege was due to 
the materials they had been handling. After they 
return to work they are transferred temporarily or 
permanently to other 'work as recommended by tho 
Post Surgeon. Uu have* a number of employees, who, 
if they walk through a building where Tetryl is 
handled are affected to such an extent that they 
have to be sent home- until cured. Other men 
handle it indefinitely without apparent ill effect, 
'/omen are more easily iff- cted than men by the' 
materials used in loading operations. T.H.T. is 
another material which is poisonous but it usually 
gives organic trouble rather than skin affections. 
Hiring the World War it was the cause of deaths 
by poisoning in English Loading Establishments, 
The furies from the molten T.17.T. enter tho lungs 
nnd blood nnd the skin absorbs some- in handling,

(4) Before employees engage- in handling explosives 
they ore sent to the Post Hospital for a blood 
count, end rt port for th-, su.ie check <very thirty 
(30) days tlx re-after. 5,000,000 red .-.nd 7,000 
■.'hit>, corpuscles •«•<- normal, if tlw. r- J ^trop to



3,000,000 and the white to 3,000 employees should 
bo removed from oontact with explosives, They are 
also supplied, twice each day with dry milk which is 
mixed with water to provide milk equal to a good 
grado of frosh cow’o milk, Vo have had no fatal casco 
duo to industrial poisons, and no umployeo’o health 
hao been impaired beyond a short period of time. 
There is a difference of opinion as to the beneficial 
effects of milk, but some who have boon affected 
by gas in the stomach after handling T.N.T, for 
some time, aftor drinking a pint of milk mixture 
before eating lunch nnd mother pint aftor com
pleting the day’s work, have boon cured of the 
gas trouble and have gained considerably in weight,

(5) Uo also have a unique hazard, which is probably 
found in few other estnblishnents, find that is 
being poisoned by the stroke of a rattlesnake or 
copperhead. From three (3) to six (6) of the 
former and approximately twenty-five (25) of tho 
latter arc killed each year on the Arsenal grounds. 
Copperhead snnkos aro usually found oi the roads 
and railroad, but in some instances as many as 
Wo (2) at a time have boon found under radiators, 
in operating buildings. Doses of snako serum have 
been on hand in the refrigerator for the last 
five (5) years, but there has boon no occasion to 
use them.

(6) Costs of Accidents: In Government establishments 
tho costs of accidents aro never clearly apprec
iated, owing to tho fact that compensation pay
ments arc paid through tho United States Employees 
Compensation Comission, Washington, D.C, In 
case of fatal accidents tho cost continues for 
many years if the employee had boon married and 
loft a widow and children under eighteen (16) years 
of ago. Compensation is paid for total and partial 
permanent disabilities sustained by employees on 
relatively tho some basis ns that paid in various 
states, except in cases of partial permanent dis
ability, where tho employee*s pay is not reduced 
on his return to work. There is, however, a 
marked difference between the Government System and 
tho States System, in tho latter, there is a def
inite amount of money paid for each injury invol
ving a loss of part of a member or loss or partial 
loss of functioning of any member. For instance, 



in case of tho Iona of ;m eye, tho mployoo la paid 
02,000.00 in addition to hospital expenses and part 
of hia pny until ho returns to work. Tho Govern
ment pays hoapital expenses and part of tho em
ployees pay until ho returns to work but nothing 
additional for tho loaa of an oyo. Tho question 
ofton arlooo "V/hat profit on money spent in acci
dent prevention?" Thia la a difficult question to 
answer. Many years ago the accidents in tho Stool 
Industry woro outstanding in number and very ex
pensive, Tho United Stool Corporation was one of 
tho first companies to nako a consistent drive on 
tho reduction of accidents. They found over a

. number of jjjpars that the money spent in accident 
prevention gave a return of more thuur fifty per 
cent (50/2). It is impossible to tell how many 
accidents have been prevented, but active, per
sistent efforts along safety linos give results 
equal to tho same efforts in any other construc
tive lino of endeavor.

(7) Inspection of:
(a) Inspection of Barricades.
(b) Demolition of Booster, Testing Station.

*■



SIXTIOH XV - IIISCELXaIIXOUS subjects

5.- Annunition dlant Inspection-Org:Jiizr.tIon- 
Fun ct iono-.'b spaas lb 11 It les

Th. Commanding Officer is th Inspector of Ordwncc for this 
Arst.nnl 'nd is r* sponsibl. th-t ■ article. ri--.de or repaired, 
.aid nil oth< r work perform- c, con-rll- s with the drivings, 
so. ciflcatl‘>ns end nth- r r-quire-: lents. The p.rsonnel necess ary to 
discharge this responsibility is orynlz-d into on Inspection 
Division under direct contr -1 of the Coi.rianding Officer and in
depend-nt of ,-'.11 other depart, lent s or divisions, inspection is as 
outlin' d in Gencr.l Inspi ction iluxual, issued by the Chief of 
Ordnt-Jici., dated July 1, 1955.

Principlcis of Inspection: The sphere of influence 6T*inspection 
service is far greater th.-ci its nui.ii.ric.il relationship would indicate, 
for it rt aches into every dop.;rtr.unt raid touches all the detailed 
plant operations having to do with creating md maintaining quality 
standards* But its dominating capacity as an instrument for assisting 
in controlling quality, nay lead to the serious mistake of placing 
the responsibility for quality upon the Inspection Division*

That such un attitude toward the Inspector and his Division is 
untonubli is proved by a nonent*s reflection on the fact that the 
inspector never pats his hand to the work ■ xc'.pt to inspect visually 
or to Measure dini usions. Ho < nforc r. quality by refusing to accept 
poor work, but this act cf re.j- ction is passive -is r.-g-jes enforcing 
the production of good work. Qu.lity or lack of it i.mst necessarily 
bv work.d into the .it. tv rial by the production depart'h. nt vhich 
controls production process s. This principle my b<. su ii..rizi. d by 
stating that the inspector un.not -..lake- the gooas, consequently the 
responsibility for quality rightly rests with the manufacturing 
depart::■ nts. It is a pnrticul..r rule in our plant, however, that 
the ires- nc<.. of :ui inspect ion fore docs not in any way relievo 
tho fore-ruin from responsibility as to accuracy of product.

The functions and responsibilities of the Division ore as follows:

a* To sm. that all procured raid Var Res- rvc- Materials r .Ceivod 
and . ■ ch r.rticl< manufactured or repaired, comply with drawings and 
specifications and other require:i« nts, before they are nec-.pted.

.b. To deter: line the grade or quality, workmanship ..nd dimensions 
of nil materials -aid parts. Where physical ox’ chemical requirements 
are stated in sw cifications for net rial, tests are made by tha 
Arc- nal or oth< r approved laboratory, on s.jipl-.s selected by tho 
Inso< ctor.

i ft £
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£. To inspect tlx, p .eking .-nd crating of iuimun.it ion.

jX« To inspect raid r_l ;:s«. ;uu'.unit ion to storage or for

(±, To make noccss; ry infloi.ctious, ut cnni.icrcii.l establish
ments, of materials and processes before authorizing manufacture. 
Whenever practicable raid economical, the s<.rvic-..s of the District 
Ordnimcc Offic s and the N--.vd Inso* ctors of Ordn:aic«. are utilized.

£. To chuck specifications end '.‘.rovings in connection vith 
the Provisions that relate to matters of inspection, aid nidcc re- 
corimend .tions us to chung's nucess ry therein.

&. To make rvcorvv nd itions for changes in drawings raid 
specifications as maybe found d. sir ible from exp :rieiicc in 
Insn-.ction.

- • h. .To eaeir-n six mnition let numb-rs to till ammunition, except
rii-.nts.l it :i3, .Tuiufactur d -t Picutinny Arsenal.

_i« To prepare test -.irogriui requests for the test of ummuni- 
tion on production orders, .aid subi.iit to the Office of the Chief of 
Ordntaicr..

J,. To report, by letter, shipments of ballistic s:j.i)L.s of 
munition of standard typ< s, tn the Chief of Ordnance and to the 

Commanding Officer, Ab< rd en Proving Ground.

k. To maintain a complete file of inso- ction reports, acceptance 
sheets, lot numbers, ;nd laboratory reports of all st andord ammuni
tion.

_1. To chick the d<_si;;n ef inspection gages for campon nts of 
urn limit inn and conol ,te rounds.

n. T:> maintain a gage laboratory for the inspection of all 
gag s: to be- r. sponsible for me.isuring .•.nd checking gages to sec 
that they are satisfactory for use with the components or the 
complete rounds of ammunition, in accoru.nco with drawings specified 
in c:qxnditurt. orders nr contracts.

n. To inspect all tools, jigs mb fixtures to hr. used for 
manufacture of ammunition nd coirpomnts.

To chi ck for accuracy, upon request, all ri< usuring in- 
strur.i' nts used throughout tho Ars’nol in manufacturing operations.

jo. Tn make a report of all p call..r conditions in the progress 
of manufacture and inspection ••;! production orders which ruquiro 
special att.ntion nf inspectors in th. of bating and in-
r;;ecti-n of m-.naf actur ing ..roc^sses >r dinens V'ns if finished parts.

iuimun.it


Ins a ct ion ;uu! ■■■''eric G.ng.o: './■ rk ga,a 're in ain. throughout thv 
Hanuf.maturing Shops. Thus. "work g. y s" do not pe.ruit as much 
tol- rrnce In tin, pie c<. b- infl Had-. . .s is p rnitt» cl by th.» final 
"insp ctlnn" gag.s, By thin n<. ns, pi Ce.s which .re slightly out-, 
side "wr-rl?’ lir.iitn :.s n result of worn tools, n".nliln-.3 out of 
adjustment, -tc., nr.y still bo within tL> inspection gage Units 
-aid thus reduct, the nui.ib< r nf-rj ctr. The use of "-..ork" gages 
noourt'.g- s the cultiv .tion of accuracy in operators.

Th'; size of w rk flcifl- s ar- always inside or outside thu in- 
sn ction gage t->l> rance.s, inside <>n Ring Gay s ..nd outside on Plug 
Gug.-s, co that aft .r the pie-c.. is . rsnufictur- d to work gage size, 
the Inspection g-iy. will always gng* th-. pi' c^ without any 
interfere nee..

Gay s ar-. iluiufacturud with t/c.-.ar .jiu tuoli.iakers tol'. ru-ic- s* 
Thu wear allowance Varying froi.i *0000 to *0006 end thu to'. 1:inkers 
tolerance, fr--: .0001 to .0010 for the. "GO" and fror.i .0000 to .0010 
for the "NOT GO" • nt’., d p-auin.: uk..i th- cui ipan-.nt tol ruiCu.

For r»f-r-.nc< tw<> (2) typ- s of gay s .m r-.fi-rrcd to, ,;s shown 
on attached photostats, DE Plain Plug and Cc-.ib. Ring & Sn.*.p» 
DE Pl in Plug ( .- rk 0 ), Dwg. .IP-165D3, DE Plain Plug (insp.),
A-534S8, Co-,b. ?d:ig St Snap ('..'irk Gay. ) D.’g. •‘•P-16614 ..nd Co.,:b. Ring 
& Snap (Insp.), Day. a-53421, It will b. .rt d th..t by coup ring 
the. siz. s of on-. gig .lust th. other, that thu inspection gagu 
will -Iwnys function if the. cnnoo-i' nt has b- < n Manufactured to thu 
’.'nrk Gi.,".. Biz- s.

Insp- ct for -3V'y r Li-.t riais.
To ins a ct successfully, th-. Insp- ctor uust have thu latest 

information p- rtaining to all rK.t-.rials us d and b«. v- rs- d on thu 
lut..st test rcquir<,iicnts of thu mat rials, which in all casus :rc 
de. scribe.d in the. np olicable sp. ciflent ions. In orckr to facilitate 
inspection, h«. should b<.. ar nak>. hi:.is-.If so fonili.ir with these 
v:jrinus r.r:.t‘rials as to b«. able, to r- cognize then at sight. He 
should know -mel undcrstuid their ch-ir.-.ct-ristics, pmp-rti s, use- 
raid pur r.su, in ord- r tc be ,bl to or-.v nt possible misapplications 
or to suggest substitutions. H-. should d- t r/iinc vlxn and where 
ullovajnce.s can b<; :iade for slight d-.f-.cts in nut .rials, -which will 
not ;.ff ct the finished product. Raw and finished mat rials must 
be. insoe ct< d in g'.ne.ral for c~nf -rr.ity in quality, dir.i-.nsions and 
r’.p-p-nrance , in nee ■.rc.anc< with inf r i. ti-’-n (;iv..n in one or r.i.orc of 
the following scare-.s:

Gun- r .1 Sp- cific .t ions for /ir.iijunit ion 
Fe.d'i’..! Sot,cific .ti-’ns
D t..il Sp-,e:if Ic.'-.tions
Il .,’iufactur ing Inf r: i -.t ion
Finis]. Charts • r < tL- r D-'icu; ■ nts

r.su


In scm.u (rise*’ materials must bo Inanuctod by oonpixison with 
mater 1: J s on hand, or .by actual trial in machine or shoo as well 
ns subjected to a cl>su scrutiny for inperfe'ct ions that .ire likely 
to impair the finished product. When necessary, secure tests of 
chemical aid physical properties. When inspecting material at a. 
commercial establish .ent. the Inspector must assure bltiself tlr;t 
adequate facilities and equipment :rti available it the plant, to 
properly inspect and te st the. iroduct oy mat-.rial from which tho 
product is manufactured. /-Iso during the process of i.i-anufmcturo. 
ho must chuck the product, to dot* mine that conformity with all 
conditions stated in tho proposal or contract, in regard to tho 
nat-.rial from which the product is m.uie-, : re being adhur-d to.

Th Inspector should check for proper authorization in ease of 
substitution .and for proper .mounts when the system so provides. Ho 
should ch ck s.a spies and te st pieces and their respective forgings, 
castings and blanks, for agr.;. ilent in identification with each other 
and see that materials bear tho necessary markings and identifications* 
All questionable, cas.s, -nd damaged or otherwise defective materials 
should bo reported promptly to the Chief Inspector and tho Manufactur
ing Agency, in order to effect a speedy correction.

/.Il mat'rials found defective are rejected. The Inspector a..vises 
all persons concerned and either scraps the condemned materials accord
ing to the iroscrib-.e method -or he can recommend salvage- of the usable 
components, if in his or his superior’s opinion, this action is auvis-^b 

able and the materials cun be brought up to requirements.

Inspect for Proper Workmanshin.

In order to be able to perform the foregoing duties thoroughly, tho 
Inspector will secure or establish inspection limits in accordance with 
prescribed drawings, specifications, and general inspection manual, or 
in line with his knowledge of the work. He must, of necessity, be 
thoroughly faiiliar with the' intcrpre'tutinn of his manufacturing in
formation in order that he nay be able to tell whether or not rm- 
facturing process' s are being properly followed.

Ho should know tho proper sequences in which operations must 
follow one another for best results and bo familiar with working condi
tions, manufacturing methods and r< quir< m, nts. It is his duty to 
set. that the right materials ana proper information are used and 
that, workmanship is up to standard in quality. He should not, however, 
insist a-vai Work that is unnece-ss.ury.

The Inspector should se-.. that iK.C'.ss.jy and proper means :iro used 
for checking manufacturing operations, such as measuring instruments, 
gauges .-.nd templates. The. use of these should have for its aim, tho 
< liminati' n • f the hum; si climent .is much as possible.

F'r parts, manuf.’.ctur-,d in quantiti* s, the Insp< ctor should in- 
’•>.iv'-r to d<7is. :■.! ti.'Ms enabling r.'.oiu .•-.nd sure inspection. Ft L- st 

•’•suits, rk si' ild t,. Ine •> ct;> .'i dur in.” th,' lif f.,r- nt, st: p- s > f
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manufacturing. Thia inspectL>n la the r<.np<’noibillty of .aid 1c 
porforsu.d by the contractor, how- v< r, o ecus atonal cht ck inapt.ctl'uin 
ptc made by the inspector, as \/< 11/final inspections aft'r tho 
w<>rk Las bu n coiipli tul,

According tn th. net ..a of the cast.., the Inspector night apply a 
general inspection, such, an inr.pt cti )n for proper information, t.d- 
ht.rancu to information, character of worksinnsldp and quality of 
finish, or n detail inspection obtained in the- following methods:

a. Checking of the first piece of each operation in a lot in 
order to prevent repetition of possible iRfvcts, or to prevent 
further work being done on defective ports,

b. Checking of a sufficient number of pieces in a let to 
determine if the contents of the lot are' satisfactory.

_c. Checking for accuracy of dimensions (observance of proper 
tolerances)• J

<1. Submitting v->rk to tests after the- conclusion of various, 
opernt i>ns.

Tn do these things, the Inspector must make a study.of tho 
parts manufactured, in order to ba familiar with defects typical 
to the ■..,|'rk.

There ore many things 'which the Inspector cun do in order to 
prevent defective work, such as th< following.

n. Examine and check the inspection equipment fer correctness 
and affectivonesc, at regular intervals.

b.. Check the work from new tools, jigs and fixtures as soon ns 
nos sib le.

£♦ Ch.-ck the important dim nsimis 'n large work before- removing 
it from th-t machine

jd. Be sur.. that thi latest manufacturing information is being 
used, .also that tho drawings :tu of the latest or correct revision.

,0. Haire- sur<. that th., latest chang- s known to him arc e-nbndicd 
in the- '.urk.

_f. Sc that markings '.nd stempings 're cl, ar end identify the 
parts properly.

£, B> sure, that the sp- ciul features which appear on tho drawings 
from ti:? to time are not nv< rlc-kc d mid are properly taken care of,

h,. IIav'. .'ll t-.".ting am e.r .t,ur. ,r • i rly ch-cked t-’* assure-
•cc.ir



H'llnt.'.ln J)aUy Routine)
For his routine- work, th < f :*1I- :it Ins.v ctor will Lave a 

d;.ily program. Mol; should c .is lot nf a logic. .1 -.aid r/.:..ti.-'dicnl 
arrniig< v.c-nt «f nr-^C’dui\-. /Jimp -jthi.r things, thio will include 
the following*

a. Ins ■.. cti-'n of w'rk axt'. 10 .t'ri-.'.ls .t such ti.j s and with 
such frequi ncy .s 1> st' suits tin cnvlitions of the r. inufaoturcr, 
as well us his dupurtxnt.

b, . Ch; eking of tools, fi::tur< s, ’p r .tioiw, infrrr.iution, 
r».ports, tests nd trcubl-s '.it st-.t«d tiru.3 daring the day.

£, Approving and signing of data c.r< s, test programs r.nd ttio 
mid cost sheets*

Reporting results, find laps :aid r.rienci s. Receiving 
results of lub T.-tc-ry tests mid ..insw«„ring gun«.-r:,l correspondence.

Such a pro.-tren '..'ill of necessity vary to cz-nforn to the line of work, 
the- location -aid tin. conditions. One of the nest inp^-rtunt things 
about his daily routine, bow Vtr. is that he, hii.iself, be regular 
and prompt in attune1 ancu. Hu shcul1. also impress upon th'sc under 
his sunervisl^n, the- fact that it is tin ir -uty to be on tine. In 
car.’) cf pri st’i.ignrk, he should Lave no difficulty in maintaining 
his inter'.st in his pr^bl-ns, c-v n boyaru'. tho quitting hour or to 
the extent of ,.xtru shifts. Ik. should have assistants who can take 
each oth rs olace, ns well us his own* during :sbs*.-ncu, ‘without 
causing any handle ip to his department. In other words, he should 
have two ncn capable of handling tl>. s.ik job, in nrd.,r that his 
organization nay function prop-rly nt all tiles.

He should also practice and preach Safty First.

Maintain Mnralo.

The Inspector should help nnintain nornlu in the organization 
with which he is connected. He should bi fair and inpurtial to all. 
Mnk<: just d cisions mid give unbias-d opinions on qu< stions sub- 
r.iitt d to hin. Hu should, r.inku worlo.u.n fv. 1 that he thoroughly 
understands tlx. quality of the work required mid insist that this 
quality be n t. Slim; appreciation for cuggesticns na?.. Rtc'xincnd 
tn foroncn, <.:.‘ployt's who d > good work as well ns calling their 
t-tt .nt ion tn thnst whose work is of a per quality.

He should use tact:

a. When unking decisions whur< npini.ns govern the case in hand.

b. In using only constructiv< criticism.

c. In i.jing arguments with th< worlc.an. He should confine 
hiiiiw.-lf t-.> c-oncis-. st da ra nts in ..::plnining why w'-rk cannot be ..cc-.pt'.-d 



and point out defects in a friendly naiuior

Ik should i
Pmnoto good will by unrkin?; in harr.'.ony raid coopt .p\tlng with 

nil suKirvifjora with uhou he has dealings.

The Inspector should never t.iake an issur',- ab'-ut points that aro 
of little importance. Hb should 1;'.:t' nJ . ncourngeiient and help to 
new mi by showing appreciation for good work.

Ik should bo trustworthy, consistent in his approvals and 
rejections, end should control his ti.r.rur. Ik should display a proper 
dignity, yot be friendly and pleasant.



SECTinir XV. DEBTRUeTin.F OP AiuiUlHTION

0. Destruction of Ammunition and 
Hazardous -ammunition Components.

In this lecture the destruction of ammunition and aumtnition 
components will be considered from the viewpoint of the Ordnance 
Officer who will be called upon to actually accomplish the 
destruction or to give technical advise to the Commanding Officer 
of a post, camp or station with regard to destraction of 
ammunition. Hatters which are fully covered in the Ordnance 
Safety Hynual and in Technical Regulations 1370-A will not be 
repeated here; and, for convenience of arrangement, the subject 
matter is divided into a General Discussion, Destruct ion of 
Artillery Ammunition and other large components, Destruction 
of Small ammunition Componnts, and Ihindling and Destruction 
of Duds.

GEinrtJ. Discussion

Items for destruction occur in four ways:
.a. Un-accepted manufactured components, b,. ObsoU tlon of mat-rial.
c,. Deterioration in storage.
d,. Duds.

The procedure involved is most d< cidedly influenced by 
whe ther the- destruction is to take place at an Ordnance establish
ment or at a post, carap or station. In the first case, adequate 
facilities and train- d persona- 1 are usually available; a 
routine procedure is establish- d; and even though the mat- rial is 
of an- unusual or experimental nature, the necess-ry technical 
advico is usually available. The officer has only to assure 
himself that adequate Safety precautions are b-. ing tuicun «nd that 
the general principles outlined in T.R. 1370-a und the Ordnance 
Safety anual are not b- ing viol it- d.

at a post, camp or station, the situation is vastly differ
ent. The Ordmince Officer is the t- ehnieal txp-.rt and must 
shoulder the entire responsibility; the personnel are- untrained; 
und the faciliti- s n-gligibli Each so-cific case pres nts a 
diff r nt problem and it is only possibl- to outline the general 
princi il< s.

At posts, ciimps, or stations, the- only it-.ms requiring de
struction ar<. obsol- t- or det riorated ammunition (which may be 
considi r-d to-•. th- r), .md duds. Duus will be omitted from the 
discussion for th- ar-, s nt for th- y pres nt an entirly different 
prnl.l n f •<■>-; ammunition of known condition. Prior to destruction, 



all obsolete or dcteriort.ted ammunition will neccssK.rily have be< n 
placed on Inventory and Inapt.ction Report and its disposition 
recommended and approved, Thi disposition, direct' d by the In
ventory and Inspection Report will uhow what parts, if any, arc to 
be salvag'd. However, the pout Ordn.mc Officer is almost invar
iably the inspector for all Ordnance prop ,rty; so both the respon
sibility for the disposition and the actual destruction rusts 
upon him. It should be not» d that mgul.tions prescribe that 
destruction be accomplished by burning, exploding, or dumping 
at s..u, nd specifically forbid dumping in inland str urns or 
waterways, num-, reus r<. prc-tt-abl. ixnmpl, s to the contrary not
withstanding.

In ;ny destruction project the. major consideration is SAFETY. 
It is imposeibli to over-tmphus!?.• the importance of safety for 
the way • xplosiv s can exceed one’s most carefully considered 
estiniut s is surprising b-.yond b li f. Lv< ry hazardous op-.rution 
should b. fully cover'd by saf ty devic.s. It is highly advis
able to test all safety devic- a b for .. h.uid by subjecting them to 
the sever' st test they may be c..ii>,d upon to withstand, provided 
such test is reasonable and practicable. For exiunple, a safety 
tubv to protect against the accicr ntul explosion of a primer 
should be test- d. On the other hand, n baffle wall to protect 
against the accidental ignition of sev ral boxes of smokeless 
nowder should not be t st'd, for it is not generally feasible to 
■ x;> nd th-. mj’ximum qu:uitity of powd.r ..nd box- s for t- st. . After 
all, good judgn-nt is the d doing factor both in the design and 
t-sting of saf-ty devic e. Aft r all the r<quirements of safety 
have be-, n fully satisfied, then, and only then, may s.dvagc 
and economy be consider ed.

At a post, c;imp or station, it is generally necessary to im
prov is- on- or mor-..- pi> c of ;.po mtus. Protective walls, complete 
round press-s, burning pits with s cure cov rs, tc. .are generally 
not available. The- apparatus can generally be provided by modifi
cation of . xisting facilities by the local Ordinance or Quarter
master shois, in accord:-ac with p. noil sk'tch furnish d by 
the ^rdntaice’ Officer. The salv.g- yard is a fruitful source of 
supply for old :irnor pint- , boil r plat-., <-nd all sorts of things 
that just suit the purpose . Each pi jC<. of improv is-d a-pp.iratus 
should not only b< safe beyond a reasonable doubt, but also assure 
protection to the careless, inaiff .r<nt, childishly curious, 
and just plain brainless, It is well tn rmuabt r that the 
private soldier is not paid to think; ;nd the I.Q. rises only 
gradually with the- non-commission d grad s.

It is tiu refore necess.ry ti..-t the officer do all the 
necessary thinking b- fore th first phase of operations is begun. 
It is urgent that he make a det.-il-.d analysis of his problem, 
and plan th' <ntire proc- dur-, st- p by step.



DESTRUCTION OF aTHLLERY alu.iUHITIOH
Whenever complete rounda are to be destroyed, whether or 

not some parts are to bo oulvuged, it is almost always nucess.ury 
to divide the work into two distinct phases; viz; disassembly 
and actual destruction of huzai’dous components* In general, 
thes<. two phasec have no mutual relation other than the fact 
that the first gov. rns the supply for the second; consequently, 
they should b< considered separately.

If th' work is of any considerable- magnitude, a detailed 
list of op'rations for each ph uu of the work should be prepared 
in writing and copies furnished to the non-commissioned officers 
;md post'd at the place of work. The nt hod used by the .artillery 
in the service of the pi ce c;m be- admirably adapted to this 
use. ?ssign tach man a number, :uid a few simple operations to 
perform, e*g., number one will open the ammunition box, remove 
the lid from the box, and place the open box on the roller con
veyor. Humber two will push the box. along the conveyor fran 
number on;, to number thr«.-., etc. This m. thod has three distinct 
advantage si first, each rxin knows exactly wh.it he must do, and 
knows that he should do nothing else; second, it provides a 
ready vehicle for avoid! ig excessive nuscular fatigue, by the 
mere expedient of having the men change posts once or twice a 
day; third, it provides a prompt method of re-orgunizing the de
molition crew each morning when there is a partial or complete 
change of norsonncl. In addition to the list of operations, a 
list of general and special safety rules should bo prepared and 
posted at tho place of work, in order that no man can fail to 
know what he should and should not do.

The entire program should then b<. chocked against T.R* 1370-A 
and the Ordnance Safety Lanuul to sec that all applicable prin
ciples uro bi.ing carried out and nont violated.

As an illustration, in 1933 it became necessary, due to 
obsol- tion, to dispose of 6,000 complete rounds of Fixed 4.7 inch 
II. T: t.Shell, unfuzed, at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. The instructions 
of t. .. Chief of Ordnance were to save the smokeless -.lowder for 
exchange for new FI1H powder, save the brass cartridge cases for 
scrap brass, ;jid destroy the rest of the compl te round.

In this cas. , the breaking-down op-.ration was performed in 
the magazine area (but at least 100 fe t from the nearest magazine); 
in order to save a long haul on the comol te rounds from the mag
azine to th< place of work and an equally long haul on the sal
vaged components buck to th< ri.gazi.i< ar.a. Furthermore, since 
it w.-xs impruct icabli to carry on both the br< aking-down phase 
and the- demolition phas; simultun ously, du? to lack of



pirsnnntl, the proj-ctili s v-.r-. tempori<rily stored In the 
magazine.

The br ^king-down oh.is nquired the improvising of three 
piec- a of apparatus (sc- skteh); a machine for pulling the 
projectile from the cartriage- case; a baffle wall with a chute 
going through it to aafely deliver the. powder to the storage 
containers; and a device for firing the primers. All of thia 
apparatus was constructed in the Ordnance shops. During tho 
p< riod of destruction, the Ordnance shops had to get along with
out one of ita large arbor press-s, as it was necessary to con
vert it, by means of attuchm-nts, into a breaking-down machine*

The apparatus was &-t up as shorn by tho accompanying sketch; 
a shoot of operations made out showing the duties of each man; a 
set of safety rules provided; and the work proceeded without the 
slightest mishap.

After s-purnting the projectiles from the complete rounds, 
they mast all be destroyed. HeitUr T*n. 1370-A nor the Safety 
iianui l furnishes roi ad- quatv method for accomplishing this t.ksk. 
The regulations contemplate destroying only a f-.w deteriorated 
rounds; and it is pr< suued that an Ordnance Officer will devise 
u safe- and r . asoliubl-.. working pi n to t.t t the loc.J. situation 
and submit it to proper authority for approval. To destroy 
6,000 projectiles individually with blasting caps would be tai 
exp-. naive and tin- consuming t..sk.

Fort dm is amply suppli d with wide open spaces and natural 
ditch-s. 7m aria w;-s s-loct- d .-.bout 1-1/2 miles distance from 
the inhabited ar-a that w s -idjac-nt to a road .nd through which 
ran a v- ry crooked ravine. By loc ting the points of destruction 
in the acute crooks of th-, ravin-., all th-, benefits of a tr nch 
could be obtain- d, without tin. labor of digging. It should also be 
noted that ; ft-r a f-w blows th . digging is done automatically 
by virtue of the d - owning of th-, crut r and th-, probl-jn becomes 
one- of filling rath-.r than digging.

Th-. first op- r -tion in pr paring a field for demolition work 
is to t.ek- out -a good fire-fig.<,ting cr w armed with wot burlap 
s-..ci:s, nd burn off an ar ; of a 1. .-.at a hundr- d f■ -. t radius 
from -. ;.ch point of d-.st-action. lior-.. should b>.. burned off if 
ioractic .bi- , for hot shell fri/ji nts occasionally cause grass 
fir s. as an additional nr-cantion, npty s1Vcks and ,u wat^r 
supply should always b-. k- pt on land when d-. struct ion is under 
'-■-y. I



Shell fragments could be cxpootod to travel up to 800 yards. 
Thia la too groat a distance for personnel to rotlro to between 
explosions. Hence, a small shanty, similar in design to the dug
out used by a baseball team, was constructed of old tractor armor 
plate at a distance of 100 yards from tho ravine* (Seo Sketch)* 
The shanty was connected with the throo crooks in the ravine by 
means of old Signal Corps communication wire.

To insure safety, a knife switch v/as installed on top of the 
shanty with a v/hite semaphore attached. Thon tho switch was open 
tho semaphore was automatically displayed; and no one was allowed 
out of tho shanty, unless tho semaphore v/as up. A guard was 
placed on tho road at a point of advantage, who allowed no ono 
to pass unless tho semaphore v/as up, and thon only after inform
ing tho officer in charge of his intention by signal flag communi
cation. In like manner, tho officor in charge used a signal 
flag to inform tho guard '-hen another truck load of ammunition 
was required.

Tho personnel wore divided into a fusing crew who connected 
the blasting caps and tamped them into tho booster cavities; a 
truck crew, a loading crew, and a guard. The throwing of tho 
switch and operation of tho blasting machine wore functions re
served to the officor in charge, ’"ho saw that the field v/as 
clear and all mon were in tho shanty, before closing connection*

Operations were b< gun with ono shell, then three, thon six, 
etc. up to twenty. Twenty worked so well that two or three blows 
of forty were tried; but this resulted in jarring a loose window 
out of the Ordnance shops (2 miles distance), and tho Commanding 
General claimed that ho ms blo’-n out of his office chair, so 
t-onty became tho standard practice.

In blowing tho twenty sholl, they were arranged with six 
in the bottom row, five in the next, four, three and tv o on top. ' 
No. 8 electric blasting caps wore placed in the top two only. 
It would bo unwise to place the blasting caps in other than the 
top shells, as this would tend to increase the scattiring of 
fragments and might result in scattering un-explodcd shell. By 
initiating the explosion from the top, its force was made to work 
downward, and in no instance did a shell fail to explode.

Perhaps this may appear to be a rather tedious and involved 
procedure- to accomplish an end that so roadily takes place, al
most of its own accord. Ho’-evt.r, it should bo borne in mind that 
systematic organization is not only a potent factor in avoiding 
hazardous blunders; but it lends proper courage to personnel, 
quiets devil-may-care bravado, and actually speeds up production 
enough to nay its ra -ay - besides, this is a pcacc-timo job,



and it io butter to waste :i consider ibl». mount of time and labor 
than hnvt. onv soldier injured.

I Tht. m< thods for destruction of artillery shell apply equally
। wall to bombs, trench nort .r shell, ;xnd any other fairly large' component which contains high explosive. It should, however, be

noted that where.s artillery shell contain only about 15)i by 
w. ight of explosive* bombs and tr nch mort.-j* shell contain up 
to 60 s xplosiv, , and the numb'r of units destroyed at one blow 
should bt> reduced accordingly. Jhure tho booster cavity is 
not accessible, it may be necess.drv to put one or more Till blocks 
on the component which is to initiate the mass detonation.

Tho destruction of shrapnel cun not be accomplished by mass 
detonation* Y.hen only a few obsolete or deteriorated shrr.pnel 
are to be destroyed, it is generally easier to unscrew the fuze, 
so;ik tho shrapnel in a barrel of 'Juber for several tiuys, and then 

’ disassemble under water, ruthui' than accomplish destruction by
explosion* Vh-n the number to be destroyed renders this method 
too laborious, other nKans must be d-vis,.d.

xlo s x.cific m-.thou is described in cither the Safety “anual 
or T.R. 1370-A, other than the general method of destroying ar
tillery ammunition by placing sev rul T1IT blocks on the projectile. 
This method would doubtless shutter the shrapnel case and scatter 

i the bulls; but gives no positive assurance of destruction of tho
bast, charge. The remaining portion of the shrapnel still might 
cause an acci<nt. It is therefore highly desirable to destroy 
the bas charge.

By way of illustration., it is well to go buck to tho Fort 
Sill proj- ct, previously referred to. at the same time that the 
6,000 rounds of shell were b- iag d stroy- a, it was also necessary 
to destroy a considerable numb r of fix<.d 4.7 inch shrapnel.

The shrupn> 1 was broken down in identically the same manner 
us previously desc--ibed for the shell. The sane system and sc-t-up 
was also used for the '^traction, cxceot teat a 110 volt lino 
fr on a Labile Ordnance .epair Sho ) was used for a source of elec
tricity instead of tlit blasting machine.

The sl.raune-1, with tine fuz- s r*mov«d, wur-. 1-ia in u row 
in the blowing pit. a Ho. 8 blasting cap was slipped down tho 
flush tub-, of each shr ,pn- 1, and sand piled up in front to force 
the ■ x>losion to the- r-,ur. Only ten slirumcl Wert blo*/n at a 
time for the reason that ton bl. cti-.ig cups conn. ct*. d in parallel 
were all that could b' successfully initiated by the current 
available. Although not as fast as the destruction of the shell, 
this method work'd v ry successfully. Tho shrapnel c;j s Wen. 
avail-abl. for srlv.i.'; , but the t' cov rv of the balls w.-.s too 
tedious to b< worth w.eile . It should be noted that wiivn a shr.tn- 



nol In exploded In thia manner, tho case rucolln -ith a tremendous 
velocity and rill escape from tho blowing pit unless banked up 
by a solid perpendicular surface.

The method used at Plcatlnny Arsenal for removing tho base 
charge Is safe, simple, and effective. An armor plate barricade 
in erected vdth about a 3/8 inch holo drilled through it at an 
angle of 45 degrees -ith its face. A wooden jig is placed behind 
the barricade which holds the shrapnel at just tho correct angle 
so that a brass rod pushed through tho 45 degree- hole ’-ill proceed 
straight drvn tho flash tube and push out the disc and packing, 
driving them dm into tho base charge. After the obstructions 
are removed from tho flash tube tho operator steps behind tho 
barricade and gets the shrapnel. The black powder is then removed 
by inverting the shrapnel case and shaking. Tho broken diac and 
tho packing are allowed to remain in tho base cavity.

At one time it "’as the Arsenal practice to wash out tho base 
cavity with water, and then dry it by introducing a jot of com
pressed air dorm tho flash tube. This method also succeeded in 
removing tho fragments of the disc and packing as tho compressed 
air '■•as sufficiently violent to bio- them out through the clearance 
between the flash tube and the compressed air tube. However, the 
purpose of tho remo”al of tho old base charge is replacement by 
a serviceable baso charge; not destruction of the projectile, and 
the use of water -as found object! onablc and was therefore dis
continued.

The Arsenal method of removing the base charge can very 
readily bo adapted for use in the field -where the quantity of 
shrapnel to be destroyed justifies it. Tho obstructions in tho 
tube can be removed f^oro behind an armor plate barricade as 
described above. Then a small rubber tube connected '.'.-ith a 
water supply can be introduced d rm tho flash tube and the black 
pr.dor removed by fl'ntntion. After tho apparent removal of all 
tho black po-dc- by floatation, and •■hilo the cavity is still 
wet, tho balls and matviv can be removed by as violent means ar. 
the situation demands. This can generally bo accomplished by 
violently striking the- case against a heavy iron bar. This 
method has b' cn successfully used and has the advantage of making 
both the case and the shrapnel balls available for salvage.

JESTRU'ITIW OF SMALL Aa"UITITIUU COMPOFErTS

Instructions for the destruction of primers, fuzes, deton
ators, etc. on gi’.-t n in T.R. 1370-A, and tho prescribed method 
is burning in a pit about 6 foot square and 4 fe.t.t deep. Several 
means that do not require so much digging arc described in the 
Safety Manual. For the destruction .of limited amounts of 
grenade fuzes, primers, nnd othrr small components, a very suit
able stove can be improvised . f r om t- • o old tractor armors bolted 
cowl to cowl. A fire will bum in these old armors much better 
than in u pit us baffltd drafts arc air- -:dy pr ovidtd by the
r it । 11/I through t.hu radiator e.-uard. Add a baffled chute



t’.'iL’uty Manual, 
grenade fuzes, 
sultable stove 
bolted cowl to

For the destruction of United amounts of 
primers, and other small components, a very 
can bo improvised from two old tractor armors 
cowl. A fire will burn in those old armors

much better than in a pit as baffled drafts uro already pro
vided by the protected vents through the radiator guard. Add 
n baffled chute to one of the top doors for tho introduction 
of explosives, and the stove is completed, The explosions in 
this stovo do not scatter the fire as is tho case in a pit or 
trench and the apparatus can bo preserved for future use with
out offering the hazard of a pit fall.

When the use of a pit becomes unavoidable, as is the case 
when powerful detonators or hand grenades are to be destroyed, 
it is sometimes possible to avoid several man days of labor by 
getting permission to use an old abandoned dry well, cistern 
or cattle dipping vat. A cattle dipping vat is excollont, be
cause it is generally constructed of heavy reinforced concrete, 
is about 12 feet deep, and is capable of .admitting draft from 
the bottom. The top of the pit must be covered with heavy metal 
bolted in place in order to keep tho fragments in. A roaring 
fire of salvaged lumber doused with gasoline should first be 
started in the pit. Do not drop a natch in to start tho fire. 
Instead, wrap a small ball of saturated waste with wire; light 
the waste, and toss it in the pit from a distance of at least 
12 feet, if you want to save your hair and oyobrows. As an 
alternative to the ball of saturated waste,‘Use a small amount 
of black powder ignited with an electric squib. Explosives 
should be introduced cautiously, because normal action cannot 
bo expected under intense heat. Three or four detonators for 
3 inch Stokes mortar shell will almost ruin a very substantial 
pit; and the only way to know that all previously introduced 
components have exploded is to wait and count tho explosions. 
Evon such an innocent thing as an unfuzed tear gas grenade 
which is only supposed to slowly expel its gases through a row 
of perforated holes, will detonate violently under tho in
fluence of heat; and, if the cover of the pit has boon partially 
blown away, the empty grenade case may come out with sufficient 
velocity to practically decapitate a man. Expect the unexpect
ed when burning explosives.

SAFE HANDLING AND DKBTHUCTION OF DUDS

A dud is any ammunition component that has had an opportunity 
to function; did not; but may at any time. Every dud must be re
garded ns a potential uccidont.

For some quite unaccountable reason duds have a peculiar 
and sinister fascination for u large number of people. This is 
particularly true of civilian components who come to army posts 
for surao ;V trainin! ; recruits, and even n<ew officers. Many



they bi o jfle a subj- ct of hie duti s: viz, auds on the ejrtlll .ry 
target range, dude lodg- d in the bor-. of cannon, .-nd duds dxin- 
dont d In populous arene.

With regard to the first and third clnstn.c* th-, re is -,-ai 
import mt point to be nbo- rv d. The Ordnance Officer in thu 
field ic responsible for the storage and issue of rmmunition. 
Once he has compl .t d the iscu-, his responsibility c. !is-.s, 
unless it is again - njoin d upon him by prop- f authority. The 
police of the range and safety of the command are functions; of 
the Commmding Offic-ri V .rious people will call .the Ordnance 
Offic requesting that action b-. t-ifcn with r-.g\rd to - xplosiv a 
or armunltion on or off the post. All th- s p-.oplu should be advisr d to r-port the situation to thu Commanding Offlc.r. The 
Comm-nding °ffic r nay wmt his rang. offlc .r, or som< other 
offic-r, to charge of the situation; raid, - xcept in cas-s 
of en<rg noy, the Ordnmce Offlc r is going b- yond his juris
diction, If hi t-.k< s action with r- g.ard to ammunition cone-rning 
which L: has no responsibility. On th- nth r hmd, ordnance 
ammunition lodged in thi bor- of cannon is tai ordntmee responsi
bility, b< cr.us the prop< r functioning of the pi c- IS tai ord
nance responsibility.

The destruction of rang- duds is fully cov r- ti in the Safuty 
litsiuul md T.R, 1370-A. Usually a lin< offic- r d tail- d by the 
Commanding Officer as r.-aig offic r do- s this work, inst ad of 
an Ordm-aice Offic-r, and th-. Ordn aicu Officer has no control of 
his activiti s. Flagr.ait violations of r- gul. tions ar- not 
uncommon. On. of the worst viol, tinns is th-, practice of gathering 
duds into conv ni-nt pil-s -nd d straying than by mass d-ton..tion. 
The saving in tin' raid T1TT is a poor xcuse. il.o officer has the 
right to subject hires- If or his con:land to such risks.

A dud should b< approach- d -.ith r- sp ct, caution, .aid hon st 
misgivings. Th-, first ad most iiipnrt;.nt point to obs-rv-., is 
wh- th- r or not th-, dud is fuz d. If it is unfuz d it may be 
S'-.f- ly subj ct- d to all th- inuigniti s that th-, t mp-r of the 
individual may sugg-. st; but if fuz d (tim- , ^int or b.asj, it 
should b» tr- at d ith th- s;o horrifi d al fn-ss tr idionally 
nccord-d th-. 1-p-r. The condition of its fuz is an unknown 
quantity. Ev ry s..f ty f- -.tar- :i..y b< shot. Although it has 
stood the t rrific impact of fall, slight r.dcition.JL j o*, the 
ra r ch-nging of its position fr<- - th. horizontal to thu v rtical, 
nay c.us th firing pin to scratch across th-. pr im r .'aid result 
in taps for the intrnc r. L- ,.v it wh- r it lays; put the pre- 
scrib d numb r of TUT blocks ;>n it; raid d stray it as pr-.scrib- d 
in r gul- tians. Any oth r co-.ir^ ic a violation of regulations 
nd must b' .justifi d by co-- nt r . sons.

In xtr- r.i ly rr\r-, c.-u: s, it may b- cxu. n< c-.ss cry to move 
fuz-d r .ngi dud b- f -re d-straying it. In this -v-nt, a 1- ngth



of rep, son \/hat great r tluoi th danger radius of the uud should 
be obtain d. A secure hitch should bt cur-fully tuk n on the dud. 
Then it can be druggt a to u location vh r*. d struction cun be 
safely accomplished.

When a prnji ctili lodg s in th bor of a cunnon, no trouble 
is enyr ri* need with the usual tendency to troops to attempt un
author iz<d repairs on ordn.-.oicc nut rial. They call the Ordnance 
Officer without d<. lay. This spirit nf rectitude is probably not 
dictat’d by unusual r*.v r- nee for this type of dud; but is more 
likely accounted for by the fact that nffic rs ;irc pres nt when 
such malfunctions occur, and see that proper notion is taken.

This trouble is not infrequ-nt uh n 37 n/a. low .solos iv*. is 
b- ing fired* and can rather b* • :;pect d during sub-c dib; r prnc- 
tic s at .,n artillery post* The danger points tire, of course. 
Confin'd to the np. n nds of the {Jun tube, but -.vn then, it 
would b* inadvis.bl to try to drive the project!! out. It is 
b tt* r to remov- the barr- 1 us;: ribly and press th- projectile 
E• ntly to th r* .<r by m uns of ;nhydr.'.ulic press of lurg arbor 
pr’ ss. Only th minimum numb- r of p rsons should be pr* s nt 
during this op-ration,

Vh<n duds are abandon d in populous ar-us, r pul tions 
hnv- air. '.uy b- . n violut d and th re is nn way to ru.iov<. the 
hazard without violating then some more. Unauti.criz d p rsons 
son( ti l s st* ?.l duds frnm an .wtill ry range; carry them to a 
n< arby city; Ins th* ir n rv* or nthusi. sni, ;uid abandon them 
on the str * ts. This g-n-rally r* suits in a c.Jl from the local 
police requ* sting that the 4»rriy com .- .md r claim its own. If 
th. dud hupp ns to b*. on sn.v on- *s priv t prop rty, th.it should 
b<. regard* d as th. prop rty owner’s r sponsibility; but again 
that is up to the Cor.r.rmdiag Offic r. You ctai’t blow up a dud on a city str-.* t so, if ord r-.u to tuk ch-arg* of th-, situation 
th. only thing to do is procur th smocth st riding pi .c. of 
tr.Jisporto.tion available; place th. dud on a cushion or in a 
well padd< d bar., b ing cur- ful all th. while to k - p it horizon
tal; : nd slowly proc'■ d buck to th rung with it, hoping to God 
you g.t th re.



SECTION XV. MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECT
9. Statistical Mothoda and Specifications.

The drafting and preparation of specifications is manifestly 
an important phase of tho problem of designing and developing 
ammunition. Since many oi* the tests on annuniticn arc destructive, 
it is impossible to tost all products 100 percent. For this 
reason, one never knows that any given lot of ammunition complies 
in ovory detail with the requirements of the specification. Tho 
best that can bo dono is to test samples of tho product and from 
an analysis of tho results, draw contain conclusions concerning 
the satisfactoriness of the lot from which tho samples wore 
taken. In devising methods which will give n definite degree of 
assurance that a product is or is not satisfactory, it appears 
that statistical methods will bo helpful. Throe of the more 
important publications on tho subject are:

"Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured Product" by 
W. A. Showhart, D. Van Mos trend, 1931. »,

"Tho Application of Statistical Methods to Industrial 
Standardization and Quality Control", by E. S. Pearson, British 
Standards Institution, 1935.

"1933 A.S.T.M. Manual on Presentation of Data", Second 
Printing, March, 1937.

This lecture will bo concerned with typical examples of tho way 
in which these methods can be applied to specifications for 
ammunition.

Lot us commence the discussion by outlining the steps to 
bo followed in stating tho requirements for a given quality 
characteristic. Those stops, five in number^ aro as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Specify the method of measuring the quality 
characteristic.
Specify the number of observations to be made.
Specify who is to do the measuring.
Specify the method of analyzing the results of tho 
observations.
Specify the limits within which the observed results 
should lie.

Let us now discuss briefly each of tho five steps;

First: Tho method of measuring the quality characteristic 
should include all information necessary to assure that the 
operation will always be carried out in the some manner and under 
the simc essential conditions. For' instance, in physical tests 
of metals, it is important to specify the rate- of application 
of loads. In other tests, such as chemical ana .lyses, it is often 



important to specify the oxr.ct procedure to bo followed and tho 
conditions, such ao tempuraturo, etc. which must bo maintained 
throughout.

Second: Specify the number of observations to be made.
The various measures of disporsion, such as standard deviation 
and dispersion, in general, increase with sample size. There
fore, it is important to include the number of observations 1n 
the statement of tho requirements for a quality characteristic. 
Obviously, if tho results obtained in tests of say five samples 
arc compared with tho results of tests of say twenty samples, 
any conclusion reached as regards dispersion is likely to bo 
misloadingi

Third: Specify who is to do tho measuring. This will 
depend upon whethci' the specification covers shop tests or 
final inspection tests or whether tho specification is to bo 
used by a producer or a consumer. It is also essential to 
require that tests will ba conducted by competent personnel. 
In U. S. Army Specifications, it is customary to specify that 
the Government Inspector shall supervise or conduct the tests.

Fourth: Specify the method of analyzing the results of 
tho observations. This usually involves the determination of 
tho avorago (Z)and standard deviation (J). It can be con
fidently asserted that all of tho essential information is 
contained in these two statistics. In cases where sample size 
is small, say about 10 or loss, and where data can bo easily 
obtained, it appears that the use of dispersion in place of tho 
standard deviation may be justified on the basis that there is 
only a small loss in efficiency. However, in writing a speci
fication tho procedure which can be recommended as most ap
propriate is to analyze ths data on which the specification is 
to bo based by tho most accurate method available. This involves 
the computation of the standard deviation. Results can sub
sequently be made applicable to dispersion or average deviation 
by use of proper conversion factors.

Fifth: Specify the limits within which the observed results 
should lie. In certain cases, standards of minimum quality are 
set by custom, necessity, law, or precedent, in which case the 
only job of the statistician is to set limits on tho variation 
among samples tested so that, in meeting them there is reasonable 
assurance that the standai’ds laid down are being met by the lot 
or batch from which the samples wore drawn. However, in our 
present discussion we will consider only cases where no arbitrary 
standards have been previously established. The limits chosen 
will be based on an analysis of data gathered from tests on 
standard ammunition manufactured by Picatinny Arsenal, the object 
being to assure that ammunition procured under the specifications 
■•/ill meet present standards.



As the first example, lot us consider tho problem of
specifying limits for variation in burning times of time fuzes.
Since accuracy■ of timing in shell firing is of prime> importance.it isi ossontial that careful control of manufacture bo main-
tainod. Data obtained in connection with a certain typo of
21 second time। fuzo manufactured ;nt Picatinny Arsenal, arc, inpart, as follows:

Gun Numb or of . . . _ nig.—
Lot Fuze Elova- Observe- Average Std.Dov. persionNo. Setting tion tions X _____ 0 _ «t1 ie 60° 10 9.51 sc cs. .20 e:oc. ,67 sec.

2 It tt 10 9.73 .13 .483 tt tf tt 9.54 .13 .48
4 w If tt 9.98 .09 .30
5 tt tt tt 9.97 .14 .53
6 tt tt tt 9,56 .12 .39
7 If n tt 9.66 .12 .40
3 ft * tt 9,70 .15 .51
9 ft tt tt 9,66 .16 .64

10 It ft tt 9.63 .14 .41
11 n tt tt 9.56 .13 .44
12 it tt tt 9.67 .12 .36
13 w n tt 9.67 .10 .32
14 tt tt 9.54 .10 .33
15 t» tt tt 9.56 .11 .34
16 tt tt 9.49 .11 .40
17 n tt tt 9.66 .05 .12
18 tt tt tt 9.97 .13 .37
19 it tt tt 9.74 .19 .66
20 tt tt tt 9.61 .11 .36
21 tt tt tt 9.81 .12 .33
Summary;

Aver-go burning tine, X = 9.68 sees.
Aver'.go std. dev., O' - .126 see,
Averige range, Wt = .42 see.
Number of samples, k = 21 
sample size, n = 10 
Expected value of 0 ’ - .126 = .137 sec. 

.9227
The (5 ’ is the expected value of the population standard 

deviation; in other words it is the value one would expect to 
obtain in firing a very large number of fuzes. Thu true popu
lation standard deviation is never known, however, when only n 
limited number of samples is tested. Thus if another scries 
of 21 samples of 10 were fired, a different value of the average 
standard deviation and hence a different value for expected 
population st '.nd''rd deviation would probably ba obtained. Since 

have no ::no,..-r.i'c io to whether the true norulntion stand-rd 



deviation io larger or smaller than the oxpcctod vnluon based 
on the obsorvod data, it appears that tho boat procedure io to 
assume that tho oxpcctod value is tho true value. Sinco tho 
number of observations is fairly largo (210 in all), thlu 
assumption appears ontircly Justified. Based on tables for 
standard errors of the objective population standard deviation, 
it appears that tho difference between tho expected standard 
deviation bnsod on 21 samples of 10 and the true population 
standard deviation will probably not exceed about 15%. Tho 
chances are that tho difference will bo much less.

Using tho above data the limits on variation in std. dev. 
are calculated as follows:

6 • = .137 3 .031 sec.
\'^n"

Max. expected value of 0 for sample sizo 10 ■ 
.126 / 3 x .031 » .22 sec.

Ono obviously important thing to consider in preparing a 
specification is -whether or not tho limits will work in practice. 
An examination of tho above data indicates that all observed 
values moot tho limit on standard deviation of .22 socond.

Tho maximum dispersion might also bo used instead of 
standard deviation in specifications of this type. .Referring 
to appropriate tables, it is found that the dispersion should 
not exceed:

6 x 5.469 = .137 x 5.469 = .75 sec. .
An examination of the data shows that all valuos of dispersion 
fell within this limit.

As regards the limits on X, it appears that an unusual 
situation exists. Ordinarily the limits would be as shown 
below;

(% = 6' '
V'n"

s .13? = .043 sec.
3.162

X / 3 x .043 - 9.68 / .13 sec. = 9.55 to 9.81 secs.
_ An examination of the data shows that seven of the values 

of X fall outside these limits. This would appear to indicate 
a lack of control, or a change in level of control for averages.. 
Since it was known with reasonable certainty that the fuzes 
were produced under the same essential manufacturing conditions,



it appeared likely that the causa for the excosc.ivo variation 
in averages lay elsewhere, A consideration of tho conditions 
at time of firing immediately indicated the cause for tho 
trouble. Each 10-round group of fuzes is lirod within a few 
minutes time. Hence the same conditions exist durin,’ the firing 
of a single group and, since tho fuzos wore manufactured under 
the same essential conditions, to find no evidence of trouble 
as regards standard deviations. However, many daya and weeks 
elapsed between ona group of firings and another. Since it is 
a well established fact that temperature and pressure affect 
the rate of burning of black powder, it is at once evident 
that tho average burning time from group to group is affected 
by those changing conditions. One solution to this problem 
would bo to mnko collections for temperature and prossuro, and 
this procedure may bo adopted soma time in th? future. However, 
the nccossary corrections must bo based on empirical relationships 
and tho cost of obtaining tho necessary data mny prove to bo 
prohibitively high. For tho present, a reasonable solution must 
be sought elsewhere. A method which appears to ’work satis
factorily is to regard each value of X for samples of 10 as a 
single observation. On this basis the standard deviation of 
the distribution of tho observed averages is computed. This 
value in tho present case is ,144 second and limits for X 
are therefore as follows:

(observed) = .144

X/_ 3 ,144 = X £ 3 
02

,144 a 9.68 / ,45 second. 
.9638

~ 9,23 to 10.13 seconds.

An examination of the data indicates that these limits 
■are met.

The wording of the specification for burning times should
be essentially as follows:

1. From the first lot of fuzes under a contract, subject 
30 fuzes to ballistic tost at 60° slov., setting 10, and 
determine the time of burning for each fuze. Divide the 30 
observations into three sub-groups of 10 each and compute tho 
average burning time and standard deviation for each sub-group. 
The results shall comply with the following requirements:

to The average burning time of each sub-group shall 
lie within 9.68 plus or minus .45 seconds.

not
b. The standard devi.,-. t. ion of c ..ch sub-group shall 

ed 0.22 second.



f. For subsuquont lots, subject 10 fuzes to ballistic 
tost in the same manner as for the test ox' first lot and 
computo tho avorago burning time and otuuiurd deviation. 
The results shall comply with tha limits given for tho first 
lot.

Tho purpose of requiring 30 samples from tho first lot 
is to provide greater assurance that the manufacturer has 
established a proper luvol of control. Once ho has demonstrated 
his ability to do this, a tost consisting of 10 fuzes for sub
sequent lots should suffice as a chock.

The second example deals with a specification for comploto 
rounds of ammunition. In order to bo of maximum effectiveness 
tho velocity of tho projectiles must be as uniform ns possible, 
and it is, therefore, important that this fcaViro bo carefully 
controlled in production. As a basis for tho discussion, a 
part of n tentative specification dealing with velocity dis
persion is given below:

1. If tho lot bo the first of a cerias, firo 30, or if 
it bo a subsequent lot of a series, fire 5, of the sample 
complete rounds in a gun for which the round is standard; and 
measure the velocities. Tho results shall comply with the 
following requirements:

a. For tho first lot of a series, the 30 observations 
shall be divided into 6 sub-groups of 5 each in tho order of 
firingx The average dispersion of the 6 sub-group of fivo 
shots shall not exceed 18.7 foot seconds and tho dispersion 
of no sub-group shall exceed 39 foot seconds.

(The detailed description of the calculations 
on which the above limits are based is omitted, since they 
were arrived at in much tho same manner as those described 
above.)

b_. For subsequent lots tho dispersion shall not 
exceed 39 foot seconds.

c. In case of failure on tho tost of a subsequent 
lot, a retest is permitted, using 2 sub-groups of 5 shots each. 
In the retest, the dispersion of neither sub-group shall exceed 
31 foot seconds.

(Up to this point the wording of the specification 
is quite similar to that of tho specifications described 
earlier.- The next paragraph, however, contains a very important 
add i tional requiromc-nt.)



d. If the dispersion of a 5-round group representing 
a lot other than the first exceeds 2,085 times the average 
dispersion of all previous gx’oups of 5 shots from the samo 
series, but does not exceed 39 foot seconds, the lot shall bo 
accepted, but such a result will indicate the presence of an 
assignable cause of fluctuation in the quality of the series 
of lots and steps shall be taken to discover the causes of 
the fluctuation from the standai’d of the product. If, at 
any time, the dispersion of a subsequent lot causes the average 
dispersion of all lots of a series to exceed 13.7 foot seconds, 
the lot shall bo accepted, but an investigation shall bo mudo 
to discover the cause of the indicated change in quality of 
the series and the next lot submitted shall bo considered the 
first lot of a now series, and the subsequent lots treated 
accordingly. As a part of the action to discover assignable 
causes of fluctuation of the standard quality and as a measure 
to prevent a repetition thereof, the Government Inspector shall 
be informed of the results of test and directed to exercise 
his discretionary powor with regard to the amount of Government 
Inspection of ammunition still under manufacture, as provided 
in the detail specification.

A graphic demonstration of the way this specification 
operates is given in Exhibit C, copy of which is attached. 
From an examination of this chart we find the 6 plotted points 
representing the 6 observed dispersions for the first lot. The 
solid lino across the top of the chart represents the tolerance 
limit on dispersion, that is, 39 foot seconds. The solid lino 
directly below represents 2.085 times the uvci’ago dispersion, 
where the 2.085 is the factor taken from E. S. Pearson’s book. 
This is obtained by dividing the average dispersion by 2.326 
thus giving the expected value of 0 1, The expected value of 
6 ’ times 4.85 is the upper control limit on dispersion, below 
which 99.9fo or practically all dispersions will be expected to 
lie. Obviously this control limit can bo computed in a single 
operation by multiplying the average range by 2.085 since 
2.085 = 4.85/2.326.

Since the average dispersion is lass than 18.7 ft. sacs., 
which is the same us saying that the control limit lies below 
the tolerance limit as shown; also since all individual values 
of dispersion ere loss than 39 foot seconds, the requirements 
of the specification are mot as far \s tho first lot is con
cerned. It is worth while at this point to invito your attention 
to the fact that it is not advisable to lay too much emphasis 
on the exact objective chance associated with the factor of 
2,085 (namely, 99.5 percent). In the 1933 A.S.T.M. Ihnual on 
Presentation of Data, revised march 1937, factor of 2.114 
is recommended for computing Control Chart limits for range 
for sample size 5. This factor gives the upper limit on range 
correspond in.-; to 3" plus 5 0o-, with .n objective chance of

7 Tn either the limit-- should r>. -arded a



guido to action, ?/hoso value la confirmed by exporionoo.

iloferring again to the chart, we find for the second lot 
three separate conditions which might occur, and the proper 
action to-bo taken 13 indicated for each case. For an 
observed dispersion ut point marked "1” tho lot is accepted, 
sinco its value lies within the manufacturer’s own control 
limit and also within tho toloranco limit of 39 foot seconds.

For point marked "2*i tho observed dispersion lies 
within the tolerance limit but not within the manufacturer’s 
control limit. Thu lot is accepted but with caution, sinco 
there is thus an indication that something may be wrong in 
tho manufacturing process. In accordance with the terms of 
the specification, an investigation is undertaken to discovor 
and olimiiiata the cause foi’ the excessive variation.

For point marked "S”, tho lot is tentatively rejected, 
subject to retest, since tha observed dispersion lies outside 
both limits. The lot is retested, using 2 sub-groups of 5 each, 
in which case the specification requires that both values of 
dispersion shall bo loss than 31 foot seconds. Tho 31 foot 
second limit is represented by tho broken lino shown on the 
chart, and corresponds to a chance oi' acceptance. In 
this way a penalty is inflicted on the manufacturer; also if 
both sub-groups meet the smaller tolerance there is greater 
assuranco to the Inspector that tho ammunition is satisfactory 
and that tho occurrence of the point outside tho limits in the 
first test of tho lot may not have been attributable 'to poor 
quality. From tho chart, tho points marked "4” represent 
the results of the retest and the appropriate action is to 
accept tho lot.

The advantages of this typo of specification arc as follows:

First: It secures products of a better and more uniform 
quality by minimizing the chance of accepting bad products.

Second: It minimizes the chances of rejecting good 
products through inconclusive tests.

The third and probably most important advantage is the 
means it affords for the early location of trouble in source 
of supply, by providing an indicator of tho mere tendency of 
the product to become bad, so that corrective measures cun 
be taken befor> any great damage is dona.

There is one more important point to consider in con
nection with the preparation of specifications. As mentioned 
briefly in the early part of tho lecture, whonover less than 
100/o inspection is performed, no system can ever five positive 
assuranco th t the .standard of <pi .’.1 ity is being mot. This



is because oi‘ the ovurlnppiiir; of the tails of tho distribution 
curve for any statistic. Thus from a lot with quality sif?'- 
nificnntly pooror than standard, a sample can bo drawn which 
will moot the specified tolerance limits. The chance that 
a <;ivun statistic, such as dispersion, will lie within the 
tolerance .limit is represented approximately by the percent 
area of the cui'vo under consideration which lies within this 
limit. Obviously the chance of acceptance on dispersion v/ill 
docrouse us the true average dispersion of tho product in
creases. The chances of acceptance for various values of tho 
true average dispersion have been computed and are represented 
by the curve shown on Exhibit B, copy of which is attached.

From this curve it ’will be noted that if the true 
aver-.go dispersion of a lot for groups of 5 is about 39 foot 
seconds, instead of 18.7 f.s. as desired, the chance of 
acceptance is about 50$ or 1/2. However, if the manufacturer 
continues at this r?.te, his chance of having 2 lots passed 
is only l/d; of 3 lots 1/8,etc., so ha would soon be caught. 
Once he has a rejected lot, tho specification requires that 
ho must start over again with a now first lot and re-establish 
his control limits within the tolerance limit, which again 
puts both him and the consumer on a safe basis. This again 
emphasizes tho importance of the rigidity of the first test 
and also demonstrates that it is feasible to use small samples 
for judging quality after control has been established.

2 Incls 
Exhibit C

Exhibit B
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RAW MATERIALS OF THE PROCESS ’ INDUSTRIES
USED IN MANUFACTURING COMPLETE ROUND FOR 75MM. GUN M.
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,75 Hammer (julde.
,76 Trolley for 

chain hoist.

Photo "I" - i/1 Cast iron support 
machined to fit ctjive. 
3*2,3 & 4 iianmers.
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Photo "J"
frl Plug for fuze seat liner.
it 2 Guide for drill to form fuze 

cavity.
if7> Look-nut with handle for base 

plug wrench.
zi'4 Dumy fuze and part of base 

plug wrench.
i,5 Drill for forming fuze seat 

cavity.
46 Brush for removing explo

sive from and greasing 
base plug threads.

7 Spanner ..reach for removing 
dwiuy fuze from base plug after 
plug is seated.

,,8 Copper scoop for removing some 
of the loose explosive from the 
base of the projectile.

</9 Double ended wrench for seating 
base plugs.

410 Brush for removing loose explosive 
from sides of fuze seat cavity.

411 Cutter for forming base of filler 
to fit base plug.





Photo "Id"
£1 Wrench for removing base 

plugs*
j2 Wrench for removing fuzes.
#3 Copper hamaer.
£4 Steel drift for removing 

lead fran fuze wrench 
holes*

>/5 Steel drift for removing 
lead from base plug wrench 
holes.

;,6 Jrush for removing loose 
explosive from interior of 
projectiles.

j;7 V. ranch for white metal fuze 
hole plugs.

Photo "G” - View showing sides of table for
working base of 6" projectile
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AIRCRAFT PARACHUTE
I - CLOSING CAP
2- PARACHUTE
3 - FLARE CASE
4 - FRICTION TAPE
5- GAS CHECK DISC
6- GAS CHECK
7- CANDLE CASE CAP
8 - PARACHUTE WIRE
9 - CANDLE CASE CLOSING DISC
10- 2d NQI7 STEEL WIRE NAIL
I I- CANDLE CASE
12- CANDLE CASE COVER
13- 1LLUMINANT CHA-CT
14- IGNITION PELLET

FLARE. M 9
15 - SECOND FIRE CHARGE
16- FIRST FIRE CHARGE

17 -CANDLE CASE END
18-SET BACK WAD
19-DRUMHEAD
20-CUP WAD
21-EXPELLING CHARGE CUP
22-EXPELLING CHARGE (BLACK POWDER)

23-FUSE
24-FLARE CASE SPACER
25-PROPELLING CHARGE (BLACK POWDER)

26-BARREL

27- -3 CT Shell)



RED STAR AIRCRAFT PARACHUTE SIGNAL.MII

i i
i

i

!

I -IDENTIFICATION TOP
2 -CLOSING WAD
3-PARACHUTE PROTECTOR
4-PARACHUTE
5-SIGNAL CASE
6-BARREL
7 -GAS CHECK DISC
8 -PARACHUTE WIRE
9 -CANDLE CASE COVER CAP 
IO-CLOSING DISC
I I -2d-N0.17 STEEL WIRE NAIL 
12-CANDLE CASE 
13-CANDLE CASE COVER

14-CANDLE CASE END
15-SET BACK WAD
16 - SIGNAL CASE SPACER
17 -PRIMER (SHOT SHELL)
18-PROPELLING CHARGE (BLACK POWDER)
19 - GAS SHECK WASHER
20-FUSE
2 I-EXPELLING CHARGE (BLACK POWDER) 
22-PRIMING CHARGE
23-FIRST FIRE CHARGE
24-RED STAR CHARGE
25-GAS CHECK



I - IDENTIFICATION TOP
2- CLOSING DISC
3-PARACHUTE
4- DISC
5-SUSPENSION CABLE
6-PLUG
7-CASE
&-TOP SEAL (FIRE CL AT)

9-BODY
10-STAR CHARGE 
11-FIRST FIRE CHARGE 
12-PRIMING CHARGE 
13-WAD
14-RETAINING DISC
15-PELLET (BLACK POWDER) 
16* FUSE HOUSING

17-BREECH CAP
18-PROPELLING CHARGE
19 NEW NQ4 PRIMER
20-CLOSING SEAL (FIRE CLAY)
2 I-FUSE CHARGE
22-IGNITING CHARGE (BLACK POWDER)
23-INTERMEDIATE CHARGE (0LACK PONDER)
24-INNER CHARG£(BLACK POWDER)
2 5-DRUMHEAD

f/G6



i



ASSEMBLE' ts-d-Qaz.

NOTES:-
POUP IN PED TP ACEN CHAPGE; /NSEPr CHANGING PAM AMD PPrtA rua^e . ____POU* IN STANT/NG F/PE CHANGE AND PPESS L/GNTL?AS ABOPE CMAN6E LIGHTLE OP NANO.
PLACE PE.'ut ' ^c'w/rTL **° CANTE JUST SUFFICIENT TO INSUPE CENTNAL/Z/NG PELLET.
IN SEPT CHANGING PAM AND PPESS PELLET INTO CHANGE BE NANO
PLACE DEEN CHANGES A CH/PSOAPD D/SC. .64 D/AMETEN AND,/ESTN/CN
PPESS W/TH DEAD LOAD G' ^7 ?? TGNr.f/AC 'as PEN SOI , PPp/f ' i
NEMOHE CHIPBOAPD D/SC AHOCEUl ELACA PaHDEA PEllET, THEM GP-JoPE SVPFACE OECHANCE ASSHONN.

f/G 3
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-E2ia.T-_BC.T.ar!A.Tir<G fuze, mk m



TRENCH MORTAR FUJC , MK VI 
>0 SLUM 
it UPP£R CONE CUP 
R STRIKER 
<3 STRIKER SPRING 
*4 SETBACK PLUNGER 
>•> safety fork spring 
* SUftry p)N „lNr> 
If COT PIN

I FUZE tNA$MCR 
2 POHMR COVJTV PLUG ASSCMBir 
3 PLUNGCR MOLC PlUG 
4 SIT0ACH PLUNGCR SPRING 
5 ?UZ£ BODY 
i MPGAZtNt CMARf'f 
7 CONi SCAT

B CUS$K3> jiP ASS 
3 sort rr for*



F i g



!) FUZE. PD..M33AZ X

/ G



P««mt Fuar. M«mMTX



t. DETONATOR SOCKET WASH
3. DETONATOR SOCKET
4. FLASH HOLE
S.fik..- BODY
t. plunger
7. PLUNGER

9. PRIMER-DETONATOR ASSEMBLY 
K.BODY PIN
IL PRIMER-DETONATOR PLUNGER ASSEMBLY 
IE. PRIMER-DETONATOR PLLitGE'i SPRING 
a FIRING PH ASVMBLY
"SHEAR PIN

is spiral a half block assembly
IN SLEEVE SUPPORT 
a pin 
a SLEEVE 
H. SHEAR WIRE

a

BMW naw III.......... . w ai m

‘■‘r 1 *r f J ?' i- . J * /’



4 ,p_f. i,>rassjo_N F( cf- /

- r><.uN(,£e 
'•> tf at •

2

F/&?

BASE DeTOflATiriG FUZE.
. i - aoo ' 
: Z - FlOiNG Pin
3 - Piuf^iev
4 - PIN f'fftOQ)
S - ’f i'/v} fmfepj
‘ nm--hli’(ppiMfg)
7 ' 'j
H h. i .„>( rcwiri }

MK rz
5 fct rof-iAroi?)
& ro^a>'X‘
n C^-p> fof't^AroQ)
e ' da 0/^C

- /■' << ■ //
/4 HP. 'f-\‘tMf\>)

'■' ■' ' V A*1A*9

/?■ PR!t^(K' AW. }0( r
r.t ■ Df tvna rop Am >itJi <

PLATF ZZU



o

I - BOOT 
e- pwm 
3 - RESISTANCE RING
4 - Rt-UNOeff 
S - SPRING

DETONATING fL»Ze,M38 
e-CUOS*NQ CAR
7-DISC
a-detonator A3-r;va_v
S-CU3HICNING O SC 
,0-BOOSTER PCuL ST



I -KAO 
2-RUJNKleR BOcT 
3-AiR|m« A>IKJ 
A-RUUMOBR BOOT 
8-WeSTRAlM<N** 
• -MWlMBR 
?~3wp^oirriN« mi im 
a-r*uuMMMMre ag»i-B— rr 
•-^■UUMlNKre CMBUUI 

euosirM «jj«

OeTONJATINJQ FUT-E. MK m 
n-booster
I2-BOO5TCR COVER 
19-HAur BLOCK SPRirsKJ 
(A-rORWAWO KAUF BLOCK 
b-rbar kauf e*xCK 
*-ceAO ex_ocK 
iv-EULMirvi-vre mOlXscr 
e-c**e 
•-BLACK PWCMR

Z5

Vt-3-13

ELAIf.,3





©-BOOSTER PELLET 

IO-DETONATOR 

11-SLIDER SPRING

20-SAFETV PIN SPRING

21-SUDER LOCK
22-SL1DER LOCK SPRING

ne./t,
vi- 3



POINT DETONATING FVZF.I19 FIG. 17
(•FIRING PIN ASSEMBLY 6-BODY
2-FlRING PIN SUPPORT 7-INTERRUPTER SPRING
3-HEAD 8-INTERRUPTER
4-DETONATOR ASSEMBLY 9-LOWER DETONATOR SOCKET
S-DETONATOR-RETAINING SCREW 10-LOWER DETONATOR ASSEMBLY

V/-3



POINT DETONATING FUZE.T2I
l-FIRWG PIN ASSEMBLY 
a-FlRiNt; PIN SUPPORT
3-HE 5
4-DETONATOR ASSEMBLY 
5-DET0NAT0R RETAINING SCREW 
6-BOOY
7-tNTERRUPTER SPRNO

•-INTERRUPTER
•-PRMER ASSEMBLY
10- DELAY HOLDER ASSEMBLY
11-RELAY ASSEMBLY
12-LOWER DETONATOR SOCKET 

FIG. IB

13-LOWeit OCTOMTOR ASSOM-Y





F





I-.'





6o.

100 GRAIN PERCUSSION PRIMER MIBI

I- FIRING 
2-BATTCRY CUP

•3-RETAINING BUSHING 
4-PERCUSSON ELEMENT ASSEMBLY 
5-HEAD

6-WRAPPER
7-BODY
8 PRIMER CHARGE BLACK POWDER)

9-BODY PLUG
O-SEALING COfcPOUM)

PEACuSSOM.KX)
UXUSTflATOM XET













NOTE* THE BOMB BOOT MAY BE MANUFACTURED BY AW OF THREE 
METHOOCTNE BOB* MAN ABOVE S MADE FROM RJNBS CUT 
FROM SEAMLESS TUBMD. ONE ALTERNATE METHOD PROVIDES 
FOR BUrrwELDEP rWMVA second automate method PERMITS n<WKTTWnQN OF A CONTINUOUS COL RDR THEMNM.
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I - NO St 3OMP r~l}7£ th
2- ARMING W^E

3-BLANK LAR r RlDG--. , .< LA„

4-ARMING CORD

5-BODY

6-SUSPENSION LUG(Fca rSc«0NTAL}

7-PULL WIRE

8- SMOKE UNIT
9-COUPLING

IO-SHROUD LINES

II-PARACHUTE CASE 

12-PARACHUTE

13-REINFORCING BAND

14-PULL OUT CORD

15-TEAR WIRE

16-SEALING WIRE
17-SUSPENSION LINK (toar'c*C\

P-
20

87
0
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V I- ■■
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i-; r-

TO KREMWED AFTER
. MMB HAS BEEN PLACED 
NM0PR1G GEAR AND 
ARMKG WgRtSERTEOj



'SEAL WITH KIO-PKOOr black paint.
------------ 2.333MAX.

STAKE YE/fY LIGHTLY AT 
TWO opposite points.

CBATTOHlKtHT 
Mt***,WITH WHITE 
■*quat chm*l.

CfflMP.

STAMP WITH LLTTCK3 AND 
FtauKCS. INITIALS OK SYMBOL 
0FL9MIN9 PLANT, YEA* OF 
LOADiNO, LOT NUMBEK OF 
LOAMO PfMMEN- OETONATON 
ANO INST. (INSTANTANEOUS).

coat threads with acad-proof
SLACK MHT.

^33£M&Lr
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I-ARMING PIN 9-LOCKING WIRE

NOSE BOMB FUZE MECH TIME T IO

zz< z



NOSE BOMB FUZE MK.VH MH

■ ARMING VANE
2 - ARMING DISC
3 - ARMING VANE CUP
4 - TIRING PIN
b - ARMING STUD
o - DISCHARGE SPRING

7- SAFETY AN ASSEMBLY
8 - EYELET
9- SHEAR PIN
10-FRING PN SLEEVE
11 - PRIMER-DETONATOR RETAINER
12- SHPPING SEAL ASSEMBLY

femwir irm w win i

A/o. 7





STAMP WlTJI J LETTERS ANO 
figures .01 deep, initials or 
SYMBOL Of LOADER ano loader's 
LOT NUMBER.

az-s-mc ai-s-niB az-s-iasa az-3-iasA az-3-iasf or az-3-iasa

ASSEMBLY az-3-niA

NOTES:-
A- COAT BOTH SIDES Of DETONATOR SOCKET FLANGE WITH PETTMAN CEMENT AT ASSEMBLY.
B- COAT THREADS OF ADAPTER LIGHTLY WITH GLUE ANO ASSEMBLE BEFORE GLUE SETS. 
C- COAT THREADS OF CLOSING PLUG LIGHTLY WITH SHELL GREASE BEFORE INSERTING.
D- CONCENTRICITY OF DETONATOR SOCKET WITH FUZE HOLE THREADS WILL BE 

DETERMINED BY GAGES SUPPLIED BY ORO. DEPT.

f^/G 0

Ji/-/



•» .* - j* WWlWWI

TAIL BOMB FUZE.MIOO
1 - DETONATOR 9 - ARMING VANE

2 ’ RELAY 1 C BALL BEARING

! - DELAY ELEMENT tl - PINION

exfans-cn :avitt for de^ay element 12- 30 tooth gear 'movable)
5 - PR.MER

€ • PlONGER

7 - ARMtfsiG STEM

13 - 29 TOOTH GEAR 'STATIONARY

8 - GUIDE PIN





flQMBM

at-s-itsp

B2-3- H3H 82-3-/258

AND ASSEMBLE WHILE

STAMP WITH Z LETTERS AHO 
FIGURES .01 DEEP, INITIALS 
OR SYMBOL OF LOADER ANO 
LOADER’S LOT HUMOER.

seal with acid-proof 
SLACK PAINT, TYPE I.

— CORT THESE SURFACES WITH
acid PROOF Black fwnrrii-t i. <.n,. 

ALTERNATtYC MATERIAL:- b/YHnGC JHEU-AC 
VARNISH, TYPE a, MEDIUM BODY.

COAT THREADS LIGHTLY WITH SHELL 
GREASE. BEFORE INSERTING CLOSING 
plug.

ASSEMBLY az-3-iz9A2

/O

.CHARGE, CLOSING CUP at-s-naa 
APPROX. I.S3 GRAINS TETRYL.
^,VAi.AT 5000 LOS. PER SO IN.
MA Y CONTAIN NO T NOPE THAN 2 % NA TU/TAL GRAPHITE ’ 

——. GRADE “0*

O2-3-lt»O

255

CLOSING CUP ASSEMBLY at-s-itaaz

"! t -01R.
±-1- 1-

.OH -.902

.OH-MIE

»*5 -.on

'iosr. ♦
-.245-.oio •

®S °UT OF *»</*•© WITHIN 
The TOLERANCE ALLOWED.

gyp. CLOSING as-s-izaoE
GILDING rterAl-



.-Nr SHAFT

,A\E CUP SCREW
4 AIMING DISC
a S T FING PIN
6 S I R'KER
7 - BODY
8 - INSTANTANEOUS FIRING PIN
9 - ARMING STEM
IO - SLIDER
11 - SLIDER PLATE
12 - BOOSTER CASE

NOSE BOMB FUZE T3
13 - BOOSTER CHARGE (TETRYL)
14 - SLIDER LOCK SPRING
15 - SLIDER LOCK
16 - BOOSTER LEAD (TETRYL
17 - DETONATOR
18 - SLIDER SPRING
19 - SLIDER SPRING CUP
20-RELAY
21 - DELAY CHARGE
22-PRIMER
23-DELAY FIRING PIN
24-SHEAR PIN



>-E5
25■VANE CUP
26 - ARMING SCREW
27 - INTERNAL GEAR
28-EXTERNAL GEAR
29 -ECCENTRIC DRIVE GEAR
30 - DRIVE GEAR 
31-COTTER PIN 
32-VANE STRAP 
33-SEAL

//



SECTION A*

PF

PIN NOT TO BE REMOVED 

UNTL FUZES ABOUT 

10 BE PLACED M BOMB

TAIL BOMB FUZE MKVMI

I - PRIMER DETONATOR RETAINER

2- FIRING PIN SPRING SEAT

3-FIRING PIN SPRING

4-FIRING PIN

b-FIRING PIN WEIGHT

6-GUIDE SCREW

7- BODY

8-ARMING STEM 

9-SHIPPING PIN ASSEMBLY 

IO-ARMING STEM TUBE 

11-ARMING STEM GUIDE 

12-CHECK PIN



13-ARMING VANE HUB

14-SAFETY PIN ASSEMBLY

15-ARMING VANE

16-ARMING VANE NUT
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FIG ~ f
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MARKING -5OMBNO3E FUZEMKSB 
MH, PRIMER DETONATOR BETAINE* 
T3-6H~ZX,OIA..659 HOLE-”WORK 
AfM*5*3 , ORD. DEPT. U S. A.

PLAIN PLUS GASES-STANDARD BLAMES\ HANDLE DRG. A’^oS 
harden

FIG. I
LAP -fS SURFACES.
REMOVE ALL SHARP EDGES.

A V

I



PLAIN PLUS GAGES
STANDARD BLANKS Sr HANDLE DQ£. A-20205. 

HARDEN

KG-. 2

LAP SURFACES. XV/-5
REMOVE ALL SHARP EDGES.



MARKING:-BOMB NOSE FUZE MKJBL 
Mil FIRING PIN 73-BH-2A DIA. STEM 
BEFORE PLATING WORM

AP-X5I4 , ORD. DEPT. USA.
.5

S&
-0

O
O

2

STAMP - NOT GG-W4STAMP;- 
GC.5S9

COH 8. RING & 5NAP GAGE
STANDARD BLANKS & HOLDER DRG. A-21096

HARDEN m3 XV-5

LAP JS SURFACES
REMOVE ALL SHARP EDGE^



MARKING
BOMB N05E FUZE MK.YH MI, FIRING PIN, 
13-SH-2,DIA. 5TEM.IN5P.

A-53421. , ORD. DEPT. U.S.A.

COMB. RING & SNAP GAGE
STANDARD BLANKS & HOLDER DRG. A-2!09G.

HARDEN
XV-5

LAP f9 SURFACES. 
REMOVE ALL SHARP EDGES.



Project\le clamp 
LINED WITH bK*Kt 
BAND UN IMG.

DEVICE tEMPTX 
CARTRIDGE case

dotted outline
INDICATES ,/

PRIMER FIRING r^\n/>r * r m C’rx •” '

FIRE DAFFLE 
(FLAP DOOR)

PRIMER FIRING 
DEVICE

BOX FOR SALVAGE t 
smokeless 
POWDER

Koon stand type arbor 
• ' FRE53 MOUnFO

WO ODEM BARRICADE 
FACED WITH SHEET

I ROH

Clips to hold 
CARTRIDGE CASE:
FIXED AMMUVUTVON 
TOBE fciDASSEMBLED

DISASSEMBLING <
EIQUIFMCNTVEHT PIPE FOR 

EXHAUST GASES

PRIMER Fl^'UlG EQUIPMENT gg

DI5A55EMe>t-lNG $ PRIMER FIRING 
EQUlPt'CVVT



, SHANTY

OF DRcAEO ELcC.TR IC SWCTCH
VhTH SEMAPHORE. 
TO SHOW WHEN 
RAH-3T \3 CUE AR

ROAD

W.RES *3

I

i!
•(' ; i 
i It

O 
oi 
>. 
O; 
Oi <4,

FIR? i»Wij 7,OH

TW lONtO AT

METHOD Of STACKING x it h aw munition *m
-' MMUNlT\0n. I3SS !' 

TOUT OF DESTRUCTION P'
' DRT CREEK OR RAVINE

ELcC.TR


SAGAZiNE

PRI HER FIRING TABLE 
< DEVICE \

tOgT-Cf
DISASSEMBLING 

.’PRESS

FROCH FGWrtMPTY 
IARTR1DGE CASES

ROLLER 
CO N'VEXORi

BARRICADE
L.BOX FOR 
SALVAGED 

smokeless 
POWDER*

o 

o m
. r

WEATHER PROOF 
bOX-FOR OPERATORS 
MATCHES,TOBACCO, ETC.

Full boxes OF SALVAGED 
SMOriLESS POWDCR 
AWAITING TRANSPORTATION 
QOT TO EXCEED S)

DISASSEMBLING EQUIPMENT FOR
A- FIXED AMMUNITION EXuS*lta



fate: Curve on norrna/
tbltr/but/on Hnrnw, bbe actual W//b 
bob (///er /rotor bbo theor/b/cab by
4 Sv/Z/e/ert gtoroo/rb bo /nmb</abe

TRUE fiVERR^E falRX. D/5PER5/0/V IN FT SEC. FOR 

GROUPS OF F FROM FNY LOT.



Spec, hmd !.e. tSZXM.V.-WkZ Chance of JU Q^ht, »»$ / * 
Mfr'j. limit, t.e.j 2.085 X Ryer.------------ - -------

—— -------------------"""' it * i
‘ ' iff- V.

o

0

Bracket marked 1st tot indicates positions tn nbat 
plotted poinds dor* mtSK. dispersions of 6 prows 
of S pounds each of Jot. lot

Bracket marked 2nd. tod indicates fAree oepar^de 
condt/ons th*t nstpht occur on any suAeeyuent dot, 
end the proper netton tn e«ch ease.

Note that on/y S rds. are fired r» any case, except 
the retest nd" n/Afch to necessitated by /be AnMm 
rejection "3"

1- Accept

2’Accept wth canton
3 ffcjett fcal/celp

CXHIBIT W.C

ILLUSTRATION OF USE OF PROPOSED SPEC . 

f'G - Z
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